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WITAN MEETING TONIGHT AT
8:00 IN BARN CHAMBER
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Following a student poll conducted last week, the Student
Council and the Ivy Committee decided to have seven fraternity
houses open for social purposes
with three of these also housing
dates for houseparty. The houses
to be opened for rooming are the
Alpha Delta Phi, the Delta Upsilon, and the Sigma Nu, another being possibly added should demand
for space require it.
Those houses which will be used
exclusively for social purposes are
the Delta Kappa Epsilon, the Kappa Sigma, the Beta Theta Pi, and
the Alpha Tau Omega.
Neither
those houses now occupied by the
Navy nor the Chi Psi House will be
available for students over this
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in the country.

The President went on

Reginald F. Spurr '46 was elected editor-in-chief of the ORIENT
for volume year 75 which begins
"with this issue at a meeting of the
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directors of the Bowdoin Publishing Company Monday. Herbert B.
Moore '48 was elected associate
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Out of 29 replies to an ORIENT questionnaire on the future
Is Editor-in-Chief, of the fraternities here sent to the 50 members of the faculty, I 7
favored their continuance with modifications, six favored their
Moore Associate Editor abolishment, and six favored their continuance unchanged. SevORIENT Elections eral suggested changes were written in on the ballots.
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enrollment

ent state of the college. He further
stated that the percentage of pres-
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extra-curricular ac-
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made reference to the Masque &
Gown, the Bowdoin Christian Asand winter athletics, and
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to the ORIENT in particular. Interestingly enough, President Sills
remarked on one college which had
even employed a female college
graduate to edit its paper.
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With so much interest in these
outside activities, the President
pointed out that the work of the
students on their studies might
very probably be suffering as a result, but that in these times of
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Mr. Pelletier, Executive Secretary, released the following stateof the group's foundations
and aims:

"The decisions which will face
the United States at the end of
this war will be as momentous as
any in our history and will affect
qur future for generations to
come. If world order and peace
are to be secured, the American
people must know and appreciate
the facts of the situation as well
as the proposed solutions; for, no
official action in a democracy can,
in the long run, hope for success
if
there is no popular support.
Moreover, it is not enough that
the people are for or against.
Their decision should be a substantial one based upon accurate
and comprehensive information.
"It, therefore, is the opinion of
representatives of the four colleges that they should cooperate
in making available to the people
of this State information concerning the efforts of the United Nations to secure a durable peace.

as well as the consideration of disputes and the enforcement of action during them can peace and security be maintained, Doctor Leland M. Goodrich '20, Director of
the World Peace Foundation, told
a large audience gathered at the
home of President and Mrs. Sills
in a meeting on Thursday evening,
April 5, of the Brunswick Forum
on Post- War Problems.

Speaking on "some of the issues
likely to come before the future
San Francisco Conference," Dr.
Goodrich said that it is a "fair assumption" that the plan finally
adopted will follow the proposals
drafted at Dumbarton Oaks. He
lamented the "failure to take adequate recognition of the need of
an orderly change of such arrangements as need to be made in the
course of the war."

Endorsement of Dumbarton Oaks
or any other plan for collective
security must come from the American people; but, as institutions
of higher learning, these colleges
are interested in presenting the
facts of the case over as wide an
[ Continued on Page j ]

Court Praises Coaches

Terming the present test of
membership whether a nation declared war before March 1. 1945
as adequate, Dr. Goodrich called
for a test in terms of "the willingness of the nation to accept the
obligations of membership and to
carry them out in good faith." He
desires "to see universal membership realized at the earliest possible opportunity."

—

1

he said, that the
suggestion will be made that the
General Assembly, which provides
a forum for the discussion of problems, be given greater powers in
the promotion of international co[ Continued on Page 4 ]
It is probable,

For Wartime Athletics
"A team is as good as its coaches
Bowdoin's wartime teams

—

have been good.— Lefs give credit
where credit is due." was the
theme of the chapel address given
by Warren L. Court '47. on Thursday. April 5. "There is one particular phase of the athletic activity of the college that has been

Bowdoin-on-the-Air Has

Two

Musical Programs

Improvements In Campus Beauty And

Nine More Bowdoin

Utility

Men

Depend On Decisions Of Committee This Saturday Now Dead Or Missing
Nine Bowdoin men have recently been added to the list of dead or
TT»rss<ng in World War II. Ranging
in classes from '25 - '46, these men

sum amounting

ly $3,000,

possible,

which
this

to approximateis

to be used,

year.

Mr. .Went-

worth has contributed

in the past
the planting of trees and shrubs.
Money is already on hand Xo
pay for paving the walk extending from the chapel to the 1875
Gateway with the same substance
as the 1910 Walk.
The plans,
which call for a walk fourteei
feet wide composed of an asphalt
material, will be carried out this
spring or early summer, if the
materials are available. The meeting on Saturday will also decide
whether or not to surface the
walk from Mass. Hall to College
Street with the same substance
but only six feet in width.. To
date there are enough funds to
pave this walk from Mass. Hall
to a point roughly opposite Appleton Hall.
The cost of continue
tion to College Street must be assumed by the college.

to

Another proposal under consideration for this meeting is the
construction of a drivewav starting from the Gate of 1878, or

!

Houses Will Be Open
For Summer Session

.

[

Continued on Page j
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Upon being interviewed recently concerning the question
of whether or not the fratern-

Sills

replied

in

ence.

the

The Masque and Gown's spring
production was born in a press re-

The
President
was the intention

stated that it
of the administration to have
the houses open for the summer
sessiin commencing on June 18.
He saM further, however, that
the number of houses which
would be available at that time
had not as yet been decided
upon.

in" there, and it is expected
that 400 miles north of New York
Brunswick, Maine, on the cvening of May 4th, with the Chapel
in

;

houses would be available
students this summer,

affirmative.

is

typical of the high praise which
the play that Masque and Gown
has selected for Ivy Day received
when it opened on Broadway four
months ago. It is still "packing

'supplying the bell and Nelson L.
Towers '48 substituting for Frederic March as Major Joppolo, "A
Bell For Adano" will again stir
a large and cosmopolitan audi

the

President

"Just as the novel is. so far, the
piece of imaginative literhas produced, so
also, I think, the play is the finest
drama the war has given us."
This statement on "The Bell For
Adano," by Burton Rasco in the

them

j
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Lieutenant
Burnard was in the Army Transport Service for 16 months and

made

the

"New York World-Telegram"
'

ity

the great

nard '25 died aboard ship while
docked at the San Francisco harbor.
He was a Volunteer Officer
Candidate at Camp Croft, S. C. in
.November, 1942, and then went to
Officer's
Candidate
School
at
State College,

Miss.

six trips to Australia.

Having

15.

re-

ceived his medical degree at the
University of Western Toronto,
Marshall enlisted in September of
1942 and was sent to Camp White.

Oregon.

Captain

Marshall

was

serving with an Engineer Medical
Corps Unit attached to the 355' ii
Regiment of Engineers in Britain

Captain Bernard
'39,

was

J. Bertels, Jr.
killed in action on Luzon
22.
At Bowdoin, he

on January

was a member of the Delta Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity and took a
prominent part

in

student activ-

'Bertels took his basic trailing at Camp Croft, N. C, and at-

ities.

tended

OCS

at Fort Benning, Ga.,

receiving his commission in September of 1942 and was immediately assigned to Fort Ord, Calif.,
with the 43rd Division.
Captain
Bertels was in command of a company of infantry in the battle for

Luzon.
t
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ature the war

this area will also be graded.

coaches."

beside

many on March

toward
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Eskilson is a member of the Student Council and serving on its Ivy
Day and Fraternity Improvement
committees. He is also secretary
of Zeta Psi Fraternity and a member of the Union Committee'.
Sewall is a member of the Student Council and president of the
Psi Upsilon Fraternity. He served
as co-chairman of the recent Red
Cross campus drive. He will continue as circulation manager un-

lease,

finally

opened

grew

to a

novel,

and ^w as

shaped into a play which
in .New York's Cort Thea-

;
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board has said that success

rial

of the publication depends on the
interest exhibited by the student

body and the quantity and quality of the contributions.

Theme Of Piper Contest
Is

j

I

tre. December 6, 1944.
"Time"
and "Life" correspondent and editor John Hersey, now in Moscow,

1

The

topic

which has been

select-

for the Horace Lord Piper
Prize for 1945 is "Proposals for
World Organization." The prize,

ed

b) their

)

continuance

un-

changed
with

modifications

Suggested changes :**

The most frequently suggested
reforms were greater emphasis on
scholarship as a prerequisite of initiation and postponement of initiation until the second semester of
freshman year. Each of these suggestions was made seven times.
Abolishment of hazing was advocated by four faculty members.
Greater restraint at social affairs
was suggested in three replies.
The following are sampling quotations
from
the
"suggested
changes":
"1. Some kind of scholarship
basis for admission and continuance as a fraternity member.
"2. Elimination of any discriminatory rules, written or implied.
"3. Elimination of hazing.
"4. Delay in initiation dates, possibly over to second semester."

(Signed) F. E. T.

"More emphasis on

scholastic ac-

of certain excesses of
chapter house life chiefly social
excesses.
"I believe in fraternities for
Bowdoin nor do I think any real
upheaval is called for. I hope the

—

undergraduate
members themselves will undertake the change.

We all know what

they should be."
(Signed) Seward J. Marsh

"1.

Give the freshmen a chance

which was won by John F.. Magee to begin class work before the
'47 'last year, is awarded "to the snow flies. At least we might have
member of the Sophomore Class an .opportunity to find out if they

of the trimester.

presents the best 'original pa- are capable of beginning.
"2. Houseparty dances with a
per on the subject best calculated
wee bit of opportunity for seeing
to promote the attainment and
maintenance of peace throughout and hearing. Thinking not essenFaculty Considers Plans the world, or on some subject de- tial. No this is not in spirit with
voted to the welfare of humanity.' " the times. I must be getting on.
My mistake!"
(Signed) M. C.
For Course In Religion
Students who have completed
"Pledging after one-half a seone-to-three trimesters are eligible
mester. Initiation after one semesto
compete
and
may
select
-any
A committee of which Professor
ter.
Houseparty control of the
Root is chairman and which in- phase of the general subject, pro- worship of Aphrodite and Dionycludes Professors Koelln and Dag- vided that their essays contain sus."
(Signed) T. M.
from
to
5,000
words.
Those
7.500,
gett and Mr. Mclntire, is planning
"Make adequate preparations to
to request the Administration for interested have been asked to see allow one group (at least) to dethe formation of a course in re- Professors Helmreich, Hormell, or velop in a healthy way outside your
ligion to be given this summer. Daggett. The finished manuscript own gates and do not over-estimate
At least a dozen students have al- must be handed to Professor Dag- the degree of unselfishness of
ready expressed their interest in gett before Saturday evening, 'May which a closed group is capable
19th.
the course, which was original!
without destroying its own ground.
suggested by David A. Works '42.
The prize, consisting of the an- If you don't understand, I shall be
Plans concerning the course- nual income of
$1,373, was estab- glad to explain."
such as how much of the summer
(Signed) Fritz C. A. Koelln
lished by the Honorable Sumner I.
trimester it will cover and th<?
"1. Abolishment of 'hell-week'
identity of the instructor or in- Kimball '55 in memory of Major and all
other hazing in connection
structors are in abeyance until Horace Lord Piper '63.
with initiations.
the matter is discussed by the
"2. Insistence that chapters of
Faculty tomorrow, and a decision
fraternities whose national laws
is reached.
contain racial restrictions as to
Expect Fifty
membership shall sever relationwith their national bodies unIn 4th
Session ship
9
til such restrictions are removed.
(It would be reasonable to allow a
In accordance with its war-time period of grace say, of five years
accelerated program, Bowdoin is —for the national bodies of the frascheduled, to begin its fourth sum- ternities involved to effect the necthe town fell. Accustomed to reg- mer session
on June 18th, with essary reforms.)

who

«•*

—

Freshmen

Summer

'

"Men On Bataan" and "Into the ulate all their habits by its tones,
Valley."
It was adapted for the
neither the villagers, nor Major
stage by Paul Osborn. Comment- Jopollo,
once he undersrands, will
ing on the finished produce. However be content until it is replacard Barnes of "The. New York ed.
By his successful efforts to
Herald-Tribune" wrote:
secure a substitute beil as well as
"It is common critical practice his
sympathetic and just administo claim that a fine war play cantration, Joppolo wins the hearts or"
not be done in war time. At the
the townsfolk as well as converts
Cort there is one of the finest war to democracy. Ironically enough,
plays you will ever see."
he is abruptly removed by the
The theme ot the play is the general just as his efforts are
struggle of democracy versus fasbearing real fruits.
cism, and not simply the fascism
Drawing a thumbnail sketch of
of Italy either, but also against
the Major, the "New York Times"
that more insidious type which
critic wrote, "Jopollo is a nice
has been labelled American fascharacter, a good human being;
cism.
his relationships and actions are
Major Joppolo is a Bronx-born warm and honest."
A. M. G. officer who is assigned
The "New York Sun" was thorsupervision of the civil affaiis of
oughly sold on the play: "... a
the Sicilian town of Adano.
His vibrant drama crowded, colorful,
chief obstacles are, one, learning
expertly acted and directed, and
to
understand
the
peculiar you can put it down
as a hit, and
"mores" of the natives and, two, as an
important contribution to
General Marvin, a blustering and the
current season."
pompous American general, whose
The "Sun" also points out that
orders Joppolo finds it necessary
the play is humorous: "There are

—

about

—

fifty

freshmen expected

in

the entering class. Similar to the
previous summer terms, it will
consist of sixteen weeks divided
into

two eight-week

student

.will

periods.

Each

be permitted to carry

two to three speeded-up courses
at one time.
Among the varied
subjects
to
be presented, two
courses in Education will be reinstated.
ued for
Russel's
|

i

to

,

One

acteristics of the villagers is their
deep attachment for the clock-

;

I

wmm

6

—

World Organization

They had been discontinsome time. Due to Dr.

[

Continued on Page

2 ]

Bowdoin Choir Schedules

Duo Of Joint Concerts
Two joint concerts have been
scheduled by the Bowdoin Choir
for the near future, one with Gor-

ham Normal School, April 13. and
absence, the courses in
one with Waynflete School, April
Religion were stopped. However,
21.
if sufficient
interest among the

At Gorham this Friday evening
undergraduates is shown, efforts
the Gorham Glee Club will sin?
will be made to present one such
one group of songs and the Meddiebempsters will offer a group of
Other colleges planning to hold Negro spirituals.
A tea dance
summer sessions include Dart- will follow the program, at which
mouth, Brown, Harvard, Yale, the choir will be entertained.
The Waynflete concert will be
University of Maine, and Massachusetts State.
Colby, however, preceded in the afternoon by a
course.

|

will not

have one.

not plan to
a

rehearsal in Memorial Hall and a
party in the swimming
At 5:00 p.m., a preview of
the program will be broadcast
over WGAN, at which time records will be made of the selections.
The concert itself will be
presented at 8:00 p.m., and is to
be followed by a dance in the
Union.

Bowdoin does splash

make summer

permanent feature.

sessions

It will

con-

countermand.
good comedy touches here and tinue them, nevertheless, until
of the most surprising charthere and they spring from hon- the needs of returning
veterans
est characterization."
got his idea for Adano while in
The play is not without its are provided for, though later
Sicily in 1943, published the nov?l tower bell which had been melted weaknesses what
play is ? "Time," sessions will be on a reduced proin 1944.
He is also the author of down to make guns shortly before
I
gram.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
I

(

(17) c) their continuance

"Removal

the end of the spring trimester.

The new editors will formally
take over their duties with the
next issue. The directors voted to
continue Philip H. Hoffman '45. the
retiring editor-in-chief, as a member of the Company until the end

(Check one)

fraternities

tivities.

.

til

favor'

a) abolishment of Bowdoin

)

the

Delta Upsilon Fraternity, a memPresent plans call for publicaber of the varsity basketball and tion of the Quill either at the
baseball teams, and a member of end of the current trimester or
the Union Committee.
early in the summer. The edito-

,•

MHMMIM

sanction

C.

Masque & Gown's Ivy Day Play "A Bell For Adano
Has Won Universal Acclaim From Broadway Critics

nearby on Route 1, which will circle in front of Memorial and Mass.
Halls and come out at the north
of Winthrop Hall. This driveway
will have the dual advantages of
providing a serviceway for bot'i
Memorial and Mass. Halls. »
Following the general program
of improving this section of the
campus, trees and shrubs will be
planted in the area between Mass.
Hall and the road and around the
President's Gateway; the lawns of

of

placed

in Bowdoin's history.
First Lieutgnant Edwin C. Bur-

objective of
Chairman Hildreth is
$55,000.
gratified at the progress made, particularly by the ten or twelve
youngest classes, and he believes
this year's Fund will reach its dollar objective. He is concerned, however, that thus far only 1500 of the
hoped for 3500 contributors have
been enrolled. The Fund Directors
have stressed
of recent years
broadening the base of this vital
support of the College, and this
year's Board aims to continue that
policy. The Fund Directors believe
that only by substantial increase in
the number of alumni participating
can Bowdoin be assured of strong
Alumni Fund support over the
years. Their objective this year is
3500 contributors or GO c/r of living
alumni. Chairman Hilderth says he
thinks Bowdoin men will not consider a mere passing grade, G0%,
too high a target.

ceived

if

be

will

names

Capt. Joel Y. Marshall "34 was
has passed the half-way
reported killed in action in Gerwith $30,000 having been re-

Fund
mark

fered to finance the project with

a

the

Miss Sally Baker of Waynflete
Court stated that the standards School, Portland, and sister of
extra-curricula activities has Richard Baker, Class of '46, will
been kept quite high despite many be the guest soloist with the Medhandicaps. "Since the start of the diebempsters when they present a
war the Bowdoin athletic program program of semi-classical selechas been heavily curtailed, and tions over Bowdoin-on-the-Air torightly so.
Football has been morrow evening at 7:45. Cabot
dropped; the out-of-state trips Easton will act as announcer and
have been rare; the schedules in Donald Lyons will lead the double
most cases have been reduced: quartette in a program consistand the respective teams have suf- ing of "everything from Negro
fered from a lack of materia
spirituals to Irish melodies."
Still, with this rather dismal backOn Saturday, April 21. from
ground the teams this past fail 5:00-5:30 p.m., Bowdoin-on-the-Air
and winter have had excellent will broadcast over Station WGAN
seasons."
a preview of the joint WaynfleteHe continued by saying that Bowdoin Concert which will be givmuch of the credit for the success en later that evening. This broadteams
belongs
*ete
to
Bowof
cast will probably originate from

the

He is Lamparter, Myer Norken, and
Professors
freshman class Nathan Whitman.
(1948), editor-in-chief of "Bow- Brown and Hartman and Mr.
doin-in-1944,"
secretary of the Boyer are the Faculty tdvisors.

'

.

and over-all plan for the future Alumni Fund Rises Past
Goodrich Stresses Need physical development of the college have been made possible Mid-Point With $30,000
Of Social, Economic Plan largely by Walter V. Wentworth
Charles L. Hildreth '25, Chair'86 of Oldjtown.
Awaiting the
Only by the effectuation of im- Committee's acceptance of the man of the Alumni Fund Directors,
portant social and economic plans proposals, Mr. Wentworth has of- states that the 1944-45 Alumni

ment

literary publication, has been re-

president of the

-^

The first, that they
are undemocratic; and the second,
Final decision on new improvements of the campus's features
that they are "anti-intellectual."
By way of closing, he stated that which include surfacing walks, constructing a driveway to service
he felt in regard to the first charge Memorial Hall and Massachusetts Hall, grading lawns and plantvery real progress had been made
decided at a meeting of the Comof late, but that in the second there ing shrubs and trees, will be
is still room for much improvemittee of Grounds and Buildings next Saturday.
ment.
These changes, part of a vast

of
Bowdoin,
Bates, Colby and the University
of Maine, met at the University
of Maine on March 30-31 to confer on an adult educational program covering the Dumbarton
Oaks proposals, which are to be
the basis for the discussions by
the United (Nations at San Francisco beginning April 25.

been

and Rich- vived with

6

Quill, the college's

tor in his freshman year.

-«•»

WiaJ&£i-jSna

».-,

standpoints.

Representatives

have

Jr. '47

come an ORIENT managing

>

restlessness, such a falling off
would be quite natural, although

not entirely desirable.
Speaking of the fraternities.
President Sills stated that they

Moore

list:

"Do you

managing editors

ml c*

1

\

sociation,

The following is a replica and
tabulation of the questionnaire
which was sent in the form of
mimeographed post cards to all
faculty members on the college
mailing

E. Eskilson '45

Thomas

:•

j

For Contributions;

Lebovitz Editor-in-Chief

were appointed Administration, the English Facto replace them. ulty, and the Blanket Tax ComWeatherill '48 and
mittee, and is now calling for conBlake T. Hanna '48 were appointed
tributions of original prose and
•"
sub-editors.
f
Spurr has been connected with poetry from all students interestthe ORIENT since 1942. He is a ed in writing. The Blanket Tax
member of the Student Council and Committee has appropriated $100
serving on its Ivy Day Committee.
He is president of Beta Theta Pi for publication.
Carl Lebovitz is editor-in-chief
Fraternity and president also of
the Witan. He has been on the of the publication and the edito^~
Dean's List.
rial board includes William CapMoore was the first man to bepellari, Joseph LaCasce, William
ard

1*0

<i\

£

f

S

Call

Reorganizes

The Bowdoin

editors since February.

Arthur C. Sewall.

•

•

1

and

Spurr

4

1.

,

Quill

editor.

«

>>

» t

'

New

(

i;
ffrs

to say

tivities have been kept up, and
with fne single exception of football, all are still going strong. He

For Frisco Conference

]

%
.

A7 * —

'

1* '.:.':'

v

1

t

September, the college has
granted permission for any undergraduates who wish, on the weekend preceding the houseparty to
help clean the houses and prepare
them for occupancy. Water will be
turned on at that time in the
houses which will be used.

Continued on Pege )
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t

above that of Amherst, Williams,
and Wesleyan" said President
Sills speaking recently on the pres-

last

[

t W'
'M A

4

But Urges Several Reforms

*

^

-v

•

•

is

which have *>een unoccupied since

is

s•

.

j

ease the expense for the stuof opening these houses

undernourished— the phase

»

WMniUL', \

Of College Talk

"Bowdoin's

period.
dents,

*

wit&W
V WaM

>

orchestra

dance culminating the Senior Weekend on Sills Is Optimistic Over
Saturday, May 5. The dance, which
is to be formal except for the lack
High Civilian Enrollment
of corsages, is to be held in the
Sargent Gymnasium from 8:00 p.m.

In State

Majority Of Faculty Wants

':*
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'
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to midnight.
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A VIEW OF CHAPEL WALK WHICH W|LL BE PAVED

Senior Week End
To Feature Broggi;

USED CLOTHING DRIVE
8TARTS NEXT WEEK

ORIENT

(75th Year)

Carl Broggi and his
will play for the formal

:

'

pool.
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Who

is

which
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most certainly be required?
Why should they come here where we
seem to be acting as if we wished that
they would please, please not be any
different from what they were before
they went away—why should they do
this— when they can go to Tufts, or
Harvard, or Syracuse, or Cornell, or almost any other college where their
problems are frankly recognized and
provided for? Some of them may in
spite of ourselves, but many of them
will probably wish they had not, unless we start doing something fast.
The Orient can run a poll on the
fraternities and print the comments,
but what action will be taken? None—

that's right.
The only thing that
seems to be seriously exercising the
powers that be is the rather trivial

question of what letters of the alpha-

on Bowdoin degrees: A.B.
or B.S. That matter could be settled
in five minutes and the remaining time
devoted to a consideration of ways and
means to make this place attractive to
bet to print
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candidates for that degree.

Bowdoin seems

Brunswick,

There are even those
who would like

changes.

starry-

eyed alumni

to see
t

Bowdoin

was before the
war." Well, you can do that to, but the
only difference might be a "for rent"
sign on all the dormitories.
It is about time we saw some specific
proposals on how to make Bowdoin
"just like

it

rivals in

its

the post-war era.

H. H.

P.

Maine.

j.ssrwrso ro« national advintisino

Vol.

•
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tear his hair

was a

Many

N. V.

1845

11,

No.

THAT BELL

1

plan to

good deal Of interest has been
aroused in the fonhcorning Masque
spring production of "A
Bell For Adano.'' A large cast has been
selected and rehearsals are under way.

Gown

fact that the play

smash

hit

is

currently a

on Broadway heightens

stu-

dent anticipation. Houseparty visitors
from near and far will come to witness
the performance.
cess, it will

If

the play

is

a suc-

college.

we have heard

of a

demonstrable lack of conscientiousness
and seriousness of purpose on the part
of the cast, notably

shown

A LACKiOF PLANNING

We

have

all

husband

angry with her

after the cocktail party be-

cause he was the only

man

there with-

out a post-war plan. But haven't
all

become

vitally interest-

ed in seeing another course added to
the already

more

schedule.

full

been a move that has

this has

been discouraged all along. Neverthethe undergraduates have fought to
overcome all obstacles and are deter-

mined

that the courses will be offered.

We are sure that the administration,
the faculty, and the boards will -carry
out a student-proposed move. Thus,

one more "war-casualty"
lege will be eliminated!

we

angry with the college about

its

lack of

post-war planning?

Amherst can come up with two
long, beautifully written, and challenging reports from its faculty and
alumni laying down detailed and specific suggestions for the improvement
of a post-war Amherst. What has Bowcjoin to show? So far, just an eight page
report on what system of priority

col-

D. A.

W.

MORE AND MORE STUDENTS
Reports from the Director of Admissions' office lead us to expect between fifty and sixty entering fresh-

men

summer.

this

we could

No

one

will

deny

more— many more.
How can this be brought about? The
students here now could do a great
deal in seeing to it that that number

that

.

.

.

CSCSCSCS

—

1935 that's ten years ago
Polar Bears were so good
that they played opening night at
the Jack-O- Lantern Ballroom in
Portland and a two-week summer
cruise on the S.S. Mauritania for
Cunard Lines. In those days the
gym dance committee for Ivy

—the

House Parties made several

CSCSCSCS
know

you

that

.

There was something
kept bothering

stand

me

different.

because

.

.

me

up

by two maiden ladies and the ar- lady. She is smoking a Kool near
McKim,
Meade and the edge of the stage.
White, were given the commission
"Would you like to make some
as a result of the fact that they classic statement about the play ? "
had been the leading architects I ask.
for the World's Columbian Ex"None whatsoever," she sayi.
position at Chicago in 1893.
Roundy had prompted the reply.
•
Hills is giving stage directions
CSCSCSCS
Steve Monaghan, at 11:30 p.m.: with his hands and he's lost the
"Jackie, is the grill still work- place.
Mrs. Little has a Rebelaisian
ing?"
Jackie (A mistress of the short line which sounds all right comanswer): "I don't know.
Why ing from her. Everyone laughs.
The whole cast goes into a huddon't you ask it?"
dle, and Saba speaks: (Pat is in
CSCSCSCS
N. Y. He left.) Saba says, "YouThe first Ivy Party occurred in 've got to be up by the window."
1877, when a few ladies from out
Hills adds, "Yeah, you've got to
of town" were present. Robert E.
be by the window."
Youknowwhp. Peary wrote the ode
Someone is reading someone

—

"dancing

till

daylight"

at

the gym.

The Bowdoin Date Bureau

is

doing a great job.
One of its
agents has seven dates for the
forthcoming houseparty.

CSCSCSCS
Birds, bees and little blue eggs
are not the only signs of spring
around here. There has been a
sudden effusion of the artistic
spirit, and if one who is not a

to

sum

at any of the local establish-

Tape, too, can be had in

All undergraduates have friends in
high and prep school who will be
graduating soon. By simply writing a
few letters and particularly through

personal

many

contacts

of

these

made

ours could be

friends of

to

think very seriously aVout coming to

!

them on through finals. Each 'gap
Which appeared in the seat and
the knees wes carefully patched
until some of the noblest examples might
have been labeled,
"Styled and Tailored by Bauer and
Black."
Something there was
then, between a pair of trousers
and its inhabitants, that transcended a mere desire to be well
dressed.

where

Bowdoin.

No

one can or should

it's

heading, though.

tend,

at-

on the other hand, we

but,

if we did
many strong talking
which our own alma mater pos-

should be worse than foolish
not mention the
points
sesses.

Without being

boastful

we could do our

real service

have more applicants than we
can handle. We won't have unless we
have something to offer them.
What are we doing for the veterans?
We have decided to turn them over to
the seven man Recording Committee.
Suppose we get 100 or 200 returning
veterans in our post-war enrollment.

doin has to

of the

or

friends a

by simply informing them

many

advantages which Bow-

offer.

What do you say?
Effort. All

and a

offensive

it

takes

little gift

Let's

is

make

pencil

the Big

and paper

of gab. Judging from

the bull sessions,

we

are not deficient

m

By Tom Weatherill

12,

was reported missing in action while
a
over Germany on February 22.
Corps.

in that last department either!

Pilot of a B-24 in the Air Force,
Kidd had trained at Nashville and
won his wings in November of
1943.
Before leaving for overseas

i

overseas in
•

in

college,

at

and their atmosphere more

in

sity of Missouri, wrote that fraternities and sororities have no more

place in America than has the Hit-

Youth Movement.
Last month Professor William C.
Root in a chapel talk urged that
any changes be made by the unler

.

— —

being

deft)

I

started

]

dergraduates themselves. A Student Council committee consisting
of Richard E. Eskilson '45, Morton
F.

Page

'46,

and

J.

Frank Kimbah

'47 has been appointed to study the
question of improving the fraternity system.
No report has been
made as yet.

dribbling

down the sidelines. The last thing
remember Knocker Norkin (he

I

bites )
Squasher Osher, and Phleet
Phil Hoffman were closing in on
,

me.
Later, a disinterested spectator

I

want him!" and an

unidentified individual who kept
shouting, "Don't ruin his sneakers, they belong to the college.
And make sure he signs the cal
sheet!"

"But I've got resilience.
I
bounce back quickly," I told Doctor Johnson the next day when he
fished

me

out

of

the

bath and swathed me
and bandages.

whirlpool
in

splint's

pilot

in

the

Army

Air and

is

in the

Naval Auxiliary Air

In the service since April Facility there.
of 1942, Smith had seen duty at
Captain Levi G. Durepo '25 was
New Caledonia, the Solomons, lately seen about the
He
New Guinea, Halmahera, Leyte, was stationed at Dow campus.
Field, Banand Luzon. He was commissioned gor, Me., in
the Transport Coma 2nd Lieut, in August, 1943, and mand
of the "Air Force, and theu
went to the South Pacific in Jan- went to Code
and Cipher School
uary, 1944.
Commissioned a 1st at Morrison Field, West Palm
Lieut, in May, 1944, Lieutenant
Beach.
In 1942, Durepo went
Smith received the Air Medal in overseas for two
years and was
August of the same year. While on New Guinea.
Captain Durepj
at Bowdoin, Smith was an active was also
in the first World War.
member of the Delta Upsilon FraLieutenant Gilbert B. Parker
ternity.
'32, also a recent visitor to the
George W. Fuller '46 was killed campus, was
in the USNR stain Italy by a mine explosion on
tioned at Treasure Island, San
January 6. Enlisting in Decem- Francisco. Parker was
on a naval
ber, 1943 he was sent to Camp
transport running to the South
Devens in March. Fuller was then Pacific.
sent, to Camp Hale, Colorado, for
John Whitcomb '48 returned to

Lieutenant Kidd had been stationed at Fort Meyers, Fla., and Chatham Field, Savannah, Ga.
First Lieutenant Paul L. Davidson '45 has been reported missing
in
action over Germany since
March 2. Navigation officer on a
Flying Fortress with the Eighth
Army Air Force, he had completed about 28 missions, and Was on
his last five before returning to
this country.
Entering the service while a sophomore at Bowdoin
in February of 1943, Davidson
trained at Atlantic City. N. J., got
his pre-flight training at Syracuse
fifteen

was stationed

cratic

haye been walking around

lowing a plan of style with Massachusetts Hall as the model. It is
simple when compared to Searles
Hall but its simplicity is its beauYou can go from one end
scornfully.
In reality, the game ty ..
beggars description but it's the of it to the other which is more
j
nearest thing to a tong war bethan can be said of Adams
tween the haves and have-nots it is in the Colonial style ... of the
that I've ever seen.
How a per- times when Bowdoin was born.
fectly docile individual can wander over to the gym, pull on his
V
togs, move onto the court and in
We have been reading books
two minutes become a dangerous
maniac, never fails to amaze me.
lately in the shank parts of the
Although I should have known
better, the other afternoon, feeling the need of some fun and exercise, I foolishly entered the contest.
Right there and then. North
Dakota almost lost a prospective
citizen.
Taking a rebound off the
board, I did a neat pirouette to
escape a body some character
threw my way, deftly (picture me

B

Second Lieutenant Ralph Kidd

TRACKING DOWN
TROUBLE
This laboratory, ready to move anywhere on short
notice, runs

down "crimes"

against good tele-

phone

service.

many

jobs of the Bell Telephone Laboratories*

Finding these threats

is

one of the

scientists.

The

"criminals'" are such things as threads of

lint, traces

air

of acids, or sulphur compounds in the

—any of which might damage telephone equip-

ment
In their interesting war work Bell Laboratories'
have been on a new kind of hunt They

scientists

have tracked down different materials lor those
now hard to get, found others that would serve in
special conditions, and have detected in captured
equipment the kinds of material the enemy usea,
These are some examples among many of the
ways Bell System research is helping to serve
America at war.

.

months.

transferred to

After

Camp

having Bowdoin

Swift, Texas, completed

Harlington. and
Fuller then went overseas.
Texas before going
Wiliiam M. Greene '46 has been
July of 1944. White
reported
killed in action in France
Lieutenant Davidson
on November 21, 1944.
Greene
in

—V—

We

hell,"

ORIENT staff, held left college in January of 1943 to
the record for pole vaulting as a enlist in the Army and trained at
freshman, and an active member Fort Knox, Ky.
of the Alpha Delta Phi FraternLieutenant Frederick G. Lewi.*,
ity.
reported in the last issue to have
First
Lieutenan.t
Richard
returned to the United States, visSmith "45 was reported killed in ited the college recently. He is
action on Luzon on February 6 now stationed at Lewiston, Me.,

1944.

San Marcos

go out on a sound

mittee composed of undergrad and recommend measures that would
make the fraternities more demofaculty.

says Saba.

hell,"

was on the

[ Continued jrum Page i y
Pvt. Robert G. Gordon '41, son
of Eugene B. Gordon 14, died of
injuries sustained at Lowry Field,

University, and
Ellington Field,

We

conducive to the intellectual life."
(Signed) Stanley P. Chase
I think, and start
to leave.
rosy-tipped clouds just thinking of
The question of the modification
Roundy is playing a theme for' how wonderful the post-war world
or abolishment of fraternities beone finger on the grand; Court
will be. Oh, the articles and the came an issue here largely as a
asks me if I have him in this
thing yet, and Someone higher up advertisements!! Bowdoin too is to result of the recent Amherst facsuggests that they do that scene have a plan all of its own. About ulty report advocating the abolishover again.
this plan: we think it is about time
ment of the fraternities at that
I go.
the college architects stopped trycollege. Fresh fuel was added to
ing to collect every architectural
CSCSCSCS
the fires of controversy last month
Today a guy reads "Lower Than form on our campus and concenby the article by Mrs. Glenn Frank
Angels," listens to "Laura" and trated on achieving some semblance
"Tico Tico," looks at the situa- of artistic unity. (We belong to the appearing in the "Woman's Home
the
tion, waits for houseparties, and Modern School but considering how Companion." In this article
widow of the former president at
hopes for a harvest moon in May.
revolutionary Banks and Institu- the University of Wisconsin, a sotions are) we would suggest fol- rority member while at the Univer-

"Aw,
"Aw,

Soon, him where

the

"alien

'43

another which college he should

as the University of Minne-

sota. It was written by a young
"zany" named Max Schulmann who
limb (we hope) in advocating a
claims he is no relation of "Zany
Student Council that can honestly
Grey who wrote 'Quo Vadis.'
meet with the powers that be; one
that can consult with them instead
of acting as messenger boys beFraternity Poll
tween Massachusetts Hall and the
dorms. As it stands, the Student
[ Continued from Page I ]
Council is nothing but an opiate
3. Appointment of a joint comto dull the senses of the Undergraduate Body. There is plenty of mittee representing Boards, Alumni,
Faculty, and Undergraduates to
'room to work out some joint com-

things new.

else's lines.

The Bowdoin Front

tell

known

of

'told

student
brethren
at
Harvard," Bowdoin men
will be wearing "Brooks clothes
and white shoes all the time."
Thank God, I won't be here then.
Pass the tape, Ernie. My forest
green trousers just let go!
-c
One thing that hasn't changed
is, the daily afternoon pickup basketball games at the gym.
"Basketball they call it and I laugh
like

shortages in

on November

way

to stand in the

me that I went down with
Apparently a new day of sar- eleven people on top of me. By
is dawning at Bow- order
of their appearance they
doin.
I don't know who started
were, the other nine players, Neil
it
and although it's a little too Mahoney who jumped into the
early to tell just yet, I'm inclined melee brandishing
a chair and
to suspect the Zetes.
I can see shouting. "At last, at last I've got

materials.
However, a
careful check proved, that in spite
of the fact that dungarees are being worn by your sister and mine
and the Wellesley girls, they can

Colo.,

collegiate life at a mythical school

and the Governing Boards, were

who seem

torial splendor

critical

Denver.

ni

.

quantities.
then, the

doin men are capable of, displaying itself in a strange new form.
But there it is; it exists— strange,
powerful and a little awe inspiring
to this greybeard, who is definitely a member of the old school.
I still can't help remembering
4he old taped trousers and the
,k>ving care their owners lavished
upon them as they tried to nurse

A^l of which is a far cry from
the days of dungarees and tape
patched pants. At first, I thought

might be due

be purchased for a moderate

change? I wish
I knew.
Perhaps it's the war.
Perhaps it's the perversity Bow-

ly.

it

still

Why,

stairs.

—V—

.

chitects,

ample

It
wasn't that there was a
dearth of cars around. They were
rapidly
disappearing
from the
scene shortly after the outbreak
of war, when you and I were
young, Mahoney.
No, it was
something else; something almost
indefinite, yet important.
One day, watching the boys
troop into the dining hall, suddenly 1 knew. Why, of course
the Bowdoin men of today are
better dressed than they were in
days of yore. Not that they have
more clothes (with prices the way
they are today, are you kidding?)
or even better clothes. Contrary
to former students, they just sim^
ply believe in wearing them, rather than letting them hang hidden
in some remote closets until a
houseparty rolls around.
One
might even say there is a studious
effort to dress somewhat decent-

.

.

.

ments.

I

couldn't quite put my finger on it.
It wasn't that the students were
younger; that was obvious the
first minute that I stepped onto
the campus last February. I expected that anyway. After a little strong arm persuasion I convinced them to stop calling me
"Gramps" and offering to assist

.

.

Mustard and Cress
By Bob O'Brien

.

.

night. Some have been good, sorao
Seems the greatest oddity that
came the wife of U. S. President lines.
have been bad. One of them did
and Bowdoin graduate Franklin
Lamparter, whose pants are not in an all-male college there is no not contribute much to the culture
Pierce.
Longfellow's first poem pressed this evening, looks bored. real body for representing the unthat we are attempting to ram into
was called "The Turnip"
Whitman, whose pants are, dergraduates.
the
When questions
our pate but it was very funny.
editor of the "Bugle'' used to get looks.
have cropped up, the AdministraBoy With
It's called "Barefoot
Burroughs, too.
a hundred bucks for the job.
tion has dealt with them fairly (we
the most cultural looking building
Martin reads some lines from
Cheek" (an obvious quotation from
on this man's campus (Walker back in the hall and someone sug- believe) but we have wondered at somebody) and it has to do with
Art Building, agreed?) was given gests that I interview the leading times who those Ogres, The Alum-

been

.

.

.

year.
The current houseparty idea was begun in 1911, and
the next year the ORIENT shockingly
reported that there had

trips

We noticed today that our vests won't fit us
not after last
Friday night when we picked up a first in the. College Bridge
Tournament. And this one only the second that we have ever
been in. (We don't want to lose our new glory by bucking the
Undergrads again but would rather issue a challenge to any P.
Hal Sims' among the faculty. We vow not to drag in the remain*
of the Australian System that almost toppled the pedagogues in
the past
but we do have a new trick or two nil our own.)

'

that

for the purpose of selecting a
band.
(Now, it's a problem to
scrape up the toll call fee to
Portland,
Sanford,
etc.).
The
Dorsey Bros. Orchestra was chosen in 1934, and the assessment
was eight dollars per junior plus
the price of the dance for others.
"We haven't received much material so far," stated John Schaffner, editor, of the 1934 "Quill".
It seems to me I've heard that
song— since then!

By Ted Saba

.

.Sitting in on a "Bell for Adano"
Bowdoin rehearsal:
Towers is reading some Joppolo
President Appleton's daughter be-

Did

increased substantially.

should be used in admitting students
after the war, always assuming that we

M*

our

in

the same right to be quite seriously

shall

Further-

less

is

heard the quip about

woman who was

has been a long time since the

It

students have

in absences

from scheduled rehearsals, lead us to
add a word of caution. Much depends
on the Ivy play— not only from the
point of view of a successful week, end
but from the point of view of the reputation of the college. It is hoped that
a word to the wise is sufficient and that
A Bell For Adano at Bowdoin will be
just as successful as the Broadway proP. H. H.
duction.
.

the

draw up a tentative
be acted upon in the near futo

ture.

be a great credit to the

Certain reports

the

are less efficient in homicide."
And
Chandler's was selling
"35 views of Bowdoin for 10

Religion, headed by Professor William

ment and then

A

The

to

Chinese
their civilization seems every bit
as good as ours except that they

It

and

.

ment was that

We

undergraduates have express-

ed an earnest desire for the revival of
the Religion courses. The President
has asked the faculty committee on
C. Root, to sound out student senti-

LET'S RING

... As a radical he

distinct disappointment. .
his most caustic state-

Perhaps

part of the movement rises early
Among bands that have played enough of a Sunday morning he
Ivy engagements here are Elling- may see a group of potential Vaa
Mai Hallett, Artie Shaw, Goghs making for the water sidi
ton,
Glenn Miller, Tony Pastor, Red complete with boxed lunch and
Fletcher
Nichols,
Henderson, brushes.
did not have tim.>
Charlie Barnett, Woody Herman, to step off the train from Boston
Count Basie, Jack Teagarden, a few nights ago before being shot
Claude Thornhill, Harry James, and felled by an avid "Quill" edJohnny Long, Jan Savitt, Red itor in search of some lost manu
.Norvo, Blanche Calloway, Tommy script. All very fine!
Reynolds, and Larry Clinton.
CSCSCSCS

snr

Li

Wednesday, April

)

.

national Advertising Service, Inc.

taicAS*

pany," "In the Evening," "Feeling
The Way I Do," "From One Till
Two." They don't mean a thing
to us as songs, but they make a
neat sentence when read end to
end: This year they could be "It's
a Cryin' Shame," "I Don't Want
to Love You," "Evelina," "After
You've Gone."
That same year ('25 an ORIENT published a list of fraternities and the number of men in
each house that received scholarships.
Between that issue and
the next one some bright editor
and the scholarship committee
discovered that those figures represented the number of major
warnings awarded
and there
were no scholarships involved.
It was that year, too, that Berfrand Russell lectured in Memorial
Hall and (the ORIENT reported)
"He did not rave. He did not

In

make

RELIGION COURSES

420 MaOMON

Eskilson

Twenty years ago this time (It
comes out 1925): The song hits
at Ivy were "I Must Have Com-

proud of

to be very

are held by the Students of

•econd class matter at the post office at

By Dick

VARIETY.
CSCSCSCS

cents."

reputation for being slow to

its

superior qualitatively to

Hmm*

Bowdoin ColleKe. Address news communication* to the Editor
and subseripUon eooimunicatioBrt to the. Business Manacer of the
Bowdoin Publixhlnif Company at the Orient Office In the Moulton Union, Bowdoin Colleire. Brunswick. Main*. Entered aa

Campus Survey

going to do the psychiatry

recently after having
his boot training at

Sampson Naval Training Station.
He was a member of the Delta
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity while
here.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
"Service to the Nation in Peace

and War*

•>ySM

mmmmm

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS
By
With the opener with Bate* only a weak away, the Polar Bear
baseball vanity nine

is still

an enigma. Pitching

still

Or

WINNERS

Psis

IN

THE INEXPERIENCED SECTION OF THE BRIDGE CONTEST

ment

unsettled,

but

should

ber of leading candidates.

It

—

is

to pick the hard-

man on the ball field Coach Neil
of the big questions to date has been,

working

Mahoney.
"where in Hell

are the managers >"

with 12 points, started the Gypsies
when he dropped
four quick baskets to put his club
in the lead 8-1. The Chi Psi club
used a T defense drawn well back
of the foul line and the D.U.'s experienced some difficulty getting
rolling. However the D.U. man to
man defense caused the Chi Psi's

—

came out on top

Awards
Swimmers

Coach

If

Curran, rf

4

8

4

8

Emmons

the Navy. Grant, Hamblen, Martens, and Rosenberg are all at the
Naval Training Base
spreading the wonders of Bowdoin
among the Bluejackets.
The team presented Coach
Miller with a pen and pencil set in
appreciation of the fine job he has

Samson

team has secured home and home
Whitcomb,
matches with both Colby and Maine. Such versatile athletes as Eastan
Dick Edgecomb "OB," and Bob Robbins, as well as "Foot" Begley, Ig
Fallow are among the early candidates.
Hickey, rg
golf

4

3

11

1

1

3

13

4

FG

F

30
Pts
2

c

done

John Magee and track are back on deck again. An informal
form of a state meet is to be held at Whittier Field over the
Houseparty weekend. This will give many undergraduates their
first view of intercollegiate competition at Whittier Field. A
later dual meet with Bate* has been scheduled in which the big
White will be represented by a team made up of Radar men

Chi Psi
Claffey,

WuTJman
Siraonds, rf
Zollo
Clarkson, c

Maxwell
Hogan, Ig

Kappa Sigma Celebrate Nixon Discusses Future
Alumnus

this year.

Court, Saba Are Winners
In Bridge

With a radio broadcast in which
Bowdoin fraternity system
was defended and a banquet at
the Columbia Hotel the Alpha
Rho Chapter of the Kappa Sigma

At a meeting of the Dean's Association at Colby College on April

the

Among

Cutler, Weinstein

the early contributions

2nd

Warren Court and Ted Saba took

pairs,

which consisted of eight
and Jim Cutler and Stan

Weinstein led

other pairs in

five

the "inexperienced" division of the

annual White Key spring trimester
bridge tournament which was held
in the Moulton Union last Friday
night.

The A.T.O. combine defeated
Don Russell and John Thomas by
a very small margin. Judge Lawlis
and Don Fisher placed a close

The combinations

third.

Dunham and

Will

of

Corey
and

Rogers,

Hound Sewall and Dick Roundy
tied for fourth. The other teams

Bowdoin-on-the-Air

a

Eighteenth Century Drawing
Room." Stanley Weinstein an-

7,

Dean Paul Nixon spoke on

Bowdom-Oa-The-Air
was written by John

series,
and cellaneous subjects.
F. MacMorDean Nixon spoke on changes in
Based on recollections of curriculum under consideration for
the founding of the Chapter by the post-war period, credit for
James E. Rhodes, 2nd, '97, who military experience, and the "vettook part in the program, the 15- eran problem." Pertaining to this
minute radio drama also included last, the subject was discussed
arguments supportiag the fratern- from the standpoints of admission,
ity system as it exists at Bowdoin. curriculum,
counseling, financial
Taking part in the program aid, housing, organization, and
were Robert W. Sziklas '48, Rich- physical education. The Dean
ard M. Elliott '48, Mr. Rhodes. stated that, as here, there is no
Philip H. Hoffman '45. William
real "veteran problem" in other
Morrissey '48, George W. Miller colleges.

ran

'46.

is

gift

j

For

Radar men

[

chapter.

Students who have used clothMr. Rhodes recalled some of his
ing or shoes to give to the United
undergraduate memories, particuNational Clothing Collection may
larly those connected with the
leave them at the vestry of the
foitiding of the Chapter.
First Parish Church any day next
Letters of congratulation were week between 2 and 5 o'clock.
read from President Kenneth C.

M. Sius. Estes Snedecor, of PortAlumni members present were
land, Oregon, national president
Percy C. Giles. William L. Flie,
of Kappa Sigma, Frederick H.
Mr. Oxnard, Leon E. Jones, Fred
Dole '97 of Boston, one of the
P. H«", Keith C. Coombs, Mr.
founders and editor, of the chapter
Cole, Marcus P. Chandler. Donohistory, who was unable to be
van D. Lancaster, Clifford L.
present, as well as from several
Gray, Brewster W. Paige, William
founders and alumni of the chap- C. Cole, Herbert Rose, Richard N.
ter.

Cobb,

84

HOUR SERVICE

1

AWAITING COMING POOL TOURNEY

backstops will be given chances to

show

their

wares

at. different po-

sitions.

The club should have speed with
such scooters as Miiden, McFariand,
Monaghan and Simonds.
Miiden, by the way, is the club's
only left handed batter.

A

final analysis would seem to
indicate that the big problems at
this time are twofold.
First, the
moundsmen must be groomed, to
give Don Russell some backing.
Carey seems likely to be the number two member of the staff if
he can find control to go along
with his curve. The other problem that Neil Mahoney faces is
to decide upon a definite infield

and

outfield.

Brunswick Naval
»«** Saturday

!

Air

Station

Continued from Page

t

Maine Colleges

]

l

Continued from Page

i

]

area as possible. It is their hope
that in tach community the people of Maine will develop an understanding of the problems of a
lasting peaee and thus set an example for the rest of the coun-

men have memories
peacetime Bowdoin athletics.
Bob can tell you of the years he
took his swimming team to Florida, of A.A.U. Carnivals held at
Bowdoin, and of swimmers of
world renown who participated.
Jack can recall the State Outdoor
Track and Field Meet in 1921
"All these

To this end the colleges offer
any assistance that they can render to communities of the Stato
interested in forming discussion
groups or in holding any type of
meeting on the questions of col-

of

by a flying

Kappa Sigma

at

Bowdoin and

ball.

Wounded

instruct

he

could

plunged into a disastrous conflict.
Such a peace cannot be secured
without a sustained effort on the
to part of each individual to understand {he issues and to support

didn't

j«£i

have

it."

Cou-i

concluded
with the statement

lective

imagine Sir

I

remembers when
play tennis, and

the forces working for peace.

address

his

Groups interested
bility of

in the possiorganizing an educational

men hav? program
I

"Nevertheless,

these

in their own community
worked hard to produce the best should communicate with: Proteams they could. One has coach- fessor Joseph LeMaster, Bates
College; Professor Athern Daged a basketball team when he was
gett, Bowdoin College; Professor*

primarily a baseball coach.
has coached a baseball team

One Paul Fullam, Colby College; Mr.
when Lawrence Pelletier, University of
swimming Maine. Mr. Pelletier '36 taught
coach, but whatever the circum- here in 1937-38 and was a member of the Alpha Tau Omega frastances,
he

was

primarily

these

"SHOW ME A SHOT I CANTMAKE" is Peterson's motto.
The White Key-sponsored pool
tournament coming up soon

CHARLES PETERSON,

for-

CAPT. CHARLES

T.
JR. '42, of Portland
and Cumberland Foreside, has
been wounded on Iwo Jima according to word received by his
wife, the former Alice M. Hinds
of Portland. He is now in a hos-

LAND,

pital in the Pacific theater.

billiards

three years ago. He has visited
264 colleges and universities
under the sponsorship of the
Association of College Unions.

Fordham University

He is

LAW

ORIENT and

intercollegiate
tennis champion of Maine. His
fraternity is Theta Delta Chi.

Peterson
the

or

students.

does the cooking

ill

two

yam

EVENING CLASSES

and

FIRST

On June

YEAR CLASSES BEGIN

11th and Sept. 24th. 1946
and February 4th, 1948

For further information address

302 Breadway.

New York

7,

N. Y.

DRUG STORE

148 Maine Street

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000
Student Patronage Solicited

M.

C.

cor

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

STATIONERY

And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Nothing But Trouble
with
Stan Laurel - Oliver Hardy
also

Fox News

Short Subject
April 13-14

Fri.-Sat.

Molly

And Me

— Telephones —
Manager

May We Be of Service
To You?

like to
like to

Would you

with

Monty Woolley.- Gracie

Do you
Do you

Fields

also

have your friends know what yon are doing?
hear of year athletic achievements?

*->•*

Ilka la _

toms and doings aa
There

is

with the cus-

an easy and inexpensive way.

Short Subjects
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

April 15-16-17

3— DAYS — 3

ORIENT

Send a

gift subscription to the
to ait your girls and
other friend*. Copies mailed anywhere la the world. No extra
charge for l—elf deBtjtey,

with
Jennifer Jones Charles Bickford

Remember

Orient

-

ORIENT Is

The

Paramount News
Vote— 1st Evening show Mon.Tues. wiH start at 0.00 p.m. owing to the length of picture.
Sunday only 3 shows, 3.00-5.308.16 p.m.

Wed.-Thurs.

Hears

My

Cartoon
April 20-21

Belle of the

N»

Yukon

with

Randolph Scott Gypsy Rose Lee

Paramount News
Commnnlty Sing

-

Sees

AB

ONLY

Sweet

with
Dick Powell - Anne Shirley

Fri.-Sat,

AH

-

Tells All -

No

Censorship

Brinf Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

April 18-10

Murder

the College Oracle

aad Reporter

also

also

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1910

delivery

offered ternity.
Professor Orrin C. Hor,mell also attended the conference.

Song of Bernadette

PRINTING

The RECORD OFFICE
Ph.G.

Mill

T0NDREAU BROS.

April 11-12

Fox News

PERKINS,

men have

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

i

TeJ. 175

Chops

a

their ability."

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurs.

Paramount News

Schools

and eight months.

ALLEN'S

Fancy Groceries

BANK

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

ALL Your

Registrar,

Always Top Quality

FIRST NATIONAL

all

Yes, We're Interested In

Cnder Accelerated Plan, Day Course mart
be completed in two years; Evening Coarse

DAY

PHILGAS

•

of

a veteran of the Marshalls and
SCHOOL OF
Tinian campaigns. "Chick," as
NEW YORK
he was known here, holds the
Three-Year Day Court*
Kowr-Year Kvening Oune
Navy Cross and the Silver Star.
During his undergraduate days
CO- EDUCATIONAL
he was editor-in-chief of the Member af A s'n of Asaerican Law

Steaks

may uncover a
Hoppe among

champion who Willie
Hoppe gave an exhibigave an exhibition in the Union tion
in the Union last winter.
IRE-

mer

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

TEL. 1000

shot at the pasture, in hopes of

gage.

of

MIKE'S PLACE

Phone 974-M for

Ray

possible,

the goal of the Golden Jubilee observance is the complete elimination of the Chapter House mort-

Frank is studying in the Naval
Hospital Corps, as Hospital Attendant First Class Camp Peary,
Williamsburg, Virginia.
This is the fiftieth anniversary

Mr. Rhodes and Bowdoin

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEES

if

try."

of

BrunswickHardwareCo.

TOWN TAXI

hopes to use

getting some power in the lineup.
The overload of good catchers
may mean that some of these

The New England Outdoor
Championships will be held in doin's coaches, Neil Mahoney,
Bcstcn on Saturday, May 12, and Jack Magee, Bob Miller and Prothose whose performance seem to fessor Kendrick, "or as they
are
merit it will be sent down to combetter known, just Neil, Jack, Bob
pete.
and Sir."

'48, Philip W. Richenburg, Jr. "47,
President SilLs was also at the
Richard A. Roundy, Jr. '47, J. conference. A dean "from years
Austin Sowles '48, and Harry D. back," the President is still an
McNeil, Jr. '46.
honorary member of the organizaAt the banquet following the tion.

NEWS BULLETINS

still

security.
By such action
they hope to encourage many
Maine communities to examine
and evaluate in the near future?
the proposals of the United Nawhen the track was a sea of mud tions to remove the menace of
following three days of steady war. With Dumbarton Oaks and
rain, and Bowdoin upset the dope the coming San Francisco Conby beating Maine for the State ference the course of the United
Nations is becoming increasingly
crown.
,Neil can remember the
clear.
It is our duty as citizens
time when he didn't have to won- to understand, criticize and supder whether his outfielder was port the machinery for peace so
goin^ to be konked on the head that the world shall not again bo

E

broadcast addresses were deliverThe Association, made up of
ed by Charles L. Oxnard '11 of deans representing chiefly New
West Medford, Mass., president England colleges and universities,
of the house corporation, Hiram
is not accustomed to give out any
S. Cole of Cape Elizabeth, and Mr.
information as to what is discussed
Rhodes of West Hartford, Conn. at its meetings. Consequently, only
Philip H. Hoffman was toastmasthe general questions for discuster.
v
sion may be printed. The members
Mr. Oxnard spoke on the progof the Dean's Association are: Amress of the current chapter drive
herst College, Boston University,
for funds to liquidate the house
Bowdoin College, Brown Universmortgage. He praised the Comity, Colby College, Dartmouth Colmittee on Jubilee Year Mortgage
lege, Hamilton College, Harvard
Amortization consisting of P. B.
University, Massachusetts State
Churchill '99, Dr. W. T. Rowe '04,
College,
Princeton
University,
Stuart Brown 10, the Rev Harry
Tufts College. Wesleyan UniverTrust 16, W. H. Berry 20, G. T.
sity, Williams College, and Yale
Davis '23. J. H. Stubbs '26, Capt.
Gorham H. Scott "29, R. L. Gold- University.
smith '34, James E. Tracy '39, and
A/S Robert F. Russell 42.
Mr. Cole mentioned some amus•ing incidents in connection with
Formation of an Outing Club is
his recent visit with Mayor Kelly being considered, according to Paul
of Chicago, as well as certain ex- Aronson '48. Aronson says that he
periences he had with the active would like to see those interested.

Mahoney

Boucher in the outfield

and has given Dick Edgecomb a

be eligible to com-

will

pete.

STUDY A CHAMPION'S FORM WHILE

Amortization
Sr. Ernesto Montenegro, visiting
$1,000 by Charles L. Oxnard 11 of Tallman lecturer for 1940-41, led a
several current and post-war colWest Medford, Mass. A loyal and round table discussion on Latinlege problems. The main topics for
interested member of the Alpha
American relations on the 'March
Fraternity observed its 50th an- discussion had reference to the colRho Chapter, Mr. Oxnard is now 14th program. Theodore Saba and
niversary in Portland last Thurs lege calendar, curriculum and adPresident of the Alumni Chapter Stanley Weinstein were the student
day.
A formal celebration and mission, veterans, credit for mili- House
Corporation.
participants in this broadcast.
reunion at the chapter house has tary experience, relations with
His son, Frank Oxnard '45 athad to be indefinitely postponed. Army and Navy, post-war military
tended Bowdoin for two years and
The broadcast was one in the service, fraternities, and other misthen enlisted in the V-12 program.
6 and

drive

infield aspir-

source for its material, but reports seem to indicate that last
year's team was better than this
year's club will be.

Meets

Three

top honors in the "experienced"
section

Kappa Sigma Fraternity nounced.

to the

Dee was an

Reports from the other clubs in
the state are fairly unimpressive.

short,

Track Team

Tournament;

Changes In Curriculum
For Kappa
Banquet And Broadcast At Conference Of Deans

50th Anniversary With

and Hook Weatherill at
third, making up the infield, while
Morrison, Curran aad Anderson
started in the outfield.
Rogers
took over the hurling, Edgecomb
Trains
went in at first, and Charles played in the outfield. The other dub
had Carey and Baker the battery,
Spring
Kimball at first. McFariand at
second, Monoghan at short, and
For the first time since the Simonds at third, the infield, with
spring of 1943 the Bowdoin track Moore, Hickey
aad Miiden the
team is scheduled to meet Bates, outfielders. Bloomberg took over
Colby, and Maine in a quadrangle on the mound, and Moore went
meet. This informal version of the behind the plate. The game was
State Meet is to be held on May 5, a six inning affair with the Mort
during the Ivy Houseparty, and, al- Page nine coming out on the long
though no trophies will be award- end of a 12 to 3 score. The short
ed, it will provide an opportunity game played under trying weather
to see the best intercollegiate conditions showed many of the
track performers in the state.
weaknesses of the squad.
The
At the present time only a hand- only good pitching was that of
ful of men have been out practic- Don Russell and Norby Carey,
ing with Coach Jack Magee. These who settled down after a bad
men are Cabby Easton, Bob Miller, start. The fielding was mediocre
Bob Weatherill, Don Burnhaim, Jim although some of the fielders came
French, Cy Dorfman, Fred Wild- up with good plays. The encourman, Ev Gray, Fred Clarkson, and aging aspects of the game was the
Earl Rice. The latter two are the hitting.
Danny Morrison, Don
only men who are specializing in Russell, Tom Weatherill and Mike
the field events. Clarkson is throw- Miiden led the batters although
ing weights, and jumping, while everyone seemed to be hitting
Rice is concentrating solely on the quite well for so early in the seaweights. The others are all run- son.
ners, but most of these men are
Training Briefs
distance runners, which leaves a
The loss of Tim Donovan, who
weakness in the dashes.
has left for the service, will hurt
Bowdoin will be allowed to enter the outfield as
Tim was expected
only civilian students in the "State
Meet," but Mai Morreil has arranged a dual meet with Bates on
the preceding Saturday, and the
Court Speech

'47 (left) and Stan Weinstein "47 (right) who
"inexperienced" division of the recent bridge contest.

competing were Phil Richenburg
and Bull Bell, Ev Gray and Reg
Lombard, and Herb Silsby and
[ Continued from Page i J
1
1
3
/
Memorial Hall, and because of the Grog Hogan.
evening
concert
it will be open only
In the other division the A.D.
6
12
to those directly concerned with unit defeated Hank Koristky and
its production. Stanley Weinstein
Paul Aronson, Jim Kimball and
will announce.
Bert McKenna placed a close
Bowdoin-on-the-Air, on April 5, third. The other teams competing
presented the first and last in a were Files and Showalter, Back9
19 limited series of programs by the
man and Bloomberg, and Norken
"Hams What AmTrio," The "Hams" and Cooper.
(Jim "Slip" Eells on the clarinet,
Donates $1000 John Thomas on the sousaphone, Dick Roundy, who conducted the
and Jim Cutler on the accordian) tournament for the White Key,
ably assisted by Dick Chittim
Sigma Fund play everything from "Daisy" and was
"The Fuhrer's Face" to "In an and Don Lancaster.
1

If

Silsby, rg

as well as civilian students.

in the

B'
to throw the ball away and their
Miller
offense led by Cappo Whitcomb began to roll.
Eleven
The D.U.'s led 16-11 at the half,
and 24-13 at the third period.
Eleven men were awarded their
Whitcomb got 11 points for the varsity swimming letters by Coach
winners, and Donovan and Curran Bob Miller at an informal meeting
netted eight apiece. Hickey and of the team on April 4. Those who
Begley stood out on the defense for received their "B" are Brad Backthe Deltas.
man, Willis Barnstone, Gene BerAfter the game Capt. Chuck nardin, Woody Brown, Slip Eells,
Begley received the White Key Peter Grant, Arthur Hamblen,
Cup for the winners, from Warren Gene Martens, Wolfgang RosenCourt, tournament chairman.
berg, and Manager Ray Swift.
The box score follows:
Four members of the team are
Detta ITpsiloa
FG F Pts now in the service, and appropriately enough, all four enlisted in

Donovan,

polar bearings

The newly formed

SHOWN HERE are Jim Cutler

To

Hats off to Ernie Atkins Ernie has kept Pickard field in
great shape and given the team every break possible in using the
diamond.
Onions to whoever hacked up Pickard Field. Not only were
the bleachers torn down, and the backstop cut to shreds, but
the infield was dug up. The local vandals should be apprehended and if their parents insist it can't be their precious Johnny
and try to beat the law, why not fine them? This seems to be a
continuation of the assault on the Fraternity Houses.

reasons;
ant.

Colby shouts for material to back
up a promising pitching staff.
Station.
StiUmaa, a standout in the infield,
One squad was composed of Dou Zecker is the big question mark.
Russel and Mort Page the batter.', Maine has a very small inexperiRabbit Robbins at first, "Ray Bou- enced squad if the rumors are
cher at second, Charley Ikgky at true. Bates, of course, has a good

off to a fast start

long balls. The outer garden, too, is
not definite. Hie one thing that is easy to do

to hold

Following two weeks of practice at Pickard Fiekd, when the
weather permitted. Neil Mahoney's varsity baseball team staged
an intra-squad game last Saturday in preparation for the seaSaturday
next
son's
opener
against the Brunswick Naval Air

Fred Clarkson, Chi Psi center,
who was the games high scorer

Page is once more behind the plate
and can be counted on to clout some

down a regular post in the
outer garden as he did last year.
Dee Caldwell also left for similar

By Wi

30-19.

looks

as if Ray Boucher will again hold
down an inheld berth. Captain Mort

One

night March 21,
Key basketball tournawas played in the Sar-

final

gent Gymnasium. The slightly favored D.U. team defeated the Chi
Psi unit, in a game that was vesy
close until the last period, when
the winners pulled away to win

come
along rapidly now that coach Mahoney has narrowed down the numalso

On Wednesday
the White

Baseball Squad Girds Itself

For Opener With B.N.A.S.

Clarkson Is High Scorer

seems to be

the big problem; however Russell
and Carey are continuing to improve
and should be ready. The infield is

est

D.U.'s Defeat

To Take White Key Cup;

CUj.

$2.00 a year

"

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
THE FAMILIAR CHAPEL MURALS

School One-Act Play

Non-Graduate Alumni In

Finals Take Place Here

Service Receive Letters

For Hie Eleventh Time

Explaining Their Credits

By John

lege will be host to the finalists stand in

'"Mid chilled bottles of beer,

the

the

southwestern

state

Play

high

section

One Act

school

Waterville

contest.

of

High

School, Mexico High School, and

Francis College High School

St.

of Biddeford, having

won

the pre-

liminary contests, will compete for

a trophy to be given by the College,

and the opportunity

to rep-

resent the state at the New England Drama Festival. Waterville
will present "His First Date" by
James Reach; Mexico will present
"Andante" by James Coutts; and
St. Francis will present "There's

One

in

Every Company" by John

Hersey, the author of "A Bell for
Adano." All three of these schools
have competed at Bowdoin in past
years, hut only St. Francis High
School was here last year.
A
panel of judges selected by the
College will present the trophy to
the winning school at a supper to
be held at the Moulton Union on

Scribe Delves Into Mystery Surrounding

Chapel Murals, Thus Explaining
Causes Of Many Student Daydreams
First

Carl Lebovitz
"Bowdoin students

By

often

are

seen gazing with earnest attention
and apparent heart felt interest
upon the scenes so warmly portrayed to the eye on the Chapel
murals, deriving impressions both

more

and durable than is
be obtained in any

vivid

(sic) likely to

other mode."

Apparently times have changed

somewhat
mittee

since the Visiting

made

Com-

this enthusiastic ob-

servation during the second half of
the last century. Either that, or a
not very perspicacious Visiting

Committee was slightly deluded.
Anyway, these twelve religious
paintings

depicting

movements

in

the

great

"A

years elapsed before all of the
twelve panels could secure enough
private donors to fill them. The
road was definitely not a smooth
one, evinced even by an examination of the first four murals contributed.

The first mural was done in 1855.
in the administration of President
Woods, after the dedication of the
Chapel. President Woods, it seems,
was calling on Jared Sparks, the

Adano"

[ Continued from Page i ]
particularly pointed to the fact
This incithat the device of crowding all
dent, by the way, serves to show events in the stage adaptation inthat the current fracas among to the city hall office of the Major
Booth Tarkington, Kenneth Rob- made the play seem episodic and
at
times.
Many critics
erts, and others concerning a cer- jerky
tain
"revealing" mural in the would have preferred to meet the
Kennebunkport post office is noth- infamous General Marvin across
identified as Timothy Walker of
the footlights rather than as an
ing new.
Boston, a cousin of President
The "blood, sweat, and tears" offstage voice. Some thought that
Woods, gave a picture representTina, played by Margo on Broading the Adoration of the Magi. All from four of the panels were over. way and by Elise Marcho in Methree of the Magi were painted by The trouble caused by the remain- morial Hall production, who supMueller, a German artist of New ing eight to be filled was only about plies the nearest approach to a
York. The first two were copiqd to begin. The Chapel murals are love interest, was cut down to too
interesting
historically.
from cartoons by Rahpael and the rather
small a part in the stage version.
third from a picture by Cornelius, Please do not ask us, however, to They didn't like her appearing in
a founder of t}ie Dusseldorf school. discuss them artistically and tech- the Major's office either; she
nically.
prefer to remain in
In 1860 five years after the doseemed out of place there.
Bowdoin for a while yet.
nation of the first mural PresiBut when the "Tribune" says,
"It is eloquent, illuminating, and
altogether beautiful," it is hard
to see how our houseparty audi-

of Judaism and Christianity, which ing of the Lame Man at the Gate
fill the smooth walls rising nearly
Beautiful, which was placed on the
forty feet above the wainscoting
panel following the one just filled.
on both sides of the Chapel and
It took two more years before
culminated by the clerestory windows, have had a lengthy and another fresco was donated. Finrocky history. A period of sixty ally an anonymous donor, now

ally forced

upon a helpless alumnus

as security for a loan.

—

BONDS

Keep Bombs

melodic strain of
Hall
(Appleton

"Maybe if you smoked Sir Walter
we could let some service.

s

at

it

The

at last

Brahm's Requiem Brings
Harvard Orchestra Here
The Brunswick Choral Society will sing Brahm's Requiem
in Memorial Hall on Friday,
May 18. This presentation will

it

Goodrich's Talk
to be

wholly autonomous.
Discussing the Security Council,
which is the body of action consisting of five permanent and six
non-permanent members elected by
the General Assembly, Dr. Good-

demand

for

more

Mh*^^M

9#9lt*

^p'G ^9^e

Wn#. **,. fen* 4

mmmmMmm

Inspire

Norken To

Now,
fully

don't misunderstand me. I

concur with you. Bowdoin

is

the best of schools, and the fellows are grouped into one big joyful family of companionable felicity. There are, however, certain

occurrences on this campus that
sorely grind the fibers of one's re-

though, to be sure, they
are of a minor category. For in-

straint,

stance, take the freshman

who

ig-

nores your "hello," and arrogantly proceeds to trespass the forbid-

the last flight of stairs

little do we care.
To sum it up,
let me quote the last stanza of
our A.H. Anthem:

"Through stress and strain
Darkness and pain,
May Heaven always guide you.
God keep you, and us too."

Campus Grunts

your creaking cranium, and you
catch a hasty glimpse of the waiter's passing tray. When you have
recovered from this mishap, you
again observe the white-clad waiter's

arm

stealthily

meat— but

Luck has

be-

friended the waiter. However,

it is

who sends

eight o'clock lecture for the spepurpose of quelling your vi-

ters

the salad dish to the

showers. And while waiting your
"probably is to be little better
than the plan made at the end of turn, the fellow to the left focuses
the last war. This time, however, a stream of steaming water on you,
there is a good chance that we will and the sharp-eyed one to the
have all the powers in this organ- right, not to be outdone, concenization and cooperating to make it
trates his ice bath in your direceffective." He reminded, however,
As a result, your chest is
that it is merely the "first step in tion.
the continuing, difficult task of freezing while your seat is burning,
working together with all these and a slightly disturbing sensation
powers."
upon your straining

mal

it.

more

registers

equilibrum. But you force a jovial
smile, and, as a "regular" fellow,

you laugh, "Ho! Ho! Isn't this funny?" while inwardly, you curse
their hides to the damnation of
deepest Inferno.

36

Now

you

find

yourself at

the

mealtable. Suddenly you feel the
pain of blinding collision permeate

Elm

DINING ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

WM. RICHARD

General Manager

$2.50

UP

College

Book

Store

New

lot of Illustrated

Modern Library Books

MR. BRADLEY

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON
MMMMil

dis-

*

always manage to get intermingled
so that the last determining bridge
trick winds
aces.

And

smokers

up with two trump

the wise individual at the
in

Conference

Pleasant Surroundings?

Again

A who

casually helps himself to the extra
cigarettes before you have an opportunity to pocket them.
But understand, I'm not complaining, In fact, on reconsideration, Bowdoin would be different
without these slight disturbances;
for they are part of the wholesome atmosphere found here that
all Bowdoin men hold fondly in
recollections
treasured
their
namely, the Bowdoin spirit.

—the CoUege Spa

Brunswick's Best?

The same answer

$1.50
Resident Manager

he

gullet.

GOOD FOOD?

The

you

make mat-

And don't forget the Union
Lounge with the missing chessmen,
and the similar decks of cards that

Street

THE REPRINTING OF "MAINSTAYS OF MAINE"
BY ROBERT P. T. COFFIN 18 NOW IN

to

charges a teapsoon of salt into
bratory snoring, when you are your coffee, and suavely but bluntly inquires, "Taste good?" Amid
housebeautiful
dreaming of the
party date back home. Then wit- the laughter galor, your delicious
dessert
disappears down his chasness the after-cal. scramble for the

said,

Tel. 801

table, wfien

And

interesting,

cific

concessions.

Prices for used cars

alas!

mealtime comedian, seated
next to you that receives your
strongest chastisement. It is he
the

request for

the highest O.P.A.

reaching for

your plate, and you make a vain
grab for the remaining morsel of

den grass. And the professor, who opposite end of the

i

We pay

down

and out into the sunshine. Taking a notch in his belt, he mutters
something to the effect that Appleton Hall is real all right and
he wishes the hell it weren't. But

List Popular

By Myer Norken

"The plan to come out of the
San Francisco Conference," he

j

bles

has the audacity to interrupt his

make

—
—

"Geddehelloudahere!" lures him
to the second floor where Phade
Rice is fading into a chair with
a copy of. Ulysses. Finding nothing alluring about this, he tum-

Steam Showers, Predatory Waiters, Mixed Cards,

drawn up. He favors "compulsory jurisdiction of the court in
disputes that arise out of conflicting views of the states of what the
law is." In regard to the prohibition
of enforcement by a regional
agency without authorization of
the Security Council, he said that
the Latin American countries want
the American regional arrangement to be removed from Security
Council control.
Favoring a convention at the
end of ten years "of signatory powers to review the whole period of
experience that had elapsed and
see how the organization can be
strengthened by this experience,"
Dr. Goodrich added that any prospects of a revision of the San Francisco proposals are to be determined by the distance the Soviet
Union is willing to go in accepting
fundamental changes. Although
the Russians have no great interest in the conference, he believes
they desire our cooperation after
the war and may be willing to

[ Continued \rom Pane I ]
operation in economic and social
matters. Calling President Roosevelt's support of the Russian proposal for separate representation
of votes a "great mistake," Dr.
Goodrich said that, since support
has now been withdrawn, the Russian government will probably encounter so much opposition that it
will drop the plan. The British, he
made clear, do not really have six
votes, since the dominions are

shipment of Old Jazz Records has Just arrived

ROOMS FROM
S.

w&e^

«*.

For
are realistic features also.
example, as a visitor unwillingly
steps upon the threshold of the
north end of our Hall and as Bert
McKenna's vie literally blows him
over, he comes to the conclusion
Upon climbing
that this is real.

the Earl's classic' "Up and the first flight of stairs and glancat 'em? None of that cheap stuff ing casually at the leg-art adornand
now." Softly caressing the ears ing
Robinson's
Skinhead
Is it Nig- Stinkbomb
of a sleeping victim?
Leonard's walls, he
ger Norton's mellow and ragged finds himself in the Judgment's:
tone limping out of his battered humble abode (Aroostook potaIs
it
the bi-annual toes and all). Having found that
trumpet?
sight of T. C. Weatherill chang- Judge's bear rug isn't for sale, he
No, it is a com- proceeds to the third floor to find
ing his sheets?
What does Appletdn White & Dixon, Inc., in the midst
bination.
To me it means iof their seventh rum coke. Across
Hall mean?
Is

feature the Harvard "Pierian
Sodality" Orchestra, composed
of Harvard and Radcliffe undergraduates. Soloists for the program will be Connie Hayes, soprano, of Brunswick, and Norman LeaVitt, of Northampton
and Portland.

rich said that the

There The pleasant tones of O'Brien's

renowned we revere Ye Olde A.H.

have a Ane selection of cards for the occasion

NEW

tusselling

roommate's

ILLUSTRIOUS APPLETON HALL
And

Hall is quiet despite P.
K. Leonard's attempts to pour a
wastebasketful of water and sundry materials on the hapless T.
D.'s below.
Sweet Peace! What
is
it
about Appleton Hall that
commands such admiration?

the war.

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

smells

is

his

college hopes by this sys-

tem to get a better idea of how
many men who left for service 19 hours.
may come back to Bowdoin aftor Appleton

.

.

M*

Eells

and

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

.
th* quality pipe
tobacco of America"

#

J.

of available information to finish
his studies here.
After receiving replies, the college will take the necessary s'eps
to determine the credit to dc
awarded and will notify the applicant of the decision. Advice wi!l
also be given concerning the completion of the individual's courso.

Raleigh,

at sweet

(m

Since

identities

accordian, the visitor crosses No
Man's Land into the D.U. apartment. All he sees on the fourth
floor are signs instructing
the
janitor to wake Hickey and Emmons for chapel. Wearily descending the stairs he bumps into
Chaf Easton who is headed for
Cal. or somewhere else, which,
however, is in the same direction.

out and returned to Bow-

filled

BRUNSWICK MOTOR COMPANY

HERE'S A TIP FOR MUSIC LOVERS—

A new

ing the leaves of his economics
book. To Earl, the janitor, it is
But, dear reader,
strictly hell.
the point is, that in each case it
is the little things which mean
the building which the students
mass of
refer to as "that

For the information of the servicemen, Professor Kendrick has
compiled and includes in each let-

(Next to Allen's Drug Store)

We

writing son-

In the first case the procedure
is to write direat to the Registrar
of the college at which the applicant studied and request him to
send a transcript of the appliIn the
cant's record to Bowdoin.
second case, U. S. A. F. I. Form
No. 47, which is enclosed, must

MAINE STREET

MOTHER'S DAY

is

tute.

DON'T FORGET "MOM" ON

.

A.H.S.C.

the hall Frenchy

Dick Baker it is the sight of way.
"Deke" perched on his bed chew- with

Study Club) Drinking Song floats
from M. Bernardin's room, Peter
Curran picks up his slide rule and
with the Club's motto, "Every
man on the Dean's List" reminds bricks."
But is is not for these sentifellow D.U.'s that there will be
another grind session in exactly mental aspects alone for which

THE MELODY SHOP
146

floor

the

=
c

fourth

are

—

Falling!

last

my

window on Danny Morrison on nets while Slouchpouch Works
his way to English class. To Lou reads the drivel over his shoulder.
Evans it means pawing through Once on the fourth floor he finds
his room for his dilapidated hut that Mike Robinson "ain't" here,
useful (so he says) briefcase. To which he knew instinctively any-

may

representation of the smaller powers will "lead"Yo all sorts of difficulties." He mentioned* the possibilities of requests for the clarification of the powers of the council
in the settlements of disputes and
in the control of defeated enemy
powers. He clarified the Alden
Formula as stating that "on all
questions of procedure the Security Council is to decide by seven
members permanent or non-permanent with the provision, that
all permanent members concur* except for the representative of the
party interested." "Why should not
more weight be given to non-permanent members, however?" askence can fail to enjoy themselves
when they watch <he performance ed Eh-. Goodrich.
He called likely the use of the
Bowdoin
of "A Bell For Adano"
statute of the old Court of Justice
tyle.
as a basis for the new court soon

We

—

credit
the

out of

spitting

ter a statement of the number of
appeared locally semester credits the individual
at.
while
obtained
serviceman
Bowdoin, the number, if any, "f
credits he has already obtained
here for service done work elsewhere, and the number of semester courses needed on the basis

these contests, which annually
bring the pick of the high school
talent to the campus. Arthur Biscott '17, then principal of Morse
High School in Bath, was largely
responsible for the entrance of
Maine high schools into the Festival, and the College Preparatory
School Committee offered him the
facilities of the College in holding
the finals here. The contest was
suspended in 1943 because of the
war; and last year because of the
transportation problem, the state
was split into two sections, the
northeastern section holding its
finals in Bangor. Two contestants
regularly represent the state at
the New England Drama Festival,
so that the two final contests do
not cause any great problem. The
College presents a trophy to the
winner of each section, and it is
expected that the sections will
eventually combine and return to
the campus as heretofore.

dent Woods engaged an unknown
twelve-volume biography of artist to fill the panel on the north licity, business management, acGeorge Washington and looked wall next to the door with an An- commodations and entertainment
upon slightly askance in Bowdoin nunciation copied from one of the in the hands of the Preparatory
School Committee. This year, for
for his refusal at one time of a chief works of the French artist
the first time, no admission will
professorship at Bowdoin for the Jalabert. The President hoped to be charged, and it is hoped that
pastorate of a Unitarian Church in defray the cost by the sale of a the College, as well as the comBaltimore.
Perhaps intentionally copy, of Titian's Danae, one of the munity, may enjoy a pleasant afternoon while welcoming the repPresident Woods spoke enthusias- Bowdoin collection of pictures, deresentatives of these schools to
tically of the building, inducing Mr. picting the lady as reclining in all the campus.
Many men new in
and Mrs. Sparks to fill one of the her resplendent nudity. The college will now have their first
panels. Raphael's cartoon of Paul Boards, apparently more greatly opportunity of seeing Memorial
Preaching on Mars Hill was se- influenced by Boston than at pres- Hall transformed into a theatre,
and the new Masque and Gown
lected and placed on the right-hand ent, had banned the work from ex- production
staff will have its first
side nearest the speakers platform. hibition, considering it too daring. chance to prepare the stage.
In* the same year Ballamy Stor- Instead of a race by the public to
er of Cincinnati, who had been purchase the banned article, as is
(intentionally?)
an done nowadays, however, no one
presented
Bell for
A.M. degree by Bowdoin, recipro- would buy the painting. It was fin-

chronological order cated with a donation of the Heal-

As the

instructions on
be obtained toBowdoin degree for
ward
work completed in either some
program given by a college, such
as V-12, or for work done in some
other service school or service educational program, including corstudied
respondence courses
through the Armed Forces Insti-

Enclosed

be

Before the war, as many as
eleven schools entered the final
contest here, which ran for two
days. The production of the plays
on the Memorial Hall stage has
always been handled by the
Masque and Gown, with the pub-

historian noted nationally for his

Thomas

•

Faculty.

how

doin.

first

L.

Songs and shouts of good cheer,
May thy beauty and splendor risi.
(Drink 'er down boys,
service before being graduated.
Suds in your eyes)
It has been prepared by Professor To thee we remain loyal and true.
Nathaniel C. Kendrick, acting for Appleton Hall, we 1-o-o-v-e you."
the Recording Committee of the

This contest is the eleventh to
be Held at the College since Maine
entered the New England Drama
Festival in 1934.
Several of the
leading actofs of the Masque and
in

to help servicemen
to know how they
their college credits, a

letter is being mailed this week
to the approximately 500 men
who have left Bowdoin for the

Saturday evening.

Gown have

by Carl Lebovitz.

Help Appleton's Flavor

Next Saturday afternoon, at 2
In an effort
o'clock in Memorial Hall, the Col- from Bowdoin
in

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE CHAPEL, taken some years ago, which shows
the beautiful murals on the walls. Two of these paintings are described below

Poems And Aged Sheets

COLLEGE SPA
"Right Off the Campus"
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POLAR BEARS PLAY AT
RENTS HILL JUNE 2
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(75th Year)

Death Of Roosevelt
Is Grim Shock To

READING PERIOD STARTS
MONDAY, MAY 21

REAR VIEW OF HUBBARD HALL SHOWING

SITE OF

NO. 2

4,1945

TREASURE ROOM

Workmen Begin

Alterations

In Hubbard Hall

To

Install

Bowdoin Students

Renaissance Treasure

By Theodor Saba

Alpha Delta Phi Donates mous

The
plain words that
President Roosevelt died this afternoon!
shot out over the networks of the nation and in flash news releases. Simple words that reached down with feeling into the
.

hearts of simple,

little

people

America,

in

in Russia,

For Service To CoBege

Britain,

The wind whistled through the
Pines mournfully. The deep silence
of respect and solemn bereavement

fell

upon the campus as Bow-

men slowly walked

doin

meal

Nixon And

in the Union.

At Chapel Service Friday

to evening
j

"Is it true?" upon every lip, the
plea for "No, it cannot be," in
every heart.
Many had never known any other president. They had been
youngsters in grammar school during the tumultous "Hundred days."
They remembered the hopes that
rose in their parents when NRA,
Social Security, the championing of
the common man, and all the other
political promises became realities
under this man with the smile and
the long cigarette holder.
They grew up in a disrupted
world. Hitler marched into Austria. And President Roosevelt said
in Chicago, "America hates war."
His finger was on the pulse of the
world and that world was sick. His

Dean Nixon

A

velt

man

has

was invaluable

in those

became

taken

been

to this country

grim days when he

first

invaluable in
those years immediately before we
invaluable
war,
this
entered
"President,

throughout its course. And now
he leaves us on the eve of a fateful Conference when, though vic-

THIS VIEW OF
The new

room

Committee Recommends Faculty Committee Names Saba, O'Brien, Hoffman

Campus Student Speakers For Commencement

which will meet at
Americans everywhere, to hope Commencement in May.
and pray that our country's leadThe committee on grounds and
ers, his successors, may carry on
buildings, which is jointly comwith enough of his comity and iri-

Faculty Expect Changes

all

'

[

posed of

Continued on Page 6

members

In

Summer Term

Staff

of the faculty

day, April 14.
It recommended
next term.
that the path from Massachusetts
Professor Roscoe J. Ham, after
Hall to the Packard Gateway at
Religious Shelf College Street be hard-surfaced, many years of service is retiring.
However, he will probably continue
along with the East-West path
as an active member of the faculty.
A selection of religious books from the Chapel to Main Street.
Professor Ham, native of Peabody,
If the governing boards assent, Mass., was graduated from Harhas been set aside on a special
shelf in the bookcase in the main new trees will be planted along vard College in 1896. After receivthe
edges
of
the
paths
in
preparahall in the library.
These books
ing his A.M. from Bowdoin, he bewere chosen by Professor Ernst C. tion for the removal of the old came assistant professor of ModHelmreich from the religious and trees. The area of improvement ern Languages here. With two
will
extend
from
Robinson
the
biblical works on file in the library.
years as professor at Trinity ColOther volumes of this type, rec- Gateway, and will be financed lege in Hartford, Conn., completed,
ommended by the Reverend Dr. chiefly by the Wentworth Gift.
he returned in 1909 to Bowdoin, beChauncey W. Goodrich, retired
Massachusetts, Memorial, Ad- coming professor of Modern Lanpastor of the First Parish Church, ams, Winthrop, Maine, Appleton guages
the position being held
have been ordered by the library. and Hyde Halls need sprinkler sys- today.
According to Mr. Kenneth J. Boy- tems to guard against fire and
Professor Edwar^ C. Kirkland,
er,
Assistant
Librarian,
these loss of life, according to the combooks will be placed on /file this mittee. The committee also con- Frank Munsey Professor of Hisfall.
Increased student interest in sidered routine business such as tory, will be given leave-of-absence
religion has made the shelf practi- the upkeep of the building and to devote his time for research in
cal, and a number of the volumes grounds
department, of which preparation of an economic history
have already been taken out.
Donald Potter is superintendent. of New England. Professor KirkDue to ceiling limitations on wag- land graduated from Dartmouth in
es, shipyard competition and selec- 1916, receiving his A.M. from Hartive service "competition", it is vard. He. instructed in history at;
difficult to maintain an adequate Dartmouth and at Mass. Institute
of Technology. After acquiring his
crew.
The committee voted not to rec- Ph.D. at Harvard, he joined the
ommend to the governing boards Bowdoin faculty as assistant professor of history, becoming Frank
the rental of swimming facilities
Munsey professor in 1931. He has
at Simpson's Point this summer,
"Yes," he said, "I've got a new because few students used the fa- already published "Peacemakers of
one coming out this fall runs to cilities last summer and good 1864" and "History of American

For New

l

j

]

—

Interview With Mergendahl

Reveals Opinion of His Book

J

A

cocktail party

week

was given

last

i

—

Mergendahl '41,
author of "Don't Wait Up For
Spring," a current best seller. The
guest of honor was a little late
for his party having been held up
all along the campus by old friends
who wanted to say hello. It wasn't
a case of being lionized but just the
for Charles

greetings of old acquaintances gla4
to see him again for a moment.

j

600 pages. It's about the growing
years of a bay up to the war years.
But there's not much war in it. I
don't think the war book will be
written for another two years, until we've had time to digest it all."

only to be had at Economic Life."
high tide. ' A sub-committee of
Paul Mclntire, a Bowdoin gradthe governing boards is consider- uate, is joining the faculty this
ing the purchase of other more summer
to teach courses in educasuitable property along the shore
tion. With Professor Ham's retireline, but as yet no decision has
ment, a new man in the German
been reached.

swimming

is

]

department

English Teachers Meet

Charlie hadn't changed much.
His blonde hair seemed a little
thinner but he claimed that he had

At Colby Convention

just washed it. His pretty wife,
Kathie. just smiled at this. His skin
was tanned from his last tour of
duty out in the Pacific but his
eyes were still as curious and impish as ever.

bert

W. Hartman,

Herbert R.
Brown, and Albert R. Thayer.
Under the chairmanship of Dr.
Mary Marshall of Colby, the members held* a formal discussion on

seemed a

the place of English and American
literature in the post-war curriculum. Also given attention was a
consideration of the experiences
the instructors had had in teaching
English to men in the armed
forces.
Ensuing discussion cast
light on other phases of the topic
as well; the giving of effective oral
training and the effect of military
teaching on general teaching techniques was emphasized.
The meeting planned for next
spring is to be held at the University of Maine under the auspices
of that college.

But he wore

the Philippines, the last engagement his attack- transport took
part in before coming Stateside.
When the topic of books was
brought up. he seemed a little dissatisfied with Ms first book. Called
it a little immature and not quite
what he had wanted to say. He was
asked if ha had anything else in

he has continued instructing class-

es. Howeyer, a new psychology inSaturday, April 21, at a structor is expected in the
fall at
meeting of English teachers held
on the Mayflower Hill Campus of the latest.
Colby College, delegates from the
four colleges of Maine convened to
hold their 1945 spring session.
Bowdoin's
delegation
included
Professors Stanley P. Chase, Her-

ing with Stepanian on acting
technique and the Russian theatre
had become a much-traveled Naval
officer. His grey uniform was a bit
wrinkled from his long trip and he

has earned them. On top was his
latest, the one for the liberation of

expected, and an ad-

dition to the French staff is also
being considered. Though Professor
Burnett is on the retirement list,

On

The young collegian we'd known
had become an assured man. The
young chap who was always argu-

little tired.

is

'

his battle ribbons from Africa, Europe, and the Pacific with the careless nonchalance of the man who

Cfcarlea

A

Mergendahl

'41

Well, I asked him, how do you
about this new one.

feel

"It's

more mature.

better about

what

I

want

but

it,

to say.

I feel
it

still

You

a

lot

isn't

see, the

idea runs through my head but it's
hard to get it out. But it's like

what Maugham wrote, 'Don't try
to put down what you want to say
but say what you have. Someday
it

will all

get

my

come

out.'

say out."

of recognizing modern achitecture April 12, the anniversary of the
as one of America's chief contri- president's death. The cup, which
butions of the 20th century to the may not arrive until after the war
because of shortages, will be placed
.
ft*
The returning veteran in col- on permanent exhibition -ftr Massachusetts Hall. The name of this
lege under the G. I. Bill and what
year's and succeeding winners will

P*

Someday

I'll

Jr.,

will be
be engraved on
the subject of O'Brien's address.
Hoffman's speech is concerned
with France's position in the postLibrary
war world.

Goodwin

Commencement

Of Theodore Roosevelt

Prize, the annual income of a fund
of $1,190 given by Rev. Daniel
Raynes Goodwin, D.D., of the Class
collection of letters written
of 1832, is awarded to the author to Thomas B. Reed '60 by such
of the best commencement speech. famous people as Theodore RooseThe prize is awarded by a commit-' velt, Susan B. Anthony, James G.
tee of judges, composed of faculty Blaine and Henry Cabot Lodge

A

and alumni.

was recently given

The members of the special faculty committee on commencement
parts are Professors Herbert W.
Hartman, Jr., Associate Professor
Reinhard L. Korgen, Assistant
Professor Philip M. Brown, Assistant Professor Albert R. Thayer,
and Frank H. Todd, Instructor in
Physics.

by Mrs. John Reed of Benton Falls,
Maine.
They are from the collection of the Honorable Asher C.
Hinds, "Czar" Reed's close friend
Given
and parliamentary clerk.
in two groups, the first of these

Professor Herbert John Fleure,

Geography on

the Tallman Foundation, and his
wife returned on April 26 from a

nine-day tour of the South where
Professor Fleure gave several lectures. They visited New York,
Johns Hopkins University, the University of Virginia, Monticello,

and

sftstttaasMEHM

prog-

in

all

of the

woodwork and

York

City.

ceil-

New

At a special meeting
Committee of the
gift and

the Executive

Boards voted to accept the

make

available the funds necessary
for its installation. McKim, Mead,
architects,
prepared the plans for remodeling

war shoiAi end next year,
would probably be true that not

and White, the college

Summer

Coffin Leaves

In

Most of these letters are from
Reed's friend and supporter, TheoThe friendship
dore Roosevelt.
Professors And Student between the late president and Professor Robert P.
T. Coffin he gave nineteen lectures in one
Reed, who was speaker of the returned Saturday night after a
week. His tour ended April 27, at
Attend Chemical Society House of Representatives for srx seven week lecture tour in the Rochester
University in New York.
years and was defeated for the South.
"I didn't catch up with
Southern students were interestnomination
Republican
to the pres- spring until I reached Brunswick,"
Associate Professor William C.
ed in the method of oral reading
idency
McKinley,
began
near
by
the professor said as he rolled a used in Professor Coffin's
Root, Associate Professor Samuel
Engli.n
the start of Roosevelt's public ca- cigarette and
settled down into 31 Composition Class.
E. Kamerling, and Harry D. McHe has
reer and continued through the his wide easy chair in his living
Neil '46 attended a meeting of the
been playing this role of an "aposroom Sunday evening.
{ Continued on Page 6 ]
"I left tle of poetry". to a greater extent
Maine Section of the American
Maine while the ground was still throughout the last ten years, givChemical Society at the University
covered with a foot of snow, and ing readings of his own works and
of Maine, on Saturday, April 14.
it
has been mid-summer in the lecturing on Frost, Robinson and
At the business meeting, which President Sills Gives
South for weeks.
The thermom- Eliot. He was surprised and gratpreceded a lecture on organic complexes by Professor John C. Bailer Baccalaureate
20 eter reached 95 in New Orleans ified on this last tour to notice the
while I enjoyed an exquisite Cre- growth in the number of underof the University of Illinois, Proole de Gumbo at Antoine's."
fessor Kamerling was elected secgraduates interested in the creaThe Baccalaureate Address will
The weather was an important tion of poetry.
retary of the Maine Section of the
be given Sunday afternoon. May factor in the professor's trip from
Society.
"I found the racial problem
20, by the President in Chapel, and
tense all through the South," said
Professor Bailer's lecture, a rethe program /or Commencement
view of
the professor.

South To Find Maine Spring

May

the work he has done in
Isomerism, was^ illustrated by lantern slides. He has lectured previously at several other colleges and
universities throughout New England. When interviewed. Professor
Root's only comment was, "It's a
long ride to Orono."

J

time provides for meetings of the
governing boards on Thursday and
Friday, meetings of Alumni Council.
Governing Alumni Association, Phj Beta Kappa on Friday,

and Commencement exercises
the Church Saturday, June 2nd.

1

The Commencement,

i

I

in

in accord-

be localized, only Alumni in the vicinity of Brunswick will be expect]

ed to attend.

where he gave three public lectures Quill
on matters concerned with present
geographical problems in Europe.
They next stopped at the University of Virginia which was of special interest to Professor Fleure
since it has an arrangement with
the University of Manchester,
England,
where the professor

Will

"When they asked
advice I usually replied that
the South has always tried to keep
the Negro as a loving child, They
will do everything in the world
for the Negro as long as they want

my
f

ance with O.D.T. regulations will

normally teaches, to exchange
some graduate students after the
In New York Professor Fleure
war.
lectured to the American Geographical Society on varied aspects
They finished their trip by sightof geography. He met there large seeing at Monticello and Mt. Vernumbers
of
Bowdoin
alumni non. This was the first time that
through the courtesy of Mr. Earle Professor Fleure had traveled
Thompson, one of the Overseers of south of Philadelphia and he seem*
the college. From New York they ed quite pleased with the country,
went to Johns Hopkins University describing it as "really beautiful."
Mt. Vernon.

to the college

letters may be seen in the exhibition cases at the library now.

Professor Fleure Tours In South;
Finds Country "Really Beautiful"
visiting professor of

it.

Shows Letters

The

by an anony-

now

next four or five years, both be- palace in Naples. The ceiling with
cause it is necessary to give op- its five paintings was brought to
portunity for veterans to return this country in 1907.
The west wall contains an
at least three times a year, and because the accelerated program will antique Italian marble fireplace
be of benefit not only to veterans over which the Healy portrait of
who would naturally wish to get Longfellow, now in the Walker Art
on with their education, but with Building, will be hung. On each
others planning professional side of the fireplace there will be
courses who in the increased com- bookcases. The north wall has a
petition in the professions Will nat- large central doorway also with
urally wish to begin their life work bookcases on either side. On the
east wall an alcove lined with
as early as possible."
President Sills said that ho felt, shelves is formed by two projecthowever, that the accelerated pro- ing bookcases. In the south wall
gram was expensive in that it there are two groups of two winmeans additional wear and tear on dows apiece separated by a bookthe faculty, and- that it does not case.
provide the leisure time which qfe
The alterations necessary for
so important to a college career. installing this room in the library
"It is an interesting circumstance," consist of making one room'
out of
said he, "that in many colleges and the classical seminar room and
universities the unmber of honor Professor Livingston's office.
These
students has deelined under the ac- changes are being managed by the
celerated program, a decline -that college work crew.
is undoubtedly due to the fact that
The material is being shipped by
the student has not had enoug.'i
truck from New York. The first
time for reflection and sustained shipment
arrived in the middle of
study and a bit of original re- April
and construction began imsearch."
mediately.
Part of the material
The G. I. Bill of Rights was men- was taken directly
to the factory
tioned by President Sills as a
of Irving and Casson in Cambridge
means of reparation for the dam- where it
will be altered to fit the
age done to education by the war. new
plans. It will then be sent
He said, however, that he feels here.
that it would have been better if
For the present, the donor wish[ Continued on Page 6 ]
es to remain anonymous.

Exercises

and executive boards^met for one
Few changes in the college
of its biannual meetings on Satur- teaching staff are contemplated for may be expected of him

]

Library Chooses Books

to the Ages.
Franklin Delano'
Roosevelt, American. No. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Citizen of
the World, believer in the common
man and of the common touch.
The youth of Bowdoin who grew
up under his guidance, the men who

cup.

The Dean, in a letter of April 19,
asked the fraternities and the
Thorndike Club to pick the undergraduate they thought to be the
Recommendations that several
Reinstituting a Bowdoin tradition suspended since May, 1943, "best bet" for the honor. Three
campus paths be hard-surfaced, a special faculty committee last Wednesday selected three grad- groups have sent in their recommendations which the committee
that a program of planting new
uating seniors to deliver addresses at the commencement exer- will consider in picking the wintrees on campus be instituted, that
ner.
sprinkler systems be installed in cises in the First Parish Church, June 2. The men chosen were
This year's award may be made
several of the older buildings, and
Theodor R. Saba 42, Robert C. O'Brien 44, and Philip H. at a special chapel service or at
that Simpson's Point not be rentcommencement, according to the
ed this coming summer, have Hoffman '45.
Dean. In the future the presentabeen made by the committee on
Saba will speak on the necessity tion will probably be made on
grounds and buildings to the gov-

Alterations For

is

another decade passes will
there be another student body apthe second floor where the room
proaching in its consistency the
will be located. Actual installation
college of 1939 " This was the opinis in the hands of Irving and Casion expressed by President Kenson, of Boston, the same firm that
neth C. M. Sills in an article apdid the original woodwork in Hubpearing in the April 29 issue of the
bard Hall.
Portland Sunday Telegram.
All the woodwork of this room
President Sills also stated that,
is
of French walnut with a waxed
"For many institutions it will
mean some sort of an all the year finish in Italian renaissance style.
round schedule; for example, in It was built around the ceiling
Bowdoin we shall probably have to which dates back to the sixteenth
plan for a summer term for the century and was originally in a

HUBBARD HALL

treasure

A Decade's

until

committee composed of President Kenneth C. M. Sills, Dean
Paul Nixon, Professor Athern P.
Daggett faculty advisor of Alpha
Delta Phi, Peter A Curran '45
shows the left wing of the library as taken from the rear. president of the Student Council,
and Edward B. Culter '47 presiwill include the first five windows from the right on the second floor.
dent of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, will meet early this month
to select this year's winner of the

tory in war is assured, victory in
peace is most uncertain and incalculably the more uncertain because
His passing,' at a
he is gone.
time so critical, is a loss that the
whole world can ill sustain, a loss
that the whole world may suffer
from for decades.
It behooves all of us here, and
erning boards

December 7th. "a day that will
long live in infamy," proved his
vision and placed upon his shoulders the burden of guiding our nation through the most critical
years of its existence. We placed
our faith in. him. He called and
Our
Bowdoin's youth answered.
faith was justified. Through the
doubtful early moments, he did not
fail us; our strength was husbanded and he guided us to full stature.
The war reached its climax and the
moment of victory flashed before
us. He had proven himself in battle, we would entrust our future in
peace to him.
But the gods grew envious of us

Continued on Page 6

great

from us. Whatever be our politics,
all Americans in honesty must admit that Franklin Delano Roose-

York,

ing of a private library in

"If the
it

A

speeches appear beloW:

New

fered

Academic Reconversion

college."

Dean Paul Nixon and Lt.
Commander Noel C. Little USNR
spoke. The full text" of their

Foresees

Cup.

and courage most contribute toward making Bowdoin a better

special

death.

effort to rouse America
to the knowledge that this disease
was contagious, that it could be
deadly if not checked in time. So
he fought opposition and the dulled mind of a peace-loving nation to
pass Lend-Lease, to aid our Allies
and gain time that no dollars
could buy, and to pass a peacetime Conscription of which only
his vision saw the true need. And
he worked and built us' to readi-

[

Delano Roosevelt

Sills

Necessity Of

will be made annually
to "that member of the three lower classes whose vision, humanity,

chapel service was
held Friday, April 13, following
news of President Roosevelt's

A

was the

and he was called away. He was
ours no more ... he belonged

Franklin

After Roosevelt's Death

treasure room, donated

Last March the library was of-

President

The award

The question of

ness.

In memory of the late President
of the United States, the Bowdoin
chapter of Alpha Delta Phi on
April 18 presented the College with
funds for the purchase of the

Speak

Little

new

Hubbard Hall, according to Kenneth J. Boyer, Assistant
Librarian. The new room, which will occupy the former classical
seminar room and Professor Livingston's office, is designed as a
private library to house rare books and special collections.

Franklin Roosevelt Cup

throughout the world.

installation of a

friend of the college living in

ress in

.

.

Room

Ready For Press;
Appear On May 24

The Quill, Bowdoin's literary
Professor R. P. T. Coffin
publication, will be ready for circulation on Thursday, May 24, its the very beginning.
He missed
editorial staff recently disclosed. his reservations from St. Louis to
The contribution of original man- Fort Worth and from Dallas to
uscripts, which ended yesterday, Houston because of floods.
May 3, has been large.
Professor Coffin gave ninetyBefore going to press, final sel- two lectures, readings and classes
ections by the editors for the pub- after opening his tour on March 8
lication will be examined by its at the State Teachers' College in
Faculty advisers for official ap- {Newark.
Engagements at Philaproval.
delphia, Norfolk, Texas State ColThere will be no charge for cop- lege for Women, and Mary Haries of the Quill since its costs have din-Baylor College where he adalready been defrayed by the dressed an audience of 3,800 folBlanket Tax.
lowed. At Georgia State College
|

!

,

;

|

»j remain dependen*
There is no
trouble until the Negro wants to
be independent."
"The colleges in the South," continued Professor Coffin, "are leading the search for solutions to the
problem. They are all opposed to
segregation.
It is the opinion in
these groups that Richard Wright
has exaggerated his side of the
situation in his new book "Black
Boy."
"What are some of the general
conceptions about Maine throughout this section of the country,"
we asked.
"Well," began tne professor,
beaming at the sound of the state
he has sung in his poetry and rolling another cigarette as he drew
the tobacco-bag strings with his
teeth, "they think of it as having
a larger population than it has,
and they usually think of it in
terms of summer and not of its
magnificent autumn and winter.
They think of it, also, with a smile,
as a Republican die-hard along
with Vermont."

'
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Cup donated by the Alpha

By Ted Saba
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words
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Chapel Address by President Kenneth

who

Sills

best exemplifies the vision, courage,

and humanity' of our
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Don Bloomberg
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honor

to select a recipient for this
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which have succored a riemo-
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Feature Editor

Theodor R. Saba

name.
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War em

a tribute to a great
leader."

does not, as would a statue, merely
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Managing Editor*
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or

scholarship,

athletic

prowess—standards so often employed
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° of honors. They' can
be only vaguely denned and are often
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with the spiritual aspect of a

man and

his active expression of this aspect.
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the dignity of the occasion by petty

The
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sion of the committee should

and must
and best.
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be accepted as the wisest

8. Bloomberg
Cabot Easton
Robert Good
Henry Koritcky
Bernard LeBeau '48
George Miller '48
George Pappas '48

Donald

committee nomi-

bickering at the outcome.

Leonard D. Bell
Arthur C. Sewall, Jr.
Albert c.

the

nates, the choice will be difficult.
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Mindtul ot this we should
not tarnish

Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Pbillp M. Brown

HOUSEPARTIES
After the
spring of

Associated Colefiiale Press

Ivy houseparty
the

1942

in 'the

Orient

editor

wrote, "This past Ivy will probably
PublUtod fct-wMkhr wb«B cImsm »re heW by the Student* of
Bowdoin OblteK*. Addrem r.-»-g eommanlesUoiu to the Editor
•nd rti—rlyttoa communion -m« to the Buwnee. Manager of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company at the Orient Office in the Moulunswiclc. Maine. Entered aa
ton Union. Bowdoin Collar*.
•eeond ctssa matter at the peat office at Brun nwick Maine.

be the

last

one which resembles any-

thing of those of the past." In a lone

'
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gloom the

of resigned
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'

editorial fur-

ther expressed fear that

Bowdoin

tra-
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ditions

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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and
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disappear

gradually

social life

its

Sunday, April 15, 1945

late President is

become

was the sustaining force through
Then, too, he had the courage
Many centuries ago one of the
which any hope of future world of a prophet. More than any othold philosophers in expressing his
security could be attained and er statesman in all the countries
grief at the death of a greater made a reality."
of the world he saw clearly and
I

today.
After the first surge of
of the reactions that came after silent as the grave. In the famous
emotion has passed, such rightful
the death of Abraham Lincoln and quarantine speech at Chicago he
emotion as crowded this chapel on
after the close of Woodrow Wil- outlined a course of action which
Friday morning, we can now realson's administration.
We must if American public opinion had
ize how much the theatre of the
not let the same thing happen a supported might have changed the
American scene has changed since
third tune. Nor will It happen If trend of historical events and quite
that leader on whom so many milwe keep before us clearly and con- possibly have averted the war.
lions of his fellow countrymen
stantly the fundamental principles
Nor should we forget the courhave relied has been so suddenly
for which
President Roosevelt age with which he faced the detaken from us. There is inevitstood and fought.
pression "The only thing we have
ably the feeling of bewilderment
Equally important to college to fear is fear itself" and the
and desolation, yet with it all the
assurance that life goes on, that men everywhere are the lessons to courage with which he bore the
whatever changes in the back- be learned from his life and char- tragedies and defeats and disasters
ground there may be, one can feel acter. As I said yesterday at the of the first year of the war and
overcame them all with unconquerthe inspiration and the guidance community service on the Mall, If
of the warm, friendly, high-minded there Is one word that arises In able faith.
Indeed his courage was based on
the mind above all others when

has disproved this prophecy.

Admittedly, houseparties have sufferVol.

LXXV

Friday,

May

No. %

1945

4,

ed drastic modifications during these
war years, but tney have survived.
After the initial shocks of reduced en-

rollment and the

loss of class distinc-

tion these interludes

were paled in

comparison with the lavish festivities
of nonnal times. But even though the
magnitude and sensational aspects of
the old parties were lost, something

ft

of their spirit lived on.

—V—
We were sitting in the Union one

nominate Dave Works '42 .... except that Dave was the one to
whom the idea of the cup occurred
universe when Bill Morrissey sat
down beside us for a cup of coffee. and I can just hear the yell "front
"How is Ann?" we asked. "Fine." office politics!"
"And Sean?" "Fine, too," he said,
Spring gets us every year and
"I have just been over to the'
we turn around to look at passing
Dean's and signed his entrance pa
ankles .... and bright clothes. We
pers." Sean Morrissey, class of
sat in a bar one afternoon last
1962. We finished our coffee and
week talking about clothes with a
went out singing "We'll send our
girl whose job rt is to sell new
sons to Bowdoin in the Fall
We both
styles to the public'
agreed that lusia and limelight are
Tonight's Masque and Gown pro- this years colors and that red, aftduction, "A Bell For Adano," is a er a four-year stay was on its way
step in the right direction. The play out. Hats are showing a Renaisis current and timely. One of our,; sance effect with bunches of flowmajor criticisms of this dramatic ers and veils all piled on top. Partgroup has been its tendency to ly war and partly style but hips
a deep religious faith, a faith present old farces that have noth- are becoming brcader cause the
which- sustained him In all trials ing to say but are easy to produce. new girdles are just-around-theWe think it is the duty of the in- waist kind. This friend of mine said
and tribulations. He was a deeply
tercollegiate theatre to introduce that «he noticed this sort of builtreligious man, and he preached his to the American stage the new in for-love figure coming back into
religion not only by attending di- drama. Broadway with its money style after every war. A fellow
vine service but by taking part in worries and the Hollywood stran- away from home for a long time
I

p.m. solving the problems of the!
'

- V-

j
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personality that like Lincoln

now

we

belongs to the ages.

think of him.

COURAGE.

How

It

Is

the word

"If courage falls, all

that influence has been ex- other virtues fall—
courage withpress out which man has no security for
and radio and memorial services preserving
any other virtue," a*
nearly every hour since the nation
erted

we have heard through

good old Samuel Johnson said.
was stunned by the news of his
And courage was at the foundasudden passing. No one can say
tion of all the service which the
anything new or much that is not
late President rendered.
There
trivial.
But in the quiet of this
was the physical courage that met
chapel, remote from the center of
and mated and conquered a devnational activity, we may renew
astating disease and conquered it
some of those tributes and conwith cheerfulness and bouyant
sider what help the life of Frankhumor, with never a hint of self
lin Delano Roosevelt may be to
pity.
Anyone who has ever seen
the youth of today and the leaders
him rise from a chair knows how
of tomorrow.
constant for days and months and
Let us first hear what youth It- years was that particular type of
self has to say.
In a letter re- courage.
ceived only yesterday by the Dean,
Then there was the courage that
a recent Bowdoin graduate in the
overcame the prejudice and bitterservice wrote:
The death of
,.

ness of so many in his own walk
President
Roosevelt
certainly
of life and enabled him to contend
leaves a hole in everything" his
all through hie political career for
way of saying the theatre of all
the betterment of those who had
our actions has fallen He goes
not a fair share
~ of opportunity and
",~
VI on|» hope the
that "7o^g"ngh't "^r
will be sufficiently strong and unlI
.
...
uni- T
^course he made at times mistakes
fied to carry forward his plans for
{and errors of judgement and of
post-war unity and cooperation on
utterance; but since Lincoln this
the part of all the nations of the
country has not had a leader who
world. I have very little patience
more consistently challenged the
with the pessimists who are afraid
forces of reaction and more effectto give such a plan a chance.
I
tively took Into account the amdid not vote for Mr. Roosevelt and
bitions and yearnings and desires
I disagreed with many of his pol-j of
the average man and the averlcles . .
But I firmly believe he age woman.

—

—

.
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Time

noticed, always develop a few
our younger days, it was "club"

In

Today we notice that everyone has something "up" and the campus salutation is "Hi, Fink." We tried
to trace the first of these two down but ran up a blind alley. But
we did have a little better luck on the second. "Fink" comes
from a chap named Mike Fink who used to roam around the
roaring West. Seems Mike was on his way to winning the local popularity prize until he ran into a bar-room belle who set

him on the skids. Mike and his partner both fell in love with
this queen and in a friendly little duel Mike, the best shot in those
parts, killed his friend. No one would believe that it was an
philosopher la whom he looked up
Those words, I think, are topi- denounced openly the forces of agaccident, the girl would have no part of him, the folk about
as his master, wrote: "I feel that cal of much that American youth gression before they had begun
gave him twenty-four hours "to git," and he "got." From then
Nor is the operations.
In
October,
1987,
the theatre of all my actions has is thinking today.
on, he hit the down-grade and finally cashed in when he struck
warning amiss. Those of you who nearly two years before the war
fallen."
Somehow that expresses
ladder. Out .West, "Fink" became a fighting
have studied American history re- began, at a time when the other the bottom of the
the mood of the American nation
call the disastrous consequences leaders Of the free nations were word but here on campus the frierfdly greeting is "Hi, Fink."

CongresU^,™

extinct.

we have

peculiarly their own.

or "what's the cry?"

M.

C.

.....'

VARIETY.

Franklin Delano "Roosevelt

to

Roosevelt

'

Fraternity to the undergraduate
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Campus

.
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church activities. For many years
he was the senior warden of a
small parish at Hyde Park, and
even when President, attended
routine vestry meetings whenever
he was at his Hudson home. In
this as in his interest as a good
citizen In local affairs he set a
splendid example for youth to follow.

And now he

is

gone from

us.

gle-hold upon it is afraid to attempt something different. It's the
job of the little college groups to
take on the experimental, to attempt the new. Bowdoin has fallen down sadly on this score
With the exception of showing a
few of its own dramatists .... but
from here on it should move ahead
with its eyes open, avoiding the
"Room Service's" and trying out
the sea stories of some embryo
.

.

.

|

I

;

j
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'

gets lonely, you know. Sensualism
is being accented in the way dresses are cut and draped and make-up
is new what they call lush pinks,
And we thought that we were just
growing up and heeding the fancy
that young men's thoughts turn to.

—

When

V

—

O'Brien spoke in chapel,

we sat and listened. We always do
when someone agrees with us ...
just goes to prove how right we
are! He had a good point, we think,

.

O'Neill.

The AD's rate the nod of ap- in saying that the colleges would
a gold star In the White
For clearly the burdens proval for their donation of the have no problem with returned
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup. veterans ofher than what they
The cup is to be given to that unfor themselves by pamperhad to make, the hardships of con- dergraduate who best shows the create
ing or fearing the ex-GI's. These
stant Journeyings to International qualities of vision, humanity, and men, to our way, will be just
anfitted other cross-sect icn from American
conferences, particularly that last courage adjectives
that
trip to Yalta; all these cost him well our late great president. But life whose aim will be education.
the best feature is (hat it is so They are, and will continue to be,
his life as surely as if he had fallen
worded as to not become just anin combat.
And so he is now in other honor for the football cap- n o different from any other group
their age. If anything, they will
company with those thousands and tain or the BMOC. It's to go to be a bit more mature and sensible
thousands of other Americans who the fellow who is fighting his way —with less "rah-rah." We like his
r Continued on Pane 6~\
in farflung battle-fields on land in life. If we were asked who, we'd
and sea and in the air have given
There

is

House.

of the war, the awful decisions he

—

j

j

their country.

It

most be some consolation for

their

their

all

for

loved ones and their comrades, as
it is an inspiration to all of us, to
realise

hearts

how
is

that host of valiant

led in death as in the

services by

their

and our Com-

mander-in-Chief.

By

Survey

Eskilson

Today's Ivy Day ceremonies mani-

FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT

fest this

tenacious spirit.

A

tradition,

temporarily sacrificed to the war, has

been revived.

The
velt

Franklin Delano Roose-

late

was a

man whom

destroy. His ideals

were too

humane

too

philosophy

death cannot
just, his

to

permit

their withering at his decease. Fired

with sacred principles which embrac-

due

to

ples,

President symbolized

the late

The man of flesh lias died,
scar which the man of spirit

democracy.
leaving a

is

results

not

from

a feeling of ever increasing responsibility in the

undergraduates to salvage

what they can of the old Bowdoin
which we sing.

With

this in

girls today.

ed the whole of future ages and peo-

Credit for this

any individual— it

We

to

.

view we welcome the
hope they will get an

occasional chuckle during their stay

and fondly remember Bowdoin

as a

refuge of revelry as well as research.

t

alone can heal.

His soul can

live

on only

breasts of posterity. It

is

in the

mercy which inspired him. FeW men
have so

and

tirelessly

unselfishly de-

sects, curious dogs,

Philip H.

man

for six semesters.

These

semesters were

ing in the Orient's history.

late

President.

first

be Editor-in-Chief of the

to

Orient

Hoffman was the

mankind

our

six

some of the most

try-

The

edi-

Few men have so transcended time as
Few ages have been so blessed

work. Studies became pressing under

We

the accelerated program, there were

did he.

with such a leader as has ours.

tor

was invaribly burdened with extra

must transmit

his greatness to future

periodic slumps in the news, and few

generations.

President

men

lived

must

for

Roosevelt

humanity— now humanity

live for

him.

volunteered to assume responsi-

bility for

publishing the Orient.

With Hoffman's passing from the
active staff we wish to take this opportunity to express our gratitude and

•&

When asked by his English 112
Class to move the lecture outside
under a big oak tree one afternoon recently, Professor "Herby"
Brown entered »into a five minute

He did a
job in maintaining the Orient

appreciation of his labors.
fine

under many hardships.

we can

We only hope

follow in his tradition.

book of Cotton Mather's sermons
completed the line-up on the top
shelf and almost completely shattered the great delusion.
Not so

much

sex in the safe!

CSCSCSCS
One

of the season's brightest affairs (not excluding the Waynflete
weekend which in turn included a

group of charming young women
from Melrose known as "The Melrose Group") was the minstrel
show and dance at the local high
school a few Fridays ago.
"You dance well," said George
Hickey, in an effort to start a conversation with a ittle dirl from the
up a book for financial reasons. sophomore class of said instituIf any book that is in the safe
tion.
were on a shelf we would lose it
"Thank you," she replied. "I've
and have to replace it."
been practicing the past two days."
"Times change," continued Mr.
CSCSCSCS
Boyer. "Some time ago we couldO'Brien, Files and Lawlis are
n't keep a copy of 'Moll Flanders'
or 'Roxanna' because experience sitting before Towers on a bench.
had taught that these were books Quinby is trying to time the play
which disappeared from the libra- from the rear of the hall. He
ry.
The student body wore out a shouts because "There isn't an excopy of 'Ulysses' although we kept perienced prompter in Brunswick."
Lawlis rises and talks about the
it in the safe, and this, measure
musical wheels on his cart. Then
was taken in the first place

crying babies
crashing automobiles have
proved too distracting on the occasions of Professor Brown's experiments in the field.
to
"It is a great pedagogical mis- preserve a
copy with the last fifty
take, said the professor, "to speak pages intact."
outside. If you sit down it is un"Why hasn't the library bought
comortable; if you stand, it is unAmber' ?" we asked.
comfortable.
And nature is just 'Forever
"We buy a very limited amount
out to get me when I speak outof fiction," replied Mr. Boyer, "and
side!"*
I don't think the thing is worth
• (See above: birds, insects, dogs,
the money. % don't think* the pubbabies, etc.)

and

voted their energies to the cause of
as did

.

talk on "Why I Won't Fall for
That Line."
Uncautious birds, climbing in-

HOFFMAN LEAVES ORIENT

our debt to

maintain the ideals of courage and

turning out for their parts of the
program. If your date hasn't been
here before, show her everything
from the Rembrandt in the Art
'Building to the famous Bowdoin
Hoffman, John Martin and Paul Pines. If she has seen them she
Aronson, for a renaissance of the can close her eyes this time.
Outing Club. Mr. Kern was cruCSCSCSCS
sading for the part of the club deIn a bull-session last week one
voted to photograph>.
inmate of Hyde Hall suggested we
".
and we have two darkrooms run a big expose of Bowdoin's
on campus!" he exclaimed as he "Watch and Ward Society in the
finished his talk. *
Library" which draws up the mor"Will these be available for ality list, that is those books which
houseparties?" asked some un- are kept in the widely sung safe.
The next morning we travelled to
mentionable character.
see Mr. Boyer, who said. "We lock
CSCSCSCS

William Lj» Kern '48 proved his
adeptness in oratory in the Union
lounge Thursday evening when he
spoke on a program with Phil

he sings.
Someone in the front
row chuckles.
Lusher, Roundy
and Weatheriii are in the front
row.

Now Bill Files is talking. Saba
watches from the auditorium—his
arm around the leading lady.
O'Brien follows Files with his
The stage creeks. Lusher
lishers do, either. If you want to lines.
CSCSCSCS
read it badly enough you can get is practicing salutes in the front
Some anonymous lyricists wrote it somewhere. Also, no faculty row. (A lot of activity in that
the first verse of the new "House- member has suggested that we buy front row!) Cook and Lamparter
are discussing something, probably
party Blues." Try your hand at it."
the intrusion of the press again.
a better one and circulate it. Here
Mr. Boyer then opened the famLombard crosses the auditorium
is number one: .
ous safe and a quick glance on
to say something to Mrs. Coffin.
our part caught the following
I've got the houseparty blues
"Everyone in the front row!"
titles lurking in the green darkAin't got no woman
ness of its ignoble interior: "A shouts Quinby. "Shift your props
Ain't got no booze.
Rebel With a Cause," "Plan for and get ready for the second act."
I guess I'll have to spend
Marriage," "The Sexual Life of He looks tired and says he 1s sorry
The whole weekend without a Savages," "Works of Rabelais," because he lost his temper, mendfriend.
"Works
of
Boccaccio,"
and ing the rift between the stage
It's gotta end
(strangely
enough)
"Paradise manager and the actors.
Before I go mad.
They look tired, but the play is
Lost," "Records of Phi Beta KapCSCSCSCS
pa," a 1633 Bible, a valuable U. S. better acted, more professional,
Support the Masque and Gown, Gazette recording the death of and completely atmospheric of the
newly revived Polar Bears, and Washington, and a work on salmon real McCoy.
Another Bowdoin
college teams this weekend by fishing all collectors' items.
A first night will be exciting!

—

\

Speaking of Operations!
"S

An invasion fleet

of several hundred warships uses

some 48,000 telephones— from 1,500 on a battle*
ship to 10 on a motor torpedo boat. That's at
many as are used by most cities of 160,000!

Our fighting men are using telephones, wire,
switchboards, and other communications equips
merit in huge quantities.

And Western

Electric

workers, peacetime suppliers to the Bell System,
are busy meeting those needs;

That

is

why

there are not enough

phones right now. But

we

home

tele-

are looking forward to

the day when the Bell System can again provide
telephone service to anyone, anywhere, at any time]

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

'Service to the

Nation in Peace and War"

•
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HOUSEPARTY SUPPLEMENT
Week End Program

Formal Dance Highlights
Competent Masque

&

Assures Success of

"A

Gown

FLASH-BACKS OF IVY DAY DANCES

Personnel

Bell for

FORMER YEARS

IN

Day Ceremonies And
Seniors' Last Chapel Today
Ivy

Adano"

not stay out of trouble; Warren
Court '47 who plays the part of
iThomasino, fatheV of Tina and
head of the fishermen; William
&
Cappellari '48 who is seen as the
Robert
ex-Fascist police chief;
O'Brien '44, Richard Lawliss '47,
and William Files '47 -who appear
ut up the lights.
The small but significant female jas the three cart-drivers; Reginald
•
parts are all handled by newcom- Lombard '48 is the ex-mayor NasNelson L. Towers '48 plays the ers to the Bowdoin stage. Spin- ta* Bill Feeney '48 as Lieutenant
;ad role of Major Victor Joppolo, nato, the volunteer health officer, Livingston, USNR, of Kent ar.*.
he Bronx-born, sentimental AMG is to be played by Mrs. Mar- Yale. Louis Hills '47 is the stage
Mrs. Ruth Cof- manager.
fficer who is assigned control guerite Little.
ver the civil affairs of the Sicilian fin, wife of the eminent poet, will
•
own of Adano. A knowledge of play Margherita, and Mrs. Lisle
Stanley Wemstcin '47, ProducRiley will play Carmelita. Laura,
he military comes to Towers from
Manager,
is in charge of the
tion
the thin, kittenish spinster, will be
is two years service as an Infanunseen and unsung crews who
played by Mrs. Gloria Pharus.
ry and Armored Force second
make the Masque and Gown preeutenant.
Before his military
sentations possible. Stan is in his
ervice, Towers had attended Los
Robert Sziklas '48 takes on the first season of working with proingeies City College where he role of Zito, the .usher
who al- duction and prior to the Interlajored in dramatics. He gained most stole the show in the iNew
scholastic One-Act Play Contest
xperience there playing the lead York production. This is Sziklas' had had no experience whatsoever.
Old Man Mannlck and starring first performance upon the boards. He managed to whip through that
Capek's Rowuni'it Universal Roone rather well and with that exot* and in Berkley Square. For
perience has done a fine job on the
while after, he worked in the
Harold Lusher '48 will play the set of this production.
lollywood studios, specializing in
•
part of Captain Purvis, head of
haracter make-up.
the M. P.'s and unconscious villian
Raymond Paynter '47, the
in the plot.
Lusher has had some Masque and Gown business manElise Marcho, who is appearing appearances before with the theaager, has been in charge of all
j>r the first time in greasepaint,
tre group of Girard College.
business and financial angles condays the part of Tina, blonde,
nected with the show. Ray is one
bnid daughter of the head fisherof the carry-overs from the old
nan.
Because of Tina's deep inBellanca, mayor of Adano, will Masque and Gown and has had
erest in the major, this may be be handled by William Pamparter
experience in carrying on the busonsidercd the romantic lead.
'47, who starred in the role of Oriness end of the shows.
*
lando in As You Like It.
•
Richard Roundy *47 handles the
The crew chiefs for this produc•art of Sergeant Borth, one of the
Nathan Whitman '47 and Rob- tion are John' MacMorran '46,
najor leads.
Roundy, an old ert Burroughs '47, two other properties'; Austin 'Hogan '45, car^
ffasque and Gown hand, played
Masque and Gown members, play pentry;' Blake Hanna '48, painting;
he lead in Goodbye Again and the parts of D'Arpa, minister of Edward Daman '48, lighting; and
arried the important role of Finance, and
of Craxi. a resident Willis. Baeps^on,, ',4,8 posters. Leonaques de Bois in the Sesquicen- of Adano.
•,
ard Bell '47 served as assistant
enniai production of As You Like
publicity manager.
Photojfraphy

Tonight at seven the Masque Charles Mergendahl '41 on the
Bell For Odets show Waiting For Lefty.
nd Gown will present
idmno.
thought that you He has appeared in many producGown, speclight be interested in going back- tions of the Masque
tage and meeting a tew of the ializing in comedy and character
eople who'll be up there behind parts.
and the fellows who
hi lights

A

|

I

We

.

.

Approximately one hundred and ten guests
Senior

.

.

.

Seniors'

Nixon

lapse of

way

hit "A Bell for Adano" by the
Masque and Gown, the first ap-

i

'

,

^

_____

i

End

Guest

Burke
Jeanne Hoagland

List

Weatherill
•

'

DAY WAS in the old

-^^^^^^»,

days when

Gorham Normal School

Play In

UPSILON

Jacqueline Campbell

,

Reorganized

Waterville

Virginia Bradbury

PSI
Art Sewall

Maney

Packy McFarland

•Alice

Dick Edgcomb
Jack Fallow

Jacqueline Stock

Mechanic Falls
University of Maine

the
Union lounge Saturday noon the
newly-reorganized Polar Bears will
play for dancing. This is to be the
first engagement of the new band.
For the past couple of weeks, we
have heard them rehearsing over in
the gym,- rounding out their
"Book" to include the old favorites and the hits of the moment,
polishing over the few rough spots

CHI PSI
Jo Ann Suttin
Beverley Ferguson

Miller

University of N. H.

Vermont Junior College

Mary Lou Allard
Harriet Steinmetz
Madelaine Woodward

Austin Hogan

Ray Paynter
Dick Maxwell
Fred Wildman
Jack Clafrey
Mort Page

Flora Gait
Mildred Byrons
Elaine Craig

Biddeford
University of Maine
Westbrook Junior College
Presque Isle
New York City
Philadelphia, Pa.
University of Maine
University of Maine

Goby Raufer
Louise Moore

Plandome, L.

Jean Hallett
Jean Alexander

Herb Silsby
Dave Erskine
John Martin
Fred Clarkson

I.

scored to feature
starring and solos.

Frances Howard

St. Joseph's College

Gardiner
Colby
Colby
Portland
Lasell Junior College
Rutherford, N. J.
Newton, Mass.

Dixie Wilson

Mary Lou Thomas

Judge Lawlis
Don Clark

Constance PettigreW
Dorothy Kennedy

Ben Fischer

Eva Gregg

McKcnna

Doris Webster
Nancy Field
Polly Curtis
Jacqueline Jackson

Danny Morrison
Feeney
Art Showalter
Nelson Towers

Marcho

Elise

^m***0»^4*i0 0^*0m 0>0i*'0t*
>

*i

»

*

is

The trumpet
Briarcliff Junior College

Topsham
South Portland
South Portland
South Portland
,

and

the strongest section in the
band. These boys work together as
a team and have that quality of
"sweetness," without being
"schmaltz," that makes good bands
danceable:
this

Westbrook Junior College

Barbara Jones
Doris Gould

Bill

section

Hal Kimball playing
alto; and, Ralph Hughes and Hal
Burnham on tenors. We dropped in
on rehearsal night before last and
from what we heard we'd say that

THETA DELTA CHI
Jim Kimball
Frank Kimball

both

built

The sax team has Tom Chadwick

Virginia Jones

Pat Gould

Leonard

Topsham

^0»^+ +&m+^m*+'++ ^^•m .#^-#s»»^s»>»^»^^^»^ ^»^#>»^^»^^
*

section has Dick

Notron as both lead and "ride"
trumpet, something like playing
both Ziggy Elman and Harry
James in the same outfit. Red
Stevens, borrowed from the Penguins, and Bill Small fill out tlje
horns. Fred Wildman plays trombone to round out the brass and

on the lower

left

FURS OF ALL KINDS
FUR STORAGE

student

The dance

will

begin at eight

o'clock In the Sargent Gymnasium
with the music of Carl BroggL The
gymnasium will be decorated with

a Parisian motif highlighted by a
sidewalk cafe and 'Street bar.

mud
their

of

"Bow-

way back

Pete Curran
Gene Bernardin
Bert Moore
Chaff Easton
Chuck Begley

Joan Hunt
Jeanne Eskilson
Joann Morse

Nor by Carey

Helen Kurta

George Hickey

Edna McLaughlan

Caryl Rook

Kay

Eskilson, who has
playing piano since he was
high enough to look over the
board, starts off the rhythm

Grace Bogert

Ann

Phil

Hoffman

Bob

Sziklas

Elizabeth Dyer
Shelia Moore

D,tvo Collins

Rita Malloy

Dick Anderson

Barbara Preney
Jeanne Vaughan
Ann Quinlan
Bctte O'Connor
Gerry Stansfield

Kern
Reg Spurr
Bill

Earl Rice

Dick Norton

who was

PI
South Portland
Bath
Portland

Augusta
Augusta
Waterville

SIGMA NU
George Berliawsky
Loomis Sawyer

Ruth Call

Don Hanmon
John Cummins

Violet Couri

Rockland
Rockland

Norma Ramsdell

Portland
Salem, Mass.

Sue Freeman

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Hal Kimball

Warren Court ,
Bernie LeBeau
Bill Capellari

George Pappas
Robert Burroughs
Ray Jensen

Tom

Frances Poska
Jean Berger
Lenore de Jony
Janet Gay
Leonore Bacall
Marie Day
Rebel Talloson

Colby
Worcester, Mass.
Brighton, Mass.

Long Island
Syracuse, N. Y.
Skidmore College

Pembroke

THORNDIKE CLUB
Frances Camann
Bernice Strock

Bull Bell

Budge Goodman
Paul Aronson
Barney Osher

instru-

the reorganization of the
Polar Bears, handles the business
end of the outfit and stands out in
front with the baton.

Hampshire

Southboro, Mass.
Lowell, Mass.
Endicott Junior College
Dearborn, Mich.
Boston University
Wellesley Hills, Mass.

B. Morrissey

BETA THETA

sec-

viola.

Collins,

Lawrence. Mass.

New

Eileen Mclnnis
Helen Allington

....

Dave

Medford, Mass.

Morrissey
Phil RichenburgDick Roundy

just

key-

has switched over from the longhair to the swing stuff
as
well as switching over from the

mental

Belfast

Shirley Faigle
Gloria Marsters
Alleyne Albrecht

George Miller

been

solid

section with his bullfiddle.

Portland
Portland
Portland

Lydia Dulfur

KAPPA SIGMA

and sure and
he holds the rhythm of the band together. When he takes off on a
break, he pulls back in without losing a beat. That's no mean trick
considering some of the top men
that we have heard who have
trouble pulling back into the band
without 'pushing up their timing.
Tom Akeley fills out the rhythm
is

Shirley Peterson
Marilyn Prescott

Bill

Dick Baker, only veteran of the
old Polar Bears, sits behind a big
set of traps and really steals the
His beat

,

PSI

Jeanne Shaw

Dave Abrahamson

Portland
Auburndale, Mass.
Lawrence, Mass.
Nashua, N. H.
Nashua. N. H.

Wills

Dick Eskilson

Lennie Gottlieb
Connie Erickson

tion.

spot.

-•

Long Island

Cory Dunham

Ev Gray
Ed Stone

give it that solid tone that we like.
Dick's horn has a feeling for
smoothness but he gets away from
it when he warms up for a solo
ride. The brass has power and
drive but needs a bit more work
together for the boys catch a few
spots that seem a little reugh.

Dick

List

Newton, Mass.

ZETA

Bears

Polar

Guest

DELTA UPSILON

the lower right

in

Lennie Brass

Bob Good
^•^••**

^-^»**». ***»»»^^— — — — —

Elinor Stein

Manchester, N. H.
Brookline, Mass.
Syracuse University
Haverhill, Mass.
Portland

Barbara Bjorn

Falmouth Foreside

Hannah Pimpstein
Rhoda Cohen

— ——_

f f rrrf|J j

j.
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NEW

DINING

BOOM — NEW

DINING PORCH

NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

ROOMS FROM

-

8.

WM. RICHARD

General Manager

M

$2.50

THE MELODY SHOP

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

FUR SALON

103 Maine Street

SOMEN'S APPAREL

the

.

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!
FORTTN'S

that

Oddly enough, though he has
The eleven-piece outfit
around a four-man reed section and been writing modern ditties and
a four-piece brass. A piano, drums fooling around with the keys all
and bass fill out the rhythm sec- this while, this is his first job of
arrangements are sitting in with a full outfit.
Their
tion.
is

Philadelphia, Pa.

Hugh Robinson

in

in several tricky arrangements.

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Sieve Monaghan
Bob Rabbins
Dick Baker

and

The one on

Lounge Saturday

At the buffet-luncheon

University of N. H.
Sara Lawrence College

Sally Seaver

Art Simonds

shot

of these dances.

End

Weston, Mass.
Bellerose, N. Y.

Norma Allen
Mary Thomas

of

CANDIES

-

146

DONT FORGET "MOM* ON

MOTHERS' DAY

MR.

MAY

MOTHER'S DAY
We have a fine selection

13

BRADLEY

Resident Manager

MAINE STREET

(Next to Allen's Drug Store)

PERFUMES

for

UP

<

*^^^^^*^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^*

Week

from the formal.

Island Falls
Cape Elizabeth

members

Root,

council, various class officers, and
the committee for the weekend.

.

doin Lake" as they walk by the chapel on

Lewiston

Nebby Kilburn
Ruth Gosslin

Russell

*^*^-^-**^'****<^-^

!

reveals three couples carefully avoiding the

Westbrook Junior College

Ella Tyler
Jean Sleeper

.

John Thomas

Bert

i

name band. The upper
show two

Portland

Priscilla

Mike Robinson
Connie White
Bob Weatherill
Ambrose Saindon
Don Lyons

Phil

hMI

l|

ALPHA DELTA PHI

Bob

'

i

four hundred couples would dance to the music of a big-

Jim Cutler

Don

I

THIS 19 THE WAY IVY

Week
Tom

Field will be the scene of the informal State Track and Field
Meet. Bowdoin, Maine. Colby, and
B^ates will be the colleges competing. At the same time the Varsity
tennis team will open its season
with a match -against the University of Maine. There wilt be five
single and two double matches.

'48

and Wilham Kern '48. iCrew members werec Robert Good '48. Ray-!
mwnd Jensen, ,'48,, Jake„ Adolphsqn
"48, Robert Mil)er '48. Dick Max"48,
'48,
Harold* Kimball
well
George Pappas *48, Philip' Hoffman '45, Myer Nofken '47, Dick
Zollo '47 and Harry Larchian '48.'

'

ty.

This provides the largest sports
pearance of the newly reorganized calendar for this occasion in reBowdoin Polar Bears, and two fra- cent years, and if the contests
ternity house dances this evening.
should have to be cancelled beIf the weather permits, there cause of inclement weather, intwill be a barbecue luncheon-dance formal dances and teas will be held
Saturday noon behind the Union. throughout tne campus.
This will be held inside in case of
The weekend will culminate
rain. At this affair the Polar Bears
will play for the first time since with the formal dinner-dance on
they disbanded in 1943. Richard Saturday evening. Dinner will be
Baker '46, is the sole veteran of served in the Union at six-thirty.
the old band. The new organiza- At the head table will be official
tion has eleven pieces and is led chaperons Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
by David S. Collins "48.
Burnett, Prof, and Mrs. Roscoe J.
Saturday afternoons festivities Ham, Prof, and Mrs. Orren C. Horwill
consist of
three athletic mell. Prof, and Mrs. Herbert R.
events. At two o'clock Whittier Brown, Prof, and Mrs. William C.

-

—

baseball dia-

Richard E. Eskilson '45, and mond, also at Pickard Field, will be
Reginald F. Spurr '46, includes a the sight of the annual Senior
formal dance featuring Carl Brog- Weekend baseball game. This year
gi and his band in the Sargent the University of Maine will be the
Gymnasium tomorrow evening ,the opposing team. The game is sched^presentation of the current Broad- uled to get underway at two-thir-

I

Wildman

two years due to the war.

'47,

i

portant roles are: Simon Dorfman

Dean Paul

address the graduating class in the absence of Presi-

The program arranged by Weekend Committee Eugene Bernardin Very conveniently the

(i

Theodor Saba '42 handles the '48 as Cacapardo, the town's rich
haracter of Ribaudo Giusscppe, man; H. James Cook '48 who plays
he humorous Italian expelled from the role of the sympathetic Father
kmewca. Saba was a member of Pennseveccio; Carl Lebowite '47,
he jpre-war Masque & Gown George Berliawsky '48, Corydon
Vorkshop
and
worked
with Dunham '47 and Tom Weatherill
Charles
'41
Stephaniart
and '48, who appear as M.P.'s who can

attend the

Sills who is in Washington, D. C. This service will be followed by the annual Ivy Day ceremonies on the steps of the
Walker Art Building. This last tradition is being revived after a

.

taking on smaller, im- .was handled by Fred

chapel this afternoon at three-thirty.

last

will

will

a formal start with the

will get off to

dent

ti

New men

Weekend which

of cards for the occasion

Complete Selection of
M. C. PERKINS, Ph.G., Manager

1\

DECCA

mmmm

.

VICTOR

-

COLUMBIA

-

SONORA RECORDS

i

I,.

—

——
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I

Corsages Not Allowed
Corsages will not be allowed
at the formal dance on Saturday

night in accordance with a de-

made recently by the StuCouncil. This plan was
adopted to avoid any unnecessary expense for the undergradcision

Catapulting Cars Of Colorful Careers
Careen And Caper On College Campus

dent

By .Myer Norken
It

uate*.

may

absurd when

n

made

"Growler Questionnaire
.r

w,

,itt>i

-

'

ltliftl

J

You Have A Good Date

CALENDAR

May 4, 1945

GOOD DATE
(The following questionnaire

Ivy Day Exercises
Art Building Steps
Buffet Supper -

is

reprinted in sections from the

Ivy Day
94
humor magazine.

Moulton Union
Bell for Adano"
Memorial Hall
10-2:00 A.M. House Dances
Open Houses
7:30 P.M.

helps prove
"status

the

of

eternity

the

quo"

It

the

of

issue

1

1

"A

May

5,

between

relationships

the sexes. Don't bother ranking
the correct answers
your date

1945

—
—you

Luncheon - Dance
- Union
Track and Field Meet

12:00 noon

are obvious

Polar Bears
2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

Whittier Field
Tennis Match - Bowdoin and Maine Varsity

2:30 P.M.

Senior

some
tor's

WeekEnd BaseGame - Pickard

I

have

of vehicles.

put

many wrinkles

still

into its brow,

because

Maclnnes

and

"

be

she

suggestions.

its

suffi-

takes

—

Edi-

four drinks she

first

It is

one will exclaim,
merely a manIt can't have a perto counteract such
is

a.

Gymnasium

b.
c.

car

to buy license
Gorton says, "Seeing' the

necessary

plates.

possessed

intrinsic

museum

value, I gladly paid the exhorbitant

demanded

for

in

order to

prejudiced skepticism that I pre-

price

sent concrete evidence that autos,
like humans, have their moods of

preserve this early piece of Amer-

and sorrow, kindness and

Since the old granddad needs to
be perched on a lofty hill before it
can start, Gorton periodically invades Colby College, finding the
college hill to be very suitable. His

joviality

wrath, courage and fear. If you
don't think autos are tempermental, and don't become inflamed with

animosity when not handled with
kid gloves ask any car owner.

to

Mention the "Galloping-Bitch"
Berney Gorton and his eyes will

brighten up with radiant pleasure,
for he has a soft spot in his heart
for the stout fellow.

ing-Bitch"

is

The "Gallop-

a 1929 Whippet, nur-

it,

ican technology."

2.00 A.M.

He

claims that the gas
but being familiar

tured by the Willys-Overland Co.

had run

makers." It is an old
campaigner, and though time has

with car psychology, I insist it fell
asleep. Though it deeply pains him.

— "the Jeep

UL,

I

U

out,

c.

A more

serene and docile disposi-

tion is to be found in Everett
Grey's '38 Oldsmobile, termed the

Nylon

has a shrewd appreciation of the practical. It runs a very
pick

-

up - and - delivery

the true value of time as witnessed

23-minute dashes from Portland to Brunswick. During the last

in its

for a cigarette.

light is to be installed. It will be
ready for public exhibition during

A pretty

the houseparty.

dress.

dancing

she

Contacts.

b.

Looks around the floor.
Keeps at arms length.

c.

When

she reads the

ORIENT

a.

Yd

Cummins

like to

heart

it.

campus is
the 1932 Plymouth that Gene Bernardin bought from a "hell-raiser."
It refuses to exert itself

except in
the beautiful summertime, remaining in hibernation during the winter months. In regard to its condition, he says, "It leaks like the
devil because the upper half of the
two layer roof was blown off by a
blinding wind." During the Colby
trip, it held a maximum of fifteen

—

reciprocate
with
true
friendship! For instance, they'll

they'll

—

possesses

lapidated condition. Nevertheless,

•

she says

loving

suddenly refuse to move when you
a and that beautiful blonde become
unique phenomena a Harley-Dav- stranded in a deserted country side
idson green army motorcycle. Its at two A.M. when the moon is
early youth was spent 'in World bright. Remember to treat your
War I in active service. As might car right, and you'll have an enexpected,
when Cummins dearing friend, possessed of that
bought the antique from Rolfe rare personality which is saturated
Glover, it was in an extremely de- with ,the quality of cooperative

John

lace.

a.

Roundy's

aristocrat of the

it

Practically nothing.

you're

The

boys in, on, and under it.
Yes .cars too, have character,
went into a and resent rough
treatment. When
ditch, costing Cory Dunham ten used by cruel hands, they seek
re
dollars to pull it out. To prevent a venge in subtle, but effective ways.
further repetition, a special head- If you shower kindness on them,
and, as a result,

Gym Dance she wears

Old lavender and

of $5.00,

eculd not bear to part with

vie dance ,a bat got into its eye,

b.
c.

Continues Saga of Murals,

it

a.

When

Lebovitz

quote: "I feel

service. It also strongly believes in

try to kiss her she

Asks

At the

willing to relinquish his

To

profitable

Closes her eyes.
b. Says she wouldn't if she
hadn't been drinking.

^jj ff j p

j

is

Colby visits clearly reveal his intimate affection for the roadster.
On one occasion, the car ceased to
run when returning from a Colby to peer into the tank. You see, the
"Mayflower" believes that curiosity
visit. As a result Gorton had to be
towed half way to Brunswick at must not go unpunished.

a.
.

holding.

they

They've been watered.
Just one more
I'll have a coke.

When you

gpWffgW -"HJ..II

Berney

couldn't scrape together sufficient

cash

John nursed the dying machine to
renewed life, naming it the "Green
would Hornet" because "it's green and
be selfish not to give someone else sounds like one" as all who have
such an historic vehicle. The price heard the obnoxious noise can well
is being reduced to a mere $20 and
testify. Cummins secies revenge for
the mechanical brakes should fur- a recent attempted poisoning upon
nish great moral courage."
the delicate machine. He explains,
Bull Bell prizes a '41 black Pon- "The 'Green Hornet' had its greattiac sedan, the "Mayflower," which est adventure last Saturday night
.always has four riders too many. when the unquenchable Loomis
The "Mayflower" has experienced Sawyer gave it a beer tranfusion."
many trying escapades. Once it fell
A decrepit soul is Dick Roundy's
asleep, and Barney Osher had to "Neutral"— no color, and all rust.
push it for two and one-half miles Dick relates "Lights failed and I
while Bull, who weighs less than had to drive 25 miles in total darka ton ,sat in the driver's seat. On ness." He maintains that the light
another occasion, anger forced the cord broke. Roundy's affection for
"Mayflower" to spout a stream of "Neutral" transcends his desire for
gasoline
into
dangerous Shop Wealth. Even when George BerLifshitz's face when he ventured leawsky tempted him with an offer
out of the generosity of his heart,

ft

bears a noble posture. Berney

acquired the flaming red-painted
treasure from the notorious Spurr

say9

Formal Dinner - Union
Formal Dance - Sargent

of

will
if

Note.)

After the

Field

6:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.

content

ciently

teams
ball

ignorant

"But an auto
made machine.

I

Saturday,

personalities

sonality."

A

SO YOU'VE GOT

Seniors' Last Chapel

6:00 P.M.

1

|

SENIOR WEEKEND
3:30 P.M.
3:45 P.M.

say that

I

a careful study of the psych-

ological

Decides Whether Or Not The

Friday,

somewhat

|

9

i«-y*n.

|

strike you as

subserviency.

meet the Ed

tors.

Suggests Spiritual Uplift for Houseparty
.

.

'

i.'I.'WI

I

I've read that before.

c.

So what?

At the

Gym

Dance she says

love Carl Broggi.
b. Can I meet the

a.

t

Eleven years later the class of the only person to have presented
77, of which Admiral Peary and more than one picture. The first,
Dr. George T. Little, later College in memory of his brother William
Librarian, were members, filled Little Gerrish and a reproduction
the panel on the left with one of Tissot's picture of David with
space between it and the St. Mich- the head of Goliath and the Maidael,
the subject being Raphael's ens of Israel singing songs of joy,
Moses Giving the Law. The truth was placed next to the Giving of
cent-eyed swains, apparently eager is that the artist-'-Francis Lath- the Law. Joseph Kahili ofj Maine
for their bit of spiritual uplift for rop so disliked Brunswick that was the artist.*
The second mural was the CumAs some .of them may he whimsically used Brunswick
•» the day*
citizens as models for the Israelites. aean Sibyl after Micha?l Angelo's
•take time out to "gaze with earnProfessor J. B. Sewall was Aaron. painting in the Sistine Chapel in
heartest attention and apparent
That same year Mrs. William S. Rome and done by Miss Edna Marinterest" upon the Chapel Perry of Brunswick gave in mem- ret of Brunswick, in memory of
felt
murals, perhaps they will be curi- ory of her husband a copy, also Professor Henry L. Chapman, a
ous as to how they ever reached done by Lathrop, of the upper half master in Latin, Logic, and Engof Raphael's Transfiguration, which lish Literature.
The story goes
the walls on which they are dewas placed opposite the Moses. that Professor Chapman, after
For possible enlighten- Likewise friends of Dr. John D. having roused
picted.
a student who had
ment on the subject we hereby Lincoln "43 of Brunswick father fallen asleep at one of his lecproceed from where we left off in of Mrs. Hartley Baxter of Bruns- tures, told the miscreant, "I was
wick donated in his memory a sorry, to wake you but you were
the last issue of the ORIENT.
Baptism of Christ after Carlo disturbing the class." The Sibyl
It was in 1866 that the graduatMaratti, also painted by Lathrop, forms a connecting link between
ing class began filling the left side who apparently enjoyed either the old and the new, as it is she
Raphael's painting or the stipend derived to whom were attributed numerof the Chapel with
painting of St. Micha'l Slaying the therefrom so much as to remain ous prophecies containing JudaeoChristian propaganda.
The class which had in Brunswick a while longer.
Dragon.
In 1886 (whatever happened to
Miss Marret also filled the final
founded Phi Chi was suddenly dothe class of '84, by the way?) panel with a reproduction of Michnating a gift the subject of which
Henry J. Furber '€1 of Chicago, ael Angelo's "Isaiah," presented by
of evil.
was the
donor of the Smyth Mathematical Di\ Lucien Howe *70 in memory
Otto, who painted the mural, rePrize, finally filled the panel be- of his brother Albion Howe '61,
ceived the staggering sum of $100
tween the St. Michael and the and likewise filled the half-panels
per figure, to which the College
Moses with a painting by Frederic by the platform steps with Fra
graciously added $18 for travelP. Vinton of Boston after the Ad- Angelico angels. The irrepressible
Perhaps
Otto
deling expenses.
am and Eve of Flandrin in the Mr. Chapman had suggested that
served no more when we consider
Church of St. Germain des Pres the entire tribe of Manasseh be
that he failed to discriminate benear Paris. Unlike the other pic- crowded into them, but the feat
tween St. Michael's right and left
tures, it was first painted on can- was apparently considered imposfoot.
A letter to the ORIENT vas
and then attached to the panel. sible.
signed "Amoeba" made the sagaFrankly, this is probably the only
observation
that
the
anatcious
It took a long time, hut the
good work of art in the
omy was "certainly defective." really
Chapel finally received her full
Chapel, its only drawback being
FinaHy, in 1884, an editorial in
coat of make-up. She doesn't look
that its scale is out of proportion
the ORIENT urged the senior
bad; she could look much better.
to that of the other murals.
class to nil another panel, but to
We're not complaining, however,
In 1908 and again in 1913 Dr. for the old lady has a compelling
employ a "first-class" artist this
time "deformed angels should be Frederic H. Gerrish of Portland charm, a dignity, and an historical
the future."
donated two murals, thus being grandeur all her own.
guarded against

By Catl

b.

I>bOvltz

I

Band

Leader ?

During houseparties we can always depend upon an invasion of
the sacred portals of the Chapel
Saturday noon hy a bevy of beaur
*tles, accompanied by their inno'

c.

Why, didn't you
Tommy Dorsey?

have

'

ORIENT JESTINGLY PROPOSES THREE MAJOR ARGUMENTS AGAINST ATTENDING HOUSEPARTIES

—

—

—

-

OVERTHROW

FIRST YOU'LL WATT
Next

—

you'll

Lang Syne' echo from

This traditional Bowdoin custom
first

will

Then

be

late.

you'll re-

have already commandeered the beds and

floor-

A

is

Hint

For

of

as they hie out of the chapel for the last time as

the strains of 'Auld

the

room. Friends

train will

at a distance.

space.

THE SHOT ON THE LEFT SHOWS A SENIOR CLASS
some years back

—

turn exhausted to your

m

FOR YOUR GIRL AT THE STATION. The

dance the evening away and say good-ni^ht

the chapel organ.

-

Vic's

-

Houseparty

being observed today for

time since 1942.

Drop

»

"Where Bowdoin men meet

in at the

GOOD FOOD?

Jarvis

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

The

College

Book Store

THE REPRINTING OF "MAINSTAYS OF MAINE"
BY ROBERT P. T. COFFIN 18 NOW IN

New

lot

of Illustrated

Modern Library Books

Pleasant Surroundings?

Again

—the College Spa

Brunswick's Best?

W. CHANDLER & SON

FINE FOODS
and ITALIAN DISHES

21 Union Street

COLLEGE SPA
"Right Off the Campus"

and

ASSORTED BEVERAGES

The same answer

$1.50

F.

GERMAN

Restaurant

Brunswick

Sorry, but no Beer to those under 21

Tea Room
(near the Cumberland)

t

W

r^

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS

THREE KEY FIGURES

IN

FIVE

Mahoney men

THE 1945 SENIOR WEEKEND ATHLETIC PROGRAM

By Frank Kimball
similar to those taking place

sports contests

were

at the same spot in '37.
Bowdoin a close second. Will
history repeat itself > Charlie Pope set a new track record for the
40-yard run. and Hank Dolan with a bad ankle won the highjump. Jack Magee was at the helm of course. Things aren't too

On

Who

knows what might happen Saturday afternoon. Let's go out and see.
In contrast baseball was in the background that day in '37.

won

the

highlights the athletic program,

and

but the Polar Bear nine did play host to Colby, and

Maine

is

the opposing team.

Colby rated only 2 inches

MORT PAGE
er of the "Big

'46, captain

White"

and .catch-

'

The results of that game against
ORIENT, which is a good indi- Bowdoin Nine Faces

former

Olympic coach,

Bow-

RICHARD LAWLIS

feel is

opinion that athletics will hold their

have

own

needed to affirm
this

weekend

in the past.

my

Johnson, lb
as they Cary or Morrison, If
Clifford, 2b
Begley or Edgecomb, rf

last

Russell looked impressive in scattering eight Bates' hits

Linehan or Goff, c
Thompson, If
Woodbury, p

Thursday and

game from

take a spring

and also one

them down

in setting

8-6.

seemed good

It

Bates after dropping three

earlier this spring.

last

to

Simonds, 3b
Russell,

p

Tomorrow afternoon

Bow-

the

year doin varsity baseball team will try
be to get a foothold on the mythical

Russell's success can largely

Racketeers Open Season

With Maine Tomorrow
As

a part of the sports carnival

Weekend, the Bowdoin
team will open their spring

for Senior
teiyiis

Bowdoin Lineup for Informal
State Traek Meet

season against the University of

Maine netmen at Pickard Field
tomorrow afternoon.

Wea-

100 yds.— Miller, Wildman,
therill

—Robinson, Easton •
—Weatherill, French,
Wildman
Jump— Clarkson, Rurnliam

'

polar bearings

Don

Informal State Track Meet

Boutlier, sf

Pago, c
Kimball, lb

'46, acting cap-

tain of the varsity tennis team.

Whittier Field Is Scene Of

war has brought.
Maine At Pickard Field
Golf made the headlines seven years ago when the Bowdoin
team annexed the State title by beating Colby. They were also Probable lineups for today's game:
Maine
Bowdoin
preparing to- try for the New England championship. Today we
Cuccinello, ss
McFarland, cf
have Major Edgcomb. Bob O'Brien. Rabbit Robbins and Jack Monaghan,. ss
Kalnin, rf
Buckley, 3b
Boucher, 2b
Fallow, trying to keep up the age old tradition.
I

Little

mile

x

te

team,

Broad Jump

known about

is

except

either

there will

that

be

and two doubles
High
matches. Last year the Bowdoin
Shot Put—Clarkson
team swept the home series, but
Discus Clarkson
only Judge Lawlis, Lenny GottStone, Easton
1 Mile
lieb and Dave Demarey are left
from that squad.
Tomorrow afternoon an informal .will stock up in tomorrow's comProfessor Kendrick has had a
version of the State Track Meet petition is still conjecture.
large
group out practicing and
will be held at Whittier Field.
In this meet, points will not be
Bowdoin, Bates, Maine and Colby 'awarded and no championship will among the likely looking prospects
singles

five

—
—

j

attributed to the fact that he's thinking out there

and using

Baseball Crown when they
his State
play host to the University of

like so many of
Maine nine. The game will be The meet will start at 2 p.m.
While on the subject of out- played at Pickard Field and will
Bates is expected to present the
start
at 2:30 p.m.
fielders, rumor has it that Edgcomb's present slump can be atstrongest team because it has a
The "Pale Blue" will bring a V-12 group to pick from. Maine
tributed to Pete Curran and Dick's recent dates with the "terthe same indefin-

head for something besides a shock absorber

our outfielders do on those

ror" and

girls

will

this writing

Steve

Monaghan

is

leading the team in batting

with a .500 average.

There must be something in sleeping with
your bats after all. Ray Boucher is playing good ball around the
keystone sack. Anyone but possibly Dune Dewar will swear to
that. Dune's around this week and his swooning fans are afraid
that he will accept a lucrative offer from scout Mahoney to enter
organized ball.

The Polar Bears should be favorites to take Maine this Saturday, but it is a Houseparty weekend and anything can happen.
hope
on the

who

column and whose dates are
ball team will put them to bed early, this applies to the
unlucky wenches with Curran and Page too.
r
I

all

the girls

read

this

polar bearings

1

umpires did a splendid job despite rumors you
about campus to the contrary. As a matter of
of the officials

who

is still

one game, and still lost.
The Polar Bears, on the other
hand, have run up two victories
against one loss and have improved
Don Russell will
in each game.
hurl again and should come up
The
with a good performance.
team has been hitting in the

expense.

I

the mall.

Lawlis,

Moore

Teams Cop

Softball

First

Games

polar bearings

Coach

Neil

Mahoney can be seen almost anywhere

these days.

f;of:!:a'I

digging frantically in the sand traps trying to find Dick Edgcomb
who is supposed to be at baseball practice. In the evenings he
generally prowls up and down the aisles at the Cumberland look-

Won

Edgcomb who should be studying. The whole thing genends for the day when Neil sticks a note resembling a park-

A.T.O., /etc

ing ticket

car.

Rumor

has

it

Defeat Brunswick

After Scare By Neil Jr.

McFarland, cf ....2

1

Lyons,/cf

1

1

Edgcomb.
Milden,

After being shut out for four innings by Neil Mahoney, Jr., son of

that Neil

is

looking for a

D.U.

K.S., Psi U.,

Bowdoin

ab

.IV

Milden, cf
Lyons, cf
Robbins, lb
Morrisson, rf

2
2
4
6

Anderson, rf

1

Edgcomb,

3

1

Begley, ss
Weatherill. 3b
Mcore, c
Charles, 2b
Lcngley, 2b

1

1

interfraternity softball loop

If

Bloomberg, p

1

2

If

ss

1

1

'Simonds, 3b

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

6
2

Page and Russell had perfect

1

1

2

days at bat as the club came out
of their hitting slump, and Carey,
who handled hip first pitching as-

2

1

2

2

1

3

1

3

34

lfi

2

2

3

p

1
1

1

Miles,

c

3

1

2

'i

Rouh, c

1

1

1

Dtehlefen, lb

5

1

Eandwell, If
Bazeer, 2b
Buck, rf

3
3
3

1

1

2

3

1

1

1

a

17

2

3
2
2

1

1

1

1

Radar

ab

r

h

o

a

Parker. 3b
Stcoke. ss
Huether. cf

3
4

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Wickendon, cf

4

1

2

6

1
1

1

10

1

NEW EDITORS
I

and

May

NEWS GATHERERS

in the finest tradition of

one of

Bowdoin's finest publications

24

HOUR SERVICE

TEL

1000

Frantz, p

'.

Hoffman, p
Totals

Eowdcin
Radar

The Record Press
Printers

Brunswick

Building

1

1

1

2

.27

5

5 21

4

1112

7

4—16

020010 2—

Keep Bombs

Stuart

Brunswick

DAY'S SHOE STORE

BOTTLED BEER

Game Shortened By Rain
Trailing three to two in the top

Bates V-12

the

half of the fifth inning, the

doin varsity baseball team

with six runs, and then held off the
Bates V-12 nine to' win an eight
rain,

game each.
The "Big White" scored early
when successive hits by Steve
Monaghan, Ray Boucher, and

for two runs in
the initial frame. Bates came right
in their half of the inning to
score three. runs, and the" score
Frank Kimball kept the Polar stayed the same until the fifth.
Bears in the ball game for a while With the count three and two. tjie
when he tripled to deep right field bases loaded and two Out, Don-Rusin the second inning to score Mort sell, who also pitched a fine ball
Page, who had previously walked. game, lashed a hard hit ground ball
Frank scored himself on Dick Edg- to the left of the Bates first basecomb's infield hit, but the lead was man and when the first sacker had
short lived. Bates made a good finished trying to field the ball
number of fluke hits, and when three men had scored and Bowdoin
loose fielding let down Don Russell lead 8-3. Bates got three runs in
in the pinches the ball game' be- their half of the fifth, but both
came a lost cause. The errors teams were done scoring for the
came at the wrong times because day.
the infield pulled off some fielding
Hidden away in defeat was the
gems. Noteworthy was Ray Bouch- fine pitching peerformance of
er's unassisted double play, and Holtman of Bates. Although he alSteve Monaghan's long toss from lowed seven hits, he struck out no
behind second to nip Bradley in the less than eighteen Bowdoin stickseventh.
ers. Steve Monaghan, who got four
The game was played in poor of the seven hits, was the only
weather conditions, and only a Polar Bear who avoided being
handful of students were on hand. fanned.

Mort Page counted
back

j

|

ab r

Bates
Bean.

6
5
5
5
4
5

If

2b
McCleary, cf
Luck, lb
Bradley, 3b
Mitchell,

Clouthier. ss
Sandulli. rf

a

1

1

1

1

2
2
2

2
1
2
2

McFarland, cf
Monaghan, ss
Boucher, 2b
1
Page.c
2
3 Kimball, lb

1

2
5
5

Holtman, p

1

8

Bowdoin

10

1

2 12
2 3

1

1

2

ab r

McFarland,

3

If

Monaghan, ss
Boucher, 2b

.5

4
3

1

3
4
3

Carey, If
Morrison, Tf
Begley. 3b
Simonds, 3b
Curran. rf

2

2
5
1 15

4

If

o

1
1

2
4
4

1

Q

1

McCleary. cf
Luck, lb

3

2b

4
4
4
4
4
3
4

Clcuthier, rf

1

4

1

2

Govette. c
Sullivan, ss

Holtman, p

...01022402 4—15
..02001 0d00- 3

Bowdoin

....

Bates

Bcwdoin

Star of the

Sports

2
6

%4 14

7

h

2

a

.o

1

1

ip

r

2?2
2

\

1

0V0
2 19

2

1

1

2

2

U 24 5
2000600 0—8
3000300 0—6
34

Totals

3 27 19

3

29

2

4

If

Mitchell,

1

2

Totals

abV

Bradley. 3b

2

p

12

1

8

32

Bean,

2

2
C

Begley.

6
1

.0

1

1

3
4

1

Totals

3

1

1
1

1

p

a

4

1

Bates

1

1

3

a

0!

1

2
2

3

If

o

10

Carey, rf

Simonds, 3b

1

...... .4

Page, c
Kimball, lb

Edgcomb.

h

1

h

r

4

43 15 17 27 13

Totals

Bates

ab

5

Russell,

Bowdoin

Russell,

h
5

o

4

1

Cobett, rf
Govette, c

6

Hour

Bates, and after dropping the first
one to the naval college he turned

By Warren Court

A:ter a short period of omission,
for the most part, and Steve Mon- due to the lapse in varsity athaghan and Irv Huether both were letics, 1 'am renewing with this
injured. Steve was spiked in a play issue the feature of designating a
"Sports Star of the Hour."
around second base,

the tables last
I

week against the

Don pitched a good
club.
game, in poor weather, allowing only two earned runs. He also
turned in some fine fielding gems,

same
ball

and Coach
Huether threw his shoulder out
My chO'OC lor this issue is Don
v hrn he tried to make a shoe- Rucrefi '43, the number one pitch- end

QWimmmm

er for the varsity baseball team.
Don is a two letter man, having
oarr.ed his "B" in basketball as
He held down
well as baseball.
an infield position on the baseball
nine last summer and did some
pitching towards the end of the

season.

This spring

his three-run hit in the fifth
inning helped to put the ball game

on

ice.

Here's hoping that Don continues to twirl as satisfactorily for
the remainder of the season, if
present performances are any indication I feel that the "Polar
Eears" will get more than ample

Don ha^

two major games,

pitched the support
both against iment.

in

the

pitching

depart-

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

May S
with

McCreo

Gail Russell

-

also

Snapshots

May

Fri.-Sat.

does the cooking

BrunswickHardwareCo.
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TONDREAU BROS.

contest

was played at LewLston, April 25th,
and the Bowdoin victory tied the

The "Bobcats" were ahead only
5-3 going into the top half of the
sixth inning, but in this frame they
fell on Don Russell for four hits,
and with two errors kicked in they
scored 4 runs to put the game
away safely. The only other inning
in which Bates looked formidable
at the plate was in the ninth when
they bunched five hits, including
George Bean's fifth for the afternoon.

The Unseen

PHILGAS

On Jane nth and

Matae Street

fcur innings that he worked.

The game was

5
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inning
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team
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pitched two hit ball

Thurs.

86 Maine 8treet

Steaks

Bowcame up

baseball nine spoiled the season's

effective at all

K uthpaw, who

*
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Always Top Quality

cluding a base clearing triple in
the first frame. The only hurler of
the three used by the Radar that

Falling !

Printer

W.

hits in-

.1
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MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS

-

Successor to Lewis

Town
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You'll carry

19.

QUALITY PRINTING

two

p

Allen,

00102130 —

All-star players will be chdsen

well, got

string catch in short centerfield.

..00005320

by the team captains, and will be
formed into a team that will play
a home and home series with a
The dates
Colby softball team.
for those games are May 12 and

signment so

was
12 21 10

2
2

1

1

O
4

1

4

one defeat.

10

2

1

er seven innings. This evened the
Polar Bears' record at one win and

1

3

Weatherill, 3b
Carey, p

Ncrby Carey to take their first
game of the season 16-5. The game
was played on Saturday, April 21,
and was called because of time aft-

2

h

4

2

seven times and then coasted behind the five hit pitching of

.score

1

1

reliable private detective agency.

EVERY GOOD WISH TO THE

at the

Kern,

Bill

3

r

o

1

2

If

Monaghan.

Totals

1

Sigma \m

A T.D.
The

Lost

of the seven runs that the B.H.S.
club scored. Morrisscn, Longley,
Lyons, and Weatherill hit well for
the college nine.

1
1
has gotten underway with each Rogers, p
team having played one game. The
Totals
35 10 10 27 10
polar bearings
games scheduled for last week Brunswick
High
ab r h o a
The untested netmen of Professor Kendrick swap shots with were postponed until a later date Johnson, ss
6
2 3
Coffin, rf
2
3
the U. of Maine tomorrow, and if reports are true it is still un- because of rain.
Colby,
rf
1
1
The only observation which
certain as to what men will comprise the team. It must be gratiDeOrsey, rf
1
1
the
first games
from
could
made
be
fying -to have so many aspirants out for a team that the choice
J. Morrell, cf
5
is that the Judge Lawlis captained
Levesque, 3b
6
1
2
of the top men is a difficult task.
team will be the team to beat for Atwood, c. p
5 1 2 10
polar bearings
Lawlis, Leonard, Rob- Walker, If
the title.
2
bins, Cutler and Weatherill make A. Johnson, c
2
i
2
It is good to see the State Track and Field Meet being revived,
up the nucleus of a strong hitting Bleau, lb
3
5
and especially at Bowdoin, even if it is only of an informal na- and fielding unit. This combina- Cunningham, 2b ... .45
1
ture. Coach Magee and. his small squad have worked hard for tion beat the Claffey mentored Fickett, 2b
1
1
16-6.
The
Chi Psi-Thorndike team
Mahoney, p
1
1
this meet, and deserve the distinction of being the first Bowdoin
other winner was the Bert Moore R. Morrell, p
2
1
varsity athletic team to occupy Whittier Field since football was captained club, which beat Dick
Roundy's outfit 22-8. The loss of
discontinued.
Totals
44 7 15 24 6
Cappo Whitcomb will hurt this Bowdoin
x— 10
team's chances of stopping the
Brunswick
7
favored Deke, Beta, A.D. team.

good

.

on Dick's

A

Beta & Dike
Chi Psi, Thorndike
A.D.,

ing for
erally

League Standing

afternoon he can usually be seen at the local golf course

In the

J.V.'s

2
the
famous Bowdoin baseball Russell, ss
4
coach, the Bowdoin J.V. team went Boucher, 2b
and the Maine hurlers to work on' the next Brunswick
2
Page, c
will have difficulty fooling the Big
High School pitcher to score ten Moore, c
2
White stickers.
times, and defeat the locals 10-7 in
2
Kimball, lb
The game should provide an en- their first game of the season last
Robbins. lb ....... 1
Monday at Pickard Field.
tertaining afternoon for the week
Bloomberg and Rogers divided Mcrrisson. rf
end guests. Maine cannot be unthe
Kenyon- the pitching assignment for the Curran, rf
for
derestimated
2
Coached outfit will be out to enter J.V.'s, and Will had better luck
4
begley. If, ss
the victory ledger at Bowdoin'r. than Don, who was reached for six

may have heard
fact,
know one

expecting and awaiting his check in

matches

Over Radar

clutches,

The jayvees have a much stronger club this year, as was
shown by their 0- 7 win over Brunswick high. Neil Mahoney,
Jr.. shone out on the mound for the local pas timers, and hurled
shutout ball. He was removed after 4 innings as he was expected to pitch the next day against Edward Little. Jim Longley
and Dan Morrison both clouted triples in the later innings. The

who played a few
end of last spring,
John Thomas, CoreyDunham and Harry Emmons.
These courtmen are probably the
are Slip Eells,

Two

runs' in

polar bearings

|

.

not too impressive record to Brun- and Cojby are in
Bowdoin, with all
ones likely to see action along
The "Oronoites" have yet ite class as
three teams having hopes of plowCoach Jack Magee's trackmen with the veterans.
Losses ing in front.
to strike the win column.
have been diligently working for
have been at the hands of Colby,
The Big White team is being this meet with daily workouts at
Northeastern and New Hampshire, represented by Fred Clarkson in Whittier Field. Numerous spectaBig Innings Feature
and
but the Polar Bears have played the field events. Bob Miller. Fred tors, including Navy wives
town girls, have been interested in
none of these clubs, which allows Wildman and Bob Weatherill in
the dash, and Colby, Easton, Ed watching Jack's iron hand guide Victory
no good basis for comparison. The
Stone and Mike Robinson in the his sprinters and hurdlers through
pitching of the visitors seems to distance runs.
How these men their paces.
The Bowdoin varsity baseball
be their weak point, because they
nine capitalized on the first inning
have scored as many as eleven
ab r h o a wildness of Radar hurler Allen to
Bowdoin
swick.

polar bearings

At

but the games will
serve the dual purpose of reviving
the
among
track competition
Maine colleges and it will serve as
warm-up for the New England
Track Meet which will \\c held at
M.I.T. on May 12th.

be the colleges participating. be decided,

fly balls.

from Cornish.

19,

opener for the "Big White," when
behind Joe Holtman's three hit
pitching, and a seventeen hit atball

JACK MAGEE,

doin's track mentor.

nine.

in the

that's all the reminiscing

April

tack they beat the Bowdoin base-

cation of one of the changes this

Well

Bates

Russell And Carey Star
In 8-6 Win At Bates;

Lose Opener, 15-3;
Errors And Opponent's
Pitching Cause Defeat

is

that year with

game 4-2. This year baseball

With

tomorrow as part of the Senior

Meet held

easily linked with the State

Maine won the meet

Even

strikingly

Weekend festivities, Let's quickly compare these two yean.
The informal State Track Meet at Whittier Field tomorrow

different today.

Contests

In
Weekend

Eight years ago Ivy

Break

Law

The Orient

N. Y.

\

MHMM

...

Office,

Moulton

Union,

Brunswick, MaJae

SIX

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
MEDDIEBEMPSTERS AT EVENING PRACTICE

Outing Enthusiasts Hear

IN

THE UNION

THE BOWDOIN FRONT

Organization Proposal

Weatherill

by

At Meeting On Saturday
Pvt. Richard O. Whitcomb '48,
S/Sgt. Walter M. Luce '35, was
a recent campus visitor. After sev- was another Bowdoin visitor. Leaven months of training, Luce was ing for the service last December,
sent overseas to the British Isles as he went to the Infantry Replacea Technician 3rd Class. He had ment Training Center at Camp
been stationed there since October, Blanding, Fla., where he had 15
1942, before he returned to the weeks' training for infantry rifleman. While at Bowdoin, WhitUnited States.
Lieut. Charles P. Reeks '41, of comb was a member of the Alpha
the Navy Air Corps was reported Tau Omega Fraternity.
missing' in the strike over Formosa
Capt. Leon A. Dickson '35, vison January 3, 1945.
ited the campus recently. He has
T/Sgt. Richard C. Gingras '44, been stationed in Tuskegee, Ala.,
has been reported missing in ac- with the U.S. Veterans Adminis-

Paul Aronson '48 acted as chairat a meeting of over thirty
Outing Club enthusiasts in the

man

Moulton Union Lounge on Thursday evening, April 26. At the beginning of the meeting Aronson
outlined

the organization of
reinvigorated Outing Club.

the

He

stated that the new club will include all the outdoor activities of
the college within one arganiza-

Any student who

tion.

of the petitions, which will be circulated through the dormitories at
a

later date, will

membership

in the

be eligible for
new organiza-

Left to right: Dune Dewar, Don Lyons, Ambrose Saindon, Bob Hunter, Phil
Richenburg, Prof. Tillotson, Jim Cutler, Phil Smith and Tom Chadwick.

tion.

Aronson called on Philip Hoffman '45. who spoke on horseback
riding and yachting; William Kern
'48, who spoke on photography and
informed those present that the
college has two well equipped
darkrooms which are available to
undergraduates; and John Martin
'48 who gave a short talk on archery.

Meddiebempsters Enjoy Full Season Of Activity Alumni Association Hold
4

riflery.

The Meddiebempsters,

Presents

Two

Society

Concerts

flete,

Duncan Dewar

'47,

will

make their final appearance of the
year at Lincoln Academy, Newcastle, Maine, on Friday, May 11.
left,

Donald Lyons

'48,
assumed leadership of the
group. Two of the original members are now serving in the armed

forces: Charles Perry '48,
ert Hunter '47.

The Bowdoin-Brunswick Cham- deavored
ber Music Society presented a conon Monday, April 30 in Memo-

rial Hall.

The program was

devot-

ed to Trio Music. The featured artists were: Professor Frederic E.
T. Tillbtson at the piano, Alfred
Kripps, violin, and Alfred Zighera,

and Rob-

violoncello.

The program

Beethoven's

the high school. Lions' Minstrel

On

included:

"Archduke

Trio,"

Roosevelt's Death

May

18,

Professor

Tillotson will conduct the Bruns-

wick Choral Society, the Harvard
"Pierian Sodality" Orchestra, Miss
Constance Hayes, soprano soloist,

and Norman
ist,

when

Brahms'

Continued from Page

[

Violin et Piano."

Friday,

in

Bath, for a special performance,

and once for the Bowdoin-on-theAir program; also at the Wayn-

Brahms' "Trio in C Minor," and
Debussy's "La Troisieme Sonata

Pour

to carry out their mis-

sion as "ambassadors of good will"
have enjoyed a successful year.
They appeared in Brunswick, at

Show, and the Rotary Club;

Leavitt, baritone soloa performance devoted to
"Requiem" will be pre-

left this college to

i

answer

}

his

ap

peal have one final tribute to give
him. Not some cold, austere pile of
stone but the world he worked and
died for
the world that was
to have been his gift to us and
eternity. A world where men are
brothers to one another, a world
.

spared

.

.

from

the

horrors

sented. Professors Burnett,

and

Oak

Schools;

The Meddiebempsters, who en-

cert

j

I

Tyrer '48, Robert Weatherill '48, ed with a desk memorandum
Richard Edgcomb '48, John Thom- printed with his initials and the
as '48, Corydon Dunham '48, and date of the dinner.
Donald Lyons '48.
The news of the President's
death which was received while
many were gathering for dinner,
cast its shadow over the occasion.
ills' Article
At the suggestion of Mr. Edwards
the whole company arose and stood
[ Continued from Pajr.e i 1
in silence for a minute as a tribthe bill had given' opportunity lor ute of respect.
Both President
further study only to those men Sills and Congressman Hale gave
w)^) shewed themselves really cap- brief eulogies on Mr. Roosevelt.
able of profiting by such wotk. If
Officers elected for the year of
the government had given com- 1945 and 1946 were:
President,
petitive scholarships to those who Noel W. Deeping '25; 1st Viceshowed clearly that they were President. John W. Tarbell '26;
gaining by their educational ad- 2nd Vice-President, Harold W.
vantages, the result to the men Davie '10; Secretary, Thodore L.
and to the colleges would have Fowler '24; Treasurer, Edward F.
Chase. Executive Committee: D.
been more beneficial.

Kamer- heartbreak
of war and desolation
ling,
Helmreich,
Catlin,
and
The President closed his ariicle
Koe^n; and John Martin '48, Tom ... a world where the Four FreeAAeley '48, and David Erskine "48 doms and the Atlantic Charter will with the statement that it is probwill take part in the performance.

hold sway.

75% of the veterans
for college will return
there after the war. "For these
veterans the college cannot do too
much., that goes "without saying."
ably that
qualified

Famous Names

However, he said, "It will be more
important to maintain the right
kind of standards and to make
sure that in the next few years
there will be no dilution of college

Benoit's

Continued from Page

Continued from Page

Bostonian Shoes

Mallory Hats

esty."

i

V

—

—V—

Woods, Reed became a member of
Chi Psi and Phi Beta Kappa fra-

He was

Notes from

my New

York diary:
the Museum of Modern Art show-

editor of the
"Bugle" and "the guiding spirit of
the debating club."

their carriages in the sun of Washington Square. Couple strolling
down Fifth Avenue looking in the
shop windows, stopping at Tiffany's and pausing by the furniture stores to decide on this and

that .... The porters sweeping
off the sidewalks by the Brevoort
for the sidewalk cafe .... Central Park dressing up in green.

Jr.,

23,
'46,

has also visited Bowdoin recently.
Leaving college in 1943, he was a
private in the E.R.T.C. at Fort BelVa. Beane went to Camp
Reynolds, Pa., following training in
the A-S.T.P. at Lehigh University.
He went overseas in 1944 and is
now back because of ear trouble.
voir,

Abraham

S.

Shwartz

was a

'16

Calif v He served with carrier-based Air Group Four which has
struck at Nipponese shipping near
the Philippines and off the South
China Coast. It had also struck
Japanese positions on
against
Leyte, Luzon, and Mindoro. Lieutenant Stephens won the DFC for
heroically destroying an enemy destroyer, and the Air Medal for a
series of raids against enemy installations and shipping in the Lu-

Naval Air

Continued from Page

l

I

]

ternational outlook and humanity
faith, with enough of his vision and good-will and good cheer

and

and stamina and courage to have
made this war well worth the
Lt.

A

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

.

fighting.

loyal

Commander

Little

Schedule of Trimester Examinations

and courageous heart

stops beating. The fate and destinies of all mankind seem compressed onto this short momentous moment. Yet with some paradoxical mechanism of escape, our

ing Comnjander-iivChief, to brin*
almost to successful completion
that unfinished war of a quarter
of a century ago.
Or again we jump into tomorrow and ask the question, will
bos'n and cabin boy be able to
bring the ship to safe harborage
without the skill and direction of
master mariner? When the peace
comes, will we be able to meet it
"with malice toward none, with
charity for all" ? Franklin Roosevelt could sit

down

ranged by the

8230

in anticipation of the ag-

gressions of Hun and Jap, no doubt
around a conference table his insight would not find Teutons and
•Nipponese entirely without' merit.
But back to sad present. We
have suffered the greatest of battle casualties, the loss of the Commander-in-Chief. There is always
a challenge in death during action.

To

bomb

SAVE

then.

SAVE

1945

P.M.

23

German

2

'

Government
Greek 2

1

Chemistry 6

Economics lO
14

..English,
.,

history

English
,

'***

"-

10,.
'

;Hislpry>'
Latin B

I

„

Philosophy 2

Physics 4

MAY

FRIDAY,

25
Chemistry 8
French 2
History 52
Mathematics

French 4
French 12
History 7

Zoology

26-

Government
GovruHaen,t2

'

1

A

Music 2

SATURDAY, MAY 26
Economics 2

Geography

English 5 2

Spanish 2

Psychology 2
Sociology 4

MONDAY, MAY
English

2

Zoology 1-2
Zoology 2

*

'

28
Economics

1

1

2

Government 4

English 2

Mathematics 4

TUESDAY,

MAY

29
Astronomy

2

Art 2 (Walker)
Economics 4
English 10

Chemistry 4

Physics 2

Physics

English 12
I

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30
B

Chemistry 2

French

History 2

German 4
German 18

Philosophy 6
Zoology 4

Russian 2

THURSDAY, MAY

V"

WASTE
PAPER

riled

MAY

Comparative Literature 2
French 6

Berlin

And help ue win
And make the NomU

I*©

VYE*W*E^PAY,

to a friendly

with Moslem and
Although he led his coun-

trymen

May

instructors.

AM.

conversation
Slav.

-

otherAll examinations will be held in the Gymnasium, unless
not listed will be arwise, indicated. Examinations in courses

or

and hon- ing of Georges Rouault, "mystical,
monk-like, and anomalous figure
in contemporary art." .... the
Dulce et decorumst pro patria
lessening of uniforms around town mori.
compared to a couple of years ago
.... and those you see wear /me h end Jill
combat bars and overseas hash- Went up the httl
marks .... boys playing stick-ball
To fetch matte paper piled there*
in the streets and girls wheeling

Reed, an earnest beliver in Woman Suffrage, favored a proposed
amendment to the Constitution in
1882 which provided that "the
right of a citizen to vote should
not be denied or abridged on account of sex." In 1887. Susan B.
Anthony asked Reed to present
another resolution for the Sixteenth Amendment.
After entering Bowdoin in 1856
under the presidency of Leonard

ternities.

Reis

campuses

3
Pretty selfish reason, you know, so
remainder of Reed's life.
that the government will not be
While on the Civil Service Com- sued in 'later years ror some illness
mission, Roosevelt wrote Reed, "I picked up while in service. "Obie's"
have a saving streak of tendencj right .... the soldiers and sailors
toward rascality." Equally as ex- returning will be just another
pressive of the vigor and excite- batch of collegians with less time
ment in Roosevelt's reformer to waste playing around cause
character is his declaration that. they've lost a couple of years doing
"I shall try my best to give the duty that they want to catch up in
city (New York) ... an absolutely a hurry.

questions of efficiency

McGregor Sport Shirts

all

people don't realize is
that a man cannot be discharged
from the services until he is cured.

clean administration of the Police

and Ties

2 ]

What most

—

Department, conducted without
any regard to anything except the

Shirts

on

psychiatrist.4

[

at

[

Emery O. Beane,

Chapel Speeches

tread masterly up a ramp to become our genial and understand-

Variety

1944.
Pvt.

prisoner in the Philippines at San- zon, Formosa and China Coast
ta Tomas, but is now reported to area last January. A citation signtration Facility there.
have been liberated. Shwartz was ed by Vice Admiral Marc A.
Mitscher praised him for his skill
2nd Lt. Christopher L. Yates, a a former employee of United Moand courage in these operations.
pilot with the 340th B-25 Bomb tors.
Lieut. Philip S. Wilder. Jr. '23,
S/Sgt. Joseph J. Wright, a 15th
group in the Mediterranean Theater, is reported to have contributed has reported for duty at the Carls- AAF B-24 Liberator nose gunner,
largely to the success of his bad Army Air Field, Carlsbad, New has flown 49 combat missions over
group's 800th mission. Part of the Mexico. He was commissioned Europe. Sgt. Wright has partici"busiest
medium bombardment June 5, 1944 upon completion of pated in attacks against Germany,
wing in the Army Air Forces," t^ie cadet training at Massachusetts Austria, Hungary, Rumania, Nor340th group flew 500 missions in Institute of Technology at Cam- thern Italy, and the Balkan Countries. Before he enlisted in the
less than a year's^ time and it is bridge, Mass.
Capt. Jotham D. Pierce '39. was AAF January 11, 1944, Sgt Wright
continuing its campaign to cut the
German supply line over the Bren- recently awarded the Air Medal was a pre-medical student at BOwner Pass railway in northern for "meritorious achievement in doin. He received his gunner's
aerial flight while participating in wings at Harlingen, Texas. April
Italy.
sustained
operational
activities 22, 1944. Sgt. Wright has been^
1st Lt. Harry V. Carey '46. was against the enemy." Capt. Pierce
awarded the Air Medal with three
a recent visitor to the campus. graduated from Harvard UniverOak Leaf Clusters. He also wears
Leaving college in 1943, he was a sity Law School in 1942, and enthe Distinguished Unit Badge with
2nd Lieutenant with the 576th tered the Air Corps on January 12,
Leaf Clusters and the
Bomber Squadron of the 8th Air 1942. He was commissioned on Au- two Oak - African - Middle East
European
Force in England. Returning to the gust 15, 1942, and stationed at
Theater ribbon with three camcampus a 1st Lieutenant and Charleston, S. C. previous to his
paign stars:
wearing the Air Medal, Lt. Carey assignment to combat duty with
Cpl. Robert Whitman "45, is visis being sent to Atlantic City, N.
the 15th Air Force overs .as. Capt.
campus this week. In acJ., for redistribution.
Pierce is now stationed in Italy iting the
with the 84th Division of the
tion
Pfc. Carlton P. Wing '46, was a with a veteran B-24 Liberator
in
prisoner of war in a German prison squadron connected with the 15th Ninth Army, he was wounded
the right hand on January 22 durcamp, but is now reported as be- AAF. He is an aerial navigator.
"Battle
of
the
stages
final
the
ing
ing liberated. Drafted in 1943, he
Lieut. Page P. Stephens '41, was
was sent to Camp Wheeler, Ga. awarded the Distinguished Flying of the Bulge." Cpl. Whitman has
Following a training period of 6 Cross and the Air Medal for his several operations to undergo on
months in the A.S.T.P. at the. Uni- daring aerial strikes against Jap- his hand, and on May 16 is to go to
Framingversity of Alabama, Wing was a anese shipping in the Pacific in a the Cushing Hospital in
of the Kapprivate in the Medical Detachment mass award ceremony at the U. S. ham. He is a member
Fraternity.
Sigma
pa
at Camp Atterbury. IhdV He' had
Station, San Ditgo,

minds run away to days gone by,
dash ahead into the future.
Anything to avoid the poignancy
of the present.
We see a young
J. Edwards '16, Wm. H. Gulliver Assistant
Secretary of the Navy,
'25, Wm. P. Sawyer '36, Stanwodd
agile and alert, mounting the quarL. Hanson 18, Richard S. Willis ter decks of an earlier
fleet in an
'23.
James F. Chase '10 was elec- earlier war. We follow h/s rising
ted chairman of the Advisory political career, shudder
during
Committee.
.those weeks of critical illness, and
then. see him with cane in hand

"knocking into a cocked«hat" the
idea that there should be resident

education."

Library Display

Arrow

since March 24.
Gingras had been overseas, stationed in Italy, since November,
1944. He had recently received the
Air Medal upon the completion of
twenty missions.
Robert H. Allen '46. USNR, has
been chosen for V-12 training and
reports at Princeton on May 1. He
visited Bowdoin recently.
Allen
left 'college for the Navy in January, 1943, and had training at
Newport, R. I., Memphis Tenn.,
and Jacksonville, Fla. While at
Jacksonville, he went to Bombsight
and Primary Bombardier School.

The Annual Dinner of the BowGrove and Gorham doin Alumni Association of Boston Following sea duty in the Pacific
two Freshman recep- was held at the Statler Hotel, and' the Hawaiian Islands aboard
Boston, April 12. Don J. Edwards the U.S.S. Pocomke, Allen was
tions; Friday Chapel and January
'16 presided. President Sills spoke chosen for the V-12 Program.
House Party Dance.
Ensign David G. Doughty '40,
on the state of the College. The
The group is particularly in- Honorable Robert Hale '10. Cong- has been seen about the campus
recently. Enlisting in 1943, he was
from
ressman
the
first
district
of
debted
to
Professor
Tillotson
Maine, gave an address on the Eu- sent to Lockwood Basin, East Boswithout whose inspiration and
ropean situation. Mr. Marsh spoke ton, where, as a second class sigguidance no amount of success was a few words about the catalogues nalman, he tried for V-7 training.
possible.
The next year he reported to Coland the students.
The guests of honor were the gate University for 16 weeks'
The following have been members of the organization during "Old Guard" of the faculty, rep- training in the V-7. Finishing the
resented by Wilmot B. Mitchell, course in only 8 weeks, Doughty
the scholastic year, 1944-45:
Roscoe J. Ham, Charles T. Bur- then went to Cornell University
Duncan Dewar '47, Philip Rich- nett, Manton Copeland and War- for Deck Officer Training in Midenburg '47, Robert Hunter '47. Ed- ren B. Catlin. Albert T. Gould, shipmen's School. Ensign Doughty
win Cutler '47, Thomas Chadwick Board of Trustees, acted as toast- was, and is still, at Harvard Com'47, Ambrose Saindon '46, Charles
master the last half of the eve- munications School.
Perry '48, Philip Smith '47, John ning. Each member was present-

reorgart-

ized last October under the leader-

When Dewar

Chamber Music

Dewar Last Term Annual Dinner In Boston

After Reorganization Under

ship of

Aronson concluded the meeting
with a brief talk on fencing and

Germany

tion in

signs one

been a prisoner since December

31

Mathematics
Mathematics 2
I

;*.
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Underwear
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OLD GLORY FLIES ONCE MORE AT FULL STAFF

Student Council Election
Scheduled For Thursday

WiU

Students

Elect

Members Of Council
For Summer Term
The Student Council
will

NO. 3

1945

16,

Of Approximately Twenty Degrees
Marks Commencement Exercises On June 2;
Special Chapel Service Commemorates V-E Day
Presentation

elections

~*H-

be held on the afternoon of

May

17

the

in

Quinby Releases Details

Union
below

Moulton

Lounge. The men listed
have been nominated to the ballot by their respective fraternities. Students may vote either for
one of the candidates listed or for
some other man in his group whom
they prefer. One man will be chosen from each house and the Thorndike Club to serve on the undergraduate governing beard for the

On

semester.

The following

Setting

fessor Quinby, director of dramat-

Park, Long Island, New York, a
member of the Meddiebempsters,
and basketball
country
cross
teams, Sunday Choir, and inter-

Psi Upsilon

and

THE FLAG which

Edgcomb

'48,

has flown over Bowdoin College for more

than a generation, waves once

days at half

staff in

memory

more

of the late President Franklin

World War I Hag Raised Next

'Quill'

After Mourning Period Short Story

To Feature

By

Eskilson

"Chrissy." a short story by Richard E. Eskilson '45, will be featured in the forthcoming issue of
the "Quill.'' Carl Lebovitz, the ed-

Council, member of the hockey
and basketball teams, and captain
of baseball team.
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Richard C. Lawlis '46, of Houlton, softball, captain; Masque and
Gown, Student Council, tennis
team, and interfraternity athletics.
Richard M. Baker '46, of Cape
Elizabeth, a member of the Polar
Bears, Union Committee, softball
team, and interfraternity athletics.
Donald E. Clark '45. of Rutherford, N. J., interfraternity ath-

by Nathan Whitman entitled "

itor-in-chief of the

Bowdoin

liter-

ary publication, has announced.
Eskilson was recently made a
managing editor of the ORIENT
athletics.
is a member of the Student
and
Mort F. Page, of Winthrop, jurisdiction of the Pre-Radar Unit Council.
Mass., secretary of the class of stationed at Bowdoin.
Also appearing will be a sonnet
1946. a member of the Student
According to military regula-

James
[

E. Kimball II 48, of

Continued on Page 4

Win-

'13 of the Securities

students and Pre-Radar
substituted for the regu-

Approximately twenty

tions, it is obligatory for Service

Commission

The last occasion for the Memorial Flag's flying at half staff was
the national observance of mourning for Frank R. Knox, the late
secretary of the Navy. This flag
is also kept lowered on each Memorial Day until noon.

This issue of the "Quill," which
probably come out on May 24,
mark the first appearance of
On the
the magazine in a year.
present editorial staff are Whitman, Cappellari, Lamparter, Myer
Norken and Joseph H. LaCasce.
will
will

'

}

T

Pike

ment
Firs*t

ove'r

ster

of Maine; and Harold H.
Burton '09, of Ohio, also spoke.

being done

in

spoke
at

are gathered here this noon

to show our gratitude for victory,
victory in half of the most destructive and brutish war that modern
nations have ever waged. Yet for
me, and for many of you, it is a
Strange gratitude, qualified and

o( the meetSenator Burton was elected sombre.

It is half a war that has cost this
little college-two thirds of the
sixty-three
boys who have so far
was re-elected secretary.
sacrificed their lives for us boys
Upon their return President and
like you, mostly, boys who loved
Mrs. Sills stopped off in New York,
to live, boys who wanted to enjoy
where the president attended a
more Bowdoin houseparties, boys
meeting of the Board of Trustees
whom
we older members of the
of Athens College, Athens, Greece,
college knew and liked and valued.
of which he is chairman. The president also attended a meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Carnegie Foundation of which he is a
leading member.

president of the Association

for

next year, and Mr. Ernest Lister

one

'38

itself.

the

play will be costumed in the form
of 15th Century Italy. The Brooks
Costume. Company of New York
will supply the costumes.
In accordance with the last production
of Much Ado About Nothing, when
it was prepared and directed by
Mrs. Arthur Brown in 1926, the
text will be cut.
The cast will feature four girls
from the Waynflete School where
the play is to be performed by aru
all
female cast later in June.
Playing in the male parts will be
Lombard '48 as Benedick, Saba
'42 as Dogberry, Lamparter '47 as
Claudio, Lusher '48 as Don Pedro.
Cook '48 as Leonato, Kallop '48
as Don John, Mac Morran '36 as
Antonio, Lyons '48 as Balthasar,
Cappellari '48 as Borachio, Lebovitz '47 as Conrade, Hoffman '45
as Friar Francis, Pappas '48 as
Verges, LcBeau '48 as sexton.
Cooper '48 and Tyrer '48 as watchmen. A musician is to be added

'09,

At the business end
ing,

We
j

meeting. Senators Ralph O. Brew-

will

Little

stationed

—

Theodore
G. O'Brien

man

1

event.

the

Truman

in the

Douglas

A.

Pvt. 1st Class,
visitor

on

CarmichaH '44,
USA, was a recent

campus.

A

former

managing editor of the ORIENT,
Carmkiiael has written the following letter to the paper describing war-time Bowdoin as It
appears in the eyes of one who
left early in this period.

This last week, being home on

still

Of
seemed

recognizable.

course, the

somewhat
body
younger than usual, hut perhaps

student

that's only because we're getting
older.

We

say these things at the risk
of being classed with the English-

man who

spends two weeks in
New York and then goes home to
write a book about America. This
brief visit to the campus, however,
made us start thinking about the
Bowdoin we hope to find when
we're able to come back to stay
as long as we choose. We don't
pretend to speak for Bowdoin servicemen in general or, indeed, for

furlough, we took the opportunity
of coming down to Bowdoin for a
couple of days.
It was the first
time we had been back to the
«
campus since the wholesale exodus of the ERC of late lamented
memory in February of 1943.
Through the
but ourselves.
Well, the campus looked just about any
ORIENT we think we have mainas we remembered it, except that
tained a fairly close connection
it seemed horribly empty.
Most
with currents of campus thought
of the few people we saw moving
and the major developments of
•cross it were in Navy gray, and
Bowdoin life.
offer our opinthey were all wearing khaki the
ions for what they may be worth.
last time we were here. However,
Physically,
there are a few
the Thorndike Oak, which we succhanges we'd like to see.
ceeded once in locating for the
ORIENT, was still there, and all Hall, though "an architectural
abortion," is of course a tradition
the familiar buildings. (We were
and can't be altered. Something
hoping that one or two would look
might be done about Searles,
• little less familiar but they

We

Truman
V-E Day!

President Harry S.

rope over.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

friends in European service
.
the defeat of the Japanese
.
sons of Bowdoin returning to college
and the opening of the
.

proclaim the war in Eu-

officially

Victory for allied armies in Europe
the end of tyrannical militarism in the old world ... liberation for millions of long suffering decent people
the cessation of atrocities in prison camps
the safety of relatives and

seem

manage

Exploration into the dorms, the Union, Mass Hall, and even one or
two class rooms convinced us that
to

it.)

Bowdoin was still essentially unchanged. The same things were
being said about them.
There
were some good

stories

heard IWore, but

the

we

hadn't

type

was

& Gown

.

.

.

.

.

arc the things that V-E Day meant
to the youth of Bowdoin.
The effect of the news, which

Lead BCA This Summer

the campus walks. We like them
as they are.
Paved walks might
be easier to clear in the winter,
but we prefer the Bowdoin duckboards. They're as much a tradition as the ORIENT pictures of
people coming to chapel across
Lake Bowdoin in canoes, the sort,
that appear every spring. Besides,
if the walks are so much improved,
what becomes of an upperclassman's precious privilege of walking on the grass?

Because of
ments the time which Bowdoinon-the-Air formerly occupied on
Station WGAN is no longer available for student use Stanley D.
Weinstein, Student Director, dis-

Harriet's

special

reason

why

a class room

'48,

i

ternities

Continued on Page 4

}

[

Continued on Page 2

j

Practically every Bowdoin student knows that the College has
several professorships at present;
if he takes time out from his studies to count those listed in the
College Catalogue, he will learn
that there are fourteen.

largest
donor.
to occupy the

After rummaging through Catalogues dated back to 1860, we have
wearily emerged with some informat 'on on these chairs. Of those
in existence, we learned, the oldest is the Josiah Little Professorship of Natural Science, founded
in 1864 by a bequest of Josiah
Little of iNewburyport,
Massachusetts.
Actually the Collins
Professorship of Natural and Revealed Religion, no longer existing,
was the first to be founded in the
forties, when Bowdoin obtained a
sum of money by proclaiming itself orthodox.
The chair was
named after Mrs. Elizabeth Collins of New Jersey, who was the

—

The

first

position

in

'48,

William D. Cappellari

Treasurer.

A

•

President Denies

1850

her husband and her eight children by running off to a room in
Appleton Hall to work on a novel
called "Uncle Tom's Cabin." From
1864 to his death in 1884, Professor Alpheus Spring Packard, a
member of the Faculty for a record of sixty-five years, held the
chair, and in 1888 Franklin E.
Woodruff, Professor of Greek, was
appointed.
In 1890 the Visiting
Committee
decided
something
must be wrong when it learned
that Professor Woodruff was devoting his time mainly to Greek
but was obtaining his salary from
the Collins' Fund.

Not much

is known of Josiah
except that he had hoped
for a separate science department

Little,

at Bowdoin with
fessorship should
[

which
be

his proconnected.

Continued on Page 4 J

AM«

Women

"I

am

not

Governor

Rumor

a candidate for

— now

or

anytime,"

Kenneth C. M. Sills
said last Sunday in reply to a
"Portland
Sunday Telegram"
story which stated that Bowdoin's President might head the
Democratic slate In .Maine la
President

1946.

"Furthermore,
eligible for the

as

I

was born

Scotia,"

ued.

4
!

committee,

man

was the Reverend Calvin E. Stowe
'24, whose wife Harriet escaped

The President's Reception will
be held in the Moulton Union from
4:00 to 5:30 p.m.

Secretary; and David A. Dick-

Of Governor Candidacy

the

of discussion

t

Oldest Chair

The Annual Meeting of the Phi
Beta Kappa, Alpha of Maine will
be held in Hubbard Hall at 3:00

will be held in the Moulton Union Lounge at 9:45 a.m.
The academic procession will
form at 10:45 and will march to
headed by William D. Cappellari, the First Parish Church where the
consisting of Myer Norken '47, Commencement will be held at
David Work '42, and David A. 11:00. Thc Radar double quartet
will give a selection at the exerDickson '48 was appointed to ar-

President;

Husband Escapes 'Cabin

I

B.C.A.
A Religious
Forum, in which outside religious
leaders participated, followed during the Spring Trimester. The
B.C.A. also took part in three Religious Conferences held at different New England colleges.
to

Thursday, May 31, there will be
a meeting of the Trustees in Massachusetts Hall at 2:00 p.m., and
a meeting of the Overseers at 8:00
•
p.m.

Memorial Hall.
coming trimester. The new
Saturday, June 2, the Annual
Bernard E. Gorton '47, Meeting of the Society of Bowdoin

for the

I

And Grabs Bowdoin's

or

exercises.

officers are:

Many BCA

discussion groups on world affairs.
These discussions were organized
by a student committee headed by
Theodor Saba '42, and were informally directed
by Professor
Ernst C. Helmreich, faculty advis- By Carl
Lebovitz

Commencement

ijf

I

We are
to display their talents.
worried by references to paving

Robert

The Masque and Gown will present "Much Ado About Nothing"
the Bowdoin on the Art Building Terrace at
In case of inclement
Christian Association on Thursday, 9:00 p.m.
weather, the play will be held in
May 10, new officers were elected
At a meeting

was somewhat subdued by news- son
commercial commit- paper announcements of the pre-

WGAN

had an adequate setting

'42.

p.m.

Gorton And Cappellari

vious day, caused many a great
deal of speculation and controversy
over future events. The news was
received by the students without
Prices have not yet been decidmuch fanfare or loud cheering. Thc range for a Freshman Smoker at
ed but reservations may be ob- closed recently.
prevailing attitude was more in
tained by mail from Professor
On Thursday, May 3, Bowdoin- the nature of thanksgiving than in the beginning of the summer trimester.
Quinby.
on-the-Air presented a program of rampant celebration.
Throughout the morning and at
songs by a double quartet of Navy
On Sunday, March 13, members
Ensigns stationed here at the Pre- lunch, after a special chapel serv- of the B.C.A. conducted a service
Projects
Radar School. The Bowdoin Instru- ice, the news monopolized converat the First Parish Church. The
mental Quintet will play the Moz- sation. After lunch some of the
Succeed
art Quintet, Koechel No. 581 and more interested
undergraduates sermon was delivered by Nathan
the Mozart Quartet. Koechel No. gathered in the lounge of the Un- T. Whitman '47, while the service
157 in C Major at 8.30 p.m. Thurs- ion to listen to further develop- was under the direction of RayDuring the past academic year,
day, May 17, over Station WGAN. ments being broadcast over the
mond A. Paynter, Jr. '47, who was
the Bowdoin Christian Association
The Quintet includes David De- radio. This news of more detailed
assisted by Frederic P. Woodruff
has carried out a number of suc- maray '47, viola; Myron Milden nature
caused
higher
elation
'48, John L. Tyrer '48, and Richard
cessful projects. A drive to raise '48, second violin; Thomas Akeley among the students as a whole, but
funds for World Student Relief '48, violoncello; Wallace Jaffe '47, everywhere men were heard re- C. Norton '45. Members of the
minding
each
other
that much is- Bowdoin Chapel Choir, under the
first
violin,
'48,
and
Harold Kimball
last fall netted $220 from students
unaccomplished before there is any
leadership of Donald H. Lyons '48,
and members of the faculty, 60 per clarinet.
real cause for celebration.
The
The Navy Octet will conclude thought of work yet to be done in participated in the service which
cent being contributed by the unwas
concluded by Dr. Ashby. Dr.
the
spring
the
schedule
Pacific
heavily
the
with
preyed
on
a
broaddergraduates. This sum represented an over-subscription of the in- cast on Thursday, June 7, at 8 30 na*"™? of these students who Ashby pronounced a prayer of
shared
thc
emotions
of
,ov
!**»
Thanksgiving
in commemoration
p.m.
over Station
tended goal by some 20 per cent.
mg citizens the world over.
of the National Day of Prayer proThe drive for World Student Reclaimed by President Truman.
lief was followed by two series of

There seems to be a great deal
Other B.C.A. activities included
these days of fra- the sponsorship of regular Chapel
and their proper place, talks by undergraduates. The traif any,
in the American college. ditional freshman smokers, designFraternities, we think, are almost ed
to
help the newly-arrived
THE essential feature of Bowdoin. freshman orient himself with re
In the undergraduate social life, gard to extra-curricular activities,
though. For years now, Bowdoin the fraternities are not subdivi- were held at the beginning of each
men of aesthetic sensibilities have sions of the college; the college is Semester. The B.C.A. also sponsorlooked at it and winced. So it's fraternities strong, both collective- ed two lectures: a talk on Marconfederation of fraternities. riage during the Fall trimester,
all right with us if the college a
wants to put up a new science The present Student Council sys- and later an informal discussion of
They can have a new tem seems to be a recognition of the Dumbarton Oaks Conference
building.
class room building, too, if they this. We wish to see the Bowdoin at the house of President Sills.
want. (Generous of us.) Adams ly and individually, solid, wellContinuing its policy of close coisn't beautiful, but it isn't ugly disciplined groups, each with its
operation with local ministers the
either, and perhaps there's no own esprit de corps and a keen B.C.A. undertook to encourage the

Mem

couldn't

should be beautiful. We leave the
question to the proper authorities.
We should very much like to see
a college theater and we think it
should take priority over all other
building projects. It is high time
Professor Quinby and the Masque

Saba,

and Philip H. Hoff-

May

morning on

During Year

Carmichael '44 Discloses Impressions
Of Bowdoin After Two Years' Absence

R
'44,

'45 will deliver addresses at

Friday, June* 1, there will be a
meeting of the directors of the
8th Bowdoin under- Alumni Fund in Hubbard Hall at
9:00 a.m., and a meeting of the
graduates gathered in little groups around the radios in the
General Alumni Council in the Lidorms, in the classrooms, and in the Moulton Union to hear brary at 10:30 a.m.

By Arthur Sewall
At nine o'clock

slow road back to normalcy. These

For Bowdoin-on-the-Air

Only

will speak of modern architecture as a twentieth century
contribution to Art. O'Brien's address will describe veterans returning to college under the GI
Bill of Rights. Hoffman will speak
Dean Paul Nixon
on the position of France in the
Yes, it is a tempered gratitude post-war world.
The Commencement program
that many of us feel; tempered by
their loss; tempered by our recol- begins with the Baccalaureate Address which will be given by Pres[ Continued from Page 2 ]
ident Kenneth C. M. Sills at the
College Chapel, Sunday, May 20,
at 4:30 p.m.

Proclaim Victory In Europe

.

WGAN Changes Schedule

2.

Saba

Students Listen To

Next Friday, May 18, the President will attend a meeting in Boston of the Board of Trustees of
Wellesley College.
During the
month of June the President will
deliver the Commencement addresses at Bradford Junior College
and" at Westbrook Junior College.
The President was still in Washington on the Monday preceding
V-E Day. He accompanied Representative Hall of Maine to the Senate gallery to hear the official
speech by President Truman on
Monday afternoon announcing the
cessation of hostilities, in Europe.
However, the speech was postponed until the following morning, and
the President missed the opportunity of witnessing
this
historic

Parish Church, June

men will be present to receive their degrees.
The rest of
the diplomas will be awarded in
absentia to the graduates who are
In addition there
in the service.
will be a small number of honorary degrees presented. The names
of the recipients of honorary degrees have not yet been released
by the faculty committee in
charge.
nine

Dean Nixon

and Exchange

presided

a modified form of the Elizabeth-

at half staff for one And the Darkness"; "Accident," a
flags
month after the burial of the short story by Thomas Weatherill; later.
The stage managers are: DorfCommander-in-Chief. There is a "Shakespearean Tragedy and the
variety of practices in regard to Three Unities," by William Smith man '48, Hanna '48, and Pappas
'48.
Their duties are particularly
the flying of our national colors,
Lamparter; a satire by H. James heavy inasmuch as
they must also
and in many parts of our country
Cook entitled "Fable from Fan- substitute in the female roles uncivilian flags strictly observed this
shawe"; "Airtight," with a local til the final week of rehearsal
rule also.
The college flag at Memorial color theme, by Philip Horn Hoff- when the actresses from Portland
will join the cast.
Hall was raised to full staff one man; and "The Shepherd and His
Running time for the play, inweek after the funeral since the Sheep," a short story by William
cluding
intermissions will not exother campus banner observed the
Cappellari.
ceed one hour and a half.
national mourning restriction.
to fly

Commander Noel C.
for the Navy men

degrees

awarded at the Commenceexercises to be held at the

will be

Bowdoin.

an stage

Instead of

On Tuesday morning, May 15,
Chi Pal
the World War I Memorial flag
Fred H. Clarkson '45. of Plan- beside the Walker Art Building
dome, N. Y., a member of the track
raised to full staff after havteam and interfraternity athletics. was
John W. Martin '48, of Bristol, ing been at half staff since the fuPa., a member of the Masque and neral of the late President FrankGown, Sunday Choir, Bowdoin-on- lin Delano Roosevelt on April 14.
the-Air, B.C.A., and Interfraternity
This flag is under the temporary

Theta Delta Chi
Daniel W. Morrison, Jr. '48, of
Yonkers, N. Y., a member of the
White Key and the varsity basketball and baseball teams.

The Honorable Sumner

style of Elizabethan England, the

Delano Roosevelt.

Choir.

letics.

the steps of the Walker-Art Build-

performance

at full staff after thirty

of

Short Hills, N. J., a member of the
Student Council, varsity basketball
and baseball teams, the Meddiebempsters,
Sunday Choir, and
hockey team.
Thomas C. Akeley '48, of Gardiner, a member of the Bowdoin
String Quartet and the Sunday

"The State of the College."

Professor Quinby disclosed that

letics.

baseball team.
Richard L.

play will be held at 9:00 p.m. on

Saba, O'Brien, Hoffman
Speak In Competition
For Graduation Prize

special joint chapel service of

representative of the college. Lt.

at the Statler Hotel at which the

be used, since the
actors will be surrounded by the
audience on three sides. Half of
the terrace facing the steps, the
two wings of the terrace, and the'
sides of the steps themselves, will
be occupied by seats and benches
for the audience.
The center of
the steps and of the terrace below them will be devoted to the

ORIENT

A

civilian

The annual Shakespearean President delivered an address on

ing.

fraternity athletics.
Philip S. Smith *47, of Leicester,
Mass., a member of the Meddiebempsters and Sunday Choir.
Edwin B. Cutler *46, of Needham,
Mass., a member of the Meddiebempsters, Sunday Choir, Student
Council, and interfratcrnity ath-

James B. Longley
a member of the

On

•

ics.

ton,

Capitol

Ado About Nothing, according to attend a meeting of the Alumni As- Washington, D. C, Dean Paul
a statement made recently by Pro- sociation of Washington on May 7 Nixon addressed the assembly as a

Alpha Delta Phi
Donald H. Lyons '48, of Floral

staff, interfratcrnity athletics,

And Cast Of National

lar service on Tuesday, May 4, in
President and Mrs. Kenneth C.
On June 1st, the Masque and
observance of V-E Day. In the
Gown will present as its Thirty^ M. Sills travelled to Washington; absence of President Sills, who was
second Commencement play, Much D. C, over the May 4 weekend to attending an alumni meeting in

is

of Lewis-

Nixon And Little Speak Before Civilian
And Navy Students Oh Momentous Occasion

Addresses Alumni

men was

a list of candidates and a summary
of their activities at Bowdoin.

"48,

Sills

For Commencement Playi The State of the College'

,

summer

RICHARD ROUNDY SPEAKS
IN CHAPEL THURSDAY

ORIENT

(75th Year)

Houses Nominate Men In

!

I am not even
Governor's post

in Halifax,

Nova

President Sills contin-

Under Maine state law,

the Governor must have been
born in the United States. .The
President requested that the
ORIENT do everything possible
to help kill the rumor which, he
said, came as a complete surprise to him.

cises.

The Commencement Dinner

will

in the Gymnasium after
the exercises. The dinner will be
for
the
Alumni, parents and
friends of the graduates, the Society of Bowdoin Women, and
guests of the College.
The President and Mrs. Sills
will be at home to students, alumni and friends of the college after
the dinner.

be held

Choral, Harvard Groups
Offer 'Requiem' Friday
The Brunswick Choral Society,
with Professor Tillotson conducting, and the Harvard Pierian Sodality Orchestra,
conducted by
Malcolm Holmes, will present Johannes Brahms' "Requiem" in
Memorial Hall Friday evening at
8:00 p.m.
Soloists for the per\ I
formance will be Constance Heyes,
soprano,

and

Norman

Leavitt,

baritone. The "Requiem" is to be
dedicated to the memory of our
late President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt.
"Bowdoin and Brunswick take
great pride in welcoming the famous Harvard Orchestra," said Pro-«
fessor Tillotson.
This organization is the oldest orchestra in the
United States and is now made up
of both Harvard and Radcliffe undergraduates.
Originally
only
members of Harvard University
were included, but since the outbreak of war, students at Radcliffe have, offered their talent.
The Brunswick Choral Society

now numbers sixty-five members
and includes pre-radar students,
townspeople,
faculty
members,
Bowdoin undergraduates and service men and women from the Naval Air Base.
A formal social and dance will
be open to undergraduates after
the concert, at which the Radar
Double Quartet will entertain.
Professor Tillotson reports that
indications point to a sold-out
house Friday evening.

,
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THE BOWDQIN ORIENT

The Bowdoin

either through indifference or careless-

Orient

ness they are abusing

most

valuable

some of their
and are

themselves to blame for their

*m

might

in college that

we must

learn

assume the obligations of a democEven more specifically, if everyone votes, the entire campus, and not
merely certain groups, will be represented on the Student Council. With
to

racy.
.

te Editor

Managing editors
C.
Sport* Editor

Court

L.

'47

ities

of the Council will obviously be

of a

more

just nature

and cause

dissension than otherwise.
Ihoodor It Sana '«
hJriri W. Burroughs

less

We here are

fortunate in possessing the advantages

Special Events Editor

— let's prove we appre-

of a democracy

'47

"It's a novelty if nothing
"
not the studyelse," he says.
.
Scovil is
ing, the column!"

Part Luhiawi HI
David Dickson '48
Simon Dorf man '48
Blake T. Hanna '48

Tbomaa

C.

WmtberHI

BOWDOIN ON THE-AIR

.

.

for

now

no regular time

has

broadcast.'

its

The

WG AN

of Station

helpful attitude

which has enabled

Bowdoin-on-the-Air thus far to maintain itself during the

deepest gratitude.

war arouses our

was, however, be-

It

.

Demaray

Ducking bottles, the rain,
creditors,
we wandered
through the staid hails of Hyde,

forced to modify

its

policy and change

the status of the college radio program

one of a more indefinite nature.
Radio obviously constitutes an important field in the world of today and
tomorrow. Its potentialities are being
gradually recognized. It can and must
produce a more substantial force than
to

.

Md

ar.
PustWhed M^Mk* wkaa
U«a» t» ist»
Bowdola C*dleg». SiWrnMi
•/ tW
and mbarrixrtion communication* to the Ifrmtw
Bowsttn PtddUhiac Cssac i at ths Orient OWice In the Moultea Union. Bow4aln CoUacsv re w kk. Maine. FliUaia sa

w »"'

—

—

second claaa matter St the post office at

its ca-

.

.

fest.

We

hope

that the present situa-

tion will not attain serious propor-

and that the organization can
overcome these disadvantages. But in
tions

16,
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1945

more

a

that

V-E Day

a pivotal point in the

is

course of civilization.

positive vein,

we

It focusseri

militarism

— the

IN

.

is

.

.

must

.

The

Is

Of
too.

peoyies of every land and age

a

t'.ne,

.

.

These men

.

.

will

.

casting the

yet there are generally
dissatisfied

contents

with the

ballots

some few men

results.

do not seem

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Are you mak- and Suspense in Guy de Maupas"Put m how
ing a survey or something?" he sant" for Quinby.
" 'ec* to be exact."

asks.

.

mean

.

Longley

.

studying)

"What's

Illinois."

much I hate this
Emmons. Hickey

reading (I

is

"Abe Lincoln
this

.

.

The mal-

to realise that

the

We are grateful to
We have had our fra-

for that.
life,

our athletic teams, our

tures,

our

of

we have had a

all,

plays,

but most important
nearly full faculty

We got a chance to sit back and watch
We learned some
of the things -that make it tick. We
learned ways of finding out more. We

•

had the rare privilege of leisure for
thought and reflection. In this hurry
burly world this is a rare privilege. We
learned also how little we do know.
We gained some insight into our responsibilities as citizens

the nation

— citizens

and of the world.
P.H.H.

of

.

.

.

Mom

.

.

.

I

my

Brown and the way he

plays with
his glasses, clears his throat beVan Cleve
fore speaking
strikes me as true scholar so I'll
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

for?" he same thing,

course,"
is

says

doing

the

.

Begley

.

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

follow-

V-E Day. Speeches

(lawyer, writer or teacher)."

an answer

Such the

.

us to paste the procs on our sticky
what a swelTfight!
backs
everybody had their clothes torn
.

.

.

.

.

off

.

.

the cars that ringed the

.

filled with town girls,
turned on their lights
and there we were dressed only in
molasses and proclamations
field,

and

suddenly

.

liberal art schools
I fear

nation.

throughout the

Bowdoin

is

slowly,
lib-

eral art school to a professional,

post-graduate prep, school. With
the continuation of this general

Bowdoin, as a
from

tendency,

art school, deviates

mary

liberal
its

pri-

function of developing well-

rounded,

liberal-minded

citizens,

will continue to steer the na-

ship

tional

through

democratic

waters.

The determinant of

trend

not .to be found in the

is

-

balanced

school

is

doing

for,

all

this

tainly

with a

curricular,

is

showed that
Yours

The

liberal

.

.

.

.

W. ALGER
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were sent to the ministers of the
different denominations, giving the

names

we

.

Soph rooms apart

we took care of theirs
summer and a rest
can use

.

.

.

.

.

who

.

cares,

last night.

art

group

Continued from Page

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

that

many more

of

1940— October 12th, register for
down in the town hall.

the draft

.

am

naturally, I

mad

right in the first

scramble of low numbers.

who

the guy

ball

.

.

.

.

helped ring the score on the chap-

all

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

vacation

—

still

semester

.

.

the cry

.

New

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"On

to Vic's"

week-end

trips to

York, Troy and points

turned

.

education

(ray col-

complete)

Leith's Spanish

exams

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

May

marks picking up

.

.

reported at

.

.

exam

mad

fun in

.

.

.

.

class

.

.

1941— Pearl Harbor
overseas and

uated
life

.

and

—

1945

.

my

.

.

.

.

.

.

done. I'm glad, yes,

-:.
.

I and II. To men of
throughout, the
world, largely belongs the decisions as to whether there shall be
a World War in. God grant that
you may have the patience and
the firmness, the good-will, magnanimity and intelligence to use
this next quarter-century aright.

Little

AH may be quiet
in those
longitudes
where our
modern, encircling civilization is
catching up with ancient Chinese
culture, there is a cherry tree
cepts, a Religious Reading Shelf which bears an unholy blossom. It
was established at the Library for must be pruned*.
There is not much more to say.
the use of undergraduates. David

program available, the science man
would do well to take the maximum advantage of it; for Bowdoin
should not be to him merely a
prerequisite to medical school, but
an opportunity for advancement
in many spheres.

Works

specialisa-

.

but half done.

easterly

and

Willis

Barnstone

new

'48

fea-

Combat wire
moving up in a hurry!
Every unit ties in by telephone to report on contact
between companies, and to discuss the next move.

But may

I sound one note which
be heard too often on this
I hail the armies of our
noble allies, I am thankful that
Bowdoin, as representative of they now return victorious to their
liberal art schools in general, oc- homelands. But there is another
pumps revitalizing blood into our army which, however, misguided,
democratic system.
Once Bow- however bestial in its waging of
doin primarily develops the nar- this cruelist of businesses, has
rower career side rather than the fought consistently and skillfully.
broader, general side of the indi- It has suffered the severest of casvidual, she will cease to pour nour- ualties. Now it surrenders unconishment into American ideals. And ditionally. In the hands of the
without the liberal art schools' United Nations alone lies the fate
nourishment we can not hope to of a once great power. I dq not ask
maintain our present lofty demo- for soft sentimentality. A cancer
has grown in a healthy breast and
cratic level.
We are thus faced with the seri- poisoned the blood of the whole
ous problem that The College fair body. We hold the surgeons
must train whole men," yet, des- knife. I only pray that Justice will
pite its earnest desire, the trend not be blind, but firm of purpose,
is
the opposite direction. What steady of hand and clear of eye;
is to be done?
that sons, well purged, may heal
s
(Signed)
again and peace on earth become

'42

are responsible for this

will not

V-E Day.

ture.

tion is not to

is

on the western front but

m

MYER NORKEN

perpetual.

That means combat, telephone wires must be
down with every forward push. And communications crews must work continuously repairing taw breaks in tinea torn by tanks and amphibians and blasted by artillery and mortars.
laid

Our Armed Porees
*

hage
all

quantified

kinds. That's

dull

...
it's all

but I hate to leave.

in

A

the student prefers to over-centralize his development here be-

.

my way home

on

them
-:,

.

1942—

class has grad-

1943-1944

.

finally

.

last

Camp Up-

ton to volunteer for service

and and out

atheist

Communist temporarily
lege

.

.

here after next

on cut pro from last
working in Masque
and Gown Workshop on Waiting
for Lefty
Chez Ice-Box
drinks rum and Club Mustard
1939

.

.

.

.

.

.

also printed

man a broad development. This bers of the B.C.
officiated, the
Bowdoin's policy. I'm sure, but sermon being delivered by Nathan
T. Whitman '47. In order to enable
yond necessity. It seems to me students to acquaint themselves
that with an excellent cultural with certain basic religious conal

is

won

.

will part

Commander

.

picked mine up must

have used an eight

mt*-£

.

.

is

1

after the banquet

fraternity as

west

JLt.

.

that I sure

question. The
At 0900, Churchill and Truman
and distributed proclaimed V-E Day. The apparent
placards giving the time of the re- hesitancy of Stalin to put his offiligious
services
at
Brunswick cial stamp on "unconditional surrender" makes this mornings anchurches. This program was clinouncement somewhat of an antimaxed by a B.C. A. -sponsored serv- climax. But perhaps it is better so.
ice at the First Parish Church on "Nunc est bibendum" should not
Sunday, May 13, at which mem- begin the ode of this hour. Our task

church

.

went to "cheer the ends," el bell
voted into Political
all the songs of college and Forum on the side of the
Republiwe went along
cans
voted for the first time
battle royal between .
May
for Wilkie
living college
couege and Bath over on the Delta life to the hilt cause I won't be
•fi

boys from Bowdoin have already
been offered up to this war's remaining half; tempered by our

of students belonging to the

.

.

Men of my generation will before long have passed from the
present scene. Upon us, in part,
'43 may be laid the responsibility for

religious life of the students. Lists

profession-

be confined only to
the science undergraduates hut is
equally to be found among the
other students. Take the hopeful
author.
He will agree that the
science men are over-specialized
for a school of liberal arts, hut
does he not commit the same error when he concentrates on English courses, shunning the natural
and physical sciences ? Surely the
sciences are as integral a part of
a broad foundation as are the languages.
Bowdoin, realizing this
fact, has made a science course
compulsory te all. Like the pre-medic, the student-author should
seek highly specialized training in
post-graduate school, not at Bow-

it
but good
they keep it up for a couple of
hours but we hold them to a drawer ..
the dorm is a mess, practically floating off
they get
their revenge by tearing all the

.

Boston,

fears

.

.

them have

World Wars

should confine herself to-

The tendency toward

.

.

about your age,

medic requirements
such a highly specialized training,
and the medical schools, desiring
well-rounded minds, do not advise
it.
It is their job to produce capdoctors.

.

.

Bowdoin"

BCA Projects

RCA.
do not demand

able

"old

truly,

FRANK

she can to keep

minimum effort into fulfilling the
cultural courses required for a degree. Certainly he is not consuming a well-balanced diet. The pre-

school

was there dur-

not dead on its feet socially.

the

a liberal art footing.
Rather the cause is to be found in
the general attitude prevailing
among the students and parents.
The typical pre-medic spends his
undergraduate days
cramming
himself with sciences, putting a

ward giving the future

of 1939 and

in

.

and formal (my tux shirt kept the State Series again
sang
hanging up into my chin when I Phi Chi after every touchdown and
sat down!

lection that a score of other fine

with all that they hold
dear for our sake, for us, meeting
but who was also there during the
in this quiet Chapel; tempered by
first two warjff ars, I wish to conapprehensions that some of you,
gratulate the present Bowdoin
too, may swell that list of "gallant
men on the wonderful houseparty unreturning";
but tempered most
that was held last week end.
I
of all by dread that individual and
was very fortunate in being able
national and international pride
to be present and it was the best
and distrust and selfishness may
houseparty that has been held at
again .make enduring peace an acthe college since the war began.
tuality of some distant future.
It was the nearest thing I have
What many of us members of this
seen to a pre-war houseparty. It
college feel about the meaning of
was readily apparent that a lot of
this day must be what the thoughtwork had been put into the affair
ful members of the institutions and
and everyone who helped should
the communities throughout this
be heartily congratulated. It cercountry feel.

the other

but steadily, changing from a

entered Bowdoin

.

.

.

ing the "good old days" of peace,

is

among

fall

who

.

.

sticks to beer

77 Fountain Road
Arlington 74, Mass.

.

.

.

on
Maupassant, and Frank is going through
the same ordeal with Mr. Poe. "I
could use some help, too," says
Frank, who is surrounded by
stacks of Poe material.
Milden
is doing chemistry.
Koritzky
is "studying for a change."
His
leg is killing him. It "went dead
all of a sudden."
Brass is
reading "Jude the Obscure." He
thinks "it smells," but he looks
very happy about it.
Larchian
is at the flick. ... no one else can
be found.

[

.

they kept us waking down at doors together and sealed ourselves
.
.
.
then in the south end
Piekard until midnight
we have wet,
they rushed us with bags filled knotted sheets, buckets of water,
with molasses and when they and molasses soaked feather pilbroke them over our noggins a lows
they try to jam their
second wave of Sophs came in on way up the staircase and we let

.

f emmunica trans To The Editor

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

they bring cheer, oh, party
Rising Day
the Freshman
class is twice as big as we are and

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

CM

.

the victory parties that p.m.

.

.

.

beat

December and May parties come
but twice a year, when they come,

.

.

says Clark, who does not
like "Tess ..."... Anderson is
talking on the phone, "Hi, Ma!" our class went bock to the campus
he says. "Did you get my pack- singing Pfcl
for the last time
age?"
Norton is writing a
until the next Spring ... in colthesis on an Emile Zola novel. "A
lege three weeks and already on
tremendous thing," he exclaims.
Norken is "grinding." He has a cut pro . . November . initifinal tomorrow.
"Here's the story ated into house
thought it
I was supposed to do for you," he
would be some kind of hazing prosays.
Cooper is working at the
gram but instead it was dignified
1600 word theme
de
this,"

... we

alpha

the

catch

Maine and take the State Series
and everybody loves everybody at

most of the Sophs have left town
major in Medieval History
for safety
about twenty of us
really beat the Sophs
October
left on campus
Frosh have us
m Proc Night ... got a suspicion cornered in Maine up on the fourth
that the upper classes helped them floor
we've bolted the fire

.

herself on

the world go 'round.

of their choice.

in

.

.

these are just some of the differences.
These are some of the things which

Working hard, playing hard, we
made many good friends and learned
at least to love and respect learning.

cannot over-stress the import-

participation

.

.

I

well

lation.

either for the candidates indicated or

We

.

.

exams, the closed fraternity houses —

and a nearly complete curriculum
upon which we could draw freely for
mental, physical, and spiritual stimu-

the

ance of **"y student voting. There
has never neen one hundred per cent

smaller

houseparties, our Institutes, our lec-

the Thorndike Club. There are one
hundred and fifty civilian students in
Bowdoin who are entitled to vote

men

.

.

.

administrative policy,

them

represent the eleven fraternities and

for other

.

.

.

.

student body, the absence of major

ternity

At the Student Council elections
this Thursday the undergraduates wtM
choose twelve men they consider most
trimester.

the

sessions,

possibly arrange.

anchor-

governing during

Summer

differences,

work of the administration in offering
to these young men as nearly a "normal" college education as it could

STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTIONS

summer

.

.

.

who

were

ceeded because of the will and hard

ed both by horror of the past and hope

for

course, there

Nevertheless, the college has suc-

for the future.

capable

by

any peacetime graduates.

of twofold signifi-

hub in

will

college careers of these
graduating seniors unlike those of

must contribute toward the success of
inspiration is hope as
well as relief. We are bound by hallowed links with our dead whose lives
have purchased this hour to preserve
their goal. Only by selfless devotion to
their vision of justice will humanity
achieve ^he heights to which they

It lies as

It

made

V-E Day whose

cance.

.

Cappellari says he doesn't talk un- says J. F. "Is this thing serious?
less he gets a cigarette.
He is When I saw you come in I thought
reading Horace, 4th Ode, Book I. you wanted me to do something."
Harry McNeil is doing Chem. We like the Do-Nothing atmosHickey is
8.
Hoffman is writing a letter phere in this room.
for a job to Mr. Max Ryder of the leaving Bernardin's room in a
.Bernardin is
"Springfield Republican."
Small Mexican get-up.
."
like a
Begley is
is just returning from the Union, "grindjng'
coke and fried egg sandwich in reading. He corrects us "studyhand, ready to read "The Silver ing" "Abe Lincoln in Illinois" and
Cord."
Whitman, the class eating pretzels. "But no beer!"
"If my father saw that
poet, is typing a new poem which he says.
give me hell."
.Robinson,
is an adaptation of the class ode. he'd
Hanna is writing a letter. Moore and Carey tell me not to
Patsy lies beside his desk. "Gosh, come in. They are having a big
"Go ahead,
you almost caught me studying!" "French Group."
exclaims Hanna.
Bob Miller is Norb," says Moore. Carey starts
entering his room to study "French to read. We write. No one pays
Emfor Mr. Leith." "Print that, will any attention. Grinds! .
your" asks Miller.
Roundy is in mons is doing a "blankety-blank
the shower.
Sowles is doing 1600-word theme called "Surprise

doin as well as

their caps

peacetime graduates.

reclamation.

aspired.^^
V-E Day is one

.

.

don

nearly similar to those enjoyed

pain. The revival of a Europe wounded materially and morally hinges upon
the consequences which will issue
from this fateful moment. No mere
exultation at sorrows now over nOr
lamentation ™ f griefs once necessary
.

.

.

.

.

told me sharply not to
pledged to fracall her mtes
says it's okay
ternity and
.
.
lots af trouble with French 3
eyes off Professor
can't get

Hayes who

'

a manifestation of a
dangerous trend growing in Bow-

—

process of re-

justify these recent years of

will prod uo

when mem-

time approaches

be a very small class.
The class numerals, due to the war,
show a bewildering variety all the
way from '42 to 46. Yet each man has
completed his required course. Each
man has experiences which were very

construction which this day inaugurates

.

.

bers of another graduating class will

doin.

weighted .with an even

The

.

.

average student is
have you come to
Bowdoin?" he will probably reply, Dear Sir:
As one
"I'm planning to become a doctor

and gowns, receive
diplomas, and say farewell to Bow-

cessa-

bility are Tare.
it

.

.

we'll ne'er forget

Auld Lang Syne ....

of

September, 1938— met Dr. Ham- can't figure out marking system in
mond, Dean Nixon, got wet with- psych ... if I prepare the assignmet Mrs. ment, I flunk; if I go in cold, I
out my raincoat

.

.

.

When the
asked "Why

FAREWELL
The

Days burdened with such a responsiYet

.

Bowdoin
would assure undergraduates a

into

tion of organized suffering in Europe.

greater obligation.

.

.

.

classmates true and kind;

Or days

says

mathematics,"

suggest that

definite access to radio.

one symbolic moment the release
from Nazi evil which was effected only
by years of human sacrifice. It recogi
nizeel the victory of Allied might

German

at

plans for improving post-war

EUROPE

/AT

glad I'm

.

.

.

serious consideration be given in the

F/CTOivy

.

.

.

.

M.V.

UCXV

.

.

.

to-

are in college hold this

responsibility.

ram aanonti a

Service fat
Mm***
iMtthnlsv

Saba

.

.

He

Greek.

.

.

who

Considering this, the importance
of Bowdoin-on-the-Air becomes mani-

— jsw—as m

>NmTu
ferJaatl

Brunswick, Hmine.

We

fc

realization of

depend upon the men of

pacities

day.

The

late.

And

These mem'ries lond

.

.

.

.

has of

it

over

doing

is

.

wears a green visor while he reads. Eells, who thinks that this thing
Rogers is studying French is official. "But don't print that,"
"Sure, print it," says
Appleton and Winthrop, snooping while his vie shrieks Les Brown's he says.
Dunham Cutler.
Saindon, Works, White
where we could find out what was "Bizet has His Day."
rushes into the room, suitcase in and Thacher are in Room 27.
going on.
He says. "Hello! What? Works is reading Bacon's "Of ParStarting from the ORIENT of- hand.
rrfy mail?"
Gottlieb, ents and Children" in his underwhere
fice
Spurr,
Weatherill, Where's
Court and Sewall are discussing Chadwick and Abrahamson are wear. He 'tells me a big story
They say about the Reverend John Schroethe last issue of the "Colby Echo," climbing the stairs.
the "Tufts Weekly" and other they just called their mothers to der, Professor of Divinity at Yale,,
rival sheets, we And: Poulin and wish them a happy Mother's Day. who is being mentioned for "a
Stone lies on his daybed in prominent position here at BowSilsby sitting in the Union Faculty
Gray has just re- doin in a few years." They are
Room, outnumbered by blue uni- pajamas.
forms that shake to the .rhythm turned from Presque Isle via Port- also talking about Doc Johnson's
land.
"When is May 9?" asks new notice on the bulletin board.
of "Pinetop's Boogie Woogie"
postmark. It reads so that "you have to knew
Cutler
playing
the
"Memphis Gray, inspecting a
"Four days ago," says Stone.
you're going to be sick before you
Blues" on the lounge piano.
Hyde Hall: Saba doing his "Gov" Towers is studying, looking at pic- are sick" according to Saindon!
report.
He says he should be in tures of German prisoners just re- Monaghan has just returned from
He opens a box 0/
the ORIENT office. "Havent got ceived from Italy, and drinking Gardiner.
pretzels and offers us some. "Raba cigarette, have you," he asks. vodka. He offers us some.
"No."
"Then what-the-hell d'ya Showalter sweats over an English bit" laughs at us from behind his
come in for?"
Lusher and report. He says he has finished well-worn Deke beermug. "Hey,
Pappas are out. Their alligator all the bottles "in that corner" my mother reads those ORIBurnham ENTS," he says.
MacMahon is
leers at me from its cigar box since seven o'clock.
McGorrill knocking at Kimball's door to get
crib In the bottom of its cranberry is studying French.
box mansion.
We hear a wo- just disappeared. The floor is his "math" assignment. Morrison
man's voice behind Door No 18, cluttered with band instruments. is already inside making his copy.
"I'll bet that guy thought a
Don Clark is reading 'Tess of
but it's only an eight-thirty soapbox opera. No story.
Gorton lot of your old man," J. F. is say- the DUrbevilles." Deke wanders
is writing a letter to Miss Carolyn ing to J. E. Ill as we break in. out from behind the desk. "You're
Elwell,
Cape Cottage, Maine. "Let me see what you just wrote," going to embarrass someone doing
.

cause of commercial committments,

F*e»

By

Farewell, farewell, dear college hails

.

.

.

L

Associated CbDeftiole

.

.

.

.

before.

.

BOWDOIN FtTBLIMUlVG COMPANY
Aaaoctate Professor
Assistant Prates—

ing us, looking for a cigarette.

.

.

We are sorry to learn that Bowdoin«n-the-Air

VoL

—

and

.

**8

VARIETY

Eskilson

Thomas is changing his socks to
go to the library to "hook a book
writing a paper on Wordsworth out of closed reserve," Robinson
is studying German and "cooking
that was due a month ago.
Eetts is
Lombard passes the door eating a up French phrases."
He esters and throws doing "math" at a card table while
banana.
Cutler types a letter. "I'm damn
the peeling out the window.

"The

.

them.

ciate
Sub-Editors

.

call this particular one

Kallop Poll," but he does not so
that corn is no go! At eight-thirty p.m. Sunday evening we started
walking around campus to make
the "Campus Survey" a more literal survey than it has ever been

.

Wvw

Faature Editor

.

By

.

this over-all representation the activ-

Directors

Survey

Kallop owned this column, he asks.

If

dissatis-

faction.
It is

Editor-in-Chief

Campus

privileges

still have urgent need for
of communications equipment of

why there is a wait for home tele-

service,

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
i

"Smrvtc* to the Nation in Peace

®

and War*

.

.

.

W

..

.

.

....

.
.

,

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS
By Bart
The

baseball club exhibited rather, poor spirit in the

with the Maine Maritime
cleared

call

The snow had

it

a good base-

but we've had those

ball day,

Saturday.

last

morning and

that

just

wasn 't what you'd

Academy

Team

Maritime Academy Wins

Defeats Colby In First

13 To 3 Slugfest From

Game Of

Varsity Baseball

All-Star Softmfl

The Bowdoin Softball aU-star
team won their first game of the
home and home Colby series Mon-

May

day.

all

6 To 5

Series,

The Bowdoin varsity baseball
team lost its fourth game of the
season
feated

over three runs in the last inning
spring.

All

other conditions were

for a

per usual. However, there was more

moaning and groaning
honey was
couldn't

seem

to

work

as a unit,

and

the resulting score proves the im-

portance of good relations on a ball
club.

Norby Carey started the game
for the Polar Bears but lasted only
until the fourth inning.
During
his stay on the mound, Carey gave
Up five hits, nine nuns, and walked

men. However, he struck out
four and his cause wasn't helped
by three Bowdoin errors which
were responsible for four runs.
"Lightning" Ray Boucher pitched the remainder of the game, giving up three hits and four runs.
Boucher retired the side in order
in three of the five innings he
worked and walked only four batfive

This Friday the Bowdoin team
to Waterville to play
game of the series.

will travel

,

the return

The Bowdoin line-up was: lb
different story. A few of
Leonard, 2b Gottlieb, ss Rickey,
and then everything went along alright. 3b Rabbins, tf Dunham, cf Rogers,
For the first time this year Bowdoin could be proud of the show- rf Chadwick, sf Weatherill, c Baker, and p Hogaa.
ing its nine made. Let's hope the showing is as good in the two
remaining games with the U. of. Maine this week.
College Nine ant Out

The Colby game Monday was a

the boys began to hit

ters.

BySanfoniNavaUToO
B o wdosa

that

College has a

The College nine received

athletic

full

schedule. The baseball team plays at Maine, the
tennis

team

at Bates,

and the

all-star

first

shut out of the season.

Naval Air Base,

Not much can be said about the prospects
at Bates bemus e the two teams haven't met before,
but the baseball and softbali teams should fair pretty
at Colby.

was a

3.

to

May

2

The game

0.

scoreless tie until the sixth

when a single, a stolen
and a double produced a run
The other two
runs came in the ninth inning on
two singles and an error.
inning,

base,'

for the visitors.

polar

Since this

the last

is

ORIENT

for. Don Russell and Boucher drew
walks before Captain Mort Page
came through with a one-run single.
Then Chuck Begley drove in
Boucher and Page with his second

its

from the Sanford

at Piekard Field,

seftbaH group

The Polar Bears almost broke
for the present term,

we'd

like

A SHOT OF NEAL ALLEN

The

Polar Bear
threat came in the fourth inning
when hits by Begley and Dan Morrison and a base on balls to Frank
Kimball filled the bases with two
out. However, Pete Curran ended
the inning with a slow roller to

'40, former captain of the Bowdoin track team, clearing a high hurdle on the cinder track at
Whither Field. He is now a 2nd Lieutenant in the transportation corps of the U. S. Army, stationed at Lathrop, California.
Allen's brother, Charles Allen "34 has been a visitor to the
campus recently, being a Lt. Commander stationed at the
Brunswick Naval Air Station.

into the

;

—

swimming, cross-country, collecting only
track, tennis, and hockey, and informal teams in golf and soft- Bowdoin
ball. This is an impressive list for a small college in wartime. McFarland, cf
But the fielding of these teams is where the impressiveness ends. Curran, cf
Monaghan. ss
As far as support from the college or the student body is con- Boucher, 2b
baseball,

varsity

teams

five hits.

in

.

.

Bowdoin is definitely lacking.
The records marked by this year's teams could have been
much greater if the enthusiasm behind them had been stronger.

Page, e
Kimball, lb
Carey, rf
Begley, If
This complaint is nothing new, it has been circulating the col- Morrison
lege all year. And now the ORIENT wishes to present a plan Lyons, ff
Simonds, 3b
whereby the athletic phase of life at Bowdoin will provide great- Russell, p
er

enjoyment and benefits for

its

participants

1

A

revival of

the

all

leaders present at
college spirit
2.

A

all

Bowdoin

and

at the

cheers, with several cheer-

This would help that

no end.

f>

1

ab
5
5
3

Francher, 2b

Bowden, 3b

of the visiting squads

A sports banquet at which letters donated by the college
would be awarded, captains-elect announced, speeches by
the coaches made, and sports movies shown. The feature
attraction would be some noted sports figure. This affair
would verify the college's appreciation for the work done in

.

rf

Arvensen, rf

. .

.

1

5 27
r

o

h

—

1

1

1

1

1
11

3

1

4
3

2
6

4

1

3

Bloomberg Leads

a

Not only does the

ORIENT

improvements, but

Sports Department advocate this

volunteers to take the

it

initial

steps

toward making them succeed.

Protecting

a

••

"Flat- Top

Polar

Bears

Defeated

By Bates; Get One

Hit

9 27 15

J.V.'s

To Victory Over Morse
Led by the fine pitching of Don
Bloomberg, the Junior Varsity

The

ran,

An

The highlight of the game was
the pitching performance of Holtman of Bates. Besides giving up
just one lone hit, a clean single by
Ray Boucher, he struck out twenty men. At one stage of the game
he fanned no less than fourteen
in succession.

squad

counted

J.V.'s

Robbins. lb
Hickey. cf
Anderson, cf
Curran, rf
Morrison, If
Milden, If
Begley, ss

. . .

Weatherill, 3b
OaVia/ V.

a U.

ft

s.

Navy

Moore, e
Charles, 2b
Longley, 3b

.

for

..

P
Totals ...

Morse High

G3Q0GW

•

ITALIAN

h

2
2
4

1

5

Polar Bears, his

first

.

.

1

ab r
5 1
v

Bean, If
McCleary, cf
.

.

.

.

....

5
3
3
3
4
4
3
4

M

1

1 24 10

h

o

1
1

1

5
S 2

1

2
5
5

1

2

2

3

1

sec-

Monaghan,

1

2

p

8

1

ALVEN SETTLE,
Towu

Brunswick

2
4

Piliere.

of

NEW YORK

1

9

3 Arrilot, p

6

927

9

Home,

2

2

1

1

1
I

1

2
5

Member ilAi'nol American Law

latwe

EVENING CLASSES

FIRST YEAR CLASSES BEGIN
On June 11th and Sept. 24th. IMS
and February

4th. 1948

a

Totals

J. V.

10

2

1

1

.

.

2

h

o
4
4

1

bases.

.

4
2
4

.

4

9

4
4
3

1
1

2

1

2

17

3 Bawdoin
McFarland. cf

2
2

ab r

J.V.

3
4

.

h

2

2

1

2

o
6
4

4

.

Anderson, rf
White, rf

3
4
2
4
2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1
0*

2

3

29 rd

8 18

1
2
9
2 12

1
1

6

3
2

3

3

Totals

32

Aaresth, If
Greiner, ss
Zecker. 3b.

1

3

1

7 27 13

4

ab r

•

••

,

Sutherland, rf

,

4
3

cf

1

Wright, p
Daggett, c
Haynes, cf
1 LeShane, rf

3
3

9

....

Totals

Sports Star of the

h

4
4
4
.4 ,0

Warshaver, lb

McKeen,

2

I
1

2

e

5

1

1
'£'

10

3
4

o
2

1

1

1 Colby
3 Woods. 2b

1

Morrison. If
Weatherill, 3b ...
Longley, 2b, lb
Milden, cf

h

r

1

Russell, p'

a

4
3
4

40 21
...

.

Bloomberg

a
3

1
2

1

2

1.

1

3

014
1

1

2
2
4

1
1

32

o

1

1
o.

4 24 11

1

Hour

competed in the field events in the
State Meet. His job was well done
spotlight for
points that
Sports Star of the as proven by the 19
27 14 Hour. Fred Clarkson is my choice his group scored.
Fred's winning height in the
and
his fine performance on the
o a
track thus far this season made it New Englands was 5 ft. 7 in.,
4 an easy one.
which was not as good as his leap
12
of 5 ft. 9% in. in the Joeal meet.
Fred carved fame for himself Had Fred been up to his best perand the Big White last Saturday formance he would undoubtedly
8 3 when in the New England Track have been a lone winner at M.I.T.,
3 6 and Field Meet held at M.LT., he but this comparison does not detied for first place in the high
1
tract from his fine showing made
2 jump. In his only other competi- against competitors from 14 other
tion this year Fred won the same
1
New England colleges and unievent in the Informal State Meet.
versities.
shot put.
2 1 and placed second in the
Congratulations to yen, Fred;
Worthy of mention also is the fact
Fred assisted Coach Magee by here's hoping that you attain high27 17
handling the Bowdeki men who er heights in future competition.

3

5

ab r
3 3
3 4

h

5 1
3 2
5 6

2

5

1

2
2

3

1

34 12

8

issue's

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

May

10-17

Dark Waters
-

.

Monaghan. ss
Boucher. 2b

1

4
4

ab

1

Page, c
Kimball, lb
Carey, rf
32 2 5 27 10 Begley. If 3b
Simonds, 3b
Morrison, ph
Score of 13-1© Milden, If

Robbins, lb, p
Lyons, c
Begley, ss, p

.

hit of the afternoon was "Lightning" Boucher's double. The ball
a
travelled clear to the bushes in
3
left, but the fielder was playing
deep enough to hold Ray to two

Bv Brunswick

Defeat
Bowdoin

.

5 27 12

ab r
3
3

.

.

.

,

Bex

CWHUMj
Franchot Tone

also

FMk News

Short Subjects

May

Fat-Sat.

Bowman

like to
like to

have your friends knew what you are doing?
hear at your athletic achievements?

• base your girls get
«* the campu&t

Would yon
toms and
There

la

an sea?

with the

audi kte vpanslve
fdrls

Mows

No

Short Subjects

May

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
/FRATERNITY FORMS

Do you
Do you

18-19

Tonight And Every
Night

20-21-22

IH Be Seeing You

Remember

-

Tne

and

extra

GHENT » tne Cefegn Oracle

Witts

[>

Pa

it

a y s

—

a

News
March

of

Time

May

23-24

Printing

Pan Americana

Quotations.

with
Phillip Terry - Audrey Long

Fox News

Sound Act

FrL-Sat.

May

The RECORD OFFICE

Hears AH - Sees Al - TeJk AM - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
In the ORI&NT Office - Menlteu Union

ONLY

— Telephones-

Law

25-28

$2.00 a year

»

Roughly Speaking

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1818
Bnsaeil

7.

3

3

.

Track takes the

2
3

Totals

PRINTING

Printer* of
Registrar,

New Yerk

1

By Warren Court

3

ALLYonr

For further information address
Unlr. School of

.

12
1

four runs and five of the hits came
1
4 from the "power hitters," Boucher,
Page, Kimball and Carey.
Artie
Simonds returned to third base after a game's rest caused by a bad
a back.
Steve Monaghan looked
good around short, being credited
with five assists.
The longest

Schoels

M

and

.

4
1

8

1
1

Briefs

4

2

rf

Yes, We're Interested In

And Other

Umtor Aeretrrated Man, Day Coarse mar
ka taasa sJ in twe years; E renin* C taaaa

DAY

TONDREAU BROS.

8

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Ask Us For

4
2

.

1

Sutherland, rf
Aarseth. If
Daggett, c
Wright, p

Totals

1

2

Wed.-Thurs.

Thrae-Year Dap Canrse
Faar-Yaar Evening Court*

.

32

Charles, 2b

4

2

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

Ftrdham University
SCHOOL OF LAW

.

If

McFarland, cf
Simonds, 3b

4

O

2

3b

2 16

2

Rogers, p

3

Barbalotv. 3b
Hart, rf

1
1

1

1

Base ball

This game saw Coach Mahoney
a revert to his original batting or3 der and with good results.
All

l

We have

Tel. 89-

1

o e
7 24 fO

Phone 974-M for delivery

.

Printer

Building

2

Chops

.

If

1

o

4
.

Monaghan, p

2

FIRST NATIONAL

Since 1887

2

h

..

Lee

8 17 27 20

ab r
32 2

2b

1

1

4
2
3

with

5

7

.

30

2

Student Patronage Solicited

QUALITY PRINTING

1

1

.

.

Carey, G., ss

2

Capital and Surplus fSSe.MO
Total Resources over

2
2

.

Kimball, lb
Curran, rf
Robbins, rf

Pooler,

BANK

a

ss

Russell, 3b,
Boucher, 2b,

TEL. 1000

•

com-

h o

ab
2

Wed. Thurs.

ond, when three hits, a walk, and
an error produced three runs.

The

.

Maguire, rf
Tully, c
Dickman, 2b

He

1

1

2

37

o

.

a Kelly, lb

HOUR SERVICE

24

Begley.

h
1

36

If

.

Me. Maritime

Bates

Edgcomb.

r

4

.

bined efforts could produce was a
fly caught in short left field.
The one bright aspect of the
contest was Chuck Begleys improved play around the hot corner
and at the prate. Beside getting
two of the team's five hits and
driving in two runs, Chuck accepted four chances flawlessly. ....
Mike Milden provided the freak
hit of the day when, attempting
to bunt in the ninth inning, he
poked the ball over the pitcher's
head.
Cause for much comment was Captain Page's throwing
accuracy.
Mort picked two men
off base and caught two stealing-

Totals

3

1

ss

p

Boucher, 2b
Page, c
Kimball, lb
Morrison, rf

this

32

ab
4
4

time

puny

1

Mitchell, 2b

of the sea-

and gave up nine hits.
had only one bad inning, the
son,

first

held hitless all afternoon.
farthest hit ball that their

Edgcomb, lb

2

Bowdein
Monaghan,

.

3 16
1 1

Fancy Groceries

WAR LOAN

.

Page, c
Carey, p
Begley, 3b
Morrison, if
Milden, If

3

6

1

3

.

a

1

1

4
.

o

TOWN TAXI

CO-EDUCATIONAL

Steaks

h

the

.

fMIMW

ab r
4 1
2
2

Always Top Quality

(»— HUM

r

4
4
2
3
4

Totals

Carey pitched the game for the

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS

.

Begley, 3b

three strikes.

4 2 2
2
1

.

.

If

Clouthier, ss

Dan Morrison, and Begley.
error and an infield out proJ. v.

ss

ab
3

defeated

duced two runs.

',

Russell,

Oddly enough, Bowdoin's lone
Bradley, 3b
run came in the sixth inning when
Holtman. p
Morse
Holtman struck out five batters.
High School of Bath, May 7, by a Captain Mort Page and Norby Chase, lb
Sandulli; rf
score of 8 to 2. After a two-run Carey got on base after the Bates
Schmitfr, c
first
inning, the Morse batters catcher dropped two third strikes.
Page
reached
third
and
came
home
*
were shut out by a confusing comTotals
on a passed ball and a wild pitch.
bination of fast balls, curves, and
Carey was left on second as the
the "Bloomberg blooper."
next three batters were retired on
baseball

runs in the initial frame on a
walk, doubles by George Hickey.
and Tom Weatherill, and a triple
by Chuck Begley. Single runs came
in the fourth, fifth, and seventh
innings. The end of the eighth was
opened with singles by Pete Cur-

flying above the
shss of a

Bowdoin
Monaghan,

Boucher, 2b
By virtue of a 6 to 1 defeat a Page, c
3
week ago today the Polar Bears Carey, p
lost a three-game series to the Kimball, lb
Bates V-12 College. The rubber Edgcomb, rf
game was played at Lewiston on McFarland, cf
Curran, cf
2 a cold afternoon which saw the
Bowdoin stickers allowed but one Simonds, 3b
Morrison
hit.
v

sports.

slate of

Game

Box

2
1

i

3

1

4
4
3

36

Totals

—

•;

Bowdoin errors figured

the three

in the scoring.

Colby
Ray Boucher has toed the mound Woods, 2b
this year, and he did very well in Haynes. cf
quelling the Maritime sluggers.
LeShane. cf
The two "big guns" for the vis- Greaier. ss
itors,
Maguire and Tully, were Zecker, 3b
Warshaver, lb

9% in.
second in the shot put. Bob Weaa therill, Cabot Easton and Dick Shot put— Won by Plavin (Me);
Edgcomb each took a second and
second, Clarkson (Bo); third,
a third in their respective events.
Edgcomb (Bo); fourth, Ogilivie
The latter provided the surprise
Distance— 34 ft., 3Vi in.
(Ba).
6 of the afternoon
by garnering five Broad jump
Won by McLean
1
points for the Polar Bears without
(Ba); second, Weatherill (Bo);
1
any previous practice. Fred Wildthird, *Gryska
(Ba);
fourth,
man, Bob Miller and Jack Tyrer
Wildman (Bo). Distance—20 ft.
picked up fourth places in their
3 in.
events.
Discus Won by Plavin (Me); secSummary:
qnd, Edgcomb <Bo>; third, Hen100 yd. dash
Won by Parker
derson
(Me);
fourth,
Tyrer
2
(Ba); second, tie between Wea(Bo). Distance— 100 ft. 7 In.
Bowdoin
1
therill (Bo) and Doehlert (Ba);
Lyons, cf
fourth, Miller (Bo). Time, 10.2s.
11
McFarland,
cf
Score Of Bates

—

1

31

while they are at Bowdoin. This action would develop to a McLane, cf
Schevibinz, c
greater extent the ideals of sportsmanship, which are the
Wiechmann, p
basis of the whole athletic program.
3.

1

Russell's Fine Pit c*i»g

Dot* Russell pitched the Polar
Bears to their most impressive
win of the season Monday, beating
Colby College 4 to 1. Going the
route far the fourth consecutive
time, Russell limited the Gray and
cause of a rata that threatened Blue to four bits while striking
continuously from the early in- out nine and walking only one.
nings.
Colby opened the scoring in the
Bowdoin's runs all came in the top of the second on a double and
fifth inning.
Jack Edgcomb op- an error.
Bowdoin came right
ened with a single and Paeky Mc- back, however, when Frank KimFarland reached first on an error. ball tripled and then came m on
Art Simonds knocked in Edgcomb an infield out. In the third, Ray
with an infield hit and McFarland Boucher doubled into deep left
came in on Steve Morfaghan's long field, and Captain Mort Page
fiy to right field.
walked to set the stage for anothThe game was extremely dose er rally. Kimball filed out to left,
throughout and was marked by but Norby Carey connected for a
brilliant pitching from both sides. double into right to score two
Don Russell hurled good bail all runs.
the way. striking out nine and alThe other Polar Bear run came
lowing but two base on balls. The in the sixth, which Kimball opened
with
his second triple of the day.
wet grounds made the ball rather
He then scored on a squeeze bunt
hard to handle although none of by Chuck Begley.

Totals

game marked

This

.

3

Saafsrd

White Key policy toward greeting and housing
teams. Members of our squad should personally Hardy,

members

9
1

1

Bennett, If
Neiderstadt, lb
Rogers, ss

take care of entertaining

3
10

3

Totals

different

visiting

2

same

spirit.

varsity contests.

3

1

4
4
4
3
3
2

cerned,

time foster a more powerful college

ab r h
3 &

Bowdoin Wins Behind

.

Baseball Briefs

—

(

other

only

the pitcher.

—

and

Rain Ends First Game
With Score Tied

In Ninth

Russell,

hit of the afternoon.

run column in the sevThe Bowdoin track team placed Mile run Won by Bauman (Ba);
to suggest a few alterations in our department for the coming enth frame. Ray Boucher opened
second, Easton
Bo) third, Murwith
triple
a
but was left stranded second to Bates College in the laschool year. The Class of 1949 enters next month, and with
dock
(Me); fourth, Forsyth
when Capt. Mort Page, Frank formal State Track Meet at Whit(Me). Time 4m. 49.5s.
it we'd like to see a rejuvenated sports program.
Kimball, and Norby Carey all went tier Field. Saturday, May 7. Competition was held in but seven 880-yd. run— Won by Melvin (Ba);
Undoubtedly one of the major attractions to Bowdoin is the down on strikes.
second, Burnham (Bo); third,
events and the totals were Bates
Don Russell twirled for Bow- 31i/ Bowdoin 30^, Maine 15.
Easton (Bo); fourth. Sawyers
opportunity it offers to every student to participate in so many
2l
doin and did well in scattering
(Ba). Time— 2m. 5.4s.
Fred Clarkson was the high
athletics. However, when all is said and done, just how attrac- nine hits. He showed exceptional
Won by Clarkson
point scorer for the Polar Bears. High jump
control, fanning ten and walking
(Bo);
second,
Parker (Ba);
tive is Bowdoin's athletic program?
He captured Bowdoin's only first
only two. The hitting attack was
dry ska
third,
(Ba);
fourth,
Varsity and junior varsity teams are maintained in basket- very weak, with the "Big White" when he took the high jump with
Burnham (Bo). Height— 5 ft.
a jump of 5 ft. 9% in., and- placed
ball

»~~

Bowdoin didn't score until the
seventh frame, at which time all
three of its runs were accounted,

Saturday confirms the

state for this

being de-

cessful.

triple by Dick Baker with the
bases loaded provided the three
ran finish and victory. Hits by
Hogaa, Gottheb, Sogers, and a
pass to Leonard set the stage far
the whining mas. ..

a

The team

rightly peeved.

at Piekard Field.

Trailing five to three, though
Isose fielding in the early innings,

that day than
and Coach Ma-

a I season before,

The

five veetery.

to

six

was played

Saturday,

last

Win

Produces 2-2 Tie, 4-1

by the Maine Maritime
The Polar Bears pulled out with
Academy, 13 to* 3. Coach Neil
Mahoney's lineup presented chang- a 2 to 2 tie la the first game of a
es in center field, left field, right home and home series with Colby
Played at
field, third base and first base, but College, last Tuesday.
the outcome of the contest proved the Colby Held, the game was
the alterations to be quite unsuc- called at the end of the ninth be-

when they pushed

14,

Team

Home & Home Colby Series

-

Jack

C

The Orient
Ni

N. T.

MftSM
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POUR

BOWDOIN FRONT

Before And After—Thursday Afternoon And Friday Morning In Nay, 1945 In The Bowdoin Pines

By

Weatherill

Second Lieutenant Caleb Whee- at Yale University and then took prisoner of war and missing
ler '43, previously reported mis- specialized electronics courses at
sing, has been reported killed in Harvard University and Massaaction.
He was flying his tenth chusetts Institute of Technology.
mission on July 2. 1944, and was He then went to Boca Roton, Fla.,

Hungary. Before go- for further training, and is to rewhere he had been port back there when his leave is
month and a half, over. Chandler was a member of
Wheeler was stationed at the the Thorndike Club while at BowArmy Air Forces Classification doin.
Center at .Nashville, Tenn.
He
Private First Class Douglas Cartrained at Selman Field, Munroc,
michael '44 was another visitor to
La., as a navigator on a bomber.
the campus.
He left college in
While at Bowdoin, he was a mem- 1943
for training in the E. R. C.
ber of the Sigma Nu Fraternity.
and was sent to Fort Devens,
Colonel Cornelius P. Rhoads '20, Mass.
Following training in the
was awarded the Legion of Merit ASTP, at Georgetown University.
for developing methods for com- Washington, D. C., Carmichael was
bating poison gas, and for other a bilingual instructor for Italian
advances in chemical warfare. In war prisoners at Camp Sutton, N.
1943 he was made chief of the C. In 1944 he was sent to Fort
Medical Division of the Chemical Knox, Ky., where he acted as clerk
Warfare Service in which status and interpreter with Italian servhe remained until April 19, 1945, ice units! While at Bowdoin, he
when he returned to his former was an active member of the Kapposition at the Memorial Hospital pa Sigma Fraternity.
for Treatment of Cancer and AlPrivate First Class David Wylied Diseases.
He was an active
member of the Delta Kappa Ep- man '47, reported in an earlier
ORIENT as missing in, action and
sik>n Fraternity at Bowdoin.
a prisoner of war in Germany, has
Ensign Roger Adams '46 return- recently been reported as having
ed to visit Bowdoin recently. In been liberated. He left college in
1943 he was sent to Bates College 1943 and went into the ASTP at
and fxom there he went to Mid- Fort Benning, Ga., and also trainshipman's School at Columbia Uni- ed at Camp Atterbury, Ind. While
killed over

ing overseas,
for about a

in action since December 16, 1944, has
lately been reported as liberated.
He was in the ASTP at Norwich,
and then went into the infantry.
Overseas since October of last
year, he came back to this country
in April
He has been visiting
Bowdoin recently on his sixty-day
furlough.
While here, Rudy was
a member of the Thorndike Club.
Private John Begley '46 has been

-<•

d

Bowdoin foollowing his
discharge from the Army on May
In 1943 he went into the
4, 1945.
ASTP at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
He left the
visiting

ASTP

the

for

and,

infantry,
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September, 1944, he was sent overseas. On November 22, 1944, Begley was wounded in action. While
at Bowdoin, he was an active
member of the Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity.

Seaman 2/c Timothy J. Donovan
'48

returned to the campus recent-

He was

ly.

stationed

Williamsburg,

Peary,

Camp

at

U.

Va.,

S.

Naval Training and Distribution
Center, and is to return there. Before entering the service in April,
1945,

Donovan was a member

of

the Delta Upsilon Fraternity.

Seaman 2/c Wolfgang H. RosenHe was training in Holly- with the 106th Infantry Division, berg '47 also visited Bowdoin rewood, Fla., and is to see duty in he was reported" missing on Dec. cently. He was stationed at Sampthe Pacific. He was a member of 16. A prisoner in Germany since son Naval Training Center, Sampthe Sigma Nu Fraternity here.
February, he is now safely home. son, N. Y., and is to return there.
First Lieutenant Joseph Chand- At Bowdoin, Wyman was a mem- Rosenberg left college in January,
ler '42 was seen about the campus ber of the Chi Psi Fraternity.
1945, and was a member of the
recently.
He was in. the AAFTS
Corporal Robert R. Rudy '46, a Delta Upsilon Fraternity here.
versity.
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE
*

Schedule of Courses
FIRST TERM, SUMMER TRIMESTER.
8 A.M.

9 A.M.

English 2

Chemistry

German

Art II
Economics
Education

7

"English 51

I

Government

German

Latin 7

Government
Greek 3

Mathematics
.Physics 5

1945
11 A.M.
Chemistry
Economics 3
Education 3

10 A.M.

3

English

I

I

1

00

Philosophy 3

I

Physics

I

3

1

view re veals, a sunny glade nestled among the Bowdoin Pines as it appeared May 10 before the blizzard which overnight transformed
"Vacationland" into the species of glacier shown on the right. Bowdoin men, long accustomed to Maine weather, did not bat an eyelash
at the tempermental elements. They seemed to discover. an unholy joy at the sight of "Birdseye" pine trees.

The

A

left

this spot of

French 3
Mathematics 3
Philosophy

5

German

Mathematics
Mathematics

English

I

French

History 15

I

I

I

-

•

I

Lebovitz

1

On The

On Coming Back

Little Professorship

— Carmichael

Physics 3

1:30 P.M.

[

French 100
Greek 4

Mathematics 2
Spanish 1
'English 51

curator of invertebrate fossils in
I ]
the National Museum in WashBrackett firM held the ington.
chair, succeeded in 1868 by George
Henry Carmichael, who had
L. Goodale of Amherst. Professor
Professor of ChemBrackett, who left Bowdoin in been appointed
same
1873 to teach physics at Princeton, istry and Physics at the
introduced to his class the choice time that Professor White had received his position, next filled the
of spending the last part of the
year in reviewing the text or in post, which he held until 1878,
Franklaboratory work. Apparently the when he was succeeded by
retainCollege was lethargic in supplying lin C. Robinson, although

Hours to be arranged

English 27

Cyrus

Continued from Page
F.

not open to those

who have credit

funds for laboratory apparatus, for
of Newport, in 1868 Professors Brackett and

Masque and Gown, and the track
Ralph Kierstead '48,
and tennis teams.
R. I., softball team and interfrater- Goodale had to borrow money on
their own to buy the needed maEverett W. Gray '48, of Preque nity athletics.
George Berliawsky '48. of Rock- terial later the Boards obligingly
Albert C. McKenna '47, of West Isle, interfraternity athletics.
land, Masque and Gown and inter- voted that the College assume the
Newton, Mass., President of the
Kappa
Sigma
During that time the two
debt.
fraternity athletics.
T. D. Fraternity, and a member 6f
William Morrissey '48, of Gloumen founded and published a Bowthe hockey team and Union ComAlpha Tau Omega
cester, Mass., Masque and Gown,
doin Scientific Review.
mittee.
'47,
Warren
L.
Court
Haverof
interfraternity athletics.
In 1873 Professor Goodale also
Delta Upsilon
George Miller '48. of Boston, hill, Mass., President of White left Bowdoin to teach at Harvard.
Eugene A. Bernardin, Jr. '47, of Mass., Bowdoin-on-the-Air, Sun- Key, Sports Editor of ORIENT, "We are favored in the fact that
basketball,
manager;
baseball,
Andover, Mass., President of the day Choir, and ORIENT staff.
manager; winner English 6 Speak- the high reputation of the College
D. U. Fraternity, vice-president of
hockey team.

—

Richard Roundy '47, of Beverley,
Chairman of Ivy Mass., Masque and Gown, ViceDay Committee, and a member of President Class of '47, hockey
the Sunday Choir.
team.
club,

C. Cabot Easton '48, of Melrose,
Mass., a member of the cross country and basketball teams, member
of ORIENT staff.
'48.

of

Win-

[

Continued front Page

I J

real

knowledge of

it,

who damn

Platonic philosophy without ever

having read a dialogue or even

Beta Theta PI
Reginald F. Spurr '46, of Stamford,

Conn.,

can

»

of
mem- ORIENT.

Editor-in-Chief,

ORIENT, Student

Council

-

.

and was

tween the, two prima donnas. Each
accused the other of qncroaching
on his domain. Both contested so
fiercely as to who should teach
minerology that one' year the
course was not given. Finally the
matter had to be referred to a special committee of the Boards. The
two men were directed to hand
their resignations to the arbiters

—Professor

Robinson got the nod

to stay; Professor Carmichael got
the boot.

At

the

time of

"Prof

Rob's"

or otherwise, being leveled
at
against fraternities from many
Woods
Hole,
Massachusetts,
quarters.
It is the purpose and
where he works in an Oceanoprivilege of a fraternity to regraph Institute and research labstrict its membership in any way
oratory, has collected and stuffed
it
desires, whether to blue-eyed
more than 800 birds and mammals,
blonds, Irish-Italians, Buddhists,
possesses a large collection of butor people whose middle names beterflies, and has done work on the
gin with M.
If any group feels
reproduction of the honey bee.
that it is being discriminated
The Josiah Little Professorship against, it is its privilege to orof Natural Science has come a ganize a new fraternity of its own.
long way from the chaotic days In practice we have known many
of 1864 to the fateful present
cases in which Bowdoin chapters
filled with bickerings and various have tacitly violated their charters
difficulties, but always striving to by extending their privileges to
give the best instruction possible. persons barred by the national organizations.
We think this discrimination business is a very big
tempest in a very small, teapot.
We lonk forward to a new era of
unsurpassed power and prosperity
scholar

has a

summer home

ial

—

for fraternities at Bowdoin. Even
if we should be the last college in
the country' to retain them, let us
do so with pride.

The intellectual atmosphere of
the college, despite the many sincere and learned men on the faculty,

has at times,

we 'think,

left

much to be desired. Large numbers of men have been admitted
who should never have been in college at all.
Most of them never
graduate, but it makes for a slow
start.

We

have been afflicted with

intellectual cultists willing to try

anything for the sake of doing
something new, whether it appears
to have any real value or not. We
have had pseudo-intellectuals in
swarms, men who talk endlessly
and didactically on any subject
whatever without possessing any
(

ment procession taken
reeent

'He didn't even mention his

etchings. Just bragged

about his stock of Sir Waiter Raleigh.

GOOD FOOD?

years as

ish Church.

commen-

tary. We have had men so intent
on acquiring technical knowledge
as to remain cultural illiterates,
incapable even of reading the announcements of the college's concerts and lectures. We hope that
?

in

a

new

era of intellectual eager-

ness and honesty Bowdoin will re-

main true

to its liberal arts tra-

Let

ditions.

be and remain a

it

college

where

how

live. ' If

to

something

gentlemen

learn

men must

seek

them seek

let

else,

—the College Spa

Again

The

Brunswick's Best?

"Right Off «he Campus"

Book Store

membered

that

many

of these

men

will be veterans in a double sense

— both

of ^the

They

Bowdoin.
are

services
will be

146

New Book is now on sale
"POEMS FOR A SON WITH WINGS"

expect of it certain things
that they have known.
hope
they will not be greatly disappointed. There should be no provisions in Bowdoin for any special
treatment of returning veterans,
other than for medical care for
the partially disabled.
We, ourwill

We

selves, want more
else to return to a
graduate status.

than anything
normal underbelieve that
the great majority of Bowdoin
servicemen will agree with us.
Former Bowdoin men should be
given priority over all others applying for admission under the

We

Rights.
No matter
applications arc made,
should not relax or
lower its standards in the slightest
or permit any increase above the
normal peacetime enrollment.
We have seen criticisms in the
ORIENT about the college administration's failure to have formulated a lengthy "post-war plan."
"Post-war plans" seem to be the
prevalent vice of the nation. There
seems to be an assumption that at
the end of a war everything should
be scrapped and rebuilt from the
foundations.
think it is much
sounder policy to change one
thing at a time as the need becomes evident.
A magnificent

GI

Bill

of

how many
the

college

We

"Post-war plan"
licity gag.

of

is

merely a pub-

Bowdoin has no need
scrapping and re-

wholesale

building.
Some changes we may
need, but our roots are firmly embedded in the past. From them
only can new grafts obtain nour-

ishment.

F.

Complete -Selection of Famous
Columbia - Decca - Victor - Sonora Records
Brunswick's Largest Assortment of

HALLMARK CARDS

W. CHANDLER & SON

•MMA^^MMaaMMMMA^MaMaMaaaaataaaaiMMMMHMI ^MMaaMMMMaatMMMHMaa

MAINE STREET

(Next to Allen's Drug Store)

$1.75

"Say

Mi

it

of

men who

Bowdoin and

with

familiar

and

THE MELODY SHOP

Professor Coffin's

The same answer

COLLEGE SPA

College

it

Let us dare to say to
them: "Bowdoin is not for you."
Finally on the subject of returning veterans.
It should be re-

elsewhere.

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA
Pleasant Surroundings?

MaMM^H«Mi«a^M«

in.

partici-

pants march to First Par-

textbook's

1-2

the Phil

'

still
draw first class men
here," wailed President ChamberBlake T. Hanna '48, of Rock- lain, "even if the salaries forbid
land, a member of the Masque and them to stay."
Gown, and an ORIENT sub-editor.
The chair was then expanded
Robert W. Burroughs '47, of into one of botany, zoology, geolural Science.
Before long a batPortland, Masque and Gown, and ogy, and comparative anatomy,
tle-royal was blazing forth be-

ing Prize.

filled by Professor Charles
Abiathar White of the University
Thorndike Club
ber, Fraternity President, Presiof Iowa.
chester, Mass., Associate Editor of
Apparently Professor
Bernard M. Goodman '47, of White did not enjoy life in Brunsthe ORIENT. President of the dent of Witan, and member of Ivy
Portland, President of the Thorn- wick, complaining that the College
Class of '48, Editor of "Bowdoin In Day Committee.
1944," and a member of the baseRichard S. Norton '46, Farming- dike Club, Student Council mem- had not fulfilled promises made to
him by the President, although he
ball and basketball teams.
ton, member of the Polar Bears, ber.
did admit the presence of "supeZaUPsi
Harry Larchian '48, of Lewiston, rior facilities for sea-side
Witan, Sunday Choir, B.C. Ascientific
Richard E. Eskilson '45, of PortJohn E. McGorrill '48, Portland, Vice-President of Thorndike Club. studies." Apparently the College
land.
Managing Editor of the interfraternity athletics and Union
Simon Dorfman '48, of Bidde- did not enjoy life with Professor
ORIENT, member of the Student
ford, member of the Masque and White either, for the next year
Committee.
Council, Ivy Day Committee, UnGown. ORIENT sub-editor, track, he was requested to leave. ProSigma Nu
ion Committee, Witan Club, and
fessor White went on to become
and
Bowdoin-on-the-Air.
the Polar Bears.
H. James Cook '48, Schenectady.
Corydon B, Dunham '47. of Yon-, N. Y., Bowdoin-on-the-Air, Masque
kers, N. Y., Fraternity President, and Gown, Chapel Choir.

Herbert B. Moore

Marshall Perly
1910,
appointed to the chair.

in

i

for English 121

[ Continued from Page i ]
Chester, Mass., a member of the

rifle

in

Brunswick and a Phi Beta sense of rivalry with the others.
Kappa graduate from Bowdoin in We admit that certain reforms are
1904, Cram had become an In- necessary.
It's a dull world that
structor of Chemistry in 1908. has no room for improvement.
Professor Cram's policy of rooming
Reforms must, however, come
ten or twelve students at his home
on Federal Street often precipitat- from within the houses themselves.
ed bitter campaigns among the Their independence must be inundergraduates as to who were to fringed upon as little a*s possible.
1
ing a position on the Faculty. be the fortunate few, especially For most undergraduates, fratern"Prof Rob, as he was popularly since he often took his lodgers ity life is an extremely valuable
Death
called, a year after his graduation with him on trips abroad.
experience in organized living, the
from Bowdoin in 1873, had become came to the celibate professor in
Instructor in Analytical Chemis- 1933; he left $20,000 to the Alpha first in which they have any great
try.
For a time he was president Delta Phi Fraternity, of .which he opportunity to control themselves
of the National Public Health As- had been resident counselor, and the mechanism of the organizasociation, and became noted for gave t6 the College the home tion. We, ourselves, would like to
his scientific research.
Perhaps which now bears his name, togethsee a greater solidity of spirit in
Bowdoin's Franklin C. Robinson er with the many relics and curios
Gateway is in memory of the fact he had enthusiastically collected some houses, an end to the sorry
farce of hazing, and a system to
that he obtained, practically sin- abroad.
The vacancy created by Profes- postpone rushing until the semesgle-handedly, a water system for
sor Cram's death was not filled
the town.
ter is at least two months old.
In the late seventies Professor until 1936, when Professor Manton But we insist that it is up to the
Carmichael became Professor of Copeland, a member of the Fac- houses themselves to work out
ulty
since
1905,
assumed
the posChemistry in the Medical School,
these changes.
A few words to
and Professor Robinson was still ition which he still holds. Among the charges of discrimination, recthe Josiah Little Professor of Nat- other things this gentleman and

Born

j

is

Nominees For The Student Council

the

death

Cram was

with a Hallmark Card"
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POSSIBLY NO CLASHES ON
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King And Brewster
Address Assembly
At Commencement
Awards Seventeen
Masque and Gown Picks
Degrees To Graduates
And Six Honorary The Time of Your Life"

College

Degrees on June 2, 1945

For Summer Production

Admiral Ernest J. King. Com"The Time of Your Life," Wilmander-in-Chief of the United liam Saroyan's
Prize
Pulitzer
States Navy, and U. S. Senator winning play, has been chosen by
Owen Brewster were the principal the Masque and Gown as its major
speakers at the One Hundred and summer production. Tryouts for
Fortieth Commencement held at the August 1 performance were
the College on June 2, 1945.
and rehearsals
held yesterday
Seventeen degrees and 135 Cer- start tomorrow under the guidance
tificates of Honor were conferred. of Mr. George H. Quinby, Director
Only ten of the graduates were of Dramatics.
present to receive their diplomas.
William D. Cappellari '48, presiSix of the Certificates of Honor
dent of the executive committee
were awarded posthumously to
of the Masque and Gown last week
men who had been killed in action. announced the election of seven
In addition, the College awarded
new members to the organization.
six honorary degrees.
Those elected were: Simon DorfAdmiral King, in his speech,
man "48, Raymond A. Jensen '48,
warned the 800 men and women Edward L. Kallop '49. Harold E.
present at the annual commenceKimball '47. Carl H. Lebowitz '47.
ment dinner in the Sargent Gym- Reginald T. Lombard '47 and John
nasium that the war with Japan
L. Tyrer '48. The 18 men in the
would necessitate the moving of
Masque and Gown are expected to
vast quantities of men and suptake part in the summer's produc-

Treasure

Room To Be

Ready By

'

Fall

library treasure

The

JAMES LONGLEY S
IN CHAPEL THUBSD

room

will be completely installed by
the beginning of the fall tri-

mester according to Kenneth
Boyer, Librarian. The marble fireplace will set up by the
end of August, although the
process of fitting the woodwork and celling to the exact
shape of the room In Hubbard

27,

1945
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Major E. P. Pope '41 Receives Congressional
Medal Of Honor Awarded By President Truman

J.

Hall

will

take

For Gallant Leadership In Assault Of Peleliu
Major Pope Is Second
Bowdoin Man in History

somewhat

BOWDOIN MAN, AMONG HEROS RECEIVING CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR

Difficulties In transportation and a shortage of
help have been the chief reasons for the delay.

longer.

To Receive

Student Council Elects

James

President for
James

Last week. Major Everett Parker Pope of the Class of '41 became the second man in the his-

Longley '48

B.

Summer

B. Longley '48,

ted president of the
Council at its first

was

Bowdoin to receive the
highest military honor this countory of
try can

elec-

the

into

Pacific

Pacific

War.

Senator Brewster made the sensational statement that Germany
would have dominated the air if
the war had lasted four months

•

longer.

He

described to the audi-

ence the German factories for the
building of jet propelled planes
that he had seen on a recent tour
of the European theater of war;
and he said that, if the Germans
had had time to go into the production of jet propelled airplanes,

our armies would have encount-

meeting on

Other officers elected
June 18.
were Morton F. Page '46, vicepresident, and Richard E. Eskilson
'45, secretary and treasurer.
At this meeting the Council voted, to announce Freshman Rules

tion in the Battle of Gettysburg
during the Civil War.

While President Truman
reading the citation, he had

to the entering class at a smoker
on Thursday evening, June 21. It
was agreed to continue to exclude
Freshman
from
ex-servicemen

culty

Peleliu.

Summer

B.

C A. Smoker Informs

Freshmen Of Bowdoin
The traditional B.C.A. smoker
was held in the Moulton Union,

MemFriday evening, June 22.
bers of the incoming class were
introduced to the various organWilliam D.
izations on campus.
Cappellari

'48,

secretary

of

the

opened the meeting and
presented James B. Longley '48,
president of the Student Council.
Longley explained some of the
Freshman Rules and said that
freshmen are allowed to smoke
B.C.A.,

inside the

campus

buildings.

Richard E. Eskilson '45, representing the Union committee, comin un-

Chamberlain '46.
Emery Beane left bowdoin in
1943 and became a private in the
E.RT.C. at Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

He

mented on the improvement

soon as darkness

P. POPE '41 GETS CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL OF HONOR, Marine Major Pope (extreme left, foreground) who
of the four heros awarded the Congressional .Medal of Honor by President Truman on June 15, graduated from Bowdoin in 1941.
Gathered on the portico just outside the President's White House office in the front row with .Major Pope are the -three men who were
awarded the Congressional Medal at the same time. In the second row center is President Truman, to' the left of whom is General George
C. Marshall and to the right of whom is Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal. While at Bowdoin Major Pope was a member of Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity.
,

MAJOR EVERETT

was one

Senator Brewster Expresses
Faith In President
The following is a speech
written by Senator Brewster
of Maine. The senator, a Bowdoin graduate, sent it to his
very close friend. Professor
Chase. The speech was given
on the last day of Chapel,
May 19, by Professor Chase.
As Chairman

of the Senate Tru-

man Committee

constant'
searching scrutiny of the war production program throughout the
past four years President Truman
undoubtedly established his claim
upon the confidence of the American peoploithat led to his nomination as Vice President.

Among
inner

in

its

those familiar with the
of the Truman

workings

Committee and its- policies there
has been calm confidence in the

Nothing seems more certain than
in charge of the Japanese and
Manchurian branches of the Na- that President Truman will seek
tional City Bank of New ,Yorkl most earnestly to fix administragreatly
ty intercollegiate program facing smoker and picnic.
A few inter- Alec's dad was editor-in-chief of tive responsibility along
His family simplified lines and to hold the
in 1911.
Bowdoin this summer.
esting facts about a fellow help to the ORIENT
accountAn appeal for "scribble talent" establish him in the minds of the left Japan only a few months be- administrators to strict from the
was made by Carl H. Lebovitz '47, other students; so we'll do our fore Pearl Harbor, because it be- ability without kibitzing
Executive or other sources
"Quill" editor.
The "Quill" may part for the cause by presenting came evident thaf war was un- Chief
Alec spoke of the in the executive department.
avoidable.
appear each trimester if there are a few notes on some neophytes.
influx of Germans after
steady
military training of our new
The
to
the
addition
recent
most
The
enough interested writers.
The
emphasized
naturally
President
ORIENT was represented by Her- group of Bowdoin men with Latin 1935 and of the strong anti-British
occasionally took vertical lines of responsibility and
bert B. Moore '48, associate editor. American backgrounds is Pete feeling which
Moore outlined the work of the Fennel. He spent ten years of violent form. He was able to dis- whatever success the Truman
home in news Committee achieved in its far
ORIENT staffs and extended an his young life in Colombia, where tinguish theirofTokyo
bombing successes, reaching inquiries into the war
invitation to the freshmen to visit his father was the chief engineer photographs
recent pictures show production program was a» result
the ORIENT office during the for the Andian Oil Company. Al- but more
though Pete has been back in the that the house, which was in the of "most careful and systematic
make-up of the issue.
neighborhood of the royal palace, decentralizing of responsibility.
Singers in the- class of '49 were States for five years, he has vivid
Curtis is
wiped out.
As many as three hundred comurged by Donald H. Lyons '48, to memories such as seeing his father has been
Zete pledge.
plaints a day would be received
lend their voices to the cause of shoot aligators on the swamp be- also a
Ed Sample, a D.U. pledge, comes from all parts of the country as
the Meddiebempsters. The activi- hind their home. Pete is a Zete
from Mount Hermon, where his to maladministration of the war
ties of the B.C.A. were outlined pledge.
by Profe ssor Ernst C. Helmreich,
Alec Curtis is another member pet hobby was imitating the in- program and it was necessary to
He listed the of the Class of '49 who has spent structors a dangerous pastime, it review all these criticisms with
its faculty advisor.
the various executive agencies con[ Continued on Page 3 ]
more time abroad than in this
[ Continued on Ptxge 4 ]
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over the

fell

is-

zia charges of the Japs. The Marines held the height and the Japs

his father four jobs.

—

Said

medal than

attacks.
As the night wore on
and the enemy attacks became
more persistent, the ammunition
supply of the defending Marines
tjwindled until they had nothing
more than rocks and bare fists
with which to stave off the Ban-

Truman

the committee
twenty-five investigators and then to have a careful
scrutiny of the findings by the appropriate sub-committee of Senators and finally by the full Committee.

cerned

through

staff of sonic

Students Receive Copies Bowdoin

A wartime edition of
DOIN BUGLE, called
In 1944"

was presented

the

BOW-

The Chairman would not

tol-

erate any excursions into the inviting field of military strategy or
policy, keeping constantly in mind
the tragic experiences of Lincoln
in the Civil War with the Congressional Committee on the Conduct of the War. President Truman is probably more familiar
with the military history of the
War between the States than anyone in Washington, outside proThe study of
fessional soldiers.
this period has been his chief in-

on

-

W

-

Air

dent body last week. The yearbook was long overdue, but was

met with favorable comments
from all sides. Bound with a stiff
black cover, the book showed a

sweet and solid, modern arrangements of old favorites, and the
There was never a divided season's latest tunes supplied a
report of the Committee. In the capacity crowd with rhythms for
midst of all the controversies rag- all moods.
ing in Washington with personal
The eleven-piece outfit is built
and political antagonisms rampant upon a solid rhythm section all
this record is unique in committee Polar Bear veterans. Dick Baker,
activities and is a unique tribute behind the drums, is living up to
to the patient, determined effort his enviable reputation as a backof the Chairman to bring about er and solo man. He has a good,
unity by his fairness and constant steady beat, and his solos contribute a real lift. Dick Eskilson,
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
tellectual interest.
4.

—

has since returned to the States
to receive training in the Japanese
language at Yale University. Mahis

WGAN

While at Bowdoin Major Pope
was president of Beta Theta Pi
series of three programs on books
and a familiar figure around camby Bowdoin authors, according to pus.
Outstanding in tennis, he
Professor Albert R. Thayer, facul- was captain of the team in 1941.
ty advisor to Bowdoin-on-the Air. He also played football and was
The books will include "Winds active in inter-fraternity athletics.
On the academic side Pope made
of Fear," by Hodding Carter;
He was
"Don't Wait Up For Spring," by an excellent record.
Goodwin French
the
Charles Mergendahl; and "Poems awarded
his work in his major
for a Son with Wings," by Robert Prize for

He was elected to Phi
Peter Tristram "Coffin. Bowdoin- subject.
on-the-Air also plans a series of Beta Kappa and was graduated
broadcasts which will interpret Magna Cum Laude.
Major Pope is a native of North
dramatically various musical comQuincy, Massachusetts. On hearpositions.
of his citation, one Bowdoin
ing
In the past years Bowdoin-onEv was here
the-Air programs have included professor said. "While
qualities which
dramatic skits, musical recitals, he displayed those
that
it was natbelieve
make
you
panel discussions, and debates.
ural that he should receive so
great an honor."

'43 Signals

New Season

By Bob Allingham

ing and listening to.
After one practice session with
the new freshmen members, arranger and leader Bob Cinq-Mars
has created a distinctly professionClever combination of
al touch.

bat experience was gained in the
Solomon Islands campaign. Lieutenant Pope then commanded a
platoon in a heavy weapons company during the landings and succeeding actions on Guadalcanal.
Pope has participated in three
major Pacific engagements and

the near future with a

land- in

Return Of Cinq-Mars
Debut Of Polar Bears'
The newly reorganized Bowdoin
Polar Bears -started their '45 summer season at the Brunswick High
School Alumni dance in the new
high school auditorium on Friday
evening, June 22. If the performance was" much indication of the
future, the band is worth watch-

were completely thrown off.
Major Pope enlisted in the Marine Corps and received his commission as a second lieutenant on
November 1, 1941. His first com-

Bowdoirl-on-the-Air will resume jor Pope was promoted to
on Port- present rank last January.

"Bowdoin broadcasting from
to the stu-

Some of the fundamental prinupon which the Committee closer resemblance to former
functioned illustrate the character BUGLEs than did the last issue.
of its Chairman.
However, wartime conditions pro1.
No irresponsible witnesses hibited the publishing of a high
were ever allowed to use the Com- class edition.
mittee as a sounding board. NineWhen queried concerning the
tenths of the work of the Commit- possibility of another book within
tee was below the surface and the next year, Kenneth J. Boyer,
every phase of^a situation was faculty advisor, said that troubles
carefully checked before any pub- experienced with the production
lic hearing.
of the recent book have discourNo reports were over made aged any idea of a succeeding pub2.
public without full opportunity be- lication for the duration.
forehand for the department or in-

3.

-

of "Bowdoin in 1944" Plans Series of Authors

ciples

capacity of President Truman to
cope with the administrative prob- dividual criticized to offer any
lems of his great office.
evidence desired to correct alleged
The most constant criticism of inaccuracies. To those familiar
the Senatorial investigating com- with Congressional investigating
mittee was aimed at the confusion committees this will indicate the
in administration which inevitably fundamental American fairness of
resulted in bickerings and delays ons who would not use the inHe was born in Man- with four men assigned to do one creasing prestige of the committee
country.
one man assigned to do to do injustice to anyone.
churia, but from 1933 to 1941 he job or

.

this

land, the Japanese forces began a
series of violent suicide counter-

the last issue of the
three names have been
list of Bowdoin's honorable dead. These three deaths
raise the total number of men
from this college who have given
their lives in the line of duty to

was

pronounce."

his unit to the crest of the hill
%
and "dug in" for the night. Ajm

Since

Tokyo where

can't

The medal was won by Major
Pope for his gallant leadership in
an assault of Marines on a Japheld hill on the island of Peleliu
Major Pope, then a captain, led

added to the

lived in

I

be President."

ORIENT Reporter Reveals Some
Obscure Data On New Freshmen

dergraduate morale brought about
by the vie dances and other student gatherings sponsored by the
Union Committee.
The White Key was represented
by its president, Warren L. Court By Bob Miller
'47.
Court announced that schedThe customary movement to get
ules are being drawn up for soft- acquainted with the Freshmen is
ball, tennis and golf.
The White in full swing; in addition to the
Key hopes to furnish undergradu- traditional Bowdoin "Hi" or "Helates with enough sports activities lo," there are the tags issued by
to compensate for the rather emp- the Student Council and the B.C.A.

was
diffi-

word

the 'President to Major Pope, "I

ORIENT,

spent six months in the A.S.
T.P. a.t Lehigh University in Pennsylvania and then went overseas
in 1944 with the 45th Division,
Infantry.
He served in Alsace, Upsilon Fraternity while here.
France, returning to this country
S/Sgt. Allan C. Ferris '39 is prelast April because of ear trouble. sumed to be dead.
Word was reHe is a member of the Delta Up- ceived in June, 1944, that he had
silon fraternity.
been missing since November,
John Begley also left Bowdoin 1943. He was hit by a bomb from
in 1943.
He was in the Army for one of his own planes above. He
almost three years and saw active entered the service in May, 1942,
service in the European theater. and trained at Miami Beach, Fla.
He was given a medical discharge. He graduated from AAF Gunnery
Begley is the brother of Charles School at Tyndall Field, Fla., and
M. Begley '48. He is a member was sent to England in April, 1943.
of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity. Ferris was a member of the Thorndike Club while at Bowdoin.
{ Continued on Page 4 ]

the

The president looked at

would rather own

Men

Pvt. Joseph W. Stapleton '45
died May 31, 1945, in Boston, of
In June,
coronary thrombosis.
1943, he was in the AERC, and
then was in a pre-medical unit at
Yale University. He was in the
Medical School at Boston UniversStapleton
ity in November, 1944.
was a member of the Theta Delta
Chi Fraternity here at Bowdoin.
1st Lieut. Sherman B. Ruth '43
died of wounds received on Okinawa on May 17, 1945. In May,
1943, he was stationed at Quanticp, Va., in the MCS. He was commissioned a 2nd Lieut, in June and
in March of the next year was
Rifle Platoon Leader at Camp Lejeune.
He killed three Japs and
had been recommended for the
Silver Star for gallentry in action.
Ruth was a member of the Delta

pronouncing

ident referred to Peleliu as "that
place

In Service Of Country

sixty-eight.

in

Major Pope and was prompted by
the major as to the correct pronunciation.
Throughout the remainder of the ceremony the pres-

'

Rules
At the regular Monday meeting
on June 25 it was suggested that
all Houses hold their initi?tions
This summer the Playwriters' during the same week so that a
Club and the Masque and Gown general campus party might be
Workshop will be established with- held. In this care the tradition of
in the group, according to Cappel- "Singing the Ends" would also be
lari.
The Playwriters' Club will revived.
be composed of Bowdoin underOther members of the Student
graduates interested in writing for Council are Warren L. Court '47,
the stage. The club will work in Herbert B. Moore '48. Richard C.
conjunction with similar organiza- Lawlis '46, Reginald F. Spurr '46,
tions at Bennington College and Donald H. Lyons '48, William E.
the Yale School of Dramatics. Morrissey '48, Daniel W. Morrison
During Mr. Quinby's absence dur- "48, H. James Cook '48, and Simon
ing the second term of the sum- Dorfman '48.
mer, several full-length and oneact plays by Bowdoin, Bennington
or Yale authors will be produced
Die
Three Bowdoifi
by the Masque and Gown for the

ered untold difficulties.
Other speakers at the commencement dinner were Governor first time.
Horace A. Hildreth, Dr. Herbert
Austin F. Hogan '45, production
J. Fleure, Professor of Geography
at the University of Manchester, manttgefwill have charge of the
England; and Roscoe H. Hupper, Masque and Gown Workshop. DeRecipients signed to teach students the pro*07, of New York City.
of honorary degrees were Admiral duction aspect of dramatics, the
King, honorary Doctor of Science; workshop is seeking the support
Dr. Fleure, honorary Doctor of of students talented in woodworkScience; Roscoe H, Hupper, hon- ing, designing and painting.
orary Doctor of Laws; Newell C.
Wyeth, Chadds Ford, PennsylvaVeterans Return
nia, Master of Arts; Bishop Oliver Five
L. Loring, Episcopal Bishop of
Maine. Doctor of Divinity; and For
Trimester
Colonel William T. Gardner, Boston, former Governor of Maine,
Five
veterans
have remore
Doctor of Laws.
Those who received the degree turned to the campus for the Sumof Bachelor of Arts were: Leon-t mer trimester. All of these men
ard L. Brass '46; Robert S. Bur- have been admitted to the upper
ton '43; Paul H. Eames '46; Ber- classes as transfers. The returned
nardo Gicovate; Herbert F. Grif- servicemen are Emery C. Beane,
fith '44; Philip H. Hoffman '45; Jr. '46; John P. Begley. Jr. '46;
and Clifford C. Little '46. The Minott L. Coombs; Robert J.
Cinq-Mars '43; and Malcolm L.
£ Continued on Page 4 ].

bestow— the Congressional

Medal of Honor. The first such
honor was given to General Joshua
L. Chamberlain for his heroic ac-

new Student

theatre in
tions.
order to hasten the end of the
plies

Nation's

Highest Honor

piano

man with

since

they

again

last

Campus

Improvements

Take Place This Summer

The Department of Buildings
the Polar Bears and Grounds has scheduled a number of improvements which are to
be made on the college Ibuildings

set up their stands
April, talks rhumba,

Dixie, boogie

and straight rhythms

this

summer.

with enough ease to make them
A new roof is to be put on the
TTie date
understood in any language. Tom Sergent Gymnasium.
Akeley, a competent classical mu- that this work will start has not
sician as well as a hot bass man, yet been decided, hut, according
pats the strings with power and to Don T. Potter. Superintendent
the
polish. This section is the strong- of Buildings and Grounds,
est in the band.
work* will be done in the "near
Bob Cinq-Mars is back with the future."
\
band after two years in the army,
In addition, the college has deplaying terrific clarinet and tenor cided to paint some of the fraHe does a good part of the ternity houses. The Psi Upsilon.
sax.
arranging, too. having recently Delta Upsilon, Beta Theta Pi. and
completed scores for "I Should Alpha Tau Omega houses are defCare," "Laura." and "I Wish I initely scheduled to be painted,
Knew." Bob's solos put rich flavor while other houses are still under
into the orchestra and cover a consideration.
Massachusetts Hall and the four
few weak points which time will
clear up.
dormitories are to be waterproofThree good men make up a well- ed*, and a macadam drive is to be
rounded sax chorus—Hal Kimball, built to serve Memorial Hall and
Tom Chadwick and Al Maillet. Massachusetts Hall. The trees on
Al, a new, class of '49 gift to the the campus are also to be sprayed
.

[

Continued on Page 4
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and pruned.
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times, been too profuse on the Bowdoin campus. There has often, in
the past, been an unhealthy emphasis upon politics, especially fraternity politcs, in the college life.
Coalitions of fraternities commonly formed and elected the men they
desired to the class offices and the
Student Council. Extra-curricula

uit
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haul w KakllMa
Arthur c. BtmaM

sometimes became mere instruments for glorifying the fraternity whose members ran them.
In a war-time college, fraternity
politics could prove irksome. There
is,
obviously,
only a limited
number of men who have the exaffairs

'48
'47

HI,

sport* Editor

* *47
B ;i,

M

;"
g

perience and skill to qualify them
for certain responsibilities. There
are fewer students than normally,
the average age is lower, and they
°ftefl mUgt
COlle£« Suddenly.
S
U <*
* would be
**F***
f
fatal to continue these politics. Per^^P8 the only capable man in colnnght go unrecognized because he did not belong to the correct fraternity. Any organization
can survive only if it adopts the
criterion of capability. To sacrinee this for the petty satisfaction of
featuring one or more fraternities
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trends indicate
tt»t the possibility is ever present
For the duration, at least, Bowdoin
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For the fourth year in succession
a freshmen class has entered Bowdoin in June. The men who enrolled

—

MORE ECONOMICAL BOOKS

exceeds the price of tuition, food,
room, and other official college
charges. It is to be expected that
each student spend money on incidentals during his stay in college.
One of these incidentas occurs at
_^the beginning of each terjn.' It is an
unavoidable expense which generally shatters the undergraduate bud-

Bowdoin in the summer has proven itself a success. The routine of
classes, differing from the regular
semester, allows the freshmen a
more gradual transition into college life than was normally possible. The college has adjusted itself
adequately to this new program.
It has preserved its institutions and
traditions throughout the war and
will continue to do so.

get.

This expense is books. Books are
highly important for a student's
survival at college; they rival classes in this respect But they are also
higbly priced. Since their cost is
not included in the regular fees

The responsibility for maintaining the spirit of Bowdoin rests with
the freshmen. It is they who must
replace the absent men in the upper
classes. It is they who will someday

they must, in general, be purchased
by the individual, a factor which
proves a hardship for the man with
limited means.
We would like to see the expense
of buying text-books at Bowdoin
reduced. This might be effected in
several ways.
college could
sponsor a non-profit making organ-

lead the college.

and hope they will enter enthusiastically into Bowdoin life and live
the spirit that

A freshmen asked us where all the upperclassmen
go at chapel time. The Freshmen are really getting
into the swing of things receiving invitations from
President and Mrs. Sills, griping about prices at
Chandler's, writing their autobiographies. Speaking
of the. last, one Freshmen received the following
criticism on his life story: "Your writing impresses
the reader in the same way that your person would
the observor if your trousers dragged in the mud
and an over-sized coat were draped over one shoul-

—

der."

Mai Chamberlain, a returned
coming committee of one

Even

if

is

Bowdoin.

seems that the requirements for membership
in the Masque and Gown have been changed between
the February Freshman Smoker when they were
explained and last week when the new members
were elected. Most fellows who hoped to become
members by working on two productions were quite
It

disappointed. The additional requirements for membership are mysterious qualities which cannot be
explained.

Faces Around Campus Dept:
Dean: One-third collie, one-third spitz, one-sixth
daschund, and one-sixth German shepherd.
Purchased at the Hole-in-the- Wall for $3.50
Chief Occupation: Scratching and chewing gum in
.

.

classes

Hdl
bon

'48, the Student Council is now
showing the qualities of enthusiasm and capability which were
sometimes lacking in the past It
has, during its first week of exist-

be

established some arrangement for
the disposal and distribution of
second-hand books. The establishment of a college-run bookstore
would, by providing a practical lesson in economics, benefit students

ence, revived the Freshmen Rules
to a degree stronger than any seen

on the wartime Bowdoin campus.
Traditionally, the Student Council has occupied an important position in the life of the college. Because of the relatively chaotic conditions during these recent years,

educationally as well as financially.

Other colleges have such systems
and so should Bowdoin.

with a reduced enrollment and a
loss of distinction

FRATERNITY-POLITICS

among

classes,

power has suffered. Furthermore, with a decreased number of
students it has had less work than
its

Every college in the United States
trains

its

students in the rudiments

of democracy. They all offer courses in the civic and political processes of the world. Yet the most
significant education in this line
occurs in the daily fife of the undergraduates. It is here that social
conduct is formed and it is here
that they experience the vital and

normally.

This situation is changing. The
present organization, formed of*
men from every fraternity, now
represents the entire student body
and not merely elements on campus.
There is a present tendency to
choose its members for reasons
more weighty than distinctions in
athletics or scholarship. The newlyelected Student Council has begun
its career in the positive spirit of
its founders. We hope it continues

practical details of

American life.
Bowdoin does not lack instruc-

tion of this type. There are countless activities

which promote social

intercourse. If anything, the exercising of democratic customs has at
s

MM
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Leonard:

One-third Scotch, two-thirds Bour-

..

Epsilon

.

.

.

Mrs. Sills tells about an undergraduate who
wanted to know whether the mattresse s in her home
were comfortable before asking her to put up his
date for a weekend
.A prof said that the only
.

this policy.

MSMM

he pinned on

Th£ wild
"

it

during the trip seems likely to stick.

clatter

which started at Falmouth and

brought farmers to their doors all along the road
proved to be the drive shaft when said piece of
mechanism dropped out at Freeport.
Note: The cab fare from Freeport to Brunswick
for two with eight suitcases is three bucks.

Mr. Henry A. Huston, 79, the patriarch of Zeta
Psi at Bowdoin, visited -campus last Thursday and
Friday and was as excited at being around as a
"just turned Sophomore". He told us several good
anecdotes about his days here which were not too
crinoline. He was taking his Freshman exams in
1875 while Longfellow was reading his great
"Morituri Salutamus" for the first time in the
chapel nearby. Mr. Huston was president of old Phi
Chi which used to hold its initiations in a barn down
at Harpswell equipped with creaks, shreiks, shadows,
and trap doors. One year the Phi Chis decided to
hold their unceremonies ritual at an old mill down
on the Androscoggin River the one that separated
Brunswick and Topsham. It was planned to push
an initiate down over the mill slide into the rushing

—

Louis J. Alber a ddre sse d a capacity audience on Monday evening. June 25th, in the Moulton
Union, on the subject of "Hitler
and the Junkers." Mr. Alber, resident of Cleveland, Ohk>, has travelled extensively throughout Europe, interviewing leading figures
of the day as a part of his job for
the past forty years of presenting
important -personalities for lecture
tours in this country.
"We have had the power to prevent war for the last fifty years
but not the will or intelligence,"
stated Mr. Alber. "We believe all
right things without enthusiasm,
but the Nazi's believe all wrong
things with enthusiasm. That it
one reason why democracy retreaty after it had won the war."
Mr. Alber said that the Junkers
never intended to let democracy
succeed in Germany.
So they
stimulated radical parties to impair the democratic government.
Under the head of Karl Hausover,
Germany planned world conquest

water in a coffin. The box was previously drilled
with holes and tested to find out how long it would
take the water to reach the victim's neck. On one
occasion, however, the approximation almost failed.
The new Phi Chi was revived, and that society gained a better place in local legend.

-

Lectures

While reading recently about
Things past seem more than mere remembra nce Oscar Wilde and the flagrant pos.'/. sounds in the night from the Houses
es he assumed during his student
..high days at
sun bathing on the roofs
.Freshman rules
Oxford, I realized that
pressure rushing ... all except the smokeless smok- human nature in college hasn't
ers of last week which could not all be held on Mon- changed much after all.

now

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

day evening.

Here at Bowdoin we see quite
Alumni President Scott C. W. Simpson told us a few students wandering about
one during Commencement: President Hyde campus and (let's be frank) putused to invite members of the graduating class to ting on acts. Some of them claim
his home individually to ask .them what careers they a burning, ardent passion in music
had chosen. When (Sir) Harry Oakes made his and carry on endless discussions
call he replied to the president's question, "I don't on various classical composers and
see any sense in careers like Law and Medicine. their works. As a matter of fact
most of them know nothing about
I'm going to go out and discover gold."
the subject except what they have
He did.
Harry played the best game of poker on campus read in the Sunday supplements.
Recently, I was discussing Beetin his time, they say. We wonder if things like that
hoven's dynamic Seventh Symphhappen to guys like that today.
ony with one of these "SophistiMr. Simpson, who knows all the best stories about cates." "That's one of his best"
Bowdoin's past gave the college the Moulton Union he glowed. Being in an evil state
sound system in memory of his mother. She started of mind, I started humming a pashim in college by giving piano lessons at fifty cents sage from the work.
"What's
an hour.
that?" he asked.
When I told
him that it was part of that symphony he admitted that he had

.

come clearly through Bowdoin-on-theAir are THlyV static shirts
.
Bill Morrissey is
quite concerned about Sean's developing elephantiasis or gigantism. According to the book, the baby
should have doubled his weight and should be 25
inches long at six months, but he is double his
weight and 26 inches long at three and a half

things that

.

c

SUN RISES

never heard it.
Again others are the Know- Alls
literature, spreading a wide
knowledge of all the classics and

in

best-sellers in their conversations.
In reality, most of their know-

By Norken
Bowdoin's extracurricular organizations have passed through a crucial period. Faced with a student body not only reduced to one-fourth its normal capacity, but also
impregnated with -a complacent disinterest, the
campus organizations were consistently threatened
with dissolution. Many other colleges, under a
similar predicament, were compelled to reduce their

campus

minimum. But,
somehow, to the credit of Bowdoin, the more important student activities managed to keep their life
strings from breaking. Somehow, undergraduates
with leadership, hard work, and a keen realisation
of the need and value of these organizations, appeared when needed. Such men as Stanley Weinatein with Bowdoin-on-the-air, Phil Hoffman with
the Orient, and Clayton Reed with the B. C. A. did
a real service to campus life, and are due fin apactivities in

an

insignificant

preciative round of applause.
From all indications, it is evident that a greater
degree of enthusiastic interest in the organizations

has developed in the past months.
extent, the "grinds" have

To an

appreciable

awoken from

their secluded contentment, and the "sharpies", from their
continuous galavanting, to assume extra-curricular

The Masque and Gown, with John
"A Bell for Adano", and 'Shakespeare's
"Much Ado About Nothing" filling the past success-

responsibilities.

added success

this term; the
Orient, under the able command of versatile Reginald Spurr, is reorganizing, to produce the finest
newspaper possible; the B. C. A., with a series of

By

campaign

star,

and

in

June he was discharged..

Lieut John P. Stowe '42 has also been released
from service. In October, 1942, he went tnto the
USNA at Annapolis, Md., as a midshipman. He
graduated as an instructor and became an ensign in
January of 1943. In June of this year, he received a
medical discharge. While at Bowdoin, Stowe was a

member

Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.
David W. D. Dickson '41 was' a recent

of the Delta

2nd Lieut.

visitor to the campus. Entering the service in
October, 1943, he was sent to Camp Edwards in the
service and supply branch of the Maintenance Section. He graduated from OCS at Camp Berkeley,
Texas, as a 2nd Lieut, in November, 1944. From
there he was sent to Tuskegee A. A. Field in Ala.
Dickson was a member of the Thorndike Club at

Bowdoin.
Lieut (j.g.) George M. Lord '43 visited Bowdoin
He graduated from Midshipman School at
Notre Dame and was in the gunnery department
aboard the USS Enterprise, aboard which ship he
spent, twenty months in the South Pacific. Lord
was an active member of the Alpha Delta Phi
recently.

Fraternity while at Bowdoin.

campus. With sufficient undergraduates available,
who are interesting in discussions of present literary
works, it is hoped that the neglected Witan is due
for a reorganization to give it a refreshing breath of
life.

On taw whole, however, the organizations are heginning to look ahead with some degree of assurance,
but I wonder whether this is the real thing. Are the
Campus activities reaching a stable footing again?
Or is it merely a passing wave of interest ? The answer will be found within the ensuing months
among the new group of freshmen. They have made
a good beginning in joining the activities, but will
they really work on them? Or will they join the sad
list of inactive members, leaving the load upon a
handful of overburdened shoulders, as in the past?
I fear such will be the case. But let's hope that this
group of freshmen will show the forsight to realize
the value to the college and to themselves of the
extra-curricular activities, and possess the initiative to furnish a maximum contribution to them.

Lieut.

Harry B. Walsh

'45

was a recent Bow-

In February, 1943, he

left college for

He was stationed at Spence Field, Ga.,
and graduated as a 2nd Lieut He was stationed at
Craig Field, Ala., and Eglin Field, Florida. Walsh
was a member of the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity here
at Bowdoin.
2nd Lieut John J. Andersen, was awarded
the AM Medal lor meritorious achievement in ac-

SSSSMSMBlBtel

tfsitteBiamsn

»

lined.

In conclusion he presented the
challenging fact that we must do
a total job. To destroy tne^ military machine is not enough. We
must also destroy the feudal system or there'll be a third world
war. And we have the power and
opportunity to take the leadership.

Concluded Mr. Abler, "Do
the people but the

not destroy
system, and

if

we

succeed in

this,

we will become the greatest people in history."

-

For a time I almost
meetings.
expected to see one of them parading down campus in a frock
and beret Later a new group of
a
"Sophisticates"
inaugurated
course in fencing. After one week
there was nothing left of the
course, though one member continued to protrude his tummy and
proudly exhibit his stance.
Others claimed to be all of these
things.
And whenever a new fad
starts, they jump onto the bandwagon for a week or two and
They
quickly jump off again.
don't seem to realize that these
things are lasting and really lovely

and worthwhile. Once any work
is undertaken in them, it must be
continued with a great deal of
labor and little credit and publicity.
It is also getting a bit tiresome
seeing such goings-on as students
born and raised in small Maine
towns assuming English accents.
One of them, taking a part in "A
Bell for Adano" here recently, was
compelled to speak with an Italian
accent. Oxford disappeared swiftly and there was not a trace of
the old English accent.
is
not wholly effeminacy
It
which precipitates these poses
comparable to Wilde's wicked
"dandelion and lily" daze.
It is
also the idea that one must stand
out and -capture attention. It is
about time that these posers
should stop. No one is fooled by

complishing with distinction many missions over
Europe as navigator on a. B-24 Liberator. His citation read in part: "The courage, coolness, and skill
displayed by 2nd Lieut. Andersen upon these occasions reflects great credit upon himself and the
Armed Forces of the United States."
Pfc. Hyman L. Osher '44 was seen about the campus recently. In November, 1943, he left for Fort
Devens. In December he went to the Boston University School of Medicine as a part of the ASTP.
While at Bowdoin, Osher was a member of the

Thorndike Club.
1st Lieut. John P. Holmes '43 also visited Bowdoin
recently. He was sent to Fort Devens, Mass., in No-

vember, 1942 and went to OCS at Miami, Fla. After
being commissioned a 2nd Lieut, in December, 1943,
he was stationed at the AAF Tactical Center in
Orlando doing statistical and personnel work. He
was also stationed at Essler Field, La., and at Hammer Field, Calif. Made a 1st Lieut, in June, he is
to report to Kearn. Utah. Holmes was a member
of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity while at Bowdoin.

BCA

Fraternity Pledges

Schedules

For Tonight's Meeting
Tonight members of the Bowdoin Christian Association will

and

elect the president

dent for the

Conference

summer

Room

,

•

trimester in

A, of the Moul-

ton Union, at 7:00 p.m.

The new president
Bernard E. Gorton
the

close

who

will

summer.

of

the

will replace

'47,

elected at

last

trimester,

not attend college this

Previously

the

IMS

Alpha Delta Phi:

vice-presi-

Psi

Carpenter, Sherman B.
Dayton, Daniel, Jr.
Fraser, Allan
Mestre, Oscar L.
Robinson, Rodman C.
Query, Paul G.

L psi Ion:
Bradley, Peter S.
Jones, William C.
Scull, Robert W.
St. Clair, Jerome

H.

B.C.A. Chi Psi:

has never had a vice-presidency,
Chick, Raymond L.
Ingargiola, Salvatore
but at a recent meeting the execNichols, John H. Jr.
utive committee of the RCA. and
Waning, Harry E.
Professor Ernst C. Helmreich, faculty advisor to the B.C.A., created Delta Kappa Epsilon:
the office. Secretary William D.
Burleigh, John M.
Cappellari '48 and David A. DickHale, Samuel W. Jr.
son '48, treasurer, will remain in
Roberts, David G.
office.

'•

Theta Delta Chi:

Although theoretically
every
Bowdoin student is a member of
the Bowdoin Christian Association,
Professor Helmreich has urged

Churchill. Charles C.
Frye, Richard M.
Jones, Richard L
Spring, Donald C.

that the voting tonight be limited
Warner, Kendall
to members of the organization
Delta Dpslloa:
who have actively served it
Bainton, Ernest L. Jr.
The new organization will folMorgan, George R.
low the summer program laid
Ryder, Campbell C.
down by Bernard E. Gorton '47.
Sample, Edwin H.
A formal constitution will be drafWiley, Richard A.
ted and the B.C.A. will sponsor
more activities than it has in the
Allingham, Robert P.
past, such as street dances, and a
Curtis, Alexander J.
series of informal outdoor lectures
/Fennel, Peter J.
by various faculty-members and
/ Kilgo, John W^IV
visiting authorities.
/
Winer, Richard" A.
Last Friday night the B.C.A.
VFraser, Joseph T. HI
held a smoker in the lounge of

the Moulton Union .for all stu- Kappa Sigma
Aikens, Eric H.
dents and faculty-members, at
leaders
Coombs, Minott L.
various campus
Davis, Donald A.
spoke, and on Monday night an
Douglas, Russell S.
outing was held for the new freshLieut. Carl Olson '34 has also been seen about
Richan, Willard C.
men and faculty-members atPiekBowdoin. In August, 1942, he was an ensign in the ard field. Feature of the evening
Bete Theta PI:
Navy Department at Washington. After going to was a faculty-student softball
Day, Donald C.
Annapolis P. G. School, he was made a lieutenant game.
Wadman, William G.
and put in command of a submarine squadron in
(Charles, William H. Jr.—
Before leaving for the sumApril, 1944. Olson was a member of the Alpha Tau
adm. in Feb.)
mer, Bernard E. Gorton '47, PresOmega Fraternity here at Bowdoin.
ident of the B.C.A., suggests that Sigma Nu:
Lieut. j.g.) Robert P. T. Coffin '45 is now home the name of the organization be
Alien, Jerome L.
on leave. He was in the USNR at Tufts College, changed to "Bowdoin Religious
Branche, Matthew D.
Mass., and was then stationed at the Naval Air Sta- Association," in order "to reduce
Morrell, Malcolm E. Jr.
tion in Corpus Christi, Texas. In January, 1944 he religious intolerance on Bowdoin
(Kallop, Edward L. Jr.—
graduated from the above as an ensign, and was then campus."
adm. in Fab.)
sent to Sanford, Fla. He left for San Francisco in
Under the editorship of Ray- Alpha Tau Omega:
September and was on duty in the Pacific. He holds mond A. Paynter, Jr. '47,. former
Bonney, James H.
the Distinguished Flying Cross and eight Air Medals. president of the RCA, a revised
CeooareUi, Frank E. Jr.
Coffin was a member of the Zeta Psi Fraternity issue of the "Freshmen's Bible
Fay, Homer
hare.
was issued to the new freshmen.
Tarrant, Thomas N.
:

which

(

2nd

•doin visitor.
the E. R. C.

In Germany, Mr. Alber met Hitto power.
In
regard to the dictator, he says.
"Hitler had not one quality of
greatness.
If any at all, he had
And
the genius for destruction.
I doubt he's dead."
According to
fascism
Mr. Alber,
is the old feudal system camouflaged and stream-

ler before his rise

Wf

Weatherill

T/Sgt. Gordon A. Rowell '35 has recently been reported as out of the service. He went in in February, 1942, and was sent to Fort Eustis, Vt In January of the next year, he was sent overseas to Algeria, and in December of the same year, Rowell
was sent to Italy. In 'January, 1945, he got his third

The Junkers started to
in 1921.
plan this war before the ink was
dry in the Versaille treaty. And
the climax of Hausover's plan was
to be reached when Germany took
over this country.

ledge is derived from reading condensations and jacket blurb, or it
is a miraculous knowledge which
comes from no reading at all but
a mere familiarity with titles and
authors.
Others are the great oenneisseurs of art. I find few of them them. You can really develop and
who ever go into the Art Building, maintain deep interest in the cultbruised and
led Witan, which has been thrown
however. Last trimester an extra- ural and aesthetic side of life and
about from the shoulders of one group to another like
curricular course in oil painting still remain the person you've ala hot potato, without anyone willing to espound
was developed which petered out ways been.
and develope its potentialities. The Witan can furbecause all of those taking it were
Signed,
nish a positive stimulation to literary interest on
"busy elsewhere" after one or two
CARL LEBOVrrZ.
lectures completed last term, is gaining increased
importance; and the Quill has come out of hibernation to flourish. The new freshmen have shown an
above average interest. Witness the fine turnout at
the recent Orient smoker. The one sad spot in the
otherwise encouraging outlook is the tale of the

BOWDOIN FRONT
I

On

Junkers'

Communication

this

.

Born and bred at Cape Elizabeth, Maine
"My mother was arrested for smuggling dope into
the country when I was born", was Leonard's only
statement about his origin.

ley

these were not fea-

.

.

.

ful season, looks to

Under the vigorous leadership of
its new President, James B. Long-

ization which buys and sell the
needed books. There could be a cooperative type of college book-store
set-up.

T

D, liked the welin the person of Herb

Silsby that met him at the station and grabbed his
suitcase until he learned that Silsby wasn't ^>ut for
returned veterans but for Freshman pledge material. The veteran must have impressed Silsby, for
the latter rushed him for two days.

Hershey's

THE STUDENT COUNCIL

Ae

sible at present, there should

We welcome them

We

returned for the summer trimester with Louis
Hills in his new '22 Packard. By the way, Louis is
looking for a name for the car. None of those which

remind myself of

now are getting their first taste of
college life under abnormal conditions, yet this taste is a pleasant

The cost for a student to attend
a semester at Bowdoin necessarily

-

'1 just

'TJo,- said the Senator.

By Myer Norken

months.

what the negress said she did when she got that way.
'Ah sits loose, and ah sleeps when ah worries*."

.

FRESHMEN
VoL

Dean Nixon asked Senator Burton of Bowdoin end
if he ever tired of all his strenuous activity.

Member Delta Kappa

Although there have been as yet
j:„ -_«-,,,la._ .*«„,_. X^»x^ „_»:*...
_„ aire
no
results irom fraternity

•

Eskilson

Ohio

Self.

Bni—wtak. Mat**.

Louis Alber

And The
- By

I

College.

S&S!ri^.7SKj^
Uni«n. Bowdoin Collw», Brunswick.

to*

it-

VARIETY
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THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
FORMER COACH WELLS

M

POLAR

,i.;p|ppi i|.

-

:

,

:

MAJOR POPE

'41

WITH RECRUITED BOWDOIN ATHLETES

:

New

In

tion

J

who

will

be chosen by the White Key.
The Brunswick

Interfraternity

Teams

Varsity

Hockey

Arena

;

This past spring's freak weather
session rained out the games
scheduled with Maine and Corby.
Both of these schools will not produce teams during the summer
semester, so tennis here at school
will most likely be limited to in-

By Court
Linn Wells Transferred

i

petition,

but such

the case.

A

sible exception )

at

This situation leaves our college teams without
adequate competition. Service teams could take up some of the sistant football coach, head hockey
and baseball coach here at Bowslack, but past experience has proved this kind of competition
doin, and at Glenview his duties
not very satisfactory.
will be those of military and athletic officer. Before reporting at
polar bearing*
Athens, Lt. Comdr. Wells was atCoach Neil Mahooey arrived on campus over
tached to the Naval Air Station at
the weak and, bat plans to leave sfcot tly and will
Grosse He, Mich.
not be back until August. Until then baseball
could probably function on an informal basis,
with Mort Page directing the team. Opposition
Forms Plans
White
could be provided by Air Base, Radar, and
Town teams.
.

The White
Key has already made elaborate
plans for such a schedule. Each
terfraternity contests.

Glenview, 111., after
seven months service on the officer
of the Navy
staff
Pre-Flight
School in Athens, Ga., where he
had been serving as administrative assistant to the executive
officer. Lt. Comdr. Wells was asStation

is

Key

fine?

themselves in the same ptedicam?nt as

Summer Term

During

ABOVE ABE THE BOWDOIN MEN

m

as

and a coach, but no competition. It is likely that
Due to the fact, that varsity
be content with intra-college matches. baseball will be non-existent for
at least the first Half of the sumA recent White Key poH revealed that there is a reasonable mer session, the White Key is in
amount of interest among the undergraduates in golf. What the progress of forming an intra-

Miller Directs Cal Class

WARTIME CAL CLASS HURDLING OBSTACLE

will

Preparing Students For

,

Navy Conditioning Tests

The regular calisthenics sessions
mural softball league.
began last Wednesday at Pickard
still very indefinite but at least tournaIt is probable that there will be
under the able direction of
Field
a college champion could be arranged.
of
a six-team league made up
combinations from the several fra- Coach Bob "Miller. Coach Miller
ternities, the Thomdike Club*,, and stated that the cal period would
Interrupting this trend of thought, let me ask
the Independents. Games will be be divided into two twenty minute
this question, "How many sports fans heard the
played at Pickard Field one night sessions. The first half of the peplug for Bowdoin College and Brunswick, Maine
and possibly two afternoons a riod would be devoted to exercises,
week. Captains will be appointed while the last twenty minutes will
on a recent American League baseball broadcast
for each team by the members of be mainly for recreation.
from Boston?" The college was mentioned in
the White Key. Regulation softThe main object of the cal proconnection with the program's commercial (The
ball rules will be observed, except gram is designed to prepare felsponsors for explanatory purposes are a famous
that the games will last only sev- lows for the Navy Conditioning
"brew" concern). The announcer said hello to
en innings.
Test, which will be given at the
everyone in Brunswick, and then continued by
Since the town Softball League beginning of the next half of the
explaining to all the other listeners what a famous
Men passing this
to use the field three summer term.
is, going
town Brunswick is, in the course of which he
times a week the schedule for the test wjil not have to take cal for
but the remaining seven weeks of the
still
uncertain,
is
college
tinned the fine educational institution

come of

ments

this interest is

to discover

Coach Mahooey Returns

From Mid-western Tour

be

should

announced

within

a

week.

polar bearings
Speaking of the American League, most sports followers here
at the college will have their attention foscused on Red Ruffing
and Hank Greenberg, whose respective teams are waging a close
fight for the top berth in the Junior circuit.
These two Army
discharges will provide the answer to the query; Will the armed
forces injure big league ball players beyond repair? Campus
opinion is inclined to believe that these men will again produce
the brand of baseball they displayed prior to the war.

back in

polar bearings

Of

great interest to the undergraduate

body

were the plans that the Athletic Department

re-

vealed during Commencement
None of the
plans are definite as to when or how they will be
realized, but the additions hoped for call for two
new buildings and general improvements.
An enclosed hockey rink in the Bowdoin Pines
adjoining Whittier Field, and a wing to the present gymnasium to balance the s kiiming pool
and house squash and handball courts were the
two buildings mentioned. There is no doubt that
all these additions will prove an excellent selling
point for the college.
.

w

polar bearings

«

Colby came out publicly with the announcement that they
a football team next fall, if the student enrollment
reaches 200. They will have a three game schedule and Eddie
Roundy will have the coaching reins. Nothing definite concerning football has come from the college authorities here, but it
is the general feeling that we will follow Colby's lead, manpower permitting.
will field

The

College

Processor Coffin's

"POEMS FOR

Book

Store

Now Book is Now on

Sale

A SON WITH WINGS"

f

Con finned from Page /]

XBF200 A vs Ships Co.
XBF200 B vs Brunswick
for the Red Sox, but will not Wednesday. Jul*
25
be available at Bowdoin .until An-*
Marines A vs v. J. 15
gust.
Marines B vs V. J. 25
Coach of the last three state Thursday, July 26
Ships Co. vs Bowdoin Whites
championship teams at Bowdoin,
Brunswick vs Bowdoin Blacks
Mahoney expects to direct the tryouts at Fenway Park this week, Monday, July 30
Marines A vs Radar A
and then continue his scouting

West

term.

least 35 push-ups, 13 pull-ups, 51
sit-ups, 45 squat-jumps, and 33
burpies (in one minute). Anyone
passing this test, although free

Marines B vs Radar B
During the latter
summer, a Varsity Wednesday, August 1
XBF200 A vs Bowdoin Whites
XBF200 B vs Bowdoin Blacks
nearby service teams and possibly Thursday, August 2
Bates.
V. J. 15 vs Radar A
V. J. 25 vs Radar B
through July.

would seem. But Ed made it pay
from cal, will be encouraged to
by appearing in the Gateway Can- participate in intramural and inteen entertainment by which his
tercollegiate sports.
class raised enough funds for their
As an added feature all men
yearbook. He also sang in a triple
and general atquartet which broadcasted over whose attendance
to the work is satisfactorythe local radio station in Green- titude
will be excused from cal for one
field.
finals.
preceding
week
Wadman of Portland has
Bill

sung with the Deering High quartet which appeared several times
Postponed
on his mother's Saturday morning Softball
Wadman does
Mrs.
program.
eight programs a week and is not
The eagerly awaited Freshaverse to discussing over the air
man vs Faculty softball game
the brand of unmentionables she
as a featbuys for Bill and the amount of which was scheduled
ure of the B.C. A. Picnic at Picklipstick he gets on his shirt colBill is a Beta pledge.
lars.
ard Field last Monday night,
Ray was postponed because of rain.
Another Portland lad,
Chick, was a Lieutenant-Colonel
The game will be played next
of the Portland High School Cadet
Sunday evening at 6 o'clock at
Corps. As commanding officer, he
was in charge of drills and inspec- the same site.
tion for the 200 girl cadets at
Deering High and the combined
corpsmen of both Deering and
Portland. Ray is a Chi Psi pledge.
Matt Branche seems destined to
Compliments of
follow in the footsteps of his bro-

Game

ther, George, who left Bowdoin
about a year ago. Matt has been
runner-up in the Massachusetts
TournaTenni6
Interscholastic
ment for the last three years. He
won laurels in the Boston Latin
track squad this year by turning
in championship performances in
the low hurdles and high jump.

Matt

is

also a

Sigma

Nu

part

A

Specialty)

J.

SHOWS A CALESTHENICS CLASS

THIS SHOT

bering over the obstacle course designed to prepare

CHANDLER & SON

PRINTING
We have had long

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA
Pleasant Surroundings?

Again—The

College Spa

experience to

And Other

Small Job

Work

MIKE'S PLACE

Wedding

TOWN BUILDING

24 Hour

'Right Off The

Closed Tuesdays

SINCE

89-W

1887

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

June 2*

Thursday

Gentle Annie
with
James Craig - Donna Beed

Brunswick Motor

also

Fox News

Do you
June 29-SO

FrL-Sat.

Company

Oe yea Hhe

Sound Act

—

REPAIR^FRONT END
ALIGNMENT

There

Short Subjects
July 1-2-3

Remember

Bataan

to

John Wayne

and

VICTOR

- Ptifttp

Phone 974-M for delivery

RECORDS

Aha

Popular

—

Hears

Paramount News
West Point Numbers

with

Wi Hard Parker - Anita Louise

Steals

Fox News

Chops

Fancy Groceries

Field's

Radio Shop

147 Maine
The Orient

TONDREAUBROS.

Short Subject
July 6-7

Frl:-Sat.

Bnuuwick, Me.

Burma

with
Errol Flynn - Henry Hull

Street
Tel.

Objective

679

AM

-

Sees All

ONLY

The
Fighting Guardsman

Classical

ORIENT

The

is

the College Oracle

.

Tells All -

No

Censorship

Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

July 4-5

Wed.-Tburs.

•

and Reporter

also

COLUMBIA

way.

aa easy and

with

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Street

Is

Send a gift subscription to the OEHCNT to all year girlsother friends. Copies mailed anywhere la the world. Ne

Paramount News

Back

Paul K. Nlven,
of

to have year Manas know what yen are
hear of year athletic achievements ?

like to

Would yea like to have year girts get acquainted with the easterns and doings on the campus T

A Medal For Benny

also

•

(Next to Fire Station)

Student Patronage Solicited

CUMBERLAND

1000

Plant and Office

Capital and Surplus $350,060
Total Resources over $5,000,060

Service

Always Top Quality

COLLEGE SPA

BBITNSWICK, MAINE

Invitations

Tel.

TOWN TAXI

Phone 450

BANK

ALVIN SETTLE, Printer

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

Printing

The RECORD OFFICE

& Dyers

Street

FIRST NATIONAL

of All Kinds
of

Ask Us For Quotations

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?

Cleaners

with

producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

Brunswick

INC.

CLOTHIERS

for training in

AND BINDING

PRINTING

HOT DOGS

Good Food?

men

Dorothy Lamour
Arturo De Cordova

ALL Tour

& O. R. PENNELL,

50 Maine

pledge.

Yes, We're Interested In

W.

W.

at Bowdoin clam-

the armed service.

$1.75

F.

the

will be formed under his direction,
playing games against

Guy's Greenhouses

(Corsages

of

team

Tel.

15 Jordan Avenue

Neil Mahoney, popular
V. J. 15 vs Bowdoin Whites
and basketball coach, is
V. J. 25 vs Bowdoin Blacks
Brunswick again after a Monday, July 23

scouting trip through the Middle

In order- to pass the test and
gain the reward, the following requirements must be passed: At

Freshman Class

Marines B vs Brunswick
Wednesday, July 18
XBF200 A vs Radar A
XBF200 B vs Radar B
Thursday, July 19

Coach
baseball

i

here.

B—

•

tennis balls,

these fellows will have to

A—

doubles match. The games will be
The winners of each league will
played off in the afternoon and
in the playoffs for the officA tro- meet
will count as attendances.
ial championship at the end of the
phy will be awarded to the fra- season. The committee in charge
ternity that winds up the season
of the Softball League is composed
in first place.
of Athletic Director Mai Morrell,
There will be a varsity tennis Ervin Huether, Lt. McBain, BUI
team if competition can be found. Morgan, Joe Bleau and Warren
The latest from the cal office hints Court.
at possible matches with the BowThe tentative schedule is as foldoin Radar, the Brunswick Naval lows:
Air Base, and possibly with the
The Schedule
Bates V-12. The team will consist of the varsity men now on Monday, July 2
Marines A vs XBF200 A
campus and any other freshmen
Marines B vs XBF200 B
who can prove themselves worthy
Wednesday, July 4
of the position.
Radar A vs Bowdoin Whites
Tennis, like all the other sports
Radar B vs Bowdoin Blacks
on campus, has been carried on Thursday, July 5
few
years
the
past
on
a
during
V. J. 15 vs Ships Co.
very reduced scale from that of
V. J. 25 vs Brunswick
the pre-war days. The spring of
Monday, July 9
1944 provided the Bowdoin netmen
Marines A vs Bowdoin Whites
with only two games, home and
Marines B vs Bowdoin Blacks
away meets with the University Wednesday, July
1\
of Maine. Bowdoin was victorious
XBF200 A vs V. J. 15
in both. However, we were greatXBF200 B vs V. J. 25
ly outclassed in our trip to Boston
Thursday, Jnly 12
when we took on Harvard and
Ships Co. vs Radar A
MIT.
Brunswick vs Radar B
•
Monday. July 16
Marines A vs Ships. Co.

PICTURED
who enlisted in the .Marine Reserves in March, 1943,
when Marine Recruiting Officer "Ev" Pope '41 came here. Pope Is a Major now and Is the recent receiver of the Congressional Medal of Honor from President Truman. Beading from left to right in the
front raw are: Charie* T. Ireland '42, Bradbury B. Hunter '43. and George W. Hutching* '48. In the
back raw are: J si eph F. Carey '44, Coburn Mar* ton '42, Pope, Edmund L. Coomb* '42, and Robert «.
O^Brfen '44. These men were aH excellent athletes while they were in college. Pope was captain of the
Ireland, Carey was an ace track man, Marston was a
ember of the Varsity swimplayed football and baseball: Hatchings was a two letter man In football and
hockey, and O'Brien, who recently returned to graduate from college and played varsity basketball, was
on the football and track squads.

polar bearings
the baseball group. There are plenty of courts, raquets, enough

Softball League,
sponsored by the local recreation
committee and the USO gets under way next week, weather permitting. All games will be played
at Pickard Field and win start at
6:30 p.m.
There will be two leagues of six
teams each. Bowdoin will enter
one team in each league and they
will be the "Blacks" and "Whites."
These teams are to be composed
of undergraduates who will be
chosen by the White Key.
The teams entered and their respective leagues are as follows:
Marines A, XBF200
LEAGUE
A, V. J. 15, Ships Co., Radar A,
and Bowdoin Whites. LEAGUE
Marines B, XBF200 B, V. J. 25,
Brunswick, Radar B, Bowdoin

fraternity will provide a three-man
team to play two singles and a Blacks.

For Intramural Softball

Tennis aspirants

Team

Replaces Varsity

seems a shame to me that one of the largest wartime fresh
ten classes, which appears to contain some potentially better
Lt. Comdr. Linn S. Wells has
than average athletes, will be unable to compete in varsity com- been transferred to the Naval Air

The fact that Colby, Maine and Bates are either not holding
summer sessions or the type of session that they are not holding
does not afford room for formal athletic teams. (Bates is a pos-

Tennis

For Summer Trimester

Plans

It

Teams

Enters

The Brunswick Softball League, sponsored by the local recreacommittee and the USO gets under way next week, weather
permitting. All games will be played at Pickard Field and will
start at 6:30 p.m.
There* will be two leagues of six teams each. Bowdoin will
enter one team in each league and they will be the "Blacks" and
"Whites." These teams axe to be composed of undergraduates

BEARINGS

No

League

Softball

Bowdoin

.,:,u

-

also

Paramount News

1

$2.00

a Tear

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ORIENT Adds Twenty-one TWO VIEWS OF THE COMMENCEMENT
Staff

MUSTARD & CRESS

EXERCI SES FEATURING KING

Members At Smoker

— By Clark

Fifteen freshmen and six upper- both the circulation and advertisclassmen signed up for work with ing branches of the business staff.
The following men signed for the
the writing and business staffs of
the ORIENT at a smoker given for work as reporters: Riohard A.
new members Thursday evening Wiley '49, William M. Davis '49,
Ernest L. Bainton '49, Frank E.
June 21.
Ceccarelli, Jr. '49, Thomas N. TarReginald F. Spurr '46, editor-inrant '49, Robert P. Allingham '49,
chief, presided at the smoker, and,
Hayden B. Goldberg ;49, David G.
in a short welcoming address, disRoberts '49, Donald E. Clark '46,
cussed the value of experience
Alfred W. Maillet '49, Sherman E.
gained through work on a college
Fein '49, Leonard S. Gottleib '47,
newspaper. Spurr also explained
Myron Milden '48, Wallace Jaffe
the new policy of the ORIENT con'47, Robert C. Miller '47, William
cerning advancement. During the
summer semester reporters will be G. Wadman '49, Theodore W. Zetterberg '48, Daniel L. Dayton,, Jr.
promoted according
to their abil-

and

have to wait the
usual trimester for promotion to
ities,

will not

sub-editor.

Speaking of olives, I read some gathering the pretty green papers
column, streaming in a sweat of place that someone invented an in spite of it.

Some

frenzy and frustration,

'49,

Thomas

Warren L. Court '47 spoke on the N. Tarrant '49, William M. Davis
work of the ORIENT sport writers, '49! Sherman E. Fein '49, Arnold
and appealed for new men parti- Cooper '48.
Craig Ryder '49,
cularly interested in thai field. Morton H. Frank '48.

C

Bernard M. Goodman '47 explained
the work and importance 6f men
for

the

financial
side of the
called for men in

ORIENT, and

Advertising: Salvatore Ingargiola
'49. Wallace Jaffe '47. Matthew D.

Branche
er

Sherman

'49,

this

ago,

In this particular column in this
made from almond paste.
There seems to be a shortage of particular up-state newspaper, Mr.
olives.
I read some place else, in Carnegie sets forth his conception
those little fill-ins way down at of how you and I should answer
the bottom of the page in a news- questions. It seems that he had
paper, that one out of two-million some difficulty with the informaolives used in Manhattan Cock- tion man in New York's Grand
tails still have their pits.
I have Central Terminal.
This information man was a singularly stupid
never noticed, myself.
I see where I have digressed a fellow and knew absolutely nothHeywood Broun used to di- ing about answering questions.
bit.
gress and he was a famous person. Mr. Carnegie asked him about a
He wrote columns and stuff and certain train and what track it
Franklin Roosevelt read one of would be on. The man said track
them on the air as his Christmas so-and-so but neglected to inform
message to America. Now Hey- Mr. Carnegie as to the exact lowood is dead and a little man from cation of the track. This procedMissouri is in the big White House ure, says Mr. Carnegie, is all
wrong and ventured to say that it
on Pennsylvania Avenue.
was beyond him why the railroad

ferretted olive

The title was found to be' contained in the bit of doggerel that
goes something like this, "We
aroused him with muffins, we
aroused him with ice, we aroused
him with mustard and cress." I
think it comes from "The Walrus
One of the interesting impresand the Carpenter" but I'm not
I'm not a student of this sions coming out of all the news
sure.
"Alice in Wonder- about our returning heroes is the
sort of thing.
land" gave me nightmares as a amount of hugging and kissing
our star-studded generals so exchild.
The only point in the quotation pertly displayed. General Geocge
that left me in a funk was the S. Patton led the field at last
It seems that Old Blood
reference to "cress." iNow what coant.
Webster 'n' Guts just loves the ladies.
the devil is "Cress"?
While his romping Third Army
says, "Cress, n.
(A. S. cresse.
cerse)'.
Any of numerous plants was touring France in the summer
of the mustard family, the mod- of last year, there was more than
erately pungent leaves of which one G. I. who felt the wrath of
are used in salads and garnish- the mighty warrior for kissing
ings."
Why anyone should sprin- some comely mademoiselle. Sherkle, chuck, or pour cress, which- man was right, "War is hell."
ever is proper to do. Over someI see by one of the up-state
one needing to be aroused is be- newspapers that Dale Carnegie is
yond me.
But in any case it still going strong. You rememsounds good.
ber him; he is the fellow who
Out of the whole quotation the wrote a book about winning and
use of ice remains in my mind the keeping friends that took this
most effective means of arousing. happy land by storm some six or
To get down to the reason for seven years ago. It was one of
the choice of the tf tie, some many the swarm of how-to-do-it books
years ago, back before yours or that everyone was reading and
my majority, there roamed a race talking about -8t"the time: Jack
of men who were in constant need Benny told jokes about it; Amos
of arousings and muffin peltings. 'n' Andy mentioned it; the late
They loved an argument. Now Alexander Woolcott said it was
nobody loves an argument, and we lousy, in his own inimitable way;
take our ice in tall glasses, garn- and you could get a copy at the
ished, if you prefer, with lemon local 5 and 10 for next to* nothing.
peel or any one of several colors He is one of America's host of
of olives.
one-book authors, and has been

following will be new members of the business staff: Circula-

The

Richard P. Davis

issues

about for the origin of its title.
It seems that names have a peculiar faculty about themselves
and they become misty and meaningless as they become familiar,
the words "Mustard" and "Cress"
at the head of this column gradually took on the significance of
some sort of mystic motto long
since embalmed and buried with
Cheop's royal cat.

'49.

tion:

several

B. Carpent-

'49.

Council Greets Freshmen Art Department Revives

executives should permit such incompetence. He advised the railroad executives, the ones who hired
that fellow who is so stupid, to
just stroll over to Radio City and

ask the man behind the information desk a question.
Now the
man over at Radio City really

knows

his stuff, yes sir!
The
world's in flames and this character cries about the inefficient in-

t

I

And Announces Rules Student Loan
At a freshman meeting held by
the Student Council Thursday
night, the incoming frosh were
welcomed to Bowdoin by the Council and reminded of the traditional
rules to be obeyed this summer.
Warren L. Court '47 introduced
the members of the Student Council and its president,
James B.
Longley '48, who then gave a brief
welcoming speech.

Collection

1

Professor Philip C. Beam. Direc-

tofofthe^ Bowdoin College Mus-

eum

of Fine Arts, has announced
may borrow pictures
from the Student Loan Collection
at the Walker Art Building.
that students

At

first,

only a limited selection

of framed color reproductions will

The collection is
be available.
Vice-President Morton F. Page being revised and new prints are
'46 then read the following rules being purchased and added in orto the freshmen with a warning der to make it more attractive.
about disobeying them:
1. Freshmen must wear the regulation freshman hat at all times
except on Sunday, or when entertaining guests, or when journeying
to or from Brunswick.

2.

Bowdoin

tional
3.

Freshmen

es.
4.

Freshmen

the grass.
5.

especially the

American

FICTURES OF THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES HELD ON JUNE 2. The shot on the top shows
Admiral Ernest J. King, Commander-in-chief of the United States Navy, speaking at the Commencement dinner held at Sargent Gymnasium following the Commencement Exercise*. Seated at his left is
Governor of Maine Horace Hildrcth "'•">. and at the right is President Kenneth C. M. Sills.
The lower shot shows a part of the* Commencement Procession entering the gymanasiiim for the annual
commencement dinner. At the head of the group is Doctor Chauncey \\ Goodrich of Brunswick, followed by Admiral of the Fleet Ernest J. King, Commander-in-chief of the United States Naval Forces, who
received an honorary doctor of science degree; Commander K. E. Dornin, USN, submarine commander
and aide to the Admiral; and Col. William Tudor Gardiner, I'SAAF, former Governor of Maine, and
recipient of an honorary doctor of laws degree

school.

Students who wish to borrow
pictures should apply at the Walkgiving the tradi- er Art Building. The pictures are
"hello."'
framed and ready for hanging, but
must carry match- hooks and wires will have to be
supplied by the students themselves.
A student deposits $1.00
must not walk on for each picture he takes and receives $.75 back when he returns

Freshmen must speak

upperclassmen,

Many Old Master paintings which
were never taken out have' been
withdrawn. The emphasis henceforth will be on modern paintings,

first to

Freshmen must not wear pre-

paratory insignia.

collection

discontinued two years ago because of
the
confusion created by
the
wholesale drafting of students into
the armed forces.
In order to
avoid repetition, it will be neces-

Continued from Page i ]
Freshman Bible, discussion groups,
and Brunswick church
chapel
services, and student church afdescription.
sary for any student who wishes filiations among the responsibilProfessor
8. Freshmen must not sing Phi pictures to vouch-safc that he is ities of the association.
not likely to be drafted in the near Helmreich said that in the past
Chi.
future.
year the B.C.A. has sponsored a
9. Freshmen must not drink in
Student Relief Fund drive and a
public.
Book Fund for Philippine students
10. Freshmen must not date the Richard E. Eskilson '45, secretary and
for European and Chinese
local ladies.

•

[

universities.
Robert B.

and treasurer of the Student Coun-

Miller and John J.
11. Freshmen must wear a name
cil, distributed tags to the freshtag with first name, or a nickMagec, swimming and track coachname, and last name written plain- men. At the conclusion, the floor es respectively, told the freshmen
was open to questions from the about athletic opportunities at
ly on it.
After these rules were read, freshmen concerning these rules.
Bowdoin. Both told amusing sto-

Building, will remain
there until the end of the month.
graduates who received the degree Mr. Washburn, an artist of widely
The Masque and Gown was rep- of Bachelor of Science were: Ray* recognized ability, has covered a
resented by Professor George II. mond Boucher '45; Beverly L. wide variety of subjects in his
Quinby, dramatic director. He en- Campbell '46; Peter A. Curran '46; work, but his drypoint portraits
couraged new men interested in Harry D. McNeil. Jr. "46; William have received the highest praise.
acting, producing or playwrighting M. Moody '46; George E. Morgan
Mr.- Washburn, who recently
to seek membership in Bowdoin's '44; Robert G. O'Brien '44; Wal- made Brunswick his home, says
dramatic organization.
lace C. Philoon, Jr. '45; Earle W. that in his drypoint portraits he
Through these various informal Rice '46; and Theodore R. Saba strives to penetrate through the
expression of the moment to the
talks by representatives of all the '42.
extra-curricular activities, the new
Those who graduated with hon- essential character and spirit of
men of Bowdoin received intro- ors were Bernado Gicovate, Magna his* sitter. Mr. Washburn is neiduction to the multifarious pro- Cum Laude; Wallace C. Philoon, ther a modernist nor an abstracgram that the college offers them Magna Cum Laude; -Robert -S. Bur- tionist, but uses a rather timeless
outside the classroom.
ton, Cum Laude; Paul H. Eames, style employed by Rembrandt and
Dyck, and more recently
Jr., Cum Laude; Philip H. Hoff- Van
man, Cum Laude; William M. shown in the art of Whistler and
Zorn.
Moody, Cum Laude.

Continued from Page i

The cd as Grand Master of the Masonic
his duty to go about.
daughter is a most agreeable and Lodges of Missouri by those who
personable young lady of 21 who knew him best. This honor and

}

Freshmen Enjoy Picnic

that

means the matter

is

and further conversation

settled

is

prob-

President,

ably useless.

The honeymoon stage

is still

The Freshman Class moved inbefore becoming side the Pickard Field House for
Vice President Truman its picnic sponsored by the Bow-

of the
strains.
One came of- a long line of inresistant characteristics of a MisPresident Tduman will gradualThe
souri mule once his mind is made herited wealth and culture.
ly emerge from the shadow of his
other was behind a plough only
up.
remarkable predecessor as a simWhile the Truman humility has twenty years ago.
ple, sincere American, who, in his
Yet each has manifested an own language to the Congress,
been appropriately stressed it will
not be prudent for anyone to pre- equal devotion to the welfare of will seek to carry on "in the Amman.
common
the
this
quality
as
meeksume upon
erican tradition."
ness in the presence of wrong. It
Thrift 'is deeply engrained in the
Time alone can tell with whom
is rather the humility of one with habits of President Truman. Few
this will bring him in collision but
a deep reverence for God and a men have been less affected by
there is likely to be a consistency
consciousness of man's frailty and Washington in their personal way
and continuity in his policy that
profound respect for the responsi- of life. Living very simply in a|
wU1 afford ind{istry and ag riculbility and dignity of public office. small apartment
both Trumans ture aHke an opportunity to make
Having been called to the Vice were what New England calls j^,. plans without the constant
Presidency there is ample evi- "home bodies." The social life of threat of change.
dence he would have preferred to Washington made very little apAs to the Truman character it
remain in the Senate Senator peal to them and they eschewed it
5 anient to say that
Truman started out to be the best until as Vice President he felt it »
only four years ago he was selectj

—

,

.

P^P

146 Maine

Street

doin

Christian

Association last
Monday evening at 6 o'clock.
Many of the faculty also enjoyed
the meal consisting in good picnic style of everything from hamburgers to pickles. This was served under the direction of Willie
-

—

—

—

BRUNSWICK'S LARGEST ASSORTMENT

HALLMARK CARDS
"Say

m

it

with a Hallmark Card"

mastery of

$

18.50

897.00

..

Advertising
Blanket Tax

5

1

2.93

65 3. 72
$2,082.15

Operating Expenses
Printing

1.912.25

„

Mailing

„

Telephone

Ac

Telegraph

Stationery fie Supplies
Miscellaneous
'

Staff Salaries

...

....

.

.

44.40
58.46
23.10
18.94
65.00
$2,122.15

Operating Loss
Non-Operating Income
Interest

Approved

Income

....

$

40.00

$

15.31

$1,776.57
Committee:

$1,776.57

for the Audit

KENNETH

J.

BOYER

Respectfully submitted:

PHILIP M.

£ Continued from Page i

BROWN.
Director.

Returning Veterans

Polar Bears

]

Robert

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

NEW

ROOM
NEW

— NEW

PORCH

•

So point her up, John King, nor'west by north;
We'll keep the honour of a certain
aim

ROOMS FROM

Attention!

Amid the peril of uncertain ways.
And sail ahead, and leave the rest
to God."

S.

Wm. Richard

$2.50

UP

E. R.

General Manager

BRADLEY

Resident Manager

Navy Men Only

DRUG STORE

Now
Hitt

$2.24

Shirts

in Stock

BAND BOX CLEANERS

Dart $2.46

SHAVING SUPPLIES

NO QUAITOTY LIMIT
PIPES

1944 • March 31, 1945

light

field of modem portrait etching.
When rendering the shape of a
head, he shows keen appreciation
for form, yet his attention to individuality produces what is known
as a "speaking likeness."

White Arrow

ALLEN'S

1,

—

—

(Next to Allen's Drug Store)

Complete Selection of Famous
Sonora Records
Columbia
Decca
Victor

-

I

THE MELODY SHOP

April

Homer Fay, another newcomer,
Cinq-Mars saw active
[ Continued from Page i ]
played excellent trombone. Homer
service in the European theater. band, has played
with Lloyd RafHe has been in the Army for two nell and other popular Maine has played with bands around New
years and two months.
Before bands before coming to Bowdoin. York City and shows the benefits
of his experience.
he left for the service in 1943. he
The brasses will shine brighter
These new boys ought to do a
was a member of the Polar Bears
which he conducted .for three with a little more polish. Individ- competent job of replacing the old
Koreva.
years.
He is a member of the ually, however, they are very good Polar Bear men who recently left
men. Bill Chadwick. Tom's four- college.
After the meal the Dean and Alpha Delta Phi fraternity
A vocalist or trio would help
the professors met the new memMalcolm Chamberlain was in teen year old brother, sat in with
bers of. the college in the Field the Medical Corps of the Army in the band on Friday night ana" did round out the band considerably,
of the Presidential Campaign.
House lounge.
this country for a year.
He is a a beautiful job. Dick Norton and and the boys are looking for one.
These lines perhaps reveal some"Red"
Stevens
filled out the trum- Warren Court, the new manager,
A scheduled Softball game be- member of the Theta Delta Chi
pet section.
what his reverence for spiritual tween the freshmen and faculty fraternity.
has prospects for a busy season.
values and the deepening depend- was postponed until next week beMinott Coombs is a transfer
cause of the rain. Several of the from the University of New Hampence upon the Divine.
faculty members were reluctant shire.
The veterans find the campus
"The world is round and God is to miss the game. Professor Pat
Quinby, outfitted in a gray sweat- little changed, with the exception
everywhere;
DINING
DINING
And while our shallop floats we shirt, stated that he was eager to of the reduced enrollment and the
take a crack at the Freshman dia- somewhat curtailed outside activstill can steer.
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
mond-men.
ities.

—

The President has some

-

.

mankind.
Three days

on sought me out on the Senate floor
and public men of all shades of and asked me for a quotation
which he termed a prayer express^
their
behavior
opinion are on
good
ing what was most nearly in his
lest some rash words of criticism
should drive the President to the heart the last five lines of an
epic poem by Henry Van Dyke
right or to the left, as tho case
celebrating the Tercentenary of
may be.
the voyage of Henry Hudson which
Committee reports. iNever was in his outlook.
Soon the honeymoon will be he had heard me use a year before
President Truman is an authenany legitimate inquiry or criticism
over and housekeeping will begin
affected by improper pressure. tic mid-western American from with all its inevitable stresses and when I addressed the Grand Lodge
Missouri.
of Masons of Missouri in the midst

—

1

Pickard Field House

to

Vol. 74

24.69
$
and shade is Net Loss
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
announced the retirement from characteristic of Mr. Washburn's
Balance Sheet as of March 31, 1945
This mode is most perthe faculty of Professors Roscoe prints.
Ham and Frederick W. Brown; fectly adapted to the rendering of
Assets
Liabilities
the promotion of Kenneth J. Boyer the inner life of human beings. Cash
in ck acct
26.00
$ 999.2 1
Sub. Rec. in Adv.... $
to Librarian, and the promotion He has an extremely sensitive comCash
in sav acct
777.36
1,750.57
$
Surplus
mand
of
medium,
and
displays
a
of Charles H. Livingston to Longfellow Professor of Modern Lan- technical finesse unequaled in the

Her responsibility only
not smoke or drink.
comes after a
generation can better appraise
long period of faithful service in
the significance of this if it has" all the lower ranks
and indicates
any significance.
qualities of character that go far guages.
Coolidge is the nearest proto- below the surface.
type of Truman in modern days.
The country may go forward
Some of the same salty common
sense is frequently manifested and with confidence that the helm of
the
ship of state is in the hands
the same brevity of expression.
of one who has had an abiding In
"It is so ordered" is becoming
in America and in its mission
recognized as a Truman phrase faitfi

does

own

three cigarettes be-

t ]

A

was

Vice President the country had
ever had. He would not permit
any outside distractions as he conceived of the Vice Presidency as
a full-time job and understood
himself as an understudy for the
President for which his four years'
study of the Executive departments had given him a most unFinally, there was firmness
5.
usual training.
in the right as God gave him to
Without any disparagement of
see the right. Having investigateither it is difficult to conceiye of
ed thoroughly and having given
a greater contrast than is prethe departments concerned every
sented in President Roosevelt and
opportunity for explanation or
President Truman in their backcorrection, there was no hesitation
ground, early training, habits of
nor deviation in denouncing what
life, and administrative characterseemed calculated to hinder or
The virility of the AmerAlways istics.
impede the war effort.
ican system of government has
the thought was of the boys at the
been impressively demonstrated in
Pressure of all kinds from
front.
the ease of the transition at so
politicians of all degrees and from
crucial a time.
Generals and Admirals only inPresident Roosevelt was cosmo*
creased the determination of the
Chairman to go through with the politan and to many continental
[

Continued from Page

-

Sale*
„
Subscriptions

ings

Walker Art

{

bummed

me

Operat

currently being exhibited at the

from their experiences with
Bowdoin teams.

ries

Chapel Speech Written By Senator Brewster
consideration of conflicting points
of view. Then minority meSnbers
"were always treated with the utmost consideration altho the President is a firm believer in responsible party government as will become early apparent.

Commencement

Freshman Smoker

B. C. A.

was

Museum

The group of 60 drypoint etchby Cadwallader Washburn,

it.

The loan

6. Freshmen must not smoke on
campus or on the street.
7. Freshmen must not wear bow
ties, nor wear loud clothing of any

Income Statement

Etchings At Art

for I

tween Portland and Brunswick,
and smoked every one within plain
sight of the "po smoking" sign
and the man in the blue suit didn't say a word; nup, not a sound.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Washburn Exhibits Sixty

.

formation desk down in Grand
Central Terminal.
I love to write bitter condemnations; makes me feel important.
For several months now the
Maine Central Railroad (their information service is simply terrible) has been conducting a vigorous
campaign endeavoring to
stamp out the nefarious practice
of smoking in those coaches not
specifically designated as smoking
cars. They have pleaded, begged,
and threatened their passengers
to kindly refrain from smoking as
it
annoys those passengers who
do not countenance the act. The
campaign has been a flop, I guess,

Cleaning

GIFTS

benoits

"The College Drug Store"
122 Maine

Street

3

Brunswick, Maine

«

— Pressing

DAY SERVICE

PHIL BICHENBUBG SPEAKS
IN CHAPEL. THURSDAY

VOL.

LXXV

THE BOW

MEDAL OF

ESKILSON R ETALIA TES TO FOOTBALL
MERIT READER'S DIGEST STORY FEATURES

FROM

SEC.

GREW

Highest

Civilian

GIBSON RECEIVES

On Monday. June

Under-Secretary of State Joseph C. Grew,
acting on behalf of President Truman, presented Harvey Dow Gibson of the Class of '02, with the
25,

The award was

Medal of Merit.

made

in recognition of Gibson's
three and a half years of service
as American Red Cross Commis-

sioner for Great Britain and Western Europe. During the war there

have been only five other awards
of the Medal of Merit, the highest
honor which the government can
*bestow upon a civilian.
Four days later at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel Mr. Gibson was given a testimonial dinner which was
attended by 1,500 people. On that
occasion Lieut. Gen. Ira C. Eaker,
deputy commander of the Army
Air Force, said, "I do hot believe
that there was a general in Europe, short of the Supremo Commander himself, who had a bigger
job than Harvey Gibson."

War

Mr. Gibson
filled the post of Red Cross Commander in France and Holland so
capably that he received an honorary commission in the French Le-

During World

Idea

I

By Dick

Of Abolishing

Movies,

One

and so far successful

effort

girl"

on the

"brilliant

t

was appointed CornWestern Europe and held the po-

and

Continued on Page

In 1942 he

missioner

And

2 }

sition until he resigned last May.
Through his organization of 40,000
Mr. Gibson was largely responsible
for the fine morale of the American Expeditionary Forces, and
General Eaker and other officials
have given the Red Cross credit

for a large share in the victory.

Mr. Gibson received his A.B.
from Bowdoin in 1902 and in 1919
was given an honorary doctor of
laws degree. At present he is an
overseer of the college 'and chairman of the finance committee. He
paid the campus a flying visit last
month in order to attend the Com-

mencement exercises.
As an undergraduate Mr. Gibson

College Appoints Riley

As Assistant

In Library

To Work During Evening
Mr. Thomas Auraldo RUey '28,
Instructor in German, has been
appointed special evening librarian
Mr. Riley,
recently received his Ph.D.

in the college library.

who

mittee in charge of the rally, will
be the singing of the traditional
Bowdoin football songs such as
"Phi Chi" and "Forward the
White" accompanied by music
by the Polar Bears. Lyons will
lead the singing.
Next, Morrell
will speak about football at Bowdoin, reviewing some of the former
Bowdoin teams. If it. is possible
to obtain them, movies of old Bowdoin football games will be shown.
Donovan D. Lancaster, manager
of the Moulton Union and a former

Bowdoin

player, will also speak

if

j

is available.
During the evening the qualification blanks will
be passed out to men interested

i

in football.

;

an address given

from Harvard University, resumed sight and perhaps
teaching classes on Monday, July nations."
2.

He

is

replacing Associate Pro-

fessor Fritz Koellh,

who

is

still lies

—

before us

the

task of complete victory o/ver the Japanese," said President KenSills in

in the

Chapel on July Fourth.

will call for great intelligence

more

sacrifice

and

from the people of the

foreallied

President Sills stressed the fact

on va- that our armies have done an almost superhuman feat in conquer-

cation and will return for the sec-

Charter,

lege.

this

evening,

July

11.

On

York

"World

World's Fair.

He

of

Tomorrow"

is

also a trustee

Rescues

us."

Riley seriously considered the profession of librarian as a career,
and went to Europe with that idea

of the American Foundation for
in mind.
However, while in Gerthe Blind and the treasurer of the
many he became interested in GerHelen Keller Endowment Fund.
man literature and decided to enter the teaching profession.

Miss Eidelman will outline the
history, problems find ambitions of
the country as a whole was overher
country and her lecture will
whelmingly in favor of ratifying
the San Francisco Charter, and he be illustrated by colored moving
advocated a bit of friendly rivalry pictures.

The President

cited the fact that

between the nations to see which
would ratify the charter first.
President Sills looked forward
optimistically to an early conclusion of the war and a quick settlement of the peace, -saying, "Let us
hope that we shall not repeat the

Miss Eidelman, who has been in
country for two years, is a

this

member

of the first class of

women

accepted for study next Fall at
the Harvard University School of
Medicine.
She is a graduate of
the University of San Marcos in
Lima, Peru. This university, which
experience of the decade following was founded in 1577, is the oldest
one
the First World War when there university in Peru as well as
of the oldest in the Western Hemwas so much cynicism, so much

Your

Of

The leading roles are being
played by *Annc Morrissey and
Richard E. Eskilson '45.
These
parts were played by Julie Hayden
and Eddie Dowling during the New
York run of the play a few seatons hack.
,
Featured parts will be filled by
Katrina Chisholm, Marcclle Drapeau, Warren L. Court '47, Shor,man B. Carpenter '49, Frank E.
Occarelli Jr. '49, Matthew D.
Branche* '49, George E. Berliawsky '48, James B. Longley, Jr. '48,
and William C. Wadman '49.
Other members of the cast,
which is unique in that it Affords
a large number of actors important roles, are: Peter S. Bradley

since the Union was built in 19271928.
The late Arthur Freedom
Walter Moulton. Portland lawyer and
JafM'46, Clyde Tillotson. Simon Bowdoin alumnus of the Class of
Dorfn&n' '48, and Thomas Tar 1873, donated the money for the
'49,

Alfred

W.

Maillet

'48,

building's construction.
Prior to
rant
this, the second floor of the old
A ntWnber of parts are still .un- gymnasium, where the steam plant
cut, a&ording to Dramatics Di- is located at the present time, was
rector Aporge H. Quinby.
used as a social center until jt

he was a student at Harvard Uniby its versity, where he was struck by the
of
impersonality
interesting people and Chien-Sheng matter-of-fact
Shih, better known as "Jim" lends that large institution.
Among the differences cited by
richness to one list of interesting
Jim between the typical Chinese
people.
Before coming to this country, college and the average American
Jim spent two years at the Uni- college was the fact that in China
versity of Nanking and two years there are no secret fraternal orat the University of Chungking. ganizations such as we have here.
The transfer from Nanking to The average Chinese college has its
Chungking was forced upon him by social life administered by a centhe Japanese invasion of* North tral committee, the members of
China. He holds the degree of which are elected by the classes.
Bachelor of Arts in economics This central committee is much the
from the University of Chungking same as our student councillor the
and plans to major in economics general organization of many puband English during his stay at lic secondary schools here in
America. The central committee
Bowdoin.
Jim's immediate impression of sponsors dances, teas, and other
Bowdoin has been of warm fellow- social activities along with the
ship and an atmosphere of friendly popular sports.
cooperation. Before coming here
The social life of the Chinese

Bowdoin

is

made

colorful

Each

$1,000

The ORIENT, July

10, 1945)

the 1944-45

Battalion of the 28th Marines, Lt.

Chairman Hildreth expressed
that 24 classes had
succeeded in obtaining participation in the fund by 60 per cent of

Works

k

Recipient Of

Franklin Roosevelt Cup

gratification

|

I

|

j

j

•

i

i

•

college

is

extent and

toned

down

to a great

overshadowed by the
serious academic routine.
is

more
The Chinese student

is

much more

concerned over his position and responsibility in the rebuilding of a

He added that
records could not have

their

members.

these

new

been accomplished without the
hard work of the class agents.
A complete tabulation of contributors and announcement of the
winner of the Class of 1906 Cup
is expected to appear in the August issue of the Alumnus.
This
cup, donated by the Class of 1906.
is awarded each year to that class
which shows the best performance
in the Alumni Fund Campaign,
The winner of the cup last year
was the Class of 1941.

The most remarkable feature of
the
;

\

1944-45

!

Boards Appoint Boyer

As Librarian Of

Drive,

according

to

Chairman Hildreth, was the enthusiastic response of the

'classes.
fact of

younger
Another record-breaking

the Drive was that the
total contributions of 18 classes
exceeded $1,000. The total number of contributors was 200 above
the high set in last year's campaign, while the amount of money

was

$7,000 in excess of last year's
record total.

College

President Sills and the trustees
of the college expressed their
gratitude to the alumni for their
participation in the Drive during
After eighteen years as Assist- the abnormal times in which the
Drive was conducted.
ant Librarian, Kenneth J. Boyer,
B.L.S., was appointed by the Governing Boards of the College to
succeed the late Librarian. Gerald Fitzgerald
Mr.
G. Wilder, on June 2, 1945.
Exhibit
Boyer, a graduate of the University
of Rochester in 1923 and New York
is
an
School of Libraries in 1925,
James Fitzgerald has loaned to
officer of the Maine Library Assothe Bowdoin Museum of Fine
ciation, and a member of the New

Following Wilder Death

Loans Works

For Watercolor

Arts an exhibition of 26 watercolors

Programs Mark

Chamber Music

strong and independent China. On
the other hand, Jim says that in his
opinion "a system of co-educational
instruction is the most advantag- land.
eous " We did not ask for a deHarrison Keller, violinist, will
tailed statement of his views on
be the soloist for the first perthis subject.
formance in April of the Chausson
Practically all of the colleges Concerto for Violin and
Piano with
and universities in China are sub- string accompaniment. Professor
sidized by the National Govern- Tillotson described
this work as
ment. To most Americans, this one of the most exciting and diffiwould imply strict regimentation cult for the violin.
of thought but such is not the case.
A manuscript performance by
The government submits a general the Boston String
Quartet of the
outline of study to the university
Martinu .Quintet for Piano and
and sets limits within which they Strings will bring
the series to a
close.
[ Continued on Page 2 j

Dean Nixon On Vacation
Dean Paul Nixon is spending
the month of July at his cottage
on the shore at South Hanpswell. The dean. Who is on a vacation from his duties at the college, expects to return to Bnnwwlck before the second half of
the present trimester begins in
August.
Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrictc will art as dean for the
remainder of this half of the
present term.
\

of

which were done

Mr. Fitzgerald, after serving in
the first World War travelled extensively in this country, especially in the far West and Mexico.
The chief influence on his work
during that period was Cezanne.
Last year, however, he decided to
settle in Maine, being one of a
great many artists who have come
to this state in recent years. His
present home is at Monhega'n Island.

Quite properly he has in Maine
come under the influence of Winslow Homer, whose subject matter
he has repeated with great enthusiasm.
It must be said, howthat Mr. Fitzgerald is not
copying Homer's paintings because

Summer

mester, i He is giving courses in
education.
Mr. Melntire graduated from Bowdoin in 1919. Since
that time he has done graduate
work at Boston University. StanConcerts ford, and a number of other colleges and universities.
He has
been a leader in the field of eduProfessor Frederic E T. Tillot- cation and now ho.Jds the position
son has announced the programs of Assistant Superintending of
for the series of Chamber .Music Schools in Portland as well as beirifr a District Supervisor there.
Concerts to be held during the
Mr. Mclntire has two sons. Paul.'
1945-46 season.
a veteran of World War TT and
The opening concert will feature now in the Department of EducaProfessor Tillotson as piano solo- tion at Boston University, and
ist with the Portland Symphony Clarence, a member of the Army
Orchestra in a performance of Medical Corps stationed at Tufts
Shostakovitch's First Piano Con- College.
certo. In February this same program will be presented in Port-

most

during the past year and represent his latest development.

.

<JM' SH1H CONTRASTS CHINESE AND AMERICAN
EDUCATION; DESCRIBES HIS TRIP FROM CHINA
By Don Clark

(Special Dispatch to

At the commencement exercises
on June 2, the Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Cup donated by the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity was
England Association of College Liawarded to David A. Works '42. braries, and of the Psi Upsilon FraHis will be the first name to be en- ternity.
in front of the Moulton Union,
Previously librarian at the Westgraved on the memorial cup which
Wednesday night, July 4.
The is to be
placed on permanent ex- field Athacneum, West field. Mass.,
dance, which was sponsored by
Mr. Boyer is responsible for the
hibition in Massachusetts Hall.
improvement of the catalogue systhe USO, was primarily for the
The award will be made annually tem, the printing of monthly bookpersonnel of the Brunswick Naval
to "that member of the three low- lists, and the adoption of the rareAir Station. Members of the Ra- er classes whose vision,
humanity, books cage. During the past few
dar School, undergraduates, and and courage most contribute to- months he supervised the negotithe community ih general were ward making Bowdoin a better ations resulting in the Treasure
college." This year's winner was Room which is to be opened this
also invited.
chosen by a committee composed fall. When Mr. Boyer arrived here
The Navy Bluejackets, a thirof President Kenneth C. M. Sills, the library contained only 150.000
tcen-piece band composed of memDean Paul Nixon, Professor Ath- volumes. It now has 203,000
bers of the Naval Air Station, furern P. Daggett faculty advisor of volumes.
nished music for the dance.
Alpha Delta Phi, Peter A. Curran
There is a possibility that more '45 president of the
Student Counof these dances will be held this
Mclntire Joins Faculty
cil, and Edwin B. Cutler '47 presisummer.
Usually they are held
dent of the Alpha Delta Phi frateron an evening when there are no nity.
The fraternities and the For
Trimester
classes the following day.
The Thorndike Club were invited to
change in our Independence Day
name the undergraduates they
Paul B. Mclntire has been added
vacation was responsible for this
considered most deserving of the to the faculty for the summer tridance being held before a school

System

Plans are now underway to
sound-proof
the
Union dining
rooms in the middle of July, according to an announcement by
Don Lancaster, Union manager.
Also to be included are the serving
and dishwashing rooms. The material, which will be installed in
the ceilings, is expected to greatly
reduce the clatter of dishes. The
work will be arranged so that the
student body will be able to continue eating in the Union. Pitcher
& Company. Inc., of Boston, will
do the work.
This is^ the first time major
changes or repairs have been made

Exceeding

Wounded

Men In Defiance Of
Enemy Fire

During his senior year at Bowisphere.
doin Mr. Riley worked as a student assistant in the library. At pacifism, so much apparent deAfter her graduation from the
Life' this time Mr. Kenneth J. Boyer, featism, especially in academic University of San Marcos, Miss
of
recently appointed Librarian, first circles. We should remember that Eidelman came to the United
came to Bowdoin as Assistant Li- the cause for which we have been States and took the Pre-Medical
course at Jackson College, MedRehearsals have started for the brarian.
honor.
fighting has been a righteous cause
She also day.
ford,
Massachusetts.
Masque and Gown's first summer
and that we must dedicate our- holds a Master's Degree from the
The dance was made possible,
production, "The Time of Your
Union Plans Installment selves again, not only to preserve, Harvard University School of Pub- through the courtesy of President Varied
Life" by William Saroyan.
The
Kenneth C. M. Sills.
lic Health.
but extend democracy."
play will be given" in Memorial
Sound-Proof
Hall on August 1.

Rehearsals Begin For

The Time

Five

Campus

Instructor in German.

Younger Classes Shine; Eighteen Classes Have
Total Contributions

five wounded men within his plathe remainder of the present term. toon's defensive sector who
would
Announcements will be made each probably not survive unless they
week about where the group will had immediate medical attention,
meet." The discussions are open to Pennell decided to attempt a rescue of the men by tank." •
any undergraduates who care to
He ran 100 yards to a tank and
attend and will feature faculty
guided the commander to a shalspeakers each week.
low trench in which he ordered his
Frederic R. Woodruff, Jr., '48, men to place two of the casualties.
president of the B.C.A., announced Lt. Pennell directed the tank
to
plans for the coming meetings at straddle the trench so that the
The discus- wounded men could be taken in
a recent interview.
sions will last an hour at each through the escape hatch.
With
meeting and will be conducted on a second tank, Pennell repeated
a question and answer basis.
A the maneuver.
faculty speaker will address the
"Throughout all phases of the
group at each meeting for the op- rescue
missions," the citation read,
ening ten minutes on various prob"Pennell remained in the open,
lems connected with the topic to
boldly defying the enemy fire,
be discussed. The remaining fifty
courageously exhorting his men
minutes will be devoted to general
and those of the tank crews to
discussion and question period.
greater efforts, and undoubtedly
The conferences have been plan- saved the lives of five of his men."
ned to develop undergraduate inLt. Pennell, son of Robert M.
terest in subjects of international
Pennell 09. was a junior at Bowand national importance, and to
doin when he entered the Marines
offer to the students the opinions
in May. 1943.
He is a member of
of men who have studied the topic
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
in question.
He is now a patient at the U. S.
Woodruff announced that, if suf- Naval Hospital at Philadelphia.
ficient interest in these conferences

ond half of the trimester.

Mr. Gibson is the president of
When interviewed, Mr. Riley
the Manufacturers' Trust Comstated that the study of foreign
pany of Brooklyn. During the de- civilizations, in order to reach a
pression he headed the .New York better understanding of our place
Emergency Unemployment Com- in the world, and the handling of
mission.
In 1939 he was made books in large libraries, are two
of his main interests in life. After
chairman of the board of the New his graduation
from Bowdoin, Mr.

Alumni Donate $57,32420 To Fund

These discussions, which are under Pennell was wounded in the back
the auspices of the Bowdoin Chris- and legs by shrapnel.
tian Association, will be held imThe citation accompanying the
mediately after the evening meal Navy's second highest decoration
read: "Realizing that there were
one or two evenings a week for

Miss Eidelman Lectures was displayed, another series dealing with America's relation to the
ing the greatest military force in
Mr. Riley spent several years of history, and that there is real
Peru Thursday Night Polish question will be planned.
study and travel in Europe, mainly cause for rejoicing and confidence.
Germany.
in
He acquired his "Every day now some of our own
Miss Raquel Eidelman, 23, of 500 Celebrate Holiday
teaching experience at Smith ColBowdoin men are coming back Lima, Peru, will give a lecture on
lege, where he taugh all-girl classes for many years under the pres- from the service in all parts of Peru tomorrow night at half past At
Street Dance
idency of William Allen Neilson. the world, and as one listens to eight in
the lounge of the Moulton
He received his Master's degree, their stories one is impressed with
Union.
The
lecture
is to be sponApproximately
five hundred peoT. D. House before it is returned in the' field of German literature,
the thought that we can never do sored by the Pan American Sociple attended a street dance held
to the undergraduates by the col- from Yale University in 1937 and
returned to Bowdoin in 1939 as for them what they have done for ety of Massachusetts.
from 8:30 to 11:00 in the roadway
joined the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity, and the T.D.'s have frequently benefitted by his generosity during recent years. He contributed liberally to the construction of the T. D. House. Last June
his gift permitted the fraternity
to dispose of its mortgage, and
more recently he has donated some
money to be used in improving the

RECEIVES

United Nations' Charter

must not forget that a great task

"European problems

'44

Chairman Charles L. Hildreth '25 announced yesterday that
Alumni Fund Drive, lasting from July I, 1944 to
to potential football players for'
June 30, 1945, closed with a new high having been reached in
determining their qualifications.
Lt. Edward S. Pennell '44 has both the total number of contributors and the amount of money
President Kenneth Charles Mor- received the Navy Cross for valor contributed. A total of 3,162 alumni contributed $57,324.20
First on the program, which is
under the guidance of Warren L. ton Sills will preside over the first on Iwo Jima in February. In sub- to the income account of the Alumni Fund. To this
sum will be
Court '47, DonaldH. Lyoons '48, of a series of student discussions, sequent' action as rifle platoon
added the contributions made through the furid to endowment,
and Daniel W. Morrison '48, memleader in the 2nd Marine Infantry
bers of a Student Council com- concerning the United Nations'
special class funds, and the like.

On

blanks which are to be distributed

URGES COMPLETE VICTORY
IN JULY FOURTH CHAPEL SPEECH

neth C. M.

PENNELL

NAVY CROSS FOR VALOR ON IWO

SILLS

"We

NEXT ALUMNUS ANNOUNCES CLASS OF '06 WINNER
LT.

Great Britain and

for

DURING 194445 CAMPAIGN UNDER HILDRETH 25;

football rally, sponsored by
E. S.
Student Council, will take
place on July 18 at 6:45 p.m., in
the Moulton Union Lounge. Malcolm E. Moorrcll, Athletic Director of the college, will be the main
speaker on the program which will Sills Begins Discussion
include songs, the Polar Bears,
movies, if they are obtainable, and Series This Evening

beautiful he

whom Mrs Frank knew was

ALUMNI FUND DRIVE ESTABLISHES TWO RECORDS

the

.

Has Mrs. Frank seen an earnest

NO. 5

1945

Qualification Blanks

•

'

Songs,

A

—

.

11,

TALK

Meeting Includes Talks,

Eitkllson

gion of Honor and similar recog-i
cieties.
nit ion from the governments of

Belgium and Sweden.

Fraternities

part of Joe College to do for a
Mrs. Glenn Frank wrote an arwhat G.I. Joe is doing for
"Heartache on the campus
ticle called
world?
Campus'" for "Woman's Home the
know that:
Companion" last April. It result- Does Mrs. Frank
Before the war a Jewish boy
ed in her expulsion from her own
with extremely outstauding charsorority and a condensed version
acteristics and considered "fraterof itself in the current "Reader's
nity material" would be given
Digest."
"house privileges" here. That is,
In the article, the wife of the
he was a social member of the
late editor-author-university presigroup. He lived, slept, and ate
dent calls fraternities "a ridicuwith them sharing their sins but
lous and juvenile caste system."
Bursting forth with billysunday not their secrets.
One March night this year four
enthusiasm she declares, "The
of the oldest and best established
Greek-letter societies cannot be
fraternities decided to "bust the
laughed out of existence as they
thing once and for all." These
deserve to be. They are too deeply
rooted
The most powerful groups had protection against any
national fraternity intervention in
agency for the preservation of
their determination,
democracy is the public school sys- their number,
and soon after, In the success of
tem. ... To make that system
their experiment. The next mornwholly worthy of what our boys
ing five Jewish boys were wearing
are fighting for, we must wipe out
pledge pins.
Now they are all
fraternities and sororities while
wearing fraternity pins. In the
the time is ripe."
the Vneantime another fraternity
Mrs. Frank crusades for the
has joined these four.
"democratization of education,"
During the recent rushing seabut she evades the democratizason a Jewish boy was herded into
tion of fraternities.
the red-draped living room of a loI am not criticizing that writcal chapter house together with
er's .concern for the faults of
ten or twelve of his new classthese societies. Recent vital conmates. His race was considered
sideration of the problems has led
many chapters of national frater- much less than his academic,
character, and athlejic records. He
nities to examine themselves more
was the second of a number of
objectively. We do disagree with
to receive bids into that fraher conclusion, however— that is, boys
ternity.
to abolish the Greek-letter so.

RALLY

BY MAL MORREL L

Disagrees With Mrs. h rank's

Honor

Awarded For Service In
American Red Cross

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JULY

(75th Year)

FRESHMAN CAPS REQUIRED
BY 2:00 P.M. TODAY

ever,

life of the fisher folk is one
little since
man painted at
the earlier
Prout's Neck.
Moreover, where
Homer was a naturalist, whose
primary concern was for the^ phenomena of tone and atmosphere
rendered in a highly pictorial and

the

which has changed very

]

almost photographic manner, Mr.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]

Fifteen

Freshmen Get

Scholarships This

Term

Fifteen members of the FreshClass have received scholarships for this trimester and the
next.
"

man

State of Maine Scholarships have
been awarded to Howard R. Dwelley.

Alfred

W.

Maillet,

and Wil-

liard C. Richan.

John M. Burleigh, Homer Fay,
Richard P. Davis, George R. Morgan, and Richard A. Wiley have
received Bowdoin Scholarships.
The following Freshmen received
Af^mni Fund Scholarships: Peter
S. Bradley, Frank E. Ceccarelli,
Jr., Russell S. Douglas, Miles W.
Martin. John H. Nichols. Jr.. Rodman C. Robinson, and Donald C.

Spring.

/

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The OOWdoin

Orient

The

task

DOCTOR LINCOLN, 'ROOKIE of YEAR/ THE BOWDOIN FRONT
RECALLS SCENES OF OLD BOWDOIN
M

too large and the solution,

is

fonnerly found in the College's pol-

rooming freshmen in the dormiwhere they could become acquainted with each other, must now
assume a more formal character.
icy of
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Heery Korltaky '«

would

like to see a series of all

student parties, sponsored by either
the

*

HtiiWit B. Moot* '48

Union Committee or the

on an informal footn tn " ^ ne there might also be
arranged a more extensive social promeet

m8*

his fellows
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members
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Many Anecdotes
Make Doctor
Popular Man
By Bob

Petersburg, Florida.

the grounds, there seems to have been
one feature ignored. The campus still

Mht For This Issue,

MaWS*aag

remains dark at night, constituting a
major danger for pedestrians and bi-

R, E.

In these days, with bi-

cyclists alike.

VoL LXXV

Wednesday, July

11,

1*48

Ne. 8

cycles so plentiful', the probabilities of

serious accidents occurring on the dark

ALUMNI FUND CAMPAIGN

paths

completed Alumni

recently

Fund Campaign
vious records of

has shattered
kind.

its

all pre-

help in the crucial circumstances

war

scribed by years of

ards of

greater than normal.

has,

in-

by exceed-

Bowdoin topography

There

no need

is

few lamps, installed at strategic inthroughout the campus, would
effectively reduce the possibilities of

optimistic college, justified this optim-

brilliant

It

profoundly encouraging for

is

now

deep

at

Bowdoin

who have

left.

We do not advocate the

Bowdoin,
but do feel that an occasional light on
the campus would prove a practical
boon to the college.
illumination

of

to realize the

interest in the college

those

for this condition.

A

such accidents.

ism.

are even

tervals

ing the high goal established by an

those

During

more numerous.

The response

alumni to Bowdoin 's appeal for

of the

is

the winter and rainy seasons, the haz-

The

This club

is

residents of

hail from all parts of the country.
Every member is over 75 years of
age. Each year the group divides
itself into two factions known as held, but the membership is limitthe "Kids" and the "Rubs," re- ed to 28 players. They play before
spectively. They play a schedule of crowds of eight* or nine hundred,
about 30 intra-mural soft bail and on occasion have drawn as
games. Among the players is the many as a thousand.
father of Roger Peckinpaugh, a
In the faculty-freshmen softball
recent manager of the Cleveland game which has become a feature

of the summer sessions, Dr. Lincoln has consistently been a star
performer for the profs.
Dr. Lincoln remarked that since

Indians.

Last season Dr. Lincoln played
for the Kids aggregation,
the
average age of the members being
79. The Kids were nosed out in the
series by the slim margin of one
game.
Before joining the Three-Quarter Century Club in the Fall of
1943, Dr. Lincoln played for the
Half-Century Club, the junior
league group which is composed
of youngsters over 50. Last winter a sports writer accused Dr.
Lincoln of having played semiprofessional
baseball,
a charge
which the good doctor heatedly

BOWDOIN SONGS

The
Three-Quarter
Century
Club complete with constitution,
by-laws and officers was established in 1930. Each year tryouts are

Jf

dormitory stairs while the sophs a B-29 bomber
emptied pails of water upon their

social

»

Another, now dormant tradition
football game which consisted of kicking the pigskin back
and forth on the part of campus
which stretches from the chapel to
College Street.

was the

given hour they would serenade
the world at large from the dor-

life.

JimShih

Eskilson

Miss Copeland Marries

turbulence perhaps the greatest pleas-

ure obtainable

is

This security we

The

a sense of security.

Bowdoin have felt.

at

powerful bonds which

tie

the

alumni to the college have exerted

upon us a

feeling of intimacy with

them and have united us more
ly in a community of emotions.

We

wish to thank the alumni for

their spirited support of the

Fund

close-

Alumni

They gave more than material contributions. They gave Bowdoin a sense of confidence which we
Drive.

someday hope

In recent years, Bowdoin has enjoyed the reputation of being a sing-

Glee Clubs have toured
New England, the Sunday Choir has
highlighted many Sunday Chapel
services, and the Meddiebempsters
have just completed a highly successful
season of song. Yet there exists one
shameful incongruity in this portrayal
of Bowdoin as a singing college. This
is the lamentable ignorance of Bowdoin songs which the student body
from time to time exhibits.
ing college.

Its

College songs constitute a perma*
one that remains for
nent pleasure
a lifetime, even increasing with age.

—

to pass on.

There are

MORE SOCIAL L(F£

fe,w better

mediums

for ex-

pressing college spirit than by singing

Along with the advantages of living

the songs of that college.

Bowdoin can

in fraternity houses, the disadvantages

boast a variety of songs ranging from

should also be considered. These undesirable factors are few and often neg-

"Bowdoin Beata" to
the rousing "Phi Chi." These songs

but there

ligible,

one which deThis is

is

mands immediate

attention.

the insolatary effect of living in the
houses.

The

tendency, in an undergraduate

body so

split

up

Bowdoin 's, is
segregate itself and

as

live

group to
apart from the

this

is

for each

is

others. Logically,

the sentimental

should be sung.

Considering

would be

this, it

advis-

to introduce measures which
would prevent them from becoming

We suggest

that the Stu-

dent Council adopt some system which
would compel freshmen to learn all
the college songs.

The result of leaving

men who

this responsibility to the fraternities

have sufficient
occupation and entertainment within

has apparently been a failure. Nothing

consistent, since the

live together usually

and need not
circulate in different groups. Thus,
they miss the intercourse and association with others which is so vital a
their individual houses

part of college

life.

Contacts in classes or extra-curricular activities alone cannot

com pen

sate for this lack of general mixing.

Continued from Page

i ]
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front
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Bowdoin Radar
i

Officer

3

Miss Elizabeth Williams Copeland, daughter of Professor Manengineer.
to
expedite
the education of
ton Copeland, was married to Lt.
Does Mrs. Frank know that:
China's millions of worthy stu(jg) John Crittenden Van Arsdell,
I have belonged to a fraternity
dents. "We must always keep in
Jr., USNR, who attended the Bowfor over three years, and I have our minds," says Jim "that the fudoin Radar School, on June 23 at
never heard the financial status of ture of China depends upon the deWoods Hole, Massachusetts.
a fraternity prospect discussed. gree
of intellectual maturity of its
Members of other houses can bear
The Reverend George L. Cadii

me

out

in

this

statement.

citizens."

Most

From the start of the Japanese
groups here are so diverse financially that they afford a member invasion, the Chinese have been
close friendship with someone at
continually blocked and hamstrung
the opposite end of the financial
ladder. Usually it is unknown who in their efforts to provide an adeThe
is at which end. Without frater- quate educational program.
nities those of one status would virtual isolation of China from the
very naturally form a defensive or rest of the world
has made it imoffensive clique. This has been the
possible to obtain the necessary
case where fraternities have sufbooks and laboratory equipment to
fered abolishment.
supply its universities. The whole
'Does Mrs. Frank

Know

that:

of China's resources and capacities
have been thrown toward the expulsion of the Japs and as a result,
the Chinese have not the advantage
of a settled economic program to
say nothing of an adequate educational system. As 4he Japanese

Without the benefits of the past
few months' experience in an attempt to correct the undemocratic
aspects of life at Bowdoin, many
fellows would never have been
faced with problems so parallel to
those of the world at large today.
I, for one, learned that my hunch
was right. The Jewish fellows that

gan, rector of the Episcopal church

but shame can force the uppcrclassmen, unfamiliar with these songs, to
learn them.

One group on campus is making
a valiant stand to pledge a colored
The students who leave China
boy. Other groups are devoting
to study abroad fall into three

None

classes.

of this could have hapfraternities had been abol-

The

Salem, Massachusetts, and former rector of St. Paul's Church,
Brunswick, officiated at the dou-

to normal,

is

slowly returning

not ignore that fact

let's

but manifest the spirit which was so
evident in normal times. We must preserve our musical heritage and "sing

Kap. Sig. Kallop, E. L. Jr.
Psi U. Keenan, K. C.
Sig.

Allen, J. L.

Bainton, E. L.
Baker, R. M. Jr.
Beane, E. O. Jr.
Begley, J. P. Jr.
Herliawsky, G. E.
Bonney, J. H.
Boulton, D. W.
Bradley, P. S.
Branche, M. D.

Chadwick, T. H.
Chamberlain, M.
Charles, W. H. Jr.
Chick, R. L.

Cinq-Mars, R. J.
Claffey, J. D.
Clark, D. E.
Clarkson, F. H. Jr.
Colbum. A. D. Jr.

Cook, H.

first

is

entirely

to old

Bowdoin, and to her sons."

-

-

—

—

4

taa

—

Beta Kilgo,

J.

Coombs, M. L
Cooper, A.
Court, W. L.
Currier, A. P.
Curtis, A. J.
Cutler, E. B,

D. U.
LaCasce. J. H.
A. D.
Larchian, II.
Sig. Nu
Lawlis, R. C.
A.T.O.
LeBeau. B. A.
Chi Psi Lebovitz, C. H.
Psi ULehrman, M. A.
Sig.

Nu

D.K.E.
A.T.O.

Leonard, P.

D.K.E.
A.T.O.
Psi U.

D.KE.
Psi U.

List, R. E.

Lombard, R. T.

A.T.O. McFarland, E.
J.
A.T.O. McGorrill, J. M.
D.K.E. McKenna, A. C.
Beta Maillet,
A. W.
Chi Psi Martin, J. W.
D.K.E.
Martin, M. W. Jr.
A.D. Mestre.
O. L.
Chi Psi Mikien, M.
D.KE. Miller, G. W.

Psi U.

Chi Psi Miller, R. W.
R. D.
Moore, H. B.
Nu Morgan, G. R.
Kap. Sig. Morrell. M. E.

universities.

AD.
Nu

Sig.

Kap. Sig.

Dayton, D. L.

Jr.

.

\

Sig.

D.U.
A.D. Nichols, J. H.
Norken. M.

W.

Chi Psi

Jr,

Durham Road
D.U.
Psi U.

Bath
D.U.

Jr

Chi Psi
Beta
Chi Psi
A/T.O.
Psi U.
Chi Psi

A

Query, P. G.

Roundy, R. A.

Kap

Jr.

D.KE.
D.K.E.
A. D.
A. D.

Sig.

Fraser, A.
Fraser, J. T.
French J. R,
Fry*. R. M.

ni

fi-

Goodman, B. M.

W.

D.U.

D.U. Scull, R. W.
Nu Sewall, A. C. Jr.
A.D. Showalter, A. H. Jr.
D.U. Silsby, H. T. II.
A.D. Smith, B. R.
DICE. Smith, P. S. Jr.
Spring, D. C.
Spurr, R, F..
Chi Psi St. Clair, J. H.

D.G.

R.

6 Center
D.U.

W. Jr.
B. T.

L

L.

Hogan, A. F.
Hutchinson, A.

B

D.KE.
Chi Psi

Sigma (Nu
ife-D.

D.K.E.

Beta
Psi U.

Woolwich

Tanner, R. T.
Tarrant, T. N.
Towers, N. L.

A.T.O.

Box 161
Swim. Pool

Tyrer, i. L.

Hernandez, C. It

Psi U.
Psi U.

Beta

Gottlieb. L. S.

Hills,

D.K.E.
A.T.O.
D.U. Veghte, J. H.
Psi U.
Chi Psi Wadman, W. G.

Kappa Sig
Beta
Chi Psi

PsiU. Waning, H. E.

D.KE.

Warner. K.
Weatherill, T. C.

Ingargiola, S.

Jackson, H. S.
Jaffa,

W.

James, M. K.
Jonas, R. 1
Jonas, W.

MMB

Sig.

D.U.

A.T.O.

Chi Psi Sample, E. H.

Frank. M. H.

Hanna,

D.

Kap. Sig.
Kap. Sig.

Fein, S. E.
Fennel, P. J.

Hale, S.

.

Richan, W. C.
Richenburg, P. A. Jr.
Roberts, D. G.
Robinson, H. P.
Robinson, M. E.
Robinson, R. C.

Psi U.

Fay. H.

Gordon,

Nu

Sig.

D. Jr.

Ryder, C.-C.
J. S.

D.KE.
McKeen

AD.

S.

Ericson, R. C.
Eskilson, R. E.

Fallow,

Nu

Sig.

Jr.

Morrison, D. W. Jr.
A.T.O. Morrissey, W. E. Jr.

Nu

is a graduate of
Carnegie Institute of Technology
and is attending Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

A

A.T.O.
D.U.
D.U.

.Sig

burg, Kentucky,

Beta

D.KE.
Chi Psi
Chi Psi
Kappa Sig

Bx 58

Norris,

Dorfman,

AD.

AD

Douglas, R. S.
Dunham, C. B. Jr.
Dwelley, H. R.

a graduate

D.U.

Jr.

Crittenden Van Arsdell of Sharps-

is

Nu

Sig.

K

Psi U.

'

Q

Nu

Sig.

Sig.

Mrs. Van Arsdell
of Pine

D.U.

.

Longley, J. B. Jr.
A.T.O. Lyons, D. H.

Kap

Damon, E. K.
Davis, D. A.
Davis, R:P.
Davis. W. M.

Nu

Sig.

D.K.E

Kappa

Lieutenant

D.U.
A.T.O.
D.K.E.

IV.

Sig. N.u
',

Nu

Nu

Beta

W.

Sig.

J. Jr.

Sig
Sig.

L

W.

Kimball, H. E. Jr.
Kimball, J E. II
D. U. Koritzky, H.

Dickson, D. A.
Dillaway, C. T.

ceremony.

there are some Americans sharing tion work. While in China, before
the same grave who in the United leaving for the States, Jim was
States could not have shared the secretary to the governor of Hupeh
same hotel"
or fraternity Province, General Chen Cheng,
house once!
who is now Minister of War.

...

Keirstead, R. E. Jr.

Demaray, D.

ring

.

September when he said. "The
American /loctrine of tolerance for
the world will be judged by the
tolerance Americans have for each

Nu

D. U. Kern,

Allingham. R. P.
Anderson, R. L.

and Mrs. Van Arsdell will reside
at 6 Shaler Lane, Cambridge.
Day, D.

—as

last

'43,

re- no, Calif.

Manor and Amy Sacker's
School of Design in Boston. The
groom, son of Mr. and Mrs. John

ble

ished

right between the eyes one night

John P. Holmes

First Lieut.

AAF,

RESIDENCE

STUDENT
Aikens, E. H.
Akeley. T. C.

i

Since the college

.

the Alpha Delta Phi frternity.

D.U. Norton, R. S.
Kap. Sig.
Chi Psi
Kappa Sig Page, M. F.
Pappas, G. D.
Beta
Polakewich, I. A.
A.D.
Poulin, A. A. Jr.
D.U.

courses outlined to him. The secplanes to get over here. A bicycle
ond class is composed of those who
carried him to the shores of the
Mrs. Frank would have
either in part or in whole pay their
them. It is happening here, Mrs.
Yangtze, a ferry to the airport
Frank, so dbnt say it can't hap- own: way. The third class is made
and through the courtesy of the
students
up
of
who
are
termed
pen in California, Wisconsin, New
U.S. Army Air Transport ComYork, Kansas.
"classified lend-lease."
Since the
The only people who deserve available channels over whi?h mand, a plane to Calcutta. A train
exclusion here are the men who China can be supplied are inade- took him to Bombay, \^here he
are holding back progress toward
boarded a ship that carried him to
the time when we can take pride
Los Angeles.
in our own little "Fight for De- other. That means that
this counJim will return to China next
mocracy."
try can no longer afford to be tolWincheD
hit
these
people erant of the intolerant. Tonight year, where he will do reconstrucif

After advanced training he

work.

was commissioned at Pensacola,
Young is a member of

Florida.

STUDENT DIRECTORY

The story of how Jim got out of
China proves that the Chinese stu T
dent is willing to go through to
nanced by the Chinese government
to get an education. Jim used Galli. N. A.
and is required to pursue the
Goldberg, H. B.
everything from bicycles to air-

their best powers of logic to convert the few dissenting members
who are opposed to these advances.

and was

in

blockade is lifted, the scene will quate to carry the volume of mili"Brother" are so much more
change until the Chinese student tary goods needed by China, the
like me than unlike me that any
lend-lease credits that have piled
difference between us is almost will be able to prepare himself for
the task of reconstruction and in- up over here are used to send
indiscernible.
Chinese students to American
dustrialization.

pened

pilot

Churchill, C. C.

must stay. The goal of the program
is a more standardized curriculum

I call

able

faint echoes.

f

voted against in a sorority because her father was a railroad

finished third in his battalion in
military, athletic and academic

=

heads.

In his undergraduate days, when
there were about 200 men in col- mitory windows.
lege,
the rivalry between the
Popular among the undergradu- Burleigh, J. M.
freshmen and sophomore classes ates because of his large store of
Burroughs, R. W.
was greater than in recent years. anecdotes and traditional loreJ
"wise"
was
the
practise
to
make
It
Dr. Lincoln is an interested mem*
freshmen run up three flights of ber of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity Cappellari, W. D.
Carpenter, S. B.
Ceccarelli, F. E. Jr.

denied.

shown by

In these days of

and

1944,

visited the empus recently
before reporting to Kearn, Utah.
In November, 1942, Holmes enterA ed the Army at Fort Devens, Mass.
John
Lieutenant
Second
Wentworth, Jr. '43. AAF. also vis- Later he took a course in tactical
ited the campus this week. He is control at Hammer Field in Fres-

Dr. Lincoln recalled having seen
the "ponderous gee-gaw" referred
his graduation there has been a to in "Phi Chi." It was a circular
trend toward informality on the saw carried about on a pole. The
part of the students. Sloppy dress noise made by banging upon it was
has become the rule and familiar- supposed to intimidate the freshity with the instructors has great- men. Another uproarious instituly increased. Furthermore, the col- tion which sorely tried the palege man of today is increasingly tience of the administration was
casual in regard to his studies. the "horn concert."
The entire
More attention is being given to sophomore class would posses
outside interests, extra-curricular themselves of tin horns. At a
activities,

January,

In

Young Was ordered to the Naval
was Air Station in St. Louis where he

'45

City.

who

Petersburg

sas.

University.

Dickson

S.

seen about the campus last week.
He has completed work in a premed A-S-T Unit at the University
of Vermont and at the University
Dickson, who enof Wisconsin.
tered the University of Rochester
Medical School hi June, 1945, was
also stationed at the Bronx Avenue Station Hospital in New York

* * *

composed of winter
St.

at-

tending a class reunion.

pus,

Fred

Pfc.

on cam-

ated from Bowdoin in 1891, was
chosen as prize rookie by the
Three-Quarter Century Club of St.

Yet, with these plans for improving

cently stationed at Victoria, KanWentworth entered the Air
Force in April. 1943. at Kesler
Field, Miss., and later received his
commission at Ellington Field,
Lt. Wentworth, who has
versity College of Physicians and Texas.
Surgeons. Paine under the Army also piloted B-24 bombers, at Fort
Medical program and Loring un- Worth. Texas, and at Lincoln, Neder the Navy V-12 program. Smith braska, is a member of the Theta
was assigned to the Naval Train- Doha Chi fraternity.
ing Unit at Bate* in July, 1943
Lieut. Robert N. Bass '40, USN.
and was transferred from there to
Columbia. Paine was a member recently returned from duty with
of Zeta Psi at Bowdoin and Loring a gunnery department aboard the
was a member of the Theta Delta USS Phoenix. Bass saw service on
the (New Guinea coast and in the
Chi. •
Philippines. He spent two months
Second-Lieutenant Edward W. in an indoctrination course in the
Hill '40 received a medical dis- Ordnance Department at Dartcharge from the Army on May 19, mouth in 1942, followed by 17
1945.
Hill had his basic training months at the Navy Bureau of
at Camp Wheeler, Georgia, and Ordnance in Washington. Here at
graduated from OCS Fort Ben- Bowdoin. Bass was a Deke.
1943.
Georgia, in April,
ning,

silon fraternity.

DOCTOR LINCOLN
celebrities

preserved. All this contributes immensely towards an attractive college.

are be-

* * *

Miller

Among the
we have

ing graded, hedges planted, and trees

Lawns

.

Hnuir

.

the "Rookie of the
Year" for the 1943-44 season. Dr.
Charles S. F. Lincoln, who gradu-

beautifying the campus.

Dorfi

Lieut. Theodore C. Leydon, US
While at Bowdoin he was a memNR. a visitor on the campus last
ber of the Chi Psi fraternity.
week, is on the staff commanding
Second-Lieutenant Henry A. Do- destroyers at Pearl Harbor, servlan '39 visited Bowdoin recently ing as an intelligence officer. Leywhile home on leave from Camp don entered the Navy in 1942 and
Dolan entered the was an ensign at the USNTS at
Ritchie, Md.
Navy in August, 1942, received a Notre Dame for some time. Leymedical discharge and later en- don is a member of the Alpha
He graduated Delta Phi fraternity.
tered the Army.
from the Military Intelligence
Ens. Carle ton Young '43, USN,
School iat Fort Snelling, Minnesota,
where he studied Japanese, on is with a torpedo squadron on the
He entered the
February 17, 1945, and was com- Pacific coast.
missioned. At Bowdoin, Dolan was Navy in June, 1943 and attended
a member of the Delta Kappa Ep- the pre-flight school at Wesleyan

• • *

In order not to

isolation.

Grounds

wd

oppon-

abuse this chance we must eliminate

f*eo

Hum

baseball

ents in Florida.

Friendliness has long been a hmriamental in Bowdoin, which, as with
any small organization, emphasizes an

The Committee on

Publiihad M-waaaJj when
•r* bald a* tha atadi
uta C alla
ASaVa aa natra romtnanieationa
itiODl t» tfct
•n4 aubarription communication^ to tha BuiineM
Bawaoin PaMlaaln* Company at tha Oriaot OViea la tha BVealton Union. Bowdoin Colleca. Bruntwirk. Main*.
aacond elm matter at tba poat office at PI law la* SUUna.

and

gram, including Vic Dances, following the pattern of last summer.

'47

*48

DOCTOR LINCOLN

'

Managers
M. Goods***
George ttjjtl

* * *

Stu-

dent Council, whereby everyone in
college would have an opportunity to

»4t

Ctrculmtlon

By Simon

Paine '43, AS
Pfc. Robert
William E. Loring 43, and AS
Martin D. Smith, Jr. 46 were recent visitors on the campus. All
three are attending Columbia Uni-

tories

C

mmmm

Chi Psi Whitman, N. T.

Wiley. R A.
Kap Sig. Winer. R. A.
Sig. Nu Woodruff, F. R. Jr.
Topsham Works. D. A.
Zetterberg. T.

W.

A. D.
A.T.O.
D.tJ.
D.
Chi

*.

tmm

L^.

—

;

W

U

»
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THE BQWDOIN ORIENT

MB

HISTORY OF LIFE

POLAR
BEARINGS

*

Ramon

By Court
Boston's Tommy Holmes has run Km consecutive game Kitting streak to 37; Dave Ferris won his fourteenth game for the
Red Sox; Hank Creenberf proved the Army hadn't Kurt his
talent* by hitting three home runs in his first week back with
Detroit; Bill Talbert won the National Clay Court Tennis Cham-

Tw*

i

mTaking time

FROM RADAR

\

Coach Miller begins

i

stopped the Blacks

**

8i

•«—

CALDWELL SHOT
MARINE RECORD

1942.

From left to right, Assistant Coach "Dinny" Shay. Co-captain George Altman '43,
Head Coach Adarrf Walsh, Co-captain ^im Dolan '43, and Assistant Coach Walt Loe-

School in New Hampshire.
At Colby, Miller played football,
basketball, baseball, and was captain of the track team. While at
Stevenson High, he captained the
baseball team.
After prep school. Miller attended Springfield College in the
Class of 1916, and participated in
baseball and football.
Following
the outbreak of the World War,
he went overseas with the 26th
Yankee Division where he remain-

coach of varsity swimming. Since
1932, he has also handled the colent athletic program has made tKe possibility of any varsity lege golf team.
Bowdoin entered the Intercolleschedules in August extremely dubious.
giate Swimming Association in
polar bearings
1929 and has taken part in it ever
since even during wartime.
Bob
Ed** McFarland returned to campus
was President of the Association
in 1935 and 1936. Bowdoin joined
the National Intercollegiate's in
return to college in August. The fact
1930 and has competed intermitthat "Packy" is coming back
tently ever since. Miller has taken
desk's sports future. His brilliant
Bowdoin swimming teams to
Michigan, Ohio, Yale, and Harvard
on the baske tball court last winter as ha
to compete in the National Chamad the team through a successful
pionships.
him Bowdoin's oat standing sports figure of the
He formed the Maine Interschothis time. In fact, the reaction to the pres-

Swimming

lastic

Association

in

mothering it along for two
bearings
years running off championships,
The Athletic Department has purchased recently complete but the schools have been on their
own ever since. For this, Miller
uniforms for both baseball and basketball teams. This will add
was dubbed "Father of Maine
greatly to an already good supply of outfits. These uniforms have Swimming." Bob has a trophy
not arrived as yet. but should be here in time for use when the named after him which was donated by the Lions Club. Other
above mentioned teams swing into action.
titles that he has held are President and Vice-president of the
Swimming Association which he
There has been a great deal of
formed in 1931, and Secretary and
Treasurer of the Massachusetts
the prospects for a football team this falL and
1931,

we're glad to hear such talk. One question which
many ask is, if we have a team who wiM coach it?
It is my opinion that two* men right hare on campas could ably handle the coaching reins. Mai
Morrell, Athletic Director, has had many years
of ip wsusi ui with Bowdoin football teams, and
along with Don Lancaster, former Bowdoin football star, the Polar Bears would have a competent
coaching staff.

Athletic Association since 1934.
Here at Bowdoin his main duties consisted of coaching the varsity

man'40.

DURING TRAINING

is

-s

V

,

340, breaking the previous
record of 329 and thereby qualified
well above the expert mark of 306.
sible

and his teams a fuse record while
coaching at Arlington High School, Arlington,
Mass., passed away. He was paid tribute by both
President Sills and Athletic Director Morrell. Al-

for himself

Theta Pi

though few if any of the undergraduates hare at
Bowdoin ever knew him we join many others in
paying tribute to a fine coach.

The

College

Book Store

ATTENTION
BOWDOIN BANNERS
ARE NOW ON SALE!

'41.

ENTHUSIASM RUNS HIGH FOR REVIVAL OF FOOTBALL

AT BOWDOIN

THE AUTUMN TRIMESTER OF 1945

IN

Are we going to have a football very willing to start practice the which to outfit a capable eleven.
team at Bowdoin this fall? This first week in September in place
The following are a few undera question that has been asked of daily cal. Letters could be sent
many times each year. since 1943 to the incoming freshmen, as in
when football was dropped, from past years, asking those who want
our athletic program.
to go out for the team to come
Now it has been raised again for this pre-season practice. The
and with more, interest than ever second half of the summer trimesbefore. This enthusiasm is a re- ter ends on October 5, and if the
sult of announcements froom the team would be willing to stay on
athletic departments of Colby, campus until the FaB term begins
Maine and Bates, that they are on October 15 it is highly conceivplanning to field football teams able that Bowdoin coould resume
this season, and from a sincere de- football on the 20th of the month.
sire among the undergraduates to The latest starting date in any
This
have a team representing Bowdoin case would be the 27th.
on the gridiron. The most famil- would leave enough time for a
iar argument now is, 'If the other four-game
schedule before the
Maine colleges can have teams, so ground hardens.
can we."
The question of manpower is
The two biggest problems con- one which will not be answered
Basing our hopes on
fronting the. realisation of a ball until Fall.
team are the trimester system the large enrollment this summer
and the manpower shortage.
as an indicator, we feel that there
We believe that all those in col- will be over 200 students in college now who are interested in lege next trimester. This certainplaying football this Fall would be ly is a large enough group from
is

about the
football team becoming a reality:
Bill Kern— "Plenty of men willing to play. Bring back the Bowviewpoints

graduate

doin spirit."

— "There

done."

—
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.The paintings have been loaned
by the artist himself and will be
shown throughout July. The public is cordially invited to see them.
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Begley

gives a great deal of weight

•

1

4

Mestre, ss

Herbert B Moore '48 was elect^ Goodman,
ed president of the White Key at Cutler, rf
a recent meeting of this organiza- Kimball. J.
tion, following the resignation of
Warren L. Court '47. John D. Oaffey '47, retained his office as sec- Radar B

[ Continued from Page t \
for a
talk Fitzgerald clearly shows the influteam this Fall are good
it up and do everything we can to ence
of the modern movement
open the gates of Whlttier Field which, since Cubism, has diligentlyfor football.
studied problems of forms and

The

night.
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CLOTHIERS

i

and a

•

Town
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As proof of Bob's ability his
1937
from
swimming
teams
through 1939 lost only three
meets. His teams have never
placed lower than fifth in the New
England's in the past ten years
an enviable record.
Miller concluded this illuminating interview with a hopeful look
toward the future. He said, "Many
good prospects will return from
the armed forces along with the
entering classes and this should
give Bowdoin a solid foundation
for good swimming teams in the
years to come,"
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THE BOWDOIN BAND AT WHITHER FIELD

Dunbar was

PRINTING

Good Food?

ab.
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Kierstead, cf
Ceccarelli.

Warren Court "If you have the
interest you will get the desired
results. The interest is here."
Let's have a good turnout at the

rates his name.

for

Bowdoin Blacks vs Radar B.

fore the White Key under PresiBowdoin Whites vs Radar A.
dent Moore was the question of bybe enough material to build a team laws. As yet the organization has
Whites
•
ab r
around."
no set form of regulations, and to
4 1
Phil Richenburg— "There will be alleviate the difficulty a commit- Branche, cf
a larger freshman enrollment if tee was appointed. This group will Milden, sf
4 1
Bowdoin starts playing football draw up a set of by-laws and con- Morrisson, If
4
again.''
sists of Claffey, Richard A. Roun- Page, ss
4 1
Jim Longley— "All for it! It dy *47, and Thomas C. Weatherill
1
Morgan, rf
can be

Packy McFarland

The Clock
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Roundy

Moore

Elects

President For

composition.

swimming trophy now commemo-

Yes, We're Intern tod In

F.

2 to

Winer, p

in Mill-

action

won from Ships
forfeit, and Brunswick eked out a win over VJ-25,

Company by

Gottlieb.

A.A.U. record established
in

In other

Camp

fraternity.

White Key

which John Higgens smashed. Another memorable occasion which
he recalls is the 150 yard back-

killed

resume training at

to

is

A SCENE FROM THE LAST BOWDOIN -COLBY FOOTBALL GAME

the pool at this meet. One was
the 150 yard backstroke broken
by Alice Bridges and the other
was the 440 yard breaststroke

recently

Lsw-

Baker,

Lejeune shortly.
While at Bowdoin, Caldwell was Currier, 3b
on the varsity swimming team and Chadwick, c
a prominent member of the Beta Morrell, sf

v

by Roger Dunbar

Morris-

Milden,

Weatherill.

week when

Parris Island until last

He

Junior Varsity swimming team. It
is the breeding place of novice

stroke

pos-

he visited Bowdoin while on leave.

spot of great interest on campus that most freshmen fail er's sports life was the swimming
of tbe A.A.U. Olympic championis the balcony of the Sargent Gymnasium. It is here
ships in the Bowdoin pool.
Bob
that most of the trophies and prizes that Bowdoin's athletic saw two world records broken in

Last weafs Fred Ostergr en a fona ei Bewdom
College coach, who in recent years sstshfishad

Branche, Court,

son, Page, Leonard, Begley,

The following are the box scores
"Dee" enlisted in the Marines
April and was stationed at for the college teams games:

One

polar hearings

Scull,

contests the VJ-15

CaMwell shot 330 out of a

to notice

teams have won are kept. In the Athletic office are huge scrap
books filled with clippings from various newspapers that tell in
print and pictures tKe deeds of Bowdoin teams of former years.

Kierstead,

Cutler,

last

why we have a

The outstanding event

Goodman,

Jerome Allen

Parris Island.

swimmers."

polar bearings

er, Ceccarelli, Gottlieb.

Moore,
Hogan, Lyons, Morgan, Clarkson,
Dabney W. Caldwell 48. is reand Bell.
ported to have broken the record
Managing the league is George
for the M-l Garand semi-autoBerliasky '48 ably assisted by
matic rifle during boot training at
'49.
league

swimming team and conduct-

That

two Bowdoin

Currier, Roundy, Morrell, McKenWhites—
na, and J. Kimball.

lis,

ing the military swimming classes.
He says of varsity swimming that
"It has been mainly a problem of
coaching novice swimmers
up
through varsity stages of competition.

rosters of the

teams are as follows: Blacks
Chadwick. Longley, Charles, WinMestre,

FOOTBALL LEADERS FROM BOWDOIN'S LAST VARSITY SQUAD IN

result

a varsity sport here at

10 inning game.

The

-

f

way back in his prep school days,
when he attended both Colby
Academy and Stevenson High

was a handful of candidates, made up baseball.
The year 1921 found Miller with
largely of upperclassmen. The support of the Bowdoin Blacks the American Red Cross, for
and Whites has been much along the same lines, as the rosters which he- covered New England
giving courses in life saving.
were made up of men solicited, rather than volunteers.
In the fall of the following year,
It may be the lack of a coach, the summer weather, or just Bob Miller
came to Bowdoin as
no interest at all, but whatever tKe cause be, there's no room for Director of the Curtis Pool and

The

7 to 3 in a

1

A

play baseball.

LEAGUE OPENERS

The Bowdoin softball teams, the Blacks and Whites, played
opening games in their respective halves of the Brunswick
The
Softball League at Pickard Field, Wednesday, July 4th.
Whites were defeated by the Radar A 9 to 5, and the Radar B

aft-

story

his

IN

their

I

out during his

pionship and thousands continued to pour dollars into the parimutuels windows at race tracks all over the country. That is the ed until 1919.
Bob. as he is called by all stuNational sport scene, while things at Bowdoin are STILL
dents, resumed his studies at the
Seriously though it's about time the group of arm chair di- University
of Manchester in Engrector, which are so numerous around here, quit complaining land. The same year he entered
about the lack of varsity sport at Bowdoin this summer. It should Harvard University, where he
soon became a member of the
be clear enough that the situation although undesirable is un- faculty as coach of freshman bassolvable.
call was made the first day of Cal for volunteers to ketball and assistant coach of
;

et*l
w

'

F

--»*

i

cal class, Coach Robert
Bartiett Miller told an interesting
story of his life, which although
in its fifty-second year shows
promise of being as colorful as
ever in the future.
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The Little Professorship

By Clark
We

have an artist in this joyful land of ours who
goes by the name of Piet Mondrian. His full name
is Pfeter Cornelius Mondrian and he can do wonders with colored tape and ninety degree angles.
There is quite an extensive picture essay, a lovely
pink, red and black serenade in scotch tape, in last
week's "Life" magazine. Piet hates curves, poor
man. He is revolted by the sight of a polar co-

One of the more unexpected results of the recent
newspaper distributers' strike down in New York
has been His Honor the Mayor's pleasant voice reading the funnies to Knickerbocker's young citizens.
This is one of the many services the "city's own
station," WNYC, has to offer its listeners. One wonders which side of the fence The Little Flower is

.

• • •

PROFESSOR MITCHELL,
man

last

to hold the Little Profes-

on.
sorship.

ordinate.

Plato said that his ideal state would give birth to
an ideal and pure art such as this bit of artistic
fanaticism. If this is what we'll get when the millenium is finally ushered in, I'll vote for chaos.

Can you imagine making love to a cigar box or a
bureau drawer?
There is an argument generally advanced that
we should not condemn things which we do not
comprehend. We don't laugh at Greek when we
don't understand it. Well, most of us have enough
trouble with English. Yes, I did laugh at his "compositions," and not for the lack of a matured
aesthetic but simply because the stuff looks like a
cover design for paranoia. This is what Arthur Kolstler calls "converting a shortcoming into a philosophy." Brother, don't we love to be arty? Don't
we just love to sit around and discuss the relative
merits of Gauguin and Van Gogh? Ah, such color,
such rhythm. Let's have some background music.
Then there

is

the story of the

little girl

who went

Some years ago this fair land of our was plagued
with the unsightly facades of serried ranks of advertising billboards. There were sections of the nation that were completely hidden from the sceneryhungry eyes of the thousands of tourists. A campaign was inaugurated to rid the land of this blight.
Numerous citizens, swollen with civic pride, put
the torch to thousands of the curtaining announcements. It was a veritable crusade. Now, why doesn't
somebody do something about those eye-searing
perfume ads? There is one in particular that has
been smelling around for quite some time now. It's
a rather misty drawing of a leafily clad nymph
leaning against a tree and playing upon a saxaphone
out of which there flits a bird. The bird is evidently
a skylark, because "Skylark" is the name of the perfume. The whole thing is paid for by Barbara Gould,
.

indeed. Hollywood, never to be outdone, has also
developed an amazing new discovery in the field of
bio-chemistry. One of the players in the film was an
aging school marm, who tramped through jungle
and mire carrying a Springfield rifle. These hormones are certainly wonderful.

KENNETH C. M. SILLS, President of the college and one of
Prof. Mitchell's pupils.

who makes

• * •

all sorts of scents and exotic odors. I
think a good healthy case of B.O. would be a relief
for man's tortured nostrils. Then again we could

comfort ourselves by renting a garret and writing a
significant novel.

to "Jack and Charlie's" with a boy from Yale. Yale
boys are funny that way.

There was a most thrilling little bit of gun fire
and head chopping down at the Cumberland last
Sunday and Monday, entitled, "Back to Bataan."
It seems that the Japanese, in this theatre of action
at least, display an amazing skill in their oft mentioned ability to copy. They also change tank models
behind the smoke of exploding mines. Very clever

* • •

An

interesting subject

for

research

statistical

would be the cataloguing of the several "deaths"
that Adolph Hitler has died within the past few
months. Another subject for academicians to ponder
about is whether John Wilkes Booth really was
burned in that barn back in '65. Some historians insist that Booth escaped from the barn and went
west to die of old age and that his body is still in
existence, mummified and to be seen by all. An
extra-added attraction may be had if you arrive in
time to witness the body get its hair and toe-nails
trimmed.

The Chair Includes Mitchell,
A Living Bowdoin Tradition
-i

By

Carl Lebovitz

Let it be known here and now that I never intended to become
College historian, but apparently that has become my unofficial
status on the ORIENT staff. Accordingly, here goes for the second of the Bowdoin professorships namely, the Edward Little
Professorship of Rhetoric and Oratory. Again I have waded
through all the Catalogues from 1 8 70 onward
in fact, 1 covered

—

—
—

.

«

practically the entire library in research
and after several
gruelling hours 1 finally have the facts. "Nil mortalibus arduist."
The Edward Little chair has not
always been one of Rhetoric and
Oratory. Founded in 1875 it was
originally the chair of Mental and
Moral Philosophy. It seems that

CAMPUS SURVEY

1
**?« •*

V*.

Edward

Little, a wealthy Lewiston
the great-grandfather of
Little, had eree\
Professor Noel
ted an academy in Lewiston which,
after his death in 1849, was called
the Edward Little High School.
An obituary on his death sings:
"When the extreme hour came he

man and

By
Baker has been reading "Romeo and

Weatherill

Juliet."

We

know how many times, but we can hazard
a guess from the number of stripes on Cook's and
Clark's shirts. There has been some talk of a girl
Might be some connection. Cinq-Mars' is
in Bath
mixed up in the deal somewhere, too.
don't

.

Other notes on English 13A ...
"Kallop draws very pretty notes," Akely admiringly admits.

Lebovitz only sits in on the class, and that
only at. times.
We wonder if that Mr. Sanborn had anything to
do with Prof. Chase's Coffee. Anyway, it's good.

There seems to be a difference of opinion concerning the flowers and plants from Mrs.
Chase's garden. Cook think it's water cress,
while Mestre thinks it's poison ivy. Anyway,
they're rare.

Martin inhales healthily from his pipe.
Begley will have read the part of the Friar
Frere Jack.
Weatherill the part of the Nurse
Latin lover
Mestre that of Romeo
No one has been found suitable, as yet, for
Juliet Akeley-doesn't have a part yet, though.
.

.

.

.

.

.

is

.

.

is really a charming
a huge dog lying at its master's

place. All

The Barn
lacks

.

.

That would make

Buddy Goodman

it

feet.

Daily Chapel Choir.

Why?

about.

Don Lyons is still trying to flx Frenchy up with
Bambi. However, her eyes are true to Al Fraser.
freshman, too! Incidentally, Bambi is a waitress
down at the Brunswick Lunch. We take that back.
She may have "quitted" again.

A

Mike Robinson has lately turned 18. He claims
only nine. You'll have to ask him about that,
though.
Spurr and
The
the "Judgment" both have their own. Page even
cigarette situation

offered

We

must be

better.

me one.

took off to Ogunquit a week-end or so ago.

Got a lift with Sal Ingargiola. Played softball and
went in swimming with Court. Lots of girls, very
little luck.

Cutler

left early, disappointed.

Dunham

accompanied us to Old Orchard to try again. More
girls, more luck. Saw Hal Kimball, Norken, "SkinHead" Robinson, "Paunchy" Osher, among others,
one of which was Bob Leech with coat of Navy blue
and Deke breath. He told us about things at Sampson and that George Quaile might be back to visit
the college.

We walked over to the D. U. House to find Joe
LaCasce, Ted Zetterberg, and Bill Smith (back on
leave) discussing

Rubens and Renoir. The

difficulty

arose in deciding which was the more sensual where

nudes .were concerned. When we got there Rubens
2-1. We evened It up.

was ahead

the

main

A Complete
and

this is the

time or place, but

we

went up to four spades when Burroughs raised him in clubs. Burroughs laid down his
hand and five clubs showed, headed by the John.
Things progressed rather poorly for Checkarelli,
and as he was going down his third, the fatal John
Ceccareili

the board. Under" it was the bullet, unplayed as
yet. Evidently, the Horse had been bidding on
something unbeknownest to him.
left

—

'

Watch for Bill Wadman in "The Time of Your
Life." He plays Willie, the pin-ball enthusiast in
said lively play. Wadman also plays around with a
dated car, which some say runs. It took "Red"
Charles most of an afternoon to persuade the junkman that Wadman's heap wasn't part of the refuse
that had collected in front of the Beta House.

We've met quite a few bewildered freshmen returning from the President's house still exclaiming
masterfully, "Very oriental." We can remember our
social there, when, after making sure that our name
was Tom for the thirty-second time, it was time to
bid a fond farewell. Mrs. Sills bid us a hearty "Goodnight, Frank."
column had a "Hats off to" or "Coronets
we would certainly mention Richenberg's Freshmen Sing of a few nights back. We
also should doff our chapeaux to Bert Moore for
making possible the intra-mural athletics down at
Pickard Field at 4:40. A crown for Bob Miller in the
If this

same connection.
In a "Thorns to" or

his

mantle around him and

down peacefully to rest." In
1874 $10,000 out of the funds of
the property were donated to Bowdoin by the trustees of the school
to found the chair bearing his
name. Little, by the way, was a
brother of Josiah Little, who
founded the Josiah Little Professorship of Natural Science in 1864.
That "both these noble men found;
ed professorships in Bowdoin College," as a Lewiston Journal wrote
at the time, is not exactly correct,
however. The "noble" Mr. Little
did not found his chair at Bowdoin and had already "folded his
mantle around him" by the time
Instead we have
it was founded.
tp thank the trustees. Since then
various members of the family
have made anonymous contribuThe Lucy J.
tions to the fund.
Little Fund has been added to it.
In 1879 a Mrs. Valeria G. Stone
of Maiden, Massachusetts, gave
$50,000 to the Edward Little Fund,
as well as $25,000 to complete the

"Thumbs down" Department,

.

Memorial Hall. What
she had with either
Little of Bowdoin is not clear. She
may have been related to Thomas
Treadwell Stone '20, a clergyman
who spent most of his life in Bol-

interior of.

connection

ton, Massachusetts.

.

.

Lawrence

.
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whence he came, the fact that he
had given a sophomore declamation, and the title of the declama-

great-grandson of Edward Little and now
the pre-Radar officers at
'Bowdoin.
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ROBERT

PROFESSOR

COFFIN, another of Prof. Mitchell's pupils who achieved fame.

best students, he snapped back,
appreciated his course; it was the
lazy men who objected to it.
For twenty-five years' years, Professor Mitchell not only
Mitchell.
Strikes a familiar note, doesn't it?
Bowevery student was required to take became acquainted with each
Finally, in 1881, Professor Ladd
Born doin student but really knew him
public speaking with him.
decided he would be happier at
his thoughts, his beliefs, his perin 1867 and principal of Freeport
Yale.
As he himself says-,
High School for three years after sonality.
closer to the men
Radical Henry Chapman
his graduation from Bowdoin, Pro- "That way I got
remember
In 1880 permission was granted fessor Mitchell then returned to and got to know and
think possibly
to transfer the Edward Little Bowdoin as instructor and has them better than I
way."
other
any
in
distinA
since.
ever
here
to
any
chair,
"providing
the
Fund
been
name 'Edward Little' be retained." guished scholar, he has written
Distinguished Pupils
Thus, in 1881, the Little Chair of "The School and College Speaker,"
Rhetoric, Oratory, and English used widely throughout the coun-|
Professor Mitchell can look in
Literature came into being and try, as well as an authoritative) the paper every day and read of
was occupied by Professor Henry life of Elijah Kellogg, a popular at least one of his men speaking
Leland Chapman '66, who came to biography of Lincoln, a "History somewhere. With one or two exteach at Bowdoin immediately af- of Education in Maine,'" and a ceptions he has taught.every memter his graduation from Bangor story in the well-known collection ber of the governing board and
Theological Seminary, becoming a "Tales of Bowdoin." For ten years the Board of Overseers.
Among
master in Latin, Logic, and Eng- he was" a visiting lecturer at Bates his students have been President
lish Literature.
Though a gentle- Summer School and was the first Sills, Senators Brewster, White,
man and teacher of the old school, teacher of American Literature at and Burton, Wilbert Snow (the
requiring strict adherence to the. Bowdoin; he is a trustee of Ban- poet and scholar), Professor Robof
Seminary,
texts. Professor Chapman loved a gor
Theological
ert P. T. Coffin. Donald B. Macgood scrap now and then.
He Bridgton Academy, and of North Millan (the explorer), Pulitzer
fought fiercely against hazing and Yarmouth Academy, and is Presi- Prize winner Gladys Hasty Carrepeatedly terrified students who dent of the Maine Congregational roll (at Bates), Governor Hild.believed they could finagle him Conference; he has received hon- reth,
Albert Gould (the noted
into changing a
to a C. He was orary degrees from Bowdoin, Gri- lawyer),- Roscoe Hupper (a sjK-aka bit lazy, too; indeed, for several nelle. and Maine University;* he er at the last commencement),
years he gave only one course in is one of the most popular speak- screen actor Albert (Ecke) DekEnglish Literature.
It was Pro- ers in the East, giving commence- ker ("has a magnificent voice"),
fessor Chapman who, after the ment addresses in many small Kenneth Robinson (head of the
sudden resignation of President towns; whenever the Dean has English
department
Dartat
Chamberlain in 1883, was made taken Sabbaticals, Professor Mit- mouth). Earle Baldwin Smith
Dean and assumed most of the chell has relieved him. And when (Professor of Art at Princeton),
duties of the presidency until Pres- I visited him at his home, which and
countless others. He has even
ident
Hyde's appointment two Professor 'Packard formerly occu- taught fathers and their sons. Upyears later. In 1900 he modified pied and which "Mitch" as he is on his"
retirement in 1939 he was
the rules for Chapel attendance popularly called
painted last presented with
a huge silver bowl
to a public announcement that year, he proved to be a vigorous,
filled to the brim with envelopes
students were "expected" to attend alert, pleasant gentleman.
containing letters from the '68
and that a record of each student's
Rehearsing sophomores and jun- and commencement
speakers that
attendance and conduct would be iors in prize declamations, train- he had
trained alone.
kept and sent to his parents.
ing the '68 Prize Speakers and
Despite all this (or perhaps beFinally, in 1898, Wilmot Brook- commencement speakers, correctings Mitchell '90 became Edwarcf ing and discussing with the auth- cause of it), count on "Mitch" to
Little Professor of Rhetoric and ors themes which all sophomores remember the names of every one
Oratory, the English Literature and juniors were required to write, of his students. At a New York
being made a separate chair and teaching formal logic the study alumnj dinner in 1918, for examretained by Professor Chapman. of the syllogism to all freshmen, ple, an alumnus tapped him on the
If anyone knows more Bowdoin giving courses in speaking, read- shoulder and asked if he at all
men and has had a greater influ- ing, and elocution, spending hours remembered him. To everyone's
ence on them than" any other man individually with practically every astonishment he remembered not
alive, he certainly is Professor member of the college for so many only the gentleman's name, but

DRUG STORE

»»

i

as he looked in

apparently was a bit too minute
and technical for the students, be-

»

PIPES

k

cap and gown.
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First Little Professor

President Joshua
first mentioned should obviously be those defeatists
Chamberlain was the first man to
who are against varsity athletics of any type. As hold the position.
A scholar,
far as we can see, there are plenty of fellows inter- statesman, and soldier, he had left
ested in sports. Not only that, they are plenty eager. Bowdoin's faculty in 1862 to enOpposition oughtn't to be as hard to find as these ter the Army and become the
"Hero of Little Round Top," compeople would make out. Then, of course, there are
manding the troops before whom
always some who have ability in those fields where Lee's army laid down its arms. In
experience is needed. If some of these complacent 1866 he had been elected Governor
individuals who feel that we can get along without of Maine (at the time every soldier
them would get off their fannies and do a little extra was becoming a statesman), but
proved his mettle by being reelecwork, it might show the administration that the old ted for three successive years. Fifeeling is not lacking ... as yet.
nally, in 1871, he became President
of Bowdoin. President ChamberP. K. Leonard is certainly one of the luckier fel- lain, announcing
that he would
lows about the campus. Seems he was sliding into deal with his students "as gentlehome, during a fast-and-furious softball game. He
men," at once encountered diffiwas safe, scored an important run, and broke his culties. For example, one evening
write hand. Luck of the Irish . . . er, pardon us,
in 1873 two instructors, while leavScotch.
ing Appleton Hall after quelling a
Coming back from God's country somewhere west disturbance there, were pelted by
the customary pails'of water. Two
of Saint Johnsbury, Vermont, but still in the same
juniors confessed and were exstate, we thought of Norman Rockwell and Private pelled.
Water fights at Appleton
Willie Gillis who cover the front page of the "Sat- apparently are nothing new. Again
urday Evening Post." Maybe it was the mountains, in 1874 was the "Drill Rebellion"
against military exercises,
the
the forests, the women, the lakes, the sun, the rest,
"chief student rebellion in the histhe women, the quiet, the booze, and the
well, tory of Bowdoin," in which an envthe women, but, anyway, it was so swell that Sewall tire Junior class was suspended.
and a couple of us decided to invest our first million
At the President's request in
or so in a place near Greensboro. That's our little 1879 he was relieved by George
Trumball Ladd, afterwards a leadpost-war plan.
ing psychologist. Professor Ladd

Assortment of

"•'

lay

one.

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
SWING

if

to" Department,

"Chuck" Eskilson has developed a new type of
sunburn lotion. It's a mixture of iodine and mineral
oil. By the way, the name "Chuck" stems from one
of our bull sessions where Boyer (the French guy)

—was talked

know

it

truly English.

is in

Don't

feel that it would be a good plan to make all announcements in the smaller dining-room as well as folded

MB
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ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

ROOMS FROM

$2.50

UP

E. R.

has countless stories to

Cleaning

#3 DAY

BRADLEY

71

Resident Manager

with a Hallmark Card"

MB

tell

his students.
One of his
favorites concerns Frank Dutton
'99, an excellent extemporaneous
substituted
speaker, who
for one
of the negative men at a minute's
notice with no preparation in a

about
:

'

i

j

debate

concerning

whether

question

the,

bodies

the

of

paupers

should be given to the Medical
School then at Bowdoin for dissection. When his turn came, Dutton began to speak of a friend of
his who was a Bowdoin graduate

and who was not well off and
might end up a pauper.
With
tears

practically streaming

down

his cheeks he shouted, "Wouldn't
this be a tine way to welcome him

back to Bowdoin?" He brought
the house down arid gave his team
victory.

Professor

Mitchell

has

been

Chairman of Selective Service
Board 5 since the inception of the
draft, and is now senior selective
service chairman ip~ the country.
He has been cited by both the
Governor of Maine and the President of the United States. Modest
about this difficult, .unpopular, and

thankless task, he oralis it "pleasant" and^ proof that "democracy
can really work."

By the University of Maine he
has been called "First Citizen of
the State."
What better proof
than the following little incident:
One night Professor Mitchell was
driving his car when something
went wrong with the steering
wheel.
The car was practically
doing a conga by the time the
state police caught up with him,
naturally susijecting that the driver had had the perennial one too
many. Upon seeing who the driver was, they emitted a whoop,
shouted, "Professor Mitchell! He's
the one man who couldn't possibly
be drunk!" and formed an escort
for him for the rest of the way.
Pardon me now, while I stagger
off to bed.

BAND BOX CLEANERS

DINING

Richard
General Manager

Countless Stories
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BERT McKENNA SPEAKS
IN CHAPEL THURSDAY
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LAST CLASSES BEFORE
FINALS ON AUGUST 8
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25,

FACULTY COMMITTEE DECIDES AGAINST FORMAL FOOTBALL IN 1945
list

Of Graduates

Killed

^ett »iscusses

Da

ECHE '31 RECEIVES TYPHUS COMMISSION MEDAL

DU

Aspects Of United

New Men Nations

Contains Four

Talks

Reports Of Men Killed In Action

On

Charter
Functions;

2t It

Not

Raise Total Lost To Seventy-four

wL

The College has

recently received

who have been

casualties raise the total

men, Captain Paul

L.

number

of four former

Robert Dean Heflin '43 are
Captain Paul L. Davidson

all

mem-

of fatalities to seventy-four.
F.

Professor

Moulton '41; and Lieutenant

members

of recent classes.

'45,

previously reported mising in an

Col.A.B. Holmes '21

Germany,

has been reported killed. Davidson
was navigator of a B-17 Flying
Fortress, and veteran of twentyeight missions over Germany and
Colonel Alonzo B. Holmes of the
occupied France. He enlisted in the Class of 1921 who spoke to the stuAmerican ''Air Force in March, dent body in chapel Tuesday, July
1943, underwent training at Ran- 17, expressed his belief not only
dolph Field, San Antonio, Texas, that Germany is defeated, but that
and received his commission at the German people now know she
Navigation School, San Marion, is defeated. The realization that
Texas. He was awarded the Silver they are not the super-race Hitler
Star Presidential Unit Citation, made them think they were,
the Purple Heart and two bronze shocked the German people trebattle stars, besides the Air Med- mendously, and has put them into
al. At Bowdoin he was an active a kind of daze from which they will
member of the Alpha Delta Phi not easily recover.
Fraternity.
Colonel Holmes said that it was
Lieutenant Richard F. Hale *44 hard for the German people to unwhy the Americans
derstand
has also been reported killed in ac-

Speaks Of Germany

——

should-

tion at Okinawa. He received
training in the U.S. Navy PreFlight School at Chapel Hill, N. C,
and in June 1943 earned his wings
at Pensacola. Fla. After serving as
instructor at Jacksonville, Fla., he

make

i

regulations

which

prevent our soldiers from even
speaking to them, except -to ask
for specific military information.
Although these fraternization laws

Athern

P.

t&

curity Council. The lesser states
did gain the right to discuss in the

Assembly almost any matter

while

a student

'

high school,
Bill starting working for the college in the Bursar's office. In 1936
he was transferred to the athletic
department where he still serves
as assistant to Athletic Director!
still

in

j

Malcolm

E. Morrell.

When asked what he thought of
the athletic situation here at Bowdoin at the present time, Bill said,
"Of course athletics here at Bowdoin have slowed down in these
war years. But," he added, "this is
to be expected. Before the war the
boys here at college came as freshmen and stayed through their four
years without interruption. Today,
many of the boys are here for one
or two semesters at the most. In
that short period of time you cannot expect to mould any sort of an
1'
athletic team.
Morgan continued on to say that
he has noticed a rise in school spirit in the past few months, but the
present spirit cannot be compared
with that which existed here in the
years before the war. He attributed this mainly to the fact that most
boys spend such a short time on
campus today. These boys spend
such a short time on the campus
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Morrell Says College Authorities

Want

tive to international action as long

as the matter is not under discussion by the Council at the same

;

'

:

..

MAJOR ROBERT

S. ECKE, on the right, shakes hands with Brig.Gen. Leon G. Fox at Headquarters, Africa Middle East Theater,
Cairo, Egypt, June 20, after receiving the Typhus Commission
Medal.

—

One

Major R.

S.

Ecke

'31

Receives Medal

For Meritorous Service Against Typhus
Bowdoin Graduate Worked In Africa,
Europe To Reduce Incident Of Disease
Major Robert S. Ecke '31 was
awarded the United States of
America Typhus Commission Medal on June 20 for, "exceptionally
meritorious service in connection

with the work of the commission
in several foreign countries." Major Ecke was presented the medal
by Brigadier-General Leon G. Fox,

Ethiopia, each of which formed the
basis for important decisions. During the spring of 1945 he pioneered
typhus control in Yugoslavia. By
his investigations Major Ecke contributed new knowledge of typhus
fever; through constant and devoted service, in situations requiring
initiative and judgment, he materially assisted in reducing the inci-

dence of this disease."
Following his graduation from
Bowdoin, he obtained an
Deis gree from Johns Hopkins University in 1935. He entered the servstationed.
ice in March, 1942, and has served
The citation states that "after overseas for 37 months.
successfully evaluating vaccination
While at Bowdoin, Major Ecke
Field Director of the United States

America Typhus Commission,
Cairo, Egypt, where the Major

of

MD

in

against .typhus in Egypt in 1943,
was on the freshman and varsity
Major Ecke helped control this diamong refugees in Southern football teams, the Ibis and Classical Club, and was active in sev-

sease

Italy during the 1943-44 epidemic
at Naples. Later in 1944 he carried

presented

student

eral

plays.

Major Ecke was a member of the
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity.
His brother, Albert Dekker '27 is
a prominent stage and screen star.
Anlo-Egyptian Sudan and in Sep- Dekker was also a member of the
tember 1944 a typhus survey in Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity.

out a valuable typhus survey and
control program in the Aden Protectorate. In June 1944 he made a
survey of relapsing fever in the

"The Time Of Your Life"
Was Acclaimed In New York

Fletcher Gives Lecture
By

"Six 'Unintelligible'

ican

MMMMM

Possible

Exclusive Dispatch to the

'25,

received the Pulitzer Prize award.
Saroyan accepted the Critics'
award, but refused the Pulitzer
Award of $1,000.
The plot of the play is typically
Saroyan, yet a tender and revealing group of characters are shown
to us. "Joe" is a mysterious and
wealthy patron of "Nick's" bar,

and has for his man Friday and
general errand boy a truck driver
named "Tom." "Tom" falls in love
with "Kitty" and the plot has
mainly to do with his love for her,
in which he is aided by "Joe."
"Joe" aids his
cure "Kitty's"

man

JTriday to se-

and with a

love

grand climax, "Joe" saves "Kitty"
and sees her married to "Tom."
As in most Saroyan plays, the plot
concerns the essential kindness of
small people, but it also expresses
to a greater extent the hopes, the
desires, and the fears of men and
women who are lost and alone.
"Joe" is the philosopher who solves
everyone's problems, and in the
case of "Tom" and "Kitty," he
succeeds in doing just that.

Bowdoin undergraduates having
roles in the play are: Richard E.
"45, Warren L. Court '47,
Sherman B. Carpenter '49, Frank
E. Ceccarelli, Jr. '49, Matthew D.

Eskilson

Branche
*48,

'49,

George E/Berliawsky

Planned for later

this

summer

is

the grading and seeding of the land
adjacent to the baseball diamond
at Pickard Field. Trees will be
planted in this same area next

leased last week. Answering the

Morrell continued,

ject,

and when

ditions

it

seems entirely consistent with the war

Agitation for a football team in

Many

1945 reached a climax July

Graduates

Are In Government

Phillip A. Richenburg '47 made a
plea urging Bowdoin men to join
the Navy Radar Program in a
chapel speech Thursday, July 12.
His appeal was particularly directed to those who will soon reach
their eighteenth birthday. He outlined the program offered by the
Navy, starting with a short "boot
training" as a first class seaman,
through to graduation from radar
school with a "rate."
Richenburg stated that the Navy
is particularly anxious to get men
with some college experience interested in this radar program. He
suggested that any one interested
in getting into the Navy Radar
Program should contact Navy Recruiter William J. Mullen any
Tuesday forenoon in the lounge of
the Moulton Union. "Yeoman Mullen," he said, "has done a great
deal in the past for Bowdoin men
interested in the Navy, and is
ready and willing to do more in the

future."

'

On

Thursday, July

With

'47

Peter

S.

Brad-

'49,

Robert Bur-

and

]

19, 1945.

As-

sociate Professor Athern P. Dag-

released a

list

of Bowdoin

According to a statement issued
by Dr. Edward S. Hammond, Di-

of

ifications

9,

1945,

sched-

printed

for football

now

athletes

The July

ORIENT

in

11 issue of the
the

arguments

and urged the return

of that sport to the athletic pro-

gram

of the College.

Most important among the reasons given by Morrell for the decision were the ODT ruling against
traveling and the fact that Bates
and Colby will not have teams.
Ever since Pearl Harbor the transportation
problem has limited
sports competition to the State of
Maine, and with Bates and Colby
both definitely out of the picture,
the University of Maine presented
the only possibility of competition.

The College calendar
such that

it

would be

is

arranged

difficult to

condition

candidates for games.
The fall trimester begins in mid
October, leaving approximately six
weeks for practice and games.

Maine; Major Harold M. Hayes
Another serious problem to be
State Director of Selective considered was that
of medical
George D. Varney '23, care for the squad. The
presence of
President of the State Senate; Guy a physician
at scrimmages as well
H. Sturgis '98, Chief Justice of the as games was
deemed a necessity.
State Supreme Court;
Arthur
Chapman '94, Associate Justice of "It seems unfair to the people of
the State Supreme Court; Edward the town .to ask Doctor Johnson to
F. Merrill '03, State Superior give up his practice so that the
Court; and Earle L. Russell '12, football, team could have adequate
State Superior Court.
medical supervision," said Morrell.
Another spokesman for the committee has said that football in the
College Catalogue
fall of 1946 is a certainty. In fact,
Appears In September the possibility of Adam Walsh's re'14,

Service;

New

The new catalogue
and will appear

is

now

Bowdoin

much

turning

to

brighter,

according to the same

in

is

Septem- source.
Expressing the committee's deber, Professor Chase today announced. In general, it follows the light at the enthusiasm of the stupress

in

with dent body, Morrell said, "It is cermodifications. The supplies of
tainly a good sign that the underthe present catalogue are almost
exhausted with only a very limited graduates want to play football,
number remaining in stock. This and there is general sympathy with
lines of the 1944-45 catalogue

some

was due

Men Admitted For Fall
Term Now Number Forty

to an unprecedented de-

and appreciation of their desire for
the sport. Those of us who really
love the game and believe in it are
•alumni as well as other colleges
looking
forward to having it again
who were interested in the book
at the earliest possible moment."
from a professional standpoint.

mand for copjes not only from men
who planned to enter but from

Placement Bureau

Assists

rector of Admissions, there are forty men who have been admitted to
the college to date for enrollment
in the Fall Trimester.
There are fifteen more men from
whom applications have been received, but whose credits are not
By Blake Hanna
yet complete; Among the forty men
"Even in the present confusion gathering by President Kenneth
already admitted only two are explans C. M. Sills expresses very effectiveand
uncertainty,
the
College
servicemen. However, this does not
include the returning ex-service- for the future, immediate and re- ly the purpose of the Placement
Bureau in Massachusetts Hall.
men, who are re-admitted through
Realizing that the selection of a
the Dean's office.
career was of utmost importance
This figure shows a decline in
to the college 6tudent, the Governthe enrollment when compared
ing Boards of the College voted in
with the enrollment for the Sum1944 to establish the Placement
mer Trimester, when there were
Bureau on a permanent basis in
sixty-five men admitted. However,
charge of a Director of Placethere are applications being receivments, Samuel A. Ladd. Jr. '29,
ed daily, and the final enrollment
who devotes his full time to the
will undoubtedly equal if not outundertaking.
number the summer enrollment.

Students Starting Careers

.

.

Executive Committee
The primary function of the
Placement Bureau is in helping the
man who is about to graduate to
get started in his career. To do
this, the Bureau has set up a sePlacement committees
ries
of
throughout the country to serve as

Date Of Senior Weekend
Is September 7. 8, 9
The week end of September 7,
8, and 9, has been decided upon
as the date of the Senior Weekend for the summer trimester
the Student Council today disclosed.

intermediary services for the ex-

change of job information between
employers and alumni job seekers.
These committees consist of an
executive or steering committee of
five to seven members, headed by a

A

except the date.

Thomas Tarrant
roughs

'49,

W. Maillet '48, WalSimon Dorfman '48,

when the Student Council

school.

For

£ Continued on Page 4

B. Longley, Jr. '48, Wil-

Wadman

ef-

fort."

Richenburg Urges Radar

Clive Tillotson
the exceptions of Court, DorK

James

ley '49, Alfred
ter Jaffee '46,

numerous queries on the subit, though, under proper con-

"We want

Projects now under way are the
tree work about the campus and graduates who now occupy importfraternity houses and the paving ant positions in the government
of the walk from Adams Hall to
and administration of the State of
the chapel. Work will also soon be
Maine. Professor Daggett intends
completed on the new path opposite Adams Hall to Memorial Hall. to use this statement as the basis
The Sargent Gymnasium has of a permanent record of those
now been completely re-roofed ex- alumni of the college who have
cept for the two wings and the established
themselves as leading
cage. No plans have been made by
men in the state.
the Grounds and Building Commitit stands at present, the list
As
tee to do these sections in the imincludes such prominent citizens of
mediate future.
Maine as Governor Horace A. Hildreth '25; U.S. Senator Wallace H.
White, Jr. '99; U.S. Senator Ralph
O. Brewster "09; U.S. RepresentaRobert Hale '10; John A. PetBowdoin's Eligibles tive
ers '85, Federal District Judge of

committee headed by
Warren L. Court '47 and including H. James Cook '47 and Philip S. Smith, Jr. '47 has been appointed by the Student Council
to arrange the details of the
weekend. To date, there has
been nothing definitely decided

liam C.

ORIENT

uled a rally to determine the qual-

Bernie Le Beau

William Saroyan's smash comedy hit "The Time of Your Life"
professor of English at the Uni- opened at the Booth Theatre, New
versity of Texas, gave a talk last York City on October 25, 1939. ProMonday evening at Professor duced by the Theatre Guild Inc.,
Chase's "Barn Chamber" entitled the play received rave notices from

Edward Garland Fletcher

As

Football Soon

"The Faculty Committee on Athletics, in meeting with President K. C. M. Sills, decided not to have a football team this fall,"
said Malcolm E. Morrell, Athletic. Director, in a statement re-

gett

probably gain a non-permanent
seat on the Security Council, Professor Daggett believes. The San
Francisco Conference was the first
occasion at which Byelorussian
S.S.R., Ukrainian S.S.R., and India
had been recognized as having the
right 'to be officially represented.

On 'Unintelligible' Poems

houses will definitely be
painted this summer according to
Don Potter, Superintendent of
Grounds and Buildings. At the
same time Mr. Potter outlined other projects which have been planned by his department for the immediate future.
The first house to be painted,
the Beta Theta Pi, will' be begun in
a few weeks by a Portland concern.
Mr. Potter said that because of
limited funds only the first job had
actually been contracted for. The
number of other houses to be painted beyond the definite four will depend upon the cost of the initial

spring.

time.
of the Soviet republics will

The Delta Upsilon, Beta Theta
Sigma Nu, and Alpha Tau

Omega

painting.

Modern Amer- the New York press. It was dePoems." The lecture was scribed as "a delight and a joy,"
that they do not have enough time sponsored by Professors Chase and "innocent at heart and creative in
to really get enveloped in the true Coffin and was attended by Profes- art," and "a prose poem in ragtime
Bowdoin spirit.
sors Quinby, Tlllotson, and Dag- with a humorous and lovable point
gett in addition to members of the of view." The play ran from the
undergraduate body. Mr. William fall of 1939 until the spring of 1940
Frost '38 was also in attendance as with a total of 185 performances.
The cast was magnificently headed
a guest of Professor Chase.
The purpose of the talk was to by Eddie Dowling as "Joe" the bar
answer the charge that certain fly. "Tom," as "Joe's" devoted
companion and errand boy was apt[ Continued on Page a ]
ly and naturally played by Edward
Andrews. As "Kitty Duval" Julie
Haldane's Friend Sends Haydon gave a wonderful characterization*. While most of the other
Donation For Cup Fund parts are short, they were none
the less vividly portrayed by the
Major George E. Bowdoin, rest of the cast, and Charles De
ITSMC, recently donated 925 to Sheim as "Nick," the bartender,
and Len Doyle as the yarn spinning
the fund for the purchase of the
Haldane Cap. Major Bowdoin, "Kit Carson" rated special credit.
although having no formal conAside from being enthusiasticalnection with the college, was a
ly received by the New York stage,
member of the same division ae the play proved its greatness by
Captain Andrew A. Haldane '41, being the only one to win both the
who was recently killed on Drama Critics' Circle Award, and
Peleilu. la a letter to President
the Pulitzer Prize award. The
8111*. Major Bowdoin explained
Drama Critics' Circle Award,
that he admired Hstdwi* very
which was started in the season
He also explained that he of 1935-36, is given to the best play
met Captain Paul Douglas of American authorship produced
WILLIAM E. MORGAN
*1S, who, hi investigating Major
on the New York stage. For the
Bowdoin's genealogy, had discov1939-40 season, the Critics' chose
"I have experienced many great
ered a relationship hetwea his
"The Time of Your Life" and their
thrills in athletics here at Bowfamily and Ike family for whom
action was soon followed by the anthe college is named.
[ Continued on P*f e * ]
nouncement that the play had also

By Dan Dayton
For fifteen years William E.
Morgan has been a familiar figure
on the Bowdoih campus. In 1930,

B
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rela-

'

Morgan Reviews Fifteen
Years Work At Bowdoin

1

1

^>

Professor Daggett stressed the
fact that the United Nations organization is a council of states and
not the legislative body of a superstate. "It is a permanent-provided-for international conference,"
said Professor Daggett.

Replying to a question by B.C.A.
president Frederic R. Woodruff, Jr.
'48, Professor Daggett pointed out
that the small nations had made no
headway in overcoming the "Big
Five's" pragmatic veto in the Se-

1

^r
f

«Joseph McKeen.
>
Dean, today announced.
other men include
President Sills will continue with
Lieutenant Robert Dean Heflin Charles L. Abbott '47, Edward J. talks" concerning the subsequent
'43 has been killed in action in McFarland '48, and two freshmen. presidents, Rev. Jesse Appleton,
Luxembourg. He was with the 19th
Dysinger, who left school to en- Rev. William Allen, Rev. Leonard
Task Battalion of the 9th Armored ter the Army Air Force in January, Woods, Samuel Harris, Gen. Joshua
Division.
He belonged to the Psi 1943, was recently discharged from Lawrence Chamberlain, and Rev.
Upsilon Fraternity at Bowdoin.
the service. He received the Purple William DeWitt Hyde, then about
Second Lieutenant William M. Heart while stationed as a radio- some of Bowdoin's great instrucMuir '44 has also been reported gunner on a B-24 in Italy. He is a tors, and finally on the more imkilled in action at Okinawa on June member of the Beta Theta Pi Fra- portant graduates of the college.
5th, 1945. He graduated from Ma- ternity. Abbott left college in the He will givg a brief biographical
School, winter of 1945 and is a member of sketch of each man and tell somerine Officer Candidate
Quantico, Va., and was stationed at the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity. thing of his contribution to BowCamp Lejeune, N. C, before going MacFanland is returning after doin.
overseas. Muir was a member of taking the first half of the summer
the Sigma Nu Fraternity at Bow- off. He is a member of the Psi Up-

9
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isssr
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three

silon Fraternity.

Beta House Is First
List; Other Campus
Improvements To Follow

On

Pi,

ssF

Acting

doin.
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in the
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Christian Association on

Wednesday evening, July 18

"Worthy" Men

The

Main Reasons For Decision

...

P§

Moulton Union.

Of

of the Zeta Psi Fra-

•

BKjjftflfc-

ter at the second of a series of stu-

are not always obeyed, the pento the Marshalls, alties for violating them are severe Sills Describes lives
and then to the Okinawa theater and are promptly delivered.
Colonel
Finally,
closing,
in
as a member of the second Marine
College's
Air Wing Squadron. Hale was an Holmes said that in his own opinactive member of the Delta Upsi- ion, the war with the Japanese
first
of
Janwould
be
over
by
the
On July 11 President Kenneth
lon Fraternity while at Bowdoin.
1946.
C. M. Sills began a series of chapel
Second Lieutenant Willis B. uary
talks
entitled "Worthies of the
Moulton '41, who was reported
College," with a description of the
missing since Nov. 5, 1944 in action
Five Enter In August, lives of Massachusetts' former
over Ludwigshafen, Germany, has
Governor Bowdoin, for whom the
been listed as killed. Willis enlisted
Dysinger '44 college was named, and of his son,
in the American Air Force on Sept. Including
the
Honorable James Bowdoin,
joining
the
5, 1942, subsequently
who was the foremost contributor
94th Bomber Group in England. A
Robert E. Dysinger '44 is among
to the early college. The second of
veteran of more than a dozen mis- five men scheduled to enter colthe series, given July 18, told of
sions, he holds the Air Medal. Dur- lege the second half of the sumthe first president of Bowdoin, Rev.
ing his residence at Bowdoin he mer trimester, Professor Kendrick,
ternity.

.''v'.'

Lack Of Competition, Time

j

Daggett

was transfVred

was a member

.,

,'*^'^WM|

f

ATO

>.**

sions of the United Nations Chap-

The Bowdoin
Hale

'k^ff

Beta,

-

These new dent conferences sponsored by the

Davidson '45; Lieutenant Richard

'44; Second Lieutenant Willis B.

air attack over Leipzig.

news

killed in action.

"^BJ

'

V

'.

**:

^ff£v
discussed the function and provi-

bers of the college

pr

wk

Legislative Attitude

# Pi

$$>*««*

*^§is

wai Paint

Sigma Nu Houses

9.** L«
i

Stresses Council,

c*»

chairman. Under its guidance is
up a vocational 'panel consisting of all the Bowdoin men in the
mote." This statement, taken from vicinity willing to assist! Thus the
an address delivered to an Alumni
[ Continued on Page 2 j
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1945

is

enthusiasm—some

more common
college

the appearance of married

is

on

couples

as veterans return to

Bowdoin campus.

the

There are already some married men
the undergraduates and it is to

among

be expected that

this

resume

been interrupted by the war,

These men obviously
life at

face a

,

more

college than does, the

average student. Their responsibilities
are great

One

and

their problems varied.

of the most pressing problems

rooming accommodations. At present, Brunswick is
a crowded town, with rooms at a prem-

them

facing

ium.

The

is

no Big White on

the

1

college has

tion.

BOWDOIN AND SERVICEMEN

no arrangement

Few

of us realize, perhaps, exactly

what Bowdoin

is

doing for the

serv-

ditional

icemen stationed in the vicinity of

easily

Brunswick.

burden on him. This can very
work a severe hardship on the

man who may have to take several days
to secure

rooms which

will

quite possibly prove unsatisfactory.

The

college has a duty to. remedy

this situation

now— before

it

becomes

Bowdoin should establish a
system which would insure a student
of rooms when he enters college. Perhaps the Cram House or the Mustard
House could be reserved for their use.
Married undergraduates have mere
critical.

handicaps than most students.

Any-

thing the college can do to ease their
difficulties

would come

as a benefit to

The

felt that, as

to great

administration

has

a liberal art school,,

it

is

Bowdoin's duty to keep the student
body well informed on world.events.

And

in the past, the undergraduates

have shown a keen interest in int. lecture* presented.
stitute

During the recent

in-

on liberal education, ibe stu-

dents attended in mass.

And

and the college

is

accepted as a matter of course,, and

receive little publicity.

A close relation does exist, in which
the college endeavors to employ

men

the benefit of these

facilities for

its

and women. The swimming pool and
rennis courts are at the disposal of
the service people of the Brunswick

Naval Air Station

Members

at specified times.

of the faculty are connected

men

with the local U.S.O.'The service

street

trouble and expense to present notable speakers on issues of current importance.

cooperation between

being rather on the unspectacular side,

'•

Bowdoin has -always gone

The

services

invited

to college-

sponsored lectures and concerts and in
the summer they are invited to the

LECTURE ATTENDANCE
"

armed

the

of this area are

both them and Bowdoin.

'

them.

lution to

the problem definitely

was

restrictive

not

legislation.

talk

Monday

evening,

formed solely by members of the college. Professor Fletcher claims;
are a rarity at Texas, and the inUniversity. On the other hand, it is part of the feeling of unchangstructors
are
generally
less
there is no compulsory chapel ing tradition which appeals to the
acquainted with their students.
there.
returning alumnus. He also comOn the other hand, Professor
Texas has a summer term, much mented on the friendly impression
Fletcher said that it' must be
like the one at Bowdoin. Profes- created by the Bowdoin "hello"
granted that a university has the
sor Fletcher considers that it will which he was glad to find had not
advantage of being able to offer a probably be discarded after
the disappeared from the campus.
wider variety of courses, especially war
because a conscientious inHe stated the many other alumin the scientific fields. The English
structor expends a great deal of ni with whom he had discussed the
department at Texas, for example, energy during each class period,
matter were in accord with him in
has had as many as 60 instructors. and
therefore needs a vacation as hoping that it would soon be posThe Professor's office is located on much as do the students.
sible to expand the College Lithe eighteenth floor of a 24 story
The fraternity system at the brary. If Bowdoin is to maintain
skyscraper.
University of Texas is different its reputation as one of the leadThe University has many stu- from ours in that there are a great ing small colleges, it is essential
dents who do not attend for the full many more houses, and the range that there be more stacks, more
.

t

four years, but transfer from a of ages is considerably wider. This
smaller college in order to receive last -fact is due to the custom of

money

Freshmen and pledging men who enter as juniors
sophomores at Texas are required and those who already have degrees

publications,

for increasing the collec-

and more attention to recent

tions,

their degree there.

Fletcher

Professor

said.

tfee

eifhx

institute lectures were the chief topic
of discussion for days.. IfroCcsgsn

Fleure s talks on world geography, un<
der the Tallman Fund, also met an
encouraging response.

of;

dances which are held in front

the Moulton Union. Last trimes-

Masque and Gown presented
Adano" exclusively for
servicemen, while the Meddiebempsters toured several Army and Navy
ter,

the

"A

Bell for

hospitals in a

program of

singing.

Although Bowdoin's. contribution
in thU line is far from pretentious,, it
does, as a part of wartime college life,

demand

recognition.

t4bjb-ihis

Thus we

wish to

opportunity to express, our

appreciation to those

doin— both

men

in

Bow-

members and stutheir time and effort

faculty

dents- who give

for the benefit of those in uniform

give so much.

who

visitor

"23 months overseas duty and has reon campuiand cently been discharged from Walter Reed Hospital. He is a member

of the Chi Psi Fraternity.

Private First Class Richard E.
Doyle '40 has recently been seen on
campus. He served in the Public

ill

1

Morgan

And Daggett Talk

Sills

£

Continued from Page i

}

f

Continued from Page 1

Discussions

B.C.A.

]

Bureau is able to keep in touch doin, but there is one that stands
The lecture and discussion group
with business and industry out most in my memory," BiH reon world co-operation sponsored by
throughout the country.
plied, when asked what the greatthe B. C..A. has already held two
The general procedure in placing est thrill was that he has experi- meetings, one on Monday, July 9,
and one on July 18; the first of
a man conforms to this pattern. enced here at the college.
"That thrill," he said, "was the wnich was led by President Sills,
The man indicates on his questionthe second, by Associate Professor
naire that he wishes to be consid- one I experienced at the Bowdoin- Daggett.
ered for employment. When he is Maine football game of 1936. It was
The purpose of the discussions is
available for employment, the Bu- not just the outcome of the game to give the students of the college
reau sends a copy of his vocational that thrilled me most of all. Rath- a clearer understanding of what
blank, together with whatever in- er, it was the spirit and enthusi- the United Nations are doing toward the formation of a world
formation it has on file, to the asm that was displayed by both
peace organization, and in the
chairman of the placement com- the Bowdoin and the University of words of Fred Woodruff, B. C. A.
Maine
student
bodies."
Bill
still
mittee in the area in which the apPresident, "To help elevate the
plicant wishes to locate. It then remembers seeing a thousand stu- B. C. A. from its present status of
dents standing in line five hours be- a political' battle-ground for the
notifies the

Po,

France and Germany. After

in

his

present furlough he expects to sail
for the Pacific Theater.

member

He

is

a

Alpha Delta Phi

of the
Fraternity.

Ensign Donald N. Lukens '46 has
recently
July,

the

visited

college.

In

he was assigned to

1943,

Bates College and later transferred
to Columbia

He earned

Midshipmen School.

his ensign's stripe at

Miami, Fla. Lukens expects to be
ordered to the Philippines. He belongs to the Delta Upsilon Fraternity.

James A. Kane

of Portland,

'41,

returned to visit the campus. He
served in the 6th Infantry Platoon
at Fort Belvoir, Va., and was assigned in England and France. On
Army Specialized Training Pro- June 27 he was discharged at Fort
gram at Westminster College, he Devens Separation Center. Kane is
joined the 75th division of Gen. a member of the Sigma Nu FraGeorge S. Patten's Third Army ternity.
overseas. Davis was awarded the
Lieutenant Richard M. Lamport
Bronze Star Medal for heroic
achievement in' connection with is back in the States on leave after
military operations against the serving as fighter director officer
enemy on Nov. '9, 1944, in the vi- on the staff of Rear Admiral
George Henderson, Commander of
cinity
of
MaJzieres-Les-Natz,
a division of escort carriers in the
France. While
Bowdoin,

he was
at
an active member of the Delta

Pacific. He wears combat stars for
the Palaus, Leyte, Lingayen, Iwo
Juna and Okinawa campaigns. He
Sergeant Robert J. Walsh, Jr.
also wears a Philippines Liberation
'47 has received an honorable disribbon. Lamport worked at the Illcharge and is planning to return to inois Institute of Technology and

Kappa Kpsilon Fraternity.

Bowdoin in October. He was
awarded the Purple Heart for injury received as an infantryman in

was

«

assistant to the vice-president
of the General American Transportation Corp before entering the
navy. He belongs to the Beta Theta
Pi Fraternity. «

the 94th Infantry Division in
France. Walsh is a veteran of ten

BE
i>i>

-

Communication

-

There has been much popular propaganda. Why don't the Allies
talk of late that the German people use this weapon to perpetuate
should be severely punished or world democracy ? Some sort of ineven destroyed as a nation. As a ternational machine should be set

up

basis for this concluison, enthusiasts proclaim that

of its job would be to reeducate Germany. This w^ll take a
long time, but once Germany has
faith in democracy, she will cease

inherent desire for wars, and as

lacious

belief

will

and ultimately

to expound the virtues of free-

Germany has an dom. Part

only

lead

to constitute a threat to peace.
Yet the Allies are using the same
punitive methods that failed the
last time. The World Charter pro-

to

greater world hatred and disunity,

At

Camp

at

for service with the 95th Division

impossible. I feel that such a fal-

Placement Bureau

Section

Relations

Louisiana and then was ordered to
England as correspondent for the
Stars and Stripes. Doyle was
awarded the Bronze Star Medal

long as she exists, peace will be

!E
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But those things which football at Bowdoin symbolized will live
on though their expression. lie silent.
The football which shall appear when
conditions justify it will undoubtedly compensate for these years of priva-

offices in

Religion plays a larger part in

disappointing to realize that

is

there will be

that of

rooms, consequently throwing an ad-

work

course, since the University

Fletcher's

of football. It is unfortunate,

to aid a married student in obtaining

off

of the

However, he said, it should be conthe life of the -average student at
sidered that sororities are in genIn the proknow it at Bowdoin. Texas, for in- the University than
gram of the typical Bowdoin un- eral more undemocratic than frastance, has no meeting place comdergraduate. There Is wide-spread ternities and that girls attach
parable to Professor Chase's "Barn
more importance to receiving or
participation by students in the acChamber." Informal groups, like
not receiving a bid.
tivities of the local churches, and
the one which heard Professor
Bowdoin is basically a fraternity
there are entire religious classes

normal times, was more
Bowdoin. It ranked
as a college institution on a par with
Proclamation Night and the S.C.D.C.,
yet these traditions have been sacrificed to the war. Such must be the fate

It

life

there are certain striking deviations from the pattern of life as we

at

cent years.

was a recent

There is great emphasis at Texas on the intra-mural sports program which is arranged and promoted by part of the regular staff and national ties give an organizawhile riding in a jeep. At the close
of the Athletic Department. Comtion dignity, he thinks that it is of the European war, H'j'^ics.was
peting units are formed by the fra- time for
the fraternities to con- chief of staff of his bngace wi'h
ternities, the boarding houses, insider which of their traditions can advan-c headquarters at Brunsformal groups, and the navy men
be profitably discarded. He com- wick, Germany. At Bowdoin' he
on campus.
mended the recent trend toward was captain of the hockey team
The large naval group at Texas, liberalism among the Bowdoin and an outfielder on the baseball
part R.O.T.C, enter freely into chapters. In commenting on Mrs. team. He belongs to the Delta Upthe student activities. Subject to Glenn
Frank's
article
called silon Fraternity.
the restrictions of their officers, "Heartache on the Campus," ProCorporal Nicholas Davis '46 also
the men can join the glee club, fessor Fletcher stated that most visited the campus this past week.
take part in dramatics, and even of her criticisms were uncom- Following* a period of training at
become members of fraternities fortably accurate, but that the so- Fort Bragg, N. C, and under the

gridiron.

their studies.

complex

extra-curricular activ-

very active in the

Of

to

but when
viewed objectively, seems almost trivial in contrast with the disasters which
many colleges have experienced in re-

did not appreciate the quality of

is co-educational and has and hold
an enrollment at present of 6000,

a team.

game

By Myer Norken
CoJonef Alonzo B. Holme3

M

Professor Fletcher also mentioned in passing that he feared
that the Bowdoin undergraduates

of Texas

any personal desires we may entertain
to see ks return. Enthusiasm alone
cannot dismiss these arguments or run

men, whose educa-

crease as the older
tion has

matter .will, in-

frequently-

school.

Football, in

A sight which is destined to become

the

to neither sorority or fraternity

anticipated a

resume football
this year, the college deserves our respect. It is not through whimsey that
this decision was reached, but through
logic and facts. The detailed reasons,
appearing on page one of this issue,
which wete considered to outweigh

than a

ROOMS FOR COUPLES

denied

Professor

which such an institution has
He also emphasized that
the sizeable group which belongs

have reigned on the autumn campus.

are hald by tba Sttdanta of
Publi.had bi-wwkly when
Bqwdoin Collect Addraaa Mwi commaiucaUoai t« tfca Baiter
and MtMcrtption eommunlcatlonn to tb« Bu*in*a Mankfrr of tha
Bowdoin Publhhinr Company -at tha Oriant OHica in ti>a Monl-

lanmaiiv

many

the

with thoughts of playing, others, of

^aaiawiap ^ee Rational

place,

to offer.

watching. Undeniably, football would

NitionnhAdverrJfiirg Service, Inc.

first

heard intimation that a university,
because of its size, is necessarily
an unfriendly and impersonal place.
A student there can become
acquainted with a large group of
undergraduates, and be active in

large attendance that

disappointing to learn that

is

,

Bernard M. Goodman
Geerge Papons

the

ities

It

t

took the opportunity ic' speak in
Chapel. Col. Holmes entered the
first World VV^r as a private, and
was* JL3Char$,cd as a sec -«>d Lieutenant
19r9. He entered the -Naand are attending the Law School. tional Crura in 1924 a-;.', rapidly
There is a great deal of social life, rose frjm captaln-to the position of
two or three dances almost every Lieutenant Colonel in 1940. He
weekend, because the war has not
graduated from CA Sch?«>l at Ft.
seriously affected the enrollment.
Monro". Va., and the Command
There is no quota system of rushand Gc*hfcrc-:1 Staff School at Leaving, but the fraternities are more
enworth. Kai.s. After completing a
dierctly under the supervision of
course at tne AtrFoTce School of
the Dean of Men.Tactics at Orlando, Florida, he- .sailProfessor Fletcher deplored the ed ovei^sps. While iir Belgium he
prevalence of pompous tradition was Woi-U.c.* d by an explosion, and
and hidebound system in frater- Was hospi:.' lized in France for a
nities in general. Although ritual time. Later he was again injured

University.

lege like Bowdoin.

FOOTBALL

'48

»

the food being served them. Both
large institution such as the Uni- sugar and pepper have been lackversity of Texas and a small col- ing altogether on the tables at the

that, in the future,

they certainly merit.

*****\**f*'*
._...„.

a."
Managers

*.

.

little in-

."».:

Hen W Korltxky

~
Circulation

them the

^

'

to take a certain number of 8
evening, o'clock classes each week.

Texas spoke of his impressions on returning to Bowdoin after an absence of several years, and
of some of the contrasts between a

toward these lectures, and

attitude

last

sity of

the undergraduates adopt the proper
give

an interview

In

events—events which

hope

*>

-

Miller

Professor Fletcher of the Univer-

their futures to a large ex-

tent. Let's

C. WeatheHll '48

Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown
Beglaald F. Spurr '48
Herbert B. Moore '48
Leonard D. Bell '47

. .

map

will

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Director*

dis-

disheartening and sad to think

is

L. Court '47

that
Sub- Editors

By Bob

.

£..8

Warren

.

In Respect To Classes, Students, Fraternities

couraged farther B.C.A. endeavors in
the n#ar future.

%

*.*$

Sport. Editor

I

Raquel Eidelman's reon Peru met a feeble

on the World Charter has

sions

Herbert B. Moore *48

Managing Eiitor

Contrasts College With University
Of Texas
«»
/a/
*

responsei Certainly the disinterests given the first two of the B.C.A. discus-

Edltor-in-Cfcief

Beglaald F. Spurr

Fletcher Discusses Bowdoin THE BOWDOIN FRONT

However, there has been a notable
slump in interest during the past
weeks. Mr. Louis Alber's talk on
"Hitler and the Junkers" was. attended
by less .than a dozen .undergraduates.

result in another

conflict. Yes, the German people
should be made to realize their
guilt, but through re-education
not through a victor's wrath.
-

After the last war, the Germans,
under Allied reparations and occuj

pation felt the pain of defeat, but
they had no remorse of guilt. Under Allied pressure, they estab-

democratic machinery
a' monarchial history and
upon a belief of an unjust peace.
Naturally, the first economic colsppae disintegrated their democracy, and brought Hitler into power. The Germans had no faith in a
liberal government.
It is about time the Allies realize
applicant to communithat a nation must be prepared for
fraternities."
fore game time on Saturday morncate with the chairman.
democracy before it can maintain
Students are warmly urged to
ing. The game was won by Bowattend these Wednesday evening it. Any peace- charter no matter
The committees include men
doin with a winning touchdown in meetings, for a large crowd is hpw perfect, will fail to keep the
from many fields of business, prothe last quarter.
needed to have an interesting dis- peace unless all the nations supfessional, and educational activity,
Morgan went on to speak highly cussion.
port liberal ideals. Goebbels demand are well equipped to aid the
of the Bowdoin athletes with whom
of
effectiveness
onstrated
the
job seeker.
he has come in contact. He menFletcher Lecture
Selection of a Position*
tioned the great Andy Haldane,
In order that the Bureau may
captain of the 1940 eleven,

•

The American

lished

against

•

vides for force to prevent aggression. But history has consistently
shown that force alone cannot prevent war. The Charter hasn't gone
far enough. It should also be an
agency to counteract the philosophy that motivates a nation to
go to war. It should also destroy
the seeds of war before they grow.

I

college

is

the

perhaps

heart of liberal ideals.

It,

more than any other

institution,

appreciates the formulative valueof education in perpetuating free-

dom.
|

I should think

it

would be

among the staunchest advocates in
fostering an organized, effective attempt to teach democratic doctrines throughout the wdrld especially within the former Axis poweducation without
ers through
The college has a strong
force.
voice in this country, yet it has not
adequately exercised it in behalf of
education as a means to world se-

—

—

curity.

MYER NORKEN _

.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

who re[ Continued from Page i ]
the Pacific. modern American poems are "un•
OF EXAMINATIONS
"My only regret," said Bill, "is that intelligible." Professor Fletcher
TRIMESTER, 1945
FIRST TERM,
qualified, students, are advised to
I don't have the opportunity to see endeavored to prove that what the
consult the Director of Placements
most of the present day boys glib tongue brands as "gibberish" All examinations will be held in the Gymnasium, unless other-

be enabled to place
tions for

men in the posi-

cently lost his

SCHEDULE

life in

which they are especially

SUMMER

as early as possible in their college
around for four years."
career.
While the selection of a
business position

must

is

not at

ficulty,"

necessarily

First Success
be left to the man himself, the BuThe work that these committees
reau has information available
doing in the past months
which will enable it to assist the have been
has been very effective. The comapplicant in making an intelligent
mittees are able to make personal
choice. The candidate's complete
contact with the Alumni as well
undergraduate record
including
as with the prospective employers.
classroom work and extracurricuThe Bureau keeps hi touch with
lar activities is used as a means
the committees through the "Alumto determine his- availability for
nus" and through bulletins sent
positions. If the work of the Buout from the central office in Masreau Is to be most effective, the
sachusetts Hall by Mr. Ladd. In adstudent must register with the Budition, aft the applications are
reau before the senior year.
handled through the central office
Since their establishment the
and the files of all applicants are
Placement Committees have
kept there.
brought some very worth-while
Mr. Ladd reports that, to date,

—

—

suggestions to the attention of the

the Bureau has been able to fill
Bureau. The Washington Commitevery request for employment that
tee has planned a complete survey
has been made since it was estabin the fields of industry, the profeslished. As yet, it has not had to
sions, government service, etc. The
New Jersey Committee is planning enlist the aid of all the committees,
but as the services releases are acto have the active members of the
celerated, there Win be work for
committee contact the various em- every committee and each is ex-

all

"gibberish."

"The

dif-

says Professor Fletcher,

wise indicated. Examinations in courses not listed

ranged by the

"lies in the reading of these poems
and that a closer study of them

8:30 A.M.

will reveal the fact that they are

really simple."

er

is

The American

unable
century

to

understand

modes

in

read-

The

Mathematics 2 (Adams 102)
Spanish
i-

*

In high schools we are
taught the very' intelligible poetry
of Longfellow, Wordsworth, Pope,
etc., and little or no time is spent
on the modern impressionist school.

Chemistry 7

I

Economics 3

German

Education 3

Government
Greek 3

English

I3A

History

French 3- v
The poems taken up were "MelTomb" by Hart Crane, Mathematics 3
"Epilogue" by C. W. Auden, three Philosophy 1
poems by E. E. Cummings, and the
-

ville's

Art

detailed questions.

Education \\

•

\

I

(Walker)

Economics

,

BSSSI

I

5

1

Mathematics

I

Mathematics

1

11

English 2

German

1

While an undergraduate here act English I (ail sections)
Bowdoin, Professor Fletcher was a
Frenchji
ployment offices as well as the per- pected to be prepared to serve any member of the old Phi Delta Psi
Fraternity, which is now the Alpha Philosophy 3
sonnel departments of the indus- number of applicants at any given Tau
Omega
Fraternity.
time.
'Physics 1
tries in the area.

MBBSSSSStSl

3

SATURDAY, AUGUST

second stanza of Gertrude Stein's
"Stanza in Meditation."
The viewpoint expressed by Profesor Fletcher was contested by
Professor Coffin, who asked several
-

(Adams 102)

I

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

.

American secondary school system Chemistry
is also partly to blame for the situation.

ar-

1:30 P.M.

.

is

twentieth

poetry.

be

THURSDAY, AUGUST 9

stuffed with traditional ideas

of poetry, and, as a consequence,

v.-ill

instructors.

1

Government
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Mathematics
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History Of Fastball

POEAR

Bowdoiii College

BEARINGS
THE SECOND

of

Bowdoin's

54

football teams. Compare the uniforms of the class of 1890 with the

present day attire.

THE BOARD OF STRATEGY

The judges handed down
be kept

will

to

bow

the final verdict, and the pigskin
hiding for at least one more year. Bowdoin had

in

to too

many

Mai
a> >

feel that these bar-

still

I

be-

hind recent Bowdoin teams. Left
to right:
Don Lancaster,
Morrell, Adams Walsh.

obstacles which were, in the minds of the

faculty committee, unsurmountable.

'

could have been overcome, but 1 do agree that fielding a
team would have been a struggle, not a pleasure. As is so often
the case during a war period, I would suggest to the athletic de-

riers

partment that they

start to

formulate plans for the substitution

some other sport for. football this fall. A choice which would
seem to be both suitable and possible is soccer. The fielding
of such a team would entail less expense and time; and fewer
men than football. Since both Colby and Bates have dropped
football it is conceivable that they, and perhaps Maine, might be
agreeable to a soccer program this fall.
Let's take-up the slack
of

—

that the

dropping of football has

left.

Varsity

polar bearings

Bas eb all

among

fans

the students,

The

some

terested in

short trip

Is

worth

if

it,

*

forget the bridge tour-

was actually hurt

pads of any kind

.

. .

a player could not leave

started,
.

.

we had no

.

helmets or

the referee kept track of distances

—

polar bearings

world in

Bates Series

marvelling at his new feat. This time Hagg cut the existing record time for the mile run down to 4.01.01.

,

"dream" mile of four minutes

polar bearings

The "Blacks and Whites" are encountering considerable difwin column in the town Softball league.

ficulty in entering the

Weaknesses

defensive department have been to blame for
all the defeats. Maybe this week will find at least one of our softball clubs in the victory column.
in the

«^

—

i^— ^"^—^^—

w^

sbmsibmsngnawmn»

Trail V.J.25, 10-6
Despite a four run rally in the deserved a win. He also led both
top of the seventh inning, the Bow- teams in hitting, getting three safe
doin Blacks went down to defeat bingles in four trips, including a
before V.J. 25, by a 10 to 6 count home run, and scored two of his

on July 19. The game, played at teams six runs.
Pickard Field, was regularly schedTonight at six-thirty the Blacks
uled in the Brunswick Softball will play the Brunswick High
School Team.
League.
The Blacks lineup.
The Navy team piled up a big
lead in the fifth inning when they
counted six times. These runs,
couplod with two in the fourth and
one in the second and sixth were
more than enough to overcome the
college team.

The

locals took the lead in the
second inning, with one run, and

ab r
Branche, p
Milden, rf
Morrisey, lb
Begley, c

it with another in the third.
However, they fell behind in the Ceccarelli,
Bluejackets big fifth, and never Court, sf

held

came close after that.
The victors runs almost

4
4
3
3
2
3
4
3
3
3

Lawlis, 3b
Leonard, cf
Weatherill, 2b
Mestre, ss
If

-

The

College

2
1

Book

h
3
2
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

6 10

32

came

all

errors by the locals. Matt Bowdoin Blacks
Branche, pitched good ball, and V.J. 35
•

on

0110004—6
01 02

6
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Store

Bates

62
54

1889
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1901
1902
1903
1904
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

26
22
22
6

6
10
6
6
11
16
5

16

11
12

'

6
6
5
5

6

THE MAINE LAND'

ift

Gaines

Bates

6

6
11
6
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7

7

27
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TRY THE COLLEGE SPA
Pleasant Surroundings?

Again—The College Spa
BRUNSWICK'S BEST?

which amassed a

Right Off The

Campus"

total of 252 points

marked the first time
Bowdoin had met Colby College on

ents. This

the gridiron, and the Black and

White won both games,

and

56-0,

*

Early Victories

America,
Harvard
University.
Both years that team possessed
two All-American players, but
Bowdoin held them scoreless each

and 13-0

respectively.

The State Champion title was
earned by Bowdoin for the first
time in 1904, with R. M. McClave
as coach. McClave left the next
year, but returned in 1907 and 1908
to coach two more championship
teams. The schedule in those days
included Fort McKinley, Harvard,
Amherst, Brown, Cornell, Holy
Cross, New Hampshire, Tufts and
the three Maine colleges.

Acting as Assistant Coach in
1906 was E. O. Beane '04, father
Emery O. Beane, Jr. '46, who is
-

2

6

19

IS

12

won by Bowdoin

26,

tied 5.

ALL Your

PHILGAS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

BRUNSWICK

HARDWARE

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN 8ANDWICHES

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

STATIONERY

And Other

— Telephone S —
Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin- 1916

1940*

1921

1942

Indicates tied for champion-

the

Maine
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1899
1900
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1902
1903
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1906
1906
1907
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1911
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1913
1914
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1917
1918
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1920
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1922
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1938
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Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union
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$2.00 a year
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15 Jordan Avenue
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Flashbacks
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Dennis O'Keefe - Helen Walker

Compliments of

The Orient
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Guy's Greenhouses
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Fox News

TONDREAU BROS.

6
6
6
9

6
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to all your girls and
gift subscription to the
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere In the world. No extra

t

BREWSTER'S MILLIONS

Chops

Fancy Groceries

1

7

18

and Reporter

Short Subject

Service,

i

so

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievement* ?

Send a

Remember

with
Joan Bennett - George Bait

Paramount News

1000

«

14
7
IS

like to have your girts get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus T

Cartoon
if

i

Sun.-Mon.-Tue*.

-

34
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Would you

with

Fred Allen - Jack Benny
Bob Benchley

'

Always Top Quality

48
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UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

THE DESERT
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with

6

24 Hour
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Games won by Bowdoin
21. Games tied 6.

BRUNSWICK, MAINE
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Helmut Dantine - Philip Dorn
Popular Science
Fox News
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J
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for-

Capital and Surplus $350,000
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Games won by Bowdoin
23. Games tied 7.

be applied as a measur-

Bowdoin may look

ing stick,
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5
9
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1980
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1932
1938
1984
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1937
1938
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1940
1941
1942

with the other

And
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may
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28

4

Bow-

of

PAPER

18
7
7
7

14
6

successful

WASTE

14'

7
14
6
6

trends

SAVE

7

7

cially in connection

12
16
ii

i
8

FIRST NATIONAL

9
27
23

6

Athletic Direc-

many coaches was Adam ward to a bright future in football.
Walsh, now on leave as coach of
the Cleveland Rams. A graduate
Editor's Note: The facts and
figures used in this article were
Old Mother Hubbard
compiled by BUI Morgan, and
Went to the cupboard
the sports department is greatTo get her old paper to war,
ly indebted to him for the first
Bui when the got there
use of them.
The cupboard tea* baretier youngster t hod toot it keforal

16
5

22
6

now

6
68

*

1925
1926

doin's

11

.1942

who

and Donovan D. Lancaster Maine
assisted in 1935.

7

24

...A927„.

Tufts,

Trinity,

16

•

MM

Maine Maine, and Tufts. In 1940 Amherst
and Colby.
was inserted in place of Mass.
State, and the line-up stands that
Statistics
Coaches and
Bowdoin graduates who at one way now.
time or another served as coach
Tracing the history of Bowdoin
include Emery H. Sykes '94 (1901)
football back to its origin in 1889
Malcolm E. Morrell '24 (1927- reveals an attractive record, espe1929),

6

in 1919, 73-0.

The second* and last squad to go
the opposition, 4,245.
undefeated was the 1921 team, points, and
schedule has recoached by Fred V. Ostergren, who Since 1929 the
mained practically the same, with
died last month. The opponents Bowdoin playing Mass. State, Westhat year were Rhode Island State, leyan,
Bates,
Colby,
Williams,
Williams,

6

6
4

19ll
1912
1918
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1928

In fourteen State Championship
titles, the Polar Bears scored 4,3*6

win, Bates, and Colby.

6
5

MM

In 1920, Bowdoin received
its worst drubbing, at the hands of
Army by the score of 90-0. The
two schools have not met since.
Bowdoin's most impressive victory
was reached at the expense of Fort

McKinley

4

«
•

12

1904
1997
1908
1909

pe.r cent.

State Championship eleven which
beat Naval Reserve, Fort Bald-

Colby

56
22
42
40
SO

lflOS

statistics

also

Maine Street

mm

Bowdoin

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Printers sf

Year

Maine

We have

The RECORD OFFICE
u

first

undefeated eleven at Bowdoin. A
Mr. Crockett coached the team

Steals

COLLEGE SPA

Maine Series

(62-0).

of

7
12

PRINTING

Good Food?

and Bates

Roxbury

The year 1892 witnessed the

time, 24-0

We're Interested In

W. CHANDLER & SON

West

(16-0),

In 1897 and 1899, Bowdoin defeated the pioneers of football" in

by Marian Brad thaw

The New

(24-0),

S

6

Games

Portland

22-4.

7
13
IS

17.

Since that day, Bowdoin has produced 54 different teams, engaged
now in college. That year, historic
25 coaches, and played 411 games
because of the introduction of the
and has adopted football as its
forward pass, the team won two,
major sport.
lost five, and tied two. Among
Tufts College was the opponent those defeats was one by Cornell
in Bowdoin's initial game, played University by the score of 72-0.
at Portland October 29, 1889. The
On account of the war, it was
team, handled by Dr. F. N. Whit- agreed not to employ a coach in
tier, lost that game (4-8), but went
1917. However, four veterans took
on to win the remainder of the over the team and produced a
Boston Latin (42-0),
schedule,

scored, against 20 for the oppon-

6

t

"

1920»

department,
Bowdoin has won 201 games, lost
175, and tied 35, to compile a winning percentage of almost fifty

DR. F. N. WHITTIER '85 coached the
Bowdoin varsity through its first three
seasons. In his first year the team won
four out of five

were beyond the thoughts and dreams of most experts.

"Gunder the Wonder" did it again, and many oh's
and ah's were heard from the would, be Bowdoin

Periously close to the

1938*

1939*

In

1

rest of the sports

1910*

1917

Bowdoin

1892
1892
1898
1893
1894
1895
1895
1896
1896
1897
1897
1898
1898
1899
1900
1901
1992

Walsh captained
"Four Horsemen
and Seven Mules" team. At Bowdoin since 1935, Walsh has produced a championship team every
year but one. During those' eight
years, his teams lost only Ave out
of the 24 games played with the
Maine colleges.

Although bridge is a bit off the line
by just dropping a handkerchief where he guessed the
it is nevertheless a game, and it would be unfortunate if the
ball was last put into play."
•
,
practice of having one tourney a term were discontinued. AnEncyclopedia Of Sports.
other thought comes in connection with the indefinite as yet
889, we would
If we could visit the Bowdoin football field of
summer houseparties. Unless a sudden change occurs it looks
like there will be no athletic contests during "party time." This observe Bowdoin's first football eleven playing under such peseems to me to be an opportunity for the White Key to stage a culiar rules. With the game a mere fourteen years old, the pracField Day with games and contests for both hosts and guests.
tices we now consider as much a part of football as the pigskin

trackmen as they joined the

19S6

of Notre Dame,
the famous 1925

for this trimester.

-

1935

1907

1937

"Once a game was
unless he

Key—-Don't

1904

Colby Series
Year

ship

you're in-

fine baseball.

Suggestions to the White

ftecords

frodtBall

Walsh Was Most Successful Coach
With Seven State Championships

polar bearings

nament

State Champions

Boast , About

jpaii

who are

unable
to find the calibre of competition that they want, in
Brunswick, can take advantage of the fine baseball
played at the Portland Stadium every Sunday afternoon. The Portland City Club plays host to formidable semi-pro teams from Boston or thereabouts each
week, and the Maine team is undefeated against such
competition.

Bowdoiii

WHERE DO WE GO
FROM HERE
with
Fred MacMurray - Joan Leslie

Deliver the

Name

ORIENT

Address
City, State

Paramount News
Short Subject*

to:

.

The Orient

Office,

*,•_*/*••• ! * Vd»*
V
Moultoe Union.

W
Maine

. . .

.

.

.

FOUR

By
big topic of discussion

man Dance

still

of a couple nights back,

it

Freshmen getting

Speaking of the Marines, Frenchy was overheard
to have asked a sergeant in that outfit
blues

into the spirits of the thing.

An

.

young ladies asking the whereabouts
Bowdoin Pines

of the famous

Sigma Nu House.

injury, but the next

the
.

teasing cutie asked Mestre

if

he lived in

'

Kappa

of

game

will probably see

him in
The

Sig.-A. T. O.-Beta line-up once again.

The only thing that livened up an otherwise uneventful and rainy afternoon was the spontaneous
and unrehearsed exercises in the gym. Seems Roundy had it in for the Robinsons, for Mike and Hugh
led the class through a couple of finger exercises
and push-ups. Pappas, Morrisson, Leonard and a
few of the others also had a chance to show the
ones.

initiated,

but the fond memories of the pre-

ceding weeks of hell won't be easily forgotten.

For the Betas,
teen

party.

its

the recollection of those thir-

demonstrated positions,

(Begley

An accompanying "March

of

Time" was a much more interesting and much-needed refresher. It was about teen-age girls, and interestingly enough, was based on the antics of
high-school girls and boys at Sewanhacka and Scarsdale, New York. Seems Don Lyons hails from Sewanhacka and he knew most of the people pictured
there.

Speaking of Lyons, Don has been sent to Parris

He

turned eighteen on the fifteenth of this month. Al Fraser also

claims

he

knows seventy-eight) and trips to the Union in
underwear with a sign on the back saying,

their

"Union Suit."

For the Chipsies

it's

LT.

(Jg)

STEPHEN W. CUSHING,
USNR

Steve dishing

Wears Eight

Navy Medals

Lt. (jg) Stephen W. Cushing,
For the D.U.'s it's the time spent walking back- USNR, son of Morgan B. Cushing,
Associate Professor of Economics,
wards wherever they went.

For the AD.'s

it's

the

memory

of close-order drill

hands of a Marine

sergeant from the base.

For the Zetes
their fire

it's

the bitter taste

left

drill.

For the Dekes the paddling ought to be

initiations are over!

Glancing through one of the Boston papers we ran
across an advertisement from a local theatre named
the Bowdoin. A double-feature was the current attraction. Their titles were "The Body Snatcher," and
"Without Love." Seems impossible after last weekend.

Sea.

it all happen. Served her right
But the tender scene being enacted at
to change the lives of more
destined
the cell door is
than one person. The faithful dog wanders away in

because
anyway.

we saw

a veil of sorrow. We see the animal deliberately
walk into the path of an onrushing automobile.
A tense moment ensues. Drama-grim and poig-

nant But no, the metal juggernaut careens out
of the way. We breathe freely again. What's this,
another speeding car? Surely all is lost. Again the
miracle occurs and his wretched life is spared. The
limousine stops at the end of a trail of scorched
rubber. A well-dsessed gentleman in a derby hat

comes forward followed by two servants, one an

immense oriental of doubtful
The gentleman recognizes the

enthological origin.
dog.

The dog

rec-

the gentleman and we are certain that
everything will be fine in a week or two. This is
real stuff. But there is one thing that has always
puzzled me, and that is when is Annie going to
ognizes

reach puberty?

The next scene is a change of pace. It's all about
airplanes and Japs and beautiful girls and cute
little children that completely steal away your
heart This one has been going on for quite a number
of years now. It

all

started in the old tri-motored

days way back when Scortchy Smith and Dutch
Himmiltoss were sponsoring a revolution down in
Mexico, and Tailspin Tommy hadn't learned how to
stall.

The hero has enamoured his way through a score
of loves, skillfully squirmed out of a thousand deaths,
all without eating a meal. But the best thing of all is
the dialogue. Ten seconds with this one and if you
haven't completely broken down we'll see if there
isn't something that can be done for you.

We had a very close friend down home who used
to swear he could see their mouths move when he
read what it said in those balloons over their heads.
One day the people from Greymore came and took
him away all strapped up in a coat that permitted
very little body freedom. The menace of the comic
strip is something that should not be taken lightly.
It represents a real danger to civilization. Just imagine what would happen, if the characters who write
the things should suddenly contract some disease
like Elm Rot or Pelegra and not be able to go on.
Why there wouldn't be any funnies, naturally. We

dropped a 500-pound bomb on
her stern, and she sank as a result
of' this attack. As Cushing turned
from looking back to note the result of his attack on the cruiser,
he found himself flying right into
the dying battleship Yamato which
was still blazing away with all her
guns, including 16-inchers. Before
he returned to his ship from the
mission, however, he strafed a destroyer with his machine guns and
she is believed to have sunk.

146 Maine
-

-

distinc-

was Professor

Cushing has participated in 34
missions and has made 92 carrier
landings a high figure as contrasted with the number of landings made by the average Navy
fighter pilot when the Pacific war
was conducted at longer range.
He was honored to be chosen to

Brown Now Occupies Professorship
After Death Of Johnson In 1918

When

his

present leave

is

up

The nation would be thrown

Of

.

for six years

low

—convened

hold their semi-centennial reunion

to

in

the

Congregational church. Class poet for the- occasion was Longfellow,

who

read his "Morituri Salutamus." Longfellow,

been Professor of Modern Languages
to

1835

—Bowdoin
—

being the

first

at

who had

Bowdoin from 1829

New England

college to have

,

,

—

WILL BE CLOSED FOR

ANNUAL VACATION
AUGUST 20 -r- SEPTEMBER

CAPITOL RECORDS

DRUG STORE

Gown

;

,

close

his

their respective debuts in the
Others contribut- smash hit, "A Bell for Adano,"
'22,
Chief
Appleton
John
were
ing
produced last spring.
Justice of the New Hampshire SuAnn Morrissey, a complete unpreme Court; Charles Freeman
of
'64,
President
known to Brunswick, and wife of
later to be
Libbythe Maine Senate; and E. N. Pack- William Morrissey '48, is taking
ard '62, Professor of Mathematics the leading role of "Kitty."
This
at Syracuse University. Contribupart was played by Julie Haydon
tions ran the gamut from $50 to
the $2000 gift from Senator Brad- on the New York stage and is bebury.
ing handled skillfully here at Bowdoin by Mrs. Morrissey. The supProfessor Johnson
his college

.

ALLEN'S

who

at Bowdoin.

income to be given to two FreshMasque and
"had not smoked for a
year and were pledged to a life- •
[ Continued from Page I }
long abstinence from smoking and
man, Burroughs and Berliawsky,
drinking." We wonder if there were
the rest of the entire undergraduany winners.
ate cast is made up of men new to
Horatio Bridge, Paymaster-Genthe Masque and Gown stage. The
eral of the U.S. Navy, wrote a val"veterans" mentioned above made
friend
book on
uable

Carl Lebovitr

.

HALLMARK GREETING CARDS

1825. outstanding poet,

Modern Languages

Hawthorne; mainly an account of

By

—

go"

of

Power Of Chair's Namesake
Lives In Literature Today men who

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!
NEW
3

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

S.

life.

porting members of the female
The Longfelldw Professorship of
Modern Languages itseir was va- east are all residents of the town.
Marcelle
Drapeau has appeared in
Johncant until 1882, when Henry
son 74 took over and maintained the Masque and Gown productions
the chair until his death in 1918. of "As You Like It," and "Goodby
In addition he was Librarian for
five

years and Curator of the Art

Win. Richard
General Manager

CARDS FOR EVERY OCCASION

mtmm

$2.50

UP

E. R.

BRADLEY

Resident Manager

Again." Katrina Chisholm played

Collections for over thirty years. in "Queen's Husband" and has
Born in Gardiner, Maine, in 1855, since studied at the Royal Academy
he had studied in Germany after of Dramatic Art in London. Mrs.
his graduation from Bowdoin and
in 1884 he was given leave to return there and take his degree of

Robert Morss together with Mrs.
Val Ringer have both appeared in

Doctor of Philosophy at the Uni- numerous Masque and Gown proversity of Berlin. Professor John- ductions.
son's scholarship gained the admirThe production crew under the
ation of various and variegated
specialists throughout the world. direction of Austin Hogan '47 have
He edited Schiller's ballads (this been working on the setting for a
volume is being used at present on month now, and promise a reasoncampus in a course being given on
able reproduction of the original
Schiller); he edited Shakespeare's
"Midsummer Night's Dream"; he New York stage. On Thursday,
translated Heredia's sonnets; he July 26, the first dress rehearsal is
published two volumes of original scheduled to take place. The pinpoems; he labored for twenty-three ball machine with waving flags,
years 'on a highly praised translaflashing lights, and blaring music;
tion of Dante's "Divine Comedy,"
which Longfellow himself had the "juke box," piano, and the bar
translated years before, after his will be all given a trial run at the
wife's death. TTiough a scholar, dress rehearsal.
with a love of accuracy and deep
With all the work and talent, unbeauty,
Professor
devotion
to
Johnson treated students who had der the direction of Pat Quinby,
neither with considerable courtesy. which have gone into so unusual
a
At the close of a recitation in
play, there should be early indicawhich he had been compelled to
quell a disturbance, he looked at tions df a complete sell out. It is
the class with agonized eyes and the first Masque and Gown producquietly pleaded, "I guess I won't tion of the summer season and
say anything to you at all; only, should
prove equally popular as the
try to grow up as fast as you can^'
His daughter is the wife of Profes- first production of the spring season,

sor Stanley P. Chase.

In 1919 Professor Frederic Willis

Brown assumed the

position which

"A

Bell for Adano."

The only performance of the
play will be given in Memorial Hall
at 8:15 p.m. on Wednesday eve-

he still holds. Born in Concord,
Massachusetts, in 1876, and a
graduate from Harvard, Professor ning, August first. Reserved tickBrown studied at the University of ets may be obtained by calling Jim
Grenoble in France. At present he Cook at the Sigma Nu House beis temporarily indisposed because
tween 7 and 9 p.m. every evening.
of illness. The college looks forward and hopes, however, to his These reserved seats are going for
recovery and return to his teaching

sixty cents,

duties.

forty cents.

«,

and the rush seats for
.

BAND BOX CLEANERS

DINING

ROOMS FROM

Street

VICTOR

fame and

HENRY W. LONGFELLOW,

man came home

THE MELODY SHOP
DECCA

also achieved literary

has undoubtedly been one of America's most insuch a chair
or not. The number of cases of
fluential poets. His influence was still living in 1 940, when the
Sunday Madness would jam our emergency wards.
Always with the same dismal case history dangling Second Term, August 13- October 6 College library received the following letter signed by a New
from the foot of the bed of pain.
"Arose in the
Biology (See Zoology)
Haven Junior High School girl
morning with brassy feeling behind eyeballs, and
Chemistry 2
"My Dear Mr. Longfqllow,
a spasdomic twitch of the patela, right and left.
Chemistry 8
"I think your poem Evangeline Bradbury, a U.S. Senator, had
Descended stairs to first floor, took in milk, cat, and
in his class, just above
Economics 2
was very interesting but sad in ranked third
Longfellow. During their underSunday paper. Upon opening the paper became
Economics 6
some places.
graduate days, the two men had deaware that colored comic section was missing. TanEconomics 55
"I don't think it could be im- bated the respective rights of the
trums and blind staggers followed. Second stage or
proved in any way.
English 2
Indian and the white man to the
the completely-off-the-nut stage was characterized
"I don't think Evangeline was a soil of North America, Longfellow
English 4
by the sudden desire to break up furinture and beat
very suitable name. You should impersonating King Philip and
English 7
MHes
characterizing
up wife."
have named her some thing, a Bradbury
English 11; The English Novel
name like 'Anne,' or 'Shirley,' Standish. Bradbury is said to have
English 26
'Mary,' or 'Mildred,' if Evamgeline aided another Bowdoin graduate as
This is just a mild relation of the more common
French 4
means the same as the book said it well, being a protagonist in securreactions. The complicated world situation would
French 6
means a saints name. I think the ing Franklin Pierce's nomination
naturally be subject to more violent shocks. We can
French 100
words that were used expressed the for the presidency. His- son James
picture how such a catastrophe would effect the
characters feelings greatly. I have W. Bradbury, Jr.. '61, also was a
German 2
not read the ending of the book contributor; dying suddenly the
sensitive balance of international relations.
German 4
but I hope that it is as well ex- next year.
A breathless dispatch carrier dashes up the Greek German 100
pressed as the beginning ,was. I
First Contributors
Government 2
hope it ends happily.
Classic steps of the State Department office buildCheever became a clergyman and
Government 12
"I found it quite easy to learn one of the country's most uncoming down in Washington. A fevered conference is
Greek 3a
the 'prelude,' which we had to learn promising reformers and controcalled and holds sessions far into the night. A hurfor our English teacher."
Greek 4a
versialists. In a Fourth-of-July oraried call is put in to the OWL Elmer is out of town.
tion which he delivered at- Salem
History 23; History of Central
Establishment of the Chair
Pandemonium grips Capitol Hill. The House and
he stunningly attacked the preEastern
more
fitting perpetuation
Europe
What
Senate convene for an emergency session to cope
dominant faith of the town. Later
of Longfellow's connections with
Latin 7a
with the crisis only to adjourn because the lawwrote "The True History of
Bowdoin than by the establishment he
Latin 10
Deacon Giles' Distellery." in which
makers have nothing to read. The Russian, French,
of a Professorship of Modern Lanhe told with changed names of a
Mathematics
1
British, and Laechtensteinian legations are forced to
guages bearing his name ? Thus on
distillery in Salem, the proprietor
Mathematics 2
August 10, 1875, began a number
shut down due to "complications with which our
of which was a church deacon who
of contributions from Bowdoin
Mathematics 4
government feel unable to cope."
sold Bibles. The press was destroygraduates to found the chair, the
Physics 2
ed by a mob, and Cheever himself
total fund donated amounting to
By this time everything has gone to pot. People
Physics 4
was
assaulted on the street by the
$9800. There were twenty donators
are actually beginning to read Freud and books
Physics 6
in toto; as well as Longfellow him- enraged foreman of the distillery,
of modern poetry. A frightening increase of literacy
Spanish 2
self, whose College subscription of in addition to being sued for libel,
is reported by the University of Chicago Committee
Zoology 54; Comparative Anat- $500 was later added to the fund. fined a large amount, and imprison Statistical Research. The New York Daily News
A study of the contributors oned for a month. It was his brothomy of the Vertebrates
goes bankrupt and fifteen hundred school children
brings out some interesting facts.
er Henry T. Cheever '34 who, in
Among
them, for instance, were
are caught discussing Xenephon in a Memphis Park.
Students who Intend to take
five members of the Class of 1825, 1897, "desiring to perpetuate my
Our only hope lies in the founding of a trust that Physics 2 are advised to register one of whom Joseph J. Eveleth
abhorrence of the pernicious habit
will perpetuate the institution of the comic strip.
for it in the second term of the
was the first of the twenty to conWe are not ready to pull our heads out of the sand. summer trimester since the tribute, giving $50. Others from of smoking and chewing tobacco,
The light will blind us and we will certainly die text-books for that course will this class to contribute were S. P. and under a deep conviction of the
especially of
of suffocation. Plan now before it is too late. Subbe changed the next time it is of- Benson (Maine State Senator), danger to young men
scribe to Funnies Forever and insure serene
James W. Bradbury, George B. the unclean habit of smoking," befered.
domesticity.
Cheever,
and Horatio Bridge. queathed $500 to the College, the
did

THE NEWEST AND BEST
SWING and CLASSICAL RECORDS

-

who

•

"fly wing on" Lt. Comdr. H. N.
It was in 1875 that eleven of the thirteen survivors of one of
Houck, USN, commanding officer
of Air Group Nine, who has set up Bowdoin's most celebrated graduating classes
the Class of
one of the most distinguished Navy
records of the war.
1825, which boasted such members as Hawthorne and Longfel-

editorial reading.

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!

COLIMMA

fellow,
tion.

—

back to cereal-box staring and Cushing will go to Florida to Dick
into up a combat team of new pilots,
Cushing will serve as an assistant
chaos. The sale of morphine and cochane would
instructor to them and later -bejump to unheard. of volumes. Thousands of Amer- come their division leader.
ican homes would be broken up for the lack of a
binding influence. If there were no funnies mama
Classes
and the kiddies wouldn't give a damn whether the Schedule

would have to

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE, 1825, classmate of Long-

has received the Navy Cross for action on April 7 over the East China

her,

For all, the remembrance of those freshmen hikes
and quests will always be fresh in their minds.

Thank God;

By Clark

We

>\

His outfit Air Group Nine
them by helped to finish off the battleship
Yamato and -then attacked a light
cruiser. Cushing swooped down on
enough.

MUSTARD & CRESS

people. It wasn't her fault that the old shrew fell in
know
the well. That stake just got in her way.

-

pickles upstairs.

—

The scene is a dark prison cell. The small figure
with the mop of hair is, of course, innocent. She is
the victim of an unscrupulous lawyer and other bad

•

those tedious hours of toting

in front of the city hall at the

We suppose there were quite a few undergraduates that were disappointed by a flick entitled "De-

Island for training in the Marines.

men who

Pledges to the various fraternities have at last

been

having no preferences, she was the favorite of the

lightfully Dangerous."

number

seriously.

Puerto Rico, Cuba. She seemed disappointed upon
learning that his residence was only Havana. Another claimed she was too young to ever become
serious over any particular male. Consequently,

new

the

is

only really serious injury was that of Jim Longley
whose leg still bothers htm. He is liable to be out of
action for a while yet. Begley was also hurt, but not

.

Broken Deke records and heads.

rest of the class a few

interesting thing

.

.

in the

Steaks at Harry's afterwards.

One

their dress

have been hurt in the 'supposedly* polite game bf
Mike Milden was the first casualty. He hurt
his back early in the game, but has recovered sufficiently to play during the remainder of the series.
Leonard hurt his hand, as was mentioned in our last
survey. He also has recovered sufficiently to be in
there pitchin' again soon. Chtfdwick received a foot

. •

game

if

battle.

Softball.

Canoes tipping over...

football

were worn into

.

.

The

due

to be around until the end of the semester.

Serenading the various houses.
An inter-fraternity free-for-all which made it seem
like pre-war Bowdoin when everyone was wel-

Inquisitive

.

Longfellow Professorship Of Modern Languages

enlisted in that branch of the service, but he's

might be a

.

Two-piece bathing suits.

1

Weatherill

being the Fresh-

good idea to put first things first The things we
like most about it were:
Lights going out again all over the campus.

come.

:
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Cleaning
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— Pressing

DAY SERVICE
71

MAINE STREET

—

INFORMAL TENNIS TEAM
PLATS BATES SATUBD A Y

VOL.

LXXV

;

a

THE BOW

Norman Rockwell

Formal Artist

Among

Visits Coffin

Marks Return To
Pre- War Customs

Saturday night, which will culminate the weekend's official ac-

Sills

And

Little

Speak In Chapel For

Houseparty guests will be quartered in the Alpha Delta Phi, Chi
Psi,

Beta Theta

Omega

houses

college and

Pi,

and Alpha Tau

Members

of the

their guests will have

Following

V-J

»

As

'Hopelessly Garrulous'

Sherman Carpenter as Tom was
By H. James Cook
"The Time of Your Life" by Wil- adequately stupid but lacked the
liam Saroyan presented August 1 spark of life that the character
by the Masque and Gown turned needed to be credible. It was only
out to be something less than the in the bedroom scene that Tom
time of anybody's life and some- achieved any reality. For the most
about
thing more than the theatrical part he wandered woodenly
the stage achieving whatever charturkey many people had anticipatter he may have created by his
ed. Directed by George H. Quinby, physical appearance rather than
the play had the advantage of ex- by any great talent for acting.
cellent characterizations and an
The most moving and subtlely
overwhelming mood and the disad- conceived figure in the play, Kitty
vantage of having practically no Duval the prostitute, was played
plot and being hopelessly garrulby Mrs. Ann Morrissey with con-

summate

and Entertainment Palace

in

San

—

cosm.

As

dipsomaniac saloonside philosopher, Richard Eskilson
gave a performance as sophisticated and charmingly inebriated as
It was sincere. The scene between
Joe and Mary, skillfully portrayed
by Katrina Chisholm, was one of
the high spots of the play. The
poignancy
and
disillusionment
Joe. the

BURNETT ADVISES

ONHOWTOMAKE
FRIENDS READILY
Professor Emeritus Charles T.
Burnett spoke in chapel as the
guest of the Bowdoin Christian
Association on Tuesday, July 31.
His address was entitled "How to

On

Socially

and Be Liked by

Others."

"You do not have to pretend to
be of worse character than you

On

Describes Play

Francisco. Typically Saroyan people meander in and out of the place
acting typically Saroyan drunks
who are philosophers, great comedians who don't make people laugh,
dancers, prostitutes, singers, socialites—all San Francisco if, indeed, not all humanity in micro-

to the Brunswick
Naval Air Station. Shay was a
backfield coach at Bowdoin during the Walsh era and also
coached basketball and tennis in
addition to his football duties.

transferred

college

'The Time Of Your Life' Baffles Cook

The scene of the play is Nick's
Pacific Street Saloon, Restaurant,

SHAY, now a Lieutenant in the
United States Navy, who visited
the campus this week after being

Day

the use of the Curtis Pool every
afternoon during 'the weekend.
The chairman of the various in World War II. After the singing of the opening hymn, Amercommittees in charge of arrangements are H. James Cook, Jr. '48, ica, Commander Noel C. Little, commanding officer of the Radar
decorations; Thomas H. Chadwick School, addressed the assemblage. President Kenneth C. M. Sills
'48, band; and Phillip S. Smith, Jr. was the second speaker. His speech is printed verbatum below.
'47, tickets and dance programs.
This is the occasion to which
Richard C. Lawlis '46 is responsiAmericans have been looking for- "Never has so much been owed by
ble for the housing of guests.
many to so few." There was of
The head of the decorations ward for nearly four years, our so
these
justification
for
course
committee has announced that the British cousins for nearly six years,
and
valiant Chinese allies for words. But today they may well be
our
gymnasium will be decorated in
more than eight years. With the changed for now that peace has
a circus motif. A large canopy
come we are all aware that never
resembling a circus big top will final and complete surrender of the
Japanese, we can say with the has so much been due to so many.
be hung above the dance floor.
Psalmist: "This is the day that the For the total victory which has
James B. Longley '48, President Lord hath made. We will rejoice been won is the result of the comof the Student Council, which is and be glad in it." Our first bined effort of all the forces of the
arranging the houseparty, said,
thoughts then must be of gratitude, Army and Navy and of the civilians
"We hope that this first peace- of gratitude to those great war who labored at home no less. The
time houseparty since the spring leaders Roosevelt and Churchill mechanics who repaired and refitof 1941 will pave the way for big- and their successors and Stalin
ted airplanes for Montgomery in
ger and better parties in future and of gratitude to all those who his dart across Africa; the Seabees
years."
have been loyal and true to the who built aerodromes in the islands
Tickets for the formal dance on great cause for which the Victory of the Pacific; the thousands of
Friday evening, which one hun- has been won. Early in the war men and women who did humble
dred and ten couples are expected when England was alone and in and necessary tasks all these conto attend, will cost $3.00, includ- dire peril Churchill paid that im- tributed to the Victory even
ing tax.
mortal tribute to the R. A. F.
[ Continued from Page 2 }

ous.

GEORGE DENNIS ("DINNY")

really are, use foul language, get
tight, pretend it's smart to neglect
work as much as possible,
running
loafing,
that
pretend
August 1 6, members of the student body, faculty, and the around, and raising the devil, are
Naval Radar Unit of the college attended a special service of the real college life," said Profesprayer and thanksgiving in the Chapel, following final victory sor Burnett. "You don't have to

Special Service

and

As

played by Mrs. Morrissey. Kitty became a human pathetic figure, a
figure as credible and realistic as
any in the play.
tact

finesse.

But the most interesting characters in the play are not Tom,
Kitty and Joe, but rather the insignificant and often delightful
minor characters: Wally Jaffe's
VNo.
uncommunicative Arab

—

what, what not,
.
foundation
nothing," Bill Wadman's highly
original and imaginative Willie,
the pin ball addict; Si Dorfman's
positively inspired alcoholic, and
excellent
George
Berliawsky's
Dudley; Druseilla Congdon's beneficent if tremendous Lorene; and
Warren Court's skillful and riotous
Kit "did you ever fall in love with
.

.

—

a

—

39 pound midget" Carson.
rampant in the scene was sharp- These gave the production a professional sparkle which regrettably
ly congruous with the antics of
most of the rest of the cast Here was not apparent in many of the

Saroyan and the actors were at other minor characters.
their beat. And it was here that the
It was unfortunate that Marcelle
play reached to truly tragic and Drapeau took her role with a blase
amot tonal peak.
attitude that was quite inconsistent

with the character she was playing.
Tom Tarrant as the virile sailor
turned out to be the most unvirile character in the entire $woduction. Clive Tillotson and Pete
Ceccarelli were adequate in their
roles of newsboy and bartender respectively. Maillet, Allen, Longley,
Morss, the Lancaster twins. Ringer, Young, Burroughs, Robinson,
and Weatherill were conventionally adequate as policemen, prostitutes,

socialites

and what have

you.

On

the whole "The Time of Your
Life" was a smooth well-knit production. It pretended to be a comedy yet was in mood essentially a
tragedy; it tried to be philosophical
and succeded merely in being confusing. The device of dispensing
with the proscenium arch was an
interesting experiment and, I feel,
quite successful in creating the terrific mood which the play semed to
exude.

historical sketch at the beginning
of the publication.
Former issues had been dignified, formal, and accurate, but in
no way attractive. Recent numbers
have been real and interesting, but
more than that, they are under-

You may remember the way the
old editions looked until 1941. The
cover was funereal black with white
Data on the college
lettering.

than a bare

•

Get

tivities.

ble for its make-up, in addition to
Perhaps you know, or at least his position as chairman.
have heard mentioned that a new
quick comparison of the two
college bulletin will appear soon. summer numbers will show amazFew of you know .however, of the ing improvements made in text and
time and effort that have been make-up. The 1942 edition was ten
spent in making this new College pages long and merely listed the
Catalogue one of the best in the courses of instruction being given,
country.
with a page of general information
II

A

Holland,

.

buildings, trustees a*nd overseers,
committees of the boards, officers
instruction and government,

students,

appointments and
awards, degrees .admission curricular requirements, courses of instruction, examination groups, ad-

in

which

one

show how shameless you ran be.'
assume that others prefer evil and time
will like you best if you wallow
He indicated that these
in it."
superficial pretensions often lead

to have another publication
for the following summer session,
it was decided to base it on the previous summer edition. Prof. Brown
was made edtior of the committee
and catalogue, and was responsi-

to actual criminal cases and are
certainly disliked by all who value
honesty, sincerity and reliability
above superficial values.
"On the contrary," said Profes- Nineteen Scholars
sor Burnett, "cut out the ego stuff.
Don't talk about your cleverness
List
Be' these
and accomplishments.
things, and let them speak for
Wipe off that sour
themselves.
The ORIENT takes pleasure in
face; treat the public to a smile. listing the outstanding scholars of
Show an interest in others' suc- Bowdoin for the first term:
They are not so sure of
cesses.
Dean's List
themselves as you think. Be coW. BurR. J. Cinq-Mars,
Be kind Deserve reoperative.
roughs, M. Chamberlain, A. P. Curspect and trust."
rier, D. Demaray, C. Dunham, Jr.,
the
Burnett
named
Professor
LaCasce, C. H. Lebovitz. M.
real values in life as "those which J. H.
L. L. Hills. G. W.
are opposed to the aforementioned A. Lehrman.
Miller,
M. Norken, R. S. Norton,
There is nothing to
false values.
F.
be gained from existing under If. F. Page, M. E. Robinson, R.
F. R. Woodthese pretensions, not even happi- Spurr. N. T. Whitman,
Weinstein.
D.
ruff,
Jr.,
S.
"The only
ness," he continued.
Special List
thing obtained is a false sense of
W. D. Cappellari, D. A. Dickson,
security that you are well liked
M. Milden.
by your associates."
Dean's List Elsewhere
"Do all these things," concluded
R. P. Allingham, D. W. Boulton,
Professor Burnett, "not because
you like to hut to be popular. J. M. Burleigh, W. H. Charles, E.
That is the way of happiness. The K. Damon, R. P. Davis. W. M. Davshyest youth may be sure of wel- is, S. Dortman, R. S. Douglas, H. R.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
come if he follows this plan."

Make

Summer Dean's

R

.

—

Allen '49 Eludes Nazi Spies

While Working
By Will Richan
Many Bowdoin

On

They

did so

imen have had
interesting experiences and jobs in
connection with the war. While we
are awaiting the return of service
men we shall print some events in
which those who have done home
front war work were concerned.
Eluding German spies and risking life and limb with rockets were

terval
The play itself had the peculiar tract with the government, and la- occasion, the second alarm came
Proving so close to the first that Allen did
quality of being interesting wheth- ter at the Aberdeen
It not have time to get to cover, and
er the lines were listened to or not. Ground, Aberdeen, Maryland.
It induced the contented feeling of was at the latter place that he had he found himself directly above the
being quietly inebriated. And per- an adventure with enemy agents. unexploded missile with only a
haps that was the purpose of the
Alien and a co-workers were as- few seconds to get out of the way.
play. The whole play is as if the en- signed to take plans for a new He jumped clear just ii* time to
tire world were seen through the rocket bomb by train from Aber- see the shell explode.
eyes of a drunk little things exag- deen to the Allegeny Ballistics
Allen's work with rockets has
gerated, stupid, people going to Laboratory at Cumberland, Mary- made him thoroughly acquainted
hell and nobody giving a damn. It's land. They carried the plans in an with that type of weapon. He said
the sort of play that leaves you innocent'looking brief case to avert that our five inch H.V.A.R. shell is
uncomfortably aware that Saroyan suspicion. After they left Wash- the most accurate air projectile in
was trying to say something very ington, they noticed two men who the world and that the bazooka is
profound. Something quite unex- seemed to be following them. As the most accurate type on the
plainable and undefinable but yet they were nearing Harper's Ferry, ground. The heaviest rocket is the
something definitely and poignant- they were handed a telegram from eleven and three-quarters inch
ly there.
the F.B.I, which told them to get "Tiny Tim," according to Allen.

—

I.

MMaaaaaaaaai

more

and

Boston 'Pops.' " The date has not
been definitely set, but the affair
sometime between
May 11-18, 1946 due to final examinations which will fall on May 25.
The following program has been
submitted to the famed "Pops"
conductor, Arthur Feidler, for his
will take place

approval.

interesting .scattered notes

First Concerto for Piano and Orchestra,
played by Professor Tillotson
and conducted by Arthur Feid-

1.

their state institutions telling them
to model their catalogues after
ours.
William Jewel College in Missouri sent a copy of its similar publication to the college. It was observed that it was practically a replica of our catalogue .
.
Presi-

2.

Twilight Song. Words by Edward Arlington Robinson and
music by Professor Tillotson.
Sung by Lloyd Knight '45. Orchestra under the direction of
Professor Tillotson

3.

Bowdoin Medley
Rise Sons of Bowdoin
We'll Sing to Old Bowdoin
Forward the White
Bowdoin Beata
Old Bowdoin. Sung by Lloyd

.

Other

J

The Shostakovich

may show how well the committee
has succeeded.
The Pennsylvania State Department of Education sent for many
copies and has distributed them to

tery"
j

i

11-18, 1946

include a "Bowdoin Night at the,

have

t

dent Sills remarked that "imitation
is almost the sincerest form of flat.

.

colleges, universities

4.

and

ler

Knight with a humming backpreparatory schools have sent in reground by the Bowdoin Choir
quests for copies. Many have asked
Professor Coffin wiWi photographer permission
Hymn. Words and
to model their publica- 5. The College
Kosti Ruohomaa.
music by Nicolai Berezowsky
tions after ours. It is probably the
The Twilight Song was written
most discussed catalogue of its
for the Sesquicentennial Anniversswelling the volume to its full type in the country.
Mount Holyoke and Wheaton ary of the college in June, 1944.
bulk. As a direct contrast ,the more
have requested copies of scone of Professor Tillotson is orchestrating
recent of the pair contains 142
his composition and adding two
our more recent back issues.
pages, 19 illustrations, and the full
balLast year's issue was often cited middle verses on the basis of a
text of the older winter editions
lad for the concert. The college
which came out sometime around as the foremost catalogue in the song medley will be arranged with
the first of Decemben Also much United States.
between the
A certain person from Amherst, appropriate interludeswill
was added concerning the military
play one
considered to be of high repute in songs. The "Pops"
units in the college, the sesquicenverse and one chorus of each to be
tennial exercises and the enlarged
[ Continued on Page 3 }
followed by the choir which will
sing one verse and one chorus, accompanied by the orchestm.
The College Hymn was written
by Nicolai Berezowsky, n^ted
American-Russian composer, under
•to*
the commission of the college for
the Sesquicentennial. It was first
sung at that time by the Brunswick
Choral Society. Professor Tillotson will arrange the hymn for
The Bowdoin College Museum itors southward. At present, howmen's voices unaccompanied.
of Fine Arts will exhibit an ex- ever, the' region is- by no means
Such a program has long been
tensive group of paintings of Latin tourist ridden, and the interior
desire of Professor Tillotson,
American scenes by Edith McMur- regions of such places as Guata- the
director of music at Bowdbin. It
trie throughout August.
mala and Ecuador are especially
is made possible this year by the
The paintings are the result of unspoiled. Miss McMurtrie, an ex- fact that this local concert series
a visit to the countries of Central perienced traveller, went' out of wil^include his playing the ShostaAmerica made by Miss McMurtrie her way to visit these districts kovich First Concerto for\ Piano
when the war stopped all civilian and record their ancient appear- and Orchestra, Op. 35, with the
travel in Europe. They represent ances before the Twentieth Cen- Portland Symphony Orchestra in
however, a region that is not sec- tury transforms them.
Brunswick on^Feh,. 12, 1946. RusThe pre-Columbian culture of sell Ames Cook, conductor of the
ondary to Europe in the appeal of
its culture and romantic history the Aztecs, Incas, and Mayans has
Portland Symphony, will direct
and its colorful landscape, and received widespread notice and in- this performance which will be reMiss McMurtrie has captured tense archeolOgical attention in peated in Portland on Feb. 19.
these qualities in her vivid pic- recent years, revealing civilizaProfessor Tillotson gave the first
tions which were much more antures.
American performance of the ShosA number of factors have com- cient, forceful, creative, and high- takovich Concerto with the Boston
ly
developed
than
the
normal
bined to focus attention on Latin
"Pops" under its conductor Mr.
America in recent years, making tribes of the North American Feidler in May, 1936. Mr. Feidler
Miss McMurus more conscious of its character woods and plains.
has expressed his desire^to do the
trie
was
especially
attracted
to
than ever before, and in the future
concerto again and it will serve as
travel by air will undoubtedly at- the Mayan ruins in Yucatan and a nucleus for the Bowdoin protract an increasing number of vis[ Continued on Page j ]
gram.
President Sills has heartily endorsed the program. He believes
that it will be a dignified expres-

Art Museum Exhibits Paintings Of

Latin America

By Edith McMurtrie

:

j

Comments

Sills

sion of

Upon Use Of Atomic Bomb

and found federal agents waiting
for them with a car. A few moments later the two men who had
remained close to them on the By Don Clark
train got off, too. They were seizSome weeks ago, prior to the
ed immediately by other agents
and driven off in another car. Al- introduction o£ the atomic bomb
len learned later that they were into the Japanese war, President
German spies who had landed on Sills made the statement that in
all in a day's work for Jerome the coast of Canada from a subhis opinion the war would be over
Allen '49 during the two and one- marine.
in a very short while.
But much
Once, during the testing of rock- to our present disappointment the
half years he worked for the government. After his record had been et projectiles at Aberdeen, Allen president made no advance intelthoroughly checked and he had came very near being killed. Each ligence on the bomb.
been cleared by- the F.B.I., Allen time a rocket was to explode, two
Many people have said that the
went to work at George Washing- warnings were given with an inweapon is a powerful force for
University which had a conbetween. On this particular
ton

it tell

official record, to

.

Rockets President

off the train at once.

The aim of the commit-

make its catalogue more

lege,

Some

can

Then in 1942 came the first summer session of the college and it
was found necessary to make up a
new bulletin to meet the emergency. Professor Herbert R. Brown
was nominated for the job, and
made the next chairman of the
Committee. Then when it came

May

Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson announced yesterday that his
plans for the forthcoming season

mittee.

ministration of the college, financial aid, physical education, the library, alumni associations and the
alumni fund were all presented as
factually and uninterestingly as
simple cataloguing would make
them. Pictures amounted to the
plain Bowdoin Seal decorating the
cover and front page, and a map of
scarcely make out anything except
a large section of the Maine Central Railroad and a weird conglomeration of crossed lines with names
of streets affixed. That was when
Gerald G. Wilder as Librarian was
Chairman of the Catalogue Committee.

standable.
tee was to

Scheduled For
Sometime Between

of the life of the colrather than have a
stereotyped edition full of necessary and formal statements, it was
to be a readable specimen of skillfull typography. The fine job of rewriting and revision was due largely to the efforts of the faculty com-

of

Brunswick,

CHOIR TO SING

Educational Institutions Throughout The Nation Program

By Tom Weatherl

Dr. Fritz Lugt of Amsterdam, traveled to Brunswick to see the
author of innumerable large collection of drawings owned
by the Bowdoin College Museum of
and articles on art, visited
books
will
Lloyd Raffnel's orchestra
Fine Arts, especially the world fafeature the opening event of the the Bowdoin Museum of Fine Arts mous Mountain Landscape by
August 22. Dr.
aummer houseparty to be held the on Wednesday,field is drawings of Pieter Breughel the Elder. There
Lugt's special
about; four' drawings in
weekend of September 7th, 8th which he is the outstanding con- are only
this country by that artist, and Dr.
and 9th. After a lapse of four noisseur in the world. He personal- Lugt proclaimed our copy to be
world's
great
years the college is reverting to ly owns one of the
equal to the best of these. "In
old master drawings. fact," he added, "it is one of the
the pre-war houseparty custom of collections of
An ardent anti-Nazi, Dr. Lugt most outstanding drawings to be
beginning the festivities with the
left Holland on the approach of the found anyplace."
formal dance on Friday night in
Germans in 1939 to save his own
The most important contribution
the Sargent Gymnasium: Dancing art collection. During the war he that Dr. Lugt has made to art was
in the gymnasium from nine to has resided in the United States that of cataloguing of the world's
one will be preceded by a formal where he has acted officially for greatest collections of drawings in
the Dutch government to safeguard the Louvre.
banquet at 7:30 in the Moulton
the art treasures which that counScholars have come from all over
Union.
try sent here. These have been the world for the specific purpose
A buffet luncheon at the Union scattered in museums throughout of seeing the Breughel drawing. It
United States, particularly in was acquired in the bequeathment
will be the first activity on Satur- the
the Middle West.
of the James Bowdoin Collection to
day's program. A dance will folDr.
Lugt has also visited the the college in 1813.
low for which the Polar Bears will
Dr. Lugt thought the Franz Hals
museums of this country where he
play.
In the afternoon a Softball gave occasional
lectures and as a painting now on loan to the college
game will be played, and fratern- result of one of these he was asked by Lady Oakes, widow of the late
ities will have individual picnics to stay at Oberlin College as lectur- Sir Harry Oakes '96, to be one of
er during the past year. His jour- the finest examples of that artist
at the shore.
mainly been concerned to be found anywhere. He had seen
Bands will play for dances at neys have
with the study of old master draw- it when it was exhibited for the
the Delta Upsilon and Beta Theta ings in American collections. He
£ Continued on Page ) ]
Pi houses from nine to twelve on

NO. 7

1945

Revised Editions Of College Catalogue Excite Interest

HOUSE DANCES SAT. Dutch Art Expert Inspects Drawings;
Night

22,

TILLOTSON PLANS BOWDOIN
PERFORMANCE A T 'POPS' IN '46

LLOYD RAFF1SEVS ORCHESTRA PLAYS
FOR HOUSEPARTIES' FORMAL DANCE;
HOUSES SCHEDULE DANCES, PICNICS
Friday

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

(75th Year)

CLASSES ON LABOR DAT;
NO DOUBLE CUTS

what Bowdoin can

formance as
the U.S.S. Augusta, he seemed to
display much more excitement
over the atomic bomb than the
deliberations at Potsdam.

The

late

President,

Franklin

offer.

The faculty, too, has generally
acclaimed the plans and Professor
Tillotson hopes to have as large
and effective a representation -of
students and faculty at the perpossible.

Editor's Note: The
making early notice

ORIENT

is

of its hope
that there will be an adjournment
of classes so that students may attend the momentous occasion.

Delano Roosevelt, should be given
a great deal of credit for the success of the bomb. It was he who
obtained the funds necessary for
the research from a Congress that

Three Veterans Enter

Bowdoin

Second Term

In
naturally skeptical of un-earmarked appropriations. The late
president assumed the dreadful
Three ex-servicemen entered
world peace. It is the opinion of responsibility of the bomb from Bowdoin for the second 'half of
President Sills that any peace the beginning.
the summer term. Robert B. Dymust be the result of human unIt is also interesting that the singer '44, released from the Army
derstanding and not of fear of
exiled scientists Einstein, Bohr, Air Corps in July, is, the first man
eventual annihilation. "The weaand others "should have been so to return to this college on the
pon itself" said President Sills,
instrumental in the terrible retri- point system. He is a member of
"should be placed under the juristhe Beta Theta Pi fraternity and
bution," said President Sills.
diction pf the Security Council of
The advent of this weapon left for the service in January '43.
the United Nations so that we
brings to a head the old philosophThe other veterans, Kenneth D.
may prevent its wanton use by ical argument against inhuman Gadbow and Vernon M. Sotak,
some wanton power."
weapons.
President Sills stated, have not been enrolled here beThe
bomb
also
influenced "Civilized warfare is a myth since fore.
thought on Capitol Hill, and the civilized people do not need to reAbout fifty^have applied for adchances of universal peacetime sort to war." He further stated mission in October. Dean Nixon,
military service seem more likely that "those who sow the wind said this week that in addition to
than ever.
reap the whirl-wind"
this number many veterans as yet
shall
While President Truman was re- proverb that has suddenly taken unheard from are expected to apturning to the United States on on a grim reality.
ply for fall admission.
is

.

,
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these

steps

to-

problems

on conference tables a few days ago loomed into
actuality. There .was no longer any
doubt that the man in uniform now
would be behind his desk, plowing his
land, in his shop, or on his campus in
•
a few months.

We are immediately concerned with
the serviceman
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headed for the

and the university. These institutions have done brilliant work in
the training of officers for

branches

all

They have done

of the service.

their

well.

Now, however, the college is to face
new tests. It must prove its value by
keep a step ahead of the
whole scheme of reconstruction, anits

ability to

meets
them. It must profit by improvements
in educational technique discovered

ticipating

its

obstacles before

and perfected

Managers

who

college

war job
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normalcy,
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Hennessey Recalls Old Days Placement Bureau Planned Year Ago
For Coming Rush In Aid To Veterans

Custodian at Art Gallery Describes

Bowdoin Military Training In 70 s

train-

ing programs. Competent instructors

I

ices in

(Editor's Note:

Mr. William Hennessey

is

Now

a

presumably the oldest member
of the "Bowdoin family."
He
was born in 1864, before the end
sination

War and

of

the assas-

He

Lincoln.

has
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this if

it

The college can give him
much vigor and ini-

applies as

to

its

it

did

for post-war vocational
assistance for Bowdoin men, especially tor those now in the services.

sey's

anecdotes about "the old.

The Bureau is formulating a plan
whereby Bowdoin alumni commit-

when we visit the Art
we asked him to write
something of them for the ORI-

days"

tees will be organized in each section of the country to assure service men counsel and help.

Building,

ENT

REE.

quicentennial was sent to all
try to adjust our plans Bowdoin men in the service. With
meet the ever-changing condi- the donor's permission, the Bureau
tions which may exist when hostil- enclosed a summary of the essen-

readers.)

"We shall

Ciltim PwikitiiiPifttmncitti

Mew took.

Ave.

is

military training,
to recall

it

is

interesting

what happened along that

long ago,

after the Civil

When

a good deal of

now about compulsory

during the years

War.

was here
occasioned a great

military training

at Bowdoin

it

N. T.

As soon

as the

and

feel-

The students themselves did
not take very kindly to it, and
many others strenuously opposed
ing.

FRATERNITY QUOTAS

National Advertising Service, Inc.
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discussion

deal of bitter discussion

>asaswTSo Paw hatiowal

war made

its effect

The first drill master was
Major Sanger, who was a very

it.
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VICTORY
On August

14, when Japan accepted
the Postdam ultimatum of the United

Nations, the most disastrous war of
history

was ended. A world shocked
and body reached gratefully

in spirit

towards peace. Millions of

men

could

a

Bowdoin received the news wich

We

celebrated, yet

our joy was tempered by rememberance of the recent horror. There was
an undercurrent of pathos running
through the demonstrations held that
night. No one could successfully blot
out the war and its effects. It was too

tremendous to be grasped by one individual and it was too tremendous to
be forgotten by one individual.
Yet Bowdoin was thankful. We re-

membered the
when the college
survival.

We

difficult

to regulate

the pledging of freshmen

among

its

recalled the faces

various fraternities and to settle any
consequent problems. The primary
function of this committee was to insure each fraternity of survival during the war by making available for
each a standard number of freshmen
and keeping a reserve pool for unpledged men in college wherein replacements could be drawn.

This purpose has been

ceased to exist during wartime—a dis-

which many other colleges
cannot claim. The committee has had
a difficult task and has executed it efficiently. But now the war is over, the
tinction

college

our survival both as individuals and as a college, and for the future which their pain secured.
We are determined not to abuse
this future. It has been sorely won
by the most intense strain — we know
that and appreciate it. We shall not

faith of those

who

mock

fought for

finements.

mained

There has been a

constant

numerical characteristic

In view of

1

»

we

suggest the

fol-

There should be some form of control over rushing and pledging

took over the duties of military
Instructor.

They used Memorial Hall as
their drill shed at that time, al-

though the hall was unfinished,
and was a mere shell. Only the
lower floor served any purposef
This was used fpr a gymnasium
but the equipment was very lim-

The primary purpose
trol

of such con-

should be the equalization

of fraternities.
3

weights,

This control should be under the
or a committee composed of students representing each fraternity

with a faculty

4

Cen-

nounced

for the demobilization of 6,250,000 members of the armed forces,

member

There should be

as advisor.

established a fair

sliding scale in the

his currency.

was ended, plans were an-

number of men

k

allowed each fraternity, that
the
smaller houses should have the opportunity to become numerically
equal with the larger houses.
5

The committee

should have the
power to enforce a standard set of
penalties

against

any

fraternity

violating the rules.

We

and would improve

life at

Bowdoin. In the

final analysis it is

fruits

the students

who

are concerned with

fraternities.

Let

closely studied for modification.

us,

therefore,

do

horizontal

and a rowing mawhere oarsmen practiced
when Bowdoin had rowing and
boat racing.
They did their inbars, a trapeze

door training there.

This building

The

stood unfinished for years.

only one that they could use, thing before them.

—

pleton.

ankle.

Finally, the

Needless to say,

son could enter at a time and so to have the boys from Bowdoin there were no more military
low that a person of fair height come over and give an exhibition at the Topsham Fair.

drills

MUSTARD & CRESS
By Clark
We all know how it ended, how the atomic bombs
squashed the cities, and newsreels and flame-throwers and Douglas MacArthur in wadding. We know
all about that part
the end and the in-between,
but What about the beginning? Do you remember
December, the month Christmas came in 1941?

—

We

got up late that morning like most Sunday
college. We had had a few the night
before, but we weren't feeling too bad. We still
thought "that guy on the radio last week" was
right. They were nice little people
grew stunted
trees and stuff sat around and drank tea out of
cups that had no handles

—

—

"Make that bromo a large one, please
could drink beer)."

(never

Item: Nip Envoy Arrives

—

didn't say much he didn't photograph
very well either. (That coat made him look silly.)
We listened around to what others were saying.
"It'll be all right." It was something like Munich.
Do you remember Munich? But that's something,

But he

else.

They had conferences. They talked and they talked (Swing, Carter, Thomas, Gunther). They warned
and advertised their products. We listened and
sometimes bought the products.
"Where the

We

devil

is

Tobruk?"

were thinking about other

things, too.

—

It was a lovely day
that day. It was a little
cloudy late in the afternoon. Not too cold either,
and the air felt good on your slightly aching head.
You went up to your room (didn't feel like playing
bridge) and listened to the radio, tried to study
but couldn't.

The voice said something about interrupting and
then told you. He said it twice.
They did a very good job. The Oklahoma was upside down, and Ford Island was piled with bits of
airplanes.

Those fuzzy Jap newsreels of the harbor
.
the weeks following with more talk
nobody
could believe it
.
. somebody's gonna catch hell!
"Why, we've got the best navy in the world!" We
had the best navy in the world.
.

.

.

.

.

CI

Bill of
tial provisions of the
Rights, covering the rights and
privileges of the returning veterans.

In a bulletin sent out by Director Ladd to the various Placement
Committees, he said:
"Even though all branches of the
service are working out definite
plans toward a gradual demobilisation, our Placement Committee
should be so organized as to be
reedy to take care of any number
of men at any given time. Gradual
discharge should spread the work
of the committees over a long period of time."

Thus it can be seen that the
Placement Bureau began fifteen
months ago to plan and organize
to take care of the present problems. Instead of floundering around
in a sea of bewilderment, the
Placement Bureau is prepared to
meet the demands of Bowdoin
fighting men returned from the
war.
good many colleges have

A

placement bureaus, but few are
fortunate enough to have one as
capable and as far-sighted as Bowdoin's. It would be well in the future for every Bowdoin graduate to
follow the progress of the Placement Bureau in the ALUMNUS.
The Placement Bureau can be of
real service in helping the returning Bowdoin servicemen to get
established in the post-war era.

Everyone ran

for a place of safety.

runaway horses were caught and
quieted. People resumed business
as best they could and things went
on in a quiet and orderly manner.
Why somebody wasn't killed is
more than we have been able
to
understand.
But the only
casualties were a man with a broken shoulder and a woman with a

entrance was boarded up
Once, when the management of
with rough boards with a small Topsham Fair thought that it
door through which only one per- would be a big added attraction broken
front

.

everything possible towards their im-

provement.

asaai

bars,

the"

was heated by wood stpves, but
later by coal.
The drilling was
done here in what was Bowdoin's
only gymnasium in those days; at
that time the class rooms were
in the first floor ends of the dormitories
Winthrop, Maine and Ap-

believe that these suggestions

are just

rationing of gasoline, fuel

oil, canned
and vegetables was abolished,
man-power restrictions were terminated, and the tax system was being

parallel

pulling

chine

authority of the Student Council

This simple but glorious transaction was symbolical of greater things that were occurring throughout the country.
While the victory bells were still
clanging, America furnished page one
of the new volume of her written his-

They had a few

ited.

mornings at

rather than the mere preservation

gas station without having to include

tory with the following -facts:

this,

during the next few years.

his steering wheel, said triumphantly,

sorship

Park Row. He was succeeded by
a French military officer who remained here only a short time,
probably because he was unpopular.
Then Lieutenant Crawford

fairly

lowing modifications in the fraternity
quota system:

morning, Mr.
America smiled broadly from behind

coupons with

but big in
military tactics.
He lived in a
large two-story house which stood
at the corner of Green Street and
in stature

AND

the fraternities which the reserve pool did not remedy.

us.

and drove away from the

man

ities cease.' We are enlarging our
contacts with organizations that
are are now planning for the postwar years and are anticipating a
need for college men. Information
that you send will better enable us
to make contact for you with opportunities in industry wihch can
best use your qualifications.
Along with this letter, the Placement Bureau sent out 2300 questionnaires to the Bowdoin men in
the services everywhere. From
questionnaires,
the
Buthese
reau learned the service record
MR.
MRS. WILLIAM HENNESSEY
of each man, the business in which
he was engaged before the war,
had to stoop to enter. The win- drill, two battalions of Light Field
the firms for whom he worked,
dows were the same, being board- Artillery, with their small brass whether or not his former occupaed up with hit-or-miss size sash field pieces, went over. As a clos- tion is still open to him and whethset in such a way as to let in a ing maneuver of their drill they er he planned to re-enter it. The
little light.
The second and third were to go through the move- Bureau asked also whether the
man planned to continue his educafloors were unfinished, being only ments of loading and firing their
tion after the war and all the defloored over with rough boards brass cannon.'
The first squad tails concerning his plans for fuwith cracks wide enough to per- went through the movements with ture education.
The questionnaire was designed
mit a man to put his hand down no charge in their cannon. But
furnish the Bureau with a comthrough anywhere, and a person when the second squad went to
plete knowledge of the servicehad to watch out to avoid putting through theirs with a charge in men's background, service record,
Also, the piece, it went off with a loud and his future plans. Of the 2300
a foot through the floor.
there was no way of reaching report that could be heard all questionnaires mailed, about onethese upper floors except by a two- around the countryside. In a sec- third were returned. Although this
seems like a rather poor result, in
inch rope suspended from one of ond everything was in great comreality, the return was very good.
the roof timbers and extending to motion. Horses ran away, sweep- As you know, many of these men
the cellar out near Where the back ing down faker's stands, small have been killed in the service.
entrance is now. The lower floor, tented feeding places and every- Many more of the questionnaires

among

.Wednesday

"Fill 'er up,"

small

consistently large while others

stayed small.

the

THE POSTWAR COLLEGE
Last

must

adjust itself accordingly in anticipation of this and undergo several re-

through lethargy or
shall not

about to return to normal,

fraternity quota system

fraternity system. Certain houses re-

We thanked the men who made

We

is

and the

possible

negligence.

successfully

of our, fraternities has

now

on the Chapel flag,
the servicemen who trained on our
campus. We had seen Bowdoin at war
and were grateful that the end had

lose their victory

None

achieved.

very

missing, the stars

come.

the

Even jn these last few months,
while the war was still in progress, definite trends were noticeable in our

semesters

struggled for

Quota

Committee was established

return home. Millions of others could
not.

heartfelt thanks.

in Bowdoin, the Fraternity

***

No, 1

1845

felt

every possible way. It has answered individually every request
and question sent in, thus maintaining personal contact with the
men. Recently, through the offer
of Dr. Taylor '20, a reprint of the
TIME article devoted to the'Ses-

to

wartime adjustments.

J

be

make plans

Fond of hearing Mr. Hennes-

line

tiative to its post-war plans as

will

in 1893.

By Mr. Hennessey

veteran will deserve the best

war has ended

back to the sender. And of course,

many of the men did not plan to
use the services of the Placement
Bureau, as they intended either to
return to their pre-war Jobs or to
return to college. Of the questionnaires filled out and returned,
the Bureau' found that about onethird expected help, one- third did
not. and one-third were planning
to continue their education.
The aim of the Bureau, in the

Ladd went on to say, "The College est way."
The Bureau has endeavored to
has taken step* by the establishment of the Placement Bureau to help the Bowdoin servicemen in

Since there

The

the

battlefield,
filled out,

watched the Art Building since
the time its cornerstone was laid

must be found to meet the inevitable
rapid rise in student populations.

1944.

that

men stationed in the
and still more, once
never found their way

never reached

returning to civilian life, the work
of the Placement Bureau will be
greatly increased. However, the
Bureau foresaw this, and for the
past fifteen months has been planning for the day when the returning Bowdoin servicemen would be words of its director, is, "To deseeking its aid in returning to velop a procedure whereby the return of Bowdoin servicemen can
work.
quickIn his letter of May 1944, Mr. be handled in the best and

of the ORIENT. Aged -81 and
superintendent of the v Walker
Art Building, Mr. Hennessey is

of the Civil

May

and many of the veterans

special contributor to this issue

it

war

"In time of war, prepare fori
peace." This was the motto that
Samuel A. Ladd '29, director of
the Placement Bureau adopted in
a letter sent to each of the 2100
Bowdoin men in the Armed Serv-

9

Sills'

Speech

Fraternity Officers

Alpha Delta Phi
[ Continued from Page I J*
'47 President
though our highest tributes go na- Phillip S. Smith, Jr.
Dickson '48
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turally to the fighting forces.
Vice President
Yet after all our deepest grati'48 Treasurer
tude goes put to the men not re- Martin E. Robinson
'46
Secretary
turning. Here at Bowdoin we think John B. Begley
today patricularly of the 77 sons
who have given their
lives that we and our sons may enjoy the blessings of liberty.
Just as the San Francisco Conference was but the beginning of
a beginning on the road to peace,
so the cessation of war which we
celebrate today is not the end but
the beginning of a return to a
world where war is not to be the
major thought of men. As President Truman said Tuesday we shall
need all our ability, all our intelligence, all our zeal to keep the
peace. The problems before this nation as before the world are stupendous;. and as in war conditions
change from day to day. No one
*w a dis^/.—^ ».„ the
,_«
Jt
7i
for example that
can deny,
covery and use of the atomic bomb
will have a profound influence in
any discussion or debate on univer-"
of the college
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Frederick H. Clarkson, Jr. '45
Vice President
Frederick R. Woodruff, Jr., '48
Treasurer
Secretary
Robert C. Miller '47
Delta Kappa Epsuoa
President
Richard C. Lawlis '46

Richard M. Baker '46
Vice President-Treasurer
Secretary
Donald E. Clark '46
Tneta. Delta
,
Chamberlain
Malcolm

CM

46
F
President
Vice President
Treasurer
John L. Tyrer
Secretary
Nelson L. Towers '47
sal military service and may wejl
Delta TJaattoa
be a determining factor in making
We sobered up quick like a jump, but we still such
Herbert B. Moore '48
must
We
unwise.
legislation
•
staggered.
President-Treasurer
see to it somehow that famine does
Emery O. Beane '46
Then
Guadalcanal, Tulagi, Florida, Tenaru, not spread through Europe and
Vice President
offices to help China
good
use
our
Savo, "Iron Bottom Bay," Coral Sea
dull, long
Secretary
Richard A. Wiley '49
in her perplexity. At home we ought
Seta Pat
months of communiques Butch O'Hare, hero!
not yet to surrender control over
Richard E. Eskilson '45 President
We went to classes and to the flicks, stared at the prices; and though we must grad- Joseph
H. LaCasce '46
newsreels. We still lived in the Houses, and we went ually release these and kindred reVice President
strictions, there would be chaos
to Boston on weekends. Sometimes we went up to
Edward K. Damon "48 Treasurer
and inflation if we suddenly gave
the Headwall (the bar with the elephants on the up all governmental regulation of Theodore W. Zetterberg '47
Secretary
walls). We had a good football team, and we joined industry and labor. And so it is
Kappa Sigma
the Reserves just to be on the safe side. The news- with very sober, if with very
Philip A. Richenhurg, Jr. '47
papers made it look pretty good. But the Enter- thankful hearts that we approach
President
the end of the combat, dedicating
prise took a fish in her belly, and for a while we
Richard A. Roundy, Jr. '47
ourselves to the cause of peace and
Vice President
didn't have a Naval Air Force.
national unity with as much devoWilliam E. Morrissey, Jr. '48
tion as we as a people have shown
Vic's still sold beer after ten P.M. Cigarettes
Treasurer
from Pearl Harbor to V-J Day.
weren't scarce, and you played "Why Don't You Do
George W. Miller '48
Secretary
Right" on the machine at the Eagle. You took
BetaThetaPi
"Chop Chop" and got a
Things really didn't look
F. Spurr '46
Reginald
President
Dean's List
too bad. We might even bomb Tokyo again soon.
Richard S.. Norton '46
Vice President
The war was two words. So you got "blottowed"
John M. McGorrill '48 Treasurer
l Continued from Page t ]
Maine houseparties. "I've heard That Song BeDwelley, H. Fay, M. H. Frank, H. William L. Kern '48
Secretary
fore." Sure you remember it all. A blind date for
Sigma Nn
B. Goldberg, B. M. Goodman, It E.
houseparties. "Does she drink?" you ask. "Three
Kierstead, Jr., J. B. Longley, Jr., Ralph E. Kierstead, Jr. '48
days is a long time," you said. "Better be good."
I. A. Polakewich, C. C. Ryder, R. A.
President
It wasn't bad, but you kept fairly blind to be on the
Wiley.
H. James Cook, Jr. 48
safe side. You had not been called up yet, so you
All -A" Men
Vice President-Secretary
planned the next semester's work.
'48
J. M. Burleigh, It W. Burroughs, George E. Berliawsky
It was a pity to leave. Herby Brown's 26 was darn M. Chamberlain, A. P. Currier. H.
Tau
good! You were gone the next morning. "Hail Co- Fay, G. W. Miller, M. E. Robinson,
lumbia!" Hirohito, here I come! Midway was the N. T. Whitman, R, A Wiley, F. R. William D. CappeUari
end to the beginning, and Von Pauluf surrendered Woodruff, Jr.
Included in the Dean's List are George D. Pappas "48
at Stalingrad.
all juniors and seniors who receive
Vice
That was the beginning, blotchy and disjointed. all "B's" or better. Sophomores Thomas H. Chadwtck '47
The headlines were trying so very hard. Anything who receive half "A's" and half
Trea
that had even the slightest taste of hope was swal- "B's" make the Special list. Those Bernard A. LeBeau '48
Setrettty
lowed and found plenty of room in a< stomach that in the Dean's List Elsewhere are
had subsisted too long on prayers and bond rallies. freshmen with all "B's" or better, Harry LarcMan '48
We didn't know 1945, and we had nearly forgotten Sophomores with all "B's," and Wallace Jaffee '47 Vice President
President
1941. It was Limbo. The vacant years. Time in a juniors and seniors with a "B" Myron MUden '48
Treasurer
bell jar.
average.
Simon Dorfman '48
Secretary

Then there were Wake and Guam and Bataan.
Hollywood made plana. Singapore was "impenetrable." The two battleships, Prince of Wales and
Repulse, went down. A war correspondent wrote a
whole book.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

New

Editions

THREE

WAR

HISTORY OF BOWDOIN DURING

Of Catalogue

Excite Nationwide Interest
September. There will be several
[ Continued from P*gt i J
new changes. There will be a new
the literary circle* of that
«was overheard asking excitedly, section containing information for
"Have you seen the new Bowdoin veterans and concerning a list of
credits to be given by the college
catalogue?"

At a meeting of the Regtalra rs tor training hi specialized Army
and Navy programs. This was
our publication waa diacusaed at made up by Professor Kendrick.
some length with the result that There wiB be a new section devoted to a hst of the complete permany copies were sent for.
of teachers in the Naval
Die publicity directors of the
school. A Complete descrip"Big Ten" (colleges)
tion
of all scholarships and funds
•roused
by name will be
Interest in secondary
of foundation and
caused it to be one of
of scholarships and use of
frequently looked at
funds will be given. More
over. As a result, the 1944-45 edi-

•

•

of the Middle Western Universities,

.

tion

is

.

.

than 180,000 will be available for
completely exhausted, and
aid. All appeal to high

copies of the 1943-44 edition have

students to get as much college education as possible will be
made.
New pictures of the sesquisuperintended die writing of the
oentemual will take the place of
different departments:
the old shot of the Science BuildProfessor Chase wrote the his-

had

to be supplement.
Approximately a dozen

people

torical sketch of the college for the

hundred and

fifty

years from 1794-

A.S.T.P.

STUDENTS

marching

in front of

Maine and Winthrop

Halls.

f

»

MRS. ROOSEVELT

at a formal banquet in the D.U. House.

ing.

One undergraduate asked why
made of

there were no mention

1944.

Professor

Kirkland

wrote the prominent living alumni. All he had
the Lib- read of were dead. It seems that
a& mention of living alumni except President Sins is purposely

section entitled "Bowdoin
eral College."

Professor
lent

map

Beam drew

the excel*

avoided.

of the college.

You will remember that so far
Charles R. Capon, the distinguished artist, has designed the two distinguished covers have
docked our catalogue. The first was
beautiful covert since 1942.
The Southworth . Anthoensen terra-cotta with an eng. aving of
Press has done the printing for the the college in 1090 at the top. The
same length of time. This pram Is
more recent was white, and showed
certainly one of the foremost in
the country. Some of its editions the Bowdoin Arms. The ne-v one h
have been selected as being of the to be cray with an engraving of"the
best fifty in a year.

Koati

Ruohomaa took the

pic-

Cart Lebovitz

At the

signs over

idea

is

.

like period of years.

in the spelling of the

Some had it
oka *%" and others
with two. Professor Holmes came
to the rescue by suggesting one
since the "war had knocked 'ell
word

t oJ oahwinL

spelled with

T

out of enrolment."
So, why not take the opportunity
of picking up a copy of the Catalogue when it comes out? Besides
Publications.
being quite handsome, it will cerThe new catalogue is scheduled tainly be very useful. Also, they
to come out in the first week of are free.

Art Exhibit
fTVMft gTaJG

Art Expert
dt

1945.

;

.

.

1

COMNiHOMC

Profes-

to rotate these four de-

a

Mr. Meddox, printer lor the
Southworth- Anthoensen Press, has
a discrepancy
also done a great deal of work on
Mr. Marquee, in charge of the
binding, has done much, too.
Daggett
Associate Professors
and Hartman and Mr. Boyer are
also on the Catalogue Committee.
The name of his group has been
changed to Committee on College

is

our thoughts, Bowdoin begins to make plans for a new era in its
and takes a final glance at an era that is dead
history
Wartime
Bowdoin, December 7. 941 -August 14, 1945.
In the publication of this most
recen t issue, the Committee found
The attack on Pearl Harbor by

The

the recent publications.

right

Barney
Stanley
Smith, who retired in

sor
\

chapel spires in dark green at
top. A fourth design ic yet to come.

Ruohomaa has been employed by

£

By

August 14 and Japanese surrender brought to Bowdoin more
than adjourns in class the next day they also brought the beginning of the end of four years of Bowdoin-at-W ar. Now that the
wild celebrations of Tuesday last are over and the problems of
the
sudden peace are making a gradually expanding indentation into

tures which are its illustrations.
"Life."

Bowdoin Reviews Wartime
History; Looks To Future

*i

J

has devoted her beat efforts to first time at a famous Landon exrecording the visual appearances hibition to 1929. The Cuyp landof the vast and brilliantly colored scape is also an outstanding exam-

.

.

.

the Japanese apparently caught
In March, 1942, the Delta 'Up- discretion and called first the
Bowdoin completely off its guard
that Sunday In 1941—most of the silon and Zete Psi Dining Clubs "Meteor" and later, after the arcountry was, as a matter of fact! combined their facilities for the rival of another Arnjy Specialized
What it regretful is that Bowdoin coming summer session. The fol- Training contingent concentrating
the
"A.S.T.P.
took a little longer in recovering lowing year the Alpha. Delta Phi on engineering,
from the shock. On the morning and the Alpha Tau Omega groups News." Undoubtedly this page
thenceforth became the outstand8 no
special
after December
were to do the same.
ing section of the ORIENT, and
chapel service was held; instead
1942 brought other changes to those here at the time of the deProfessor Koelln delivered the
Bowdoin, including several im- parture of the Army units early in
scheduled lecture on "The Sermon
provements in campus life. The 1944 probably still cannot forget
on the Mount." The special service
new Theta Delta Chi house was the hilarious final edition of the
was held the following day, in
completed and opened. The Thorn- "News." Dim-out regulations were
which President Sills advised the
dike Club was granted equal con- instituted. The College began to
students to remain in college and
sideration with fraternities as to lease the fraternity houses from
stay on the job. In addition the
and athletics. President their corporations for the duration,
ORIENT carried only one editorial scholarship
Sills celebrated his twenty-fifth
and mix-ups began on whose furon Student Council conditions.
anniversary as President of Bow- niture and fixtures went where and
In teresting are the results of a
doin.
Freshman attendance at why. The Board of Overseers doBowdoin Wsr Poll taken just bechapel in the summer session be- nated a chapel service flag. A Servfore the outbreak of war and indicame voluntary and no one show- ice MeVs Canteen was opened in
cative of the trend of thought of
ed up. More than forty per cent of the basement of the Moulton Unstudents here at the time:
the student body was failing schol- ion. Enrollment dropped from 448
"1. Do you think the U.S. is now astically.
Professor Stallknecht in February to 338 in March. The
actually at war with Germany? left for the armed forces. The draft
draft was increasing.

—

—

—

"Food is rapidly becoming a
major problem around Bowdoin.
.

.

.

tables.

On Monday we eat vegeOn Tuesday we eat no meat

is known as foodless
because there's no
food on Wednesday. Also we are
weekly having Ashless Fridays

Wednesday
Wednesday

and beanless, Saturdays and getting -spiritual
nourishment on
Sundays, in Chapel ..." Times
apparently have not changed.
Liberty ships at South Portland

were named the S.S. James Bowdoin and the S.S. William DeWitt
Hyde. At -a banquet after one of

'

—

ple of that painter's work which is
temples and monuments.
Miss McMurtrie It one of many now winning a new burst of appreartists who have been inspired to ciation.
spend at least part of each year
Norman Rockwell also visited Yes

these

launchings

President

Sills

THE FIRST WARTIME COMMENCEMENT
ternities in a

movement

to the va-

remarked on the Guest of Honor. rious dormitories, except Moore
Mrs.

"Mrs.

has nothing Hall, fortpurposes of conservation
to say; which is quite unusual."
of fuel. There was another summer
Professor Arthur C. Gilligan, of session, marked by one of the outthe Romance Languages depart- standing events in Bowdoin hisment, died.
tory, the sesquicentennial celebraSills:

Sills

in

June, 1942.

There were 77 gold stars on
Bowdoin's Service Flag and 2450
A curtailed and miniature
Bowdoin still exists and probably
for some time will continue to do
so. Now the College must look

sion.

blue.

—

ahead and plan for the future for
the gradual and increasing influx

In 1944 Bowdoin started to sew tion. Bowdoin which had become a of returning veterans who* will be
392—No. 109.
was increasing.
The Glee Club was disbanded for together whatever had been left by mecca for seventeen-and-eighteen- older, maturer, and more demand2. Do you favor an immediate
Bowdoin held its first wartime
in Maine, and la a summer resi- the Walker Art Building this week.
the fateful preceding year. The year-old upperclassmen, was at ing than the average student of todeclaration of war on Germany? commencement. The college leased the duration, and a new mixed
dent of Orr's Island.
She was This best known and mast beloved
choral society was substituted, year began with an enrollment of last seeing the return of discharged day; for a raising of standards
Tea 112—No 367.
Simpson's Point with bathing facomposed of faculty members, 144. Still there were budding signs veterans. In 1945 the College lost among entering students; for a fuborn in Philadelphia, and entered artist working to America today is
3. Would you favor an American cilities for students. One hundred
of gradual recovery in the distant one of its ablest and most brilliant ture Bowdoin again composed of
Bryn Mawr College; but after one sanet telly known tor hit Saturday Expeditionary Force? Yes 94— No. and fifty freshmen entered in the townspeople and few, if any, students. Witan, formerly composed future. Activities were at a low scholars. Professor Stanley Barney six hundred or more students; for
fall and enrollment was five hunsuccessful year ahe -entered the
Peat covers. He visited the 365.
only
the
ORIENT, the Smith when he retired. The Col- an end of one-man classes; for vaonly of English majors, grew des- ebb;
dred. Bowdoin took the State SePennsylvania Academy of Fine
4. Would you favor deferment
to inquire about local colperate and took anyone it could Masque and Gown, and Bowdoin- lege moved swiftly and held an im- rious modifications in present reg'

,

or for a hew Saturday Evening for student* already started on
course ? Yes 250—No
country to develop her spe c ial Post cover which will appear this their college
105."
Since graduating, she has autumn.
bent.
recovered, howrapidly
Bowdoin
pursued a very active career to
Mr. Rockwell wanted especially ever, and instituted its wartime
the arts. At the outset she was
to meet Professor Robert P. T. Oaf- program. At first conditions on the
awarded the Crtsson European
fin because he not only has great campus remained almost the same.
Scholarship, which enabled her to
Interest In cooking but he feels Plans were adopted to begin a
study in the great galleries of Belthat he has been trying to do for three-semes ter year, making currigium, Holland, France and Spain.
Vermont what Professor Coffin is culum adjustments and acceleratLater, as a practising artist, she
doing for Maine. Professor Coffin ing the physical education proexhibited at the Corcoran Bienwas able to supply him with the gram. In June, 1942, Bowdoin's
nial, the Pennsylvania Academy of
exact sort of information he was first summer session began and by
Fine Arts Annual Oil Show, the
seeking.
the end of that year calisthenics
Alliance,
the
Philadelphia Art
One of the things that has made had been stepped up to five hours
Washington Art Club, the Philaa week. Faculty members pitched
delphia Plastic Club, the Art Mu- Mr. Rockwell's pictures prized is
war effort, several of them
seum of Portland, Oregon, the To- that fact that he has always used into the
becoming leaders of civilian deledo Art Museum, the Woodmere actual types and not professional
Brunswick-Topshamfor
Art Gallery, and the Plastic Club models. Someone may recognize fense
Harpswell areas.
Rotary exhibition which visited the people who will appear on this
Students also started preparamuseums throughout the Bast new caver. He waa accompanied to
L. Guptill. an tions for student defense precauShe also was invited to hold "bat Brunswick by Mr.
man" shows at the Philadelphia oM Mend, Mr. Guptill is a well- tions, planning test blackouts and
ior and publisher of trial evacuations. The luster and
Art Alliance, the University Club,
wing and painting. He excitement of what was apparentand the Philadelphia Plastic Ctab.
at one time one of the chief ly a new fad quickly diminished,
A number of honors have been
at Pratt Insitute. He however, and the plans collapsed
accorded her. among them the Silto many of Mr. Rockwell's until the ORIENT wrote in a blisver Medal awarded by the Jury of
tering editorial that "it is time to
the Philadelphia Plastic Ctab An- palatton as the businessman type.
sound reveille for student denual exhibition and the Mary
fense"—to little avail, however.
Smith Prize at the Psnaay hi ai ua
McMurtrie has lent her
Academy of Fine Arts' Annual
Arts, the oldest art school In this

A

'

Show. And her painting entitled
directly to the Bowdoin
of Fine Arts and
"The Circus"
waa purchased
through the Lambert Fund from the public is cordially invited to
one Annual Show tor the Acad
The Museum is
envy's
10-12 and 2-4
permanent CoHtCttOB of
American paintings.
and 2-4 an Sundays.

=

Yes,

Were Interested In
ALLYour

PRINTING

ries

from the University of Maine

12-6 and^ thus entered into a football fast which still exists. The

TRY THE COLLEGE STA

producing for Bowdoin

state of hibernation.
staff of the ORIENT

its

present

The editorial
was down

Grew; Sir Samuel Runganadham,
was accelerated to four Advisor to the Secretary of State

February and a full-year chemistry course

months. An Army Meteorological
Unit opened shop at Bowdoin, consisting of about 200 men. Demands
on the math and physics departments became so great that two
faculty wives began to teach here
Mrs. Holmes instructing two
freshman math divisions and Mrs.

—

Little aiding Commander Little in
his navigation course.
Even the

ORIENT

turned over its fourth
page to the unit to be used at its

in India; Yung-Ching Yang, President of the Soochow Uinversity and
Talknan Lecturer; and Prince Hubert Friederich zu Loewenstein,
Carnegie Lecturer, ^vere guest
speakers at various intervals dur-

on-the-Air were functioning with pressive Chapel service for stuany semblance of success, and later dents and Radar men upon the
the Meddiebemps were revived. death cf the country's Command-
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Do you
Do you
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with
O'Keefe Constance Moore
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YOUNG CHARMS

Printing

COLLEGE SPA

Cartoon

THOSE ENDEARING

HARDWARE
24 Hour
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UPPERCLASSMEN
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THAT'S THE SPIRIT

the

PHILGAS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

in de-

ALVIN SETTLE

DKE and Beta Houses were damaged by fires.
in

in faculty

—

BANK

Fox News

appeared

an increase

members and an expansion

partments in other words for a
units departed hastily er-in-Chief.
and unexpectedly, as well as LiThen August 14 and peace came Bowdoin different from the Bowbrarian Gerald Wilder, taken by to Bowdoin in the midst of another doin that was and is, more radical,
death. Few persons of note lectur- accelerated wartime
summer ses- aiming always for higher goals.
ed at the college, and most of them
did receive and still do receive disappointing
attendance.
Robert
FIRST
Frost and the Institute on Liberal
PRINTING
BINDING
Education were the outstanding attractions. The Thorndikes moved
of BRUNSWICK, MAINE
en masse to Winthrop Hall, to be
Capital and Surplus $350,000
followed in October by all the fraTotal Resources over $5,000,000
Town Building
Tel. 89-W
Student Patronage Solicited

ing the year. Willie Hoppe demonstrated his billiard prowess. The

An article
ORIENT:

ulations; for

The Army

Robert Young

STATIONERY

And Other

working into

-to
Polar Bears temporarily disbandtwelve members. The Quill' breathed and all of the other organizaed its last temporarily. The Medtions were having their difficulties.
diebempsters were disbanded for a
Mrs. Roosevelt was Delta Upsilon
time. The Brunswick Naval Air
lecturer in the College Church.
Station was commissioned. The
Richard L. Chittim '41 became Insummer
session started with 156
structor in Math and Neil Mahonstudents enrolled. Hyde Hall and
ey in Athletics. Athletic coaches
Linn Wells and George "Dinny" the Delta Upsilon House were assigned to the Army Units for housShay joined the services. The 18-20
ing and feeding, and the D.U.'s vadraft law was passed. The draft
cated into plush Moore Hall. Bowwas increasing.
doin held its 138th CommenceBowdoin in 1943 experienced
ment Exercises; only thirty-five
even greater changes. For the first
graduates were present. Joseph C.
time freshmen were entered in
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PICTORIAL HIGHLIGHTS OF BOWDOIN AT
feu* *^

»

VIEWS OF THE
fect at Bowdoin.

PROFESSOR ROSC'OE
Wilmot

retired in 1944,
B. Mitchell.

J.

NEW THETA DELTA
Later, this house

t^^^Kf^

*

CHI HOUSE which was completed in

was put at the

disposal of the

Navy

the spring of 1942, before the war had made an appreciable efand feeding of the pre-Radar students.

for the housing

HAM, who

PROFESSOR CHARLES

and Professor Emeritus

who

THE SHIP BOWDOIN VICTORY
ing

down the ways

fornia,

MRS. FRANKLIN

,

*

•

"

D.

ROOSEVELT

WAR

on February

retired in

T.

BURNETT,

June 1944.

slid-

at Richmond, Cali24, 1945.

'MRS. SILLS has nothing to say; which

is

quite unusual."

surrounded by D.U.'s, her hosts in 1942.

it

V

U*

v

^

•

THE PRE-RADAR STUDENTS

i

>

DR. AND MRS. YUNG-CHING YANG. Dr. Yang, President
was a lecturer on the Tallman Foundation in 1942-43.

PRINCE HUBERT FRIEDREICH ZU
march

in

LOEWEN STEIN who

review across the Bowdoin campus.

of

Soochow University,

spoke at Bowdoin

in 1943.

PROFESSOR ARTHUR
GAN, who

C.

GILLI-

died in 1943.

—

THE ARMY SPECIALIZED TRAINING STUDENTS

The

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
YOU CAN GET THE NEWEST AND BEST
SWING and CLASSICAL RECORDS

We

146 Maine
-

DECCA

-

Street

VICTOR

-

CAPITOL RECORDS

HALLMARK GREETING CARDS
WE HAVE CARDS FOR EVERY OCCASION

Army students

stayed at Bowdoin from

College

Book Store

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN
NEW

now have Pennsylvania, Dunlop and

W. CHANDLER & SON

S.

!

ROOM-— NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

ROOMS FROM

Restringing tennis rackets $5, $6 and $7

F.

GERALD
who

Wright and Ditson Tennis Balls

THE MELODY SHOP
COLUMBIA

stand at review on campus. The

1943 to 1944.

Win. Richard
General Manager

$2.50

UP

-

George H. Bradley
Resident Manager

G. WILDER,
died in 1944.

LIBRARIAN,

BAND' BOX CLEANERS
Cleaning

3

—Pressing

DAY SERVICE
71

MAINE STREET

mm
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(75th Year)

BODY NavyPre-Radar School Closes
MOVES BACK TO After Pour Years At Bowdoin
STUDENT

College Needs Revenue;

Unit Graduated 2,500 Men
Under Commander N.C. Little

One House May Be

By WU1 Richan

DORMS THIS FALL
/

Opened For Meals

done

last year.

A

total enrollment of some two
hundred is anticipated for October
15.
This will include an entering
class of about fifty men which will

immediately

be' placed in the
However, fraternity

dormitories.

will remain open for a
after the opening of the
term for pledging purposes. All
houses will then be closed absolutely for the winter.
The President stressed the fact
that when the fraternity houses
are handed back to their owners,
so that no preference may be

houses

week

shown,

all

houses will be returned

Professor Herbert W. Hartman Is resting comfortably at
Dr. Wilson's Hospital after an
emergency appendectomy operation early last Friday morning.
His condition is reported as excellent
Professor Hartman's freshman
English classes are being conducted by Professors Albert R.

Tkayer and Herbert R. Brawn.

The

latter

Is

also caring for his

advanced composition course
which Is meeting informally.

Many Bowdoin men

communications

close soon, after gear in the basement of Hyde
operation for over Hall. The latter is similar to upfour years. Under the able direc- to-date equipment now. in use in
tion of Commander Noel C. Little, the .Navy's ships and planes. Durthe school has turned out some ing one week, the trainees attend
2,500 graduates in the four years three lecture classes, ihree fourand three months that it has been hour lab periods, and three twoInstructors
conferences.
Most of the men in hour
in operation.
training here were graduated from have all been Naval officers exengineering schools all over the cept Dr. Christie and Jeppeson of
country and held degrees in elec- the college faculty, who have givtrical engineering, before enter- en their assistance during the last
ing the Navy.
Many came from year. Several students who did
V-12 units, and a few worked on especially well while in training
the atomic bomb before coming to here have been retained by the
Navy as instructors.
Bowdoin.
Each man is required to take an
Beginning unpretentiously, the
school contained only fifty men in hour of calisthenics every day, for
its first class, which started in which the college has turned over
From
June, 1941. These first students its facilities to the Navy.
trained for three months and then time to time, men in the college's
department
another fifty entered. With an in- physical education
creased demand for Radar tech- have taken over the calesthenics
nicians, however, the school was program of the radar students.
The men have been housed in
enlarged until the present system
was devised. Under this method Moore HalJ, the Theta Delta Chi
seventy-five men entered each House, and the Zeta Psi House.
month and stayed for a period of Occasionally, they have also occufour months, there thus being ap- pied Winthrop, Maine and Hyde
proximately 300 men constantly in Halls, while married men have al-

ways

lived

off

campus.

that when the Brunswick bells and
whistles announced the recent
close of World War II, he was irresistibly impelled to turn to his
copy of Whittier to read "Laus
Deo," Whittier's ode on the triumphant close of the Civil War.

Anniversary Scrapbook
Compiled by Miss Reed
Miss Alta Reed, superintendent
of the alumni reading

room

in the

college library, has just completed

work on a scrapbook commemorating Bowdoin's sesquicentennial anniversary.

The scrapbook

contains

the letters sent by colleges, universities,

and many famous people

In recognition of that occasion. All

and

the articles

pictures

which

Visions of great development formed in his mind as he
gazed out over the sprawling harbor. The picture was still in his
mind as he travelled north to Los
Angeles.
light.

A trip to the Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery was
a "must" on the list of things to
Highlights there were
be seen.
the famous paintings of Sir Joshua
ter, down to Niagara Falls, on to Reynolds and Sir Thomas LawChicago, where a visit was made rence, two masters of English
Another highto the University of Chicago, and portrait painting.
then by train to the great south- light was the visit to the cactus
gardens. The Fleures were fortuwest.
Turning northward from Phoe- nate to have one of the caretakers
nix, Arizona, the trip became alive. of the garden show them the beauThe magnificence of the scenery ties. The caretaker was obviously
quite astounded the professor. As a man who took considerable
the road fhey were travelling com- pride in his work, and helped to
to an elevation of
beauties unfolded.

way upward make the cacti more beautiful and
over a mile, new vivid to their ever searching eyes.
its

Below, as far

see, was a panorama of colorful desert. This
was but a prelude to the beauty
that was awaiting their arrival at
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado.

as the eye could

Livingston

Above: H. James Cook
Below: Carl Lebovitz

Chason
tin '47,

brand

The train trip north to San
Francisco took them along the
coast through Santa Barbara and
San Luis Obispo and on into the
most fertile Santa Clara Valley.
This valley has rightly been called
"the Salad Bowl of America," for
vegetables produced
fresh
the
there are shipped by fast freight
to points throughout America.
While in the San Francisco area
they resided in Berkeley, just
across the bay. A trip to Yosemite National Park, about two hundred miles southwest of Berkeley,
was one of the high points of the
journey.
As a geographer, Professor Fleure found great enjoyment in his visit for there is no
other formation in the world quite
like it. It was a wonderful experi-

A twinkle that silently expressed
the thrill of the scene came into
the eyes of Professor Fleure as he
told me of the thunderstorm he
saw in the canyon far below as
he stood on the rim of the great
color caldron.
Both the geographer and the man warmed to the
colorful grandeur.
San Bernardino, California, was
next on their westward jaunt.
Then. Colton and an early morning bus ride to El Centre, just a
few miles from the border. By
early, he meant three o'clock in
the morning. It was a great dis- ence, too, camping in giant pines.
appointment that they were not *ey saw the Mariposa Red
Woods, which they later compared
able to cross over into Mexico.
'

'44,

'44,

K

W. Morgan

'45,

ment of the Bowdoin
is

WITAN ARRANGES
ENTERTAINMENT

TUESDAY NIGHT
Mrs. Eleanor Graham, Mrs. Arnold Neiswender, and Professor
Robert P. T. Coffin will be the
guests of the newly-revived Witan
at the Deke House. Tuesday, September 25 at eight p.m. All members of the college are invited to
attend this first event of the college literary society which has suffered a lapse of program during
the last few months.
Mrs. Graham, at present a resident of Brunswick, is the author
of the best seller "Our Way Down
East." She is now writing a novel
which will be published soon. Mrs.
iNeiswender of Tennessee and Texas is the wife of Lieut. Arnold
Neiswender of the BNAS. She is
an expert on the dialect of the
Southern Negro. Professor Coffin
is our noted poet whose most recent book is "Poems for a Son

White House reporters and made
R. Walsh' '47, C.
headlines across the country on
Kyle '47, A. MarWednesday.

W. Cormack '46, G. HildeR. Whitman '45. R.

'46.

^-_

MM

l^pjgj

the

same

time,

Truman announced

President

the

Weatherill Uncovers

honorary doctor of laws degree.
If confirmed in his appointment,
Senator Burton will be the second

Bowdoin man to be member of the
Court. Melville W. Fuller '53 was
chief justice from 1888 to 1910.
)

Shadowy Incidents And

CommandHe was promoted from ensign

school; this time to full
er.

Characters Involved In Recent Houseparties
By Tom Weatherill
up to their

Houseparties are over tha> is,
of us except Kilgo and
So let's uncover a few
skeletons and pray that the Great
White Father will not take too
much stock in what is mentioned
for all
Carlos.

Naval Reserve to

full lieu-

and the Thorndike
whether or not the
session at Bowdoin has
been a success and should be conto

A majority of both

tinued.

groups

favored

summer term

ing.

Commander

for
Little

was guest

of

lost

The immediate

time.

abandonment of a
is
is

third trimester
suggested as soon as this term
no longer necessary.

The opinion
members

ulty

of most of the Faccoincides with that

Professor

of

who

Stanley P. Chase,
recognized "the necessity of

at least one more summer session,"
but hoped that "it will be the last
for both Faculty members

one,

and students need time off to rest
and think and assimilate the
things they have learned."

Pro-

fessor Morgan Cushing adds the
end or a curtailment of the induction of eighteen-year-olds as another provision before the abolish-

ment of the summer session.
Professors Mason and Riley both
favored a permanent place for the
session. Professor Mason
adding that it would have to be
run on a modified scale "more on
the line of the old summer school
lasting just one term."
Professor Thomas Means, when
asked, wrote the following reply

summer

to the editor of the

"Dear

ORIENT:

Sir:

"In response to a request from
one of your staff who is conducting a survey on the pros and cons
of Summer Sessions at Bowdoin, I
beg to reply as follows:

Room Seen

Treasure

"My

reactions are partly favorand partly
Such is my attitude
In particular the
break-down would be more or less
The latest estimate by Don Pot- the following:
ter, Superintendent of Buildings
"From the point of view of the
and Grounds, is that the Hubbard students, some were actual or poable, partly indifferent

Completed by November

Library Treasure Room will
completed by November, "if

unfavorable.
in
general.

tential military.

be

The preparations are

now finished in the library and all
that remains is the assembling of
the interior woodwork. This last
work will be started
when cabinet-makers in Boston
finish making over the Italian
woodwork to fit the proposed site.

Work on that material has been
delayed by war contracts which
must be
cern.

filled

When

by the same connecessary

adjust-

ments have been made, the
terior finish will be sent to

doin -where

a special

crew

in-

self-

«

j

Bowwill

complete construction of the room.

Russell,

The law ot

preservation
necessitated I that
these men' be given everything in
the line of education possible. It
was given. Their response was
usually rather fine.
Others in
mufti, however, were far too often
callow fledglings least indifferent
to their opportunities, if not downright hostile to the proposition of
forceful
feeding.
Their record
leaves much to be desired.
And
yet some actually became weary
in well-doing.
The results, however, were not much superior.
"The Faculty, coping with the
ubiquitous double problem of Taxjes and the H. C. of L. plugged
along nobly 'til peace eventually
Dro"k e out"* SonVwere wholly
the Army or Navy., payroll, or

all

reputation, and con- stage of the

ducted themselves like gentlemen
throughout.
At the D. U. House, Lieutenant
and Mrs. Cook were two of the
nicest people we met all week-end.
here.
A flair for musical prominence reFirst of all, I suppose we should vealed lots of hidden talent which
thank Jim Longley, Phil Smith, Cinq-Mars didn't seem to appreand all the. others that made it ciate. Why, we don't know. By
possible to have such a successful this time, things became more? and
dance in the Gym and a great more hazy. Due to the tobacco
houseparty all around. There was smoke, no doubt. It was apparent,
some discontent at not having a nevertheless, that an omnipresent
big name band for the main dance, spirit of conviviality pervaded that
•hut Jim, who managed to acquire rocking house.
all the decorations for the Gym,
Coming back to the A. D. House,
really did a swell job.
we found Mr. and Mrs. Sotak servThe sacred Beta walls still echo ing coffee— black. By the gleam
with the stirring refrains of Dy- of the fireplace, a figure was obsinger's "Muffin Man."
Begley served gesticulating wildly. Upon
fervently hopes that it will stay closer examination, we saw that
at the Beta House, although Reg- the figure was one of the young
gie Spurr rather liked it and all ladies imported for the occasi m.
that went with it.
She was knitting and humming
We are reasonably certain that gently to herself, Roundy joined
Matt Branche will not soon forget the group presently and "The Mufthe Beta staircase which remain- fin Man" was sung.
Dick had
ed embedded in his forehead for more trouble than the rest. Due
some few agonizing hours.
to his abundance of hair, no doubt.
Meandering a bit further on Dayton caused no end of bother
down the line, we come to the because of his continued attempts
Psi.
U. House where we. find to change into "something cooler"
"Hound" Sewall serving drinks on the floors above. Many wanted
and ducking the menacing thrusts to take a dip in the pool, but most
of an ice-pick. Jim Longley made of the Chipsies and T.D.s were
the almost fatal mistake of mak- swimming somewhere else.
ing disparaging remarks to some
With the final strains of "Marchlittle dear from Bath.
He nearly ing Through Georgia" ringing in
had his hand impaled to the top our ears, we returned to the Psi.
of the bar.
U. House to hit the sack.
About the same time Slip Eells
We thought houseparties were
was conducted to the second floor over until rudely awakened from
of said house looking like a sur- our deep and righteous sleep by
realist painting.
First of all. he two sheeted figures who had prowas shown the wonderful plumb- claimed themselves the "Ghosts of
ing facilities and then led rather the Houseparty." A little roughunceremoniously to one of the and-tumble unmasking disclosed
many tux-laden boudoirs.
That the bar-tanned visages of P. K.
was the houseparty for Slip.
Leonard and Dick Baker.
Tripping lightly down to the
Only a little sober thought is
basement, we have Phil "Dizzy" sufficient to show that no such
Richenhurg and Art "Rip" Sewall reminder is necessary to deterdemonstrating the possibilities of mine that bigger and better housetheir new atomic pitch.
It's ef- paries are coming back.
Don't
fective!
weep, Father, Bowdoin reputation
Needless to say, the Dekes lived and traditions are still tops.

members and

the continuation of the
as long as it will
tenant in June, 1941 when he took
aid returning veterans in accelercommand of the school at its openating their studies and making up
in the

goes well."

Evans Dead,

has been taken by the
of Faculty

fraternities

Navy Department has again proClub as
moted Noel C. Little, commanding
summer
officer of the Bowdoin pre-radar

appoint-

action, Hanna was returned to the of the appointment.
In 1937, at
With Wings." These artists will
United States in March. 1945. the time of his son William's gradtell amusing stories in their naHanna is a member of the Chi uation, Bowdoin gave Burton an
tive dialects and will answer ques-

President Sills has received letters announcing the death of 2nd
Lt. Delos W. Evens of the class of
1932, and of the report that Ens.
Paul H. Eames, Jr., '46, is missing
in action in the Pacific Area.
Lt. Evens was sent to Fort
with the Red Woods of the Muir
Woods National Monument just Bragg, N. C, in March, 1942 as a
in the Field Artillery. At
Private
north of San Francisco.
he was made
Mt. Rainier, the terraces of the Fort Sills Oklahoma,
November,
city, and Puget Sound were the a 2nd Lieutenant in
1044, he
December,
and
in
1942
beauties recalled about Seattle,
Washington. Then, across to Vic- went overseas with the 66th
Artillery attached to the 4th
toria at the tip of Vancouver Is- Field
Division.
land, a place the English profes- Armored
Lt. Evens's unit was one of the
sor and his wife found to be more
instrumental in relieving the
British than Britain herself. Here most
troops of the encircled air-borne
they stayed at the world-famous
101st Division in the Bastogne secEmpress Hotel.
tor at the height of the Allied inLeaving Victoria by boat, they vasion of France. For this action
made their way up to Vancouver, he received a Bronze Star, and his
where they entrained for Lake unit was awarded a Presidential
Louise.
The ride through the citation. During his service overKicking Horse Pass was the most
seas he saw action not only in
marvelous train ride Professor France, but also in Belgium and
Fleure could recall. The famous
Germany. The report stated that
train rides among the Alps and
he died in Tourvaille, France, on
those of India are dwarfed by the
July 14, 1945, from wounds receivsplendor of the rock canyons of
ed in Southern Germany.
the Kicking Horse Pass.
Various members of the AdminLake Louise was sheer beauty, istration had received letters from
almost the top point of the trip.
regularly up until the time of
A drive up to the glaciers was him
his death, and he sent a piece of a
made even more impressive by the parachute to Dean Nixon last winmagnificent sunset, with its flamter. The piece came from a paraing color. Seeing deer grazing was
chute that had been used in the
not so unusual, but seeing moose
Bastogne Relief.
was a memorable sight.
Ens. Eames was sent as an ApOn the drive back from the prentice Seaman to the Naval
glaciers they stopped the car for
Training Unit at, Bates College,
a view and as they did so, an eagle Lewiston.
He later was transferred
beat its large wings against the
to Brown University, Providence,
air as it arose from the tree just
R. I., where he received an A.B. dein front of them.
There were gree in March, 1945. Then he was
many Rocky Mountain sheep transferred to the U.S.S. Indianroaming about, too.
apolis which was sunk by a JapLeaving Lake Louise at noon,
anese suicide plane in the Pacific
the train reached the prairies by
area on July 30, 1945.
sunset. Behind could be seen the
Ens. Eames was immediately remountains of the Continental Di- ported missing, but there is hope
vide stretching far into the north
that he may have been rescued and
and into the south. As the sun taken prisoner. His home is' In
sank beneath their mighty majes- Upper Montclair, N. J„ and he rety, long shafts of red shot out
ceived his degree from Bowdoin in
( Continued on Page a ]
June, 1945.
I

At

If Necessary To
Aid Returning Vets

a representative cross section of
the student body from the various
record, the

honor at a party on the evening of
Rudy
M. Goodspeed '45, J.
ment to Assistant Secretary of August 25 at the officers' club in
Nissen '44, H. French '46, N. TayLabor
of
E. Carlton Moran '17 and the Theta Delta Chi house.
His
lor '46, and G. Schmalz '45.
'26.
"Should- twenty-three man teaching staff
Of the first group of men one Albert Abrahamson
presented
Commander Little with
was liberated from a German pris- n't Bowdoin men be passing out
an oak-leaf cap. Mrs. Little and
on camp in April, 1945. Wing, who cigars?" commented Secretary of
the instructors' wives were also
Labor Schwellenbach.
entered the service in June, 1943,
The nomination of Senator Bur- present.
was attached to the Army Medical
Although he is eligible for disCorps.
He is a member of the ton came as a surprise. His name
had been suggested in early spec- charge, Commander Little will reAlpha Tau Omega fraternity.
ulation, but it is now conceded main as commanding officer of the
George M. Muller '44, entered
that Robert P. Paterson, New radar school until it closes October
France on D Day and was woundYork Republican, would fill the 1. He is expected to begin teaching
ed just 17 days later. He was imvacancy
created by the retirement again in the fall. Before the war,
mediately flown t% England and
Commander Little was head of
was then transported to the Unit- of Owen J. Roberts.
Confirmation of the popular Bowdoin's physics department. He
ed States in a U. S. hospital ship.
Ohio legislator to the nation's graduated from the College in
Muller was wounded only 30 yards highest
court seemed certain to- 1917.
behind the German front lines. He day as a numi>er of senators apFleet Admiral E. J. King credreceived his Purple Heart during plauded the appointment.
In a
his hospitalization in this country. statement from Cincinnati, Bur- ited Commander Little for the sucton said that he was "deeply ap- cess of the school which he rePaul C. Hanna '46, left college
preciative of the confidence which viewed last June 2. Bowdoin's was
in February, »1943, to study under
the nomination expressed in me." the first pre-radar school in the
the A.S.T.P. at Norwich UniversAt Bowdoin, Burton was senior country, and it will be the last of
ity.
He entered France in August, class president, star quarterback, its kind to close. Men trained un"He was as der the supervision of the Com1944. and was attached to the 90th' and Phi Beta Kappa.
highly respected as any man in mander have seen service all over
Division. After receiving the Purcollege," Alumni Secretary Seward the world.
i
ple Heart for wounds received in J. Marsh '12
said when he learned

Psi fraternity.

And Wife

senator's ap-

pointment invoked whistles from

R.

'46,

Ens. Paul Karnes Missing

San Diego, with its impressive
Professor harbor, was indeed a grand high-

menced to wind

tentative are:

When he accepted Professor
Brown's invitation to lecture in
Room 101, Memorial Hall, Professor Mitchell's head must have
thronged with memories, for he
occasions.
was stepping into the room which
he entered as a freshman for his worked for more than a year, comHe taught lit- piling all available letters, articles
first class in 1886.
Delos
erature in the room for forty-seven and pictures which pertained to the Lt.
sesquicentennial.
years until he retired in 1939.

By Nelson Towers

Tuesday

'46.

Other men whose entrance

Recognizing his war

Term
A poll
ORIENT

SUPREME COURT TEACHES AGAIN

Vannah

Favor Continuing Third

SENATOR BURTON LITTLEPROMOTED
NOMINATED FOR TO COMMANDER;

'46, Kenneth Schubert '47, George
Muller '44, Robert Lancaster '46,
Keith Kingsbury '46, George Kent
'47, Charles Allen "44, Clifford WilSenator Harold H. Burton '09,
son '48, Robert -Hall '47. Robert
Ohio Republican, was nominated
Clarke '47. Gardner Moulton '47.
to the Supreme Court by President
Paul Hanna '46, Richard Williams
Truman at a press conference
'46, Paul Herman '40, and Harold
afternoon. The announce-

could be obtained on the subject, tions from the audience.
These men represent only the
President H. James Cook and
have been neatly cut out and prebeginning of the anticipated influx
Vice-President Carl Lebovitz of
served in this book, which includes
of returning veterans.
Larger
insufficient
the Witan hope that
newspaper clippings from 107 cities terest will be aroused to maintain groups are expected to enroll for
later trimesters.
scattered over 31 states.
a continuous program of studentquizes, debates,
All the material in the book was faculty discussions,
critical reviews, and other literary
collected by Miss Reed, who has

Describe Scenic Wonders Of Trip Across United States

of the lecturers on the Tallman
Foundation, and his wife, made an
extensive trip across the United
States to the southwestern tip,
then north to Canada, and east to
New England.
The first part of the trip, according to Professor Fleure, was
very much like any other trip.
They went to Boston, to Roches-

in the servare planning immediate re-en-

branches of the service. The following men are among those expected back in the Fall or for the
winter trimester: Carleton Wing

Eating

The purpose of the school is not facilities were provided for them
to train men in the use of radar at the T.D. House, the Zete House,
equipment, but rather to instruct and the Moulton Union. For recthem in electronics and communi- reation, the T.D. House and the
This prepares them for Air Base hold dances on alternatcations.
advanced radar training at M.I.T. ing week-ends.
When the unit here closes, the
In addition to the college's physics and chemistry facilities, there men will be finished with radar
is an out-dated radar set on the training and will be assigned to
roof of the science building and other units.

Professor Fleure, Latest Tallman Lecturer,

This past summer,
Herbert J. Fleure, the most recent

MAJORITY OF BOWDOIN
NEXT TRIMESTER DESIRES CESSA TION OF
THREE TERMS A YEAR
BACK

trance into the college on being
discharged from their respective

in

training.

NO. 8

MANY VETERANS
EXPECTED

will

on

Hartman's Condition Fine

Navy

The Navy's pre-radar Unit at standard
having been

simultaneously. He further stated
that the college, expects to be able
to take such action at the beginning of next summer.
In an interview Dean Paul (Nixon said that if there are over two
hundred undergraduates in the
Prof. Emeritus Mitchell
a
fall, one of the fraternity houses
may be opened for meals for a
Whittier
part of the student body. No stu- Lectures
dents will be allowed to live in
whatever house may be so used.
On Sept. 6 and 7, Professor
William K Hall, Assistant to
Emeritus Wilmot B. Mitchell lecthe Bursar, stated that no definite
tured
on Whittier to members of
the
been
laid
as
to
plans have
yet
order in which fraternities shall Professor Herbert R. Brown's AmHe did say erican Literature Class.
select dormitories.
that those fraternities that have
Professor Mitchell introduced
been out of their houses the long- his subject by telling the class
est probably will have first choice.

New Witan Officers

ice

Bowdoin

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
announced in chapel on Monday,
August 27, that the entire student
body will move back to the college
dormitories for the fall and spring
trimesters.
The reasons lor this
action are that the rentals from
the dormitories are needed by the
college and that it will be a great
saving to have all students living
in them.
After the removal of the Naval
Radar Unit which is to take place
October 1, all five dormitories will
be opened for the undergraduates.
The President further stated that
the fraternities will be grouped
together in adjoining rooms as was

RUSSELL SPEAKS ON

UNRRA TOMORROW

[

Continued on Page 4

]

Back From Egypt, Relates Interesting

Experiences;

Offers

Two

Courses In Religion

By Tom Weatherill
Dr. Henry G. Russell, Instructor
in Biblical Literature, made several interesting statements con-

new

Both courses aim to "inform
of what has happened in the
and to enable them to form

men

past,
their

own opinions of religion,"
said Dr. Russell.
to be offered,
Dr. Russell, who has been abthe first will be in Biblical liter- sen t
from college for sixteen
ature, with the Bible itself as the j'months, left in May, 1944 to spend
principal text and starting point a year in Egypt as representative
loir discussion.
The Old Testa- of United Nations Relief and Rement will be read during the first habilitation. He was stationed at

cerning the

courses which he

will give this fall.

Of the two courses

1

|

semester, with the second semes- a refugee camp {or 25,000 Yogoter devoted to the New Testament slavs with a Greek camp nearby,
and some collateral reading.
and several others not far away.
The course will be concerned
Dr. Russell found it especially
with "the history of our religion
enjoyable to meet once again his
and how it came to be the way it
former Bowdoin friends. Of specis.
Ideas of God, good and evil,
ial interest is the fact that he had
what we're here for, etc. will be
dinner in Cairo with George Mordiscussed," according to Dr. Rusrisson '44, at the same time Morsell.
risson was being awarded a deThe second course, A History of
gree in absentia from the college
Religions, will deal with primitive
a year ago June.
religions. Buddhism and Hinduism,
Dr. Russell also had a chance to
during the initial semester. Dur-

with Bowdoin's Senator
ing the second semester, the three speak
semetic religions, Judaism, Chris- Burton of Ohio while the latter

and Mohammedanism will was making an inspection trip
throughout the camps in Egypt.
With all his fascinating experitext will constitute sections
of the various Sacred Books of the ences. Dr. Russell, nevertheless,
world, such as the Koran, with a expressed great satisfaction in begreater emphasis on outside read- ing back here once more with coning.
ditions returning to normal.
tianity

be examined.

The

—

"

;

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIEN1

T

The Bowdoin Orient
Mate

Editor-in-Chief

The Bowdoin ORIENT
Dear Mr. Spurr:

every day soon develops

The

into monotony.

Edttor-ta-Cfctef

more obvious faults, yet to dispose of them by imitating the regular
semester would make the summer resemble real work and discourage many
of the

Carl Lebevtta «i7

Haaaa

T.

'4*

11—— C. Weetherlll '4S
BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
.

from entering. Americans have long
been raised in the tradition that the

jt—oetate
toctete Profeeeor
emor Att
Atawra P.
Assistant Profeeeor Philip M. Brown
Reginald P. Bpnrr '48
Leonard D. Bell '47
Arthur C. Sewell '47

.

summer is a vacation from studying.
They will always consider it such and

,

Herbert B. Moore
Advertising;

Managers

Circulation

Managers

A student

than two courses. These are but some

E. Eeklleoe '«
Artirnr C. Sewmil '41

Director*

reading period be-

exams is too small.

should not be allowed to take more

RJdurd

Wake

The

scholarship.

fore final

Henry Koriteky
LeBeau

'48

subconciously resent and

M. Goodman

'47

George Pappas

'48

made

efforts

'48
'48

them

to teach

any

resist

in those

months.

On

summer

the other hand, the

semester must be retained for a period

allow returning servicemen

to

PmS&i QtWkfc Ptms

the

chance to compensate for the time
they
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Even

lost.

more

made

could be

so, it

by utilizing the coastal

attractive

!

an advantage almost unique

facilities,

to

Bowdoin

By Clark

long weekends

F. Spurr '4f

Herbert B. Moore '48

as a college,

and by

inte-

Every so often we hear of people speaking about
the "Good Old Days," and how much better things
were "back then." They can always remember how
it was and they long for the past tense. The "Old
Grade" and the returning veteran are saturated
with the glory of Old Bowdoin and never cease
to find fault with the Bowdoin of today.
,
This never ending "was" begins to try a person
after a while; so I decided to go around and see
what other people had to say about the state of
affairs. Maybe I'm breaking in on Campus Survey
but that is open for discussion.
In the first place I couldn't find anybody to interview. It seemed that everybody was someplace else—
anyplace else' but Bowdoin.
The D.U. House was like the inside of a pyramid.
Some sort of hairy thing barked and I thought I
had been shot. The stairs squeak too. While walking
away I could barely hear some sorrowful music
playing up near the roof someplace. I hoped no one

had

with actual campus

like that in an abandoned mine shaft, spider webs
in
face, and a dirty sock made up
welcoming
committee. I found an old skeleton sitting in the li-

my

ii

i

.

place in a post-war
It

was a war

No. 8

1946

measure and should be abandoned
i

as

I,

soon as the

SUMMER SEMESTER
Peace having

war become

effects of the

There

inappreciable to the college.

come

finally

matches were gone,

I sat

no reason why the

to the

world, there has been heated contro-

your

versy over the value of continuing the

year seven

is

"best four years of

should be turned into a two

life"

month academic marathon.

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine
Dear Sir:

it

be retained permanently or be

dis-

FREE MEALS

We be-

continued as soon as possible?
lieve the latter.

much

term has

more

against

It

it.

in its

does ac-

celerate the process of graduation, but

seems,

this, it

accomplished at the

is

expense of education. By
ture

its

very na-

emphasizes the race for a de-

it

gree and consequently minimizes the
true goal, learning.

The diploma

we follow the logical
the summer semester.

all, if

of

is

significance

ments for the

no time

for absorbing or sup-

plementing the materials presented in

The

class.

in

Lancaster and his

staff

manner

credit for the

the disad-

number

of

deserve great
in

which they

have adapted themselves to the changing conditions and provided Bowdoin

with one of the

England

No

among

finest tables

colleges.

comprehensive plan, however,

such as

is

now

dining

hall.

in an article on page 2 describing
military drill. It stated that the
successor to Major Sanger was "a

Frenchman who remained but a
short time and was very unpopuCapt. Caziark (if this spelling
is correct) was a native of Boston,
in the North End, attended the
Eliot School and the High School
enlisted in one of the late Massachusetts regiments of the Civil
War and then enlisted in the regular army. When he came to
Brunswick, drill was optional, so
he had picked students to whom
he taught fencing and broad sword
and lectured on international law.
He was very popular with the students under him and also with the
college at large. I think the writer of the article confused Capt.
Caziark's unpopularity with that
of his wife, who was a very peculiar person. Many years after, the
Class of 77 in a reunion invited
the captain to be present and he
accepted. His visit was greatly enjoyed. It is true he was succeeded
by Lieutenant Crawford, who remained but a short time when. he,
and the whole military outfit, was
transferred to the University of
Maine.

in operation, can pre-

Sincerely yours,
A. T. PARKER

missing meals, which,

mind for an attack upon

ternities

Fleure

fra-

maintained before the war,
[

ing term by industriously forgetting

could not be included in the current

any remnants from the

plan whereby the student body

latest semester.

We

a pathetic paradox.

are wil-

centrally.

is

fed

There would be too much

ling to wager that the vast majority of

confusion with ration points and an

men who

inadequate check upon claims made.

graduate from the accelerat-

ed course,
tests

if

given

comprehensive

covering the highspots of courses

taken in such rapid succession would

evidence a shockingly low retention

dropping of major

exams, but
likely that

we doubt
by

it.

thesis

and

charge.

more

summer

have replaced what

was normally an element of contem-

plation with a nervous tension.

In a

less abstract vein,

there are

a

bill,

ing

is

college

official

_

There

ma-

who eat

such

a thing as class spirit to be considered.

The

faculty too

would have the op-

portunity to do more extensive research

work and keep well

in contact

with the advances made in their
fic

departments.

speci-

without

but today, everyone except

guests

visit-

not affect the ration points since a

mere record of the meals eaten by outis

sufficient to secure a ration

point compensation from the

We
these

OPA.

feel that this proposal

be adopted.

It is

sight.

Fort Williams, on Lake Superior,
reached by the following
night.
A lake steamer furnished
the means of transportation for
the next part of the trip east,

which carried them through the
busiest locks in the world at the
Sault St. Marie. Then, by auto,
they drove from Georgian Bay to
Toronto, where Professor Fleure
wanted to study the Chinese Collection, which is considered one of
the finest in the world. It is under
the care of Professor White, who
lived in China for forty years and
did muck of the collecting himself.
Therefore,
he probably knows
more about the collection than any
other living person.

would

their meals

be negligible. Their prcscence would

siders

an awe inspiring

was

At Quebec, the Fleures saw the
"Duchess of Richmond" on her

charged.

at the college over the length

them

)

cost to the col-

are

and

very few guests

and the

Continued from Page i

across the prairie and presented

The trip was nearing an end as
they got off the train at Montreal.
This is soon to be their
home for a short time. Professor
Kimble is to head the new Department of Geography at McGill
University, where Professor Fleure
is to be a visiting lecturer on geography.

sub-freshmen,

are, actually,

summer session. Some students need
the money they would earn during the
summer. By merely taking the summer off while other men attended they
There

well to install.

meals

their

servicemen,

lege of giving

not' be satisfied.

do

a guest or his host was never presented

of a trimester

would

arrangement which

In the fraternity house, such

reasons for discontinuing the

terial

one refinement of the

consists of giving guests of un-

dergraduates

sacrificing the

respite, students

This

due

It is

is

the college would

is

of their subjects. Perhaps this
to the

But there

fraternity dining

faculties.

•

singularly forbidding, so

sneak up the fire-escape. As I was
about to take hold of the bottom rung of the ladder,
I caught a glimpse of something in a plaid cap
and a raccoon coat playing hop-scotch with a bottle
cap.
\
While passing the first window, I felt a sharp
blow on my head, and the sound of breaking glass,
followed by the cool rush of Milwaukee's finest.
The next few moemnts are still shadowy in my
mind. But when I fully recovered. I found myself
sitting on the safe in the Deke furnace-room, reading Virgil by the light of a Zippo Windproof.
It is no wonder why people leave Bowdoin on

the week-ends.

It's

not that

we

lack the spirit of by-

gone years. We just don't think it's healthy to stay
around, and when some plaster-brained simp ever
mentions a word about how dull Bowdoin weekends are, I'll condemn him to an everlasting Friday
night on the campus of Bowdoin College.

should

courtesies such as

which build our name and con-

tribute towards Bowdoin's reputation

with a civilian list of
passengers since the war.
Outstanding among memories of this
city was the contrast between the
English and French.
Coming down the eastern shore
first sailing

along the Hudson River was anmemorable thrill for the

other

professor and his wife.

of

Lake

The scenic
and down

opinion.

On
of dignity and generosity.

Champlain

beauty of the Hudson, with the
Palisades forming a mighty wall,
is not to be surpassed, in their
the trip to Washington, D.

C, they

visited Philadelphia, Bal-

Communication
Attendance at chapel should not
be compulsory.
At the present
time students are compelled to go,

whether or not
'46,

who

then*

religious

it

is

contrary to

beliefs.

The

ad-

from Dexter, ministration of this
college is not
Maine, where he was a member of
made up of adolescent high school
the teaching staff of the WASSOOKEAG Summer School-Camp, children; they are men and should
know enough about human nature
reports that the Bowdoin family
to know that no man can be made
was very well represented, both at to pray. Furthermore, they would
the School and in the town of know, if they stopped to think
Dexter itself. For the benefit of about it. that the chapel services
returned

those not acquainted with the
geography of Maine, Dexter is located in the exact center of Maine

and possesses one of the state's
finest
lakes,
Wassookeag, from
which the school derives its name.
The headmaster is Mr. Lloyd
Harvey Hatch, '21 (Chi Psi). Mr.
Hatch subsequently taught history
at Cornell and Bowdoin after his

and has successfully
conducted his school-camp activ-

graduation

ities since 1926.

The following Bowdoin graduates were members of the teaching staff this summer: Mr. George
Freiday, '30, (KS.) now head of
the French department at the
Groton School, Groton, Mass.; Mr.
Roy Davis, '30, (A.T.O.), member
of the Lawrence Prep School faculty. Other members of the Bowdoin family (graduates and faculty) who have previously taught
at
include:
Director of Admissions, Edward S.
Hammond; Prof. Herbert Ross
Brown; Prof. Myron Jeppesen Mr.
Malcolm Daggett, '30, recently appointed head of the French department at the U. of Vermont;
Mr. Howard Emery, '22, head of
the history department at 'Gover,

WASSOOKEAG

76

East Orleans
Massachusetts

For instance, the system

with varying modifications, most

It is

my

The Beta House looked
I decided to

Ambrose A. Saindon

I wish to call your attention to a
serious error in the last ORIENT,

serve the distinctions of a fraternity

semester year consists of clearing the
the approach-

yet

war

and Navy, Don

civilians

fh4r^>*

secret of a successful

With

college.

vantages of a fluctuating

men, both

Studying steadily throughout the

leaving

Bowdoin

has been managing the eating arrange-

New

year tires both student and professor,

and

of the most difficult

best executed jobs at

The summer
favor but

One

control of all

live In Dexter
recently

;

my

contention

Gardner Wilder, the ed. First, the war is at an end.
Bowdoin publi- Secondly, let us suppose that this
is a part of a 'preparedness' procations for many years.
Although the ORIENT was cor- gram for some future war. A two
month
lay-over at any army emrect in referring to Mr. Wilder as
editor of the catalogue during its barkation post will neutralize any
good
that
military or school physiblack-cover period, he was also an
If this
active member of the committee cal programs have done.
which planned the distinguished Bowdoin program of calisthenics
late Gerald

tireless editor of

format of the present edition. In is for the benefit of the students
days when undergraduate with no thought for future wars
generations change frequently, Mr. or other things I still fail to see
Wilder's devoted service should the point of it. Frankly, what difference does it make whether one
not be forgotten.
Appointed editor of the annual can do three or thirty-three pushThis is an institution of
catalogue in 1911, Mr. Wilder con- ups?
tinued to edit it along with many academic learning, isn't it?
Inother college bulletins for thirty- cidentally, physical training didn't
one years. His love of accuracy
from
keep
me
collecting
a
Purple
and his scrupulous regard for minute detail soon became proverb- Heart.
He was uncomfortable in the
ial.
Sincerely,
presence of fuzzy generalizations;
BOB DYSINGER '44
he rejoiced in the srubborness of
facts and figures; he made a refreshing ritual of drab editorial
these

—

—

Russell

The name given the stone

and Stallknecht

routine. If the older issues of the
catalogue seem to be somewhat
to Faculty in Fall
austere when compared with the
current issue, it is well to remember that accuracy and dignity are
Two members of Bowdoin's facnot especially conspicuous virtues
ulty on leave of absence, Henry
in college publications at any
G. Russell, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., and
time.
As President Sills has re- Newton P. Stallknecht, A.B., A.M.,
marked justly, "Mr. Wilder carPh.D., will probably return to the
ried in his head more knowledge
campus this fall, according to
of the graduates of the college
Dean Paul Nixon. Russell is Inthan all the rest of us combined."
structor in Biblical Literature
In 1943 when it fell to my lot Stallknecht, Associate Professor
to edit the catalogue in its present of Phylosophy.
form, Mr. Wilder remained an inAlso slated for possible return
valuable member of the committo the campus this winter are Edtee.
He voted for the change to ward
C. Kirkland, A.B., A.M.,
theN new format and for the inPh-D, Thomas C. Van Cleve, A.B.,
clusion of illustrations. He helped
A.M., Ph.D, and Philip S. Wilder.
prepare
the press the

Return

to

mer School

Sumfor
Bulletin for 1943, and

the annual catalogue for the sessions of 1943-1944. Were he alive
today, he would delight in the
cordial reception accorded to the
current catalogue. Mr. Wilder deserved well of the Bowdoin of his
are not as they should be.
day, and the Bowdoin of later
In the first place the chapel
times ought not to forget him.
services, as they are at the presFaithfully yours, *
ent time, give absolutely no spiritHerbert Brown
ual inspiration and uplift.
Although some contend that the
Chairman, Faculty Committee
chapel is the proper place for the
on College Publications
daily gathering of the student
body, the students could easily
gather before or after a meal in
the Union.
The announcements
made in chapel could easily be
made in the Union or posted on
tbe bulletin board.
I feel that
about two-thirds of the speeches
made in the chapel would be better left unsaid and that the necessary or beneficial ones could be
made at a special gathering in the
Union, one or two nights a week.

B.S., Ed.M.
Van Cleve, who is
Thomas Bracket t Reed Professor

and Political Science,
working for the U. S. govern-

of History
is

ment in Germany. Kirkland is
Frank Munsey Professor of History and Wilder is Assistant Pro-

As yet no
in October.
one has been chosen for the posichology,
tion.

•

build-

the architecture, the interior,
all imply that the
building should be a house of worship.
I feel certain that God
wants no one to be compelled to
worship Him.
Christ mentions
often, "be ye not as the hypro."
crites
Yet, by compelling its
students to attend chapel and go
through the motions of worshipping something which, to many pf
them, is false and untrue, what
else is Bowdoin College doing but
making its students hypocrites?

ing,

.

.

Dummer Academy; and

Norman Waldron,

'30,

—

gmmmmmm

1

A

FLIGHT

THAT NEVER
LEAVES THE
A

bomber crew needs

GROUND

training as a team.

And now

those hazards which are too dangerous for air-borne
drill can be duplicated on the ground. This is made
possible

by an

electronic flight trainer perfected

by

Bell Telephone Laboratories' scientists for the Navy.

At remote controls the
"flight," sets

up

v

fessor of Education.
Dean Nixon also stated that a
new man will replace Charles T.,
Burnett, retiring Professor of Psy-

and the chimes

It appears to me that the colMr.
headmaster lege prefers to have itS/men present
physically rather than spiritof the Manlius School. New York.
The -following Bowdoin men ually, otherwise chapel would not
be compulsory. It is not desirable
make Dexter their home: Senator
Owen Brewster, '09; Attorney to have present at the chapel servClarence Colby, '17 (Deke); Mr. ices men who, when a prayer is
being offered, gaze around the
Jere Abbott, '26, curator of the
Smith College Art Gallery; Har- room and smile at their friends
vey Hatch, Jr., '40 (Chi Psi); and across the aisle. The administrators of this college are Christian
Robert Cinq-Mars. '44.
men.
Why don't they practice
their Christianity and look at this
timore, and Johns Hopkins Unimatter from a Christian point of
versity.
In Washington they saw view? They should, as Christians,
what Professor Fleure called "the be content to have only ten begreatest modern statue in the lievers rather than twice as many
world" of Abraham Lincoln. He unbelievers present at chapel. God
was keenly interested in the orig- does not want anyone to be compelled to come to a place of worinal of the Gettysburg Address. He
ship.
He wants only those who
saw where President Lincoln had are sincere in their beliefs and
changed words in the first part of feel that they can get something
the speech, which was written in out of the service. These are not
ink.
For example, there was the the middle ages when a few
change of "we have come" to the thought for many. We are supmore effective "we are met" in posed to be living in a civilization
that famous speech. The last part, in which every man is allowed to
which was written entirely in pen- think for himself and, within cercil, did not have a single change.
tain limits, judge what actions are
On a visit to Monticelk) and Mt. best for himself. What better
Vernon, the former impressed the place is there than college for that
professor more fully. Its absolute thought and free action to begin?
originality was outstanding. And, Compulsory attendance at chapel
he could not help but think of and compulsory worship do not
Joseph Priestley, who had been aid but hinder this beginning.
such a great influence in ManchesThere has been lately, and as
ter, England, as he must have en- there
should have been, much emjoyed being with Thomas Jeffer- phasis placed upon tbe sons of
son, there at Monticelk).
Bowdoin who have gone into the
On returning to Maine, Profes- service of their country. Over
sor Fleure felt that nowhere in two thousand have gone from this
the United States had he "seen small school and over seventy-five
such beautiful little towns and of them have given their lives.
fine little houses as in Maine.** They have fought and died not
The scenic roads lined with trees only for their loved ones but also
remind him of the Channel Islands, for their country and all it stands
off the coast of England.
for, freedom of thought and freeAnd so, their trip at an end, dom of action; not for anything
they are once again with us as compulsory, such as compulsory
they relax before their Journey to chapel.
McGill University next month.
JEROME L. ALLEN, '49

nor

has long been

ical

.

Alpha Delta Phi, (oldest fraternity at Bowdoin College), and wandered upstairs.
Sitting
hunched over a dimly-lighted desk, I saw a body.
The body was humming at a pile of paper on its
desk. I crept closer, intrigued by the sight of the
thing that, from the rear, appeared to be human.
This thing was actually moving as it made the
peculiar humming sound I had noticed at first. It
had a pencil, and was making crytic little markings
on one of the papers in the pile. Suddenly the
thing new into some gyrations, and made loud
noises like music. Seized with panic, I ran down
the stairs and out into the friendly night.
By this time I was uncertain whether I still had
of the

Many Alumni

Brunswick, Maine
August 31, 1945
The Editor of the Orient

lar."

summer semester at Bowdoin. Should

and listened to

It

that any kind of compulsory phys-

education or athletics in eleThe appearance of the new issue mentary, secondary, college or advanced
schools is unnecessary
the wind in the chimney. I'm sorry to say that the of the College Catalogue, and the
Now, as
Psi U. chimney-wind is a very poor conversationalist. generous pre-view of its contents war time not excepted.
A little further down the street there is a house. in the last issue of the ORIENT a veteran of this war, my feelings
It is a small house, and very dark and very quiet
been
strengthened.
have
on the inside. There was no one in this quiet little make it appropriate to place on
The present calisthenics prorecord some measure of the heavy
white house, am) I felt very lonely.
Up'on the next corner, I went into the home debt owed by the College to the gram here at Bowdoin is not need-

life.

or readjusted Bowdoin.
18,

my

closely

viewed analytically, the sum-

mer term has no
Wednesday, September

my

brary chattering to himself. It seemed that somebody
had stolen his ginger-snaps. There was an open door
to my right, and. at the base of a narrow stairway. I
could see a group of rats preparing to leave. They
all looked very pale and undernourished. I didn't
think to ask where theywere going.
The green shed next to the T.D. House had a
light on down in the cellar, and I could hear the
excited clicking of billiard balls. "Somebody playing pool," I thought. But there wasn't anybody
playing pool— the cue ball and the six and twelve
were practicing a few intricate cushion shots. I was
amazed at the facility with which they marked
up the score. I went over and sat down and began
throwing lighted matches into the fireplace. When

Communication

When
VoL LXXV

more

grating this advantage

died.

I walked on over the Chi Psi Lodge thinking,
about sad things and empty beer bottles. Silence

all
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Dear Editor:

impossible to remedy. Attending the
classes

Communication

Communication
Mr. Reginald F. Spurr

same

are pleasant, but highly destructive to

Hlmkl

MUSTARD & CRESS

Then too, there are technical flaws
in the summer term which are almost

instructor follows the
various dangerous conditions, coor-

dinates the crew's reactions.

Tubes glow, switches click much as they do in a
telephone exchange, to duplicate such flight perils at
icing, fouled fuel lines, "conked" motors. It is the
science behind the telephone that here performs another new service to the Nation.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

>
"Service to the Nation in Peace

WM

and War"

-
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Chapel Celebrates Centennial 1945-1946 Athletic Program Guest Reporter Interviews
Promises Increased Activity
Phil Rizzuto In So uth Pacific
This Year; Has Full History Varsity Football Assured
For Fall

From 1805-1845 Small Wooden
Structure Served As Chapel
By

The

still

1946
to the Director, said. "We are working on the 1945 and
schedules for all sports and they are shaping up wrll. Prosgood,
look
future
the
near
in
program
pects for a much larger
and athletic activities around Bowdoin are definitely on the up-

lars.

K

appropriation for the chapel was
overdrawn to permit continuation
of the work.
As a remedy, attory.
.
tempts were made to lure a donor
Chapel was a necessary part of of four thousand dollars with the
college life, Bowdoin's founders promise that the chapel would be
fatefully decided.
Thus, in 1805, named after him. Completion of
a plain,
unpainted,
two-story the building was finally realized in
wooden structure near Maine Hall 1855, ten years after work had
began to serve as Bowdoin's house started. The cost was more than
of worship. Although later paint- three times the original- estimate.
ed and topped off by a tower and It was not until 1913 that all of
belfry, the chapel was totally in- the twelve spaces on the walls of
adequate for its purposes small, the chapel were filled with, rengAs a whole, the
inartistic, and so cold that even ious murals.
the heat of religious fervor could workmanship, of these murals is
decidedly
and constitutes a
poor
not abate the glacial atmosphere.
detriment to the artistry of the
.

—

swing.
Although the department did not
wish to divulge any specific information concerning* dates or teams
iined ,up, it is a known fact that
Bowdoin will have a varsity foot-

doin its present organ, after two
fall of 1946.
previous ones had become anti- ball team in the
The possibility of having a touchquated. For a time a group called
the Lockhart Society functioned, football league among the. Maine
furnishing music for chapel servthis fall was ruled out at

Not only were students compelled to attend chapel, but also
one of the Brunswick churches,
preferably the Congregationalism
Misbehavior at a service on the
part of the students who apparently were not grateful for the
spiritual guidance .being afforded
.

—

—was

by

punished

fines.

Franklin Pierce was once fined
cents for sitting in an "im- play Bates and Colby sometime
Pranks were after the start of the fall trimesproper position.''
played in chapel at times, and ter in October.
were often
costumes
freakish
Discussion on compulsory atAll other sports will continue
worn.
tendance at chapel has been ragduring the fall and winter much
ing ever since it was inaugurated
About 1870 Faculty members,
the same as last year. However,
In those days the who were compelling the students
in the 1830*8.
is
holy members of the Faculty held to attend, began to be increasingly the increased enrollment that

and art

tion of chapel, library

gal-

Richard Upjohn, of .New
a well-known architect,
drew plans in collaboration with
"divine
service"
President Woods for .a Roman- a compulsory
esque church.
The cornerstone twice a day, one at six in the
five in
morning
and
the
other
at
was laid in 1845. The cost greatly
After morning
exceeded the estimate of $15,000, the afternoon.
however, and it appeared that chapel there was a recitation and
some difficulties would be incur- then breakfast was finally served
who, until then, had been
red, when ex-Governor William the men,
King alighted on the threshold of filled only with spiritual food.
Bowdoin with six thousand loose Finally, in 1872, the Faculty dedollars in his pocket.
Mr. King, oided that one chapel service a
a born showman and desirous of day probably would be enough and
perpetuating his name for poster- evening chapel was discontinued,
except on Sundays.
ity, agreed to supply the money,
lery.

York,

i

provided that the chapel were
named "King."
Mr. King was
land-poor, howaver, could not pay
cash, was unable to meet his own
living

expenses,

became

insane,

|

Flogs Bates Combination
in

Recent Matches

On Wednesday, Sept lfta
a recent meeting of the Athletic
ly formed Bowdoin tennis team
Since there are no
Directors.
under the direction of Richard C.
standard regulations for the sport,
Lawlis '46, won a match from
intercollegiate competition would
Bates by a score of 8 - 1. The
Howcause considerable trouble.
Bates team, made up of students
ever, there still remains a chance
servicemen attending that
and
that a varsity soccor schedule will
college, is the only one that BowIf the tentative
be drawn up.
doin has met this summer.
plans go through, Bowdoin would

fifty

Finally, in 1842, the Boards, hav- building.
ing received some contributions,

decided to construct a combina-

Bowdoin Tennis Squad

colleges

ices.

them

Former Yankee Shortstop Tells
All-American Team; Talks College
X

entertaining a very optimistic

outlook concerning the 1945-1946 athletic program for BowWhen queried this morning, William E. Morgan. Assistant

needed six thousand dol- ices undoubtedly helped to bring
about a change of policy in 1876,
when the time was forwarded to
In 1848 the south wing of the
uncompleted building began to seven-thirty and later on to eightserve as a temporary chapel and twenty. In 1924 a set of chimes
Chapel tower. In
a year later the north wing be- was hung in the
Curtis of Philacame an art gallery and a mathe- 1926 Cyrus H.
delphia, the publisher, gave Bowmatics lecture room. In 1852 the
doin

Department

is

doin.

and died. The name "King" was beds too attracive." The fact that
withdrawn from, the chapel by three students were fined fifty
Mrs. King, and, meanwhile, Bow- cents each for sleeping at the serv-

Carl Lebovitz

This week, as we enter the sacred portals of the Chapel to the
inspiring ring of the chimes and
take our seats with hushed reverence, let us take time out from
our signalling to the proctor to
cross our names out on the attendance slip and listening to the
humble, spiritual words of our calisthenics monitor to remember
that our Chapel is now one hundren years old and think of the
building's long and turbulent his-

Athletic

Maybe Soccer

'46;

new-

The Bowdoin team won
of the single sets and

all six

won two

of three of the double sets.

Branche played

first singles;

out

Mat
Fred

Clarkson, second; Pete Ceccarelli,

Dick Lawand Bill Kern, sixth.
Branche played first
and
Clarkson
might
February
in
come
to
sure
absent from the services themIn 1882 irritated under- well be accompanied by an en- doubles; Lawlis and Ceccarelli,
selves.
graduates printed in the "Bugle" larged program for all sports. second; and Eells and Kern, third.
a record of attendance for one
Coach Magee has put out a call
of each Faculty member.
gave for cross country enthusiasts, who

third;

lis,

Jim

Eells, fourth;

fifth;

week

Finally, in 1909. the "Bugle"
figures on Faculty cutting

and will meet tomorrow to decide plans

placed most of the members on
probation.
At present Faculty
members are assigned certain days
to attend chapel, although few of
them appear.

By Fireman

Adams - "Expert"
-"Dean"

er" column.

season.

At that explosion, bringing the town's fire
time student opposition, after hav- chief. Dean Nixon, and all of Bowing been overcome in the choice doin and Brunswick clad in paof a flagpole as a world War Me- jamas to the "scene, as well as
flagpole incident of 1930.

—

—

was

morial,

still

simmering against President

Sills,

dressed in slouch

plans of the College architects to hat, overcoat and pajamas.

psychologist. All these facts just
bear out Rizzuto's blunt hut ef"he's the tops."

fective statement

"hot-stove" discussion wouldn't be complete, even in the Philippines unless the player on the
firing line, on our case, Rizzuto,
came up with his all-star team.*
Here's Phil Rizzuto's, composed
only of players he has played with
Since
or against in the majors.
most of his playing was done in
the American League it naturally
follows that his team is predominately made up of players from
that junior circuit. Stan Musial,
of the St Louis Cardinals, is his
lone selection from the National
Phil didn't have much
His
doubt was at third base,
where he had to decide between
Ken Keltner of Cleveland, and his
old teammate. Red Rolfe. On the
basis of his batting power and his
strong throwing arm, the nod went

League.

trouble selecting his team.
lone

For his three pitchers
two right-handers,
Bob Feller and Spud Chandler,
and a southpaw. Thorny Lee. He
chose Lee over such right handers
supreme when it comes to base- as Tex Hughson and Whit Wyatt
ball.
Dickey once said, "Ted Wil- because he considered Lee the best

New York

Yankees.
cornered Phil in between his
as manager of the local
Naval Station nine and supervisor
of three baseball leagues.
Graciously he agreed to answer ques-

duties

liams

is

the only hitter I've

to Keltner.

be

come

portsider he faced in the majors

batting yes. Newhouser and "Lanier
him the cluded. Here's the lineup:

who has no known

across

weakness.

I

consider

in-

greatest hitter baseball has pro- lb* Lou Gehrig, New York
duced."
In Phil's opinion, what 2b Charlie Gehringe, Detroit
Dickey says "goes for me, too."
3b Ken Keltner, Cleveland
When Doerrls name is mentionss

ed,

the

ment

is

old Gordon-Doerr argubound to crop up. "Doerr

If

cf

Lou Boudreau, Cleveland
Ted Williams, Boston
Joe DiMaggk), New York

is a surer, steadier infielder," says
rf Stan Musial, St. Louis (N.L.)
Rizzuto.
"Gordon, on the other c
Bill Dickey, New York
hand, comes up with that spectacp Bob Feller, Cleveland
ular play more often than Doerr,
Spud Chandler, New York

p

—

—

erase

!

;

j

;

:

;

,

j

It is to

selected

that means a lot in some ball
p Thornton Lee, Chicago
games." As for hitting, the YanWell, the crowd awaited the
kee star says, "Bobby may hit
start of the ball game between
twenty-five points higher than Joe Phil Rizzuto's N. S. "Destroyers"
but Gordon packs the power.", ,, and a local £eabee team, It. was
Joe McCarthy is rated the best time for us to sneak back to our
by the "Scooter" as a major league coconut log in the stands and
letic careers.
mentor. "Marse Joe is a student watch the "mighty mite" lead his
"To handle these boys is going of the game. He's studied it from team
in the same unique manner
to require strengthened college all angles, and he has just
about that he played shortstop for the
athletic programs, instead of the reached perfection as a managerial
Yanks.
Even in the Philippines
curtailment some are advocating," wizard; his record proves this
Rizzuto seemed to be emulating
continued Phil.
"This war has statement." Phil continued. "One
his previous statement
"Baseball
brought to light one thing Am- day I had a great day in the field knowledge is
ingrained in ballplayerica needs to be physically fit to and collected five for six at
the ers.
Three or four years in the
meet any emergency. Therefore plate. I figured everything was service can't

tion of the mid-lines of the library

U.

—

A

—

Conmemorial a£ the junc- fusion ran rampant, and the whole
college athletic programs seem to perfect.
When I got back to the
town was in an uproar.
be the answer to this challenge to bench, McCarthy called me over
and the art building, on the
Mourned the ORIENT in a
keep America's youth fit, since so and pointed out four mistakes I
grounds that, as the ORIENT, "Flagpole
"Litchfield
Issue":
which was leading the struggle, Hall's sad end deserves little com- much of male America will be had made."
Maybe that's why
back in college after the war."
the Yankees, even in their most
wrote, this location would "mar ment.
The structure itself was
The second question was an- successful years, always seemed
the present beauty of the campus."
unsightly and we are well rid of
swered quickly by Rizzuto. "Maj- to be confident but never overFinally, in protest to excavations
locate the

confident.

^p

coming season. If the inVisits P. Nixon
terest is high, Bowdoin will enter
England meet and the
New
the
tions.
Other meets will
State meet.
Franklin P. Adams, author of
First of all, Rizzuto is wholeThe Chapel has been the scene probably be scheduled, but their "Innocent Merriment" and other heartedly in disagreement with
When, in 1864, several members qf several interesting occurrences number is necessarily limited, by books, was on campus last week
people who feel that collegicollege
calendar.
those
recess
in
the
attempted to push forward the in Bowdoin's history, from the' the
Neil Mahoney will again coach to see his old friend. Dean Paul ate athletic programs should be
hour of morning chapel, the ma- time when Elijah Kellogg climbed
Adams
is now vacaMr.
junior
varsity
basNixon.
the
varsity
and
jority opposed, fearing that other- the chapel spire and put Presicurtailed after the war.
As Phil
wise the students "would find their dent Allen's hat on top, to the ketball squads. Two games each tioning at his summer home on says, "Two or three years after
with Bates, Colby and Maine have
Bailey's Island, having recently
the war there is going to be a
rr
already been scheduled, and many
he
more are in the offing. Three vet- returned from Europe where
great surplus of professional atherans are returning from last participated in the "Information letes. This will make it extremely
year's team, so a class with some Please" U.S.O. troupe.
The two difficult for young athletic
aspirgood ball players this October men discussed Mr. Adams' son,
ants to compete against veteran
would assure a first rate varsity.
who is concluding his studies at material." Therefore, he thinks
Coaches Magee and Miller will
handle the track and swimming Deerfield Academy, and worked it advisable for boys to go back
teams, respectively, this winter. on more free translations of Hor- to college
after the war, and to
Hockey will definitely be resumed
ace for Mr. Adams' "Conning Tow- continue their education and athif enthusiasm runs as high as last
for the

USN

Jr.,

It proves that Marse
Joe was not only the best as a
manager but also he was an A-l

or league ball players will be just
as good, if not better, than they
in the Philippines
were before entering the service.
July 29, 1945
course, this prediction is made
Lots of water has passed over Of
on the condition that the players
the proverbial dam ince 1941, the
keep themselves in shape, and
year Phil "Scooter" Rizzuto broke
that they come back without inin as a rookie for the fabulous
New York Yankees. Together with juries that would in any way harm
Gerry Priddy, Rizzuto came to the their careers."
Phil continues, "Three outstandYanks from their Kansas City
farm club to try to penetrate Joe ing examples already of the reMcCarthy's infield. How Rizzuto newal of baseball careers are Dave
accomplished this and filled the Ferriss of Boston, and Hank
shoes of Frank Crosetti is now Greenberg and Al Benton of DeTheir long hitches in the
history. Also the manner in which troit.
he sparked the Yanks to pennants service seems not to have dimmed
and World Championships in 1941 any of their pre-war lustre. In
and 1942 is well-known to all of fact, in the cases of Ferriss and
However, Benton, they greatly improved
baseball's followers.
Greenthis dynamic" infielder, like many their previous abilities.
of his fellow ball players, had his berg is a veteran, so it may take
brilliant career halted for a while him a little longer to get back
when Uncle Sam summoned him into his old form. However, he's
to serve in the U. S. Navy,
got the baseball knowledge inHis (Navy training and assign- grained in him, and even four
ments have carried Rizzuto to years of Army life can't take that
Norfolk, Pearl Harbor, and now to knowledge he's gained away from
his present position as head of him."
baseball in the Welfare and RecreThe following querie, Rizzuto is
ation Division here in the Philip- asked in almost every baseball
Being stationed here with gabfest that he engages in his
pines.
him, I can truthfully say he's do- opinion of Ted Williams, Bob
ing the same bang-up job here in Doerr. and Joe McCarthy.
Phil
the Philippines as he did for the thinks the word of Bill Dickey is

HALAS FIELD

Somewhere

I

F. P.

Joseph H. toley

1st Class

be regretted that some

,

1

know-

this

In other words, the boys
can tell that Phil Rizzuto has class
whether he's playing on the
smooth infield surface of the Yankee Stadium or the rather rocky
coral infield of Halas Field, someledge."

.

where

in the Philippines.

which had been begun

in front of person lost control
of himself long
the art building, at twelve o'clock
enough to pull in the fire alarm."
Saturday night, April 12, over two A number of copies of this "Flag-

hundred

students

assembled

in

pole Issue," by the way, failed to

Can you imagine spending
months in a hosoital room?
Thousands of soldiers have. But

outside the hospital ^rounds tb/re
front of Appleton Hall, lifted the
reach subscribers because of such is a cheer/ul USO club supported
flagpole lying there, and, with a
comments. Finally the War Me- b" dolJars you give to the Comgreat yell, carted it into the chapmorial
Committee reconsidered munity War Chest. Give generously in victory!
el, dumping it onto the length of
the problem, and the flagpole was
the floor. 'Next the howling, riot- dedicated .November
7, 1930, in its
ous mob smashed the still existing present location.
Litchfield Hall

to kindling,

piled

And so the Chapel attains its
on the proposed monument site,
centennial.
With some definitely
it with eight gallons of
needed improvements it looks forgasoline and ignited a tremendous
ward to a long future.
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flagpole lying in lb* chapel aisle.

VISIT

several days were necessary to
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HOUSEPARTY DATE LIST

PRES. HOPKINS
RESIGNS; SILLS IS

ALPHA DELTA

SENI0R_0FFiaAL
Ernest M. Hopkins, president of

Dartmouth College

since July

1,

1916 and a long-time friend of

Bowdoin, resigned last week. Pres-

Kenneth

ident

C.

M.

Sills

graphed, "Bad for you.

tele-

Sorry for

Dartmouth."
of Bowdoin will be senior

Sills

president
leges

New

of

England

length of service

in

Sills

Hopkins

President

gave

the
the Sesqui-

address at

principal

centennial celebration

June,

last

and was given the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws by the
This was

College at that time.

Dan Dayton

Lils Trott

Bette Prata

Carmen Huse
Nancy Tuttle
Helen Kakos
Elizabeth Coe

Al Fraser
Paul Query

Rod Robinson
Weatherill

Bob Gotham
Jim Longley
Scull

with an Orient reporter,
President Sills said: "He has been

Dave Bolton

my

Ray Chick

CHI PSI
Jay Alwood
Margaret Brady

an inter-

view

.

.

friend

close

and one of

my

counsellors over

He

.

the

is

the years
one of the big men in

college

Dartmouth

Hopkins of

world.

on the national scale
with Butler of Columbia, Conant
of Harvard, and Hutchins of Chiis

cago."

In speaking of Hopkins* succesJohn S. Dickey, director of
the State Department's Office of
sor,

Jack Claffey
Fred Clarkson
Bob Davis

Janice Scales
Betty Howard

Sal Ingargiola

Elaine Lavallee
Carol Rogers
Sally Gascoigne

John Martin

Al Poulin
Hal Waring

June Jacobson

Ann

South Portland

Judge Lawlis

Vanier
Dorothy Kennedy
Connie Lins

expert on industrial organization.

Dave Roberts

Irene Slatrow

Rutherford, N. J.
Cape Elizabeth
Everett, Mass.

He was

Hugh Robinson

Mary Lou Thomas

Falmouth

Dick Baker

en as president a man who gained
prominence outside the academic

Don Clark

President Hopkins
in

is

an

charge of industrial re-

lations as assistant to the Secre-

tary of

War

seen every college in

New England

change hands, several more than
Quoting

once.

New

at the Sesquicentennial of the college in June,

New

the senior college president in

who was

England.

1

past

Sills

Hubbard Hall

Hopkins recently resigned, leaving Sills
Hopkins marches Lord Halifax

944.

ing

that

Summer
[

Continued from Page i

"We

college pres-

idents 'are none other than a

Directly behind

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

Omar Khayyam,

England's senior college pres-

ident remarked,

present at the ceremonies.

Session

row

mov-

of magic shadow-shapes

come and

Poll

go'."

Examinations

—

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

History 23

ness.

Mathematics 2

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5
Economics 2

Chemistry 2

Economics 55

English

I

"Hoping that

I

tion

English 26

Government

French 4

Physics 2

1

communicamay provide you with some
this

of the information
remain,

requested,

I

Respectfully yours,

Thomas Means"
Mathematics 4

Zoology 54

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6
English 2

Of the student body approximately fifty-nine per cent favored
either temporary or permanent
continuation of the summer session at Bowdoin.- Among compro and con,
ments received

—

anonymous or otherwise

Spanish 2

—

were

the following:

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!

The

.

WE HAVE THE LATEST AND BEST STOCK
OF SWING AND CLASSICAL RECORDS
At
146 Maine
-

-

HALLMARK GREETING CARDS

known

as frustration.
possible in one's work
achieved, for both mind

The
is

best

never

Kay Lindstrom

—

NEW

SALE

and
ROY ELLIOT

NATION"

Professor of English at Bowdoin 1913-1925
now Professor at Amherst

Belmont, Mass.

•

Ken Warner

Ruth Warner

Emery Beane
George Morgan

Francis Hilton

Augusta

Barbara Small
Joan Warriner

Springfield! Mass.
Springfield,\ Mass.

ZETA PSI
Maria Tinell
Jean Shaw
Natasha NovojeloflF

Concord, Ma*
Portland

West Hartford, Conn.

Doris Webster
Marguerite Sullivan
Janet Kiser

Craig Ryder

Ed Damon
Cory Dunham

Freeport
Freeport
Portland
Freeport

Alvita Juardia
Lois Brown

Don Davis

Constance Garfield

Medford, Mass.

Will Richan

Auburn

Phil Richenburg

Christine McKenney
Eiline Mclnnis

Manchester-by-the-sea,

Dick Roundy

Ruth Olmstead

Mass.
Winchester, Mass.

—

Newton, Mai
South Perth
Panama Ck^, Panama
Worcester, Mass.

Mary McCabe

KAPPA SIGMA

BETA THETA
Bill

PI

Constance Barker
Carolyn Knight
Constance Barker
Janet Smith

Charles

Don Day
Bill Kern
John McGorrill
Dick Norton *~—

Portland
Worcester, Mass.
Portland
Falmouth Foreside
Lexington, Mass.
Portland

Marjorie Wade
Jane Fitzgerald

Wadman

SIGMA NU

Jim Cook

Lois Johnson

Mai

Morrill

Barbara Hayeen

Bill

Cappellari

Trenton, N.

'

W. CHANDLER & SON

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Thalia Kyros

Lynn, Mass.
Bath

Pete Ceccarelli

Ruth Small

Tom Chadwick

Marilyn Davis
Barbara Downey
Geny Arzonico

Jenkintown, Penn.

Blake Hanna
Hal Kimball

Bob

Pert Marricott

Groton, Mass.

Miller

!

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Rockland

Yarmouth

BAND BOX CLEANERS

DINING

ROOMS FROM
S.

Wm.

Richard
General Manager

J.

Fryeburg

$2.50

UP

Cleaning

3

— Pressing

DAY SERVICE

PRICE $2.00

F.

\

Bob Ellingham
Pete Fennell
Carlos Hernandez
Ted Zetterberg

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN

Book Store

Plymouth, Mass.
Brookline, Mass.
West Hartford, Conn.

Carolyn Grey

and body
become exhausted by the demands
work and the drive of ac- Bill
tivities. iNo wonder some students

—

Freeport

Burt McKenna
Fred McMahon
Art Showalter
Don Spring

of daily

over-exert themselves occasionally
H. James Cook: "The program in the wrong direction during
unfortunately acts as a sort of in- weekends minds are unbalanced
tellectual
damper.
Perhaps it and pent-up emotions must bubble
might be valuable in some modi- over.
Definitely the summer session
fied form."
"They've been a success for the has a place in the curriculum of
fellows who want to get through the college, hut on a much more
in a hurry.
Nobody is in a hurry modified scale. Attendance should
now. The weekends are too long be voluntary on the part of the
and classes are too close together." students and instruction should be
Herbert Moore: "Bad physically, voluntary with pay on the part
mentally and financially for the of the Faculty. Those who feel
student body, faculty and adminis- capable of spending the entire
year in study and meditation may
tration."
God
"Fairly successful, should be then be enabled to do so.
continued for about three years grant them strength!

College
By G.

CAPITOL RECORDS

APPROPRIATE CARDS FOR EVERY OCCASION

Hi

John Holt
Dick Jones

ice."

"CHURCH, COLLEGE

Street

VICTOR

ever, that

NOW ON

THE MELODY SHOP
DECCA

now

the case. I do believe, howit should be continued
only as a course for returned
servicemen, if they want it, to enable them to make .up the time
that they lost while in the servis

Summer

Sessions are to be
continued at Bowdoin as they have
been since Pearl Harbor, it would
seem that the past three centuries
of educational experience has been
founded on an indefensible myth.
"Is this the case?
"If

•

Charlie Churchill

1945

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

COLUMBIA

Mai Chamberlain

DELTA UPSILON

ex-servicemen and potential
for veterans, but not for the orddraftees.
Personally I don't like
Schedule of Final
partly so.
Otherwise there was inary
student.
Also the college it, but it would be an asset
no remuneration.
to the
This problem had
better pay its professors for
veterans."
was handled otherwise at Amthe summer session, if it intends
herst, Bates, Brown, Colby, DartTrimester,
Homer Fay: "Should be continto continue it, or the college will
mouth, Harvard, Maine. Princeued; then those who wish to atfind itself without professors."
ton, Tufts, Wesleyan, Williams and
tend may and the others may take
Nathan Whitman: 'I like it very a term off if they like."
All examinations will be held in the Gymnasium, unless other- Yale. The Faculty, furthermore,
being frozen on the job by Federal much myself, but I don't think it
Charlie Abbott: 'Absolutely inlegislation, was unable to toil in should be continued for the averhuman."
wise indicated. Examinations in courses not listed will be ar- other vineyards for the
proverbial age student."
Psi Upsilon: "Ve vant to be
penny.
Dick Eskilson: "A tremendous alone."
ranged by the instructors.
"A far more important angle, error to attend three trimesters a
Thus both the Faculty members
however, lies in the fact that there year! Everyone needs a few weeks and students of Bowdoin apparis at present in America the great- to regain momentum and catch up ently favor a limited
continuation
est dearth of teachers in the his- with what is current."
of the summer session program
1 :30 P.M.
8:30 A.M.
tory of education and there bids
Bernard LeBeau: "No, the sum- now in progress, primarily so that
fair to be the greatest plethora of mer session should not
be contin- returning servicemen may enjoy
pupils in all time.
High ranking ued. The acceleration of thd sum- the diminution of time required to
3
medical authorities have warned mer session is .too great, and one complete their college training
against the exhausting of teachers, forgets too easily the material."
gained from an accelerated proespecially in anticipation of bigger
Review Period
No Classes
"With a couple of brews, it's gram. Entering into the problem
jobs ahead.
okay; otherwise it stinks."
is the fact that Faculty members
John Tyrer: "I believe that the receive no added remuneration for
"Scholarship, on the part both
4
of upperclassmen and faculty, is summer session should be discon- teaching' in the summer.
Likeminished and brought low. Unless tinued, mainly because it allows wise there is an ennui that perEconomics 6
German 2
one have independent means it is students to graduate when they vades all thought, work, and study
practically impossible even to read, are but twenty, nineteen, and because of the enclosure of the
German 4
Mathematics 1
let alone to think or write any- sometimes
even eighteen years members of the -college within its
limits
thing of value. And the pressure old.
I would rather be looking narrow
all
year round.
Government 2
of compelling chores annihilates forward to three full years of col- Farnkly, many of the students besuch leisure. Leisure is not idle- lege right now, instead of two as gin to suffer what is commonly

Second Term, Summer

Martha Foss
Miss Chamberlain
Naricy Ann Dodge
Cynthia Tomlinson

Charles Abbott

-

Joe LaCasce: "An excellent idea for

]

THETA DELTA CHI

in 1918.

In his 27 years as President of
Bowdoin, Kenneth C. M. Sills has

president of Dartmouth, walks beside President

Bath
Spencer, Mass.
Biddeford
Portland
Rye, N. Y.
Portland

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

ed that Dartmouth has again chos-

world.

M. Hopkins,

Spencer, Mass.
Portland
Portland

Mary Pickup

Public Affairs, President Sills not-

Ernest

Wakelee

Shirley

J.

Union, N. J.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Washington, D. C.
South Portland
Maplewood, N. J.

LeClerc
Barbara Smith
Jane Drescher
Priscilla

Jones

Union, N.

Roxbury, Mass.

first asso-

ciation with, Bowdoin. In

chief

NeWtonville, Mass.

Mary Ann Thomas
Ellen Dunshak

Jerry St. Clair

not President Hopkins'

Topsham

PSI UPSILON
Peggy Gotham

Matt Branche

Bob

Worcester, Mass.

Pat Michaud
Jeanne Hoagland

Smith

Pete Bradley

Bill

Home
Bath
Bloomneld, Conn.
Bath
Washington, D. C.
Bath
Bloomneld, Conn.
Bath

Nancy Daily

Dave Dickson
Jim Eells

Tom

PHI

Name

Ann Desmond

col-

November 1. Preshas headed. Bowdoin
since May 14, 1918, having been
active president the previous year
and dean since 1910.
effective

ident

Date's

Jack Begley
Sherman Carpenter

when Phil

President Hopkins' resignation be-

comes

Name

George H. Bradley
Resident Manager
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Sills

James Bowdoin Day Service To
of the

more

The

holding of the

practice of setting aside one

tion of scholarship

was

first

Bowdoin's First Football Squad Since 1942

Pays Tribute

Alumni Will Attend;
Carl Broggi's Band Plays
2,000

Hartman

Prof.

At Sunday Chapel

Bowdoin customs was
James Bowdoin Day.

recently established

in the

NO. 9

31, 1945

Game, Dance Highlight Alumni Weekend

Colby President Addresses

One

ORIENT

(75th Year)

Rally, Colby

observed today

The informal Alumni Week-end

Professor Herbert W. Hartman,
day each year for the recognia member of the Bowdoin faculty
The services are from .1928 until his recent death,
94
1

I

steps at 7

•

Kappa

Society.

On Monday. October

This year's ceremonies began at
11 o'clock with a procession of
the faculty and Sunday chapel
choir, led by the college band,
from the Library to Memorial
The invocation was given
Hall.
by The Right Reverend George. P.
President
Johnson, V.G.. P.A.
Julius S. Bixler of Colby College
gave an address, to which Richafd
E. Eskilson '45 replied on behalf
of the James Bowdoin Scholars.

The

The following are excerpts from
President Sills's address at the memorial service:
It is altogether fitting when the
College has suffered a grievous loss
that we should, in the quiet holiness of this chapel, gather both to

Of Phi Beta Kappa
Barn Chamber, Ivan M. Spear '44,
and M.D., and Nathan T.
'47, were initiated into
the Bowdoin Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, National Honorary Fraternity. Spear was the first memB.S.

ber to be initiated
received a graduate
received his M.D.
University this fall

1

are

in

thing

introducing

else

is

clasp.
Today, with 141 chapters
Richard at seats of higher learning, Phi
Beta Kappa's original constitution
%
1946
has been changed to include woMalcolm Chamberlain, Donald men, and membership is now on
Lockwood Fisher, Reginald Fergu- a purely honorary basis. The Bowson Spurr.
doin chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
the only fraternity where scholar1947
Stanley Nathaniel Altman, Rob- ship is the sole prerequisite for
ert Walter Burroughs, Corydon membership, was founded in 1825.
Bushnell Dunham, Jr., Leonard
Solomon Gottlieb, Robert Bruce
Hunter,
Carl
Harry Lebovitz, Witan Club Arranges
Shepard Lifshitz, Robert Congdon
Miller, Myer Norken, Richard ArFaculty Student Quiz
thur Roundy, Jr., Francis Kaan
Smith, iNathan Thomas Whitman.
1948
The Witan will present a quiz
Willis Robert Barnstone, WiU program in the Moulton Union
liam Dominic Cappellari, David lounge on Tuesday evening, NoSteadfast Collins, Simon Dorfman, vember 6, at 8:15 P.M. Faculty
James Eells, Jr.. Morton Howard members Thomas Means, Herbert
Frank. Ralph Elwood Keirstead, Ross Brown and Cecil T. Holmes
Jr.,
Richard
Arthur Maxwell, 1 will compete with undergraduates
George William Miller, Martin Donald E. Clark, Louis Hills and
Emery Robinson, Alfred Loomis John MacMorran for theoretical
Sawyer. Herbert Spear Sawyer, "Britannicas."
Jack Lester Thacher, Frederic
Richard E. Eskilson will act as
Richard Woodruff, Jr.
intermediator.

Cross,

On Fall Lecture Tour,
Collaborates On Anthology
Coffin

Longley President,

Bernardin Vice P.

Of

teach

—every—and

This Year

S. C.

James B. Longley '48 was elected president, Eugene A. Bernardin
'47 secretary, and Richard C. Lawlis '46 treasurer, in the Student

extraneous

Council

held

elections
trimester.

Professor Robert P. T. Coffin, poet and critic, is at the present time in the midst of his fall lecture tour. Professor Coffin began his tour with a speech at Coker College's annual literary festival in Hartsville, South Carolina, during the second week of
October.
Professor Coffin gave another
address at Wheaton College on
October 13. Both he and Senator
Robert Malloy spoke to the college under the Anne Talbot Colo

I

last

late

Thayer Announces

In addition to these officers, the
Council includes Warren L. Court
'47, Martin E. Robinson '48, Frederick H. Clarksdn *45, Reginald. Fr
Spurr '46, Irving A. Polakewich
'49. Ralph E. Kierstead '48, WllProfessor Albert R. Thayer has
lard A. Richan '49, and Daniel W.
announced the annual Achorn
Morrison, Jr. '48.

Wheaton

i

j

Prize Debate and Bowdoin-Bates
Three
Intercollegiate
Debate.
Rules and a modified form of
speakers and one alternate from
the Student Council Disciplinary
the two lower classes will comCommittee has been reestablished
pete in the finals of this first conto enforce them.

The Council has enacted Fresh-

'

man

.

I

'

i

on November 29. The Bowdbin-Bates Debate will be held
December 1 at Lewiston as the
closing feature of the Annual Debating Clinic sponsored by Bates
test

j

j

I

I

j

As Temporary Psychology Instructor

-

w

The mem- Newport High
j

;

j

S

In each of these contests the Yale has J ust finished work on
subject will be: Resolved, That the new anthology of seventeenth
This
every able-bodied citizen of the century prose and poetry.
United States should have one volume differs from an earlier anyear of full time military training ;t h ology°f seventeenth century
before attaining the age of twen- literature in that it contains poet
The book
ry as well as prose.
ty-four.
Also announced was the coming will appear around the first of

',

first

post-war elections will

I

of these international

com-

|

I

Apbe held in December, 1946.
plications should reach the secretary of the appropriate state committee of selection on or before
November 2. Scholars-elect will
enter the University of Oxford in
October, 1947.
In addition to ordinary appointments the Rhodes Trustees have
created a limited number of War
Service Scholarships for which
men will be eligible who at any
time since October 1, 1940, were
between the ages of 19 and 25,
and who have completed at least
one year of war service. Thirtytwo War Service Scholarships will
be offered each year for at least
two, and possibly for three years.
For the purpose of the Rhodes
Scholarships, Committees will be
instructed to recognize as war
service not merely membership in
the Armed Forces, but also various kinds of civilian war work,
such, as scientific research, education, Government service, and positions in .industry and agriculture
which contributed to the war effort.
Any work will be consid[ Continued on Page 6 ]
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Alexander Prize Speaking Contest. December.

g\tr

•

Prizes

Ttime

.

.«

For the

T.

first

cdnsisting

of

thrce-fifth

and two-fifths the annual income
Fall
a fund amounting to $1,488

I

:

.

4

'

in tne

,_•

mstorv

[

Continued on Page 6

is

being offered to civilian

Shortage Of Material

The Dean's Office has announced
that the following upperclassmen
enjoy unlimited cuts during
ics, said, "The aim of the course
the Fall Trimester, having received
'"
is to give a basic idea of elec"
The temporary halt in the in- B Srades or better, during the
tronics.
It is so arranged that
second term of tne Summer Ses
stallation of the new sprinkler
those men who take it may apply system is due to a shortage of sion, or in the last term which they
their knowledge to any of the material, according to Don. T. attended here. The list also insophomores:
Potter '20, Superintendent of the cludes straight "A
various fields of the science.
Department of Buildings and Stanley N. Altman 47; Malcolm
"It is expected that veterans
Chamberlin '46; Robert M. Cross
students.

Professor

Myron Jep-

Delays Sprinkler

peson, the instructor of electron-

Work

may

j

1

,

Grounds

who have some background

in

'

Due

to the recent abolition of
restrictions on building and

,

1

5*

'

A. T. 0. Establishes

A

Bowdoin

!

;

j

•

j

j

-

wm

Beam Announces

Policy

For Student Loans

lodgings

Ceccarelli Jr.

'49,

in

the

'49,

Room

in

carried the pieces
out into the middle of Federal
Street where they started to
hitch-hike.
They succeeded in
stopping an astounded truck driver who affably offered to deliver
the piano to Maine Hall.

MM

in the

;

Matthew Branche second with a

!

I

score of 89 points.
The club is planning to secure
interscholastic
matches,
either
postal
shoulder-to-shouldcr,
or
during the Fall Trimester.

Game Not Complete Without A Band;
Tilly

Produces Twenty-two Musicians

-

-

:

.

'48; Richard A
Reginald F. Spurr

Mar,m E Robinson
Jr. '47;

lis

R

Barnstone

Cappellari '48;

'48;

First;

Wiliiam D.

Edward K. Damon

By Dick

I

;

\

!

j

i

i

peanuts,

made

rhythm

Eskilson

The Confucius who
no

circee,"

says,

could

his point as well with,

"No
have

"No

band, no football game." With such

a text for incentive, Tilly has collected twenty musicians, plus one
drum major, plus one field director
to equal a Bowdoin Band.
On Tuesday evening the band

and Rich- held its final practice before its
debut on Thursday morning at the
Students who received an aver- head of the James Bowdoin Day
age of "B" or better in their procession. Tiie Gym cage throbbed
courses during the second term of with the thunder of the tympani
the Summer Session or during the and the light tinkles of Reg Lomlast term which they attended here bard's glockenspiel. The latter, by
were listed on the Dean's List else- the way and according to Noah W.,
where: Philip F. M. Gilley, Jr. '46; is "A percussion instrument conRobert W. Burroughs "47; Donald sisting typically of a series of metE. Clark '46; Donald S. Bloom- al bars tuned to the chromatic
berg '48; William H. Charles, Jr. scale and played with two ham'48; Simon Dorfman '48; Morton
mers." The ability to play this feaH. Frank "48; Blake T. Hanna "48;
tured instrument is innate in LomMyron Milden '48; and Neil R. bard according to a genealogist
Taylor, Jr. '46.
who traces him to a set of Alphine
Dean's List elsewhere also inglockenspielists of Berne.
cluded the following members of
The previous practice on the
the Class of 1949: Robert P. Ailing
Delta was ruined by mud puddles,
ham; David W. Boulton; John

James Eells. Jr.
ard A. Maxwell '48.
*48;

'48;

M

3 on the first floor.
incidentally, "was Burleigh; A. Johnson Curtis; Richabsence of that room's ard P. Davis; Donald C. Day; Rusoccupant, Harry Lindemann '46.
sell S. Douglas; Homer Fay; HayAt present, the movers are seek- den B. Goldberg; Alfred W. Mailing the services of a piano tech- let; John H. Nichols, Jr.; Irving A.
nician.
They have encountered Polakewich; Willard C. Richan
certain difficulties in putting the Rodman C. Robinson; C. Craig
instrument back together,
Key Ryder; Kendall Warner; and Richnumber 13 is missing.
ard A. Wiley.

took the instru- made

ment apart and

'

'

erick R. Woodruff, Jr. '48.
The following sophomores were
granted six cuts in each subject
during the Fall Trimester, having
received "A" in at least half their
subjects, and "B" in the rest: Wil-

finally decided to leave the instru-

ment

and Frank E. This movement,

|

:

-

Norman K. Tronerud '45;
Nathan T. Whitman '47; and Fred-

Another Bowdoin' First was esThe two music-lovers originally
on October 28, when had intended to set up the piano
was successfully trans- in their studio on the third floor.
ported from the Alpha Tau Omega However, certain tactical difficulhouse on Federal Street to 'the ties were encountered and it was

new

'47; RobDonald L.

'44;

'46;

tablished
a piano

Homer Fay

Collection will continue to be open
to students of the college this
term.
The collection consists of
several hundred framed color reproductions covering a variety of
subjects and types of painting.
These pictures are lent for a
nominal charge of $1.00 per picture for each academic year. Actually the charge is only $.25 per
picture, as $.75 is a deposit which
is rebated when the picture is returned.

Dunham

B.

Dysinger

-

Roundy,

I

fraternity's

E

-

!

Transport Their Piano To Maine Hall

southern end of Maine Hall.

Corydon

Philip C. Beam, Director of the
Walker Museum of Fine Arts, has
announced that the Student Loan

Paul A. Query '49 was elected
president, Alfred D. Fraser '49
vice-president and Matthew D.
Branche "49 treasurer of the Bowdoin Rifle Club, organized early
in the summer.
The headquarters of the club
,are in the rifle range located in
the basement of Adams Hall. The
range has been open several night *
a week under the supervision of
one of the club's officers.
A tournament was held at thc
end of the Summer Trimester to
determine the championship of the
club.
Sherman E. Fein '49 won
first place with a score of 92, and

'

j

j

=

Fisher '46; Ralph E. Keirstead, Jr.
48 Carl H Lebovitz '47; George
Miller 48 Robert c Miller 48

w
j

j

place September 12, Ensign Herbert Cabral sang "The Twilight
in
^»..,^, of rvreturn
t>r. \r^.w>.,
Vernon tLemont Mil- r j,,-^»j^^„. r»_. _
_ in .„,,.
Educational Psychology
.
1935 Song." For the next program, Ocr.
Under the title of
Tests for tober 2, Dr. Wilmot B. Mitchell,
is on leave oi
of absence.
absSce
Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory,
Perseverence.''
Dr. Clark is a graduate of Wil
Dr. Clark's primary field of ex- delivered an address on the ap|
liams College, WilUamstown. Mas perience in teaching has been in pointment of Harold H. Burton '09
sachusetts. where he majored in 'the subjects of Religion, Psycnol- to Associate Justice of the SuChemistry.
After his graduation ogy and Education, as well as preme Court. Professor Robert P.
from Williams in 1925. Dr. Clark English. However, he has not had T. Coffin read some selections,
studied English at Harvard Uni- the opportunity to continue much from his poetry on the October 24versity for a year, receiving the research in this field,
broadcast. Several piano composidegree of Master of Arts in 1926.
He is a member of the Episco- tions are to be played by Richard
From Harvard. Dr. Clark went! pal ana Presbyterian Churches L. Chittim, Instructor of Mathemato Lenox School where he has anc js an active member of the tics, on the next program, Novemtaught until recently.
His sub- Western Massachusetts Diocese of ber 14, at 3.45 p.m.
jects were English and Bible. He the Episcopal Church.
Stanley D. Weinstein '47, stuHe is a
also had charge of the psycholog- member of the standing commit- dent director of "Bowdoin-on-theical work of the school, including tee on Church Unity,
a vestryman Air," has announced that tryouts
testing and guidance.
at Trinity Church in Lenox, and will be held in Bannister Hall at
In 1935. Dr. Clark received the the Secretary of the Board of 3.45 p.m. on Thursday, November
degree of Master of Education Managers of the Ascension Farm 8. Weinstein stated that there
from the Harvard University School in South Lee. Massachus- were several openings for announcSchool of Education. In working etts.
ers and script writers.

45

ert
I

Men

"£$?J??

Men

List Includes 16

}

of Bowdoin College an electronics

course

Trimester Dean's

of
.

****?"

auS
" WCsTnd^TwUrca^T^
* *?.«! *™e™ce which
or the departmen?untU ^l**
the Journal of
«r
«^-x„. \ah was published
.

Branche

j

•

S£*

.

Bowdoin

-

Thomas Means, Bowdoin Faculty representative.
.has made the following announce-

2£L?3

s^ea™

Over 4,000 letters of invitation
have been sent to alumni, and
2,000 are expected to be answered
Court Justice, former Senator in the affirmative. On Saturday,
Alumni Day. classes will be held as
Harold H. Burton '09 of Ohio.
The address, entitled "Justice usual, but the regular Chapel servBurton and Bowdoin," will be a ice will be omitted. At 9 A.M., in
tribute to one of the most popular the Faculty Room of Massachupolitical figures in the nation. Jus- setts Halls, there will be a meeting
tice Burton was President Tru- of the Alumni Fund Directors. This
man's first nomination to the na- will be followed, at 11.45 A.M. by
tion's highest tribunal, being ap- the Alumni Luncheon in the Sarpointed September 18 to fill the geant Gymnasium.
vacancy created by the retirement
At 1.45 P.M., the football game
of Owen J. Roberts.
between Colby College and BowJustice Burton has been many- doin will be played at Whitticr
times honored both by his college Field. Following- the game. Presiand his country. He was gradu- dent and Mrs. Sills will be at home
ated Phi Beta Kappa from Bow- to all alumni and friends of the
doin in 1909 and received an hon- college.
orary degree of Doctor of Laws
This week-end is to be the first
here in 1937 at the time of his of a reciprocal week-end plan with
son William's graduation.
Colby. The latter college will play
He has held a distinguished post host to Bowdoin on the week-end
in his nation's government, that
of November 10.
of Senator from Ohio, serving as
a member of influential commit1
tees.
His> appointment to the SuRifle Club Elect
preme Court is the second in Bowdoin's history'- Melville W. Fuller
'53 was Chief Justice from 1888 Query, Fraser,

l

Rhodes Scholarships

Features Faculty

H« "23

;

Anne

I

Bowdoin-0n-The-Air

'

the sister to the

-

j

electronics will be taking the
all
course, so individual attention will
plumbing materials, the company
probably be given where it is nec- which
is doing the work is unable
essary."
to obtain hangers and certain secIt was
found in the Radar tions of pipe necessary to comSchool that the men were lacking plete the job. "It is now possible
a sufficient background in the for anyone to buy plumbing supphysics of electronics. Therefore, plies, and consequently, a tempoa decision was made to have in rary shortage has come about,"
By Blake Hanna
towards his degree. Dr. Clark
electronics course for Bowdoin said Mr. Potter.
At the time of
Dr. Walter H. Clark joined the specialized in educational psycholstudents as soon as conditions per- the stoppage, the workmen had
faculty
this
trimester as
In-;°£ymitted.
In 1944 he received the degree
completed almost all the work on
structor of Psychology, replacing
At present, only five men are Hyde and Appleton Halls. HowProfessor Charles T. Burnett, who of Doctor of Philosophy from Hartaking electronics, but a labora- ever, certain connecting sections
His thesis for
rctired at the end of the Summer vard University.
tnis degree
tory is being planned for from of pipe are as yet unobtainable.
» s on the subject of
Trimester
In addition, the Buildings and
twelve to fifteen men. PrerequiPrior to his appointment to the JftJJf'oi
.tu*r of the activDepartment has been
sites for the course are Physics 1 Grounds
Bowdoin faculty^ Dr. Clark was ~"!g !J
The College radio program, and 2. The electronics course will busy finishing the grading work
he
WaS
!""»
°/ *
Senior Master of the Lenox School
"Bowdoin-on-the-Air," has been extend over the period of two tri- on Pickard Field and in opening
r
*
* and psyin Lenox. Massachusetts.
His apK chologocal point
5 off view. He is broadcast three times this season,
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
On the first broadcast which took
a,SO the
> r of a ne

Joins Faculty

is

Talbot Cole Lectureship given
here at Bowdoin.
The Choate School for Boys at
Briarcliff, New York, and the New
England Council have also invited
t-he Professor to speak.
On November 5 he will address the Women's Club of Rockland.
This
address will be followed by one
%
IP the New England Council for
Economic Development and Regional Cooperation on November
Thc professor's last address
15
o f the fall season will be given at

are staying will remain
open until 1 A.M. The remaining
houses will be reserved for Alumni
guests of the college.

ton on (November 2 in honor of
the
newly appointed Supreme

}

The

Dean Paul Nixon and Jack

women

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
has been invited by the American
Unitarian Association to address
a banquet to be held in Washing-

School.
In addition to his lecture tour.
bers of both these teams will auItomatically become members of Professor Coffin, in collaboration to 1910.
with Professor Witherspoon of
the Debating Council.
for secondary schools.

!

petitive awards.

j

Gark

This endowment at

Lectureship.

Debates, Contest

ment concerning the reestablishment

j

Dr. Walter H.

2.

Of Justice Burton

v

Professor
for the

|

i

November

i

j

j

P.M.,

football coach, will speak. The band and cheerleaders will lead the undergraduate body in a rehearsal of the
songs and cheers to be used during the game to acquaint new
men with the college yells.
Approximately 175 undergraduates are having dates. The girls
will be housed in six of the fraternity houses: A.D., D.U., Deke,
Sills
Zete, T.D.. and Chi Psi. The Zete
and T.D. houses, and the Moulton*
Union will be used for meals. Saturday night, from 8 to 12, there
will be a dance in the gymnasium
with Carl Broggi's» orchestra.
Only those houses where the

Dinner In Honor

the football squad in the e arly weeks of their training for the Colby Games.

Means Announces Elections
For The Rhodes Scholarships

such

characteristic features as an oath
of secrecy, a badge, elaborate initiation rites, and a special hand-

the

1945

Robert Melvin
Earle Eskilson.

who

lege consists of those

and those who are taught

after having
He
degree.

is

Photographer, Harry Schulman.

from McGill these, as the word itself implies,
and received are bound together by many ties,
his B.S. from Bowdoin at the sfeme and the breaking of these ties
time.
He is now an interne at means more in a college than in althe Maine General Hospital in most any other human institution.
Today we pay our tribute of rePortland.
Whitman was accorded the hon- spect and deep affection to the
or in recognition of his outstand- memory of Herbert W. Hartman,
ing record for consistent scholar- scholar and teacher. The outer life
ship.
With twenty-three A's and of a member of this academic sothree B's to his credit he is the ciety offers little that is dramatic
only undergraduate at Bowdoin at or exciting. The scholar does not
present to hold membership in covet a career of notoriety or
fame, and his path is far from the
Phi Beta Kappa.
Ever since its foundation at broad highway of position or
Williams and Mary in 1776, Phi riches. And so there is nothing
Beta Kappa has recognized the very unusual or striking in the
highest intellectual ability as a
[ Continued on Page 6 }
requisite for membership. It was
also the first of the Greek Letter

under the direction of
Professor Tillotson, sang "Let Us
Praise Famous Men," by Vaughan
Williams, and "Adoremus Te," by
Clemens Non Papa.
Following the exercises, there
was a luncheon given by the College at the Zeta Psi fraternity
house for the James Bowdoin
Scholars and invited guests. Mr.
Richard L. Chittim of the Mathematics Department spoke on the
development of the ranking system and the processes of awarding positions on the Dean's List,
commencement prizes and Phi
Beta Kappa memberships.
Fraternities,
The James Bowdoin Scholars of

whom

PICTURED ABOVE

pay honor to him who is gone from
us, and to gain consolation and
comfort for ourselves from a review, no matter how inadequate, of
his fine qualities. In essence, a col-

Whitman

choir,

1945. ten of
service, are:

22, in the

2-4, will offi-

To Address

Whitman

Join Bowdoin Chap.

November

Coombs, head

.

held at the beginning of the scholastic year for the purpose of was honored by a special memorial
service in the College
encouraging the improvement of scholarship during the follow- chapel
Chapel on Sunday, October 21.
>
ing months.
The 44-year-old associate profeswartime
the
Exigencies
of
sor of English underwent an apschedule caused the program to
pendectomy at Dr. Wilson's Hosbe presented as a regular chapel Spear,
pital in Brunswick cm. September
service in 1944, but this year saw
14. Complications set in and he
the return of the exercises to Mefailed to recover.
morial Hall as well as the presentation of an outside speaker.
In past years there have been addistinguished
such
dresses
by
scholars as Carl Sandburg and the
president of the National Phi Beta

of

begin with a football rally on the Walker Art Building

cially

fifth

instituted in

WOAN WILL BROADCAST
FOOTBALL GAME AT 1:80 P.M.

dog stations, and the efforts of
your reporte,r as drum major. On
Tuesday night all six feet of Pete
Fennel took over the chromium
wand and elevated the organization no end. When Pete and Field
Marshal Dunham conferred and

in motion.

Jack Thomas, bass horner-ist,
who Bowdoin is retaining in spite
of MrT Fiedler's efforts for that
Boston group; Hal Kimball, longrun clarinetist with MacNamara;
and Harvey Jackson, versatile
young product of Sousa's Band are
typical of the experienced and talented artists in the new Bowdoin
Band.
"There is uncommon quality
here for a college band," commented John MacMorran, esteemed campus music critic and pianist, as the troupe marched past
the door of the shower room. Hearing such encouraging talk from an
authority.
Bill
Wadman, local
Beta, head cheerleader, and Deer;
ing High School alumnus, took the
front end of the bass drum on his
back and waddled to the clang of
LaCasce's clashing - in - cadence

cymbals.

•

Bass drumer Gottlieb, vice-president of* the BCA, stated without
bias, "This is the best band that
Bowdoin has ever had." The rest of
the band corroborated the statement, and we shall reserve ours
Saturday afternoon when
for
Chadwick, Maillet and the rest
storm down Whittier Field puffing
and pounding the tunes of everything from "Forward the White"
to "Massa's in de Cold Cold

straightened out their call signals
the band became a slick troupe of Ground."

wmmmmmmm—m

wmm
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note.

No

BraiMwIck, Maine

one will deny the important
place which the classics hold in the
world of scholarship* On the other
hand, neither will any thinking person refute our contention that an arrangement which permits a man to

1*71

Edltor-in Chie t

without entering a laboratory

Richard E. EakflsM '48
Arthur C. SewsJl '47

We
Warren

Court

L.

servience

Carl Lebovltz '47

ThoouM

provides a continuity which

Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown

.

Herbert B. Moore
Leonard D. Bell
Bernard M. Goodman
Arthur C. Bewail

is

a vital

asset

to the small college of liberal

arts;

but

it

should not be upheld to

an extent which

is

the

detrimental to the
in

'48

welfare

'47
'47

Greek, Latin, and Mathematics

'47

of

college

'47

Bernard M. Goodman

'47

for dismissing the English or History,

Henrv Korltxky
Donald S. Bloomberg

'48
'48

C. Cabot Easton '48

George Pappas

It is three years since Colby has
descended en masse upon Bowdoin's well-groomed campus. Since
in the meantime that college has
become dominantly feminine, in-

major of today with a Bachelor of
Science degree merely because he has
not spent one or two years on college

Managers
'48

•In surveying the requirements of
other colleges which we consider to be

Associated Gblegiate Press

of Bowdoin's calibre,

overwhelming

Published bi-weekly when elmssM »re held by the Students of
Bowdoin CcA\eftv. Addrew new* communications to the Editor
and subscriptif" communication^ to the Bnataeas Manager of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company at the Orient Office in the Moulton Union. Bowdoin Coltefce, Brunswick. Maine. Entered ae
second class matter at the post office at Brunswick. Mains.

between us
are bound to be exaggerated and
hushed.
In order to avoid such
ter-collegiate

•

Latin.

we

who

are interested

maintaining a
mortality in the

high

in

level

of

shade of the
Thorndike Oak, are offering a few
suggestions about Bowdoin man-

them

of

crises

(calamity we,

find that the

majority

will fight

it

may

Leonard D. Bell

Advertising Managers

Bowdoin

out there,
But gosh darn it— nothing rhymns
well with that "Colby"!

general.

have been of paramount importance
fifty years ago, but that is no exfcuse

Business Manager
Assistant Business .Manager

Circulation

Tradition

as a progressive institution.

C. Weatfcerill '48

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
.

has

We prefer* to think of our Alma Mater

Richard A. Wiley '49

Director*

which

tradition

to

maintained such unreasonable standards is definitely an unhealthy sign.

'47

Robert C. Miller '47
David A. Dickson '48
Blake T. Hanna '48

,

consider that the slavish sub-

'47

I....

Donald E. CUrk

noth-

ners and tradition.

either offer only the A.B. or supple-

ment

it

those

who

First of all, we assume that football will come as a shock to most
of the Hill people who have not

with a B.S. available only to

have actually majored in
system

It^is the latter

the sciences.
^.aisBNTCD roe national advs«tisin« ev

which we venture to submit would be

National Advertising Service, Inc.
iJtiUtf

rhawMan

CaicAoe

tfosroa

Let AsasLas

•

Managing Editor For

Representative

New YOwK.
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be established that the student of

ent terminology

WHITE''

in the stands,

and

we have

all

per-

with the explanation

fall

may

said,

it is

it is

,»

here.

Bowdoin game

is

of the real thing.

There will be waving

hoarse

offering us a taste

cheerleaders,

marching bands, racy
programs, and fighting players. This
miniature season in full swing to
"Forward the White" will, save many
from saying that they never saw a big
Bowdoin football game during their
undergraduate years.
Let's show Colby and ourselves that
none of Bowdoin's spirit has died.

;

has

bigger and

deepest roots. This year, more

its

a great real

for which to be thankful. In pre-war

days

was the custom

it

at

Bowdoin

to

permit the students a four-day vacation, in order that the majority of
the family circle, in accordance with
the time-honored practice.
that

no time should be

We believe
reviving

lost in

the Thanksgiving holidays.

As the

Autumn

leaves of the

peacetime

first

down

in four years drift

up-

on our campus, the College— administration and undergraduates alikestandards which

we were

forced to

We

are

laboring under the exacting

tri-

modify

after Pearl

Harbor.

may be

mester system, and there

a

question of the necessity of having a

case,

Bowdoin College must

number

of class-hours during

the term. If this should prove to be the

the serious problems which
settle in the

and

it is

impossible to excuse the

Friday and Saturday
sider

it

only

we

con-

that

the

clases,

reasonable

immediate future is that of the number and character of courses required

double cuts which have been in force
in more recent years should be done

for the recipient of respective degree.

away

The most

glaring anachronism among
Bowdoin's degree requirements is the

insistence

upon more

units of

Greek

with.

we should like to
out that we have on campus a
number of veterans, many of

In conclusion
point
large

and Latin than the average candidate

whom

for a Bachelor of Arts degree cares to

with their families since 1 94 i It seems
that it would be the appropriate ges-

submit. Yet the prerequisite Greek
and Latin courses are not even dignified by presentation in a paragraph

among

the other curricular require-

ments in the college catalogue, but are
dismissed with an explanatory foot-

O. But don't believe it.
knows when he's saturat-

non-enthusiasts seeking excuses.
to be overlookhowever, that the

Among

must be
brilliant.

Well,

perform by outlining the principle social groups here at Bowdoin.
Bowdoin being primarily an
arts college, has its compliment of
arty folk. These are people who
(more or less) like art. There are
the genuine arty folk and the
not so genuine, but the most discouraging thing about it all is the
difficulty one has in distinguishing the two. In fact,

it is

difficult

to distinguish anything genuine
even cynicism like this. Anyway, be
careful of these people for they

dwell very deeply in some exceedingly deep places, and they jump
when spoken to in a loud vulgar
tone. They are sometimes rather
shy and tend to retreat behind
bookshelves to "escape" as they
say. For heaven's sake don't ever
ask one from what he is escaping
he'll most certainly be very, very
angry with your stupidity. This
crowd is aesthetic, and they don't
"belong" as they say fo the mass.
They are proud of their isolation
but definitely do not live in an

New Freshman

fair, all

of us aren't born

The "party boy" scorns
The lat-

the "grind" unmercifully.
ter

is

called a "glom"

by those
count

who

are

count.

and a "fink"
Those who

never grinds

because

they just don't believe in it.
isn't done in the better circles.

It

While we are on the subject of
is one subBOYS" or the "SCHLITZ-SQUAD- heading that deserves mention. We
RON." They have nearly made mustn't forget the SNOB. The snob
Bowdoin what it is whatever that is a general classification for anymay be. Any consideration of one who considers himself to be of
Bowdoin's social life is not com- the ultra-elite. They may be recplete without their inclusion.
No ognized fairly readily by their airy
matter where you go or where you step and the pale blue mist surhave been, they have been there rounding their heads.
two or three more times than you
After all groups have been cathave. Just like Kilroy they are al- alogued, or very nearly so, there
ways first. Academically speaking, always will remain a certain
they vary from the Phi Bete to the amount of residue. They are the
delta major, and there may evert non-entities
those
who drift
be a few renegade "arty folk" in around among the social islands
this joyful congress of "Four-More- only occasionally touching their
Please!" They always buy their forbidden shores. Of course, they
clothes in the better shops, and a may not actually fall into this
few even have their own tailors. classification, but there are standWhenever there is a formal func- ards by which the elite judge their
tion they will be wearnig tails numbers, and if someone fails to
while you slouch around in a rent- measure up to these qualifications
ed tuxedo (they have been there, they automatically relegate to sotoo, in fact they have an uncle who cial limbo forever to inhabit the
lives there).
weeds and the edges. Some of the
In stark contrast to the "party stronger ones find the weeds a good
boys" we have our GRINDS. A deal more comfortable than the
grind is in a few words a student wheat.
who studies. Many of them grind
If there still remain any doubt
for the sheer joy of existing in in your minds as to what island to
.vacuo.
They derive a certain occupy, there is no hope for you.
amount of narcotic relief from the You will be lost, and to be lost at
printed word seen under ft green Bowdoin spells utter doom. So
eyeshade. On the other hand, we I've been told!

in this social
life.

VOl|
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definitely mentally ill. Let us admit that in the future a number of

In Recent Chapel Talk

those in every entering class will

James

need psychiatric aid and attention,
especially ex-servicemen,

whom

many

of

for a time will be encounter-

ing difficulties in adjusting themselves.

Already, in the past few

B. Longley '48,

newly re-

elected President of the Student
Council,

his

in

inaugural Chapel
,

on Thursday, October 18,
urged the undergraduates unbuild
a bigger and better Bowdoin. His
talk

'

where they

fit

!

General Manager'.

THE TECH,

mind may often require as rigid at—
tention and treatment as the body,
if not more so. Let us be frank
James Longley Urges
and admit that there have been
and are students here who are Bigger, Better Bowdoin

weeks, we have known of one vetECHO
he clutches it and passes back make a plea to your yqung wo- eran who, almost a year after his
the empty, he'6 a Zete and he's men to "Remember, get to Brunsdischarge from the Navy because
out for the weekend.
wick by any means, and Yell like
"
What is supposed to fill of a nervous breakdown, entered
If he offers to exchange his
Bowdoin this semester. Still not
rqixer for your brew, he's a D.U. the blank has caused much specuWe hope it wasn't completely recovered, he was even
lation here.
If he pulls out the same dusty "HELL."
now supposed to see a psychiatrist
bottle he's been carrying for a
once a week. Here at Bowdoin,
year and says he just finished it, Colby's girls of staid tradition
however, there were no facilities
he's a T. D.
for the continuation of such visits
Seldom fall into perdition.
and the mental attention he had
If he quotes literary references
Though they can be smooth and been receiving and needed. Beto drunkards and then disregards
svelte,
coming understandably dissatisfied
them all, he's a Sigma Nu.
with the College, maladjusted, and
If you don't get your bottle Their skirts are woolen, never felt.
back, he's a Kappa Sig.
Translation from Effie Gurus. restless, he has already left Bowdoin in a rather bitter and unhealthy state of mind.
The solution is obvious and imperative. As soon as possible the
College should and must engage
the services of a capable practis-

They wonder groups

will

Very truly yours,
Alan R. Gruber

The College seems
ing the fact,

more

the

here

are

spectacular

the

"PARTY

was directed primarily at the

talk

abolishment of the accelerated program, which Bowdoin has maintained throughout the war years.
"College

life

cannot be normal,"

said President Longley, "under the
accelerated program. Many say
that the returning veteran needs
program, but
accelerated
this
speaking for the majority of the
veterans who were here during the
past summer, I didn't approve of it
...
number of others and myself did not care to attend the

A

session, but we were informed that we would probably forfeit any further schooling under

summer

the G.I. Bill, if we did not attend.
This is the time for the undergraduates to put in their bid for
the cessation of the accelerated
program here at Bowdoin."
.

.

.

ing psychiatristTos treat those stuSpeaking for the undergradudents who are mentally ill. Naturally the hiring of a psychiatrist ates, he congratulated the Athletic
will incur added burdens on the Department for establishing footfinancial resources of the College. ball this fall; the College, for the
Bowdoin
If it can afford, however, to pave fine job maintaining the
and
beautify
campus spirit during the war; and veterwalks
ans, for the splendid record they
grounds, it most certainly can afhave established here, at Bowdoin.
ford to do something to give some
"It's the job of the undergraduattention to student minds requirates here at Bowdoin today," he
ing treatment.
College psychia- said in conclusion, "to carry on in
The lack of

a

dangerous; the need of one
great immediate action for one
is imperative. A statement on the
situation by the Administration
trist is
is

;

will

be welcome.

the better circles there

(Signed)

CARL LEBOVITZ

good

old

Bowdoin

fashion.

We

mustn't let the men who went before us think we have failed. We
must build a bigger and better
Bowdoin and see that we maintain
the fine record "which has been
established here at Bowdoin."

—

I

I

I

J

—

(

Class

are striving valiantly to resurrect the

C.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

age has come for

.

them might enjoy the holiday within

certain

•

we have

fiercer.
•v. £>.

Among

is

New England that the tradition

than any other,

still

Hibernation has stimulated this bear.

celebration of Thanksgiving

A new

there isn't much we can do now.
They have picked their brand. But
there is one small service I may

M.

R. C.

in

big-

college rivalry,

just

lege and the gradually increasing Bowdoin Orient
J
influx of returning servicemen, the Bowdoin College
already hard-pressed staff of the Brunswick, Maine
College Infirmary will really be Dear Mr. Spurr:
A cursory perusal of the housekept on its toes henceforth. Unparty date list on page four of
doubtedly it can be counted upon, your September 19 issue was quite
however, to be as capable in the interesting. Miss Constance Barfuture as it has been in the past ker of Portland seems to do rather well for herself. Are Messrs.
in dealing with those students acCharles and Kern on the best of
tually ill, hypochondriacs, and cal terms?

If

these newly chosen.

structure called college

although he

I

The

"Next year—maybe.

will not forget that this Colby-

banners,

I

that,

have to content himself with a

The

'

It is

Bowdoin man

a tradition as old as this country, and

John-

be over in three or four years.

We

passed.

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY

Some fellows said the war would

radicals

A T

tivity

,

football at

Adam Walsh and Haldane and

He
ed.

One of the more perverse prob- ivory tower, a building they never
lems confronting the entering un*A. cease to tiecry. I don't mean to
derclassmen and one of the most frighten anyone away from this
interesting for those clipped minds class, for it is a very necessary
like my own, is how the freshman item in any college. It provides
manages to fall into his fitting so- a bottomless reservoir for convercial environment here. The sea- sation and meditation. Do you
son for free cigarettes and beer has meditate? Try it, it is wonderful.

stop-

B.S. degree,

tolerated for three

"Gosh, what we're missing!" Upperclassmen told the freshmen about

an

By Clark

plans to specialize in Government, he

Bowdoin was a
dream. The Union Committee show :
cd movies of some pre-war games in
the Union lounge. We all exclaimed,

Now,

become a

grees.

Last

and drained it on the sly, he's a
Chi Psi.
If he says he doesn't drink, he's

pres-

entirely mislead-

college to a prospective

years.

stone.

The

gap with which those who cannot fulfill the archaic classics requirement
must be satisfied. It is certainly unfortunate that those of us who, filled
with pride in our Alma Mater, must
qualify our recommendation of the

haps forget the meaning of the occasion—unless our appreciation of it is
inspired by the large or small privations

is

ing, since the B.S. has

White." Well hold our dates with
bare, chilled hands, sway with the en-

mobs

your jar

—

the stu-

let

as »? Bachelor of Science.

On Saturday afternoon we shall be
tramping up College Street, through
the pines, and into Whittier Field to
the shouts and blasts of "Forward the

thusiastic

lifted

VIC'S is an extra-curricular acwhich is being seriously considered along with Paterism and
Philately for addition to the next
catalogue.
Professor 'Carstairs
will offer the course which will
include an historical survey of imbibation from Bacchus to Sewall.
The finer points of snifting. conversational beerism, and habitual
alcoholism will be discussed. The
choice of subjects for the term
paper will include The Ethical Approach to Inebriation as Practised
If he says, "It doesn't mix with at Kappa Sigma; The Beginning
beer," he's a Deke.
of the Romantic Movement with
answer
but Adam and Eve; and the Psychic
If he doesn't
and Hygienic Reactions to Drinkdrinks, he's a Beta.
ing by Various Campus Figures
If he waves it under his nose
in the Field (These to be Deterand chug-a-lugs, he's an A.D.
mined by a future ORIENT poll).
If- he drops you and grabs the
bottle, he's a Psi U.
In your COLBY
you

dent of pure sciences be acknowledged

No. 9

1948

i

he's already

If

the social sciences or humanities be

Eskllsen '45

recognized with an A.B.;

S

Eskilson

MUSTARD & CRESS

to adopt. Let

1945

tus)

In case of rain or typical weather
seen it in the flesh until now.
For Brunswick and neighboring Being a game of foreign origin
places,
(one authority writes that it
The game will be held in Memorial started in French East Africa beHall
fore the French got there), BowWhere it's easier to see the boys' doin has arranged to have memfaces.
bers of its faculty dressed in togas
and stationed at various points in
High tea will be served in Room the stands on Saturday afternoon
Two-Oh-One,
to explain the subtleties of passes,
And the line will receive in the unnecessary roughness, off-guard
plays, backfield emotion, holding
hall.
When this gentle business is acted and clipping.'
and done,
,
Unfortunately, the Bowdoin fraThere may be time for some ball.
ternity system is quite complex.
The shades of difference between
Butthe houses may be detected, howIn case the sun shines on the back
ever, by the following traditional
of the bear
rules:
And the field is as smooth as Miss
Pull out a bottle and offer him
Colby,
a drink.
The sons of old

ing short of ridiculous.

Hporta Editor

Sub-Editor*

is

21,

F. Spurr, Editor (JJfneri-

With the expansion of the Col- Reginald

By

-

September

Dear Mr. Editor:

achieve a Bachelor of Science degree
Managing Editor*

Communication

-

have not spent Thanksgiving
.

ture in recognition of |heir services,

and a

move on the part of the
make some concession to

fitting

College to

the spirit of Thanksgiving.

R.

CM.

Numbers Over 100 Men
According to the latest figures
revealed by Professor Hammond,
Director of Admissions, the entering fall class numbers 132 new
men, of which 49 are veterans.
Of the fall class, 114 are freshmen,
13 are transfers, and 5 are special
students.
Of the 49 veterans, 36
are freshmen with an additional
9 who are transfers, plus 4 of the

TWO
ment

1,

—Mexico

Indiana

1,

pany,

distribution

Harbor the Govern-

its

manufacturing branch, became the naof radar systems.

tion's largest supplier

Maine 44, Massachusetts 41,
New York 15, Connecticut 7, New
Jersey 5, Rhode Island 4, District
of Columbia 4, New Hampshire 3,
Pennsylvania 3, Ohio 1, West Virginia

years before Pearl

asked Bell Telephone Laboratories to
help perfect radar as a military instrument. The
Bell System, through the Western Electric Com-

5 special students.

The geographical
runs as follows:

RADARS

50,000

Missouri

Bell scientists designed and developed

" Don't be alarmed,

different types
sir.

We're just enjoying your

Sir Walter Raleigh.

11

Shackford. Jr., Emery W. Stevens,
George R. Swift, Jared T. WeathJames G. Woodbury, Maynard R. Young, Jr.

was standard

high altitude
guns over five inches.

Smokes as sweet
as

graduates.

erill,

particular type

for B-29s in

bombing. Another directed

1

These are:
Leon T. Buker, David Crowell,
M. Roberts Grover, Jr., William
N. Irving, John H. Littlefield,
George S. Nevens, Jr., Philip L.
Powers, John K. Scates, Lester B.

One

it

Navy

telephone system.

* $tf qua Hty pipe
?
tobacco of America"
2^ pug.

all

This is not surprising, for radar development
and production stem from the same roots that
produced and continue to nourish this country's

smelb

*

I

many

specific job.

the Pacific for navigation, target location and

1,

Norway 1. Total 132.
There are 27 members of the
entering class who have Bowdoin
connections. Among them are 14
men who are sons Of Bowdoin

of radars— each for a

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

fcM*te> i.Kt low to

•*. Writ*

\

******
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BOWDOIN

Program

-1945-

COLBY Program

vs.

Which Recall Memories Of Pre-War Days

From Former Bowdoin Games

Scenes

ON FIRST

SPIRIT HIGH

GRID SQUAD SINCE
Football returned to Bowdoin
as
College on
October 17th,
President Sills announced in chapel that two informal games would
be played with Colby College. The
next day forty eager candidates
reported to Coach Ed Coombs and
the first practice session got under way. After a strenuous calisthenics period directed by Neil
Mahoney, Coach Coombs divided
the squad into linesmen and backs.
The back field candidates passed
and kicked, while the linesmen
practiced their stances and did

some dummy blocking.
Coach Coombs was joined by
Dinny Shay, Jimmy Dolan, Frank
Sebastianski and Clarke Young.

SCORING
12

3

BOWDOIN

4

This array of coaches really put
the boys through their paces and
on the following Saturday they
held their first scrimmage.
In
view of the short time spent in
preparation, the scrimmage was
very satisfactory. Long runs and
good line play were the features;
the weaknesses were sloppy block-

Final

/

-1945-

-

COLBY

ing and tackling.

1942

For the next few days the squad
practiced hard perfecting its contact work, and at the next scrimmage a considerable improvement
was noted. Branche, Gillen, Begley. Doughty and Leone ripped off
large gains, while the passing of
Stagliano was impressive. In the
line.
Pitcher showed plenty of
strength, and Osher, R. Jones and
Kimball had plenty of spark on
the defense.

The squad has an amply supply
of reserves, and Coach Coombs is
confident that his Bowdoin club

can match anything Colby

may

have.
Particularly encouraging is
the fact that the squad is made
up largely of freshmen; this augurs well for next year's season.

NEXT GAME

Reports from Waterville state
that the Mules have a fighting
club and will be shooting everything for these two games. The
season officially opens with Colby
here at Whittier Field on November 3rd, and closes with Bowdoin
at Colby November 10th.

Bowdoin

Colby

vs.

Seaverns Field
Waterville,

November

Maine

1945
Time: 1:45 P.M.

>f*^A?Af^J?^+^+'.f^^^^^^^^^^^AA

10,

^tf>UA&&fiiUAVy^

PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS
Place:

Time:

WHITTIER FIELD

1:45 P.M.

BOWDOIN
Bowdoin

—Colby
•
•

Year

56
22

1893

MM

189S
1893
1894
1895
1895
1896
1896
1897
1897
1898
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914

i

Colby

Bowdoin

4
4

42
40

Bowd oin—

^|P

FB
Doughty
15

RHB

Gillen

Branche

19

27

QB

•

Stagliano

'

12

6

6

4

16

LE

LT

LG

C

Osher

RG

Littlefield

Jones, R.

Pitcher

Kimball

45

42

24

20

43

RT
Jones,

RE
W.

Nevens

30

38

,

>

RE

RT

Singer, R.

Cook
9

65

12

RG

C

LG

LT

Daggett

Dudley

Mitchell

Simpson

LE
Woods

50

1

59

66

63

16

5

MacAvoy

52
5

80

RHB

6

9
5
6

DiFredrico

12

5

Myshrall

93

90

FB

20

10

•

LHB

m

12
*

48

MacDonough
96

7

7
18

6
6
6
9

6
6
7
21
13
14

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

QB

11

14

30

in

•
6

34

13

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

7

24
o
68

7
10

.1921
1922

10

SO
6
5

6

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

i

LHB

^

^ltf y

10
14
Mr

7

6

7

7

6

20
32
25

7

12

6
20
13

7

SO
25
6

18

13

13

6

11

IS

12

Games won by Bm\d>in
Games tied Colby 21

28,

.

.

COLBY
OFFICIALS

OFFICIALS

Referee:
John Fortunato

Linesman:
Joseph Topping
Field Judge:

Umpire:
James Fitzpatrick

&******&***«&'SA4A«6*64A*^^

BOWDOIN COLLEGE VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD
No.
7

10
11

12
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

32
34

Name

Pos.

Morgan? G.
Stagliano. S.
Weatherhill, T.

T
QB
RHB
RHB

Leone. T.
Charles. W.

G

Doughty.

FB

J.

LHB
J.

Gillen. E.
Pitcher. I.

LHB
C
C

W.

G

Jones, R.

Knapton, W.
Robinson. R.
Branche, M.
Claffey. J.

E

T
RHB
QB
FB

Begley. J.
Jones, W.
Tyrer.'J.
Martin, E.

Longley.

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
47
46
49
48
49
48
49
49
49
49
49
49
48
49
48

FB

E
E

Grover. R.
Winer. R.
Irving,

49
49
48
49
48
49
49

G

Fraser, A.
Morrell, M.

Weatherhill.

Class

T
E

J.

LHB
QB
T

36

Ware.

37
36
39

Smith. B.

G

P.

Nevens, G.

E

41

St Clair. J.
Ceccarelli. F.

42
43
44
45

C
T
T

Kimball, J.
Tarrant, T.
Osher. B.

E

46

Hermann,

T

Littlefield. J.

P.

Robertson, A.

G
C

40
49

G
i

Wgt.
228

Ht.
6' 3"

160
155

5'I0"

511"

150

5'

155

5'

170

5'

152
150

5'

150
160
175
160
172
150
160

5'

5'

5'

8"
9*
9"
6"
9"
9"
9"

Ag« e
17
18
18
18
17

22
18
18
17

20

1945

COLBY COLLEGE VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD 1945

Home
Springfield, Mass.

No.

Watertown, Mass.

Woodbury, N.

Adam Walsh To

J.

Auburn, N. Y.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Me.
Marion, Mass.
Brunswick, Me.
Woodbury, N. J.

1

6'

20
20

195
180
185

6'

17

West Bridgewater, Mass.

22

Bristol, Pa.

208

6'V*"
5' 9"

21
18
17
17
17
18
18
19
17
18

Lewiston, Me.
Arlington, Mass.
Bath, Me.
Damariscotta, Me.
Milbum. N. J.

170
180
150
175

,

9"

5'ir
6'

r

5'ir
6'

6'
6'

I"

r

3"
5*
6' 3"

sir

180
175
165
170
190

6'

6'

51
5'

r
r

6'

185

511*

150
190

5'

'218

6'

167

5'

5'

8"
8*
2'
8"

17
18
17

17
17
17
17
19

27
25

North Tarrytown, N.
Brunswick, Me.
Winchester, Mass.
Manchester, N. H.
Biddeford, Me.
Brookline, Mass.
Ipswich, Mass.

•

The Cleveland Rams
Union Commerce BIdg.
Cleveland 14, Ohio
October 25. 1945

220

165

5'

22

3
5

Swampscott, Mass.
Auburn, Me.
Scarsdale, N. Y.
Salem. Mass.
Media, Pa.
Belmont, Mass.
Lawrence, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Roxbury, Mass.
Bristol, Conn.
Lawrence, Mass.
Auburn, Me.

510"
510'
510"

Coaches

1

To Coaches:
Bonzagni, Coombs, Dolan, Sebasteanski and
Sargent Gymnasium

Young

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine

8
9
17

^T

Pos.

"

Stinchfield, C.
Schaller, S.
Tozier, A.

C
HB
T

*

T

Cook, R.
LeShane,

FB

F.

E

Sutherland, F.
Samuelson, C.
Daggett, D.

Haynes, L.

G
QB

55

Martin, R.
Martin, E.

HB

T
E

Mitchell, W.
Schalger, A.

G
G
G

-

Bedo, A.

Woods, C.

•

Singer, R.
Simpson, C.
Kozarnowicz,

E
E

G
J.

Noice, B.

MacAvoy,

P.

Felker. R.
Masters, R.

FB

G
QB
HB
E

McNaught, R.

C

R.

Myshrall. R.
DiFredrico, M.
Buzzell. L.

MacDonough,> B.
Raffo, Richard

Brown, R.

'

G

Vose, R.
Slavitt,

•

E
E

38
43
50
53

56
58
*
59
Hi There All You Coaches:
60
Jimmie, Beezer, Benito, Frank and Long Shanks Just a 63
65
line to wish you all the luck in the world and to remind you
66
that this is no time to let Colby lick you. Congratulations 6n your
68
willingness to pitch in and help out that grand little college that 69
we all love. You fellows always came through for me and I 80
have every confidence that you will do the same thing now. 83
Good luck and best wishes to all of you always. I do hope I get 85
86
a chance to see you 'ere long.
88
As ever yours,
89
(Signed) Adam
90
93
95
96
98
99

—

Y

6

Name
Dudley, C.
Singer, H.

T
HB
HB
E
FB

HB
QB

.

Class

Wgt.

47
49
49
48
47
48
46
48
49
49
48
49
49
49
49
47
47
46
46
49
48
48
49
48
49
49
49
49
49
48
49
49
49

150
165

Ht.
5'

8"

Age
22

Home
Oberlin, Me.
Dorchester, Mass.

6'
6'

1"

18
17

162
163
184
140
132
178

6'

3"

20
22

Taunton, Mass.
Orono, Me.

220

510"
510"
511"

202

154
155
155
173
155
181

155

170
176
175
149
187
145
174
161

210
183
178
145
142
168
150
168

511"
511"

Woburn, Mass.

21

Needham, Mass.

5'

6"

22

Allston, Mass.

5'

7"

19

Plainsfield, N. J.

20
23

Springfield, Mass.

6'

9"
6' 3"
5' 9"
5'10"
5'

19
18
17
19
17

27

511"
511"

21

5'

8"
8"
5'11"
5'11"
5' 9"

21

5'

20
20

511"

18
18

5'11"
5*11"
5' 9"
5' 8"
5' 8"
5'
5'
5'
5'

9*
9"
99"

22

-*%

23

25
17
25
19
18
23
18
21

Madison, Me.
Skowhegan, Me.
Stamford, Conn.
Mexico. Me.
Sanford, Me.
Brighton, Mass.
i

Brooklyn* N. Y.
Providence, R. 1.
Dorchester, Mass.
Brockton, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Portland. Me.

Augusta. Me.
Revere. Mass.
Lawrence, Mass.
Quincy, Mass.
Norwalk, Conn.,

•

Me.
Me.
Lone Beach, N. Y.
Portland, Me.
Long Beach, N. Y,
Millinocket,
Millinocket,

Melrose, Mass.

,

HM

wmm

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POUB

FRATERNI1 Y PLEDGE LIST
ALPHA DELTA PHI

Colburn B. Lovett
George Milligan, 3rd

James H. Doughty
John H. Giffin, Jr.
William V. Knapton*

THETA DELTA CHI

Carl Prior

Veonor M. Sotak
Preston Ware, Jr.

S. Early
George Hansen, Jr.

Ray W.

G. Gillen

Charles

W. Huen

cm psi

Clarence W. Fiedler,

A. Galli

Lee S. Lawler
Donald E. Martin

William K. Phillis
John A. Pidgeon

William N. Irving

Alphonse H. Turcotte,

John H. Littlefleld
George S. Nevens, Jr.
Donald W. Reimer
Richard G. Sagan

Jr.

Jr.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Deane L. Adlard
Donald S. Baker
David Crowell
Emil G. Hahnel
Hans Hemkes, Jr.
Robert W. Leonard
Leonal J. Pratt
Hugh M. Stephenson
Harold G. Vincent, Jr.

Adams

Robert W. Biggar, Jr.
Robert K. Darden
Oliver F. Emerson, II
Walter B. Favorite
Edward M. Jackson
Robert W. Kyle
Emerson Lewis

S. Meyer
Conrad H. Peacock

Adrian

Store
John D. Tatsios
Ulf

COMPLIMENTS OF

Sprinkler System

BOWDOIN

HOME FURNISHERS

•

*

[

Continued )rom Page

i

1

Tuesday

FORD CLEANERS & DYERS

the grandstands and field house
and lining the football field at
Whittier Field in preparation for

INC.

Quick, Dependable Service

the forthcoming Colby game.
Long range plans for the future

57 Maine Street

invited to a

Tel.

891-M

evening,

J.

4 Elm

&

COMPLIMENTS

PRESSING

Street

OF

154

Tel.

A
FRIEND

IS Moore Hall

LACHARITE'S
MIKE'S PLACE

RED & WHITE SUPER MARKET

Bell spoke briefly on his
department. Warren L. Court '47,
voiced a similar appeal for the

Theodore G. Tatsios
Maynard R. Young, Jr.

CLEANSING

of

tively.

'47

MARTIN'S

College Agent: James Longley

needed.
Editor Moore introduced Robert C. Miller '47, and Richard A.
Wiley '49, new sub-editors of the
ORIENT; Leonard D. Bell '47, and
Bernard M. Goodman '4T, recently
elected business manager and assistant business manager, respec-

Albert M. Barnes
Phillip W. Estes
George F. McClelland, II

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

'47

517 Brunswick

Kenneth D. Gadbow

ZETA PSI

J.

NT'

Robert A. Atwood

BELL

smoker include some remodelling work to
September be done on Maine and possibly
23, in the conference room of the Winthrop Halls.
This work is to
Moulton Union. The newly-elect- include the installation of small
Tel.
B. panes of glass in the windows.
Herbert
ed editor-in-chief,
Moore '48, gave a short talk. He However, as this work is not of an
nature, funds have not
stressed the need for men who imperative
been appropriated and the work
were really interested in journalwill not be carried out for quite
ism and the ORIENT. He stated some time.
that every department of the college paper needs help and that
COMPLIMENTS
writers were not the only ones

Jr.

Philip R. Burrill '48

Emlen L. Martin, Jr.
Edward R. Murphy, Jr.

Candidates for the

D.

Bnstaess Manager of the Orient

Candidates
on

Jr.

LEONARD

ORIENT

For

'ORIENT were

Edward Goon
J. Guy Larochelle

Lester B. Shackforti,

'48

Smoker Held

John E. Holmes
Johnson Poor
George R. Swift

SIGMA

MOORE

Editor-in-Chief «* the Orient

Joseph R. Atwood

Jr.

B.

Jr.

BETA THETA PI

Leon T. Buker
Ralph H. Chew
Robert L. Corcoran

David W. Boulton
Richard E. Crockford
John E. Davin
Richard P. Davis
Joseph D. Edson, Jr.

Timothy

HERBERT

A. Reid Cross, Jr.
Myron R. Grover, Jr.

Joseph E. Bradley,

NOMINALLY PRICED

-.

115 Maine Street

Stagliano

James D. Young,

DELTA UPSHON

John K. Scates

Calvin V. Vanderbeek,

J.

Josiah Bridge

Milton A. MacDonald
Ira B. Pitcher

KW. QUICK SERVICE AND GOOD FO^D

&SONS

Martin E! Wooden

Harris, J*.

Eugene P. McGlauflin '48
Benjamin W. Nevitt '47
James G. Woodbury
James N. Wyman

Robert W. Gotham

Edward

Norman

Salvatore

Lee P. Jackson

PSIUPS&ON

A GOSSEL1N

Douglas S. Littlehale
William E. Raynes
Aubrey M. Smith

Edward

Jared T. Weatherill

F.

Paul E. Callahan
Robert F. Fargo
Colin T. Lancaster
Thomas Leone

Powers
Richard W. Schrack
Philip L.

MacLeod

Stuart S.

BOWDOIN HOTEL & RESTAURANT

KAPPA SIGMA

138 Pleasant

Street

Tel.

.

302-M

ROT DOGS

sports department.

After The

Game

BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

Meet At
Jfc

LATEST PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES

COMPLIMENTS OF

PHOTO

OUELLETTE'S
Religious Articles

Jewelry

-

FINISHING

SHEET MUSIC

-

delivery

Maine Street

QUICK SERVICE

Brunswick

DRY CLEANING

Stationery

Phone 974-M for

Maine

JAR VIS

SMITH'S PHOTO SHOP

Watches Repaired

RESTAURANT

Always Top Quality

160 Maine Street

Tel.

939

15

Phone 450

Town

146 Maine

Hall Place

Tel.

Street

224-W

Chops

Steaks

Fancy Groceries
John Gould, Bowdoin

'31,

"Farmer Takes A Wife"
New Wind-proof
$1.98 Dunhill

FRESH FRUITS
and GROCERIES

FOR THE BEST

$2.00

$2.98

144

———^——————— —

mi

*^jp*

148 Maine

MAINE STREET
Tel.

Street

Good Food?

Brunswick

775

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

^——————

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

BAND BOX CLEANERS

BEST WISHES TO BOWDOIN

Cleaning

LAUNDRY

3
73

NEW

Telephone 80

WISEMAN FARMS

Again

S.

MAINE STREET

$2.50

UP

COLLEGE SPA
"Right Off The Campus"

WILSON'S

"The Old Fashioned Kind"

Tel.

-

82 Maine Street

TO OUR COLLEGE FRIENDS

Brunswick 350-W

DRUG STORE
^

X.

—

MEATS

Tel.

GET THAT BALL!
Twenty-two men on the
—and of them with
field

MARKET

CURTIS I.G.A.

Efficient Prescriptions are our Specialty

«

Open Sundays

Closed Tuesdays

From

Reliable

College Spa

w

George H. Bradley
Resident Manager

Wm. Richard
General Manager

HERE'S TO A VICTORIOUS YEAR

CREAM

—The

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?
The Same Answer

ROOMS FROM

DAY SERVICE
71

Brunswick

Pleasant Surroundings?

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

— Pressing

MAINE STREET

ICE

Brnnswlca

& SON

W. CHANDLER

CITIZEN'S

Maine Street

M. C. Perkins, Ph.G., Manager

Mexican

THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
F.

DRUGS AND TOILET ARTICLES

KENNEBEC FRUIT CO.

MAINE STREET

TONDREAU BROS.

IN

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALTIES

Cigarette Lighters

&

DRUG STORE

ALLEN'S

has a hew book coming November 7

668

GROCERIES

PROVISIONS

BEST OF LUCK TO THE

218 Maine

Brunswick 435

Street

"1945 Bowdoin Polar Bears»»

all

one idea Get That Ball Thrifty Shoppers are animated
by the same singleness of purpose: To Get Their Money's
!

:

from

Worth.

Men!

Bowdoin

That's why they have selected us as the store of outstanding values.

J.

E.

DAVIS CO.

Arrow Shirts - McGregor Sportswear - Interwoven Hose

The ORIENT

is

deserves your

warm

you Bowdoin news

in in-

your newspaper.

It

support.

Bostonian Shoes - Dobbs Hats

The

For 29 Years Outfitters to Bowdoin Men

Women's Ready-to-W

plying
Clothing,

Apparel

editors are eager to give

formative and attractive

As

them with

style.

You can

help them by sup-

clear facts, promptly.

printers of the

ORIENT we

promise to supply you

with a good looking, well made-up paper.

ikwits
FIDELITY BUILDING

92

BRUNSWICK

MAINE STREET

TEL.

BRUNSWICK 36

The Record Press
PAUL

K.

NIVEN

'16

Manager

i

M

I

—W

^

*

'

'

—

——

1
yC*

*-.

».

>

FIVE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Former Polar Bear Football Greats Who

"

POLAR

I

Sports Returning To Normal

Are Coaching The 1945 Bowdoin Eleven

-

I

*•

"

With Augmented Schedules

J

If*?
..

BEARINGS

>

"A good number" of men responded to the initial call, and inthat this will be the period of returning to normal, conditions. The door track practice has comwinter program has been prepared menced in the cage, with a full
with this idea in mind, and, with schedule in prospect Tor the squad.
augmented schedules and im- It is Coach Magee's hope to deproved material, basketball, track, velop a well-balanced team for
and swimming should soon rise to the winter schedule. Competition
prewar standards.
The College will start with a dual jneet at
has been fortunate in retaining Andover on January 26, followed
most of its staff of coaches by the Bates meet, "with somethrough the emergency, and these thing to shoot for" in the B.A.A.
men have maintained Bowdoin's Games, as well as a probable
athletic prestige remarkably well. State meet. With almost a dozen
Now, with an increasing supply of runners who are lettermen and
material, they can start to build numerous freshman possibilities,
the college teams intp powerful, Jack should have good material to
well-balanced organizations.
It is hoped that the
start with.
Basketball
Gambols
Christmas
traditional
The athletic department, under will be revived this year and there

/

By Court
A

The Coaches— left

college dream becomes a reality—Yessir my college education will be complete, because I'm going to be one of the many
who will be abe Ito see a Bowdoin football team perform at
Whittier Field.
chance to name our Andy Haldanes, Walt
Loemans, and Benny Karsokas to mention a few of the former
Bowdoin gridiron greats.

to right:

COOMBS. YOUNG, BONZAGNI, DOLAN, SEBASTEANSKI

A

The game

Largest Staff

—

*

To

ner of the game, would dub
Singer and Simpson

me

The Bowdoin
ing staff in
visor,

who played

some advantage from using

in '42.

the tricky

T

formation. Stagliano

Polar Bearings

down

a word about the manGeorge Pappas '48 and Don Bloomberg
'48 are the Varsity managers; their staff is completed by freshmen Maynard Young, Jr. '49 and Emery Stevens '49. Their
duties are numerous and range from taping players pants to digging dirt off their shoes. The managers jobs are monotonous and
their work is uAheralded, but they have done an efficient job
and deserve this recognition.
Staying right

Lenny

at Whittier Field,

Bell '47,

Polar Bearings
The football rally on the Art Building steps Friday night may
not end up with a bonfire and a torchlight parade, but Dean
Nixon and Ed Coombs will be present with a few choice words
of encouragement. Willie Wadman and his tumbling cheerleaders will be on hand to teach us all the college cheers which have
been turning over in their graves, and the college band will
resound to the tune of "Forward the White" etc. No one should
miss this session as it will afford the entire student body its only
chance to learn the football "Rah Rahs," which our team rightly deserves.

Polar Bearings

What was once no football, and grew so rapidly, finally reached the peak, when WGAN, Portland radio station contracted to
broadcast the game. Bud Cornish will give the play by play from
the top of the steel grandstand. That reminds me. To Mr. Cornish
If Adam Walsh wants to hold secret practice sessions he
should be able to without hurting the press's feelings. He is in
the big league now and he is playing for big stakes, the smallest
slip can mean a championship. Anyway he's a long way from
Portland, and
don't get the connection.

—

ADAM WALSH

See you

all

ally
his

Walsh Continues

Win

Tradition

Keeping up the winning tradiwhich won him five state

tion

championships at Bowdoin, Adam
Walsh has his Cleveland Rams at
the top of the western division of
the National Professional FootWalsh, on leave of
ball League.
absence from Bowdoin, was line
coach at his alma mater, Notre
Dame, last season and his work
at Cleveland this year has made
him the most talked-of coach and
his team the most feared aggregation in the pro circuit.
Using the T-formation which
was so successful here at Bowdoin, Walsh has put Cleveland in
contention for the league championship for the first time in many
Endowed with such stars
years.
as Bob Watterfield of U.C.L.A. and

SALON
Dry

Cleaning;

-

Tailoring

PHILGAS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

&

officially serving in the ca-

become coach

Navy

He cannot

land,

leg-

an

Army

terminal leave,

until he receives

staff sergeant

on

line coach.

He

is

in Bonzagni's class and also
played on three of Walsh's teams.

was

discharge. Fortunately he

on duty at the Brunswick Naval
Air Station, and is able to attend
football practice every afternoon.
"Dinny," who lives in Hartford,

He was elected to a guard position
on the All-Maine team in 1940.
Sabe was on the Student Council,
the track team, and a member of
Conn., graduated from Notre Dame
the Zeta Psi Fraternity. The line
in 1930. In 1936 he came to Bowimproved rapidly under his
has
as Assistant Football
tutelage.

Adam Walsh. He worked
Adam for seven years, also

Ccach
with

to

when

the sport

was

The head coach

is

the ends. A fighter pilot, he is currently stationed at the local Naval
Air Base. Clark played end under
Walsh three years, and was one of

revived.

Ed Coombs,

From

MESERVE'S

J.

.

Ensign Clark C. Young, Jr., a
Brunswick man. is working with

as head football scout.
Shay coached Bowdoin's first basketball team several years ago,

serving

Jack Magee's trackmen. He was a
member of the Student Council
and the Alpha Delta Phi Fratern-

a

Marine Corps.
wounded ity.
while on duty in the South Pacific.
Also to be seen daily at the field
Ed, who graduated from Bowdoin is Neil Mahoney, who puts the
in 1942, lives in Boothbay Harbor, squad through calisthenics drills.
was captain of the 1942 baseball Neil coaches baseball and basket1st

the

in

Lt.

was

"Beezer"

thrice

team and a first rate catcher. ball.
Robert Miller is acting as trainCoombs also won his letter in
er for Dr. Henry Johnson, who still
football and basketball. He was a
has his regular town practice.

member

Council

the Student

of

Portland,-

Best Wishes

LT.

GEOEGE

D.

Although

Mahoney, "as well as some of the
outstanding service teams of this
section."
Neil requires a large
number of candidates to shape a
competent squad.
Practice will

SHAY

start

on November

swimming

the

is

12th.

"Bob" has been coaching swimming and golf for the past seventeen years.

~With

array of
question bothering the

this formidable

coaches, 'the
now is
Department
Athletic
whether to set as'de a part of the
field to allow the Bowdoin coaches
the opportunity to pace in front of
the bench as Walsh used to do.

Shay Appointed Hockey Unlikely,! Special Calisthenics
B
Football Coach
£**—*+*
Dream Of Rink
JS:
program
eight-week
be given
For 1946 Season
According
Mai
Those who achieve a
t

j

Morrell, it is
very unlikely that the Athletic
Department will try to organize
to

The Athletic Department has
announced that Lt. George Dennis
Shay has been officially appointed
head football coach of Bowdoin for
the 1946 season. Adam Walsh, who
is head coach of the Cleveland
Rams professional football team
and has been head football coach
here at Bowdoin for the past decade, is still on leave of absence.
"Dinny" Shay has been in the
Bowdoin athletic department since
1936,

is

now

stationed

at

the

Brunswick Naval Air Station. He
has been acting as advisor to this
year's football coaching staff and
will assist the physical education

department

this winter.

>

a hockey team this winter or even
attempt to put the rink in condiThe expense of repairs and
tion.
lighting equipment would amount
The department
to about $1,000.
believes that it would be wiser to
apply the funds to the expenses
of building the proposed covered
rink. The plans for the new rink

have already been drawn up and
Mai hopes that it will become a
reality before many years.
EVen in normal years,

hockey
has been carried on under difficulty; the weather conditions have
made it hard to keep the ice in
good condition. As a result, the
Bowdoin team has often played
without having had a sufficient
amount' of practice. Last year's
informal schedule proved rather

,
{sthenics
to

ONGE BROTHERS
GROCERS

Building

Tel. 89-

BRUNSWICK. MAINE

47 Maine Street

Tel. 427

Maine football team in 1942. He
was co-captain and halfback on the
1942 State Championship team.
Our "Fighting Irishman" was

Intercertain score will he excused from
compulsory attendance for the
next eight weeks, at th< end of
which period they will Ik tested
again.
Special treatment la being
planned for veterans; they will
be wholly or partially excused
according to a schedule of credits which is being drawn up,
based upon age, class, length
and type of sprviee. Those under Public Law 16 will be referred to the College Physician if
their credits do not excuse them.
vals.

unsatisfactory

and was not

ficient incentive to repeat

fort this year.

been a great deal of interest in
hockey at Bowdoin, however, and
the sport will definitely be revived
in the near future.

j

Best Wishes

From

i

I

J.

W.

&

O. R. PENNELL,
INC.

Read the

CLOTHIERS

Maine Street at

Town

FOR SPORTS NEWS

\

staff.

DUNLOP'S BARBER SHOP

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

i

j

President of the Student Council,
played hockey, and gives the Psi
U's a majority of the coaching

'

Hall Place

50 Maine Street

Student Patronage Solicited

CUMBERLAND

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

TOWN TAXI
24 Hour

Wed.-Thurs.

MEN

IN

Jon Hall

-

Oct. SI -Nov. 1

HER DIARY

Service

1000

Tel.

with
Louise Allbritton

Portland Press Herald

also

Do you
Do you

like to
like to

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements?

Would you

like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus f

There

is

Fox News

Short Subjects

HOUSE ON

92nd

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere In the world.
charge far foreign delivery.

girls

No

and

extra

The

ORIENT

is

the College Oracle

and Reporter

John Garfield

Nov. 4-5-6

Deliver the

ORIENT

-

'Windows

-

Flooring

Paint

and Hardware

Portland Sunday Telegram

Nov. 7-8

JOHNNY ANGEL
with
George Raft - Signo Hasso

March

of

lime

FIRST YANK INTO TOKIO

Address

Tom

Neal

Street,

Brunswick

Portland

•

Westbrook

with
- Barbara Hale
also

City, State

88 Union

Nov. 9-10

Fri.-Sat.

Name

Doors

also

Paramount News

Fox News

to:

Lumber

with
- Eleanor Parker

Wed.-Thurs.

$2.00 a year

Portland Evening Express

Cartoon

PRIDE OF THE MARINES

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

ONLY

INC.

also

Paramount News

Sun.-Mon--Tues.
-

STREET

with
William Eythe - Lloyd Nolan

an easy and inexpensive way.

Remember

FOX CO.

N. T.
Nov. 2-3

Fri.-Sat.

Kennebunk

Paramount News

The Orient

Office.

Moulton

Union.

Short Subjects

Brunswick, Main.

m

tt

suf-

the ef-

There has always

I

;

^

include tests

at

backfield

third

coach. Dolan was a Flight Officer
on a B-17 in the Army Air Corps,
and has been in civilian clothes
just a short time. He was one of

the lightest fullbacks eyer to play
under Walsh, weighing under 155
Tel. 88 pound*. Jim was elected to the All

Compliments of

ST.

practice

does not officially begin until November 12, the Curtis Pool has
been crowded with prospective
squad members since the opening
Co-Captains Gene
college.
of
Bernardin and Jim Eells, with
McMahon. Barnstone and Chamberlain, are the returning lettermen. It will require a number of
good swimmers, in addition to
these veterans, to maintain last
year's good record and undertake
the schedule which Coach Bob
Miller has arranged.

doin to act

,

BINDING

BANK

of

HARDWARE

is

—

men with Bowdoin experience .to
use as a nucleous in building his
team. With the experienced Packy
McFarland leading the quintet,
and with' two other lettermen in
Bert Moore and Dan Morrison,
backed up by five returning JV
men, the outlook is bright for
Bowdoin. "We will play several
New England college teams," says

j

FIRST NATIONAL

BRUNSWICK

season has the largest coachan ad-

Frank Sebasteanski, from Port-

and' then 'astounded the football helping with the backfield. He re-1
world by downing the champion cently received his discharge from
Green Bay Packers 27-14. After the Navy after being a carrier
trailing 14-6 at the end of the fighter pilot in the South Pacific.
third period the alert Rams caught He played halfback on three of
fire to tally three times and won Walsh's
State Championship
a decisive victory.
teams. Hank was a wing on the
The battering Rams have aver- hockey team, and was a member
aged almost five yards a try from of Linn Wells' "Kraut Line." He
scrimmage and in four games have was captain of the 1941 baseball
scored 106 points to 35 for the team which tied for the ChampionThe" credit for the ship with Bates. "Bonzy" lives in
opposition.
Ram's rise must go largely to Melrcse, Mass., and is a Psi U.
Walsh and his coaching staff.
James Dennis Dolan, from South

>

Town

this

and the Psi Upsilon Fraternity.
Don Greenwood of Illinois, his
Henry V. Bonzagnl nas been
won its first two starts

DRUG STORE

ALVIN SETTLE

Complete Line of Furs

team

three trainers.

club easily

P.

PRINTING

MAINE STREET

103

-

With Cleveland

134 Maine Street

FORTIES FUR

football

history. This staff consists of five coaches,

is

I

Polar Bearings
on the 50 yard line.

and

its

pacity of advisor.

is

—

agers.

Shay

more experience in
Our team should gain

little

Bowdoin's key to success, handling the ball from under the center he figures in every play run from this formation. After
watching "Stag" fake and pass I feel optimistic about our
chances Saturday. Coaches Shay and Coombs have five other
good men to round out their backfield. These men are Gillen,
Begley, Doughty, Leone, and Branche. The team seems well
set at ends with Osher, Nevens and Winer. Pitcher should be a
standout lineman at center, and R. Jones and Kimball are hard
driving guards, which gives the "Polar Bears" asound center of
the line. The problem spots are at the tackle posts where Littlefield, W. Jones, Smith and Young provide the needed weight,
but are still a little behind the-rest of the linemen in ability. The
over-all picture isn't bad. Colby will be here I'm sure, and that
Bowdoin is my choice.
reminds me

the direction of Mai Morrell has is discussion of the possibilities of
prepared a rugged schedule for holding Inter-fraternity and Intercoming basketball seasSn. scholastic meets this spring.
Coach Neil Mahoney has eight
Swimming

Lieutenant George D. "Dinny"

as insane. Both teams started

Colby has a

scratch, possibly

'

—

the

Polar Bearings
go out on the proverbial limb and try and pick the win-

from

Team Boasts
Of Coaches

1945 Football

Saturday with Colby is "informal," but after
watching the "Big White" team go through its daily practice
sessions, 1 can soberly report that the squad is being very formal
in every respect of their preparations. To use a trite expression
PARDON ME PLEASE "Absence makes the heart grow fonder." This explains most accurately the enthusiasm and spirit that
has been bounding all over the campus ever since helmets and
shoulder pads were issued.
this

— Track

Although athletics at Bowdoin
remain on the wartime "informal"
basis again this year, it is hoped

?
/

f

\
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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Dr. Russell, Sotak '49 Attend

To Hartman

Sills'

W odd Student Service Meeting

[

Continued from Page i }
outline of Herbert

biographical

He was born in LancasOn Oct. 27-8. at Camden. Maine. The Student Christian Hartman.
Pennsylvania. October 26,
ter,
Movement in New England Committee held a conference to 1901, and named for his father, a
make plan* for their forthcoming World Student Service Fund. well-known and wealthy business
Dr. Henry Russell and Veonor Sotak '49 were among the 68 man of that city. He went to

l Continued from Page I ]
ered as war service for which
Draft Boards have granted deferment.
Candidates for War Service
Scholarships will be required to
ful of detail, always reflecting in- have completed one year (instead
tellectual honesty of the highest of the customary two years) of
type.
College or University work before

lands obtain the best type of textbooks and necessary stationery.
In France, as in China, the professors are already there. Many of
them have worked for little or
nothing. There were few times
when studies were interrupted
during the war. Wherever the students were forced to flee, the people welcomed them with open

arms.

One of the twelve speakers at
the Conference, Miss Francine
Bouillon, was active in the resistance movement in France, and
spent many months in a concentration camp. Miss. Bouillon stated that the students' desire for
knowledge amounted to an actual
craving, which is hard for us to

weeks

and viewpoints.

aroused.

tor to scholarly journals of his field

visualize.

The "Burial Of Anna

95

A band led the whole procession
The "Burial of Anna" was a
custom that Bowdoin men of to- through the' streets of Brunswick
day know little or nothing about. and back to the front of the colIn the old days this rite followed lege chapel where a large funeral
the completion of two popular pyre had been erected. The servThe remains of the cal- ice was conducted with solemnity
courses.
culus and "Anna Lytica" (ana- and the torch was applied to all
lytic geometry) texts were placed that remained of "Calc" and "Anin a coffin. The fellows would form na."
The ashes were interred
a tuneral procession and place the with the proper commital service.
coffin on one of John Crawford's
The townspeople enjoyed this
high platform carts drawn by a
ceremony and turned out for it in
pair y of his heavy truck horses.
great numbers.
The chief mourners would be on
the cart gathered around the coffin, carrying buckets of water and
sponges, groaning and howling,
crying

into

the

»

TAie four seminars being given
While still an instructor he marthroughout the week end, one of ried Cornelia Stanwood, daughter
which was conducted by Dr. Rus- of a member of the faculty, theresell, tended to bring out work
by tieing himself still more closely
which was being done by colleges to «he College; she, with two sons,
and schools in connection with the Herbert 3rd and Stanwood, surFund. Most of the colleges have al- vives him. Thus for sixteen years
ready laid plans for carrying out he went in and out amongst us,
activities connected with the cam- each year deepening the roots, and,
paign. The seminars also showed in reality each year building himthat colleges are forming groups to self not only into his department
discuss and overcome the personal but into the whole college. As a
problems of students. Two organ- scholar, he was the author of an
izations, the International Affairs interesting study on Hartley ColClub and the Political Breakfast eridge, editor of Surrey's Fourth
Club, are indicative of the inter- Book of the Aeneid, and of Pettie'a
est which such problems have Palace of Pleasure, and contribu-

This shows that colleges in the)
Students kept at United States are awakening from
their studies even when conditions a sleeping sickness in which they
were at their worst during the find themselves independent of
others. They now realize that in
"turnip" winter.
«*
When answering questions, she institutions of learning there is a
spoke with a deep feeling. She was mutual dependence and a common
sincere and genuine, and the brok- bond of expression.
As was stated at the Conference,
en English which she spoke acpeople have come to feel that edcented her emotions.
Two other important speakers at ucation has had a lot to do with
the Conference were Dr. Herbert overcoming the troubles which
Gezork and Mr. Peter Reckard. only now are beginning to be clearDr. Gezork has just returned from ed up.

even

ago.

both in this country and in England. For some years as literaryeditor of the "Alumnus" he made
the column of book reviews notable among college pubUcations.
often spoke with regret that
the extraordinary demands made
by the war interrupted his studies
and research. And, like so many

He

other scholars, he had ambitious
plans for the future until the fell
sergeant death came strict in his
arrest.

As we, his friends, think of him
today, each one of us recalls intimate touches, for he was a vivid
and very real person. Much of the
credit for the admirable way in
which the Sesquicentennial Exercises last year were carried on
should go to him for his wise planning and faithful execution. He always fulfilled any duty assigned
him, never complaining of extra
work, nor of interruption to his
cherished plans for further re-

As chairman of the Committee on Public Exercises, and as
faculty marshal, he will be greatsearch.

ly missed.

As a teacher he had high ideals
both for himself and for his classes.
He had great patience one of the

—

good teacher
and he held there was no more imprime qualities of a

Chapel Talk By Thayer

portant task than to correct the
slipshod methods of careless youth,
and to make them see the importance of good English. His'
scholarship was meticulous, care-

representatives from New England colleges and schools. An in- school at Lawrenceville and gradformal, frank atmosphere prevailed with group singing and in- uated from Yale in 1923; and he
His charming study of "Hartley
was always a loyal and intelligent Coleridge, Poets Son and Poet,"
formal worship
alumnus of that great college. published by the Oxford UniverLast year, the Student Service
asScholarly by nature and training, sity Press in 1931, is an important
Fund raised one million dollars. Europe, having completed an
to
Therefore, the goal this year has signment under our State Depart- he went to the Graduate School contribution
the
literature
been set at the same figure. The ment to advise on reconstruction there and obtained his degree of about the early nineteenth century
Committee feels that one dollar policies for the German people. Doctor of Philosophy in 1929. He Romantic writers, and in one
from each student in the country Mr. Reckard, working for more came to Bowdoin as instructor in phrase that Hartley Coleridge was
would fill the quota. The Fund is than a year with the British Stu- English in 1928, was assistant pro- "the incarnation of genius rather
not only for financial aid in for- dent Christian Movement, traveled fessor from 1930 to 1936, and as- than its instrument," he expressed
is
sociate professor from 1936 until tiie place which that minor poet
eign countries, but it is also to among continental students and
make sure that students in other keenly aware of their condition his sad and untimely death three holds in English literature. In his

introduction to Pettie's Petite
Palace of Pleasure and Surrey's*
Aeneid, he was clear, penetrating,
straightforward; and the handling
of the texts shows fine and exact
scholarship.

In

many ways he was what

is

For

dressed the student body in chapel

on September 12, on the subject
of Compromise. His talk emphasized that "through its philosophy,

its history,

unless

many of the
naval officers, American and BritAnd the imish, stationed here.
pression he made on his students
was illustrated by the sincere and
deep grief of those who sat under
him in the summer session, and by
of his relations with

ples

from history of the tragic

promise,

the

implication

that

a

man who

stands on his principles
stubborn and that the man who
will gracefully yield is a safe, co-

is

operative

member

of society."

The point was stressed that we
should, however, not compromise
on "principles and matters upon
which compromise is fatal." Mr.
Thayer stated that it is the purpose of a college education to
teach us which are the principles
upon which we should not compromise.

pen to believe

human mind
us who hap-

in the Christian doc-

trine of immortality, the answer is
to be found in the spiritual, and
not in the material, realm. His Ufa
somehow; somewhere goes on as
his influence goes on; and we all
ought to be better and braver souls

for having

known him and worked

with him and been taught by Him.

the abstract from

James Bowdoin Day Exercises

But

centrics.

each one of

it

is

tical affairs. It is his

job to probe,

ophy did this, for example, in its
passionate romantic attachment to
soil and German amAmerican philosophy has
own type of weakness in
the way it has vacillated between
an interest in the dream world of
symbolic logic and an all too ex-

the

German

bitions.

shown

its

and judge. In clusively practical interest in the
this sense his work always involves social sciences. Between the two
a process of abstraction from lies a middle ground which it is the
pressing and immediate interests. proper function of philosophers toThe danger comes when the schol- cultivate.
The scholar should therefore
ar allows himself to think of abstraction as the same thing as ir- watch himself especially to see
relevance. The sciiolar is concern- that his interest in current events,
ed with the general rules that ap- does not wane. Too many German
ply to any and all situations. But scholars said: One more new polithe should not forget that his final ical movement more or less does
analyze, criticize,

how

not matter; anti-Semitism does noti
matter; these things will straighten themselves out and our concern is not with them anyway. But
Often a philosopher aggravates
they found to their sorrow that
the difficulty by swinging back they were very much concerned
from the ideal to the practical and that in many cases they were
with a kind of romantic interest very much to blame for not bringin what is near and even what is ing their own critical judgment to
provincial and local that the facts bear on what was happening in the
do not warrant. German philos- market-place.
interest should be in

these

rules apply to the present situation.

COMPLIMENTS OF

that

plea

a

this

morning:
,
No one expects the scholar to
live entirely in the world of prac-

without affectation and posing, adhere to those
careful
things
which,
after
thought, he esteems most worthus,

PORTEOUS, MITCHELL

& BRAUN

'

CO.

NORTHERN NEW ENGLAND'S

lege."

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!

sible for the purely
to solve. To those of

is

He further said that this should
not be construed "as a plan- for
having the Bowdoin campus taken
over by rabid individualists, rebels, non-conformists, colorful ec-

LARGEST QUALITY STORE

WE HAVE THE LATEST AND BEST STOCK
OF SWING AND CLASSICAL RECORDS
At

THE MELODY SHOP
.

COLUMBIA

-

146 Maine

DECCA

-

Street

VICTOR

-

Portland, Maine

CAPITOL RECORDS

HALLMARK GREETING CARDS
APPROPRIATE CARDS FOR EVERY OCCASION

buckets for the

WGAN

was followed

funeral cart

are

that

consequences of over-eagerness to
compromise. He went on to say
that "the conspiracy against Man
lies in the implication that every
human issue is a subject for com-

dead "Anna."

The

truths

Following

the talk presented by President J.
S. Bixler of Colby College at the

f Continued from Page i ]
are offered to the two best speak- while."
ers chosen from the six finalists
Mr. Thayer then restated his
and alternate who will participate main thesis tha,t "there are ideals
in the final contest on December in life, patterns of conduct, virt3.
At trials to be held in Adams ues, responsibilities to man and to
Hall on Tuesday evening, Novem- God that are so rich a part of
ber 6, each of the prospective can- man's heritage that thinking man
didates will give a five minute will never cheapen them. And to
reading from a suitable poem or discover what those things are, is
prose declamation.
This contest perhaps the greatest challenge
is open to Freshmen, Sophomores during a man's four years in col-

have come to the college from many graduates^
To many it seems inexpressibly sad that a man should be taken away in the prime of life, in the
plentitude of his powers with years
and Juniors.
of usefulness before him, and so
very necessary to the college he
served so nobly. That is one of the
deep mysteries which it is impos-

letters that

should give us those

those

not subject to compromise in this
world of compromise.
And the
college should give us the courage
to fight and fight hard for those
concepts and principles."
Mr. Thayer cited many exam-

often called an academic person,
or rather he was an academic personage. He had no great interest
in sports nor in athletics. He
valued community and church contacts; but except for loyal and efto his college and to the Rhodes
fective service as Vestryman and
Clerk of St. Paul's Episcopal Trustees.
A Memorandum of Regulations
Church he found little time for
civic or town enterprise. And al- with application blank attached is
though he was somewhat liberal now in preparation. Copies will
in his political views he did not be- be supplied to all colleges and uni-

And

the liberal arts college,

it fails,

concepts,

regular Rhodes Scholarare eligible who were

lieve it incumbent on him to pro- versities or may be obtained from
mulgate them. Within a congenial secretaries of state committees of
circle, literary and artistic, he dis- selection or from my office.
played p remarkable capacity for
friendship both in and outside of
Debates
Contest
the college, always giving more
than he received; this was true too

its literature,

its religion, its art,

men

born on or after October 1, 1922
and before October 1, 1928. For
War Service Scholarships, men
will be eligible who were born on
or after October 1, '1915 and before October 1, 1928.
The stipend of a Rhodes Scholarship is fixed at 400 pounds per
year. A Rhodes Scholar should' be
prepared to supplement this stipend by at least 50 pounds from
his own resources.
Appointments
are made for two years in the first
instance with the possible extension for a third year for a man
who presents a definite plan of
study for that period satisfactory

For James Bowdoin Scholars

Professor Albert R. Thayer ad-

applying.
For appointment to a
War Service Scholarship, the regulations except as regards age,
marriage, and the amount of College training required, will be the
same as for regular appointments.
ships

Colby President Bixler's Talk

Compromise Is Topic For

Scholarships

by the remainder of the mourners
They were
marching behind.
dressed in fantastic costume, bemoaning "Anna" with hideous
wails.

I

Telephone Numbers
Winthrop Hall
Maine Hall
Moore Hall

CONGRATULATIONS

8783
8831
8151

on the resumption of
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Bowdoin Defeated By
Houseparty December 19-21, f«*™~ Bmumd
—
__
For Thanskeivine
„
n r\
Four Houses May Be Open As

CHRISTMAS HOUSEPARTY
COMES DECEMBER 19 -21

Colbjr, 13 to

Branche Carrying For

A

Six

NO. 10

1945

14,

6

Stagliano Scores

;

Yard Gain In Game At Waterville

Run By Branche

75 Yard

.

James

B. Longley, President of the Student Council, has an-

nounced

that the Christmas

on the

19th, 20th,

fore vacation.

week

affair,

from nine

hoped

is

for

On

Houseparty Weekend

and 21st of December, the three days be-

Thursday

night, the

Two

one a.m. the orchestra

until

that a

band

Jimmy

of

houses, the Zete

one

second night of the mid-

there will be a formal dance in the

and

is

as yet

Gymnasium

unknown, but

it

T.D.,

probably

dormitory,

holiday.

Will Hold Meeting

course turkey dinner.

With Fraternities

.

up the

effort.
As for the summer enrolment, he
Students will huy tickets for the merely said he expects it to be
dance and rooming facilities to- "large."
gether.
Meals will be separate,
When approached on the same
but it is hoped that the proceeds
question. Bursar Glenn R. Mclnfrom the Moulton Union store,
was improbable
which paid for meals during the tyre said that it
that all of the fraternity houses
last Colby week-end, will also pay
would
opened
by February.
be
for meals during this houseparty.
However, he stated there is a good
Having the Houseparty on the
chance that all houses may be in
three days before vacation is a
use next summer. Present regisstep toward returning
definite
tration stands at 325, and an addiits pre-war policy of

Bowdoin to
mid-week social

tional fifteen will make it necessary to move some of the men into
expected that not only the date,
houses. From the figure President
but also the atmosphere, of prewar houseparties will be ushered Sills gave, this would indicate that
three houses will probably be in
in this time in grand style.
use.

functions.

It

is

Open
For Weekend Dates
D, House

T.

The Theta Delta Chi House
has been opened for the housing
weekend dates. Mr. and Mrs.
Veonor Sotak and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward J. McFarland are In
of

chaperones.
charge for rooming dates
residence

The

as

is

one

dollar a night.
There will be
a Vic dance at the house every

weekend.

Poem By

An

action shot of last Saturday's game with C olby at Waterville. Bowdoin's Matt Branche (27)
for a six yard gain in the first period." Sin ger of Colby (65) eluded blocker Doughty of

A

Wife,"

York
Mr. Gould's first book, "New
England Town Meeting," appeared
in 1940. He tells of the traditions
of the yearly meetings in Brunswick, Harpswell, Topsham, and

other neighboring communities; he
photohas included numerous
graphs of the local citizenry.
His second book is a hilarious
discourse on "Pre-Natal Care For
Fathers," published in 1941. Mr.
Gould considered that not enough
attention had been given to the
trials of the male of the specie,
when undergoing the unnerving
experience of becoming a father.
He has remedied the situation in
expert fashion.
The current volume has been described as "Yankee humor at its
best" and a "refresher course in
humanity." Mr. Gould holds forth
upon a variety of fascinating sub-,
jects including vinegar pie, how to
catch a heifer, and the best method
of making a chair resemble a fancy

Only 1,489 chapters of Greeksocieties were functioning
year compared to 2,322 in

last

1940.
Membership has been cut
two-thirds. Yet, fraternity leaders
full recovery within a year.
But many colleges oppose the return of fraternities to their prewar status.

expect

On a few campuses, where
tivities

of

fraternities

were

acsus-

pended during the war, administrators arc debating the wisdom
of re-establishing the societies.
The Amherst Alumni Council, for
example, has called for the abolition of fraternities as anti-democratic and anti-intellectual.

From Union Colby Football

In this and succeeding issues,
the ORIENT will report criticfsms
of fraternities and the action of
college administrations in the hope
that some changes for the better
will be made by the Bowdoin fraternities themselves.
The 249 delegates, representing
60 fraternities, to the National Inter-fraternity Conference held in

New

York on iNovember

26, 1944,

adopted a resolution calling for
the elimination of "hazing."

Both

fraternities

and

sorori-

are out at Stanford UniversIn April 1944. the board of
trustees authorized President Treties

ity.

to dissolve sororities "in
the interests of campus unity."
The students and the board labeled
sororities as "undemocratic," and
opposed rushing, which was held

sidder

during examinations.

Brown

University plans to build

Myshrall. This twenty-

Sills

j

first

The forthcoming

j

j

To Undergraduates
)

"This

fall's

profits

from

the

store as a service

On

1

Moulton Union store are being
turned back to the students," the
Student Council announced on November 5. Undergraduates are not
being charged for the guests' noon
and evening meals at the Union or
at the fraterniey houses on Alumni
Day, Saturday, November 3. The
costs are being assumed by the
to the under-

A

D

.

I

j

Glee Club Elects

Smith, Richenburg

j

graduates.

"The store was

set

up

at the re-

quest of the students to serve the
students," said

off-side penalty.

Beats Students

I

"The Skull"
Unknown Even To Cast Itself

I

I

_,

-

j

MMMMI

j

Program

I

j

|

|

''

j

Duo

Identity of

Witan

I

;

don B. Dunham, Jr. '47, marched
Witan sponsored a quiz program several of his starters had to be
through the dormitories and about
carried from the field.
the campus gathering the under- in the Moulton Union Lounge beBoth teams had apparently spent
graduate body and leading them to tween the faculty and students of themselves when Branche took off
the College. The faculty was rep- for his seventy-five yard jaunt.
the rally.
Dean Paul Nixon gave the prin- resented by Professors Thomas After_ shaking off two tacklers at
cipal speech, telling of his previous Means, Cecil T. Holmes* and Her- the line of scrimmage Matt easily
experiences with rallies, especially bert R. Brown. Representatives of out-distanced all pursuers only to
before the games with his alma the student body, Louis Hills '47, have the play called back because
mater, Wesleyan. Other speeches Donald E. Clark '46. and John F. of a Bowdoin off-side. This marked
were made by Coaches George D. MacMorran '46, scored less than the close of offensive operations
Dinny" Shay and Ed "Beezer' a third of the ninety-one possible for the Polar Bears and Colby conCoombs both "of whorn madTgreat P° ints a £d consequently lost the tented itself with their 7-point
Richard E. Eskilson '45 lead. The ever-dangerous Myshrall
predictions concerning the game.
Captain Ira B. Pitcher '49 spoke ^was the interlocutor, and the closed the game with a pair of bril\

November

i

by an

The Big White got off to an unfortunate start as Ed Gillen fumbled the kick-off and Simpson recovered for Colby on the seventeen. Colby was stopped just short
of a first down on the eight. Bowdoin stopped the Mules a few minutes later on the twenty-six and
Stagliano put them in a hole as
his punt rolled dead on the Colby
eight. McDonough kicked out from
his goal line.
Towards the end of the first
quarter Lefty DeFredrico ran back
a Bowdoin punt to his thirty-six,
and Colby began a sixty-four yard
march to pay dirt. A Myshrall to
Singer pass moved the ball to Bow«
doin's thirty-four. From here Myshrall took over, smashing through
the Big White line and around it
culminated his personal assault by
cracking over from the three.
The Big White, finding they
could not pierce the Mule defense,
waited for a break. This opportunity came when a bad pass from
center was recovered
by Bob
Grover on the Colby eighteen. A
Gillen pass and an end run by Matt
Branche gained a first down on the
five.
On fourth down Stagliano
went over. His placement attempt
failed and the half ended with the
score tied 6-6.
Colby wasted no time in the second half. After McDonough had
returned the kick-off to the thirtyfive, Myshrall got on the move
again. Alternating with McDonough he moved the pigskin deep into
Bowdoin territory. After passing
to Woods for eight yards he bulled,
his way over for hLs third score
in two games. Don Daggett place
kicked the extra point and Colby

relating the history of the
ten years of the QuiU.
Quill, the College literary magazine, which appears several times throughout the
college year under its own man
Friday night, November 2, a football rally in Memorial agement, will differ from past issues in that, instead of being an
Hall opened the Fall 1945 Alumni Weekend, the first alumni
intellectual publication, it will lean
"homecoming" since 1942
meeting of the Alumni Fund imore toward the popular taste.
Under the guidance of Carl H. Le*_
,
c
,
irectors was held on Saturday morning, and at noon the Sar- bovitz '47, editor in - chief;
H.
James Cook '48, associate editor;
gent Gymnasium was the scene of an alumni luncheon.
and Herbert B. Moore '48, manOne forty-five in the afternoon aging editor, the sixty-four page
saw the kickoff of the Colby game magazine will contain poems by
at Whittier Field After the con- Donald E. Clark '46, Irving R. Pliskin '49, and H. James Cook '48.
test President and Mrs. Sills reshort stories by Thomas C. Weaceived alumni and friends of the
therill '48 and Japed T. Weatherill
college at their home. -In the eve- '49, and feature articles by Clark,
ning there was a dance from nine Nathan T. Whitman '47, and AlexPhilip S. Smith Jr. '47 was elec'49.
to twelve in the gymnasium with ander J. Curtis
ted president and Philip A. Richmusic by Carl Broggi's orchestra.
enburg Jr. '47 vice-president in the
had its 13-6 edge.
The rally had been originally Faculty
The Big White desperately atGlee Club elections held at a busischeduled for the steps of the
tempted to get back in the ball
ness meeting of the group Friday,
Walker Art Building, but a light In
game but Colby's advantage in
Quiz
November 9.
rain forced the festivities to be
weight and experience proved too
Further results were the election moved to upper Memorial Hall. At
much for the Polar Bears. Injuries
On Tuesday, November 6. the plagued Coach Shay's eleven as
of the executive committee con- 6:45 the college band, led by Cory-

Donovan D- Lancaster, manager of the Moulton
Union, in outlining to a reporter
Both gentlemen stressed the difficulty of looking ahead with, much
the purpose and plans of the store.
accuracy because of the fact that antique. "Farmer Takes A Wife" It is designed primarily as a timethe future status of seventeen and is
a welcome addition to the store saver. At present, stocks of school
eighteen year olds is so uncertain of literature of rural New Engsisting of John'F. MacMorran '46.
supplies, toilet articles, athletic
at the present time.
land.
equipment and goods with Bowdoin Robert W. Miller '48, Charles PerThe fraternity presidents who
insignia are being built up. Decals ry '48, Ambrose A. Saindon '46,
will attend the early winter meetof the Bowdoin mascot, shield, seal, and Richard E. Eskilson '48. Staning are: David A. Dickson '48,
Will Sing
James B. Longley '48, Frederick H. English
etc. at five, ten, and fifteen cents ley D. Weinstein '47 fills the
stuClarkson, Jr. '45, Richard C. Laware another item just added to the
dent executive post of manager of
lis '46, Malcolm Chamberlain '46, In
19 Concert store's line of goods.
Eugene A. Bernardin, Jr. '47, Jothe first Bowdoin Glee Club since
Sometime in the future, college
seph H. LaCasce '46, George G.
before the war. Willis R. BarnViola Morris, soprano, and VicKent '47, Robert E. Dysinger '44,
textbooks, both new and secondKenneth M. Schubert '47, William toria Anderson, contralto,* will be hand, may be sold through the stone '48, and Philip Brooks '49
D. Cappellari '48,
and Harry the singers in the second concert Union Store, Mr.
Lancaster said. serve as the assistant managers.
Larciiian '47.
of the "Bowdoin Concert Series."
Plans have been made for a joint
"There are definite profits on the
Mr. Tillotson opened the season in
line of goods the store carries now, concert with Colby College to be
a piano recital on Thursday, Nobut
generaly,"
he
continued, held here in March and at Colby
'
vember 8.
"there are no large profits on textin April.
Miss Morris and Miss Anderson,
Professor Tillotson has
books, and the chance of loss,
whose perfect blending of voices
through books not sold, is great. also arranged a concert at Farmmake up the celebrated English So, from
the point of view of the ington Normal School in April.
Duo, were born in Melbourne, Ausrmu
it v.
ij
students, there is no monetary adThe
season will
be climaxed
by
tralia.
In their very excellent
~,__ ~,..L
,__ Glee
« appearance of
»c the
vantage in selling books."
the
Club
musical career, the English Duo
Questioned about profits from with the Boston Pops Symphony
have
appeared
in recitals and as
a dormitory to house "one hundred
the store, Mr. Lancaster replied Orchestra. This appearance will
and fifty freshmen and seven or soloists throughout the British that it is run on a non-profit basis include the transportation to BosIsles, Canada, the United States,
eight fraternities." The 16 active
as much as possible. "The prices ton of the entire club to sing in a
and
such exotic places as the
chapters have been requested to
at the store are as low as they 'can Bowdoin Night program. Bowdoin
East Indies, Hong Kong
deed their property free of debt Dutch
be and still keep the store fro.* Night is one of a series of nights
and the Hawaiian Islands. Last
to the university.
In return, the
losing money," he said; "and any at which time the glee clubs of
year the English Duo were engagundergraduates may some day be
accumulated profits are set aside Amherst, Bowdoin, Williams, and
ed to sing at Bowdoin and created
permitted to live in a dormitory
by the Union Committee for the Yale will sing with the Boston
a sensation here. This season we
at a cost that may well exceed the
use of the undergraduates."
Pops.
are privileged to have a return encost under the fraternity house
gagement of this vocal duo.
system.
Thirteen chapters have
events on the musical
Coming
acceded to the request.
calendar include a violin solo in
The proposed quadrangles are the chapel on Friday, November
to be so arranged that the fra16. by Wallace Jaffe '47; and a
ternity may have its own chapter performance of the famous Boshall, a lounge, and rooms for its
ton String Quartet pn Sunday afmembers, and a separate entrance, ternoon, December 2.
making the fraternity men, in the
The Boston S.tring Quartet, with
words of the president, "as inde- Professor Tillotson as the collab- By Ed Jackson
pendent of the other residents of orating artist at the piano, will
Who is "The Skull"? Even the have the scene in an old, abandoned church in Connecticut. In
the building as if these fraternity play
as a quintet in the third of Skull doesn't know— that is, he
rooms were in a separate house." the "Bowdoin Concert Series." won't know until the final re- place of a gang of inebriates, cops
and women of the oldest profeshearsal
for
this
week's
Masque
The University of Wisconsin They will give a manuscript persion, there ^ire professors of mystightened controls over fratern- formance of the Martinue Piano and Gown production is held this
evening in Memorial Hall.
The f ic Phenomena, reporters and Scotities last week.
They approved a Quintet.
last
page
of
the
script
has
been la "d YTard "•"
faculty committee report requirRe « Lombard our assistant pro,
kept sealed until the last rehearsing fraternities to maintain an apducer has been doing Sue Young's
proved housemother "with whom Sunday Chapel Speakers al. when the players will be as
screams
at rehearsals so that she
shocked
the
as
audience on Thursmembers are to co-operate fully
day night. How would you feeli mi «h? preserve her best bloodNovember 18
in matters of social practice, quiet
(curdling for the real performances.
Dudley Hughes, Dean of the
if you were Sue Young. Joe Bridge,
hours, and conduct in the house."
Cathedral Church of St.
Sherm Carpenter. Bill Davis, or R *& hoarsely reports that the
No fraternity shall be allowed to
Luke, Portland
Bob Emmons and learned that you show has all the makings of a
open after September 15, 1946
November 25
were walking in other people's howling success.
housemother.
without a
Claude M. Fuess, HeadmasIncidentally, Sue, -who is emsleep or snatching babies and the
ter of Phillips Academy, Anployed at the Bowdoin Alumni OfNo fraternity will be allowed to
like.
dover,
Massachusetts
function actively if on July 1 of
fice, plays opposite Lee Jackson,
That pretty well describes the but
December t
we understand that the roany year its unpaid accounts exThe Governor of the State
thought of the new opus by the mance angle is being played down.
ceed $300. "excluding rent owed to
of Maine
house-owning
its
corporation."
college players, quite a change
If the play clicks, no small
December 9
Also, the Inter-fraternity Council
from the breezy San Francisco credit will be due to producer NelThe President of the College
and Boards shall remain in control
waterfront dive that disguised the son Towers for the fine job he
December 16
Instead we has done.
of rushing, pledging and initiating.
stage this summer.
Christmaa Carol Service
I

the English

Department, will be the main feature in the Quill, which will appear either in late December or
January. Also featured will be an
article by President Kenneth C. M.

Game, Dance
Store Are Returned Feature Alumni Weekend
Profits

|

|

I

.

{

'

.

;

j
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letter

Sills

Professor of

sociate

is off

Bowdoin to stop Branche.

"Farmer Takes

nullified

A poem entitled "Herbert Hartman" written by Professor R. P. T.
Coffin in memory of the late As-

New Book
Of Yankee Humor
Writes

authors,

was

Coffin,

By

History

John Gould '31

by John Gould '31, published by
William Morrow & Co. of New

much Rod

Quill Features

Those students remaining at
the college will receive a full

On Nevember 7, 1945 there appeared the most recent addition to
the list of publications by Bowdoin

of too

A

in the fourth quarter

Fraternity Membership Small,
Many Colleges Ban Societies
By David Dickson

was a case

five year old freshman, who scored Colby's touchdowns last
week, tallied twice and sparked the victor's attack all afternoon. Sal Stagliano scored Bowdoin's touchdown on a quarterback sneak.
seventy-five yard touchdown run by Matt Branche

years.

President

Sills
Moore Hall, will be used to house
all dates, according to Robert Allingham '49. The Dean says he
thinks that at least four houses
ought to be allowed to open for
the occasion.
The way things look now. only
the two houses and the Union will
President Sills announces that
be used for social activities, aside
from the formal dance. However, he is planning to meet representafacilities of these buildings would tives of the fraternities on campus,
make dances and other such pro- early in the winter, to discuss
ceedings extremely crowded for turning the houses back to the frathe expected large group attendternities. The faculty adviser and
ing. As yet, President Sills is still
undecided as to what should be student representatives of each
done. Hopes are still for the -best. group will be invited to the meetThe opinion of the Student ing.
Council is that unless something
The President said thai it is too
on a comparatively large-scale is early to state definitely whether
offered the students, the majority the houses will be opened in Febof the latter will decide to go home ruary. He said that over 400 men
instead of staying around college. are expected in college by FebruAlso, if a big affair is planned, a ary. If the number does not exlarge number of the student body ceed 400, at least one more house
will rfave to be on hand to back will be used for eating purposes.

1

terville. it

dent

dollars.

Heavy

Injuries

;

Bowdoin's abbreviated football season came to a dismal end
Saturday as the Polar Bears fell before Colby 3-6 at Wa-

last

For the remainder of the stubody, the Thanksgiving
holiday will consist only of the
day itself. However, single cuts
only will be given for the two
days preceding and following the

Dorsey's calibre will be on hand

somewhere around a thousand

plus

will take place

Nullified

a result of the request of
the Student Council, the administration has granted excused
cuts for the days immediately
preceding and following Thanksgiving Day to servicemen who
have been recently discharged
and who have not had the opportunity to spend this holiday
at home for the past several

•

'

for the
squad.

members

judges were H. James Cook '48 liant runs.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
[ Continued on Page

of the football

Between speeches and at the end
of tne rall y tne ^"d Played a numher of Bowdoin songs: "Forward
..„.;,
tha
u ™...
tne «%,;*„••
White, .. D
Phi
Chi,
"Rise
Rise Sons
of Bowdoin," and
Beata." Besides boosting college
spirit, the rally served as a complete rehearsal of cheers for the
undergraduate body, led by William G. Wadman '49, Bernard M.

I

I

I

!

•

Goodman

'47,

and Warren

Munn

Dr.

"Bowdoin

I

Will Join Faculty

As Professor Of Psychology
By Dick Davis
Next

fall

Dr.

Norman

when

Leslie

Court Munn, the present head of the
Psychology Department at VanAs far as the alumni themselves derbilt University, will become
were concerned, however, the first Professor of Psychology at Bowreal ceremonies took place at the
doin.
An experienced and promeeting of the Alumni Fund Di- ficient teacher, and an outstanding
rectors at nine Saturday morning scholar.
Dr. Munn is not only an
eminent psychologist, hut also the
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
author of several
well-known
books on the subject.
President Sills Conducts Dr. Munn's career has, from its
very start, been one of constant
Born in Australia, he
Armistice
Service success.
lived there until he was twentyL.

i

!

|

moved

to

Baltimore

accepted a position at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville. Tenn. He
soon became the head of the psychology department there and has

remained

;

in

that

position

since

then.

'

But Dr. Munn's great reputation does not rest solely on his

j

teaching ability.

j

Day

he

where he became a professor at
But
George Peabody College.
only two years later, in 1938. he

'47.

i

5 ]

He

has written

two books on psychology, both of
which are described by Professor
Y. Charles Burnett, Bowdoin's Pro-

j

one.
He
M. C. A.

was quite active in
work and in 1923 came fessor of Psychology, Emeritus, as
to this country for the purpose of being "of real substance." These
studying at the International Y. books are An Introduction To Anin
published
Psychology,
College
M. C. A
A. Colle
8 e at s P rin gnold. imal
Mass There he developed a great 1933, and Psychological .Developinterest in psychology and decided ment, published in 1938. Dr. Carto continue In that field at Clark michael, the president of Tufts
University in Worcester, Mass. College and himself a psychologist
about of note, has said that Dr. Munn's
who have given their lives in the,lAfter some * Vi **l
.
entrance, Dr. Munn did go to next book, which is still unfinished
service of their country by the cusClark where he p^mp^y proved is des tined to be one of the best
tomary two minutes of silence at his ability; he was a fellow there books in the general psychology
eleven o'clock.
within two months.
In 1928 he field.
In addition to his books.
After this period of personal received his Master of Arts de- Dr. Munn is a contributor to sevigree, and in 1930, his Doctor of eral of the leading psychological
«..
t .„
o^^.j
4
j
prayer, the President read the,«..,
j
.
...
«
Philosophy degree
both from journals.
names of the Bowdoin dead of both Clark.
Provided that his book is comwars. In VTorld War I twenty eight
To his great credit, even before pleted, Dr. Munn expects to rePresident"

Kenneth

C.

M.

Sills

conducted the same Armistice Day
service last Sunday morning No-|
'
»- inaugurated
vember 11 -**^
which he
on the first Armistice Day in 1918,
twenty seven years before. Raverence was paid those Bowdoin men

«

'

-M C
,

,

.

'

'

,

j

^^

T

1

'

1

!

.

'

'

—

',

j

men lost their lives. So far the he had received his Doctor's desecond World War has claimed gree. Dr. Munn was an Assistant
eighty-two sens of the college, and Professor of Psychology at the
this number is expected to reach University of Pittsburgh.
He reninety.
Imained there from 1929 until 1936,
i

j

|

1

A*<

turn to Australia with his family
this coming summer for a visit.
In the fall he will come to Bowdoin to fill permanently the psychology professorship.

—

—
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The Bowdoin

Orient

made even two
bound to be carried

surge of spirit which

games possible

is

over into other aspects of college
Mala*

tail

-

The

life.

MUSTARD & CRESS

Shulman Gives First - Hand
Report Of Walsh's Success

schedules of the various ath-

teams are more ambitious than

letic

When the New York Giants The Walshmen are smooth ball
played the Cleveland Rams in New handlers.
Time and again the
York two weeks ago, Harry ShulGiants were tackling the wrong

—
Ml

i-.

By Clark

,

There are
being planned, more comexpected from our neigh-

those of the last three years.

more

Edltor-ln Chlrf

Herbert B. Moore 'AS

Amnclate Editor

a\Ami

TllrtlUB 'If
Arthur C. Sewall '47

.Managing Editor*

Bloke T. Hone* '«8
Richard A. Wiley *«9
Sport* Editor

Warren

L.

Court

petition

more candidates

there are

'

Rofcert C. Millar '47

all,

for varsity

letters.

The

revival of the

Glee Club shows

element

Bowdoin

at

cannot be denied, (the concert with
the Boston Symphony will be one of
the most significant events of the col-

Donald E. Clark

'47

Cart Lehovitz '47
David A. Dlekaoa '«
Thorns* C. Weatfceril '48

lege year.)

is

Associate Profaaaor Athern P. Daggett
A»«.Ht»nt Profeaaor PhlUp M. Brown
Herbert B. Moore '4i

.

Business Manager
Assistant Business

Leonard D. Bell
Bernard M. Goodman
Arthur C. Sewall

'41

Leonard D. Bell

'41

'47
'47

Bernard M. Goodman

'47

Advertising Manager*

Henry Koritaky '48
Donald 6. Bloomberg '4f

The Masque

Gown drama to be given this week

directed

and produced entirely by

a decided trend toward the promotion
of student creative ability through the

medium

of Bowdoin-on-the-Air.

finally,

but most encouraging,

the proposed Christmas Houseparties

show

distinct possibilities of develop-

ing into a celebration more nearly

Oreulat Ion Managers
C. Cabot Easton '48

George Paapaa

•«§

Assocfc*>d CbBeftide Press

comparable to those halcyon days of
Life Magazine fame. The lethargy of
the war era is fast disappearing— here's
to an awakened Bowdoin.
R. C. M.
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QUOTA SYSTEM
among

ing

letdown in pledg-

a

Rather than

houses which have pledged to their

ment

the quota system

safeguard

which are making
their time

it

being a

is

Certain

feared that

fully appreciated

all

of-

Bowdoin 's houses.
is

We

fairly

discontinue the quota system should

fate of the

quota should

which

its

is

purpose

outmoded
is

as far as

its

v

is

necessary to the life or

game

we

football season

that the

two

which has just

ended augurs well

for Bowdoin'i im-

mediate future.

The

spontaneotts

was making

consistent long

gains through the Cleveland ends
and tackles throughout the first
half. The Rams' tackles and ends
were of little use defensively, and
the secondary was not much more
effective.
Yet in the third and
fourth periods, Paschal and the
smashes at the flanks were completely stopped by the same CleveAsked about it later,
land line.
Walsh admitted that he had moved
his men around to meet the threat.
The Rams' coach also found a way
to stop Mel Hein, 38 year ord veteran, who had made mb'sV of the
tackles the first half.

Walsh always
Bowdoin,
stressed speed and deception. He
gave preference to big men only
Walsh had to
if they were fast.
build his offense around the' men
At

now

he can use the style he prefers.
If he wants new material, the club
buys the men he needs. At Cleveland Adam has tackles and guards
weighing well over 200 pounds,
but they can stay ahead of the
speedy backs, Waterfield, Gehrke,
Reisz,

Greenwood

without too

and

much

Colella,

effort.

ALLEN'S

Dan Reeves, owner

of the Rams,
indicated in a brief conversation
that he will do everything in his
power to keep Walsh in ClevelandYet by talking with him And others close to Adam, one could not
help feel that there's an even
chance that Adam will return to

Bowdoin.

The Cleveland owner wanted to
know what there is about Bowdoin
and Brunswick that makes Walsh
speak of them so often.
From
others who should know, we gathered the impression that Adam
has by no means made up his
mind to stay in professional football indefinitely.
Naturally a lot
can happen in a year. He will be
back at Cleveland next fall; that
much is certain. It may be that
his salary will be increased to a
level at which it would be impossible for him to refuse to stay
longer than two years. Certainly
we are not being unfair to him
when we say that his ties with
Bowdoin College and the Town of
Brunswick are such that it will
take more than ordinary inducements to keep him away.
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last half-

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
WE HAVE THE LATEST AND BEST STOCK
OF SWING AND CLASSICAL RECORDS

In general,
all

that

At

THE MELODY SHOP

is

tial

•

part of college

146 Maine

COLUMBIA

-

DECCA

-

lake your

Street

VICTOR

-

CAPITOL RECORDS

HALLMARK GREETING CARDS

find

APPROPRIATE CARDS FOR EVERY OCCASION

tinuity weakens the desire for

knowl

Name any

plea-

them

all

in Chesterfield's

ABC:

A" ALWAYS

MILDER,

TASTING and

C— COOLER SMOKING.

The point

The number of returning servicemen who are determined to resume
their studies shows the fallacy of the

pick.

sure you enjoy in a cigarette. You'll

life.

is:

B~ BETTER

Chesterfield's

famous

Bight Combination . . . World's Best
Tobaccos gives you ALL the benefits of

Good Food?

smoking

pleasure.

<

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

men feel that desire after
is

away from the lec-

there to fear in a year-

A gain—The

from their year of training
with an undimished zeal for higher
education and a fuller appreciation of

The Same Answer

COLLEGE SPA

R. C. M.

m

^mtmmmtmm

"Right Off T>e Campus"

Tuesdays

the offer of the college.

GoHege Spa

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?

long leave of absence for the eighteenyear olds of America? The young men
will return

felt

—

years,

curricular activities that are an essen-

ture hall, what

whie$ put Colby in the win column
Saturday,

to the advantage of

however, they cannot grasp

three or four years

In spite of the stroke of fortune

—
—

mature young men. Most young

edge. If these

BOWDOIN RENAISSANCE

last

it is

idea that a break in educational con-

R. E,E.

.

believe, recent theories to the

between their studies and the extra-

The continuance of the quota

is still

—

1945

cannot be

can they divide their time beneficially

original

death of any local chapter.

—

offered in their academic work, nor

ference in their social and structural

er

it

without the benefit of their

concerned.

which has helped us all survive the
war years should depend upon wheth-

in your mouth, and when the smoke finally drifts
away, the vision has gone with it. Your first thought
is panic, the second is lost in a circle of gay youth
singing songs. After a while you become bored at
making your mouth move and smiling knowingly
after the refrain, so you back away chuckling,

map

a college

SHAVING SPECIALTIES

year of secondary school.

The fraternities resent college interaffairs.

and

en by the excellent record of the men
whowere selected to come to Bowdoin

it

house back in June. If it
thinks not, then we may still need the
protection of the war-time measure

receives

is

who

'

in-

when

There

with college studies, as has been prov-

volve the question of whether each
fraternity can maintain itself

lie.

Colby. They also play a
game called football. Bowdoin plays this game too,
but they subscribe to the lie more readily.

fellows are quite capable of coping

self-

estimate by the local chapters.

The

a
it

FRATERNITY OFFICERS FALL,

telescoped into the

the college to have a student body of

mendable. But action to continue or

be the reflection of a sensible

if

Its

highly com-

it's

'

will attest.

contrary, that
success in this effort

in starting the

minimum length of time, as many who
have undergone summer trimesters

The college has maintained the

existence of

seem best

which has been the

pleasant experience,

maximum limit. Now there should be

and

there also, and they call

Attending college should be a

for.

if

and the college

no delay

it

war-time procedure, seems uncalled

a general statement from the respec-

ficers.

true that the lengthy courses of

attain a degree,

officers

some houses would become

fraternities

for a year .of his entrance into an

that there be

pledging were carried on without a

tive

be-

work. But in other fields the rush to

fraternities

under wartime conditions

extinct

to the

would mean the postpone-

law and medicine make

Originally the quota system was in-

calls Watervilfc,

silently resolving to learn the words.
This game of football is played on a long field
was toting the pigskin. covered with grass around which people sit and
There follows a burst of activity, and you find
Walsh, the perfectionist, must
yourself in someone's coat beneath a welter of
scream unintelligibles at the players. After the game
long,
hard
hours
worked
to
have
they
bebodies
in some sort of conveyance, speeding madly
what
people
continue
with
over,
these
is
Without detracting from the achieve such deception with a
hither and yon. Everyone is laughing wildly at
outstanding accomplishments of squad which for the most part was gan the day before or rrlaybe sooner depending
something obviously very funny. You laugh too,
Water-field, Gehrke,. Colella and playing its first season of the fast upon when they started and on their pocketbook.
and find it quite pleasant. The talk is good, and
The action resembles a cross between a tiger fight
Company, the records somewhere and tricky T formation.
when you say something clever, they jump around
and a water polo contest. There are no holds barshould make some note of the fact
and step all ever your feet, which are frying.
Waterfield's performances have red, and the race goes to the strong. If you could
that Adam Walsh, presently on
wedged between seme unseen eminence and the
lend-lease from Bowdoin, has play- been praised long and far; he has remain an innocent spectator, a feat bordering on
heater. Evidently you are not very funny so you
ed an important behind-the-scenes been called the Ram's master the impossible, you would probably go on a vigil or
keep quiet except on sharp turns whicn squeeze
It is true that he is take your life in a fit of despair. The scene is there
role in the success of the Cleve- magician.
plaintive cries from your lips, which go unheeded.
land Rams professional football an excellent passer, punter, place- in front of you in all its stark aspects. You recoil
The ride ended, a fog begins to take possession of
That is the conclusion kicker, runner, blocker, and ball- in horror but came right back into battery again.
team.
your hearing and sight. A flapping windowshade
drawn by one who has closely fol- handler. Although not used often There is some strange magnetism about it all, and
sounds like an approaching freight train, and the
lowed his teams through eight on defense, he is a wizard at diag- they call it a Party, one simple word: Party. Faster
seltzer bottle locks like King Arthur on a taxi-cab.
successful years at Bowdoin, after nosing and breaking up plays, but and faster the world moves around before your eyes.
Then it all stops like your change does in those
witnessing the 21-17 thriller at the other teams have their stars, Dim forms cavort over the lips of frosted glasses.
little cylinders in department stores. There is a
In the final consideration of
toothe Polo Grounds.
Here and there resolves from the grey foam of
pause which is brcken slowly and quietly by the
the Rams, though, it is apparent
sound and smoke certain creatures you remember
Bob Waterneld, who is rated by
gradual awakening of the senses. Sight and hearthat the majority for. the success
from somewhere. You think for a while, but the
Walsh as the best T quarterback
ing return first; then touch; then smell and a few
of the team lies in its coach, Adname of the book slipped your mind. Suddenly it
in the country today, turned in
days later, taste.
am
Walsh.
tinkles through the foam, and lo! it speaks, and is
some sensational faking and passWhat you have just experienced has been a
ing, and Gehrke, who scored the
Last Sunday the Cleveland ball Woman. You now know the thoughts that flashed
Party. Most of it you do not remember, which is
Rams' two second-half touch- club defeated the -Green Bay Pack- throught the minds of those who have gone before
just as well. It will serve as a subject for discusdowns, gave the spectators a beau- ers for the second time this sea- you, those who have spent their lives seeking, seeksion for the next week, and you will eventually
tiful exhibition of broken-field run- son.
The official record shows ing, seeking, and have discovered things like nonmanage to piece together a coherent picture.
ning; but the fact remains that that the Rams have won six spill ashtrays and hip boots. A thrill seizes you by
As some savant was heard to remark, "This will
until Adam had shifted his de- games to date while losing only the hand and smiles coyly while dexterously rolling
never take the place of football."
fense and engaged in a little con- one.
In the past history of the an ice cube on her tongue. Someone puts a cigarette
fidential talk with his squad be- team, the best record for the seatween the .halves, the Giants had son was five wins, five losses, and
outplayed and outscored the star- one tie. This just goes to show
studded Cleveland outfit and ap- that there must be a mastermind
peared well on its way to a vic- at the controls this year.
tory over the league leaders.
ALPHA DELTA PHI
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David A. Dickson '48 President
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President
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surer
papers covered that, but it was Bowdoin. It would have been unAmbrose A. Saindon '46 Secretary
Eugene A. Bernardin. Jr. '47
queer that not one of them men- fair to have asked him in the
SIGMA NU
Martin E. Robinson '48— TreaPresident
tioned Adam Walsh by name, and middle of a highly successful camKenneth M. Schubert '47— Presisurer
Vice
Charles C- Easton '48
that not a single writer appreci- paign. It was natural while coachdent
I
P8ILOX
President
PSI
ated the reasons for the Rams' ing here that he should have a
Raymond
B. Janney '42— Vice
'49
'48—
Secretary
James B. Longley, Jr.
Richard A. Wiley
second half comeback.
desire to try his hand at big time
President
President
Herbert B. Moore '48 Treasurer
George L. Hildehrand '46— SecThe fact is that the Giants 'hard ball. He has that chance and is
Edward J. McFarland '4*— Vice ZETA PSI
retary
hitting back from Georgia Tech, proving to himself and others that
President
Joseph H. La Casce '46^-PresiRalph E. Keirstead, Jr. '48—
Bill Paschal, who led the league he ranks with the best coaches in
Louis L. Hills '47 Secretarydent
Treasurer
in ground gaining the past two the country.
treasurer
Corydon B. Dunham, Jr. '47

that were there at the time;

and "look around."

chapters.
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study required for the professions of

stigated to insure the lives of all the
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it
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campus have not
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Six of the
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we should
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effects

There has been
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sider the
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both touchdown runs by
Gehrke found him well out In the
open before the Mew York secondary and most of the fans realized
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men of the student body.

And
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The Witan

planning to present a verse play by T.
S.

man, local newspaper reporter,
and Bill Morgan of the College
Athletic Department went to see
the Rams and Adam Walsh. The
following report is based on an
interview with Harry Shulman

is

concerning Walsh.

that the musical
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Bowdoin And Colby

POLAR

Battle

To 7-7 Deadlock

,

The Successful 1944-1945 Basketball Squ ad-Which

BEARINGS

Won

Stagliano-to- Nevens Pass

Eleven Gaines For Bowdoin

Scores In First Quarter
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j

t

aw™
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'
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Bowdoin's return to the intercollegiate football eeene on No-

vember 3rd wae marked by a 7-7 deadlock with Colby College
Whit tier Field. Though the Polar Bears held the advantage

at
|

By Court

;

through

much

of the game, fumbles, and interceptions marred

and

was

which held triumph be-

Saturday at Seavern* Field

Bowdoin

play,

but they all did a grand job and the whole college i* proud
of them. They were up against a vastly improved Colby outfit

yond the

clutches oi

alertness,

which enabled them to hold Bowdoin to the hard-

The Polar Bears who played

last

lost,

and rough. Rod Myshrall, was a driving back,

that hit hard

fought

who was the man with whom Bowdoin couldn't cope. The offside penalty which caused Matt Branche's 75-yard run to be
called back was the break which put Colby's lead beyond reach.
The play of line backers Sonny Pitcher and fid GilJen was outand other linemen who played creditable

standing,

Rod Robinson and Al

ball

who

'

I dose out the footgot the worst treat-

The most
this

successful basketball squad iri Bowdoin's history
year to play for Coach Neil Mahoney.

Bowdoin Loses To Colby

which to build next year's club.

13

yew. Last season whan the college was half it*
present size a hockey team organized and battled the

elements as well as the opposition.

This year with

more student hockey aspirants the Athletic Depart*
ment is unable to set up die rink and foster a wiisJNI*
The cost of putting up the rink this year would be
double the usual sum, because the rink must be completely repaired before It can be assembled. There Is
no competition, no coach, and always die threat of
poor weather conditions.
polar bearings

Coach

Neil

Mahoney has a tough task ahead, as he explained
who turned out for basketb all Mon-

-

6,

Continued from Page i
far as statistics went

I

As

was
Gray-

first downs against four
Bowdoin and out-gained the

Polar Bears by a large margin both

on the ground and in the air.
Bowdoin couldn't get going
afternoon.

The T-formation

seemed slow

in

all

plays

execution and Col-

outcharged the
by's
Bowdoin stalwarts throughout and
therefore Bowdoin's ground attack
was nil most of the game.
heavier line

Thirty-six candidates answered
initial basketball call Monday afternoon in
After
the Sargent Gymnasium.
a short drill of shooting baskets
Coach Mahoney briefly outlined
the plans for the coming season.
He said that because of the large
number of candidates the squad
would be divided into varsity and
junior varsity groups.
Assignments will be made after two days
of scrimmage between various
combinations of the squad.

Coach Neil Mahohey's

As

yet the schedule and dates
in- of the games are tentative. Defin-

effective
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COLRY
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football captain since 1 942 end Pirtstaojfaf cenSonny Pitcher is my choice. Sonny's inspiring leadand bis outstanding tedding and hi o tiring were
instrumental in the team's snowing in both Colby
games. With three more years of varsity football
ahead of him. Sonny has already stamped himself
as an important cog in future Bowdoin football
first

ter

ership

18—D.U.

Mitchell

Cook
Singer

Kozamowicz
Myshrall
DeFredrico

—

In score

form

that

is

the story of the

The White Key did a very

Morgan
Jones
Pitcher
Kimball
Robertson

FB

—

Jan.

9 Peaks Island

shire
,

(Practice)

"Jan. 12 Colby

067

Northeastern

doing?

Maine

I

University of

New Hamp-

shire

j

Colby

I

Away

j
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Would you
torn*

There
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wKh

the

an easy and
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Nevens for

hit

fifteen yards.

After

first downs to White's thirteen.
was returned The outlook darkened for the home
team as Myshrall made it second

and five on the Bear's eight. Biit
here the forward wall, led by
guards Dick Jones and Jim Kimball, who played sparkling defensive

ball

all

afternoon,

stiffened

and hurled baek three line plunges
for no gain. With the ball on the
eight and first down for Bowdoin,
the play, or gamble, that eventualoutcome of the

ly decided the final

Cross Country

game was

Run

Held This Afternoon
The White Key, in accordance
its yearly program oi inter*

with

organizational activity,
its

ter.

is

well on

way with plans for this semesThe first of these will he a

run off. Stagliano,
standing in punt formation faked
a kick and faded into the end zone
to pass. Stag had two men in the
clear, but the wet ball slipped in
his hand, and his pass fell short
into the arms of Rod Myshrall,
who took it on the fifteen, and
raced untouched into the end zone,
and scored for the Blue and Gray.

wile
Daggett, the Mule's 220-pound
race which will be held on Novomguard, made the conversion from
ber 14 will net the winning organigame was
placement, and the
zations a suitable prize.
evened, 7 all.
cross-country run.

This ttwo

The Whit* Key has formulated
plans, in conjunction with Profes-

The

third period

was highlighted

by a keen punting duel. A heavy
be rain started to fall late in the
quarter and made the ball handling
held on December sixth. The rules
very difficult. MacDonough's kick
will be the same this year as they
have been in the past years. Each to the Polar Bears ten yard line
opened the final period. Bowdoin's
grcup will sing two songs, one last drive fell short when Grover
from the vast libraries of group made a fine catch of Stagliano's
songs, and the other a fraternity pass but fumbled when tackled.
song. The winners of the vocal con- The game ended two plays later.
sor Frederic Tillotson, for the
ter-fraternity sing which

test

will

receive the

in-,

will

Wass Club

The contest was a well-played
D. one considering the meager practise time both clubs had had. Bowdoin exhibited
poor downfield
Toe White Key also plans to blocking, but otherwise played
have an extended program of com- sound ball against the more expeBowdoin
petitive activities. These will be rienced Colby eleven.
basketball, swimming, ping pong, out-passed and out-rushed their opponents offensively and on the debridge, and chess. There are no
fense Pitcher, Grover, and the two
definite dates for the beginning of guards. Kimball and Jones stood
any of these programs although out.
which

is

now

held by the A-

Fraternity,

Danny Morrison,

the president of

This marked the return to foot-

White Key. expects the basketball ball by both colleges; their last
tournament to begin titer Thanks- contest having been played in 1942.
This was the first ot a home and
giving and the rest of the proposed
home series and next week's conto begin either before

activities

and after the Christmas vacation

VICTORY
LOAN

dedicated

teat at Waterville will end both
team's abbreviated schedules.

THE

each purchase and
sale of

BOWDOIN
ENGAGEMENT,
CALENDAR

war

bonds to
fighting
equipment.

Japs

PHILGAS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

HARDWARE
Always Top Quality
Chops

Steals

Fancy Groceries

ALVIN SETTLE

SHADY LADY

TONDREAU BROS.

Quit.

Schools at War Instantly became Schools For Peace. The
theme shifted from "Back the Attack" to "Speed His lteeove^y. ,•
The new goal was set at 35,000
hospital units, including a bed,
wheel chair, X-Ray """»h*Tw and
surgical Instruments.
Grownups could well listen to
one of the millions of youngsters
who are taking part in the Victory Loan. Even without a word
from the young volunteer, you
have one of the main reasons for
buying extra Victory Bonds—the
future of the "salesman" who may
be your own son or daughter.
Your war bonds have Just helped
to defeat the Nazis and Japs who

THE COLLEGE IN PORTRAIT
AUSEFULGIFT
PRACTICAL YEAR LONG REMINDER

SEND ONE

TO YOUR DATETO THAT PROSPECTIVE UNDERGRADUATE

would have educated your children for death. Tour extra Victory Bonds will assure a brighter
life

$1.00

for tomorrow's citizens.
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Bmnswlck

to:

Nov. 2S-24

AND THEN THERE
WERE NONE
City, State

BINDING

A.

Nov. 21-22

WeiL-Thurs.

Fri.-Sat.

Ad

came

by DiFrederico seventeen yard* tp
the twenty-three yard line to open
the game. Although DiFrederico
and Myshrall combined for a quickfire first down, Colby was unable
to advance the ball further, and
they punted. After an unsuccessful try to dent the Colby line, Bowdoin elected to pass, and Stagliano

Then the

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000
Student Patronage Solicited

Day they
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18 Moore Hall
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PRINTING
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Deliver the
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BRUNSWICK

Nov. 18-16-20

Sua.-Moa.-Tues.

Danny Kaye

Tel.

WILSON DRUG

with
Franchot Tone - Susana Foster

the College Oracle

Street

College Agent: James Longley

„

WONDER MAN
is

PRESSING

Leave it to the nation's school
children to be on top of the ball
when it comes to sizing up the
war financing situation. From
Pearl Harbor to V-

if**

Paramount News

Remember

&

CLEANSING
4 Elm

also

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your girls and
other friends. Oeptaa mailed anywhere la the world, ffo extra
charge far fsaalga dell very

defensive

To the People
off this Community

delivery

Maine Street
Brunswick

Nov. 16-17

Fri.-Sal.
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W

W

Bates

also

Fox News

—

Alumni Weekend

j

Tufts

THE HIDDEN EYE
with

Game, Dance

MIKE'S PLACE

Nov. 14-15

Edward Arnold

high in the air to take a pass over
the goal.
The first half of the Beta-D. U.
game settled down into a kicking
Atwood, J. Thomas, A. Scovil, J. duel, with neither team scoring.
However, in the second half the
Begley, A. F. Muller, P. M. WilBetas came to life when Joe Atliams, H. Robmson, and J. H. St.
wood deflected a D. U. pass into
Clair.
the arms of Willie Wadman, who
ran 25 yards for the first touchdown of the game. Apparently
Feature this was the deciding break of the
game as the Betas then proceeded
to score twice more on two beauFirst
tiful 30 yard passes
from Joe
Bridge to Chris Yates. Late in the
[ Continued from Page i }
second half the D. U.'s started to
in Massachusetts Hall. This confer- move, when Jack Pidgeon began
ence was adjourned in time for the to click on passes_ to Guy Laroluncheon in the gymnasium at cJielle and Bob Emmons. However,
11:45.
they were stopped just short of the
Approximately three hundred goal and the game ended with the
alumni and their families, includ- Betas holding their lead of three
ing the Governor of the State of touchdowns.
Pidgeon and LaroMaine, Horace R. Hildreth '25, at- chelle were the stars for the D. U.'s
tended the meal. Richard S. Chap- while Yates, Bridge, and Bove were
man '29, President of the Alumni Beta standouts.
Council, greeted the guests and inRichard Roundy. Kappa Sig, was
troduced Dean Nixon, who in turn the White Key representative rewelcomed the alumni and their sponsible for the tournament and
families back to Bowdoin. At the Neil Mahoney refereed the final
game in the afternoon there were game.
an estimated one thousand alumni ' p'inal standings for both leagues
present.
are as follows:
Accommodations for such alumA LEAGUE
B LEAGUE
ni as wished to remain overnight
L
L T
were provided at the Psi Upsilon, Beta
D. U.
5 1
4
1
Kappa Sigma, Beta Theta Pi, Sig- Psi U.
4 2
Zete
2 12
ma Nu, and Alpha Tau Omega T. D.
3 2
DKE
3 2
houses. Undergraduate dates were A. T. O.
2 3
Chi Psi
housed in the Alpha Delta Phi, Sigma Nu 2 3
Kappa Sig 1 2 2
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Theta Delta A. D.
5
Thorndike
5
Chi, Delta Upsilon and Zeta Psi
houses.
j

Phone 974-M for
Wed.-Thurs.

ceding Wednesday the Betas had
annexed the A League championship by downing Psi U. 12-6 in an
exciting play-off game. Both Beta
touchdowns were made as the result of passes by Chris Yates to
Bill Kern in the end zone. The Psi
U. score came when Scovil jumped

(

—

CUMBERLAND

Those who answered the first
call were:
J. L. Tyrer, R. W.
Leonard, G, R. Morgan, H. B.
Moore, J. Poor, D. E. Welch, W.
D. Robinson, G. N. Moulton, P. K.
Leonard. A. W. Maillet, G. Milligan, H. G. Vincent, S. E. Fein, I.
A. Polakewich, G. 8. Nevens, R.
W. Miller, J. H. Doughty, P. A.
Hillson, D. E. Martin, J. Longley,
J. E. Davin, R. W. Schraek, M. W.
Martin, T. Leone, M. R. Young,
F. H- CJarkson, B. Osher, R. A.

j

Jan. 22 Bates

0—

tefson.

A

;

*Jan. 25
6 Jan. 26
0—13 Jan. 29
COLBY
Touchdowns: Myshrall 2, StagFeb. 2
liano. Extra Point: Daggett. SubMartin, Bedo, Feb. 20
stitutions: Colby
McAvoy, Vose. Bowdoin Doughty,
Feb. 22
Fraser, Winer, Robinson, Begley,
Longley, Huen, St. Clair, Tarrant,
Games
Osher.
Officials: Referee
Fortunato,

'

like to nave your friends know what you are
like to hear of your athletic achievements?

visitor's

and made good on a flftean-yard the four, and went over standing
touchdown run. The Polar Bears up for the day's first tally. Stagthreatened repeatedly to break the liano's conversion was good, and
deadlock, but each time Colby took Bowdoin led 7-0. A punt exchange
over after a home»team miscue. soon ended the first stanza as DiAlthough the Mules failed to put Fnederiee tossed for nineteen yards
forth a concerted drive after their to the Bowdoin thirty-three.
initial score, they were able to
Colby recovered a fumble on the
thwart the home team, and kick Bowdoin thirty two at the start of
out of danger throughout the the second quarter, and made two
Stagliano's kick-off

Friday, November 9th, in the fiservice teams have been arranged. nal game of the inter-fraternity
Packy McFarland, captain of touch football league, Beta Theta
last year's squad, Bert Moore and Pi defeated Delta Upsilon, 18-0, for
Danny Morrison are the returning the championship. The D. U's were
lettermen, and the team will draw, the undefeated winners of the B
new material from last year's League championship, while the
the
Junior Varsity and the large num- Betas were champs of
League, losing only one game
ber of new candidates.
which was to A. T. O. The pre-

Frances Rafferty

Do yon
Do you

which

score,

game.

For Football Crown

j

*Jan. 19 Maine

6

Betas Defeat D. Lis

Thirty-six

j

Gillen

O

New Hamp-

*Jan. 17 Fort Williams

—

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

5 University of

Stagliano

commendable job in organizing the games and the play-off.
—
The Betas won the title but were defeated earlier in the season
by the A.T.O. six. That was before they hit their stride. The
—
Spurr-Dysinger coached club was sparked by Chris Yates, Joe
Umpire— Fitzpatrick, Head LinesBridge, Bill Kern and Willie Wadman. Topping, Field Judge —Gus—
man
polar bearings

The sports announcer who
Correction please Colby Echo
gave the play-by-play of the two Bowdoin-Colby games, was
by name Bud Cornish Not a Bowdoin grad.

(Practice)
* Jan.

Nevens
Leone
Branche

RHB

BOWDOIN

interfraternity touch football league.

Grover

LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
LHB

Daggett
Dudley
Simpson

McDonough

wheels of fortune.
Betas

LE
LT

Woods

Only three veterans are returning

pictured above.

Draws

]
it

ran up ten
for

is

Candidates To First Practice

The Blue and

Colby.

also

Basketball

At Waterville

The Polar Bear blocking was
and Matt Branche and ite home and away games have
Jack Begley who played fine games been arranged with the University
day. The first problem confronting Neil is the short time in
|ust • couldn't break loose. Stag- of Maine, Bates, Colby, and the
which to prepare his squad for the first game and this will nee* liano's passes were really the only University of New Hampshire alessitate a cut very soon. The remaining squad will be divided offensive weapon Bowdoin pos- though some of the dates may yet
sessed, but he was rushed too be changed. Other games include
into varsity and junior varsity clubs. The veterans back are
quickly to be effective. His kicking Northeastern and Tufts, away,
Packy Mc Far land, Bert Moore and Danny Morrison, and from also saved the Big White many and a tentative game with Boston
the new aspirants Bowdoin should have a team able to hold its anxious moments. Pitcher, until University. Practice games with
own in the fight for the first official state series since 1942. Col- he was hurt, was a tower of
strength on the line and Gillen
by has five veterans to build its team around, Maine two, and Robinson and Robertson played
Basketball Gaines
Bates none, 1 hope. Bates is the only Maine collage that the good defensive ball.
Colby was a greatly improved
Polar Bear five has never beaten and with the Navy trainees
club, this game. The big linemen
Tentative Schedule
gone this is the year for the Big White to turn the tables.
were blocking and charging more
polar bearings
1945-46 Basketball Squad
effectively and the backs were
running
hard.
For
second
the
time
I could pull a
SPORTS STAR OF
Dec. 5 Portland Naval Station
In eleven Bowdoin had to lower
"Walter Camp" and name the nine mei
(Practice)
its colors to Colby.
Dec. 12 Fort Williams (Practice)
both Colby games, but in all fairness to the
The line-ups:
Dec. 17 Portland Naval Station
who played so well I'll settle tor the one I
to the forty-odd can didates

was the

J

ment for their efforts. Bob Grover, Dick Jones, and Stagliano.
The most encouraging aspect of the whole season is that Coach
Shay will have a large group of well-seasoned veterans around

this

It

the first period a penalty had set the Bears back,
was tied a period later, as the Blue five yards. Stag again heaved to
and Gray intercepted a short pass Nevens, who snagged the ball on

wex^

p olar bearings
Ironically enough hockey seems out of the question

(hit factor

White.

mdiway through

Robertson. In the backnejd Jack Begley

ball season let's not forget the fellows

tike

tie.

Bowdoin's

proved to be the hardest runner for the Big White and like
Branche was a constant threat. Sal Stagliano's fine kicking was
a very important factor, Stag put two of his kicks out of bounds
inside the Mules' ten at crucial times. Before

it

with
Barry Fitzgerald Walter Huston

SET YOUR

QUOTA MOW

.

also

Paramount News
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"THE ALUMNI ROOM" APPROACHES

Student Directory

TWENTIETH BOWDOIN BIRTHDAY
By

Includes Special Students,
Transfers And Freshmen

Eskilson

We

Then there are the campus buildings. So many
clever things are being said about them that they
may be retained as memorials to those brilliant invectives if the Louis Hills School of Humor does
not change its policy.

are tempted to write some of that chatty
dribble about the ten best places to eat in St. Louis
or the current "flicks" at the Cumberland and Pastime, but the only topics that draw any attention
around here are attacks on fraternities, sex rival
colleges, campus big-names, religion, or Mrs. Glenn
Frank.
Of course, we could start a brawl with the other
column on this page and call that guy Clark (he
doesn't dare use his own name) a cynic in view of all
the mud he slung at campus types last issue, but
we haven't time to argue. We could exploit Don
Bloomberg's racket: getting stranded in Waterville
with the tip for our team's bus driver in his pocket.
But we aren't interested in busting guys.
Then there is always some broad subject like
the failure of the movies or compulsory chapel. We
could point out that movies aren't correcting anything, and that they are creating misconceptions in
children's minds about men, women, education, and
life. A discussion of compulsory chapel would involve research because it has been going on as long
as the one about degree requirements. The following questions would have to be asked: Where do
people go when they don't go to chapel ? What has
caused the recent rise in faculty chapel attendance ?
The library is always good material because
every one gets angry. They used to call it "Boyer's
Arena," and they have a safe over there crammed
full of Illicit literature unfit for the eyes of undergraduates. Also, the lighting is bad, and the floors
click when you walk on them with leather heels.
The stacks are another story. It lends itself better
to a chapel talk.

would start something

like this:

"This salad had an interesting beginning— it was
cabbage," Slip Eells was saying.
The symphonic jingle of forks and clinking of
glasses filled the low-ceil inged Union dining room.
Waiters in white jackets and red faces glided around
the tables, balancing trays of burnt-brown sausages
"...it was cabbage," Slip was saying. Across
the table Carl Lebovitz and Jim Cook discussed the

CAMPUS SURVEY
By
—

Scovil riding to Brunswick on the front fender

self."

of his Mercedes-Benz ....

'

extra point, getting a laugh out of his date ....
Eddie Gillen sweating it out after Jim "Want
a date ?" Longley had fixed him up ... .
Mrs. Daggett being offered a drink ....

honors

cated or sober

trying

to appear

....

Matt Branche damning himself for not having
"won the game. He seems to think he let us down
Bert McKenna, the famous zipper fastener
Jim Kimball's date as she hit the ceiling when
Dayton and his date said "Good Evening" ....
Begley somersaulting down Mayflower Hill
Chip Nevens, Johnny Littlefleld, Irving, and
Mack Morrell grouped around Bob Morrell ....
Smitty sitting on the Chapel steps talking to his
He couldn't dance with her because her
date.
feet were too big ....
Doughty inviting his date up to his cave to see

spu*u*u*r#R#RRR
The guy

....
The convivial atmosphere of the third floor of
Elmwood ....
The flat tire that occurred near Augusta ....
The other car that went seventeen miles on a

me."
the

—

.

—

.

rim ....
Harry Walsh tossing the cigaret butts in the
drinks and telling their owners to "Come on, chuga-lug."

Fred Clarkson playing the piano and trying to
last out the night ....
Millea^'t^tffey, Martin,

and others just trying ....
Leone Worrying about being turned in for not
wearing his freshman hat. Oh, my yes!
And last, but not least, remember Doc Johnson
.
tearing out on the field after number 9
Quite a lot happened with only a two-game informal schedule. By informal, I suppose that means
Colby will count the series, while Bowdoin will not.
If two games will cause that much excitement, I can
easily see why Sewall's hoping for the full pre-war

a reasonable facsimile thereof)

.

_______^^__^_

arrangement

"Thank You, Dad"
(or

.

.

Raynes, William E.
Randal. Forest H.
Roth, Dale W.
Reimer, Donald W.
Robertson, Al'x'd'r, Jr.
Sagan, Richard G.
Scates, John K.
Schmuch, Joseph J.
Schrack, Richard W.
Schackfd, L'st'r B, Jr.
Smith, Aubrey M.
Somerset, Joseph B.
Stephenson, Hugh N.

Mental Giants Defeat
Students In Witan Quiz
[

Continued from Page i

Stevens, Emery W.
Swift, George R.

Sturm, John

]

respectively.

some

were

There

witticisms

with what was, on the

in

whole, a serious program, such as

Louis
rial

Hills'

Hall

is

ders of the World.

The

questions,

known only

history,

literature.

on earth and a

man

on the

first

Nevitt,

FAIR Y TALE, THIS—William Lloyd BurneU.

Jr.

of Bay City, Texas,

Shawn with his father, Captain Barnell, at McChwfcey General Hospital,
Temple, Texas, The youngster proudly looks over his Treasury certificate
With Walt Disney characters inscribed thereon. The baby was given the
certificate with a War Bond from his father in support of Bonds for Babies.
Captain Burnell lost a leg In France.
is

colloquialisms,

the

Benjamin W.

Smart, Stanley H.
Schwartz, Robert D.
Schhiggs. Riley E.

lines,

composers of the Opera "Faust,"

NO

Jr.

LaRochelle, J. Guy
McGlauflin, Eugene P.
Macomber, Peter B
Marques, Osw'ldino R

the sun, identity of authors and

poems from various

Stoere, Ulf J.

famous suitors and Tatsios, John D.

women with whom

!

High
Maiden High

having

Edward Little High
Cony High

daily

seen

the

to have

a

—

•

—Special Students:

they are

Cleaning

— Pressing

Wethersfield High

West Medford, Mass.

Loomis

Lynn, Mass.
West Grove, Pa.
Marblehead, Mass.
Presque Isle, Me.
Roxbury, Mass.
Forest Hills, N. Y.
Brunswick, Me.
Melrose, Mass.
Cumb'rl'nd Ctr., Mass.

Lynn Classical High
Avon Grove High

Watertown, Mass

Perkiomen School
Ohio State
Morse High
Ramsey High
Kennett High
Arlington Senior High

2 and 3 Piece

Suits

Overcoats
Sweaters
71

MAINE STREET

New Wiad-proof

85c
$1.00
35c - 50c

$1.98 Dunhill

Cigarette

&

Brunswick High

Mount Hermon School
Academy

H

Arlington, Mass.
J.

Me

Cony High

Navy

couple to find a

and

place in which to live here,

having spent countless hours at
the USO. She has made the Al-

her kindness, her struggle against

any obstructors who oppose
ature.

was through her

It

liter-

efforts

that a scrapbook on the Sesqui-

centennial

ceremonies

year

last

has been compiled.

But right now Miss Reed

is

too

busy to have time to spend on
memories.

You

see, she's not

only

up a valuable diary of

keeping

Bowdoin events since 192fr^but
she's also studying Spanish!

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

1

PRINTING
We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

University of Maine

Washington, D. C.
Mexico
Yarmouth, Me.
Portland, Me.
Texarkana, Texas
Biddeford, Me.
South Portland, Me.
Brunswick, Me.
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Washington, D. C.
Oswego, N. Y.
Portland, Me.

Escuela Bancaria y C'm'l
Bangor Theological
Portland Junior College
Texarkana College
Holy Cross
Portland Junior College

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Amherst

Gymnasium, Stockholm

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone 3 —
Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

Bates

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

Waldoboro High

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN

Lighters

HEADS GOT
TOGETHER
RESULT:

MORE TRANSCONTINENTAL
TELEPHONE CIRCUITS

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Mass. Military Academy
Oswego State Teachers
Portland Junior College
Bluefield, W. Virginia Bluefield College
Oslo, Norway
Treiden Merchant Sch'l
Lowell, Mass.
Gymnasium, Salonika

!

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

With wire

scarce

and wartime

calls increasing,

telephone engineers made existing pairs of long
distance wires carry nearly four times as many
calls as before. This was done through installation of additional carrier equipment, requiring
closer spacing of the wires on the line and transpositions at shorter intervals.

Three pairs on the Southern Transcontinental
Route were rearranged, and in a 430-mile section
this had to be done while keeping the urgently
needed wires in service all the time. To do this,
new tools and new methods had to be devised
in the laboratories and on the job.
another among many examples of how
teamwork and engineering skills
maintained telephone service under wartime

This

is

Bell System
conditions.

ROOMS FROM
S.

Wm.
*!

laaMaaaaMMiaMaaeaMMMi

more

helped, for instance,

than one

Mmemv

Bronxville, N. Y.
Millbridge, Me.

$2.00

* SON

and other

Those Boys Need v/toft

Montclair

$2.98 Mexican

W. CHANDLER

— having

officers

here during the war

St. Paul's

J.

North Conway, N.

THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
F.

men

Marblehead High
Worcester Academy
Roxbury Memorial High

NEW

DAY SERVICE

3

Farmer Takes A Wife »

service

Clark Preparatory Sch'l

Lowell, Mass.
Bath. Me.

Bergman, Carl Gustaf Stockhom, Sweden
Lewiston, Me.
associated, and American winners Moore, Edmund J.
Pollard, Stewart M.
Waldoboro, Me.
ofthe<Nobel Prize.

«

Radar

sible the

Morse High
Kennebunk High
Roosevelt High
Rogers High

_
BAND BOX CLEANERS

men throughout the world;
she has aided in every way pos-

doin

University of N. C.
Flushing High

J.

I.

Woodbury, N.
Corinna, Me.

has been here ever since and has

enjoyed every minute of it. She
has made many loyal and lasting
friendships here; she has built up
a wide correspondence with Bow-

fortunately.
Certainly the ColRoom— flocked lege can afford it. Right now, umni Reading Room what it is,
glimpse of the however, the Room must depend and the atmosphere which attracts
Bowdoin men to the Room has
College's former social center.
almost entirely on gifts. Last year
own self,
with 236 vol- it received two gifts, its only new been and is a part of her

Classical

Fryeburg
Newton High
South Portland High
Lawrence High

Corinna, Me.

to

United States, relative weight of

man

—

Augusta,

R., Jr.

fields of sci-

asked concerned Presidents of the

a

Vermont Academy

Alumni Reading Room consistently high degree of honor.
William John Curtis, a Undoubtedly the friendly spirit of
opened.
prominent member of the Class of Miss Reed pervading the room has
1875, who purchased some of. the had something to do with the fine
the

that

Franklin Tech. Institute books' in the Room— though they record.
Lawrence High
never bore his name, but merely
The' peak of attendance came in
Tabor
the inscription "The Class of 1934, when 4215 visits to the Room
Swampscott High
1875," is believed also to have con- were paid by students. Since then
Mount Hermon School
Chelsea Senior High
tributed to the formation of the it has dropped to the 1572 of 1942,
Deering High
Previously it had been when the permissal of smoking
Room.
Scarsdale High
used for College teas and recep- was inaugurated.
The Library
Northeastern
that, when the Room has
so
tions,
bought few books for the
Lewiston High
Browne & Nichols Sch'l opened, Bowdoin students natur- Room in the past few years, unKents Hill
ally inquisitive anyway and never

Transfers:

Grant, Donald H.
Hemkes, Hans, Jr.
Hooten, George M.,
art, music, sportsi
Kelley. Warren P.
The nine questions Kline, John P.

them, embraced the
ence,

Leavitt Institute

Young, M'yn'rd

Burril, Philip R.

judges from sources

and

Manhasset High
Shaker Heights High

Wooden, Martin E.
Young, James D., Jr.

by the

chosen

I

—

Williston

Ipswich, Mass.
Wethersfield, Conn.

Mahwah, N.

She

—

Yonkers. N. Y.

R

New

and

—

Salisbury School
Corrina Union
New Hampton School
New Hampton School
Boston, Mass.
Huntington School
South Hadley Center. New England Cons'rv'fy

Wyman, James N.

MemoSeven Won-

statement that
one of the

E., Jr.

Stagliano, Salvatore
Tatsios, Theodore, G.
Turcotte, Alphonse H.
V'nd'rbe'k.Cal'inV.,Jr.
Vincent, Harold G., Jr.
Ware, Preston, Jr.
Weatherill, Jared T.
Welch, Dale E.
Woodbury, James G.

and Carl H. Lebowitz '47, president
and vice-president of the Witan

mixed

—

-

Flushing, N. Y.
Bath, Me.
Wells, Me.

Newport,

Watertown,

in

Institute for the Blind.

—

Mass

South Orange, N.

Prior, Carl
Pliskin, Irving R.

Blind

York

Choate School
Library will have reached its much time to identifying as many is still a substitute teacher during
Hendrick Hudson High
The occasional summers, spending one
twentieth birthday by next fall. of the classes as possible.
Thornton Academy
At the same time the Room's single album feft is that of the of them at the State School for
Higgins Classical
Boys here in Maine. "An intercharming, gracious superintendent, Class of 1873.
Brooks School
Two
esting place," she calls it.
Exeter
Miss Alta Reed, will also have
Despite the attractive opportunKing School
completed her first twenty years ities, all these books within easy of her students at Perkins InstiRoxbury Latin
for
eight
taught
where
she
tute,
During
of service to Bowdoin.
reach offered to any student with
Classical High
Bowdoin,
those years the Room has served kleptomania, at the end of the years, later went on to
Deerfield Academy
including Joseph Walton Tuttle
Franklin Tech. Institute its purpose well to provide a first year, only one book was miss•17.
English High
comfortable place in which stu- ing— "Tom Jones, Part II," the
New Hampton
dents may wander, smoke if they "Forever Amber" of the sevenAfter teaching for a time in the
Portland High
desire, and browse over the Room's teenth century in some respects. mountains of Kentucky, the indeRindge Tech. School
numerous and varied volumes, al- It was finally recovered in 1930 fatigable Miss Reed came here,
Ponce de Leon High
though the number of students from the Alpha Delta Phi House. planning to resume the study of
Darien High
Pomfret School
taking advantage of these facil- Since then One or two books have literature at Boston University,
Brunswick High
ities has not been so great lately been missing at times.
On the when she was asked to take over
Culver
as it might be.
whole, however, to many a pessim- the new Alumni Reading Room as
Newton School
She
have a an experiment for a year.
students
Fryeburg
1926,
ist's
dismay
the
23,
September
was
on
It

—

that slid rather unceremoniously along

the floor of the Pine Tree room Explaining the incident to the room in general as he picked himself
up, he said merely: "My grandfather. He hates

Jerry Weatherill playing the piano at the Elmwood. The bartender told him to cut it out as it
was making the waitresses nervous ....
Bob Clark sitting behind the bar at Onie's— He
gets a large chortle out of anything ....
Buckethead Dysinger singing dirty songs about
the Betas. The bartender refused to listen He even
refused to serve us ... .
Spurr, with his arm in a puddle of beer, telling
us about Hector eating up the Dean ....
Pitcher claiming that the only reason Colby
girls can hold so much is that they water their
drinks by crying in them ....
The little dear who was explaining about the
sororities and fraternities. Seems that the Chi O's
are the best, the Tri Delts are awful, the A. D.« Pi's
are lousy, and the Lamba Chi's are not a sorority....
Fallow climbing over the fence and then going
headlong
_^_____
.

sailor at Onie's

Stagliano offering Dinny Shay some of his
toast so that the latter would not starve at lunch ....
The Cry: What do you say when you honk?

his scratch ings

.

....

with the cockroach that he
had taught to drink beer ....
Roundy in the orange beret ....

The

either sophisti-

Newton High

—

The Room opened
umes stacked on the south side additions for some time a twelveand the well known Kate Douglas volume set of Shakespeare and a
Wiggin collection, consisting of twenty-five-volume history set.
Culver
Reading High
Sometimes it is rather difficult
299 volumes, on the north side.
New Hampton School
There were then the same number for Miss Reed to realize that she
University of California
has
been at Bowdoin for so long.
of book cases as now— thus incurRogers High
Previously she had never stayed
Deering High
ring some difficulty in spreading
Massookegg School
anywhere for such a period, but
the small number of books through
Pawtucket East High
Milligan, George III Salesville, R. I.
had enjoyed traveling about to
Lenox School
the Room but only four chairs.
Muller, A Fr'dri'k III Dedham, Mass.
Harvard School
Munger, John-Robin Marshfield, Mass.
The Class of 1927—one of the odd teaching posts. A graduate
I.
R.
Providence,
Classical
High
Murphy, Ed'ard R, Jr
Farmington Normal School,
Bristol High
College's most literary classes- of
Martin, Emlen L., Jr. Bristol, Pa.
Damariscotta, Me.
Fryeburg
Nevens, Geo. S., Jr.
wrote out suggestions for many of Miss Reed also attended Boston
N.
Y.
Mont
Schenectady.
Pleasant
High
Oparley, George
has
the books now in use there. All University anct~-Harvard and
Waldoboro, Me.
Waldoboro High
Pollard, Stewart M.
Deering High
Portland, Me.
Parsons, Geo. A.,Jr.
Y.
N.
Homell,
Homell
High
Peacock, Conrad H.
Baltimore, Md.
Frederic Douglas High
Peaker, Harry X.
Hammonton, N. J.
Hammonton High
Phillis, William K.
Andover, Mass.
Andover
Pidgeon, John A.
Auburn, Me.
Lewiston High
Pitcher, Ira B.
Ferguson, Mo.
Ferguson High
Poor, Johnson
Boston, Mass.
Kent
Powers, Phillip L.
North Conway, N. H. Kennett High
Pratt, Leonal J.

for Governor in '56, ably
by the Hound who did all the kissing and

Frank Alger running

She was seated beside Don ....

Don Clark

Pappas indicating the points of interest
Jim Cutler, who caught the ball after Colby's

assisted

Concord, (Mass.) High

'

Weatherill

—

Springfield,

in

\

taught at Bridgewater Normal
School, Perkins Institute for the

of the most pleasant places the class albums are in the Room,
which to read, study, and fall only one of which is still left
asleep at one's leisuVe the Alum- without the names of all the stuMiss Reed has devoted
ni Reading Room in the College dents.

One

Swampscott High
Brunswick High

Swampscott, Mass.
\
Brunswick, Me.
Waldoboro, Me.
West Newton, Mass.
New York. N. Y.
Montrose, N. Y.

Lewiston, Me.
South Hadley, Mass.
Brookline, Mass.
Scarsdale, N. Y.
Portland, Me.
Cambridge, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Darien, Conn.
Cross, A. Reid, Jr.
Port W'shi'gt'n, N. Y.
Crowell, David
Brunswick, Me.
D'Alessio, Luigi
South Bend, Ind.
Darden, Robert K.
New York, N. Y.
Davin, John E.
Portland, Me.
Doughty, James H.
Worcester, Mass.
Earley, Edward S.
Edson, J. Dickson, Jr Norwalk, Conn.
Emerson, Oliver H. II Shaker Heights, O.
North Leeds, Me
Estes. Phillip W.
Stratford, Conn.
Fargo, Robert F.
Quincy, Mass.
Favorite, Walter B.
Lawrence,, Mass.
Fielder, Clarence W.
Keene, N. H.
Giffin, John H., Jr.
Swampscott, Mass.
Gillen, Edward D.
Gilmour. William E. Lewiston. Me.
Chelsea, Mass.
Glazier, Maurice S.
Portland, Me.
Goon, Edward
Grover, M. R'b'rts, Jr Scarsdale, N. Y.
Walpole, Mass.
Holmes, John E.
Lewiston, Me.
Hahnel, Emil G.
Cambridge, Mass.
Hansen, George, Jr.
BeLmont, Mass.
Harris, Ray W., Jr.
Longmeadow, Mass.
Hay, Alden J.
Maiden, Mass.
Hillson, Paul A.
Auburn, Me.
Huen, Charles W.
Augusta,- Me.
Hennessey, Paul S.
Media, Pa.
Irving, William N.
Auburndale, Mass.
Jackson, Edward M.
South Portland, Me.
Jackson, Lee P.
Knapton, William V. Lawrence, Mass.
Washington, D. C.
Kyle, Robert W.
North Reading, Mass.
MacLeod, Stuart S.
McClelland, Geo. F.II Teaneck, N. J.
Springfield, Mass.
Mace, John L.
Macomber, Hollis N. Newport, R. I.
Portland, Me.
Martin, Donald E.
Bronxville, N. Y.
Meyer, Adrian S.

format of their forthcoming "Quill."
No one is so darn original that he can carry that
kind of thing on for long. It's impractical, • anyway.
Someone's feelings will be hurt, and there aren't
so many feelings around here that one can afford
to tamper with any of them.
The most any columnist can hope for is ridicule
or fan mail. We lead a small life, dodging criticism
and chasing the Creeper.

can remember that one columnist somewhat
before our time used to devote part of his space to
a department entitled "Things we like to remember
about things"—This will be something along that
Instead it will be called "Things we can reline
member about things" Remember ....
Head Kern and continued cries of "I need you"
and "I've got to have you" ....
Willie Wadman in the big fur coat and red hat ....
Don Day loudly declaiming one Psi U's date
with cries of "She's lousy, and I'll tell her so my-

Cape Elizabeth, Me.

Buker, Leon T.
Bove, Edmund J.
Callahan, Paul E.
Caras, Joseph S.
Chew, Ralph H.
Cooper, Carl J.
Corcoran, Robert L.
Crockford, Richard E

and potatoes.

We

Deerfield Academy
Cape Elizabeth High

Barracca, Peter S.
Biggar, Robert W., Jr. Saco, Me
Bowdoinham, Me.
Bishop, Paul L
Gloucester, Mass.
Bolger, Philip C.
Bradley, Joseph E. Jr. Darien, Conn.
Stamford, Conn.
Bridge, Josiah
Brookline, Mass.
Brooks, William C.

are always usable.
A column could consist of realistic sketches of
various campus functions as lunch at the Union.
It

Preparatory School

Home Address
Westport, Conn.

Name

Adams, Timothy J.
Tilly's shirts, Herby's quips, the Dean's rally Adlard, Deane L.
talk, Bob Miller's lectures, and anything uttered Atwood, Joseph R.
by Tommy ("He said detective not defective") Atwood, Robert A.
Means are hot articles. Odes to Colby's girls, sug- Bacon, A. Richard
gestive comments about athletic ethics, satires on Baker, Donald S.
campus pastimes like blowing bubbles, and revivals Barnes, Albert M.

ROOM SUPERINTENDENT,
HAS SERVED COLLEGE SINCE 1926
MISS REED,

Richard
General Manager
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V ABSITY BASKETBALL

OPENS TONIGHT AT

VOL LXXV

THE BOW

8:00

Birthday Banquet B. C.

At Zeta Psi House

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

(75th Year)

A. Sponsors

Campaign

Honors Governor

Relief

Sings "Messiah"

On December 18

Drive Begins Tomorrow;
Seek Dollar Per Man

Two House Dances Open

Solicitors

Twin Brother Shares
In Celebration; Silk.
Nixon, Brown Speak

By Tom WeatheriU
Tomorrow
Fund

Service

Horace A. Hildreth
*25, the tenth Bowdoin man to be
Governor of Maine, was honored
at a reception and birthday banquet in the Zeta Psi House following his chapel address on Sun-

Governor

the

46 campaign
through December 15 with a goal
for the country set "conservatively" at

two million

Lloyd Knight Solos;
Carol Services
Planned For College

Throughout the continent,
rehabilitation centers are
established for restoring
run-down students to health.
Books and supplies are being
shipped to universities all over
Europe, as well as to the Philippines.
Relief centers in China
supplementary
provide
food,
baths, haircuts, and heated, lighted rooms for study. Also, needy
students in this country are supment.

dollars.

The Bowdoin Christian

Association held a meeting today to plan
the method for conducting the
campaign on the campus. They
have chosen solicitors for the task,

being

1

his fifty-sev-

"Never

let

an

an exhibition entitled "EducaGreat Britain." This seof photographs which show
the development of the educational system in England will be on

Date Advanced

slip

In Bates Debate

Government.

Continued on Page

display

T. S. Eliot

Playgoers Expect Mystery
"Skull" Proves Hilarious

Honors

his very carefully executed performance of the hunchback. Harry
Mrs. Avis Martin and
aisles for three acts, your reviewer Georgia McKenney played their
reeled home under the tremendous roles well, but put too much emoweight of visions of Scotland Yard tion into their important scenes.
detectives.
counterfeit
money,
Many of the cast were guilty of
ghosts, screams, hunchbacks, and delivering important speeches with
every other attribute of a full- their backs to the audience, and
fledged mystery thriller, to set of speaking to the audience rather

the floor of
rolling in its

Alsing.

down his impressions of the than to the other players. I doubt
Masque and Gown performance of that the back row heard much of
"The Skull." presented on Novem- the suspense scenes, since the acber 15 and 16.
tors then scarcely ever spoke
What was meant to be a highly above an ordinary conversational
melodramatic spine-chiller turned tone.
The players persistently
out to be the riot of the year. The stood about in a stiff semi-circle
only factor saving this specimen which was not at all natural, and
of sophomoric play-writing from
complete disaster was the excellent performance of the players.

often cut the speaker off from the
audience's view.

Weird sound effects were proDavis took top laurels in vided in profusion. Certain of the
the character of Robert Demercst, screams and moans from backnone-too-brave Associated Press stage, however, did not seem to
Bill

j

j

.

j

The

be a luncheon dance held in the
Union. In the afternoon. Individual group parties such as sleigh
rides, will be held.
On Thursday
evening the formal banquet witf
be given at the Union at 7:00 pun.
The banquet is to be followed by
the formal dance held at the gy*a
and lasting from 9:00 until 1:08.
George Paxton's orchestra, which
has been secured for the occasion,

Arrangements have been made
Un-

so that the proceeds from the

cast has been chosen as fol-

Thomas a Becket. Clifford ion store will cover the expense
R. Wilson '48; The First Tempter, of the dates' meals during the
William N. Irving; The Second houae **?*. Therefore, the total
Tempter, Edward L. Kallop, Jr. cost to the individual will be eon*
'48: The Third Tempter, Sherman siderably lower than at times in
B. Carpenter '49;
The Fourth the past.

Sills

lows:

i

are for their educational future.
All of the schools in England will
** taken over and subsidised by
Director of Dramatics, Assistthe Government.
Even the de* ant Professor George H. Quinby
nominational schools will have made the statement that, "The
some state control. Along with twelfth annual one act play conthis program of educational guid- test has been announced by the
ance, which was incorporated in Masque and Gown Executive Comthe regulations issued by the Min- mittee with cash prizes to the
istry of Education in 1944, it is winner
and the runner-up, of
planned to build a new school of twenty-five dollars and fifteen
completely modern construction. dollars. Manuscripts must be subThis building will be all glass, mitted under a pen name to some
steel and concrete.
member of the Executive ComOther pictures in the exhibit mittee before January 14, 1946.
illustrate the progress of educa- Plays should be between fifteen
tion from the early times of Trin- and fort v five naecs in leneth and
th
ity and Oxford colleges to the if possible should be submitted in
S' >T
Sa
a 'd that the world
present day.
All of the photo- triplicate.
All plays submitted
d do
Bowdoin had done:
graphs and illustrations are re- will be read by a committee of ?*ou ! ,
'Enlist youth on the side of liberlated to the present educational three faculty members, or townssystem in England, and show the people, and the best three or four alism and %democ/acy
The Post gave' much praise to
development of it. In the Eng- will> be picked for production on
President Sills and to the high
{ Continued on Page 4 J
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
educational standards that had
been reached at the college during
the years he has been President.
They quoted from the President's by Don (lark
memorable statement on the staLast Thursday three gallant
tus and qualifications of teachers: sons of Bowdoin— Paul G. Query
"No less important than intellec- '49, Alexander H. Scovil '48. and
tual curiosity and initiative is in- Raymond B. Janney '42
set out
tellectual independence.
You for a day of duck hunting off the
cannot have vigor and proper lib- shore of Mere Point. They rowed
greatest success prior to the form- erty in the classroom unless you out to the island in a boat which
By Ed Jackson
have liberty and independence in was hardly worthy of the name.
Judging from the blank looks ation of his own band. With the
Hutton orchestra, he wrote all of the teacher."
As the afternoon wore on and* the
that greeted Jim Longley's anthe
arrangements
many
the
and
of
weather became more forbidding,
nouncement at the Houseparty
original tunes. This work brought
our heroes decided upon a rapid
Rally, not many men -on campus
Jones
departure.
The seas, however,
have ever heard of George Paxton. him attention in the music world Sills
and less than two years ago he
were far too rough to attempt
This, unless you follow the orcame up to big time.
6ole Lecturer passage in such a frail craft.
chestras fairly closely, is natural,
Matters were not in such a bad
A good reason for the band's
since he has come into the realm
state as they had at first appeared.
of name bands only within the last having caught on so quickly is
President Sills announced reisland was inhabitcd by the
two years. However, he won the Paxton's skillful combination of
Glenn Miller Award for new bands talents as ma?stro-arranger. Like cently that Dr. Howard Mumford Johnson family at whose home the
Larry Clinton and Jones, B.A., M.A., Litt.D, L.H.D.. storm-bound trio asked for advice.
this year, which is no mean feat. Ray Noble,
other such leaders, he has brought Professor of English at Harvard Mrs Johnson, being of a suspiHis first big date was at the a great many new ideas in ar
cious Yankee nature, gave the
Roseland Ballroom in New York, rangements and instrumental to University, Cambridge, Massachu- boys neither satisfaction, shelter
setts, has been appointed Annie
the starting place of many new the trade
In his bandi which has
nor sus tenance.
They then rebands.
After that he made ap-| 22 members, there are two vocal- Talbot Cole lecturer for this year, turned to the shore and entered
pearances at the Lincoln Hotel ists five saxcs six brass and four
A
Professor Jones' literarv achieve- an empty summer cottage.
and the Capitol Theatre, followed rhythm The vocalist Alan Da , ec
been many. He is the thorough examination of the house
by a summer engagement at the and Rosemary Calvin, are new - ments have
yielded a meagre can pf Camp,
,
Hotel Pennsylvania. These show- comers like Paxton, but promise author of a number of volumes of bell's cream of tomato soup, some
in
a well received, were roundverse, drama and history, while beans and some flour,
P>out "by a film debut in the fall to be very good.
ed
And now some sidelights into editing a book of Edgar Allan
Since whoever had designed
He comes to Bowdoin the life of the leader himself. The Poe's poetry. Plays Of the Resrar- the house had not taken into conof 1945.
at Christmas with a fine record man is a bit too unassuming
to ation And Eighteenth Century, sideration the basic needs of winbehind him.
Major
and
American
Writers.
He
call himself a celebrity. His spare
te r comfort, the boys were very
But George Paxton, the man time, if any is left after rehears- has done much research in the uncomfortable and sleep was close
out in front, can tell you that it als. record dates, and personal ap- fields of American and English to impossible.
isn't all as easy as it sounds. Born pearances, is spent at his favorite literary and cultural history. AmAl Scovil was appointed chef
in Jacksonville, Florida,
George sport, golf.
He is also, as the erican and French Culture, and for the group and managed to get
lived in New Jersey during his saying goes, happily married and the early history of the drama.
the kerosene" stove going. An atchildhood.
It wasn't until after is the father of a five year old
He is a Guggenheim Memorial tempt to make some biscuits failhigh school, however, that Paxton boy.
Foundation fellow, and was Amer- ed, and the boys had to be satisturned his talents to arranging
For getting George Paxton, we ican Universities' Union Lecturer fied with the dough
and playing. Before he organized owe a great deal to Bob Ailing- at Bristol College in 1933. He is
The hunting next day was rahis band. Paxton spent six long ham and Bill Meyer. Between the a member of the Historical Asso- ther discouraging since the wind
years playing trombone and sax- two of them, they have hung on ciation and the American Acad- was so strong that the shot
ophone with such name bands as telephones and written letters un- emy of Arts and Sciences,
wouldn't carry more than fifteen
Bunny Berigan, til Paxton finally agreed. Paxton
George Hall,
We may look forward to the yards. The group was forced to
Vaughn Monroe and Charlie Spi- bids fair to fulfill the old tradition pleasure of his lectures in either call on the Johnsons once more
vak.
Later he joined Ina Ray that Bowdoin has always picked February or March, the President to ask for food which was given
Hutton, with whom he made his coming bands for its houseparties. reported.
iby Mr. Johnson, who is a trusting

f

feft £ ^

'^\

^

It will not be necessary as was
at first thought, to house dates is
Moore Hall," since a larger number
of girls is expected to attend. The

houses other than T.D. and Zete
to be open have not as yet been
decided upon. Bob AHingham, '411.
is in charge of making arrangements.

Navy Discharges Shay,
Three Years In Service
George D. Shay, recently appointed football coach for the 134$
was discharged from the
Navy on November 12 after having been in the service for about
three years.
His rank when be
was discharged was that of lieuseason,

tenant.
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Hunters "Lost" In Storm;

i

J

•

Excite

,

Paxton

Woodruff have debated for Bow
and rt marks the beginning

doin,

s

Orchestra

Named

Top New Band Of Year

of the reorganization of the old

Bowdoin Debate Council.

.

Robert W. Lancaster '46
Married At Old Town
At a very impressive candleservice, on Saturday, De-

.

Announces

light

cember

Drama

presidents the Post stated that Tempter, Stuart M. Pollard '49;<
"the college has stood ably and The First Priest, Nathan T. Whitcourageously for high scholarship man '47; The Second Priest, Dean
'49; The Third Priest,
and independence of the individual L. A Hard
Stanly A. Altman '47; The Herald,
coupled with civic responsibility."
Joseph J. Schmuch '49; and a
The article in the Post traced chorus of nine Brunswick High
the background of Bowdoin from School girls. Jerome L. Allen '49
the foundation of 'the college to will be stage .manager. Technical
advisers for the production will be
present times.
It mentioned the
Kallop and David W. Boulton '49.
names of a number of great men
The story, which takes place in
in American history who have
been Bowdoin graduates.
The the middle of the (welfth century,
Post also alluded to many of the concerns the events leading up to
Bowdoin commencement exercises the murder of Thomas a Becket in
when the college has been honored Canterbury Cathedral. In writing
by the appearance of prominent "Murder in the Cathedral," Eliot
figures of our time.
The article utilizes an ancient device, a Greek
mentioned, specifically. Mr. Fran- chorus, and a modern device, direct
speech to the audience by the accis B. Sayre. the ex-High Com
SS
the Philippine Islands, tors. It has been acclaimed by the
">™T
London "Times" as the one great
S
<C
at the commencement
° P°'
play of our time.
JUnC

-"SS?

summator.
Since no decision was to be
reached by the judges of the debate, questions were asked from

Miss Edith Louise
Merrill was married to Robert
Wendell Lancaster '46. The ceremony was performed by the Rev.
Mr. Christopher at the Methodist
Church in Old Town. Maine. The
bride wore the traditional white
wedding gown and was attended by
her sister Miss Doris Merrill. Mrs.
Lancaster was given in marriage
by her father Mr. Ralph W. Merrill. Mr. Lancaster's best man was
his classmate Roger N. Williams
1st,

agent.
Many of his jokes were be part of the script. And the
actually funny, and his delivery audience no doubt is still wonder
'46.
improved their effectiveness. How- ing who dared to play Chopin on
A reception was held at the home
ever, almost any other undergrad- an organ.
Particularly humorous of the bride's family following the
uate might have given his numer was the click of the light switch service. After the reception the
©us oaths a more professional tone. after the ghost in the balcony had couple left on a short honeymoon
The sinister professor was play- finished one of her dramatic ap-. trip to Pittsfield, Maine. Donovan
ed extremely well by Bob Em- ^ pearances.
It is also fortunate D. Lancaster, brother of the groom,
mons, His long hair, goatee, meas- that the church bell doesn't hang Mr. John Stewart, Mr. Walter
ured speech, and manner of star- in the chapel, or no one would Oakes, brothers-in-law of the
ing into space were very convinc- ever wake up around here.
groom and Richard A. Roundy, Jr.
ing.
The character of Captain
The production crew should be '47, schoolmate of the groom, servAllenby, played by Sherman Car- commended on their full collection ed as ushers.
penter, could have been made, of mystery story props: jewels,
Mrs. Lancaster graduated from
much simpler by making the in- guns, xoffins, and counterfeit mon- the University of Maine in the
spector a member of New York ey wh
vfliich reminded one of the f class of '45. She was a member of
*» est, or at least by using cards that the Union hands out the Alpha Omega Pi sorority and
• the dramatic trick of dropping the with coke bottles.
was an honor student at the Uniaccent after the first act.
All told, the players saved from versity. Mr. Lancaster, veteran of
Sue Young, as the lovely lady the fire an otherwise hopeless 24 months overseas with the fightIn distress, and her two admirers. piece- of drama. The truly unfor- ing 43rd division, has recently reJoe Bridge and Lee Jackson, gave tunate thing is that "The Skull" sumed his studies at Bowdoin Colthe most conscientious and realis- was advertised as a mystery; lege. The couple win reside at HI
many comedy lovers missed a Bowdoin Courts, and will be at
tic performances of the play.
Violets to Hayden Goldberg for golden opportunity.
home to friends after January' L
I

|

For One Act Plaj^

Dates are invited to
attend classes Thursday morning,
while Thursday noon, there its to
cided upon.

performance.

™

own

Sills

and Bowdoia
College were honored by the Boston Post,, on Friday. .November 16.
In its regular column devoted to
the various colleges and their

Announces Contest

evening,

the opening day, Wednesday,

December 19, there will be dances
held in two houses, not yet de-

S.

On Educators

President

J

gym Thursday

H. James Cook '48, president of
the Witan, has announced that T.
Eliot's "Murder in the Cathedral" has been chosen as the first
play to be produced by this organization. The entire production will is one of rising popularity.
Q*i
be under the general supervision of Friday evening, December 21, vie
Professor George H. Quinby, and dances will be held at the T.D\
Cook will direct. He has set March and Zete houses for those who
15, 1946 as a tentative date for the wish to stay for them.

"Post" Series

I

m

in the

For First Play

2 ]

!

the floor after the presentation
of the speeches.
This was the
first time that either Longley or

By

the twenty-first

be no charge made for
The formal dance with George Pax-

time, there will

be held

George Paxton

It is

,

particular position.
For
Bowdoin, Woodruff was the cross
examiner and Longley was the
his

until

first

to

Witan Selects

Masque and Gown

-December.
The exhibition, which was pre-,
pared during the last days of the
bombardment of England, shows
conclusively what the British plans

K

off

[

in

is

On

ries

your old chapter house.
The Alexander Prize Speaking
Once you break your contact you
Contest, a Bowdoin tradition, has
Bowdoin College represented by
may never be able to renew your
been postponed from December 10, Frederic R. Woodruff, Jr. '48 and
ties With one of the most valuable
to sometime shortly after Christ- James B. Longley '48 traveled to
assets of college life."
mas vacations. Professor Albert R. Lewiston to compete in a debate
Other guests were Professor Thayer, in announcing
the contest- against Bates College.
This deand Mrs. Frederic E. Tillotson, ants and their selections,
said that bate, which was sponsored by the
Professor and Mrs. Albert R. Tha- the prospects
Debating Clinic
for this contest Interscholastic
yer. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
iNiven, should prove
extremely interest- and given at Bates annually was
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Zeitler, Dr. ing.
based on the modified Oregon
and Mrs. Henry L. Johnson, Mr.
The contestants, who were chos- system of debating.
and Mrs. Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., en after an elimination contest
last
The question upon the floor was
Mr. and Mrs. William K. Hall. Dr. month, have picked their own
se- that of peacetime conscription.
and Mrs. Reginald T. Lombard, lections which they will memorize Bates College held the affiimative,
Bowdoin the negative. Under the
Mrs. Bernice Cressey, Professor for the contest.
These men and
Robert P. T. Coffin, "Hoddy" Hil- their selections are: Arnold Coop- rules of the system used, the team
of two is broken up into a cross
dreth and undergraduate mem- er '48, Stephen Vincent
Benet's examiner and summator.
Each
bers of Zeta Psi Fraternity.
contestant speaks and then gives
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

Dick Wiley
After dusting

no magic

For the

ton's orchestra

tion in

Uphold Bowdoin

to

Memorial Hall by

of dates.

lic

by," said the governor, "to drop
in

is

the winter houseparty,

dates' meals at the Union.

In Photographs
I

Finalists Chosen;

fraternities.

by
opportunity

scheduled to begin Wednesday.
19, the T.D. and Zete houses will be open together
with two or possibly three more houses for the accommodation
In

December

English Education

Bowdoin College Museum
Speaking Contest Longley, Woodruff of The
Fine Arts will offer to the pub-

In his after dinner speech the
governor emphasized the importance of the double tie with the
created

At Sunday Chapel

Art Museum Shows

for the newly initiated freshmen
Zetes.

Luncheon Dance, Banquet
Scheduled For Thursday

jyijim

,

other supplies; opportunities for
student needs to every student
college education;
and student and professor in the country.
enth anniversary as a member of
centers in China.
American students after the
Zeta Psi. Professor Herbert R.
Food and medical supplies have last war raised more
Brown acted as toastmaster and already been sent to university and one-half million than two
dollars for
introduced President Sills, who centers in France, Belgium, Hol- this purpose.
Danish students
welcomed the governor on behalf land and Yugoslavia. At the Uni- have already declared their wish
versity Sanatorium in Switzer- to give for world student relief,
of the college. Richard E. Eskilland,
European tubercular stu- even though their own universities
son '45 spoke for the fraternity.
dents receive lodging and treat- have suffered.
Harold G. Vincent,*, Jr. '49 spoke

college

Lloyd R. Knight '45 will be the
baritone soloist in the presentation-of Handel's "Messiah" by the
Brunswick Choral Society in Memorial Hall, Tuesday, December
18.
The other soloists will be Arthur Randle, of Boston, tenor;
Miss Connie Heyes, of Brunswick,
Horace A. Hildreth '25, governor
soprano; and Mrs. Athern P. Dagof the State of Maine, addressed
gett, alto. The orchestral accomthe Sunday Chapel Service on the
the
provided
by
will
be
paniment
afternoon of December 2, speak•New England Conservatory Oring in his capacity as a representchestra.
ative of government. A condensKnight
While at Bowdoin, Lloyd
tion of his remarks follows:
earned a reputation for his singIt is a strange feeling that comes
ing.
His talents also included
over me as I stand here facing
membership on the varsity basethis studeqi..body.
I would feel
ball team.
Lloyd, a member of
much more natural sitting among
the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity,
you, wondering, as I used to, how
is now studying music in Philalong the Chapel speaker was going
delphia.
to keep me waiting for my dinner.
Following the concert there will
I suppose I was invited to speak
be a formal social and dance in
here today because I represent
the Moulton Union to which all
Government.
Anyway, it is in
undergraduates are invited.
that capacity that I would speak
In addition to the performance
to you.
Continued
on
Page
[
4 ]
In the twenty years that have
passed since I sat where you arc
sitting, I suspect there has, been
a very great change in the concept of Government in the minds
of the student body of not only
Bowdoin College, but of all the
colleges of the country- I suspect
that most of you believe that Government will solve most of your
problems for you. Indeed, you ex-,
pect it to do so for you.
There

On Government

C

was celebrating

Houseparty Band Leader

Hildreth Speaks

one from each fraternity, and it plied medical help, winter clothday afternoon, December 2. The is through them that each stu- ing, and many other essentials.
governor and his brother, Charles dent will contribute his quota of Aid still goes to student prisoners
of war, refugee students, and disI* Hildreth '25, Chairman of the one dollar to the drive.
'Now that the war is over, the located Japanese-American stu1945 Alumni Fund Drive, were
dents.
job is to bring health and hope
able by combining their puffs to
One-half of the needed two milback to other students in Europe
extinguish all eighty-four candles and Asia whose countries have lion dollars is expected to be met
by
students and professors in the
Koron two magnificent "Billy"
been ravaged by war. It is our
This goal, howtask to help them forget the hor- United States.
eva birthday cakes.
ever, is being totalled from quota
rors
war,
of
to
help
them
carry
The. Governor and Mrs. Hilcommitments being assumed by
dreth received members of the on their education and to strength- individual colleges and universicollege in the lounge of the Gov- en student ties across interna- ties arid preparatory schools.
It
ernor's local chapter house. Also tional boundaries.
is expected that some funds will
Gifts to the fund will provide
in the receiving line were 'the
be raised from non-academic pursrelief
for
professors
mother,
President
and
and
Governor's
students es and organizations.
The purM. SilLs, Dean in war-torn countries; food -and pose is to include every' college
Mrs. Kenneth
Paul Nixon and Mr. and Mrs. medical aid; books for destroyed and university in America in the
libraries;
notebooks,
paper and drive and to present the story of
Frank Nichols of Bath. Mr. .Nichols

Festivities

Two

World Student student

will begin its 1945which will continue

- -UU
NO. 11

1945

5,

Christmas Houseparty Formal Dance
Features George Paxton's Orchestra;

Choral Society

For Student Service Fund

SCHOLARSHIPS OPEN
FOR NEXT TBIMESTEB
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Campus Confusion
!

soul.
When they returned to
their cabin, they blew up the1
stove in their efforts to prepare
a meal. In desperation they then
resorted to the fireplace.
That night our ingenious friends
built a tent of blankets around
the fireplace to keep the warmth
confined to a space about six feet
square. They then curled up and
actually slept a few hours.

Saturday morning Mr. Johnson
rowed Janney to the mainland aad
about four o'clock Query and Scovil venlured to cross the channel
in their own boat.
When they
arrived on shore, a note was drop-

<

ped to them from a circling Navy
PBY.
It read:
"Get yourselves
off this island now. Storm's com-/
ing tomorrow.
Acknowledge hy
standing with arms outstretched."
A picture of two figures with
"outstretched arms" was drawn
the bottom.
After the PBY
that the men were safe on
the mainland, another note wa*
dropped saying that a car would
pick ihcm up in half an hour and
at

saw

"Ray."

signed,

But

the

confusion

around the

campus was beyond anything the
boys expected to create. In fact
some people were more concerned
over their fate than they were
themselves.
The Psi U's organized a rescue party that got lost
itself.
Preparations were made
at the infirmary to admit two exposure cases, and it was said that
the College would finance a rescue
mission. The Navy and the Coast
Guard were solicited for aid but

answered saying that the weather would not permit rescue operations.

The gallant three returned to
college with beautiful wind-burns
and a genuine relish for Union
food.
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driven to the extremity

donning overcoats. Actually, more

of

MalM

Brown* kk,

if

than one fraternity offered to devise

By

some make-shift means of heating
their chapter hall but
Editor-te-cwcr

\L"i":
Herbert

were told that

The apparent

tne question was closed.

Moore

B.

'+8

weakness of the administration's areue

AwtocUte Editor
Richard e. Ellison *45

—

Arthur c. Bewail

'47

makes the decision seem un-

merits

reasonable as well as unfortunate.

Managing Edften

R. C. M.

'48

Richard A. Wiley '49
Aporta Editor

,

Warren
Feature Editor

*

L. Court '47

*

*

.

«

Robert C. Miller

'47

THE OPEN-STACK TREND

Bub-Editor.

Thomas

c. Weatheriu '48

"Books, thousands of books, ranged

along a mile of shelves, free to be
touched, handled, dipped into, conned

bowdoin publishing company
Director.

^ofe-or Athern

Aeaoeftate

. .

Q r put back for another. This

Daggett

P.

Assistant Profewtor Philip M. Brown
bert
ifof,T. 'fft
Leonara U. Bell
47

H?

Manager

Leonard D. BeU

""W^ M

A-i.u«t Business

.^

„ ..

Advertising Manager,

'47

0oodmaa ,„
.
.„

D°^M

Circulation Manager..

'**.

.. I****!****.
c. oabot Easton '48

'48

Amhe ™>

llke

QwwWoH vuKc^av
fYiMo Hirer* nv»
Pre st
hwocwwi
wImb

bi-weekly

Miller
we

Spurr
the weirder sights en campus
bending feverishly over his typewriter, with a greenish glow emanating from the eye in the middle of his
forehead, surrounded by "priceless" mouldy, old jive
platters and slowly disintegrating beer bottles, producing ream upon ream of fantastic ravings slightly reminiscent of an inebriated Lewis Carroll. Demoralizing, that's what it is. Wonder if it's traceable to over-exposure in Psych 3?
.

.

think they're the nuts. Just the thing for physical
culture bugs who like to chin themselves every
morning before breakfast, and so far no prohibitions
on painting them red and green, or black and orange
checks. Oh boy! But there may be repercussions
when some hilarious character is inspired to hold a
match beneath a few of those maiden heads. Mount
Ararat, here we come.
Question. of the week: Who left the toilet seat up
in the Union ladies' room?
Sudden thought deptl: EskiLson will probably wax
critical in the next issue and rend us to pitiful
shreds. Lovely character, our Dickie beautifies his
gaudy den in North Hyde with maps hung upside
down because "every fool hangs 'em right side up."
Another victim of Abnormal Psych?
T S
lam.P°° mn e °» r ***«?
i°f
°l f
won
ant 11
be allowed
to write any more of this drivel,
and honest, its fun. You may think we LIKE to
write editorials, but what would you do if Ye Editor
sat on YOUR chest, foaming at the mouth and
brandishing a pogo stick? Them's the conditions
that prevail, and we're sorry, too. Furthermore we
trust that the chest will eventually spring back into
normal shape with a resounding boooo-ang.
Thoughts while daydreaming (Doc Clark calls it
"dissociation") in Phil conference: Wonder how'
anyone has enough confidence in himself to divide
the universe into compartments or monads or grem-

.

il

Bowdoin Coll i am. Afrtriai imm communication!! to the Editor
and anhaeriptlon communication* to the Buainrm Manager of the
Bowdoin PabBahixv Company at the Orient OBea in tba Moulton Union. Bowdoin ColUee, laaw—lak. Maine. Bnlaml aa
aarond elate matter at the poet office at Bnmawtck. Mail

—

Despite the loud and lengthy disputes that resulted from Lebovitz's comunication in re a college
psychiatrist, we note that no one took time to put
their opinion into writing. Too bad. You've no idea
what a charge our genial Editor gets out of those
billets doux.
If they'd just install time clocks in the dorms,
we'd really have something resembling a pretzel
factory, what with the noise and those recent bless-

—

ings the sprinkler pipes. It's swell of the College
to be so careful of our welfare; maybe now we can
dispense with the ropes that are coiled beneath the
beds in the end rooms in Winthrop—auxiliary fire
escapes, you know.
remember being particularly intrigued on first spotting those things, so
much so, in fact, that we got stranded half way up
to the third floor yes, we were climbing UP just
for the helluvit wondering how we could carry so
much as a cherished toothbrush out of an imaginary
holocaust But to return to the sprinkler systems,

We

—

W

S T

!

or whatever?
Wonder who keeps filching
our Boston Herald from its 'supine position before
the door? Fraternal spirit we're lousy with it ...
Wonder how many more shopping days 'til Christmas and what we're going to use for wampum to
finance both shopping and houseparties
Wonder if she can make it that weekend
Wonder.
lins

.

.

.

—

—
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.

.

.
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.
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this

denciencY- Harvard

.

.

.

will build

... a separate library for undergracVu°

with perhaps 100,000 volumes on
stacks."

Marine Painting Collection
Loaned To Art Museum

Additions to Pledge list

is

a glorious

Evidently the Boston Herald (No-

vember

23, 1945)

versity

are as enthused Over

and Harvard Uni-

open

stacks as

is

the student body at

«

— —- —
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Bow-

doin.

We

in the

mention of colleges which en-

appreciate being included

we

joy this privilege, but

LXXV

vise the

Herald that

hasten to ad-

Bowdoin

as yet

has not taken that step forward.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Quantrell of Bronxville, N. Y., have generously lent to the Bowdoin College Museum of Fine Arts tweney-two oil paintings of the sea by
Frederic Waugh.
The paintings
will be on exhibition for about
two months, and the public is
cordially invited to see them.

Perhaps we are erring in reviving a
plea which originated with the stu-

Last week there occurred a tempest

dents this summer, and which was sup-

campus teapot when President

pressed by the Librarian and the ad-

in the

announced

Sills

the

that

fraternity

ministration with that most efficient

a

would not be available for

houses,

His statement,

initiation ceremonies'.

made

on Monday, Novem-

in chapel

ber 26, was something of a verbal

bombshell, since

it

had been generally

assumed that the houses were to be

opened
sole

at the

end of the week

purpose of holding

ceremonies.

The situation

is

a thing of

can alter the

results; nevertheless,

discussion

some comment

served.

weapon,
that

we
de-

is

,

deplorable aspect of the

matter was that anything should have
fo

be "assumed." Even the members

of the Student Council were entirely

unaware

that such a step

On

offing.

was in the

such an important ques-

tion, a statement of policy

that the student

is

the least

body can expect of

the administration. If the President's

announcement

in chapel

construed as such,

was to be

we can only note

that he was sadly neglectful of the time

We

element.

see little or

no reason

for delaying the decision until such a

The fraternities showed

late hour.

mirable

ingenuity

problems which

ward

As

in

arise

ad-

the

solving

out of the awk-

situation.

our worthy contemporary, Har-

body

dent

prompt

on

NIGHT CLASSES
At the present time there are
which meSt regularly

These

classes

were not scheduled to

at night

by the administration;

it

so

would have been impractical

many houses

of time,

that,

to heat

for so short a length

seems absurd to deny us

it

the privilege of using cold chapter
halls

if

we

so desire.

customed to

A generation

sitting in a

downpour

ac-

to

cheer the athletic representatives of
the college

is

surely capable of spend

-

at night.

the time of meeting was agreed

upon

by the instructors and students themselves. Doubtless, the fact that

class

meets at night

is

their

satisfactory to

the instructors and students involved.

However, evening classes make
difficult to

it

very

arrange schedules for extra-

curricula and fraternity activities or

We
would
ed.

believe

many

that

ibly fast executant, often turning
out a complete picture in one day
idea obsessed him, he was
able to sell nearly every canvas
he touched. Year after year his
pictures won the popular prize at
the Carnegie International Exhibition; museums and private col*

necticut,

only time fraternities can get

together or that outside activities can

plan their meetings or work

Furthermore,

evening.

in the

is

desirable

it is

occasionally to hold seminars in vari-

ous subjects.

The

only time these
is

at night.

and again these groups have

members

Time

to change

one or more of

are involved in one

of these night classes.

None

of these

groups can schedule their
in the daytime

due

to class

activities

and

labora-

tory hours.

Why can't classes,

then, be confined

to the daytime so that the evenings

may be

kept open for fraternity and

outside activities? After

College

is

is not the natural state of
between nations. The time
has come when it is absolutely
necessary for man to live with

man.
It is

Ethics is not the question.
a question of man's survival.

of another war
which public opinion car- need no further elaboration.
A single standard of morality
feel that if we can con-

The consequences

^

tribute to

^

public opinion in
^J£
^^ ^

this

u

for all nations
.

If this

mterwts.

We

i

ronceSTas ^tasteed* hf

tion.

The lower

he married and took

his

all,

Bowdoin

not a night school.
B.

T.

R

Pollard. S,

ideal

must be

the!;

Have we forgotten Tom Paine?

Four Freedoms.
As we look around we

Let us not use American aircraft
.see that
to bomb the Syrians and to squelch
world events are nullifying these the j avane se hopes. Let us return
Religious and
urgent principles.
Indo .China to those who till its
racial intolerance is running ram- soil and who for centuries' have
pant. Threats of new war are an
their dead within it
j^t
,

1

the news
that is occupying the space in the
papers which just a few months
ago was devoted to an earnest appeal for universal brotherhood!
Our oup runneth over!

and

this

is

1

^^

.

us stop the flow of b iood in Palestfor lack of American policy.
Let £. try to understand Russia
In shorti let us clea n house and
adopt the universa i rat her than
tin<?

|

|

.

;

way

Qf

life.

The Javanese Ques*

=

?

Editor-in-Chief

I have had occasion during the
past few weeks to be dependent
upon the material in the library
periodical room in connection with
work I have been doing on a debate. There is no question that
Bowdoin' s collection of such material is excellent, but its organization and availability are a serious
handicap.
Many of the current issues are
set aside to be bound; thus a student has absolutely no access to
this material— at least I didn't,
and I certainly tried. These issues,
being the most timely, are in many
cases the most important, but the
students are prevented from using

Jr.

M.

Sehwarz, R. D.

them. It is really very discouraging
to know just where something of
use can be found and then not be
able to obtain this information.
Another very discouraging aspect
is the lack of organization in the
periodical room. It takes twice as
much time to locate the material
as it does to read and outline it.
Practically the only information
that was of use to me in the debate was found in books; however,
this informatiqn was in many cases
too dated to be of much value. The
most valuable contributions to my
cause were obtained with the
greatest of ease by my colleague at
the Bates College Library where
the periodicals are organized for
the benefit of the students.'

Yours very

FREDERIC

R.

truly,

WOODRUFF,

JR.

"

Bordentown, N. J., where he
was born in 1861. he was restless
and did not like school, spending
his
time chiefly roaming the
woods and swimming in the
Schuylkill.
After considering a
career as an engineer, he decided
suddenly to become a painter and
studied in Philadelphia under the
1892,

A

World Confederation

If

W<> aim for a departUre from
can give us this unity then let
the irrational, dogmatic, useless
Congress stop bickering about the
principles of pre-war statescraft.
relationship of its powers to that
intend to present a compreof the United Nations Organizahensive and flexible review of cur-

;

in

bride to Europe. While living on
the English Channel coast, he became interested in the sea, especially the equinoxial
storms.
This was the great turning point
in his career, the beginning of
over two thousand paintings of
waves and rocks. When he re-

Parsons, G.

in-

lantic.

Considering
the
power
in
Waugh's pounding surf, it is not
surprising to learn that as a boy

In

always

In 1927 he moved to Provincetown, Mass., where he purchased
a comfortable house and built the
most beautiful of his many studios.
It was constructed largely
of the ancient oak timbers of ships
wrecked on the outer shore of
Cape Cod. Here he lived in tranquillity and happiness until his
death on September 10, 1940, beloved by the people of the town
and by his artist neighbors. His
studio and beautiful garden, situated directly on Provincetown
harbor, became something of a
meeca for the many persons who
knew and enjoyed his work.
Not the least interesting aspect
of Waugh's career was his mys-

or an onrushing wave where

Thomas Eakins.

ocean

He was an

the only solution.

had through world

j
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Dear Mr. Moore

W

purchased his pictures;
of" people saw the
sea through his eyes.
Two of
these enthusiasts,: .Mr, and Mrs.
Quantrell. formed a large collection of his marines, the group*
that is now at Bowdoin.
In artistic parlance Waugh was
a realist.
The most famous of
the followers of Winslow Homer,
he stresses the details of a jagged

great realist,

the

is

^

^j,

nal interpretation of current unity, then let us not quibble
events in the light of past history, about prerogatives of individuals
This ideal must not
the benefits of our education will or nations.
be lost in the swelter of personal
not have been lost.

Communication

veterate traveller, literally cover- Beta Theta PI
Bove,
ing the seven seas, where he gathered subjects from the tropics to Sigma Nu
the North Pacific.
One of the
Cummins, R Jr.
most striking pictures in the
Alpha Tau Omega
Quantrell
collection
depicts
a
Kelley, W. P.
mighty ice-berg of the North At-

lectors

cliff

but

drew him back.

and thousands

side.
Although his professional
exhibition
painting was
done entirely in a traditional and
highly literal style, in his secret

tical

moments he greatly admired the
boldest phases of modern painting
and often turned, perhaps as an

1

antidote to his habitual conservatism, to experiments with fantastic subjects and equally fantastic writing.
Likewise, though
his conception of the sea is insistently physical and materialistic,
he was known to be devoutly and
sincerely religious.
These facts
kept Waugh largely to himself,
and they have become generally
known only since his death in
1940, with an interesting result.

Governor Speaks

students

like to see night classes abolish-

The

War

affairs
j

We

ries.

Mr. Herbert B. Moore

him periodically to New England, Delta Upsilon
where he had, in turn, coastal
None
them, Norman Rockwell and Fred- studios on Bailey Island and Moneric Waugh, have in our time hegan Island, in Maine, and at Zeta Psi
gained wealth, innumerable Gloucester, Mass.
Nevens, G. S. Jr.
He was also
friends, and national popularity. attracted by rural life and pur- Kappa Sigma
Although Waugh was an incred- chased a large farm at Kent, ConLockwood, W. M.

to find time to study.

their

Granted

several

classes

their plans because

solicitous for the health

j

i

aggeration, think pf artists as
lonely and starving; but two of

the older master simplified nature
into bold patterns. Waugh, however, retained the essential power
of the sea and captured the play
of light on foam in spectacular
fashion.

the houses was that the powers that be

were waxing

by those in

power.

only reason proffered for the deniaj of

of the undergraduates.

may

question

this

a reconsideration,

seminars can be held

can be determined, the

far as

the fact

vard University, agrees with the stu-

meet

The most

However,

silence.

for the

no amount of

force

J

j

I

.

initiation

the past/ and

consider that

>

in

We

turned to America he enjoyed
Moore, E. J.
immediate success: his first exhiRobertson. A. Jr.
bition was highly popular, and by Chi P«l
1910 he was a full member of the
None
National Academy.
Delta Kappa Epailon
Between numerous trips to EuNone
rope, taken mainly for the ocean
voyages, Waugh settled in a com- Theta Delta Chi
fortable house in Montclair, N. J.,
Bolger, P. C.
Most people, perhaps with ex- but the lure of the sea brought
Brooks, W. C.

when an

*

USB OF FRATERNITY HOUSES

going to war. If this is greatness,
then let us take stock and change
our standards of greatness. Machiavelli is a thing of the past,

an

statesmanship must not
be minimized. Yet our statesmen
to date have not been -overly intelligent.
But it is not* only up
to the statesmen .alone to shape
Enlightened
this
new world.
statesmanship begins at home and
this obligation rests with the pubadministered by the
is
lic and
telligent

j

one."

N 3 bona!

Advertising Service, Inc.
Cmikm PmHitkm hflfiaXriiw
4 20 MaD«aow av c
Maw Voaa. n V.

originally intended?
The importance to us of

the AnK? rican
cannot stand to see so complete a deviation from the ideals
Next issue:
for which more than one Bowdoin tion.

Alpha Delta Phi
Bergman, C. G.
Psi I'psilon

j

Tie*M my

^•mmwirwmm wm

man has died. We have read
where the great man of the next
generation will be the one who
can give men a new reason for

actuality,

have admitted

universities

"This open-stack trend

trnm are bald by tba StadanU of

king-sized cheer coming up for THly in return for his cancelling the scheduled concert with
Waynflete, thus clearing the decks for the impending
houseparties. Here's hoping that the others who
share the driver's seat around here will prove
equally cooperative.

By Cappellari and Tatsios
The war is over. The Four
Freedoms sound pretty good. Why
not build the peace upon them as

|

..yj^

open

Mauh»

Williams, Or Bowdoin

have large open-stack libraries."

ates,

t

have r
poor equipment.
Colleges
*^
* r

sities

.

George Pappas

way

"For this sort of education, univer-

,

'47
'47

a

is

to education."

^

Bernard M. Goodman
Arthur C. Sewall

BMRd.

Among

One

Blake T. Haima

New Column Airs Views
On World Questions

VARIETY

ing an hour or two in an unhealed

Orient

room, even

Vol.

:

Continued from Page i 1
no better or stronger than the
sum of the individual character,
brains and energy of its individ[

tendency to set up "Security" at
the expense of "Opportunity," as
the Holy Grail in American think-

ing.
It is high time for. some of
us who believe in the fundamental
purpose here
today, however, to' attack Govern- ideals, on which our country's
ment. Despite its weaknesses, I amazing development was based,
to turn from passive defense and
will defend Government
and politicians—wholeheartedly. With all do a little attacking ourselves.
Security is not a living goal; it
its faults, it is as good or as bad
as its citizenry no better, no is merely a comfortable by-prod-

uals.

It is far

from

my

—

—

worse.

And

there are as

good or bad people

in

many

Government

as there are in faculties of colleges, in the governing bodies of
churches, of business or labor unions.
If the younger generations believe that Government can solve
their problems, they are doomed
to bitter disillusionment in the

years to come. Before concluding
my remarks, I would speak briefly
of two extremely tragic tendencies extremely prevalent in America today, and, in fact, all over
the world.
The first of these
tendencies is the tendency of people to avoid responsibility; this is
the easiest course. But it is also
the most dangerous course, for it
is habit-forming and preliminary
to permanent separation of the

uct of growth

and

initiative.

Hard-

ly a magnificent objective for a
young, strong nation like America,
it is an understandable and commendable goal in the minds of the

aged and timid—either among

—

in-

dividuals or nations hut not for
the strong and growing.

Did the vigorous people who
to 1900 come
seeking security?
I think they
came in search of freedom from

came here from 1620

ALWAYS MILDER
ocrrco MSiiNG
TTtcriA/rBEJTtK
COOLER S/HOK//VG

. .

classmates and to top off the
bundles for those at home.
•

And

government oppression, and seeking individual opportunity. It was
this point of view that made them
successful in their new country.
It was this point of view that has
made America the greatest country in the world.

Chesterfield's gay Christmas
carton •• a heauty . just the thing
to say "Merry Christmas" to your

there's nothing finer than what's inside,

for Chesterfield's

Right Combination

Tobaccos gives you

all

. .
World's Best
the benefits of smoking pleasure.

They're givable, acceptable

.

and enjoyable

Why

should we now turn away
from this philosophy to follow the
lead of nations we left far behind?
individual citizen from public af- If we are going to play "follow
fairs.
the leader," let us follow the real
A second tragic tendency is the leader, and not those left behind.
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Varsity Five Faces Portland Tonight

POLAR
BEARINGS

Swimmers Meet Wesleyan,

Squad Lacks Experience;
Naval Station Favored

Tacky' McFarland, Bowdoin's Basketball Captain

M.I.T., Amherst, Connecticut
I
After three and a half weeks of that time was "good in numbers,
coaching Bowdoin's 1945-'46 swim- but light in experience." Nonetheming combination, Coach Bob Mill- less some good prospects have

By Court
Tonight Neil Mahoney s 1945-46 basketball edition will be
revealed at Sargent Gymnasium when the powerful Portland
provides the opposition in the season's opener. The competition is first class when you consider the fine
records the Portland team has piled up in the past three years.
Portland will be the pre-game favorite; they have the advantage
of age and the experience that goes with it. And the fact that
five

—

their schedule

dub much more

two weeks,

started

bring to Brunswick a

will

prepared than our

varsity.

This year Bowdoin

and the men who

faces,

ship

is

—

ford are collaborating with Littlefield in the breast stroke event,
while the latter, with Barnstone,
round out the divers. Bernardin
and McMahon are the back strokers while Eells, Chamberlain, Pidgeon and Fraser are the irce-stylIsts. It can be seen that the squad
is well-rounded, with a fair amount

the reward.

Exeter-JV tilt is slated for Feb- of experience.
ruary 23rd at home. The Varsity
So far the practice sessions at
will break a month-long the Curtis Pool have been dependWalsh's Cleveland Rams, Western Division title holders, will 'rest' with a contest at Amherst on ent on the slow, exacting task of
March 2nd. The Intercollegiates developing technique. "But we've
take the football field against an as yet undetermined foe, to vie
will be held two weeks later in the got to start speeding up," says
for the National Pro Football Championship. The newspaper- M. L T* tank at Cambridge. The Miller, "as our first meets is in less
men roust have an axe' to grind with Adam because he has not obvious lack of balance in the than two weeks." The job ahead is
schedule is due to the February to teach the new men competitive
received the praise and plaudits that he deserves. Win, lose or
Navy graduation at other New swimming. Not until they learn
draw in the playoff game, the superb job that Walsh has done England colleges. Despite this flaw that can they face the scheduled
In my the Athletic Department elected to meets with confidence.
with the Rams cannot go unpublicized much longer.
go through with the schedule.
Prospects for a normal schedule
opinion, headlines on sports pages all over the country should
1946-

On December

read

Adam

sixteenth or possibly the twenty-third

swimmers

With 31 men reporting

—Adam

Walsh, Coach of Year.

'

Interfraternity

again the folly of trying to run two miles without any training.

The

five finishers

first

were men who had trained especially for

event under Jack Magee's guidance or on their own. The
event is definitely good competition, but 1 would suggest that
in the future the following conditions be established by the
White Key: 1 The date for the event should be announced a
month in advance; 2 Entrants should be required. to train for
the race; 3
Cal attendance would be taken by Jack Magee.
These conditions may seem unnecessary in the light of the
recent race, but the physical condition for a day or two after the
race of a good number of the untrained students who ran is
proof of the need of my proposed program. It would force parthis

—

—

—

ticipants to get into shape.

SPORTS STAR OF THE

HOUR—My

choice for this issue

Kappa

on the 1945 Bowdoin eleven. lowed by the D.U.'s who picked up
"Stag" tossed the pass for the first Bowdoin touchdown, plunged 68 points. Other fraternities who
over himself for the second score, kicked the only extra point finished at least four men were
and thus figured prominently in all the Big 'White scoring of the the Chi Psis with 67 points, the
abbreviated season. "Stag" called the plays, did the passing and A.T.O.'s with 57 points, the A.D.'s

punting, handled the ball under the center in the T formation.
And he turned in creditable performances in all his duties.

A

member

with 30 points, and the T.D.'s with
41 points. Although Gotham is a

Psi
of the class of '49, Stagliano has already given notice

of favorable performances

still

U., his fraternity did

since he

to come.

was

its

not place

only representa-

tive.

The first fourteen runners were
A glance at the winter sport schedules, and the return of Gotham,
C. Easton, R. C. Miller.
normal conditions in the athletic corner is evident. The swimR. Weatherill.G. McClelland, W.
ming team will journey out of state and'will receive out of state Richan, R. Wiley, R. Edson, H.
visitors. The same is true of the basketball team, and the track Kimball, E. Bayton, T. Leone, D.
squad. Bowdoin has emerged from the depths of short sched- Davis, J. Eells, and R. Crockford,
in that order.
ules within the State of Maine, and the three M's, Miller, Mahoney and Magee will bring back victories from schools as far
* * * 1
away as Connecticut. To complete the promising picture all
gym
a
modernized
and
rink
hockey
indoor
an
needed
is
that is
Those Boys Need
Ah. sweet dreams!

f&£

MMBOtW

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS

Program Requires
Swimming, Varsity Sport

Da yea Una to have year friends know what yen are
D* you like to hear of your athlette achievements?

doing?

Is

a

BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Weals jroa ttko to have jronr gtrto got acquainted with the
terns and doing* oa the eampasf

Here

"

eas-

Phone 974-M for

may

factorily covered under the rulings

above should discuss his situation
with the Director of Athletics.
7.
Veterans may, of course,
take part in intramural and inter-

to the OttfJBHT to ah

gift

Maine
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—
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Censorship

$2.00 a year

Dec

Wed.-Thurs.

MARTIN'S

Fox News

Street

Tel.

.March of Time

154

i

and

The varsity squad as announced
by Coach Mahoney last Monday is
as follows: J. Doughty, C. Huen,
P. Leonard, T. Leone, M. MacDonald, D. Morrison. M. Branche, J.
Moore, E. McFarland, J.
Tyrer,

H

Thomas and M. Wooden.

HE NEEDSK/^//

I

H

111

BUY WAR BOfWS

THE
BOWDOIN
ENGAGEMENT
CALENDAR
THE COLLEGE

nasi
Oostallo

Short Subjects

18 Moore Hall

I

I

COSTELLO

Bud Abbott and Lou

.

Sun.-Mon.-Tae*.

IN

A USEFUL

PORTRAIT

GIFT

PRACTICAL YEAR LONG REMINDER

Dec. 9-10-11

IS

OURS

Willi

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

BRUNSWICK

Pleasant Surroundings?

HARDWARE

Merle Oberon

-

Claude Rains

SEND ONE

abe
Paramount News
Short Subject
lt-la

PARIS

Always Top Quality
Steaks

$1.00

•

•

Oracle Field*

Fox News

Short Subject

Chops
Dee, 14-15

Fri.-«at.

Fancy Groceries

HOME-

TO YOUR DATETO THAT PROSPECTIVE UNDERGRADUATE

UNDERGROUND

Constance Bennett

uesoeys

Steve Prltko; the other end, also
has caught more than his share.
9" the whole. Walsh's linemen are
big, but test,, and all the backs
especially
Genrke. Golella and
Greenwood, are very fast.
Win, lose .or draw the championship .game, Walsh has done a great
job at Cleveland, molding a winning team after the long lean

Paramount News

—The College Spa

Closed
CaJoo.

when the Bowdoin five comes up
collegiate competition later
in the season.

math wea- against

HOLLYWOOD

YOU CAME ALONG

"Right Off The Campus"

MaoJtoa

its

had caught twenty-seven passes.

College Agent: James Longley

The Sana

City. Stat*

is

The overall picture is not too encouraging at the present but these
first games against strong opposition such as will be provided by the
Portland team, will prove its value

Dec. 7-g

Fri.-S*t.

IN

Good Food?

COLLEGE SPA

5-6

THE SOUTHERNER
also

PHILGASDOES THE

ts:

i

i

CUMBERLAND
with
Zackery Scott - Betty Field

Again

Address

Otieat Offle*.

89-W

Tel.

-

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?
ktt

BINDING

THIS LOVE

the College Oracle

and Reporter
Hears

&

Building

4 Elm

SoBelted

extra

which

pon, and tricky ball handling under the center has made the Cleveland T go. Besides being a good
runner and an excellent passer, he
place kicks all the extra points.
Waterfield's number one receiver
is the bjg veteran end, Jim Benton, who until the Detroit game,

!

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Capital aad Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

t

I

prove a valuable asset. Matt
Branche, who needs only experience
to win a starting berth, and
Charley Huen are other center
candidates who will see much serv-

years.

ABBOTT

BANK

formation

forward passing

I

upon. Jack Tyrer, the team's beanpole will get the starting nod at
center. Tyrer has worked out most
of his awkwardness and should

ice.

T

Walsh's

Veterans with no more than

three trimesters credit in Physical Education.
6.
Veterans who are not satis-

full

stresses speed and deception has
scored 224 points to 129 points for
the opposition. Watertield, one of
the league's outstanding players,
has been the club's sparkplug. His

three trimesters necessary to com-

ed the requirement.
5.
A year of military service
is
considered the equivalent of

in

rather face the Red Skins than
"Greasy" Neal'a Pblladelphiens,
who hold the only decision over
Cleveland this year, a 28-14 triumph late in October. The Eagles
with Zimmerman's passing and the
running of Steve VanBuren may
bit tbeir stride and if so would be
a tough opponent.

trimesters of Physical Education

plete college course have eomplet-

newcomer Marty Wooden. Wooden

opponent

Sammy Baugb

as they attended in college.
4.

AT THE ALUMNI OFFICE
er THE MOULTON UNION STORE

TONDREAUBROS.

Snuwrte*. Malar

N.

lessssssn

will

game. With "Slinging" be Danny Morrison and Tom
Morrison seems to be
still hurling serial Leone.
a hard running back in much steadier this year, and Leone
Steve Bagarus, and a formidable has shown signs of being a highline,
George Marshall's squad scorer and fine play maker. Bewould he tough. The injury clip- hind these men Mahoney has Jim
ped Fagies still have an outside Doughty and Milt MacDonald, two
chance, but Walsh probably would fast, but small .newcomers to call
by a

many

as

for

Packy

strikes,

college before entering service are
credit

click.

at Huntington
the got his experience
School and has stamped himself as
play-off will be either the Washballplayer,
aggressive
and
ington Red Skins or the Philadel- an
steady ball handler.
phia Eagles. At this writing WashStarting forwards will probably
ington leads the Eastern Division

Ram's

The

Veterans under Public Law
16 are referred to the College
Physician for possible excuse if
they have not otherwise satisfied
the requirement.
2.
Veterans over 24 years of
age are excused.
3.
Veterans who have attended
to

Quar- Bowdoin team

and scoring one himself.

1.

entitled

first

'

;

credits

their

:

•

FIRST NATIONAL
of

Pro

terback Bob Watcrfield was the hold down one of the guard berths
chief instigator of the victory, and his mate in the backcourt will
throwing two touchdown passes either be veteran Bert Moore er

pertaining to Physical Education. over 60 will be required to attend
This consists of several require- four classes a week.
Students
ments that must be fulfilled be- whose effort and attitude in class
fore graduation.
have been satisfactory will be exEach student is required to take cused the week following the tests.
cal five days a week during his The next tests will be the week o/
first six trimesters In college. The Dec. 9-15.
only exception is in the summer
Of course, anyone participating

CLEANSING & PRESSING

delivery

Maine Street

aa easy and Inexpensive way.

1

rally in the last quarter.

This past week, a notice was (score over 65 will be required to
posted by the Athletic Department attend three classes a week. Those

Town

PRESCRIPTIONS ARE
OUR SPECIALTY

.

The first five is as yet undeterto have one of the league's top
defenses, and then showed one mined, but one thing is certain and
of the earmarks of a champion by that is that Packy McFarland will
staving off a determined Detroit again Be the man to make the

New Cal

ALVIN SETTLE

WILSON DRUG

Gymnasium.

••'

listed as a practice game and will
afford spectators a good chance to
preview
the 1945-46 edition of the
For three periods the Rams ran
roughshod over the Lions, reputed Big White.

PRINTING

CLOTHIERS

'

Lions 28-21 to annex
Western Division title.

O. R. PENNELL,
INC.

58 Maine Street

Taylor

„

Rams

*********

—

McGrath

rg

Gymnasium

•

To

collegiate competition.

&

.—

The Polar Bears, who may be
handled by Dinny Shay if head
coach Neil Mahoney's present abWalsh Pilots
sence is prolonged, will be pre-game
Title
Western
underdogs in view of the fact that
they have been practicing for only
Adam Walsh's Cleveland Rams two weeks, while the experienced
celebrated Thanksgiving Day in service club started their schedule
Detroit by defeating the Detroit over two. weeks ago. This game is

;

W.

If

'

,*',

be thus obThis afternoon at Sargent Gymtained.
The report provided for
nasium the Bowdoin Jr. Varsity
delinquent students by the followbasketball team will open their seaing statement:
"Students who
son against South Portland High
have over-cut may be required to
School.
attend physical education classes
This will be the opening game of for seven or eight trimesters."
the season for both teams, and it
At some time during his eight
should be a much closer contest
trimesters, each student must parthan last year's when the Portticipate for at least one season in
land club trampled the Bowdoin
a
supervised
vigorous
varsity
outfit. This year's J.V. team is
sport; i.e. football, baseball, basmuch stronger than last season's ketball, track, etc. Another
reclub and should provide stiff comquirement is that each student
petition for the high school team.
must demonstrate a playing knowSouth Portland usually turns out
ledge of some sport with carryone of the strongest teams in the
State, and will be eager to repeat over value, such as golf, tennis or
Students must also
their last year's victory over the swimming.
Polar Bear five.
pass a minimum swimming test,
A
eSent "°
U UP ""'ess excused by the Dean or the
v.
L£I
5£ft5
~
has
been announced
for this after_
noon's game. The men who will Doctor.
Physical education tests will be
probably see action are: forwards,
George Milligan, Don Martin, given every eight weeks of the
Miles Martin and Hugh Robinson; coDege year.
Students with a
centers, Shrack, Poor, and Polakescore over 70 will be excused from
wich guards, Roger Williams, Bercal
until
the
next
test. Those who
nard Osher, and George Mofgan.

J.

Wendell

Wooden

tion five at Sargent

-

Sal Stagliano, quarterback

is

c

;

three

was 10 minutes, 32.5 seconds.
The Kappa Sigma Fraternity
was the winning group with a totThey were folal of 71 points.

Underwood

Tyrer

The Bowdoin varsity basketball team will open their season
when they play hosts to the strong Portland Naval Sta-

Take

Robert Gotham '49 was the winner of the White Key-sponsored
inter-fraternity road race which
was held on iNovember 14. Gotham's time for the two-mile run

rf

tonight

Team

Gotham Wins Road

Sheldon

Morrison

Time; 8 P.M.

.

Road Race held a few weeks ago proved

If

Place: Sargent

for the for
'47 are good. But Bowdoin
formal practice session on men feel lucky to have intercolNov. 12th, Miller was faced with a legiate swimming again, even in
squad larger than any of the war the shape of another 'transition*
years. The Coach's observation at schedule.
trimesters when only three at- in varsity sports are exempt from
tendances will be needed.
For cal as long as they are on the
actual participation in intramural team.
Race, Junior Varsity
competition, students may receive
The following method will be
credit for as many as two attend- used in deciding the standing of
Will Play South Portland
Title
Sigs
ances a week.
In the summer the veterans:
first

Leone

McFarland

j

The

PORTLAND

BOWDOIN

skill

—

will

is pointing for the collegiate games and
have bearing on the' State Series. The team
definitely appears to be a stronger club than last year's varsity
that compiled such a commendable record, but whether they
have improved on par with the opposing teams is the question
that will soon be answered. This year's unit will be built, as was
last year's, around Packy McFarland, but his supporting cast
should be much stronger this season. Bert Moore and Danny
Morrison, veterans from last year, show appreciable improveCollege at Brunswick. This meet,
ment, and would appear at this writing to have assured them- on Jan. 12, will be the first varsity
selves of starting berths at guard and forward respectively. meet at Bowdoin in over three
The team will then journey
Newcomers who will see a lot of action are Tom Leone a good years.
to Connecticut, where they meet
play-maker and a keen shot, Charlie Huen, a fine ball handler, the University of Connecticut on
and Matt Branche, Marty Wooden, and Jack Tyrer. The over- the 18th, and Wesleyan on the
19th. The following Saturday will
all picture is one of optimism, and an official State Championfind Bowdoin at M. I. T. A second

especially. those that

shown considerable aquatic

Three lettermen Eells, Bernarbe called on to see it through, con- din and Barnstone .are backed up
cluding that the White "will appar- by two definitely known quantities
ently have a pretty good team this in McMahon and Chamberlain,
year," while adding "but it is a lit- with still greater depth supplied
tle early to tell." And so the Polar by two new men, Littleficld and
Bears are to set out On their most Pidgeon. The latter is making "a
fine comeback" after three years in
'normal' season since 1941.
Bowdoin has scheduled five col- the service which followed varsity
lege meets, as well as two JV experience at Hebron and Andover.
meets with Exeter, capping the Littlefield's experience is traced to
season with the New England In- Brunswick High, where he won his
tercollegiates at M. I. T. in March. letter. Joe Fraser is acknowledged
Although Miller states that Bow- to be "the best-looking future
doin is the only New England team prospect," with his ability hmged
except Amherst swimming all- on excellent form.
In addition to these men, two
civilian combinations, he has every
hope for the White's success. A JV unknows, Curtis and Sbackford,
meet at Exeter on Dec. 15 will set and Vanderbleek, Emmons, Buker
off the squad's competitive card, and D'Allessio round out specific
whose next date is with Trinity specialty-groups. Curtis and Shacksquad

Naval Station

Probable starting lineups:
«

er has evaluated the job which the
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CAMPUS SURVEY
By

Lancaster was married. He told me about how if it
hadn't been for Lancaster's fraternity brothers he
never would have gotten off on his honeymoon. He
started off in his be-shoed car, and ran smack into a
snow drift. He got down on his knees and beseeched
his "buddies, friends, pals; please,, fellas" to help
him.
Bob was married in Old Town where they make
all the canoes. That would be swell for a honeymoon, but I'd hate like hell to tip over this time
of the year.
Well, getting back to the freshmen and the fact
that they're all been initiated. This all happened at
the end of last week. I guess they're all glad because
now razzos and hell week and hazing are all over.

around, some idiot is, sport-loving fiends think there
ought to be some inside the dorms. To make that
worse, they not only open windows, but they also
break them to make sure there's enough room to
get .the stuff in. I know there's a bunch of guys
that just can't wait for the inter-dorm snowball
fights, water fights, and free-for-alls to get underway so they can make Hyde a little cooler. Rumor
has it that "Arthur MacArthur" gets some sort of
raise in pay when he catches a guy with a snowball
or a bucket in his hand. Some guy broke a window
last year, and realizing that Arthur had caught him,
decided to knock out the rest of the glass in the.
broken window. Arthur charged him for three different windows. The bad things about it are' that
you have to wear something heavier than a bathrobe
over to breakfast, and it takes longer to get over
to classes what with the huge lakes in the middle
of the campus. The walks are fine, but they're in the
wrong places. Another bad thing is the number of

and the amount of alcohol you have

accidents,

pour

in

doesn't
cars.)

Now:
The Sigma Nu's won't have
taking down at Mill Street;
The Kappa Sigs won't have

to

do any more census

to get

any more auto-

graphed boxes at Colby;
The A. T. O.'s won't have to get any more irons
from the U. of New Hampshire;
The A. D.'s won't have to bow and say "Sahib"
instead of "Hello" or do double time anymore;
The Beta's won't have to climb up the fire escapes
and do interior decorating anymore;
The Dekes won't have to eat any more aged, sour,
crusty Deke Soup;
The Chipsies won't have to go through anymore
fire drills and egg shampoos;
The T. D.'s won't have to feed each other any
more or eat off the floor any more;
And The Zetes won't have to sing "Hello, hello"
or what ever it was in front of the Chapel anymore.
Speaking of the Zetes, it certainly is amazing the
way they always manage to get a week-end with
their house open every winter. This time, though,
their guest showed up, and their excuse was valid
Westbrook Junior College, termed by some wags
as the co-educational part of Bowdoin, held another
one of its semi-formal affairs at the Eastland. The
dance was slow as about half the expected dates
must have imagined, for only about half of the 200
couples showed, and then only for an abbreviated
length of time. Some guys like Gillen and Mac
Donald had a good time though, and some others
even stayed in Portland over night.

to

them to keep 'em warm. (But daddy, he
say whether he means the people or the

Sunday was a fine day and I was wondering about
whether I should go to Chapel and watch the Governor or not. Roundy was having a great time too.
He was swearing and shovelling snow from in back
of his car so he could get the thing out and have it
rewired. The scraper had done a fine job.There was
a huge pile even inside the car. He wasn't worried
about the tools and things in back, what bothered
liim was the mess it was making of the upholstery.
Dick had just come back from seeing that Bob

Christmas Track Meet Brunswick Choristers

Meddiebempsters Sing

On Bowdoin-On-The-Air To Be Held Next Week Give Handel's
This afternoon at 4:45 the Meddiebempsters will present a program of songs on the Bowdoin-onthe-Air program over Station
This is the
in Portland.
first appearance this fall of this
group over the program, which is
under the direction of Stanley D.
Weinstein '47,
C. Cabot Easton '48 will announce the program which consists of five songs: "Graceful and
Easy," "Aura Lee," "Steal Away,"
"The Whiffenpoof Song," and "Got
My Head Wet."
The Meddiebempsters, a double

WGAN

quartet,

Smith,

made up

is

ome L.
Thomas

and Thomas H.
second basses; Jer-

'47

Jr.

Chadwick

of: Philip S.

'47,

and John L.
Corydon
B. Dunham.Jr. '47 and Edwin H.
Sampte '49, second tenors; and
Roger N. Williams '46 and Robert
H. Weatherill '48, first tenors.
The next scheduled program
will be a concert of Christmas
carols by the Sunday Chapel Choir
on Wednesday, December 19.
Allen

'49

'48, first

basses;

To the People
of this Community
"For the last time, America,
buy exlra bonds."
"They finished Their Job. Let's

Track Coach John J. Magee has
l Continued from Page I ]
announced that a Christmas Track of the "Messiah," two Christmas
similar to the well known Carol services are planned for the
Christmas Gambols of past years college. The first will be at the
will take place in the cage of the regular daily Chanel service on
Sargent Gymnasium next week December 16; the second, to add
from Monday, December 10, to the hQuseparty festivities, will
through Friday, December 14.
be at noon on December 20.
Two events will be held each day
A joint Christmas Concert will
during the week, and the four par- be given by the Bowdoin Chapel
ticipants with the highest number Choir and the choir from the
of points at the end of the contest Waynflete School for Girls on

number

of events

may

eligible

in college

provided that he

first

consult with Coach Magee as to
whether he is physically .fit to participate.

be scored in The program will consist of "The
each event, a first receiving five Albanian Ox Carol." selections
points, a second, three, a third, two, from the "Christmas Opera" by
and a fourth, one point. The events Rimsky-Korsakoff "Legend of the
will be as follows: 40 yard dash; Christ Child," by Tschaikovsky;
45 yard high hurdles; 300 yard, and the "Amen Chorus," from
600 yard, 1000 yard, and one mile Handel's "Judas."
runs; pole vault; high jump; broad
The coming events of the musjump; twelve pound shot put and a ical season will be the Carol Servthirty-six pound weight throw.
ice on December 16, the performance of "The Messiah," on December 18, the joint WaynfleteBowdoin Christmas Concert, DeOld Mother Hubbard
cember
20, and the College Choir
cupboard
the
Went So
over "Bowdoin-on-the-Air" on DeTo gel her old paper to war,

Four places

will

,

;

cember

into

VICTORY

it
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By David Dickson
Social fraternities will be barred in the College of the University of Chicago after March, 1947,
the Board of Trustees announced
on November 15. The College is
equivalent to the last two years
of high school and the first two
of college.
The University will
permit fraternities to function in
the Division. Under the new plan
now in effect at the University,
the Divisions begin at the end of
the conventional sophomore year
and. continue for three years.
Trustees and alumni, groups
agreed that "it was not the purpose of the University to abolish
the fraternity system." Under a
new house plan, student activities
in the College will be centered in
the dormitories. "The success of
the plan depends," the report of
the trustees states, "on the leadership of the older students in
the College," which would be lost
if they were pledged by fratern-

How well you have responded
only you can truly answer. The
drive totals, national and local
published In today's editions, reveal your record.
Your future
personal well-being is most affected by how many extra Victory
Bonds you have purchased.
But is your bond buying Job
don^even if you have gone the
limit of your present Income and
resources? The Job of investing
new savings wisely is never finished. Thrift is Just as vital in
peace as In war. Keep buying
your government's savings bonds.

ICE

Gamma

organized

Tel.

.

.

A

at

code of college-fraternity

ti-intellectual" against fraternities
it just banned them.

—

Dartmouth's problem was too
many students in one fraternity.
A long-range plan which will establish a maximum of 55 student
members for each fraternity was
adopted by the college in the
spring of 1938. To keep the societies

stable,

financially

Dart-

II.

socially,

of the

and

to the College:
The fraternity is responsible to
the college to the extent to which

Overcoats.

Sweaters

MAINE STREET

ed, but nothing happened.
The
next day, the report was at last
confirmed, and Norway was free.

The weeks that followed were
the biggest in Ulf StSre's life.
Oslo celebrated continuously until
the king returned a month later
and even then there were scattered demonstrations. The celebrants
were sobered from time to time

had

to

go into hiding the southern coast.

'48.
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An American" by John Dos

Sotak '49, "On a Note of Triumph"
by Norman Corwin; and Preston
Ware, Jr. '49, "Pickwick in the
Wrong Bedroom," by Charles Dickens.

The Alexander Prize contest was
provided for by a fund established
by Hon. DeAlva Stanwood Alexander,

LLD

At
146 Maine Street
Famous Hallmark Christmas Cards for that
Christmas time
500 designs

The

College in Portrait

A practical gift
A useful year-long

u
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Peal K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916.
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The competition

WITH THE LATEST AND BEST FROM OUR COMPLETE
STOCK OF SWING and CLASSICAL RECORDS

Ask Us For Quotations

— Telephone S —

'70.

open to freshmen, sophomores
and juniors.
is

i

The RECORD OFFICE

'49,

Passos; Forest H. Randal '49. "The
Code," by Robert Frost; Veonor M.

'

.

Carpenter

MAKE .THIS A MUSICAL CHRISTMAS

UP

'

B.

Russel Davenport's "My Country";
Irving R. Plisken '49, "The Body

THE MELODY SHOP
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The Devil and Dan'l Webster
Carl J. Cooper '49, "Bob Sawyers
Birthday Party," by Cnarles Dick-

Th e Bowdoin Engagement Calendar

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

*

85c
$1 .00
35c - 50c

—

when cars full of German sympaeach squad who acted thizers would race
through the
as a liaison officer and kept con- streets and shoot
at civilians.
tact with the rest of that troop. Three
Mil-Org members were kill-

George H. Bradley
Resident Manager

We have

Printers of

DAY SERVICE

$2.50

Richard
General Manager

r
Suits

|

j
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DRY CLEANING

— Pressing

!

Wm.

H<hg

Town

|

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

PRINTING

German

man from

Daniel W. Morrison '48, Presi[ Continued from Page i ]
dent of The White Key, has an- March 11, 1946. The
prizes will
nounced recently that plans for be given for the plays as directed
inter-fraternity
basketball by their
the
authors. The setting for
league have been drawn up, with all plays will be a black velvet
the first game to be played on cyclorama of curtains with winTuesday, December 11.
dows or doors placed at the cenAccording to the schedule, two ter or on the sides. Any student
games will be played on Tuesdays, interested should consult the DiThursdays and Fridays of regular rector of Dramatics for details.
This contest was started by unschool weeks, the first one being
slated to start at 7:30 •p.m. ande dergraduates in 1933 and has developed a considerable number of
the second at 9:00 p.m. Referees
playwrights, some of whom have
will be drawn from varsity and
written three-act plays, either as
junior-varsity teams, due to the
undergraduates or alumni. A play
fact that these men will be inby one of these former members
eligible to play in the tournament.
of the contest is now being conAt the end of the season, which
sidered as a possible faculty cast
will be sometime in March, a cup
production in January. The formwill be presented to the winning
er playwrights in the contest who
fraternity team.
are still on campus include John
F. MacMorran '46 and H. James

DINING

ALL Your

afternoon.

Masque & Gown Sponsor Alexander Contest
One Act Play Contest Finalists Announced

ROOMS FROM
S.

the

in

^F

CREAM

15

.

Cook

NEW

thriving business.

5:00

soldiers walked about nervously
and watched the civilians suspiciously.
Civilian radios were forbidden.but somewhere in the city
a hidden set was broadcasting the
news from Sweden. Then it came
the Germans had surrendered
in Norway. But there wasn't any
celebrating; the people were waiting for an official announcement.
For a day they watched and wait-

White Key Arranges

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN!

Exhibition Of Photos

was a

When Ulf became 19. he joined
the Mil-Org with his brother. The
Mil-Org was a vast underground
organization set up by the Norwegians and later assisted by the
British. Norway was divided into
districts, each of which contained
several divisions.
These in turn
were made up of a number of
groups and each group consisted
of four troops. These troops were
broken up into squads, the smallest units, which contained ten men
each".
In this whole system, a
member knew only the others in
his own squad.
There was one

1945 started off just like
At 11:00 a.m.,

his brother

Art Gallery Features

[ Continued Jrom Page z ]
land of today, education is compulsory for all children who are
not fifteen. This standard will be
raised in the near future to sixteen.
This all comes under the
tenets of the act of the Ministry
They also deterof Education.
mined that the individual should
be educated to the limit of his
ability for the better of the community and the nation. These concepts have all been adopted by the
new Labor Party.

for $11.00,

7,

Eastern War Time, Memorial Hall
was busy with the change of classes.
In the Union a few students
listened to the radio and read of
the crumbling resistance of Germany. In Oslo, Norway, it was

probably to concentration camps.

Fraternity Basketball

fers pledging for a year.

QUICK SERVICE

Phone 450

On

1940.

tion points. The Black Market, in
which two pounds of butter sold

May

any other Monday.

Each Mil-Org member had a gun ed in these outbursts. Thus peace
buried in the woods and an arm returned to Norway.
band which he was to wear only
When Ulf Store landed in New
their government and
Gestapo if there was fighting. Uuf's par- York City on October 23, he found
headquarters, and outside the city ticular group was assigned to get- ( it to be very much as he had picthey built anti-aircraft batteries. ting information about the Quis- tured it, only bigger. That same
They day, he' left New York for Maine.
Ulf's school was one of the few lings and German leaders.
that had no (Nazis in it, and it was did this so well that when the Now Ulf is living the slow, leisallowed to continue as before. To liberation finally came, it was urely life of a freshman at Bowkeep their classes intact, the stu- only a matter of hours before the doin, a life that is a far cry from
dents of Riis School formed a club, Nazis were rounded up.
that of a member of the Mil-Org
and Ulf was president of his class
Throughout the occupation the in occupied .Norway. He will stay
group from 1943 to 1945. In the Germans carried on a never-end- here for a year, then return to
University, when
the Germans ing search for Mil-Org members. Norway to study law at the Unitried to let Nazi students enter The fall of 1944 and the following versity of Oslo.
He is waiting
without the usual examination, spring, when the Germans feared for the day when he will go back
the student body protested; 400 that invasion was near, were es- home to be with his people and
of them were taken to Germany, pecially tense.
At times Ulf and once again spend his summers on

Group

In 1938, to the control of the college. '
the college ruled that no student
The fraternity must either govwho is on probation at the end of ern itself adequately, or be superthe first year is eligible for fra- vised or dispersed by the college.
«
ternity membership.
HI. The Obligation of the
F. H. Turner, Dean of Men at
Group to the Individual:
the University of Illinois, makes
The fraternity has no immediseveral pertinent, though not or- ate responsibility for scholarship,
iginal, observations on fraternity but
should maintain conditions
life in the Saturday tvening Post that will promote the individual's
for March 2, 1940. "It should al- best development in every way.
ways be remembered that every
The fraternity should not give
reputable college or university re- refuge to its members in any
quires fraternity or sorority pledg- breach of accepted responsibility,
The fraternity should respect
es to make their grades before
they are initiated into full mem- the rights of its members to selfbership."
development.

stopped abruptly

life

that day
war came with the suddenness of
a slap in the face. Systematically
the Germans took over the life of
Norway.
In Oslo they set up

any group from the privilege of association withmouth
having more than five active draws its members from the conmembers exempt or partly exempt trol of the college.
from paying established fraternity
The fraternity must either conDartmouth de- trol its members or return them
dues and taxes.

Brunswick 350-W

BAND BOX CLEANERS

71

physically

The Obligation

school

lived.

But this
on April 9,

to college.

well as
morally.

early

Winters, there was skiing on the
slopes to the north.
Ulf and his
family often spent the summer on
the southern coast. Such was the
life of Ulf Store, one that any
number of American boys might

have

prohibited

Bonds!

3
2 and 3 Piece

re-'

Group life, to be of greatest
value, must be integrated with
college objectives intellectually as

mwL.

com* home and start
Those who were

Cleaning

the

in July, 1944.

.

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

hurt will need care! Money is
needed for mustering-out pay!
- ¥pr loans!
We've got to make
the G. I. Bill of Rights good!
Lend your money for Victory

was

University of
A similar
society was established at Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn in
April, 1945.
The "National Legionnaire," organ of the American
Legion, in September, 1944, reported on plans for a national
fraternity for veterans.

Arkansas

.

Iota,

-Germans

Ulf remembers his

days at the middle school and the
friends he knew there. When he
graduated, he went to the Riis
Gymnasium School (corresponds
to high school) to prepare for the
University of Oslo.
At Riis he
studied mathematics, science, oral
English and German composition.
In summer, the -students used to
run across the pine-covered hills
that surround Oslo.'or play soccor.

for

ternities represented on the joint
committee.
and guidance," and "cemented
Basic principles of the code are
Fraternities have
alumni ties."
summarized as follows:
been invited by the University to
I. The Obligation of the College
enter into discussions on the posto the Group and its Members:
sibilities' of reorganization along
Self-government is a primary
divisional lines. For, the trustees
reported, "fraternities at the Di- objective of college training; the
the college will
be
vision level, having men some- work of
would be strengthened by utilizing the frawhat more mature,
different from the conventional ternity to this end.
The college should insist upon
Apparently, it is the
pattern."
"conventional pattern" of social the financial integrity of all stufraternities that Chicago has ban- dent undertakings, and not allow
The University leveled no them to encroach upon the stuned.
charges of "undemocratic" or "an- dent's primary purpose in coming

"The Old Fashioned Kind"

going!
You're buying them to
bring things back to normal! Our
to

fraternity

ponsibility," "supplying leadership

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

again!

letter
veterans only,

Yes, We're Interested In

Dig deep down In your Jeans
for Victory Bonds!
You're not
buying Bonds now to keep a war

living

Greek

was formulated back in
and many national fratern- lations
1937 by a joint committee from
ities at Chicago have ruled that
the Association of American Colstudents in the first two years of
leges and from the National Inthe College could not be pledged.
terfraternity Conference. The colOnly students in their last two
leges
represented were Union,
years have been eligible.
Lawrence, Williams, Brown, UniContributions which fraternities
versity of Michigan, and New
have made to the University were
York University.
Delta Kappa
It emphacited in the report.
Epsilon was one of the five frasized "growth in individual res-

THE EDITOR

men want

A

keep from being caught.

to

When

ities,

WISEMAN FARMS

devices.

Later Riis was taken over by the
Will Richan
Ulf Store '49 landed in Germans and used as a military
training school.
this country from Norway, he had
Early in their occupation, the
already lived a fuller life than
many men twice his age. Ulf has Germans began to cut down on
the
civilian supplies of food and
spent every one of his twenty
clothing. Through the occupation
years in Oslo, Norway, five of
them under German occupation. the typical Norwegian meal conAs a member of the Norwegian sisted of dried codfish, turnips and
Underground, he was closer to the potatoes. Butter, sugar and tobacco were non-existent and meat
War than most of us.
was almost unheard of. As for
There were happy years before
occupied Norway. clothing, a suit cost a year's rathe

By

Dean Turner also writes, "Fraternity or sorority life is not essential to the student, but if there
is no fraternity or sorority life,
there will be a substitute for it
in some form, either dormitories,
organized houses, or group systems. Fraternities and sororities
are well established and are trying to do their share, not to make
the institutions accept them, but
to make themselves more acceptable to the institutions."

;

Her foungttert bed tent

other catch
phrases have
been "dinned

<&4

20 at the State Street
Parish House in Portland. A bus
will leave Bowdoin at 1:00 and
return at 5:30. So that the concert will not interfere with houseparties; the members of the choir
may take their dates with them.

be entered,

and any undergraduate
is

Any December

But when the got there
The cupboard mm bare

Finish Ours."

'Messiah'

Meet

will receive substantial prizes.

Norwegian Student Tells Experiences
As Underground Member Against Nazis

College Veterans Organize

Weatherill

Seems as though winter is really here to stay
now. There's snow all over the place. If it had come
a little earlier, I could have said that freshmen are
lucky because the S.C.D.C. won't be able to tell
whether or not they're trampling on the grass of
this rambling campus. It makes the lions and
statues over by the Art Building look like they are
wearing fur coats. Speaking of fur coats, Wadman's
is bad enough, but think how he'd look in Louis
Hills'. Going back to freshmen, I'll bet a lot of them
wished for this snow a long time ago so they could
cover the stuff they had to get on Union duty with it.
Then, too, as though there isn't enough snow

WW

Chicago Bans Fraternities;
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Dancers Choose

Kappa Sig Wins

King And Queen

Fraternity Sing;
Zete,

For Houseparty

Coffin Rests

From

Cup

New

Ban

"Outright"

This Year

The Kappa Sigma
won first place in the

is

terfraternity sing held in

Thursday evening.
Awards were made
on a point system and the win-

Of Fraternities

i

i

j

Moore Hall will
out the party.
be vacated in order that the dates

may have

additional rooming fa-

cilities.

*

J

be open for those

who wish

will

to

go

Defeats Redskins,
15-14, In Playoff
Adam Walsh, Bowdoin's coach
on leave of absence, led his Cleveland Rams to the National Pro-

'

ners acquired 237, with a tie for
second place between the Delta

Kappa Epsilon and Zeta

j

i

fessional

Tillotson Leads

Psi Fra-

ternities,

who

and
Although

received 231

223 points respectively.
not actually tied, it was the opinion of the judges that the two
were so close that it was impos-

Choral Society
j

I

In "Messiah"

{

I

one second place and
Fourth place
the other, third.
The Brunswick Choral Society
went to the Alpha Delta Phi Fra- presented its eighth annual presenfollow:
The tation of George Frederick Hanternity who had 218 points.
Enemies and critics of college President's Cup, for the best imdel's oratorio, The Messiah in Mcfraternities have of late been more provement, was won by the Sigma
morial Hall, on Tuesday evening.
than usually vocal. The Amherst Nu Fraternity. The Kappa Sigs'
December 18th. The entire profaculty has accused fraternities of two winning songs were "Evaline"
and their fraternity song, "Star gram was conducted by Prof,
being anti-democratic and antiand Crescent."
Frederic Tillotson and featured
intellectual; Mrs. Frank has acThe judges this* year were Ary
as soloists: Constance Heyes, socused them of everything else. Dulfer, music instructor of Brunsprano, Catherine Daggett, alto;.
Meanwhile the fraternity people wick schools; Mrs. Clement Wil- Edgar M. Randle, tenor: and Lloyd
have been proving: (e) that fra- son, wife of resident Dr. Wilson Knight '45, bass. Members of the
and member of the Brunswick
New England Conservatory play.'
ternities never were as black ,as
Choral Society; and Robert Stetthey have been painted (at least son, superintendent of schools in ed under the direction of Maicolm Holmes, and the accompanist
here), or (b) that fraternities have Cumberland County.
for the Choral Society will be LuIt is significant that two of the
reformed themselves (at least in
cille Morin.
judges gave highest score to the
this neighborhood) out of all reThe oratorio was' presented
Zetes. This means that had there
semblance to what they were in
in two parts: the first, "The Probeen majority rule, they would
the old days when the Franks
phesies and the Fulfillment," and
have won. On the whole, Profeswere younger and the younger
the second. "The Passion and the
sor Tillotson stated, the quality of
were not so frank.
Triumph," with a brief intermisthe fraternities' singing has vastly
The
sion between the two parts.
The partisans on either hand improved over that of last year.
two parts were somewhat simbeing thus happily employed, this
ilar in form, in that each part was
neutral and innocent bystander is
RAMS' MENTOR PLOTS STRATEGY' with end Jim Benton, left, and quarterback Bob Waterfiekl becomposed of solo Scripture pasnaturally tempted to join the disComdr. Little Discusses sages sung by the soloists, spaced fore his learn emerged from Sunday's contest with the National Professional Football Title.
cussion (Everybody wants to get
between
entire
passages
for
the
into the act). The opinions which
Part
one
contained
chorus.
I express are my own, and do not Significance Of Dec. 7
Major Warnings Issued
three choruses and part two, five.
necessarily reflect the views of my
Handel's Messiah represents thoj^
sponsors'.' """
On Friday. December 7, to com- third
program presented by the
Of Students
Some time ago. the ORIENT memorate Pearl Harbor Day, ComBrunswick Choral Society this
conducted a poll of the faculty on mander Noel C. Little, USNR,
year. It's fourth will be on Febthe question of its attitude toward professor of physics and former
ruary 12th. presenting the Shosfraternities with a few modifica- commander of the Naval preradar
The Brst review of c'asses reIn his chapel speech of December 9 entitled "The Power of veals
tions.
But if the poll were to be unit at Bowdoin, gave the follow- takovich Concerto, played by the
that almost ten percent of
Portland Symphony Orchestra and Religion," Dr. Walter H. Clark gave several arguments used by
repeated today I
very
the student body have received
sible to give

i

|

l

j

j

;

game.
Triple-threat
Bob Waterfield
again bore the burden of the
Cleveland assault, completing 14
of 27 passes for 172 yards, including two touchdowns. Jim Gillette,

j

I

|

1

who

divided

Rams'

the

scoring

!

honors with Jim Benton, was the
afternoon's

After the co-ed classes Thurs-

Having been held scoreless for
the first period and a half, the
Redskins finally scored in the second quarter on a 28-yard pass.
This marked the only time in the
game when Walsh's team was behind.

•

The second

I

j

—

From

I

should

cheerfully vote for outright abol-

closing of the College, Friday, December 21, at 4:30 P.M.
ficial

f

Continued on rage a

]

ing speech in chapel:
Frederic Tillotson.
"What is the real significance
of Pearl Harbor Day? Four years

we were

day would
Anyone representing the military forces must feel
embarrassment on its anniversary.
But are our armies and navies forever to hang their heads in
shame? The war is won; yet much
ago

MacMillan Explores Arctic
Aboard Schooner "Bowdoin"
Dav»>
Introducing the speaker at

—

—

invited him to beert Peary
come his assistant on his expediHe action to the .North Pole.
cepted the offer and undertook
the first of his trips to the Arctic.
"77

The

Speaks On Greenland

still

voices

flection.

We

the

Stratton Served France

arc able to observe

good works

they

do.

As Ambulance Driver

The

founding of hospitals, schools and

"The

present

status

of

I

}

morning condition known as 'unbuttoned,' but preceding weeks
had not been without preparedness on our part. Surely we were
better prepared for World War II
than for World War I. There was
more military activity on campus
six weeks before the declaration
of war in '41 than six weeks after By Warren C'ormack
in '17.
Was this unpreparedness ?
Lloyd Knight '45 was born in
"But in anotner sense a nation
the oldest house in the tiny town
can never be sufficiently prepared
for war.
One Jap submarine did [of Limerick, Maine. At the ad-;
vanced age of six weeks he took
[ Continue t on Page 2 ]
off on a jaunt to Texas, where his
father was a wild-cat oil man.
One day a cow, apparently conj

By Bob

was

H

also "lent" his magnifi-

The
experiencies he ever had.
party wa-; left at Etah, a small
village,
with the understanding
that the ship should return in two
years.
However, when the ship

reer.

old

men do

;

a monopoly on

Continued on Page

2

j

neither the appellation "hero." nor and, not having visited' the contithe accompanying publicity. This nent since his childhood, made his
way to Paris via a tramp steamer
out of Hoboken.
He worked on
his thesis and fictional writing
first in Paris, then in a monastery

attitude stems partly from modiesty and partly from painful wisdom, and from a very natural redaction to the newspaper accounts
in 1940 which labelled his efforts
on behalf of an ill-fated France
j

near Avignon,

!

productions

which

Chapel Choir

tried to reach them, ice prevented

Sags

In 1916,

another attempt was made, with
even worse results; 130 miles this
time.
The next year the ship

The food sup-

Comdr. Donald MacMillan

ply had been calculated for only
two years, of course; hence the
explorers had to turn Eskimo for
the other two.
On returning to a United States
which was at war, Donald MacMillan went into the Navy.
In
1920. he went up again, this time
to explore Hudson Bay.

Geneva museum.
While in southern France,

The "Bowdoin." his 88-foot sailIn May, 1941, he was recalled
ing schooner, was built in 1921. to his position in the Navy. The
"Mac" had it built with the idea "Bowdoin" was taken over by the
of making yearly trips to thej Navy, but remained the only ship
North with boys who were inter- with a college name and the only>

;

white one in the U. S. Navy. He
persuaded the authorities that for
northern waters white would be
good camouflage, since it resem{

Continue J on Pate 4
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WGAN

blocked

Quill

Features Poem,

'Entreaty,'

nent.

took

By Hartman

md

France

declared

>tratton

was

visiting

and

helping

—

with

Mr.
in

the

\merican
Troup.
to the

Volunteer Ambulance
The Americans were sent
Saar sector, where the fight-

ng was comparatively heavy, even
those first months of the "phoney war."
When the battle of
France began in earnest, the work
of the ambulance group became
more exhausting.
Mr. Stratton
in

|

tells of occasions when his ambulance, built on a Chevrolet chassis,
carried
twenty-two
casualties,
some of them clinging td the

j

.

;

"

war.
friends

vine harvest.
Upon the outbreak of the war,
?e served first at the American
lospital at Neuilly, then joined the

j

Stratton Receiving Croix de Guerre fenders'
Just ^fore the surrender Mr.
as motivated by a love of adven- Stratton became the first Ameriture and a desire to find writing can to be decorated by the French
material. Actually he was partic- government in this war.
He reipating in a war which was not ceived the Croix de Guerre with
then "our war," because he felt palms for action displaying "courthat the ideals involved concerned age and daring."
The citation
everyone. Such abstractions were caused a great deal of comment
beyond the mental scope of a ma- here and abroad, but Mr. Stratton
jority of our citizenry; thus Mr.
Stratton won a reputation as an
[ Con.'iflUtJ on Page 2
I

j

"T

!

|

1

|

I

I

•

]

j

I

Germany went

3ascony

|

j

by the French governIn August of 1939. just beinto Poland

ore

The next issue of the Bowdoii
His ambition from way hack has
been io ix? a concert singer. Con- Quill is scheduled to appear im
cerning the most popular topic of mediately after the Christmas va

—

,
1

he

tried to help some of the Spanish
•efugees.
but his efforts were

1

months, and the travelers return
about August 20.
In 24 years
with boys, says Commander MacMillan, he has never had one fail
to take his turn at the wheel. He
hopes eventually to make an allBowdoin trip, taking only Bowdoin
men.

to

the

]

ceiving a dislike for Lloyd's face,
cation.
The chief feature of thi
conversation hey at Bowdoin
stepped on it and made a barelyLloyd had issue will be a poem, "Entreaty,'
discernible scar over his left eye. need we elucidate?
.The fact that he did not develop this to say, according to latest re- which was taken from an unpub
ports: "I'm just looking around." lished manuscript of the late Her
Bowdoin-on-the-Air will present a particular distaste for cows atUpon graduating, he received an bert W. Hartman. The new Quil
the Bowdoin College Chapel Choir tests to Lloyd's easy-going nature.
While attending Limerick and unrestricted scholarship to the is to be dedicated to Profess©
directed by. Frederic Tillotson in a
special broadcast of Christmas Sanford High Schools, Lloyd was Curtis Institute, Philadelphia, but Hartman and will contain a poem
carols over Station
from interested by his brother, Lendell he stayed there for only one year. to him written by Professor Cofthree-thirty to four o'clock on '41, and other Bowdoin friends in He is now studying at the Dietz fin.
An article by President Sillr
Wednesday, December nineteenth. enrolling here. For a while he School of the Opera in PhiladelIn addition to the songs being sung wavered between the University phia and will continue there for will give a history of the fir§t ter
He! years f ^p literary magazine ol
for the Christmas Carol Services, of Maine's College of Agriculture an indefinite length of time.
Fortunately, and has no particular object at the 'the college beginning with the
the Choir will sing "Lo, How A and Bowdoin.
Rose E^er -Blooming," a 16th cen- wisely, he made the right decision. moment—except hard study. Whe- first publication, which appeared
98
1
lHe ,rSt
tury Christmas carol by PraeOnce here, Lloyd majored in ther radio or opera will be his
'-..^
15
ilf wil
f
Quill
have columns
torius;
devoted
"In Dulci
Jubilo,"
an government, hut maintained an chosen medium, no one knows; o
ancient German Carol; and "We enthusiastic delight in hunting, however, we are willing to guar- to dramatic criticism and book reThrae Kings of Orient Are." by J. fishing, baseball and singing. For antee his success in either or both views.
H. Hopkins with Robert Hall three years he was the mainstay fields.
Features of the new <;aill will
Weatherill '48. Veonor Sotak '49, of Neil Mahoney's pitching staff
Lloyd returned to Brunswick be by Carl H. Lebovitz 17. Editorand Roger Williams '46, as solo- and a dangerous threat at the this week (much to the delight of in-Chief; H. James Cook '48. Asists. Thomas H. Chadwick '47 will plate.
He served as president of his many friends and admirers) sociate Editor; Donald E. Clark
play a saxophone solo entitled the Student Council and of the to sing the baritone solos in Han- '46, Nathan T. P. Whitman '47,
"Wreath of Holy." Stanley Wein- A.T.O. Fraternity and was one of del's "Messiah," which was pre- Edward L. Kallop '48 and Timosteln '47 will announce.
the most highly respected under- sented in Memorial Hall last night. thy J. Adams "W.

Carols Over WC.AN

travelled

place on campus.

'

from coming within more than

economy of the

He

Switzerland to view the Spanish
masterpieces which the League of
Nations had refused to shelter.
but which had been taken in by

cent baritone voice to the various

musical

to^which he was

attracted by the
mode of living.

!

j

I

when

the days

j

women and

I

went on the Crocker Land Expedition, which, he says, was one of
the most interesting and terrifying

in

,

[

during his college ca-

interventionist

cited as

not hold
religion; nothing
could be farther from the truth
than to believe this. Martin LuHf ther, Francis of Assisi, and Christ
ment at Brown University.
served as an advisor to the Am- himself were all comparativelyerican delegation at the recent young men when they did their
San Francisco Peace Conference. best work. "Only a young man
has the necessary, natural vigor,
only a young man habitually looks
to the future, not the past, and
only a young man has the restless
discontent to give him the power

graduate

Miller

Bowdoin and Harvard
Arthur M. Stratton '35 has been the term was not always applied
an example of relig- one of the most publicized of compliment arily.
In 1938
ious inspiration.
Bowdoin's war heroes.
He likes minence ofhe recognized the ima European conflict,
Dr. Clark went on to say that
colleges like

the

United Nations" will be the subject of a talk by Dr. Leland Goodrich 'L'0, on Tuesday, January- 15.
Dr. Goodrich is the director of the
World Peace Foundation in Boston and is a professor of govern-

,

Walsh

pro football hissaid that out of 100
tory. However, this is not a now
returned veterans only five were
experience for Bowdoin's former
failing two subjects; of these five,
coach, who has been connected
fwo had been at Bowdoin l>efore consistently with
winning teams.
and had been in the service only
a short time.
I Continued on Page 2 5

the effects of religion on people by

On Status Of Nations

virtue of this victory,

Thp President

:

Goodrich Lectures

By

had the honor of piloting the
major warnings, according to an Rams in the
most successful seaannouncement by President Sills. son in Cleveland

called

1

and death

Lloyd Knight '45 Realizes
Goal As Concert Singer

This trip was succeeded by other
trips during the next few years.
In 1913, Commander McMillan

God. Religion has been

To 10%

no more than a function of the brain or working of the glands
by some; others have termed it conditional reflex taught to children by their parents. Still others have called religion a kind of
mechanism by which we escape from reality and "responsibility.
Dr. Clark agreed that there was some truth in all these points.
He then asked why God did not seem to be an illusion.
Dr. Clark stated that we know
God as we know the sun. by re-

Donald MacMillan '98

Greenland was the subject of a
remains to be done. speech by Commander Donald B.
notes of MacMillan '98 at Memorial Hall
those trapped in the water-tight on Thursday evening. December
compartments of the sunken hulls 13. Commander MacMillan said
still haunt us.
that Greenland was strategically
"At about 0400 Hawaiian time one of the most important terrion that fateful morning of De- tories in World War II. He pointcember 7, 1941, an old four-stack- ed out how easily it could have
er was standing in for Pearl Har- been used by the Germans as a
bor.
The periscope of a submar- stepping-stone in invading the
ine was sighted. The call to quar- United States.
In addition, the
ters came, followed by "Load all Commander traced the history of
guns," "Commence firing." Two- the island and described its physman Jap submarine # 1 was knock- ical make-up.
ed under by gun fire and there
Commander
MacMillan
told
finished off by a pattern of depth how. in 1917, Admiral Robert- E.
charges.
Was this unprepared- Peary '77, warned the United
ness?
States
government
to
occupy
"Back here at home we may Greenland for defense against poshave still been in that Sunday
( Continued on Page 2
explaining

years of age, on the trip. He picks
the. the boys for their interest and
lecture on Thursday night, De- ability in science, charges them
cember 13, President Sills said, for the expenses of the trip in"When we introduce Bowdoin's cluding the wages of a cook, docmost famous alumnus, we simply tor and mechanic and teaches
say, Don MacMillan." In view of them navigation and seamanship,
his being graduated from Bowdoin as well as helping them with their
Though the exin 1898. going on Peary's North scientific work.
Pole Expedition in 1908, making penses generally run from $400 to
trips to the far North almost $600, a boy with imagination and
yearly since then, and doing valu- writing ability easily earns the
able service for the government in money back, as many of them
regard to Greenland during the have, by writing an account of the
war, there is no question that trip, or a report oh his field work.
Commander Donald MacMillan is The trip usually lasts three
one of Bowdoin's great men.
After his graduation, Commander MacMillan taught for a few
years, but in 1908 his friend Rob-

By Dick

psychologists against a belief in

told this

live in infamy.

Religion
Psychologist's View

half witnessed the

two Waterfield touchdown passes
which culminated marches of 70
and 81 yards. The Rams held
stubbornly to their one point margin throughout the final period,
though two field goal attempts by
the Redskins barely missed their
mark.

On

Clark Speaks

most

impressive ball
carrier,' with 101 yards gained,
more than three times the yardage compiled by the entire Washington team.

j

day morning, providing the weather permits, sleigh rides or hay
rides will be held by the individual fraternities.
There will also
fee a vie dance in the Moulton Union from 12:30 until 2:00 Thursday afternoon. The formal banquet at the Union at 7:00, followed
by the formal at the gymnasium,
will climax the party.
Proceeds from the Union Store
have been arranged to cover the
expense of the dates' meals. The
houseparty will end with the of-

—

I

Baugh fell on the
but the play cost Washington
points and eventually the

bounded back.

two

j

J

All houses will be closed

in science, and every year
since—except during the war he
has followed this practice. Every
summer, around June 20. he takes
ten boys, from fifteen to twenn

defeat-

Although they out-rushed, outpassed and out-kicked the Redskins, the Rams needed a first
period break to win.
With the
ball on the Washington five-yard
line, Sammy Baugh threw a pass
which struck the goal post and
ball,

I

i

bers of the Polar Bears and towns-

finally got through.

Cham-

By

ing the Washington Redskins 1514 at Municipal Stadium, Cleveland, Walsh became the first coach
to win the pro title in his freshman year.

t

!

Deke Houses. The
made up of mem-

120 miles of the party.

Football League

pionship last Sunday.

j

!

at 4:00 A.M.

ested

To His Two Cleveland Stars

j

9:00 to 1:00 Wednesday night at

it

Gives Pre-Game Instructions

j

from 7:00 to 9:00 and on Thursday afternoon from 3:00 to 5:00.
Informal dances will be held from

people.

j

Adam Wateh

j

swimming on Wednesday evening

be

|

6th.

*

I

The Curtis Swimming Pool

will

on

Hall

December

|

bands

Memoj

the

of

Christmas houseparty will be chosen at the formal dance with
Professor Cecil T. Holmes stated
George Paxton's orchestra, which
that he was in favor of "outright
will be held in the Sargent Gymabolition" of college fraternities
nasium Thursday evening from in
a chapel speech delivered Dec.
9:00 to 1:00. The selection of a
8.
He gaye as the basis of this
houseparty queen has long been
opinion the "grand larceny" of the
a tradition at Bowdoin, but a
new-coming
freshman's
time,
chosen king is a feature to be in- which
is detrimental to his college
itiated at this Christmas housecareer.
party. The Zete, T.D., Deke, and
Some excerpts from his speech
A.D. Houses will be open through-

the Zete and

yearly in{

rial

The King and Queen

In First Year As Pro League Coach

last

Professor Coffin, who
not as ill as was first reported, has been confined to his
home at 44 Harpswell Street.
He will not, however, be permitted to have visitors for at
least a week, the hospital announced. Professor Coffin will
probably return to teaching in
February. His classes have been
taken over by Mr. Arthur Stratton '35.

Sunday.

Fraternity

Rams

Cleveland

Football Championship

Jo National

Professor Robert Pettr TrisCoffin, who was stricken
HI Saturday, December 8, with
a heart attack, was released

from the Wilson Hospital

President's

Holmes Favors

Of King

_

tram

DKE, Place

For Improvement
Goes To Sigma Nu

Selection

Adam Walsh Leads

Illness

_j
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
dimunition of their

will result in the

The Bowdoin

Orient

IHE COUNTER CURRENT

power and the increased control of

Indonesians

college administrations over them.

Bowdoin's

ErUMMmkI

wick, Malae

1S71

The

Herbert B. Moore »48

^re vou preparing

A««««Uie Emter

Managing Editor.

R. A.

-.

'49

have a football squad
,
the undergraduates were re-

- ,,

Bohert c. Miner

Jviinn^itfuJi^j*
WtLard C. Sicken '49

'

t

The
bowdoin pubushdw OOMPAKY
Profewer Amen

AwtlAtant Prof twar

PkiMp M. Brown

Leonard ik BeH

'47

c^p^iS •«
I^mrt D. MS '47

*™Arlfc«i

Mta Manager

Manager

mCn wh °

^T^. "
M. oiuey, #.

Pkiitp f.

U

and stamina they
.•
r1
r
" e awarding

Manager*
O. Cabot Ekeftotf '4f

George Pappae

_

spirit

stressed previously.

'

.

'48

asking
if it were not paradoxical that two
rival empires such as England and
Holland should join hands to help
keep each other's chestnuts out of
the fire. Not so long ago it would
have been a great source of satisfaction to one to see the other
convulsed internally. At that time
each was concerned witn stealing
the chestnuts of the other, but now
that they are mutually threatened
with loss of all their chestnuts,
they are devoted to preserving the
existing supply of nuts.
The world is turning against the
principle of empire. And Woodrow Wilson's principle of selfdetermination of nations is recognized as a prerogative relative to
all peoples. It does not require a
great deal of political' acumen to
see why the British are so deeply

Department has

overlooked the importance of the

'4§

»

i
numerals
to the
with the

«•

of

men who remained

other

team throughout the season would
symbolize the Department's and the

kfcatef

ftssockfed Golefiiote Ptess

College's appreciation.
Pabli«h«d bl-w««kty when

rltn« arc h*U by

the KttfAtfnt* of
Bowdoin College. ASdraa new* coftintanicatioM to th* fcttttor
and lobucription communication, to the **"** *^ ***"|f* Of tb»
Bowdoin Publiuhin* Company at UM OrWnt OBee kn tb» I
ton Union. Bowdoin Collate.
lUln*. "
Dnd claaa matter at lb* pott ofllee at

BnunrU.

NORWAY NEEDS SHOES
Bowdoin undergraduates can

ren-

der a real service to their fellow
y'lltHTID

Ftp*

MTIOUL

ADV«»T1»1«0 «T

dents

National Advertising Service, Inc.
CjtlUf PuUishm RtprtttHUtiv

420 Madimn
«a«c*ae
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•
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77/£ FRATERNITIES'

stu-

Bowdoin students are
to bring with them

CHALLENGE

shoes that they 'may have at home.

The

These shoes

new

mean

and that they

consequently require too

much

ition,

will then

lot in

of the

incoming freshman's timefor "purely

tainable,

ludicrous features" of their initiations.

nowl

sentiment and that of

many of

tention:

Bowdoin.

The warmth

lege career.

career."

sionally

United

throughout

system

fraternity

States.

The

which

blasts

at this

make

heights,

"gladaseeya!"

at

Bowdoin the adminis-

when

From

we'll

Or

if

we may be

bray forth

to say,

It's safe

a nominal control over

per-

we

a

to outright control over general fra-

this

dorms

Obviously the Greek
is

to

Today

donment

tolerance

and aban-

of prejudice are

keynotes

for platforms

holding an important position in the

must

institution

society has outgrowrf

of the traditions
past.

of the college,

also get in step with the times.

Modern

Among

many people

always an especial event.

added zest
hope that
someone may have his mind on what
is being said/ And $ne frequently
espies in a professional eye a gleam
which is but a hopeful imitation of the
glittering orbs which watched the arrival of your train.
The juxtaposition of the party and

and action throughout

many

and customs of the
outworn practices

the

these

Christmas

bit of

leads to

in influential positions

holidays

inevitably

murderous references to con*
Be that as it may, there

are today including the physical haz-

vivial "spirits."

ing carried on by most fraternities

is

a decided air of festivity within these >

which incurs habits of lax scholarship.

hallowed halls which

This, and intolerance, are out of keep-

due

to the

and

is

not eutireLy.

abundance of boughs, ber-

We

ing with the spirit of the nfcw post-war

ries

America.

sider that a celebration of this nature

Failure of the fraternities, to^meet
this challenge* to

con-

i^entirely befitting of the joyful Yule-

take matters' into

own nan/ts-, and to brfeg about
n^es-rywnd dem^tarfbraj.

their

the

figurative mistletoe.

which we trust will follow. Ohce
again, welcome! And bottoms up £0
an hilarious houseparty.
R. C. M.
tide

•

fraternity

-

'

^

the

main

fact,

armies during the "Fall" and was
captured with the rest of his
group at a place in the Vosges
Mont
called, ironically enough,

Chapel Choir Sings

With Waynflete

Girls

The Americans were held

Repos.

a German prison camp for three
The Bowdoin College Chapel
weeks, then sent back to the Unit- Choir will sing a joint concert with
ed States by way of Spain and the choir of the Waynflete School
in

Portugal.

for Girls in the State Street Par-

It was during his sojourn here
In the early part of 1941 that Mr.

ish

Church of Portland on ThursDecember twentieth, begin-

Stratton

day,

isolationists,

ning at four o'clock in the afternoon. This is the second consecutive year the choir has presented a
with
Christmas concert
joint

locked horns with the
both in Brunswick
and the hinterlands. He soon resolved to get back into the fighting. In November, 1941, he sailed
from Halifax en route to Capetown.
The ships in the convoy
were American but they were
loaded with British troops, a situation, that would have caused quite
a furor had it been known, in view
of the fact that it occurred before
Pearl Harbor. America declared
war while they were at sea; the
British were sent to Singapore.
Mr. Stratton ended up with the
Eighth Army in Syria and Pales-

Waynflete. In addition to a group
cf carols by each of the choirs, the
two will join together to sing the

Amen" from "Judas
Maccabeas" by Handel and the
"Legend of the Christ ChM" by
Tschaikowsky. t Because of the
hcuseparties the supper and dance
which followed last year's concert
"Hallelujah

will

tine.

not be held.

Later on, 'serving in the Field
Service with the Fighting French Psychologist's Views
in the Libyan campaign, he was
seriously wounded.
The siege of
Religion Discussed
Bir Hakim, where he was reported
missing but was eventually found
[ Continued from Page i ]
on the desert, is said to have been
one of the worst in history. All and the willingness to accept the

On

the ambulances were destroyed; real challenge of religion," Dr.
the drivers were all casualties
Clark stated.
wounded or captured. Only
"This age has been called an age

killed,

a few managed to escape through
the mine

of great forces

fields.

While he was recovering from
wounds, Mr. Stratton went to
Istanbul where he spent two years
teaching English at Robert ColFrom Turkey he went to
lege.
North Africa, thence to France
and Italy, where he was employed
by the U. S. Office of Strategic
Services. Part of the time he was
his

and of

little

men.

will each young man become, great or little? Only religion in some form can produce

What

the great.

"Atomic energy will be conquered only by a force more dangerous
than itself— The Power of Faith.
Like the lead casket in the 'Merattached to the headquarters of
chant of Venice,' this quest of
the Seventh Army.
Actually this work was nothing
than secret intelligence servabout which Mr. Stratton
maintains a most eloquent silence.
The wicked-looking dagger with
which he was equipped by the
O.S.S. gives some indication of the
nature of his assignments.
Y[is
only comment was that E. Phil-

make God real and meanon us to
and hazard all we have.
Then, and only then, God, not the
illusion that He is for some people,
but a reality more sure than the
ground we walk on, will give us
the power to tame those great
and terrible forces that trouble
faith, to

less

ingful in our lives, calls

ice,

give

lips

Oppanheim's
..

fiction

fre-

is

the world today."

„m

urn „4

Day

the Maine colleges.
After the 1942 season, 'Walsh
signed as assistant coach at his

alma mater, Notre Dame.

Then,
in the off-season of 1945 he was
honored with the position of head
coach of the Rams.

Arctic Explorer Talks,

Shows Movies On North
f

Continued from Page

i

]

attack.
He added that at
the sfarf of World "War Id the
United States immediately took
over the island.
Since \hen, he
said, its true importance has become more and more apparent.
In giving the historical background, Comdr. MacMillan told
how the first colony on the island,
started by Lief Ericson, disappeared without leaving a trace.
Later the Da"ries sent missionary
expeditions to civilize it.
Comdr. MacMillan described the
island as being "an Immense tract
larger than all the states east
of the Mississippi^' Ha said that
the # larger. part of the island is
still under the ice qap which is a
'remnant of the glacial period.
sible

—

:

Next year. Commander MacMillap plans to return to Greenland
oq, the "Bowdoin,", the ship which
h^ has used in his trips to the
,North for several years.I
;

j

1

'

get {nside the nets at Pearl Harbor and leisurely made its reconnaisance along the full length of
Battleship Row.
Preparation for
defense must not be limited to the
professional
soldier
and sailor.
Universal military training, a twoocean navy, even a warehouse
filled with atomic bombs can never
tmarantee us freedom from war.
Herein, it seems to me, lies the
lesson of Pearl Harbor.
"The Secretary of the Navy, in
a recent message, made a statement of his policy on National
Security.
He admitted that Foreign Policy and Military Poliev
have not been closely integrated.
To remedy this deficiency, the
Navy Department advocates a
permanent
National
Seourity
Council, consisting of the President, the Secretaries of State and
the military departments and the
Chairman of the National Resources Board. This Council would
be assisted by a central research
agency and a central agency of im*

telligence.

/•

"Thus, if eternal vigilance isjto
be the price of liberty, that vigilance must not be limited to the
line of sight, of a rifle » but must
sweep the horizon in every direc^
tion of national and international
activity.
Given a broad,* comppp*
hensive, understanding strategy §t
security and there will be no recurrence, of a Pear! Harbm- Da

C-

Aaaaaaaaansnaasi

was

]

else at quently actual truth, which seems
on the day of unfair.
Mr. Stratton is now at Bowdoin,
the presentation he accidentally
temporarily replacing Professor
kept the guard of honor, a band,
Robert P. T. Coffin. He has come
and four generals waiting for an to the conclusion, a bit tardily it
hour in the rain.
seems, that he doesn't care for
He drove with the retreating travel and excitement.

In

the time.

To

memberships

I am not Here 'concerned with
•he purely ludicrous "features of
'•Nations.
Nobody is compelled, to
^in a fraternity and if he is will*>£ to make himself riduculous in
v'der t6 attain that dubious dis''nction, that is his privilege, prodded the pgocess doesn't tf»ke so
.'^nE* that. Jt interferes with his
*^tung*what the college hhs been
-•Hid to give him.
It is the grarii
'jwreeny df the freshntan's time
'•hjat I am worried about. It seems
"l me that a very slieht exercise
ingenuity could yield a formula
hjat would fulfill the pumose of
*1J initiations (which is not the in^ni r tinn of the voun" ^m the
amusement of the almost as
*'Oung) and that this nurpope eoujjd
ha served without ruining a em*f»l month of the initiate's college
iareer,

War Stories

Nixon

Continued from Page i

was busy doing something

WGAN

;

college of strictly

Even the profs put a

certainly anti-intellectual.

:

into lectures in the futile

the nation. Obviously the fraternities,

essential

is

is

nppeared, and some of us chershed the hope that when fraterntv .life revived it might do so
'vithout some of its more obviously insane features.
Personally, I do not see how
'he college can with good conscience continue to ignore this situation.
It is manifestly unjust to
accept tuition money from a new
"tudent, and then permit others to
irevent his making use of the
services for which He has paid.
\nd at a time when fraternities
'-•ave been under fire from so manv
'irections it seems to me very
^urious that they should trv so
s »rd to alienate those who have
N een their friends.

Christmas houseparty something

femininity

failure

iwindled almost to the vanishing
ooint, such activities virtually dis-

to

masculine aspect, a sudden influx of

modify their con-

is

<vhen

reecho

Bowdoin being a

duct in order to remain in accord with
the times.

will

months

to talk about.

letter societies

are being confronted with a challenge.

This challenge

for

mean

In this respect

This offense of the fraternity
against the freshman is, it seems
to me, more flagrant than at any
time for twenty years. Indeed, in
the years before the war, the situation appeared to be upon the
mend. One house boasted of being the first to abolish Hell-Week.
Others announced (and this was
a master press-agent's phrase, if
ever I heard one) a "Modified
Hell-Week."
During the war,

think, that few

ternity operation.

anecdotes

not a long step

many hours

master the courses, which

ities

hearty

through the
come. We're sure
that you'll enjoy helping us to make

it is

believe that

the influence of Bowdoin fratern-

left Brunswick
complaining of Boredom. There is fun
to be had, more than enough for all of
you, and the "do you remember"

the houses are returned to their

essential services,

to

more important.

houseparty dates have

contemplating the management by the college of fraternity house
dining halls and boarding facilities
is

owners.

they almost always

fair"

mitted to descend from the euphuistic

in the undergraduate college.

Even here

"campus

strongly resemble the wastes of the

cago has recently forbidden fraternities

tration

of

time of year occa-

said

Russian steppes.

the

University of Chi-

I don't

the inspired missions upon which

our

old

*

the entirely un-

to that of getting a favorable start

greetings surpasses even the wintry

-

is

select

brief at-

in his academic work.
These intemperate demands upon his time
infrequently
mean
failure
not
'to
pa»s one or more difficult courses;

to

new-coming freshman's time,
which is detrimental to his college
rising in opposition to the

colleagues

I

Tells

Dean

speaker at a Victory dinner presented by the Bowdoin Alumni Club
Gives Carol Service
of Boston on Friday, December 7.
Other speakers were Alumni SecThe Bowdoin Chapel Choir pre- retary Seward Marsh, Placement
sented its annual Christmas Carol Director Samuel A. Ladd, Major
Service in the College Chapel on Everett P. Pope '41, and John ParSunday, December 16th.
ker '35. l^cfessor Tillotson lead
The program for this year began singing.
with an organ prelude by John F.
The Dean told his audience that
MacMorran '46, "Themes on Two the campus buildings were "certain
Christmas Hymns," and ended to be bulging" before long, but that
with a choral prelude by the Bowdoin would continue its policy
Chapel Choir? "Gloria In Excelsis cf admitting only men of quality.
Deo." In between these two prel- He added that it was hoped the
udes, the Chapel Choir sang three number of students would not be
carols, "The Boar's Head Carol," allowed to exceed its pre-war level
which featured Roger N. Williams of 650. Dean Nixon also recounted
'48, "The Ealkan Candle Carol."
the career of an alumnus, whom he
in which Veonor M. Sotak '49 took chose not to name, who was a
the solo part, and "The Carol of pacifist in World War I and became
the Russian Children." The entire a Marine major in this war. The
congregation sang "O Come All Ye Dean said that man was especially
Faithful," "O Little Town of Beth- active while in college and/is now a
lehem," and "Silewr Night." Presi- prominent economist.
Mr. Marsh spoke of the college's
dent Sills presided over the gathering and led the responsive read- need for funds at the present time
ing and gave the Scripture lesson. and told what alumni groups in difThe Christmas Carol program ferent places were doing. Mr. Ladd
is to be
broadcast over station pointed out how successful the
at 3:30 p.m., and the Choir Placement Bureau has been.
Major Pope, receiver of the Conwill repeat the program Thursday
gressional Medal of Honor, describnoon, December 20th, at Chapel.
ed his experiences on Pelelieu
Island.
He said that one of his
Walsh Leads Cleveland greatest experiences was that of
talking with Andy Haldane '41 just
Pro Football Title a short time before the latter was
killed. John Parker, late of the
Navy, told the group about his
[ Continued from Page t 1
problems and duties as a LieutenA graduate of Notre Dame, ant on General MacArthur's staff.
Walsh captained the famous 1925
"Four
Horsemen
and
Seven
Little Tells Meaning
Mules" team. Coming to Bowdoin
in 1935, he produced state championship teams in seven of his Of Pearl Harbor
eight years here, losing only five
[ Continued from i'age i ]
of twenty-four games played with

are of any importance, compared

ternities because- of their "iarceny of

is

that

the victim spends so

the

Feeling

my

of

Nixon, Ladd, Parker;

Pope

Sunday Chapel Choir
that

the

damsels,

fair

Boston Alumni Hears

System

the fraternity steals from the
freshman during the first and
most critical semester of his col-

needed badly,—and needed
Ulf J. Stqre '49

Welcome,

I

}

"whisp'ring pines and campUs fair" of

the fac-

ulty as in favor of the abolition of fra-

j

reasonable amount of time which

to

WELCOME FAIR DAMSELS

own

I

I strongly suspect

this change of attitude
one compelling one for

be collected and

Professor Cecil T. Holmes, in a re-

cent chapel speech, expressed hit

j

has undergone a similar change of
heart. Of the various reasons for

A pair of old shoes may
you—but it will mean a
Norway where shoes are unob-

little

and

more than one

sent overseas.

anti-demo-

are that fraternities are:
cratic, anti-intellectual,

attack

I

Fraternity

Continued from Page

l

the end of

has been renewed with increased vigor.
reasons given. for th£

To

therefore urged
at

j

j

1

Holmes Airs Objections

Christmas vacation any usable pair of

Recently the cry against fraternities

justified in

Norway

recently-liberated

by contributing old shoes to a drive to
be held in the near future. It is esti-'
mated that 5,000 pairs of old shoes in
good condition are urgently needed
by students at the University of Oslo.

New YO«K. N. T.

AVK.

in

t

;

One would be

awards came as a shock.

a PPears that the

}

generically related to the
Javanese. This policy of using
kindred peoples to fight each other
is in keeping with
the ancient
principle of divide et impera. For
the obvious result is hatred between them, and thus a bottleneck
for any attempt at a Pan-Islamic
League in the Far East.

Participated in the gjimes

will receive
(

Manager

and

men,

hard in the three weeks' practice, but

B
Aaeistent Bnetoeee

squad numbered some
all of whom fought

final

on ty twenty-four of whom saw action
j n tne Colby games.
The announcement this week by the
S3Ltne Athletic Department that only

P. Dacgtat

'

have a pronouneed distaste for this
job, because they are religiously

ice sessions.

thirty-odd

—

True to imperialist tradition, they
are determined to settle the matter. As a result, the British have
been landing Indian troops, who

were necessary. A large group came out
at ^ rst *}Ut man y n iut a f ter a few prac-

'49

Aasodute

with athletic ability

as well as those

'47

,

[

concerned with the problems of the population of 44,000,000.
Soekarno and Hatta, both unirival Dutch in Java. These interests may be summed up with the versity graduates, are well acphrase: "As Java goes, so goes In- quainted with the wherewithal of
dia." It is an inescapable historical government, having received exfact that revolution is contagious. tensive political training during
Modern Revolution stated in 1775 the first of the Indonesian expreswith America and spread through- sions of dissatisfaction with Dutch
out the globe to France in 1789, rule in the 1920's. It was during
and to Spain, Italy, Greece, and this period that Soekarno founded
South America in the early 1820"s. the first national political organizathe P.N.I. (Partai
It is not inconceivable, therefore, tion in Java
that a similar situation could arise Nasional Indonesia) which was exin 1945, as people always prefer tensively supported by the Javanbad rule by themselves to good ese. This embodied national sentiments for independence, and the
rule by others..
The Dutch justify their position Dutch, quick to see its implicain Java by stating that the Jav- tions, disbanded the organization.
anese (like the Indians) are not And like Ghandi and Nehru,
politically mature to the extent of Soekarno and Hatta spent the
ruling themselves. They have been years preceding the Japanese inin Java- since 1595. How long will it vasion in jail. By a masterful stroke
take the Javanese to learn the se- the Japs released Soekarno and
crets of government ? Either the Hatta and made them president
Indonesians have been very unin- and vice-president of the newly
telligent or the Dutch have been created Indonesian Republic. The
fact that they headed a governreluctant teachers.
We can clearly see that the crux ment sponsored by the Japanese is
of the matter is economic. Beside supposedly one of the basic reasons
the question of sovereignty and why the Dutch refused to recogthe question of one peopk's right nize an independent Java. But this
to possess another, the riches of the is sidestepping the true issue, for
Indies are at stake. Some few fam- they are still recognized in their
ilies in the Hague have waxed- official capacities by all Indonesian
corpulent through methodical ex- nationals, in whom they see all
ploitation of these people and are their hopes for national freedom.
If we take seriously the princinaturally reluctant to surrender!
inexhaustible ples of life, liberty, and the pursuit
apparently
this
source of wealth, and so, the red of happiness as they appear in our
and white flag of the new "repub- Constitution, then we can see no
lic" flutters amid violent fighting other course than that which leads
to a free tlava. Our own American
from Depok to Surabaya.
These people reached a point of Revolution was fought for causes
maturity less valid than those which are now
political
considerable
during the Japanese occupation, motivating the Javanese. The presand Soekarno, who is their presi- ence of the Dutch in Java is much
dent, and Muhammed Hatta are more morally degenerate than that
well qualified through education of British in the American colonies
and experience to lead them in free prior to 1776, but we saw fit to regovernment if the Dutch would per- volt. It is ironic that a people which
mit U. The development of a mod~ has but. recently removed its own
ern Javanese republic would be a shackles should be so willing to
simple matter of short duration clasp similar shackles upon another
when one considers the extensive people.
Next, issue: Palestine.
natural wealth and the sizeable

great opposition that the Dutch
and British have been forced to
realize that the possibility, of Indonesian independence is not as absurd as was originally supposed.

minded by the Athletic Department
tnat candidates with spirit and stamina

^ Oeort *T

Feature Editor
Bub-Editors

to

,

this fall,

W«rreo

W.
*

n order

and Cappellari

The latest news cut of Java has
that the imperial nations are determined to bring the situation
there to a climax. The Javanese,
whose nationalism haS been stimulated by the Japanese occupation
and whose troops (which now number more than 100,000) have been
well supplied with captured Jap
arms, have been presenting such

chal-

FOOTBALL AWARDS
\

Tatsloft

It

meet the

'47

Hum '48

Bioko T.
Btohard A. Wiley

circulation

to

lenge?
Arthur C. Sovran

.

Adverttehnf

By

ate constructive reform.

E<ntor-in-cbiet

.

being clearly
the time for immedi-

Field Service Driver

Imperialism

results are

Now is

implied.

.

From Dutch Economic

the same charges as those of any other
college.

Director*

fraternities are liable to

Stratton Is Veteran

Make Bid For Freedom

tmammMmmmmmi

"More farm

life

for me!"
New

developments, offering advantages of speed and
economy in construction, are being fully used in our pro*
gram for extending and improting farm telephone service.

Among these are mechanical pole-hole diggers and
plows for burying wire underground. Sturdier steel wire
that permits longer sp\ms will require fewer poles.
And we

are expyiJbienting with "power line carrier**

to provide telephone service over rural eleetric lines.

Radio, too,

is

bewfe studied for use in connecting mart

isolated sections with telephone exchanges.

Providing more and better rural telephone service is
v
J&e^eU Sfatem plans for comy a ntly improving
*
nation-vndc cqmmmnications service, f
i
f

p*rt of
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*

t
'

'
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Magee Preps

POLAR

For Andover, Colby Meets

BEARINGS

college,

between

Court

—

and coach graduates arid Dick Roundy takes the reins
of the hockey team.
March 1945, and the D.O. fraternity basketball team wins the White Key tournament by defeating trie
Chi Pd five. The cage was the scene of spring training for the
baseball team.- April 1945, arid Bates, Bowdoin, and Maine

—

—

order

and OlMe Emerson, both freshmen
and, incidentally, a pair of the most
promising freshmen high jump
prospects that Coach Magee can
recollect. Branche also is a man to
watch in the. broad jump. Bob
Gotham and Cab Easton will run
mcfct of the middle distances. Bob
also is a good prospect in the 1,000
yard run. Hal Burnham will take
care of the high hurdles. Bob Miller, Bob Weatherill and Mike Rote

in

—

YEAR—A

large order which

McFarland Scores Twice To Tie,
Leone Once To Win In Overtime

Clarkson, Easton Place

The Bowdoin varsity basketball team opened its season in a
spectacular manner when they upset the strong Portland Naval
During the week of December
Station five at S&rgent' Gyrnhasium on Wednesday night, DePlaying their second game of the
10-14, Jack Magee's trackmen parcember 5. in a thrilling overtime battle, 46-44.
season, Monday, December 17 the
ticipated in a modified version of
The score was tire 40-40 at the
Bowdoin J.V.'s lost a fast and ex- day night has been postponed*
the Christmas Gambols, a longuntil January 25, 1945, at Portend of the regulation time, and a
citing game to Deering High
standing Bowdoin tradition. While Fort Williams Defeats
land.
five-«minute overtime was playedSchool by the score of 50-44. DeerShuttling between the Cage and the
Portland jumped to a quick lead
ing led all the way, but the Bears
Gym", Matt Branche copped top Polar Bears, 45-32
in this extra canto when Fairmanaged to keep within 8 points
honors with a total score of twenbanks sunk two long shots, and
of the victors throughout the 1945 Football, Tennis
Practice
the Polar Bears chances appeared
ty points. Neil Taylor took second In
game. In the last quarter the
Then the ever-prcsehl Pacgone.
while
points,
place with seventeen
Letters Awarded
J.V.'s came to life and for a time
The slrong Fort Williams bas- ky McFarland brought the spectied
and
Cab
Easton
Clarkson
Fred
However,
threatened to pull ahead.
tators to their feet with two solo
away
from
pulled
team
ketball
thiraccumulating
for third place,
the wearers. of the Purple broke
dashes down the court which proThe Athletic Department awardteen points each.
the Big White cagers in the last
loose with a barrage of 3 straight
Packy
duced the tying points.
ed varsity letters to twenty- four
TRACK EVENTS
half of their ball game last week was then hurl and forced to leave
baskets and went on to win the
of
football
Branche,
members
the
1945
40 yd. dash: Murphy,
to score a decisive 45-32 victory. thp Ramr
game by that margin. Billy Edes
p J( Tom Iconc ; who
Emerson, Miller.
led the Deering five in points squad at a recent meeting. Also
Sargent
played
at
was
game
The
ji acj previously tied the ball game
Taylor, Branche,
scored with 15, while Don Reimer awarded were varsity letters to six 300: Murphy,
Gymnasium on Friday night. De- with a one-hand pusb shot from
Gotham.
again was top man for Bowdoin members of last summer's tennis
.outside the foul line, repeated his
Richan, comber 14
with 14 points. Lynch was a big team and numerals to the five foot- 600: Easton, Weatherill.
performance. The Big White held
Bove.
Although it was clear from the
factor in the Deering victory, ball managers.
on to the ball for the remaining
Wiley,
Richan,
Easton,
1000:
start that Bowdoin was to be out- minute and won their opener.
grabbing rebound after rebound
The following athletes and manWeatherfll
and making 10 points.
classed by a tall and experienced
The Bowdoin team, which was
agers received the awards:
Miller.
McEaston,
Gotham.
Mile:
G FT Pts
Bowdolri J. V.
Football: J. P. Beglcy. M. D.
service cluh, the Polar Bears help- handled by Dinny Shay in Neil
Clelland.
2
1
D. Martin, If
Mahoney's absence, surprised evBranche. J. H. Doughty, A. Fraser.
High Hurdles: Brnnche. Emerson. ed make'"lhe Portland team's task
11
3
4
MacDonald, If
eryone by its performance. The
E. D. Gilien, M. R. Grover. Jr., C.
Burnham, Cross.
much easier, being sloppy on the whole team showed a vast imClaffey, If
W. Huen, R. I. Jones, W. C. Jones,
FIELD EVENTS
10 J. E. Kimball 2nd,
5
Milligan, rf
'offense as well as the defense.
Leone, J. H.
provement over last year's five
High Jump: Branche, Emerson.
Leonard, rf
Fort Williams got off to a fast and seemed to have the experiLitUefield, J. E Longley. E. L. MarClarkson, Bradley.
Osher. rf
tin, Jr.< G. R. Morgan, G. S. Nevand coolness that are so
ence
but
with
three
quick
baskets,
start
2 ens. Jr.. B. Osher, I. B. Pitcher, Pole Vault: Nichols, Cross and
1
Polakewich, c
here Bowdoin began to cut the necessary to mold a winning comMartin tie for second place.
0!
Poor, c
The varsity led from
S. J. Stagliano, J. H. St. Clair. T. H.
Taylor, margin and for a short time it bination.
Branche.
Broad
Jump:
Nevens, c
Tarrant, R. A. Winer, R. Robinson
the very start and at the half had
Clarkson, Weatherill.
1
1
Robinson, lg
appeared that another close-fought a commanding lead. In the secand A. Robertson.
Taylor, HerClarkson,
Put:
Shot
Williams, lg
The ond half, the visitors changed
Tennis: R.' C. Lawlis, M., D.i
contest was in the offing.
mann, Martin.
1
1
M. Martin, lg
Branche, F. H. Clarkson. Jr.*. W.
their
tactics
and employed a
Discus: Taylor, Clarkson. Martin, score at the end of the first q.uar14
2
6
Reimer, rg
L. Kern. J Eells, Jr., and F. E.
ter was 14-10, Fort Williams a- pressing man-to-man defense. Thl^
Hermann.
13
1
Kimball, rg
Ceccarelli, Jr.
slowed down Bowdoin and enabled
six
trailed
RoWdoin
by
head.
Taylor,
Martin,
35 lb. Weight:
Football managers: L. D. Bell,
points at the halftime and had cut them to send the contrast into an
Hermann, Clarkson.
44 D. S. Bloomberg, M. R. Young, Jr.,
8
18
the lead to 33-29, with one period overtime session.
G FT Pts E. W. Stevens and G D. Pappas.
Deering
McFarland. Leone and Morrison
play.
It was in the final quarto
15
3
6
Edes, If .*
to finish with both teams showing ter that Bowdoin fell apart do were the scoring sparks, earning
6
3
Goodie, rf
P
"junior fensively and was outscored twelve 13, 13 and 14 points respectively.
The
lack of experience.
scoring
8
points.
Bud
Rand
and
8
4
Sturgeon, rf
Marty Wooden played a stellar
demonstrated that they to three.
10 of Cony was easily the star of the bears"
5
Lynch, c
need more practice in shooting, as
For the Polar Bears McFarland, game in the baekcourt and actu2 game, making 18 points.
1
Greely, c
the score testifies. This year the Morrison and Leone were again ally controlled the backboard by
Bowdoin J. V.
G
F
p
Rodgers, c
Jack Tyrer started at
1
1
3 J.V. squad will be coached by the the high scorers, netting 11. 10 himself.
3 D. Martin, If
1
1
Orr, lg
and 8 points respectively, but this center, but was replaced by Char2
4 football coach, Dinny Shay.
4 M. Martin, If
2
Hall, rg
P
G
F
Bowdoin
trio missed many perfect oppor- ley Huen and subsequently Matt
Leonard,
rf
2
1
Aceto, rg
6 tunities as did the other local Branche, who played the entire
3
4
8 Milligan, rf
Milligan, rf
1
5 courtmen.
2
This loss gives the second half and the overtime. The
1
2 M. Martin, rf
50 Poor, rf
23
2 Bowdoin varsity an even record closeness of the contest did not
1
D. Martin. If
Polakewich,
c
1
2
Referee: Fortunate
Poor. If
for the season, with one win and allow Shay to substitute freely,
Nevins, c
»ne loss in the two practice games. but those who did see action and
Robinson, lg
1
2 Osher, If
Playing their first official game
4 The first official game of the year showed to good advantage were
Polakewich,
c
rg
Reimer,
6
1
13
of the season, Saturday, Dec. 15th,
2 will be played at Durham. N. H, Bert Moore and Milt MacDonald.
1
Morgan, c
Claffey. rg
the Bowdoin Junior Varsity suf2 against the University of New
1
Longley, rg
The box score of the game:
fered a 36-34 defeat at the hands
2 Hampshire, on January 5th.
1
Robinson,
rg
16
34
2
of a Cony High School varsity in
Bowdoin
p
F
4
2
Cony Varsity
F
P Reirger, lg
O
a game played on the victor's
is
score
of
game
The
box
the
Morrison, If
4
6
13
Claffey. If
Rand, rf
8
2

And South Portland

Hie basketball game between
Bowdoin and the Portland Naval
Station scheduled for last Mon-

|

Game
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dle-distance work. Bradley, Clark-

:

i

j

I

j

j

'
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is

by Packy McFarland* Ed was the captain of the varteam* its high scorer, and in short the spark that
ignited the club. Packy followed this success by winning a starting outfield berth on the Polar Bear baseball nine and as usual
turned in a fine performance. A great leader and a fine compet-

Taylor Takes Second;

:

confronting wartime athletics. Now that we are in the process son and Martin will certainly figure
of saying goodbye to one sports calendar and hopefully wel- in the high jump picture, while
coming another, 1 wish to thank all the coaches, and players who Clarksoh, Cross and Weatherill
will supplement the broad jump.
made 1945 a successful athletic enterprise, and predict that Cross, Nichols and. Martin will be
1946 will prove to be a year with a surplus of victories for Bow- called upon for the pole-vault,
while Hermann, Smith and Martin
doin teams.
will hold forth in the Weight events
*
Polar Bearings

SPORTS STAR OF THE

Branche Wins Gambol;

influenza epidemic at the preparatory school. It is unlikely
that the meet will be rescheduled at a future date;

'

—

easily filled

To Deering, Cony,

Bowdoin and Exeter

Academy at Exeter last Saturday was cancelled because of an

.

—
—

FOOTBALL—

Jayvees Drop Three,

.

—

WE

Varsity Upsets Portland Naval Station
46- 44 In Thrilling Initial Hoop Game

j

a successful but informal outdoor track
meet at Whit tier Field. May 1945, and the Polar Bear nine
behind Don Russell's fine pitching defeats Bates for the first time
in two years.—-June 1945, and graduation followed hy a brief
inson are the alternates for the
rest period.
July 1945, and Bowdoin students cry, "We want quarter mile. The' three arc perhaps
football." Softball replaces baseball, and Matt Branche leads the most experienced men out and
an informal tennis team to victory over Bates.-r-Aiigust 1945, were featured oil last year's relay
team.- Ed Murphy, another freshand Bowdoin students still cry, "We want football." Septem- man, will run the sprints and the
October 1945. and 300 yard run. Coach Magee is reber 1945, and
GET
Shay and company start preparing for Colby games. Novem- lying upon Fred Clarkson and Neil
Taylor to throw the weights.
ber 1945, and Bowdoin ties and loses to Colby on the gridiron.
In addition to this experienced
Adam Walsh continues winning ways at Cleveland. ^December material, Coach Magee is relying
1945, and the athletic program turns formal. Basketball team on some seventeen unseasoned
men. There are five new milers,
wins and loses; Track and Swimming teams prepare for future Bainton, Bove, Edson, McClelland,
meets.
and Richan. Wiley and. Warning
have to hold up much of the midIt was a good year, especially so in view of the many obstacles
finish in that

THRE

l

The scheduled swimming meet

to the small enrollment at
a comparatively small

track squad is now working under
the tutelage of Coach Jack Magee.
As with me. swimming team, "inexperience" is apparently the word
from those In the know. However,
it -is expected arid hoped that the
how "giveh"squad will be augmented by returning veterans during the
February semester.
These were the views expressed
by Coaefi Magee himself; but, if we
may quote him further, the overfrom a cloudy
January 1945, and Bowdoin defeats Colby's basketball team all outlook is far
one. There are a number of men
before a houseparry gathering
February 1945, and Neil Ma- with some experience who will see {
honey's couftmen won two from Colby and two from Maine td a great deal of action. The high
Branche
lay claim to the Informal State Series title. Holden Findley, jump will feature Matt
athlete

.
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Portland Game,
Tracksters
Stvim Canceled
1-'-1

Due
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1946 Football Features

I

sity basketball

;

Amherst, Williams

j

i

Rowdoin's 1946 varsity football
team will play a six-game scheditor is Bowdoin' s star of the year.
formal camSpeaking of stars, there is one in Cleveland, Ohio, shining ule. In their first
paign since 1942, when they won
brighter than ever. Adam Walsh, who I still connect with Bowthe state championship, the Polar
doin in hopes that he will return for good in 1947, has produced
Bears Will engage two powerful
another championship club. The facts are known to all and 1 join
"little three" teams, Amherst and
his friends and admirers in saying, on behalf x>f the Bowdoin Williams, as well as the other
students. CONGRATULATIONS.
Maine colleges.
Everything ha» been s* wonderful up to this point, but 1 must
The Big White will open the

{

!

j

home

18!

floor.

Paquin, If
rhe contest was an overtime
Pease, If
1
1
affair with the score at the four3
Brown, c
1
1
30-30.
at
quarter mark standing
1
2
The Shaymen led throughout the Macomber, rg
McCullum, lg
1
8
6
3rd quarter, only to see the Rams
Lee, lg
2
4
break the monotony with a, gripe. .The attendance at the first season on October 5th. at Massa- tie the score in the final period
win
in the three-minute overand
the
these
games
for
last
In
total
The
sad;
has
been
College.
two basketball games
chusetts State
36
13
10
Failure to stop Bud Rand,
time.
figure of undergraduates present is about 150. 1 agree that many time Bowdoin met the Bay Staters high-scoring Cony forward, and to Referees: McCall and Dysart
their many free Game at Cony (Augusta).
capitalize on
who were not in the stands had good reasons, and that no one was in 1939.
The tentative dates:
throws, spelled defeat for the Bowshould be told to attend anything that they are not interested in,
Bowdoin vs. South Portland
away doin five. The Bears made only
Oct. 5 Mass. State
In their first practice game of
but I would like to remind those who have been shying away
2 free throws out of' 16 attempted,
home
Oct. 12 Amherst
the Season, Wednesday-, Dec. 5th.
accombe
should
kept
schedule
guard,
normal
athletic
right
to
a
return
Reimer.
the
that
home tton
the Bowdoin J.V.'s downed South
Oct. 19 Williams
Bowdoin in the game by making
panied by a similar return bf the old Bowdoin spirit. Let's get in
It
away 13 points, while George Milligan Portland High School 27-25.
Oct. 26 Colby
the ballgame even if we do it from the stands. The men who Ken*. 2 Bates
away also helped the Bowdoin cause by was a rough ball game from start
wear the college colors deserve ybur support.
home playing a fast, aggressive game
Nov. 9 Maine
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lot of

new
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PRINTING
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The Orient
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MAKE
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A MUSICAL CHRISTMAS

WITH THE LATEST AND BEST FROM OUR fcOMPLETE
STOCK OF SWING and CLASSICAL RECORDS

146 Maine

Street

|

delivery Famous Hallmark Christmas Cards tor mat
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Dec

THE GIRLS WILL THINK THEY ARE ADORABLEYES BUT ADORABLE
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4 Elm
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someone
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RACES
wim
Gilford
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Street

Tel.

154

Dec. 23-24-25
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TENDER GRAPES

BEST OF LUCK TO
BOWDOIN COLLEGE

with
Edward O. Robinson Margaret O'Brien
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COOKING BEST

N. T. Fox Co.
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leRUora
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Randolph Scott
Barbara Britton

Christmas time

300 designs
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Charles Laughton

^ottdga Agtat: James Longley
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Paramount News
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College Book Store
PETE THE COLLEGE PUP
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Phone 974-M for
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* PRESSING
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- Robert Duke
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Telephone 80

Kay Dowd

James Craig - Frances

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

WILSON DRUG

TONDREAU BROS.
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producing for Bowdoin men:
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ROUGH DRY
RUG SHAMPOOING

WASH
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LAUNDRY
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Dec. 19-20
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FIRST NATIONAL
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6 Wendell, c

3

MacDonald.

46

12

ft
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ROOMS FROM
115 Maine Street
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string halfback for the Big

good old athletic fame.
For the first time since I've been at Bowdoin. a houseparty
will not witness a varsity athletic contest. This is unfortunate in
that a great deal of color will be lost, but I'm sure that it will be
ho unsurmountable loss, in fact I wouldn't be at all surprised if
a

4

i

NOMINALLY PRICED

White football team. At present
Mahoney's varsity basketball five.
This is quite a record for anyone to establish in such a short time,
and Matt certainly deserves plaudits both for his feats and his
fine sense of sportsmanship. Undoubtedly the most versatile
athlete in school Matt is sure to carve himself a large hunk of that
first

2

1

DINING

QUICK SERVICE AND GOOD FOOD
FOR
r

P Leone, rf
10 Doughty

Tyrer

Walters,

NEW

2

Huen

1

1

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN

BOWDOIN HOTEL & RESTAURANT

undergraduates. Mart Branche winner of the recent Christmas
track meet held under Jack Magee's guidance in the Cage, is
my choice. Matt scored twenty point* to cop the meet, and in
doing this he placed first In the high- jump with a leap of 6 ft.,
first in the running broad-jump at 22 ft, and first in the high
hurdles. Matt also placed in the dash and the 500 yd. run. This
stellar is typical of all bf his performances since he has come to
Bowdoin. Last summer Matt was the outstanding tennis player
in college and one of the leading Softball hurlers representing
the school, Last fall we all remember him for his fine showing as

F

4

Branche. c

Blessing, rf

SPORTS STAR OF THE HOUR— turn from a major sport
for my selection to a meet that received little notice from the

G

1

MacVane.

Polar Bearings

Matt

MacDonald.

Bowdoin

1!
6 Morrison,
2 Leone, rf
6 MacDonald

2
2

Hall Place
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MUSTARD & CRESS
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Staff

Members

CAMPUS VARIETY

Meddiebempsters Sing

Attend Conference

Weil-Known Songs

Of College Newspapers

On Bowdoin-on-the-Air

By

By Clark
back in the dim mist of
the past in the Pre-Dormitory Era of Bowdoin College, the natives practiced a strange and mysterious
ritual. The ceremony was complicated and deeply
Inlaid with a traditionalism that defies even the
moat adroit anthropologists in their quest for a
reasonably valid raison d'etre. A few scraps of evidence have been unearthed, however, and it behooves me to pass them on to you.
To begin with, this ceremony went under the

Back

title of

In the "old days,"

"Houseparties."

The

precise philology of the

term is doubtful, but most authorities seem to be in
agreement with the theory set forth by Hansen
Bennett in his "Treatise on Primitive Practices."
Bennett says, "I can be reasonably certain, on the
basis of extended investigation, that the noun
"houseparties," connotes some kind of celebration
somewhat along the lines of the ancient Roman
Tournaments." Mr. Bennett continues in his interesting paper and unearths a wealth of information
the bulk of which was found in printed form (in a
simple and obviously crude northeastern dialect),
contained

in

a

entitled

publication

ORIENT from which

I shall

BOWDOIN

quote in some length.

The subject of this particular article seems to be
an attempt at classifying the varied types of females attending Houseparties. The author begins by
describing an extinct type which he names The
Party Dear. ("Dear" is an obsolete term of endearment often applied to one's close female associates.)
I now quote from the BOWDOIN ORIENT of December 19, 1945 as follows: "The Party Dear is a
rare and delicate species of womanhood, who is
greatly prized by the Party Boys. She is, more often
than not, an undergraduate at one of the better
girls' colleges, who has been every place you have
not and knows all the people you don't know at the
places you have been. She has an uncanny faculty
of remembering houseparties elsewhere which were
much better than the one she is now being sadistically subjected to. She dresses in the very latest of
styles, knows Hattie Carnegie very well, and usually
thinks everybody looks simuply "divine," a word,
by the way, that she adores. Her physical attributes
vary in a great degree; all the way from nine to
fifteen with interpolating sizes and correction factors. She dances magnificently, mostly with other
people. She is possessed with the stamina of a bullox in spring and always insists upon doing tilings
that you don't feel up to, such as swimming at night

The

Mere Point. She is an incorrigible singer
who knows more verses to more songs ^han you
off

staffs

of

college

—

—

"Among

the more unobtrusive females
hanging around is the Intellectual or Aesthetic
type. She usually has very little to say but says it
in a way all her own, with the clever use of direct
quotation whenever it becomes necessary, which is
all the time.
She has read profusely in all the
Greeks and thinks Shaw (she calls him George) is
a disgusting bore. She is probably a junior or senior
at Sarah Lawrence or Bennington and is usually
found escorted by Dick Eskilson or 'Judge' Lawlis.
(Editor's note: two prominent youths at the college
during this period, probably members of the "Ibis,"
an extinct literary organization.) Her chief occupation is formulation of new theories on esoteric values and the classification of motifs both abstract

paper.

He

makeup and
teristics.

of

discussed

its

its editorial

The

physical

charac-

editors of the pa-

pers at Colby, Bates and University

of Maine spoke

about

their

respective newspapers.

The meetings on Sunday were
confined to the particular aspects
of newspaper work.

Each phase

of production was discussed by
several closed groups represented
by people who did that type of
work. The conference resulted in
and concrete. Her favorite composer is Stravinski, a closer unity between the ORIstaff and the staffs of the
whom she calls 'monstrous' and 'devastating' in al-

ENT

much

mean

to

through the keyhole."
"O. K.
"What's Santa going to bring mother, Peggy?'
asked Rudy.
"That stumped her," said Mrs. Thayer.
But Peggy came across. "A peasant," she said.
"What does Santa look like?" we asked.
GET THIS: "Funny old Stanty looks like
uncle Eaton.
big tomach," laughed Peggy. "Big
tomach!"
Asked if she were going to houseparty Peggy replied, "Unnh, unnh, too naughty," said Peggy.
.

you?

set out in a blinding snow fall which made
Eskilson clear his throat (by Weatherill) and which
made Weatherill fall on his—the ice! (by Eskilson).

We

Jerry Allen was leaving as we entered. He was
trying to borrow the Means' convertible for somewere ushered into the living
time next week.
room, Mrs. Means was by the fire. She rose and

Tommy

"Twas the week before Christmas, when
-

turned on the atmo-

mean

Tommy
library.

to you?"

pointed the bulb at the high corner of
five

volume

many bottles of an
of "Christmas spirits."
Meddie- unknown brand
"Christmas also means a two-week vacation, "said
bempsters will travel to Damaris- Tommy. "Otherwise more of the faculty would be
cotta on Monday, the 17th of De- in the local hospitals."
The fire was scorching the back of Tommy's suit
cember, to sing at the Lincoln
fireplace. "You could say this
Academy's Christmas Recital. Be- as he stood back to the
looks like a Schenley's ad,'' he said.
plans
are
-rather
yond this, future
We asked Tommy what he planned to do during
indefinite, but their schedule will vacation.
probably include a trip to the Vet"I'm going to" rest," he replied. "That's not having
erans' Hospital at Togus.
to pound sand down an academic rathole."
"Don't you want to add something about the spirit
determined that a newspaper ex- of giving, dear," suggested Mrs. Means.
change would be set up, through
on the receiving end," said Tommy. "But
which material and ideas may be Patty is returning from college for Christmas, and
exchanged among the four news- when wine and women arrive the locals will provide
set of Aeschylus stood just as

they had broadcast.
Looking ahead, the

wvvwvv

.

.

.

.

MacMillan's Exploits

Make Him Famed Alumnus

146

PHOTO SHOP

H die's

Bakery

Went up

the hltt

CORSAGES

CUT FLOWERS

14

MILL STREET

SAVE

WASTE

BRUNSWICK FLOWER SHOP

PAPER

SAVE
A

BUNOU

A

two and a

mean

a mystery.

is still

excitement.

my

Esky

idea.

stole

it.

—

An AFTERTHOUGHT Jack Burleigh has taken
out Minkey Harley quite a few times. Dave Roberts'
date, Dottie Watts, wanted him to get Jack to invite Minkey. Burleigh had a date from Boston because his roommate who is from Boston was going
with his sister. So Jack got Don Fisher a date with
Minkey after convincing the latter that it was worth
her while. By "afterthought" I mean after you've
thought it out, tell me about it, I want to know too.

to you

Peggy?"
candy,
"If I do be dood, Stanty bing Peggy some
toys, appuls, and moosic," answered Peggy.
"How's Stanty going to get into the house

e&f

.'

Til sign this "Stormy." This isn't too good, but
neither is "Esky." If nobody gets the idea, I've used
Roberts' suggestion and told the ten kev men on
campus its significance. They'll let you know. By
the way, that part about me falling on the ice was

half!
spirit

.

.

Babcock didn't even know his dear's name. She
it's Snow and he maintains it's Shaw.
Bell wanted me to be sure and ask him what he
thought of his girl. I forgot to, so I guess nobody '11
know.

.

"What does the Christmas

.

claims

Thayer's is eight houses up the street from Leith s.
Mrs. Thayer was washing a little Thayer's face so we
waited in the library for Rudy.
Peggy proved to be the genius of the interview.
By the way, Peggy won't be at this houseparty. She
is

*:>

.

now some

just going to the characters

We left

To fetch wa$te piper piled there*
To womb Berlin
And help me win
And make the Nmmie riled therm.

.

.

Mrs. Leith.

MAINE STREET

.

.

—

LATEST PHOTOGRAPHIC ACCESSORIES

SMITH'S

.

I asked Leonard the same things and he mentioned the fact that she is very talkative which didn't
surprise me in the least especially after he explained how she alternates among her three heads.
Doughty started to throw it thick and fast about
his until one of his descriptive gesticulations knocked
out a window and I managed to get out in what was

SUBSCRIBERS

Mimi asked, "Are you
on the faculty?"

.

.

general

A MERRY CHRISTMAS*

Jill

.

.

.

.

It was papers.
ternate moods. She does not drink except during other three newspapers.
the singing."
and then only absinth and warm
"What about your Christmas snopping? we
water."
wife
This should serve as sufficient evidence in com"I've bought neither of my two gifts, but my
pounding a plausible theory on the practices and
bought mine for her in Portland last week."
beliefs of the ancient Bowdoin tribes. We hope that
We left sometime about here.
they have given you a new insight into the culture of
"Good night boys," said Mrs. Means.
our predecessors and will contribute measurably to
We said it, too.
our study of primitive history.
"Happy landings!" called Tommy.
ing a book about the North Pole.
[ Continued from Page i }
Mrs. Leith answered the door. The Professor was
He also did "Too many people," he said, addressing Christmas cards. "I've been trying to get
bles the icebergs.
his best to have Greenland forti- "think that the North Pole is just him to do it for weeks," she said.
We asked our question and Eaton started to
fied, for, as he says, it is a natural an icicle sticking up on the top
QHSW*
stepping-stone from Europe to the of the globe. I want to tell them
"Don't you dare say anything or they'll publish it,"
United States. Given charge of what it really is, and why it was said Mrs. Leith who doesn't look a bit cynical.
editing ail Northern maps, he also important that we discovered it."
Mimi chuckled.
wishes
helped establish the four airfields
"This is the craziest thing yet," said Eaton, who
Though he is approaching 71,
He was consultant
in Greenland.
means
really isn't a bit that way either. "To me it
northern expeditionary Commander MacMillan is still as
for all
more bills."
trips, and flew along the coast of active as ever, and gives the im"You might think of something other than bills,
the pression of being much younger.
photographing
Greenland,
father," said Mrs. Leith.
fiords.
"The Cnristmas spirit means a relief from French
He has a slight Scotch burr in his
to its
Last June, both he and the
but
One," said Eaton, "I might stay in Brunswick,
"Bowdoin" were released from the speech and a quick wit to go with
or LewI might even take a trip as far as Freeport
it.
Commenting
on
some
pictures
Navy, and since then he has been
in years."
Portland
to
been
haven't
I
iston.
busy writing books. The govern- of an Arctic bird coming out of
According to Mrs. Leith, Eaton trims his own
ment a%ked him to compile a the water to face two barking Christmas tree, and it's the only time during the
bibliography of the Arctic; he has dogs, he said, "That bird should
that he swears in front of his own children. "It
year
done six. He has plans for writ- have been a politician. He has takes three hours and a lot of temper," added the
absolutely the coolest bluff I've
trimmer.
ever seen."
said
"It's the only time Eaton plays the piano,

fatk end

.

.

.

.

Tm

PHOTO FINISHING

.

.

Bath and could use it
New Hampshire
." began to wear just a bit.
and keeps it clean
I said to Don Reimer "What's she like?" and he
said she was hot and from Bates. I asked him why
he was having her up. This was definitely unnecessary, but he said something about seeing her at
a formal or in a formal, which was a big help.
Emery Beane said he got a rejection slip so there
was no news there.
I asked Lawlis "What's she like," "and he came
back with "Me and liquor."
All Fraser said was "She's a furnace!"
Fallow informed me that few of the Psi U's are
having dates. Longley's is coming from Colby
Jr., and something about he has to. Ralph Kierstead
is having a date "for a change" from N. H. U.
The interesting thing about Kilgo's date is that
she is both from Westbrook Jr. and Colby Jr. Her
name is Connie Comee and she lives in Brunswick
as everybody knows.
I had a tough time trying to get Begley to say
anything. Finally I asked him if there was anything
of special interest about her and he said no that
there never was. Whether he meant her or girls in
,

.

literary luncheons

and

—

Somebody had the idea that guys with dates ought
to he approached and asked what they thought of
their prospective dates. This was tried until the
usual stuff about "swell houseparty girl
drinks
.
.
.
smokes
doesn't drink
.
.
doesn't smoke
necks
.
.
doesn't neck . .
looks like a
queen .
looks like hell
comes from Colby,
Junior or plain
.
Westbrooky Junior or plain

THE ORIENT STAFF

ADVERTISERS

over

were drawn

For up at the college that den of young fops!
Houseparties were raging, and they needed the cops.
The grinds were all cuddled so close in their beds,
While versions of very difficult lines from Stevensson's Christmas poetry danced in their heads.
Merry Christmas to grave Catherine, laughing
Lola, and Edith with golden hair!

•

grabbed a flashlight and led us to the

We

lanes were deserted, and shades

down,

and was asked our question:
"Mr. and Mrs. Means, what does the Cnristmas

all

town

The

sphere,
spirit

.

.

CHRISTMAS (HOUSEPARTY) CAROL BY ESKY

We

lights.

.

.

had-by-all-poob

dimmed the

.

NOW

Anyway, we found Tommy Means's house which is
the first stop on any experimental, good-time-was-

same type, as those the shelves and there behind a neat

the

Peggy?"

'Twas SundayHiight after the Carol Service and
we got the idea that it might be wise to pass the
buck to some faculty personalities and their wives
by asking them: What does the Christmas spirit

'

continues:

Eskilson and Weatherill

and key men of the

editors

The Meddiebempsters, under the
newspapers in leadership of Philip S. Smith, Jr.,
thought could be repeated tactfully in mixed com- Maine held a conference on Sat- '47, broadcast a program of wellpany. She loves the G.A., too."
urday and Sunday, December 8th known songs over WGAN on WedThe author continues with a brief sketch of an- and 9th, at Colby College, Waternesday, December 6, as a part of
other type which he calls "The Tank." The dicsus- ville,
Maine.
Bowdoin College
the Bowdoin-on-the-Air programs.
sion goes as follows: "The Tank is a girl who does
was
represented
by
Herbert
B.
not believe in being without refreshments for more
In all, seven or eight selections
than the four hours required for sleeping out of Moore '48, Leonard D. Bell '47, were presented, of which three
every twenty-four. She has no particular preference Robert C. Miller '47 and Blake T.
"Ol"
Ark's Aspirituals
were
for age or brand but Is violently anti-aspirin. She Hanna '48.
Moverin'," "Got My Head Wet,"
corresponds faithfully with W. C. Fields and the
The conference was divided into
Away"
and
the othMoravian bartender at the 'The Bucket of Blood.'
"Steal
and
It has also been said that she has a passing acquaint- two parts. The first of these, held ers, favorites from the Yale Songance with the Scion of New Valdy, but this has no on Saturday, was a meeting of the
book, such as "The Wiffenpoof
real basis in fact. If you see her for more than a few entire staffs of each publication.
Song" and "The Monk."
hours each day, you are doing well, indeed. A subThe editors of the respective units
stantial investment in bonded alcohol on your part
The vocal group was also a
will be sufficient inducement toward keeping her discussed their particular organiz- featured part of the Brunswick
ations. Herbert B. Moore, the Edgypsy instincts suppressed."
Lions Club Benefit Minstrel Show
It is unnecessary to carry this section of the quo- itor-in-Chief of the ORIENT spoke
Their
on Friday, December 7.
tation further.
to the collected body on the naprogram consisted of nine songs
Another type present at these celebrations goes
ture of the Bowdoin College newsunder the title of "The Intellectual." The article

down

RIGHT OFF THE CAMPUS

We Specialize In
Merrier with Flowers"

"Make Christmas

HOMEMADE BREAD

-

ROLLS

COOKIES

PASTRY and CAKES

Good Food?

[

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

COMPLIMENTS OF

Pleasant Surroundings?

OULLETTE'S

Free Delivery on Telephone Orders

Again

—The College Spa

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?
Religious Articles

-

Jewelry

-

Stationery

The Same Answer

Watches Repaired

Brunswick 177
160 Maine Street

Tel.

COLLEGE SPA
"Right Off The Campus"

939

Open Sundays

Closed Tuesdays

Jayvees Lose Three Games
To Maine High Schools
Continued from Page )
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Buckley, rf
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If

Heal,

If

MacDonald and Don Lynch, c

Reimer shared top honors for Greely, c
Bowdoin with 9 and 8 points re- Aceto, rg

FOR THE BEST IN FRESH FRUITS

Campbell, rg

spectively.

Bawdoin

and

Poor,

]

ticejgame to a hard-fighting aggressive Deering High School quintet by a 28-27 score. Deering held
a 20-13 lead at the three-quarter
mark, but then Bowdoin began to
cut the margin down. MacDonald
leading the attack with 3 field
goals and a foul shot, the J.V.'s
threatened to win the game but
fell
one point shy of victory.
Lynch, 6' 4" center, was highscorer for Deering with 12 points,

G

J. V.

A HINT
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BOWDOIN
Students, Faculty

Faculty Not Told

To Advance Exams
Discuss Changes

President 8111s, in Chapel on
Monday, January 14, announced
that be had not notified the faculty to postpone exam* and required work on the weekend of

In Curriculum
In the forum held in the Moulton Union Friday night, January
11. a board of ten Members of the
class in argumentation and debating, English 5, discussed the postwar curriculum at Bowdoin. While
definite conclusions were reached, it was definitely held that the

no

system of giving degrees as it is
now managed is meaningless and
that some change should be put

fraternity

initiations

early

in

December.

The

President, then, assumed

the blame that the College failed
to

to

keep its agreement which was
become effective if the local

chapters agreed to hold their
Initiation* at the same time.

into effect.

The forum was held

three

in

two panel discussions by
five men, and a general
question period in which both audience and board participated.
The first panel group, which con-

Dunham's Reply

'

sisted of Stanley D. Weinstein '47,

To Holmes

Cites

Broken Promise

Eugene A. Bemardin '47, Richard
A. Roundy '47, Frederic R. WoodPointing out that the College
'48,
and Maynard R had failed to comply with the
ruff,
Jr.
Young '49, discussed the problem provisions of its request that all
given,
of what degrees should be
fraternity initiations be held on
while the second group, Keith the same evening, Corydon B.
Kingsbury '46, Warren L. Court Dunham, Jr. '47, spoke at the dai'47, James R Longley '48, C. Ca- ly chapel service on
Tuesday, Janbot Easton '48 and Arnold Cooper uary 8 in answer to Professor
'48, discussed what the require- Cecil T. Holmes' talk of
December
ments should be.
8, 1945, on fraternities.
The first panel opened at 8:20,
"The College promised that if
Though vari fraternities did comply
led by Weinstein.
with this
ous less important matters were request
the faculty would let up
discussed first, the major issue
on the work the day before, the
degrees.
Roundy
was that of the
day of and the day after initiastated his feeling that as matters
tion." said Dunham.
"Initiations
now stood, "the initials CD. have were held as proposed but
so
as much meaning as A.B. or B.S.
were hour exams, papers and quizIt is now simply a matter of whezes. One freshman had four quizther a man takes Greek or Latin zes
and an hour exam the day of
The board initiation. Another
rather than math"
had hour exwas in agreement on that matter ams the day
before and the day
and there appeared to be three after initiation.
Both- these men
FffsT
major changes possible
take Math 11!
Roundy suggested a plan whereby
Replying to Dr. Holmes' stateonly one degree would be offered
ment
that he would vote for the
—an A.B. in the student's major;

—

Le.

A.B. in Physics.

"An

A.B.,"

abolishment of fraternities after

"shows a truer pic- witnessing the amount of time
what Bowdoin offers." which they required of freshmen
Woodruff and Bemardin, however, during the fall trimester, Dunham
both preferred a third degree, pos- pointed out the Importance of fra-

Roundy
ture

said,

of

sibly Bachelor of Social Sciences.
possible,

College Attempts To Solve
Succumbs Before Campus Prejudice, Married
Veteran Problem

Selfishness, Complacency, Ignorance

ternities here.

BOWDOIN SPIRIT died last week at the age of one hundred and fifty-two. In spite of the
few close friends, the old figure, who had been hale and hearty until quite recently,
passed away quietly and without notice in his old home between Harpswell, Maine and College
Hie facts concerning his last days are a sad ending for such a distinguished career as his:
Streets.
'Five students attended the panel discussion in the Union Lounge on Friday evening, January
II. The topic was "Bowdoin's Post-War Curriculum." Seven faculty men were present. Dean
Paul Nixon had previously endorsed the meeting which was supposed to be comprised of some
of the most provocative thinkers among the students.
#
This kind of reaction to an lm- is read, it is not talked about. But tended the recent meeting at which
portant matter is characteristic of it may be cited that writing what Professor Herbert R. Brown read
the student body today. Toward One thinks may prove dangerous, a paper on Experiments in Twenthe end, Bowdoin Spirit became so since current prestige appears to tieth Century English and Ameriobscure that many of those seen be based on one's ability merely to can Novels. Good red-blooded,
healthy statements were made
shamelessly associating with rum repeat what he hears.
about such raw figures as Tom
were called "finks" by the local H.
*
*
•
S. element.
The library takes neither THE Wolfe and Ernest Hemingway.
One-twelfth of the student body NEW YORKER nor PM. The for- Professor Brown is one of the best
attended the basketball game be- mer is the best periodical of short speakers in New England; he has
tween Bowdoin and the Peaks Is- stories and American humor being even been criticized for his freeland Army team in the gym last published today. The latter is not dom of speech!
«
»
*
week. There was no organized considered the epitome of. good
cheering, and no student showed as journalism, but it does represent
What ever happened to:
much interest as Miss Alta Reed, one side of the political story
The Union Committee? It used
lady attendant in the Alumni However, the guilt is more with to
sponsor
Saturday
evening
Reading Room, who must be ex- the students than with the library, dances in the Union. Undergraduonerated because she remembers since the library can hardly be ex- ates carried their dormitory cots
Bowdoin Spirit in his more popular pected to be as liberal as uninhibit- to the upper floor of the Union, and
days,
ed, democratic undergraduates. A the dates bunked Up there. Two or
t
The Glee Club may soon accom- student protest would probably three houses grouped together for
pany Bowdoin Spirit to his final arouse the library to take these each of these occasions. The whole
resting place. It is dying of non- publications instead of Tne Astro- arrangement created some atmosattendance. Bowdoin has been call- physical Review (we don't even phere and a bit of excitement.
ed a "Singing College." Old Spirit own a telescope) apd the publicaThe democratization of fraternistuck close to the Glee Club boys tion of the New England Histori- ties? Someone defended Bowdoin
on their trips to Town Hall and the cal and Genealogical Society (a fraternities against Mrs. Glenn
best colleges between here and few corpses do show up at faculty Frank's "Heartache
on the Cammeetings).
Washington, D. C.
pus" article that was written for
Tne B.C.A is a joke. In this the mamas of the country in "LaStudent Council members pass
their meetings ducking issues and respect, the triumph of its season dies' Home Companion" by asking
committees. The chairmanship of occurs at its first meeting when whether Mrs. Frank had seen "an
the recent houseparty was tossed one or two fraternities mob Con- honest effort on the part of Joe
from one lap to another until it ferenee Room B in the Union, elect 'College to do for the campus what
dropped, into that of an unsuspect- their candidate and laugh the
G. I. Joe had done for the world"
ing freshman. About twenty men tiring officer out of his chair. The A few Jewish fellows were pledged
answered the Council's call to help various "drives" it sponsors are to fraternities, and there the matdecorate the gym for the housepar- met with groans and dirty looks.
ter died. Well, it is a good thing
ty dance. Most of these were memThe Witan is taboo. To be seen, that G. I. Joe did a better job in
bers of one fraternity, and most of heard or spoken of as an intellect- his arena than Joe College did
them had worked on the gym for ual is dangerous enough, but to ap- here!
the last two dances.
pear at a Witan meeting is to type
Staging at meals? If
The ORIENT staff i£ devoid of oneself as "one of the boys." About a song at dinner now one starts
he is either
writers and reaction. If the paper fifteen brave undergraduates atsquelched with shouts
efforts of a

or a treble "Cut it out, will ya."
If the dissenting party feels un
usually sociable, though, he may

Continued on Psge 2
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of "Fink!"

Professor

AlonzoHolraesPromoted

To Brigadier General

Brown Addresses Brunswick Fans Fete

Witan On Fiction Technique

Adam Walsh

Tonight

Adam Walsh, Bowdoin's former
of the effects of technical experimentation in con- football coach and
at present mentemporary fiction has been the unfortunate divorce of serious tor of the Cleveland Rams, will
novelists from a vast reading public," according to Professor be the guest of honor at a testiHerbert Brown, of the Department of English, who addressed monial dinner to be given for him
the members of the Witan in the Moulton Union on January 8th. at the Brunswick USO Center on
Speaking on the subject, "Experiments in Twentieth Century January 16.

Alonzo B. Holmes

'21

was

re-

the rank of
Holmes, who
visited Bowdoin last summer as a
colonel, entered the first World
War as a private and was discharged a second lieutenant in
1919. In 1924 he entered the national guard and rose from the
rank of captain to that of lieutenant colonel in 1940. He graduated
from CA School at Ft. Monroe,
Va., and from the Command and
General Staff School at Leavenworth, Kansas.
After completing a course at
the Air Force School of Tactics

Brigadier General.

Originally
the
English and American Novels," Dr. Brown traced the growing
banquet
was
complexity in the art of narrative from the comparatively simple scheduled to be a small dinner
Defoe to the "stream-of -consciousness" novels of given by about twelve members of
James Joyce and his followers.
the Brunswick Fire Department,
The chief difficulty in many
of which Adam was a volunteer
contemporary novels, even for ad- Coffin Heads Elections
member; but when the news of his
mirers of George Meredith and
visit spread, demand for the right
Henry fames, is the disappearance
to participate became great and
of the omniscient author.
The To Literature Society
the plans expanded.
Finally, an
present-day insistence upon objectivity. Professor Brown continued,
attendance limit of 500 was set.
In chapel on January 7. Presiand the novelist's desire to depict
Dean
Nixon,
a close friend of
at Orlando, Florida, Holmes went the outer world as it is seen dent Sills announced that Profess
While serving in Bel- through the consciousness of the sor Robert P. T. Coffin had been Adam, will act as toastmaster and
overseas.
elected
the
American
Society
to
there will be seven speakers: Govgium he was wounded by an ex- leading character, have made new
plosion and was hospitalized in and heavy demands upon average of Arts and Letters for his work ernor Horace Hildreth President
France for a time. Later he was readers. One of the pitfalls of in creative writing.
Raymond
Sills;
Bates'
Coach,
again injured while riding in a the "stream-of-consciousness meThis organization is made up of
jeep.
At the close of the Euro- thod" is the author's temptation the two hundred and fifty most "Ducky" Pond; Bowdoin's AthMalMorrell;
Coach
Director,
letic
pean war, Holmes was chief of to substitute his own stream-of- prominent men and women in the
staff of his brigade with advance consciousness for that of the char- nation who represent the best in George "Dinny" Shay; Conrad L.

stories of

;

headquarters at Brunswick. Ger- acters.

many.
Edward L- Kallop, Jr. *48 preAt Bowdoin Holmes was captain sided
at the meeting in the abof the hockey team and an outof H. James Cook. Jr. '48,
He sence
fielder on the baseball team.
president of the Witan. Following
is a member of the Delta Upsilon
Professor Brown's paper, there
Fraternity.

was a

Dr. Goodrich Discusses
Possible Scrap Of UJV.O.
Or- Leland M. Goodrich. Director of the World Peace Founda-

spoke in the Moulton Union
last night on the subject, "The
Atomic Bomb and the United Nations"
This morning Dr. Goodrich gave a follow-up lecture to
nte combined classes of History
He
53, Government 1. 3 and 11.
also spoke in chapel this noon.
tion,

The theme of

his

lecture

was

whether the United Nations Organization should be scrapped and
started over because of the new
developments In the Atomic Bomb
question.

Dr. Goodrich is a Bowdoin graduate, class of 1920. He is a mem*
bar of the Pal Upsilon fraternity.

mmtm

Profestheir field of literature.
sor Coffin headed this year's elections along with Franklin P.

Ad- E. Nickerson.

ams, noted columnist and author,
and Lillian Hellman, eminent American dramatist.

Drapeau, Brunswick's First Selectman; and Fire Chief, Harold

The speeches will necessarily be
brief, for Adam is bringing films
of several Cleveland games.

Don Lancaster,
college

dining

nounced that

director of the

halls,

has

an-

In the future all

out-of-town

guests of undergraduates will be admitted tree
tor meals In the college dining
halls.

One reason

for the

change

the relaxing of tattooing.

is

The

expenses of this newest benefit
for the undergraduates will be
borne by the regular budgets of
the dining rooms.
Previously, only men In the
or sub freshmen
to eat meals ha
free

of

problem of the married
men by

widowed mother and his
his
most colorful men brother, Hannibal (not to be conever to graduate from Bowdoin fused with Hannibal Hamlin, the
was Rev. Cyrus Hamlin D.D., Vice President of the United
Al- States under Lincoln). When he
LL.D., of the class of 1834.
though he lived three quarters of was eighteen years old, Cyrus was
a century ago, many of his ideas persuaded to study for the minisare as timely today as they were try. After a year of preparatory
then. A missionary, educator, and work at Bridgton Academy, 'he
statesman. Dr. Hamlin was active entered Bowdoin.
every minute of his life. He lived
"Cy" Hamlin's classmates knew
35 years in Turkey and was in- him to be energetic and induststrument^ in the educational rious. His plain, homely exterior
progress of that country. He work- concealed) a dynamic personality
ed with Florence Nightingale which was quick-tempered at
during the Crimean War and later times. While at college, he defounded Robert College, the first signed and built a model locomoinstitution of its kind in Turkey.
demonstrated
tive
he
which
Cyrus Hamlin was born in around the state.
The model,
Waterford. Maine, in 1811. During which is now kept in the Science
the early part of his life, he led Building, was exhibited in front
a typical Maine existence with of the Library during the seaqui-

One

of the

MM

Sills

on Friday, January

On Sunday afternoon, January
13, President Sills made a final
plea for money for the World Student Service Fund Drive, which
closed that night with a total of
$207.50, only two-thirds of tho
$300 hoped for. Of 4this the faculty gave $69, the students $13d.50.
Alpha Delta Phi fraternity led in
contribution, with Theta Delta Chi
second.
The list of fraternities
with their contributions is as follows: A. D. $31.50, Psi U. $5.00.
Chi Psi $13.00. DK.E. $1.50, T.D.
$25.00, D. U. $9.00. Zete $5.00. Beta
$14.00,

Kappa Sig $100. Sigma Nu
A.T.O.

*

Bowdoin Spirit never grew old
and cranky like some of his sons
who were horrified and did all
sorts of bad things with their telephones when a group of Bowdoin
instrumental musicians performed

on Bowdoin-on-the-Air

The

All Faculty Cast

Gives "The Circle"

January 24, 25

last spring.

dullness and bigotry of undergrad-

uates until his final collapse. He is
said to have dropped into the library after closing hours for years
to read the Kennebec Journal just
so that it could not be said that
that paper was never read. And he
would stroll into the chapel and admire the murals that the students
had ridiculed the day before. A
kinder gentleman never lived.
Bowdoin Spirit was the friend of
all. He never criticized the students
who ignored him. He was hurt,
however, by the uncooperative
character of fraternity and student-faculty relations. Everyone
damned everyone else. But no one
ever thought to sit around a table

The Masque and Gown's producSomerset Maugham's "The

tion of

with an all-faculty <nst,
will be presented in Memorial Hall
on January 24 and 25. This pro-

Circle,"

duction of the play will be

its sec-

ond by the Masque and Gownits first

In

production, the men's parts

were played by students- It was
proposed as a possible revival last
summer by faculty ^members who
were interested in playing it, but

Executive Committee, who
wished to do a play of their own,
This time, beand do something about things. fore midyears, seemed a better
Spirit's
condition was hopeless time than last summer and the
when he realized this.
Committee authorized the producThe spirit was seen early this tion.
morning, watching the campus
Because of Professor Coffin's
from 'behind the college seal over
the Moulton Union. Science ma illness, some recasting has been
jors will scoff at this, but anyone necessary; but the cast at present
Professir
fanciful enough to think that fra- is a very strong one.
ternities are ideal the way they Little plays Lord Perteous; Proare, that the student body is not
going to pot intellectually, and
that he shouldn't do a thing about
himself or the situation, should
make a little effort to get up and
see the old guy. He just wants to

be seen, and perhaps

he'll pull

reincarnation on us.
(Please

Omit Flowers.)

the

refused the offer.

fessor Tillotson, Clive

Champeon-

Cheney; Professor Beam, Arnold
Champeon-Cheney; Mr. Chittim,
Teddy Luton; and Dr. Clark, the
butler; Dr. Clark will also stage-

Prof.

$15.00.

leave of absence
throughout the war, will definitely

j

was

the

theme of a recent radio address by
Kenneth C. M. Sills.
Thus the President issued his first
President

public

resume his work. Professor Van
Cleve, recently promoted to the
rank of Colonel in the Intelligence
Service of the Army, has just been
awarded the Legion of Merit
Medal in recognition of his excellent work for that department.
Upon his return, he will teach
History 2 and History 7.

With the return of some of the
faculty who have been on leave
of absence, the College will again
grant sabbatical leaves to the professors. Ordinarily, each man on
the faculty is awarded this leave
once every seven years in order
that he may continue his study
and travel. Athern P. Daggett,
Associate Professor of Govern-

expand to

ment will be recommended for this
statement concerning the leave
at the forthcoming meeting
of the governing boards.
Mr.
Daggett intends to study at the

important question of expansion.
Dr. Sills announced that, al

though Bowdom usually limits its University of California, provided
e
able to find livin * a<™>™d»enrollment to about 600. there is| ^ *
tions.
a backlog of 1000 students prej

'

most of whom
have semester credit at the Col-

viously admitted,

lege.

Prize Speaking Contest

In addition, 150 places must

Scheduled For Jan. 21

incoming freshmen in
order to maintain contacts with

be

left for

public

and private

schools.

This discouraging report
t°
veterans proved the determination
of the College to remain among
the ranks of small colleges. "It's
a great pity, but unavoidable," said
Dr. Sills. "It would be of no advantage to service men or others
to dilute the educational process
or to overcrowd facilities so that

in
1944 Cyrus Hamlin was not one to be
centennial celebration
Hamlin graduated from Bowdoin stopped once he had started a Job.
War Experiences
with honors in a class which had
In 1854, the Crimean War broke
higher than average grades.
in on the life of Cyrus Hamlin,
Four years after finishing at now "Dr." Hamlin. He wrote of the individual suffers."
Bowdoin, Cyrus Hamlin was ton this part of his life, "While the
In an editorial on January II,
his way to Turkey as a mission- Crimean War exalted my ideas of the Springfield Union commended
ary.
He was full of high spirits humanity, it also debased them." the action of Dr. Sills. "So firmly
and a vague feeling of benevo- He volunteered as a baker in the rooted in the American mind is the
British hospital at Scutari, near theory of excellence in growth that
lence, when he landed in Constana large camp. Here he construct- most of us cannot comprehend a
tinople (now Istanbul) on Janued several large ovens and had desire not to expand, not to develary 29, 1839. After a short term
charge of a crew for making bread. op, not to become bigger and, in
of apprenticeship in languages, he
night he could hear the cries the eyes of a critical world, 'better',
was given charge of a combina- At
of the sick and dying. When ho Perhaps too many of us regard
tion missionary-secular school at
and
his men offered to se"rve night physical immobility as stagnation."
Bebek, near Constantinople. Hamwatch, they were refused by the
lin's ideas about the life of an
The editorial ended with, "We
American missionary in Turkey hospital authorities \vtth the state- think that Dr. Sills shows an inwere soon to change. The glitter- ment that "outside interference" formed solicitude for the college in
was
This
refusal and
not
wanted.
ing, romantic covering soon peeled
his charge in resisting unwanted
the general indifference that preoff, and underneath he found igand unwonted expansion for Bownorance, disease and filth.
But
doin."
[ Continued on Page » J
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who has been on

return to Bowdoin in February to

the utmost, but not beyond reason-

able or practical limits."

Van Cle ve Returns;

Professor Thomas C. Van Cleve,
Thomas Brackett Reed Professor

Pres. Sills Announces

"will

]

of Political Science and History,

Non-expansion Policy
That Bowdoin

relieve

Daggett On Sabbatical

Mrs. Daggett, wife of Professor
Daggett, and Mrs- Chisholm, daughter of Dean Nixon, will play the
two principal female 'parts and
Mrs- Stalknecht will play the third
woman! Mrs. Daggett and Mrs.
Chisholm, both of whom attended
the Royal Academy in London,
frequently
appeared
in
boys whom they will probably have
never see again.
But through Masque and Gown productions.
these experiences and contacts, Mrs. Daggett was last seen in the
they have learned to appreciate Klnnard play, while Mrs. Chisholm
the value of people who are not
[ Continued en Page 2 ]

hood, which will make them eventually a credit to any community.
Surely, the students of this college have something in common
with the student in foreign countries.
The very same situation
could have existed on our own
campus, had the scales of war tip-

to"

Csotfnaed on Page 4

[

manage the production. Professor
a Tillotson and Mr. Chittim appeared two years ago in the tryout of a new play by Jack Kinnard '41.

}p their daily circle of acquaintances.
They have developed a
feeling of fellowship and brother-

had form-

has originated a
relief program.
They

college

the possible housing shortage by
acquiring all suitable apartments
as they are vacated. These apartments, on which the college is now
prepared to pay rents, will be held
until they are occupied by the
veterans and their families this
coming semester. An understanding has also been reached concerning the Bowdoin Courts.
When
apartments not controlled by the
Navy are vacated, they will be
held for occupancy by Bowdoin
undergraduates.
Since approximately fifty married veterans are
expected to be in college next
semester, there may be a shortage
of apartments.
In order to cope
with this shortage, it is possible
that one or more fraternity houses will be turned over for the use
of these men for the spring trimester.
If the requisitions, placed by the
college authorities with the government, for prefabricated houses
are approved, then it is quite possible that there will be no further
need for concern.
Should the
houses be allotted to the college,
they will be erected on college
property for the exclusive use of
the veterans.
The college also recognizes th*t
the veteran may find it difficult,
if not impossible, to meet the rents
charged at the present time. The
coflege is, therefore, willing to
consider aiding individual veterans financially.
This aid which
will be available for the next six

Nor did he become intolerant of the

Club $15.00.

BSsaa

of the meet-

two-point

*

Thorndike ped the other way. Oh what a
cry would have been heard from
the American Student Here we
are pressing for a hockey rink and
Dear Editor:
•
As chairman of the World Stu- the foreign student is freezing and
dent Service Fund Drive, I must starving on the very same type of
say that the drive has not been ground, which would site such a
a success. A certain portion of building.
Imagine, the very same caliber
this failure can be attributed to
my lack of organizing ability. The of foreign student who has passed
balance of discredit falls directly through Bowdoin College, is now
on the student body of Bowdoin asking on the other side of the
College.
It is also interesting to water for help, for help to bind
note that the married veterans the wounds. What is the attitude
have contributed far beyond the on this side? What the hell do
expected figure. There is a reason I care, let them fester.
Sincerely,
for such genuine interest.
Many
VEONOR SOTAK
of these ex-servicemen have met
$1100,

The purpose

4.

to inform the veterans of the plans the college

have made provisions
•

Cyrus Hamlin, Colorful Alumnus, Founded Robert College
BiWUlUchu

was

across.

lively discussion period.

Meals At College
Free For Guests

President
ing

Student Service Fund Fails;
Sotak Letter Hits Students

"One

cently promoted to

of solving the housing

just drown out the song with one ulated for their benefit.
of his own. This establishes him as
a big operator if he can put It

The only other course
[

The possibility

veterans was discussed in a meeting held with these

•

parts,

groups of

DEAD!

1

j

The Alexander Prize Speaking
Contest will be held on Monday.
January 2r, in the lounge of the
Moulton Union at 8:15. The contest, which has been an annual
Bowdoin tradition and is generally
held in early December, was postponed this year until after the
Christmas vacation.
The Alexander Prize Speaking
Contest is the result of an endowment fund left by the Honorable
De Alva Stanwood Alexander 70.
The contest furnishes two prizes:
one amounting to three-fifths of
the yearly income from a fund of
$1,488; and the other two-fifths
of the income of the fund.
The contestants were chosen by
a board of judges from among the

applicants.
The board of judges
this trimester were Professors
Daggett. Quinby and Thayer. Professor Thayer is in charge of the

i

instruction of the contestants for
The judges of the
the contest.
event will be invited guests, the
identity of whom will remain un-

known

until

Monday

night.

—

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

NEW POLICY INAUGURATED
"The Orient

Bowdoin a

is

inaugurated in the

tured story of this

Orient editorials
were "worthless
nothing but

in the past that they

because

they

back.

present

Our

complaints."

fea-

issue.

has been said of

It

Thus we have attacked

editorials will con-

the lethargic

tinue to present, not mere complaints,

condition of the student body, the

but constructive criticism of the Ad-

causes of which are subordinate in im-

ministration, faculty and student

body
as-long as such* comments are deemed
necessary. However, let it be understood that this action is prompted by

portance to an immediate remedy.
This is the most serious threat to Bow-

a sincere desire to

rapidly advancing theories of a liberal

doin's attempt to avoid a "return to

normalcy" and to gain stride with the

the College in

assist

present critical period.

enough

We

be won.

will

In the near future

we

shall print a

of specific improvements
which we should like to see at Bowdoin. We want to have a voice in guiding the destinies of our college in the
immediate future.

platform

should prefer to think

when our opinions appear

that

our race

dents, half

Youth

to grasp the situation.

we have an

student body; once

is its

college

ambitious, intellectual group of stu-

has the reputation of being unduly
critical.

The backbone of a

education.

Perhaps student opinion can be
shrugged off because it represents
merely the views of a group of young
people who aren't supposed to know

in

print, they receive sober consideration

We

BUGLE

urge the Administration to act
through the faculty commit-

speedily,

The

importance

continuing

of

tee,

Bowdoin yearbook,
die Bugle, was kept in mind by the

publication of the

administration during the war.

save

This week marks the beginning of a new era in
the history of Bowdoin College.
new horiaon is
in the offing, and the voice of the turtle dove is
heard in our Ian i. Anyway, I've heard that this
issue of the Orient is going to air some things. Not
-to be outdone by all the thunder around my ears,
I'll make a little noise myself.
I am going to "run a contest in which everyone
may participate because I have no employees or relatives on speaking terms They censor prison mail
anyway. Now where Were we? Well this contest
will close midnight, October 5, 1948, and all entries
become the property of
however that goes; you
know. The subject of the contest will be "Why I
love"
pardon me, almost got off on the wrong
foot, "Why I don't love Bowdoin," in ten thousand
words or less and the decision of the judges will be
final when I can find somebody sucker enough to
take the job. The prizes will be very nice, including
a trip to Bermuda on the next tide and an autographed color photograph of myself performing a
feat of strength
Without the aid of a bottle opener. There will be consolation prizes too, one of them
being a real secret Service coding and decoding rule
that you can use when writing to your girl. It wilj
thrill and mystify her, just like your luminous
whoopee necktie, or your collapsible unicycle with
the pre-war sponge rubber seat.
But all this is ^ust a come-on for the show in the
next tent, which is really something, yes sir,
put
your coat on, Sonny, you may catch cold.
I'm going to run a serial, designed especially to
arouse interest in the student body, which is slowly
sublimating into the mohair. If you don't believe
me, lift up the cushion and look.

A

—

—

—

—

tradition.

FORUM

time" editions were published for

doin retained one of

Union

is

destined to

commit

Professor

presented a

class

degree requirements and curriculum.

the

Few subjects could be more important

heretofore unpardonable sin of break-

As

ing Bowdoin tradition.
plans have been

V

of

panel discussion and open forum on

appears that this year, however,

It

members

Thayer's English

worthy traditions.

die College

the

most

oldest,

Moulton

Last Friday evening in the

1943-44 and 1944-45- Arid thus Bowits

make an attempt to
an important aspect of Bowdoin

made

or timely.

Of

1946

the student body of 320 men,

there were

Bugle.

those

This failure can be traced to negligence on the part of the Administration and the faculty committee. Per-

away,

five

Of

attendance.

in

who found it necessary to stay
how many were studying for

the next day's quiz, having slept in the

haps the difficulties experienced in
the publishing of last year's edition
are responsible for this attitude, but
there are many capable men on cam-

afteroon?

Or how many were

izing Vic's, the Eagle, or the

patron-

Cumber-

land?

Was

this just

another exhibition

and apathetic

at-

which has been evidenced

in

of our unresponsive

and printing supplies are now

titude,

avail-

appeals for funds and requests for con-

able.

certed action?

existence of degree requirements, be-

cause
Established 1S71

Moon

'48

Richard E. Eskilson '4S
Arthur C. Bewail '47

Blake T. Hanna
A. Wiley

Warren
Robert

ft*

Court

'48
'49

'47

C. Miller '47

Dean helps

the

courses

and

skillfully

pick,

their

guides

them

through the shoals to the safe harbor
of a B.S. or A.B. But there must be a
corresponding element that recognizes
that the changes about to be made directly concern us. Friday night was
the first opportunity for open discussion of the question of requirements
and curriculum; the student body
muffed the chance in no uncertain

manner.
a

Richard P. Davis '49
John H. NlchoK Jr. '48

W lllard C. Bfcban '49

Professor Athern P. Daggett
Professor PhlBp M. Brown
Herbert B. Moore '48
Leonard D. Bell '47

Bernard M. Goodman
Arthur C. Sewall

'47

Leonard D. Bell

'47

M.
Philip F.

On anna

M. GOley,

On

'47

'47

Jr. '48

C. Cabot Barton '48

George Pappaa '48

were

there,

two of whom arrived late. Some of
them were members of the committee
acting upon the subjects under discussion, but where was the rest of the
committee? Here was their chance to
hear the viewpoints of the representative group of students which should

have been there.

The

to Jjenefit or suffer

by the changes

a far better reception. Is our campus

Mi

M——

step in the right direction;

MCW YOKK.

becoming

N. V.

intellectually

this the attitude
at
18,

1948

sense.
to Scutari

The

determined

his

in

stand against

race discrimination, and, in spite

from

of repeated pressure

differ-

ent groups, he never barred a stu-

dent from the college because of
race or religion. A prolonged controversy between Dr. Hamlin and
Mr. Robert over money and the
administration of the college led
to Dr. Hamlin's sudden dismissal
in 1877. He returned to this country at that time to become head
of Bangor Theological Seminary
and a few years later he served in
the same capacity at Middlebury

women

a tenderness

should be paid to conversation in
that had been completely lacking
modern languages, the discussion before thsy arrived.
turned to Latin, Greek and mathRobert College
There was some hesitation in
Cyrus Hamlin wanted to do
.

so

store order in Palestine to enable an industrious, sincere, and
progressive* people to live and to
transpose an arid waste into
productive area beneficial to fne
entire East.

*

uncomfortable position of
inconsequential that the col- the
will appear, if not more text- having to choose between two

umn

ual, then at least more effective evils: (1) To end Jewish immigrawithout them. Unscholarly as it tion, thus recognizing Saud as a
may sound, we will write in a power in the East, and to do a
more or less sympathetic vein. hard and distasteful business with
That is, the emotional impact re- him; or, (2) To open the gates
sulting from retrospection of the completely to the Jews, allowing
situation as a whole will determ- them to establish a potentially industrial state, and then to have
ine the tone of the discussion.
Would it be morally wrong for to compete wjth it for the Eastern
market which, up to recent years,
British authorities to assert their
power in their mandate by abrupt- she has almost completely monopolized. The fate, then, of thously squelching all Arab manifestaands of European Jews seems ft
tions of what has been termed nadepend on whether the British
tionalism? This question immediwould rather do business with the
ately poses another question: Does
Arabs for their oil or compe te
the phenomenon "Arab nationalwith a Jewish state in a field
ism" exist? Up until very recentwhich she likes to regard as comly there was no Palestine in the
pletely her awn. The dollar bill
In fact, before
national sense
is being put on the scale wit*
the advent of the Jews Palestine
human beings, with people.
did not even aspire to assert herHow much longer England" wBI
self as an economic and political
unitWe cannot deny the Arabs be allowed to maintain this mtba growing consciousness of their loss standard is largely a guestiow
own character and personality as of how much longer we, the
nation.
We merely doubt United States, will tolerate it. Tils
a
whether, within so short a period situation should arouse the b*»
and without the intense stressing terest of the United States ttf
of common cultural and historical more than simply participating
background, it is reasonable to an Anglo-American "coirrrnittae
Imsuppose that a people would ex- of inquiry" on Palestine.
press themselves so fiercely as we mediate action is required. Peopls
are capable of standing only ss
are led to believe.
much. Can we, a nation plufcss
The glaring suspicion presents
ing high ideals, ask the Jews to
itself that Ibn Saud,, the robber
wait and to starve a while longer
ruler of Nejd and surrounding rein a Europe that does not was*
gions, introduced the word "nathem while we investigate the
tionalism" to the .Near East to
facts and figures of the case? This
his
further his own interests
own interests bei^s: ** drive a is more than a violation of ths
Four Freedoms- It is a direct »S»
harder bargain with the English
buttal of any high-minded
on the oil fields in his own terfor which we entered the
not have been

m

—

It would
beyond a man of the character,
energy, and resources of Ibn Saud
to have stirred the Palestine mob
of Arabs to a riotous pitch by Next:
ritory.

opening discussion.
Kingsbury, something about the appalling ighowever, finally gave his opinion norance that he found in Turkey.
having his
He returned to this country in College, Vermont.
that Latin or Greek should be conTurkey Today
1860 with big ideas, but with little
tinued as an -A.B. requirement In
working capital. He worked hard
The Turkey of today is a far
response to a question from Long- to sell the idea of building a col- different place from the one which
ley, he also said that he considered lege in Turkey and finally per- Cyrus Hamlin knew.
From an
Latin as important as French and suaded Mr. C. R. Robert to finance "Arabian Nights" world, it has
project.
Mr. Robert sent moved into a high place among
German. Cooper declared his pref- such a
Dr. Hamlin to Constantinople as modern nations.
Constantinople
erence for the mathematics re- organizer and president- In' tryhas become the up-to-date city of
quirement over the classics and ing to obtain a building site for Istanbul.
In the Galata and
backed his statement with an ex- the college, Hamlin ran into op- Stamboul districts of the city,
ample. Court then made an at- position from every quarter, in- banks and commerce ^buildings
cluding the Grand Vizier of Tur- have sprung up where shops once
attempt to bring the issue down to

many

BVkM

key and the French Jesuit, Abbe stood. Along the sea wall, a railthe question: "Is a year of Latin Bore. Even the English Embassy, road has replaced the ornamental
worth a year of math?" There from which he had expected sup- towers which stood there 100 years
was not much further progress port, turned against him. After ago, and two pontoon bridges now
made on the question, however, a long period of discouragement, straddle the Golden Horn.
a strange coincidence led the way
Robert College has expanded to
and as Kingsbury admitted that to the development of the project.
several times its original size and
"the discussion was not very con- In 1868, Admiral Farragut of the
has added a school of technology.
clusive," they proceeded to other United States Navy happened to It is still situated on the hills ovstop at Constantinople 'on a 'round- erlooking the Bosporus where Dr.
matters.
The Turkish Hamlin built the first hall almost
the-world' cruise.
At 9:30 the entire board, headed
»
Government immediately jumped
by Longley as moderator, opened to the conclusion that he had been a century ago. The young people
who attend the college are the
itself to questions from the audi- sent by our government to see
same kind as those whom he
ence.
However, since that body that Dr. Hamlin was allowed to watched grow into adulthood. No
with his plan. Soon af- more fitting memorial could have
consisted of 12 persons, five stu- go ahead
ter,
Robert College started its been built to honor this man who
dents and seven professors, ihe
slow climb upward.
spent his life trying to teach othforum could not be very lively.
Dr. Hamlin showed himself to ers.
Professor George Quinby opened

agents constant-

J.

Tatsios

W. CappeDari
The United States:

Th»

State Department.

Telephones

'

the discussion with the question:
"Who on the board considers Bowdoin in any sense a trade school?"
After some discussion as to what
the question meant, a. vote was
taken in which the "no's" w?n Christian Conference
5-3.- Roundy explained his vote
by saying that wn .le evt-ry stuThe Maine Area Conference on
dent wants a broad education at Christian Belief was held at Bates
Bowdoin, he certainly has his eye College on January 4, 5 and 6, was
on something afterward.
attended by five representatives
Professor Daggett then asked of the Bowdoin Christian Associa-

Bowdoin Men Attend

if any of the board had in mind tion, Bernard E. Gorton '47, Philip
any courses which he felt should Gilley '49, Edward L. Kallop '48,
be offered at Bowdoin. Kingsbury David A. Dickson '48, and Ulf J.
answered first, asking for a course Stpre '49.
in
Geopolitics,
or
Student leaders from several
Geography.
Roundy asked for a one year New England colleges participated
course in General Science, com- in a series of discussions on the

Bowdoin

we

elements of Biology, function of Christian Belief in the
Chemistry and PhysicsCourt world today. Among the speakers
suggested a course in current af- were' Dr. Paul Lehman of Wellesfairs.
ley, Dr- Zerby of Bates and Dr.
Professor Koelln then mentioned Herbert Gezork, who had just rethe fact that the faculty wants to turned from a month's survey of
either strengthen the Bachelor c f conditions in Europe.
the

,

undergraduates

their successors will be the ones

Advertising Service, Inc.

Press

at

*«i

That's nationalistic fervor!"

Perhaps the English themsetv«R
Promentholatum; "toxic to the facts' and figures involved in the
question of whether Palestine can are well aware of the suspicious
on the air.
absorb 500 or 1500 Jews a month. character of the movement la
These are, we feel, so variable and Palestine but feci themselves hi

things start to happen. HavaJine's Indian
manservant, Ali Pan Ali, crashes through the
French doors from the garden, as though he is being
pursued by demons. He falls at Mason's feet blubbering incoherencies about, "green links," and,
"didn't replace my divots." Mason is immediately
incensed.
(That ain't easy either) and snatches a
spiked mace from the wall of the trophy room in
order to pick his dentures more readily. This innocent act proves to be rather unfortunate, for a
trap door swings open and our hero disappears into
an abysmal chasm. What now? Will Ali Pan Ali
break par? Will Havaline divulge his secret ? Will
Mason get to the bottom of this mess ? What will
he find there? These questions and many many
more will be answered in the next issue (we hope)
of the Bowdoin Orient, a progressive college newspaper, for a progressive college.
If any disinterested young American student can
think of a fitting title for this glowing epic, his
thought will be generously rewarded with the high
esteem of his fellow men
Amen.

er board.
hospital authorities laughed at
The second panel was led by them as they had laughed at the
Kingsbury.
After the subject cf "kitchen missionaries," out they
Spanish and Russian being offered soon came to respect the nurses.
as language requiremenls along Dr. Hamlin found Miss Nightinwith French and German, had gale to be unsurpassed in soundbeen discussed, and it being gen- ness of judgement and excellent

bining

(M\*m. BnuMWiek. M«!n». Entered as
th« post office at Bnuuwtck. Mala*.

•«

waota

more im-

which are being made.* Yet the seeming lack of interest on the part of the
worthy professors seems to indicate
that perhaps our opinions are not
worth much.
The panel discussion was not above
reproach, but it was most certainly a

clams an
by tfca StwWnti of
eomtnunimtioaa to tfc« Editor
iimanicttion. to tho Buunew
of tht
PsMiafchtc Comptnj »t th« Orient Offiet in th« MoulUaJom.

the other hand, the faculty rep-

resentation was only slightly

and

Associated

Now

Hamlin, Famed Alumnus

brought

is.

If this is true, it no longer remains a matter of transgressing
our code of ethics. It becomes definitely a moral obligation to re-

last gasp," just as advertised

[Continued from Page /]
Weinstein stated, was to strength[Continued from Page /]
be a man of liberal ideas and
en the requirements for each de- vailed confused Dr. Hamlin and he strong convictions.
Frank to the
gree, and that was the business came close to losing his faith in
point of being out-spoken at times,
of the other board. Weinstein also men.
Some time later, Florence he often got himself into trouble
railed attention to the fact that Nightingale arrived at the hoswith the Turkish Government and
there were no science men on eith- pital with a corps of nurses. The Mr.
Robert.
He was especially

more attention common

to

on Wheels

'The Circle"
[Continued from Page /]

played in "The Time of Your Life"

;

pressive: seven professors

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

.

Post-War Curriculum

identifies as Diethyl

harangue them on the
designs of the Jews and thm
have pointed out his work to
the British and said: "Titer* ft
ly

istic

i

There is undoubtedly an element
on campus that isn't even aware of the

Orient

B.

lawjjer, re-

about to inherit some money, like they always do.
But fate intervenes with the SEC and Havaline is
sent back to San Quentin.
TO get back to the party at Greylock, we take the
The history of Palestine during
Independent out to Morningside and gradually work
our way northeast to Mineola, where we stop ana the past twenty years has been
inquire how to get to Greylock. We ask at the locai
confused, hectic and contradictory.
delicatessen and the proprietor, crawls out of his
Palestine has been fought over by
pickle barrel long enough to tell us absolutely nothJews and Arabs, but; today it is
ing.
Jewish nor Arab. What
neither
Let's make believe we get there like if we knew
was originally intended to be a
how.
mandate, a trusteeship conferred
Well, what's his name, Mason, gets out to Greyby civilization to Great Britain,
lock and finds the party in full swing. He can tell
it appears, a British
because there aren't any lights on. When he gets has become,
Crown Colony.
inside, he smells a rat. No one is there and the safe
behind the bookcase is open. Bodies are all about
This column is not going to atthe house, and there is an odor of gas, which Mason tempt to concern itself with the

!

pus at the present time, and paper

The Bowdoin

Lawrence Mason, a handsome young

ceives an invitation to attend a social function at
Greylock, the home of Howard Havaline, a prominent financier and man about town, who at one time
held the 440 free style record at San Quentin. Harriet Benson, Mason's beautiful secretary is secretly
married to Peter Havaline, Howard's son, who is

erally agreed that

no

yet

for a

—

to at least

Al-

"war-

though necessarily curtailed,

Arab Unity;
Jewish Return To Palestine
Britain Denies

By Clark

'

its

THE COUNTERCURRENT

fine college.

Although we complain ancl criticize,
we are not unaware of the merits of
the college. We appreciate Bowdoin's
better features, otherwise we would
not have come here; but there is more
benefit to be derived from airing
grievances than from filling this
column with self-righteous pats on the

This statement represents the new
policy which

MUSTARD & CRESS

THIS ISSUE

from those who work with us to make

endeavor to
stimulate and present student opinion
on matters which necessarily affect
the immediate future of every Botvdoin man."
shall

it

deserved

dormant?

Is

can^expect to find

in the future?

R. C. M.

Science degree or do

away with

it

altogether.
Did the board think
that the latter course would appreciably affect Bowdoin's enrollment?
The science professors
present, Professor Root and Dr.
Clark, were consulted. Both felt
that the difference would be considerable.

summer.

last

Professor George

II.

Quinby, Di" 'The

rector of Dramatics, said,
Circle'

be

generally considered to

is

among

the

finest

of

modern

high comedies, and deals with the
idea

that

learn by

each generation

its

own

experience.

author skillfully blends two

must
The

draws clearly differentiated
works many memorable and epigrammatic lines into
plot,

characters, and

his dialogue.

The play was

ten in the early

'20's,

writ-

but has aged

very little."
Other activities of the Bowdoin
Students will be admitted free
Christian Association included the
termination of the World Student to the unreserved seats but will
Service Fund Drive on January be asked to pay a small premium
14.
The close of the drive has for the reserved seats, which will
been postponed to that date in
be on sale from seven to nine in
order to enable those undergraduates who had not yet contributed the evening at the Masque and

do so when they returned from Gown office on January 21, 22,
and 23, for both performances-.
The question eventually turned the Christmas vacation.
into a matter of the number of
Professor Quinby also stated
degrees which would be offered, Latin and no interest in science, that many
alumni in both Portone, two or three. Dr. Clark main- who is forced to take a B.S. beland
and Boston have written for
tained that Latin was a most im- cause he feels two years of Greek
portant subject, more important a waste of time, was given an ar- tickets, and a large audience from
than either the natural or social gument for the" single or triple the town will probably be drawn
Since no definite conclu- by the play and the faculty cast.
sciences, and that it should be degree.
maintained in the A.B. degree re- sions had been drawn and there •He said that the last all-faculty
quirements at all costs. An ex- were insufficient opinions present play, "Tartuffe," which was preample given of a student, an Eng- to draw any, the forum was ad- sented some years ago, was exlish major with only two years of journed at 10:15.
tremely popular.
to

^

and Afloat

tri-

angles in a delightfully contrived
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The Bell System plans an extensive trial of two-way radio
in providing telephone service to vehicles in a

of large

make*

cities.

Connections with other telephones will be ma«V
through the nearest of several receiving and transmitting
stations operated by the telephone company. It is genes*
ally similar to the existing ship- shore radio telephone

service for vessels in coastal

and inland waters.

now is making more telephones
available for those who have been waiting for regular
service. But as soon as the new equipment can be built
The main job

right

the Bell System will begin extending telephone service
to vehicles.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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POLAR

Colby Edges Polar Bears At Waterville

BEARINGS

Narrow Scholarship Policy Dooms Bowdoin
By Warren Court

By Court
Colby Has Good Start In Series
This Saturday the Bowdoin varbasketball team will tangle
with the U. of Maine at Orono,
aftd the Polar Bears will be out
to climb back in the race for the
State Series title. The Pale Blue
untested in this state as yet,
and in their three games they
pave played to date were victorionly over Northeastern U. If
res can be used as basis for
predictions, then our hoopsters
if* in for a rugged evening Saturday.
The game at Colby wasj
•ity

a

disappointing in that we lost. But
the team play which has been
sadly lacking was. more in evidence and I feel sure that the defeat will be avenged when the
Mules pay a return visit.

',

The win gives Cilhy a good

\

I

Ci

|

start in the Series race. Bates
and Maine hoth have crst'ks at
the Mules this weeSt, so that the
end of the week should make

i

Eells Sports Star
A

the collegiate basketball picture
in the state

much

few weeks ago a noted Bos- ity be a line coach and a Bowdoin
columnist announced the sign- graduate.

Bobby

former backfield

Bell,

star,

SPORTS STAR

of the

deserves

This revelation was
quite startling in light of the fact
that Dinny Shay, our head coach,
i» a backfield man himself. How•*rr, upon checking with the athletic department for confirmation
of the story it was not surprising
to find that Bell had not been
lined or considered. The department made it clear that an assistant for Shay was being sought,
bet that he would in all probabil-

splendid performance he gave
In a loatag camse—Jim Eells who
woo the 150 yard backstroke,
placed in the SO yard dash, and

1916 season.

dioing event take into account the
diver's approach and position on
the board as well as the actual
d»ve. Hollis of Trinity who eventually nipped Emmons of Bowdoin
in this event had an unusual approach to the board, and while on
the board he gave the impression
to some that he was saying his
pray ers while in reality be was
thinking through his dive.
The
comments that accompanied his
period of waiting before his Ave

Win

Zetes

anchor man on the winning relay team. While Trinity
defeated the Polar Bears natatory "Slip" is my choice this is-

As

league-play find the Zetes at the
top of the tangled standings. Their
unstained record of three victories,
however, is closely pressed by the
favored Dekes and a sound Psi U.
quintet, boasting two wins apiece.
The Kappa Sigs may give the
leaders trouble, as their squad
proved steady in their outings to
date. A.T.O. and the Theta Delts
every member of the Bowdoin should
not be overlooked as poteam feel like a heel. Sportsman- tential contenders.
ship is one thing which 1 have
In ten of the thirteen games
always felt Bowdoin students had.
and exhibitions such as the one I played at this writing wide marhave just mentioned ought not gins of victory have been the vic-

Football

Bowdoin's top sport, and there

is

Trinity

Mermen Win
Powers

my

consistent gripes
has been the lack of adequate
lighting In Htm gym and of an
electric score board. The lights
nave been improved by the addition of shades.
This is still

m

Away
Home

Maine
Ba tes

Jan. 22

Jan 38 Portland

Nfc\oJ

Station

before Psi U. in early-season tilts
Betas and the Thorndikes

39

JHaft.

JWUflY

2 Bates

reb.

.

Feb. 20

New

Feb 21

Colby

All

start at

•Tentative

J.

JMJfffe

M.LT.

P.M.

Away
Bant
Away
Home
Home

Cony
Colby

collegiate

Meet

at

V.

Fob.

2

Away

9

BAA. Games

Feb.

?

Boston
Hates

An

i»

Away
•

Away

at

Meet

* BINDING
ALVIN SETTLE

———*————^——1
Cleaning

3

Jon. ia-i»

YOLANDA AND THE

J.

Team

W

L

Zeta Psi
D. K. E.

3

0.

W.

A

1

Leonard
Court
Kingsbury

2

O. R. PENNELL,
INC.

50 Maine Street

—^—11

,

I

22
21
20

D.K.E.
A.T.O.
T.D.

20

Totals

If

G

A

3

1

2

FIRST NATIOxNAC

BANK

TONDREAU BROS.

of

Brunswick

Maine Street

2

5

If

Carr
Brooks
Crompton, rf
Lavenovieh

2

Kessaris

1
1

Petrocholis, c

5

1

Burt
2

2
2

6

6

1

Clapp, lg

evening's contest, but the Henrieberger
visitors' height enabled them to Davis, rg.
control both backboards.
Richardson
The line up:
Totals
Bowdoin

,

— Pressing

3

2

1

tute.

Huen

Peaks Island
Bowdoin

Student Patronage Solicited

Referees

3

Morrison

2
4

O

f

6
i
2

1

*

COLBY

»

G

F

P

3

1

7

_

.

2... ...2. ,..:f

Mosely

1

3

ing

Holt

85c
$1.00
35c 50c

ALLEN'S
DRUGS

MAINE STREET

DRUG STORE

and TOILET ARTICLES

4

2
'

who played

i
i

Shepherd

Matt Branche, center on the Bow- Mitchell
dcin varsity,

f
4

•

Wood*CoutU.t Partl«nd Sunday T«l**r«Ki

r

11

Totals

2

4

3.

7

6

outstand- Silburstien

games against New Hampshire MacDonough

and Cblby.

2

BOWDOIN, COLBY

Bowdoin Upset
By Navy, 49-36

The

8

13

Totals

Bowdoin

J.

V.

Junior

34

GAME
Varsity

lost to the Colby J.V.'s, 44-34, on
the victor's floor, last Saturday

Wright,

led the winners with 13.
The line-ups:

FG F
McDonald,
Leone

rf

*

I

2

1

10

If ............

3

."

4

2

10

14
29
19

7

35 B.N.A.S

Tabor, c
P Caughlin, c
DeFrederieo, lg
Wisnewski, lg
5
Arseth, rg
6

6

4

12
24

—Fortunato.
—Parks.

Referee

16-j35

Umpire

15
'

12

1

3
4

18

S

G
G

4*

BOWDOIN

F

P
p

Milligan,

16

4

Totals

Bowdoin

2

10

4

4

2

4

1

25—54 Bowdoin

—Fortunato and Parks.

2

rf

Roffo, rf

Bowdoin

Wooden

Weiner.

4

2

If

1

1

2

t

6
7
6
2
2

2

4

If

M< Martin,

F

rf

Nevens, rf

2
3

1

10
6

D. Martin, c
36 Poor, c

25—49 Robinson,

lg
21--36 Kimball, lg
Claffey, rg

Polakewich, rg

2

.1

12

10

34

COMPLIMENTS OF
Yes, We're Interested In

OUELLETTE'S

ALL Tour

PRESCRIPTION SPECIALTIES
-

M. C.

Perkins, Ph. G.,

148 Maine

Good Food?

Tel.

775

Manager

Jewelry

-

Stationery

Watches Repaired

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Brunswick

160 Maine Street

Tel.

939
STATIOWERY* POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS

VACATION FROM

The

College Book Store
PETE THE COLLEGE PUP

College Spa

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?
lie

COLLEGE SPA

$2.25
THE GIRLS WILL THINK THEY ARE ADORABLEYES BUT ADORABLE

"RJffctOrf The

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

THE MELODY SHOP

And Other

Printing

Ask Us Per Qwrtatlom

146 Maine Street
Your Mmic From Oar Complete Stock Of

and

Classical

The RECORD OFFICE

Records

FAMOUS HALLMARK VALENTINE CARDS
On

-

MM

PRINTING
Wa have

Street

TRY THE COLLEGE STA

WOULDN'T
SAY YES

r

3
2

Wooden
Moore

7 Moore, lg..

1

:

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

6

Branche
MacFarland

Reimer
McFarland

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

BOWDOIN
Leone
MacDonald

Tyrer

7 Thomas, rg

3

Tyrer
3

moment*
1

Branche

McFarland, lg
Moore, rg
Morrison

while

points,

Shephdrd and MacDonough led
Colby, scoring seven points each-.
The game was played for the
benefit of the World Student Service Fund, the preliminary game
being between WaterviUe High
School and Maine Central Insti-

Doughty,

2

nine

set shots at opportune

43 Morrison
Tyrer, c

19

MacDonald
Branche, c

with

Totals

Overcoats

FALLEN ANGEL

i

Monday

Leone, rf

Fancy Groceries

NEW HAMPSHIRE
White,

showed some improvement over Clark

Wooden,
Doughty

Chops

DAY SERVICE

71

11.0
7.0
10.0

Always Top Quality
Steaks

CLOTHIERS

Z and 3 Piece Suits

THIEF

1

1*

P.

BAND BOX CLEANERS
Foa Howe

1

I

Tel. 89-

Jan. 19-17

LOVE HONOR AMD
GOODBYE

I

]

is

For Bowdoin Leone was high
Branche collected eight. Colby
was sparked by Barney MacDonough, who set up all of their playl
and came through with two long

afternoon.
Bowdoin set up faitmoving and beautifully executed
The Bowdoin cagers were upset plays at the beginning of the
49-36 by an aggressive Brunswick game, only to have their effort*
Naval Air Station quintet Monday fail because of the inability of the
47 night, January 7th, on the -home players to make their lay-up shots
court. The loss was the varsity's
"Chip" Nevens, substitute rotward, starred for Bowdoin, making
12 first of the regular season.
The Big White new could get seven points and getting many of
started, and the Air Station five the rebounds.
The
4 failed to crack under pressure.
F
COLBY
G
2 visitors outran and .outhustled Siroerstcin. If
3
1
way. McFarland's
2 Bowdoin all the
If
while Smith Sutherland,
were
high,
points
16
11

H

To Army, 54-35

|

planned for the early Spring.

PRINTING

CUMBERLAND

1

2*
incredulous regularity.
Add to
In their final tune-up for the
Beta
this the factor of the returning
state series, Bowdoin's varsity
Chi Psi
2
veterans who will swell College
dropped
their second tilt to a servD. U.
2
enrollment in mid-February, and
Thorndikc
2
the interfraternity basketball picice team in three days, as the
forfeit
ture is jumbled indeed.
Peaks Island Army Gunners
Delta * Includes Sigma Nu forfeit
Alpha Delt.
Kappa Epsilon and Zeta Psi at
snowed under the Big White
LEADING SCORERS
present seem to be the most forcagers 54-35 at the losers' court on
Team Pts. Av. Wednesday evening, January 9th.
midable bidder for the White Key Player
R. Leonard
Zete
11.7 Completely outclassed by the tall
35
Trophy.
Schrack
D.K.E.
33
16.5 army squad,
the Polar Bears
The standings are as follows:

•Tentative Meet

Game

2

i

Away
Home

Interfraternity

2

A. T. O.
T. D.
A- D.
Sigma ,Nu

1

Home

victory.

man

Emmons,

.

Northeastern and
Bates

Feb.

In the ne
the score at 22-22.
two minutes. Bowdoin had fWe
from the foul line, but the
Polar Bears were unable to tafje
The Males led for the
the lead.
remainder of the game by one or
two points, but two quick baskets
with time running out secured the

third,

Big White Loses

Sigma

K.

half fo cut Colby's, lead to 19-11

tries

college competition, when they defeated the
Wildcats on the
losers' floor January 5th; the final
score waa 47-43.

I

.

JuaterVanfty
•Jan. 19 Maine J. V.
Jan. 29 Maine J. V.
Deermg
i Fefc 19
Feb, 21
Fell 29

M

2

Psi U.

,

Junior Varsity
Away
Home Feb. 39 Exeter
Track
Home Jan. 20 Andover
8:00

Hampshire

home games

Away gave Kappa Sigma no easy vicId Wesleyan
Away toriesI. T
26
Home
League players have shuttled
2 Amherst
Away back
and forth to the J.V. with
19 New England Inter-

night*

Neil Mahoney's boys took up
where they had left off at the
start of the second half and tied

—

,

Connecticut

Assay

|

—

'

Saturday

Farland, crashed any chances eJe
Big White had of winning.
Bowdoin took an early, lead wwft
baskets by Leone and Branch*,
but a smooth-working Colby fhie
took command and pulled away
a 14-7 advantage with only
minutes left of the first halt
Polar Bears then caught fire
MacDonald dropped
Milt
quick baskets at the close of

UNH

by

last

Bowdoin team play was tackmy
and this fact added to their Us*
accuracy from the foul line (U«y
eom-crtcd only 6 out of 20 show)
plus the fact that the Colby ann
Jinx held true over Packy Mac-

—

Bowdoin firsts were
by Johnny Littlefield, former
In the games most influential* in Brunswick High captain,
in the
the league race, the Dekes have breaststroke; and
Joe Fraser, who
shown most power.
Averaging won the 440 yd. freestyle by 25
40.5 points per game, they trounc- yards.
Bob Emmons was nosed
ed the A.D. and T.D. fives. The out in the diving by
Mollis of TrinZetes. too, have played impressive
ity by one-tenth of a point.
Mai
ball, downing the D.U.s, Chi Psis
Chamberlain, Jack Pidgeon, Fred
and A.T.O.s in quick succession. McMahon, Stu MacCleod and Phil
Chi Psi and Delta Upsilon also fell —

The

Jar* 19

j

play, but the Cats tied the score
But- and took a 11-10 lead at the tenminute mark- Here the visitors,
100 yd. freestyle— Won by D. led by MacFarland art! Matt
Tyler, Trinity; second, Pidgeon, Branche, who played his beet game
Bowdoin;
third,
Chamberlain, of the season, took a lead which
Bowdoin. Time, 55 sec.
they never relinquished. The score
440 yd. swim— Won by Fraser, at the half was 30-20.
Bowdoin; second, Zajicek, Trinity;
The second half saw a fighting
no tfiird. Time, 6 min., 24.8 sec.
156 yd. backstroke Won by and pressing Wildcat five outplay
Eells,
Bowdoin; second Hmen, Bowdoin and draw to within one
Trinity; third, McMahon. Bow- point of the Polar Bears 36-35,
but Neil Mahoney's club put out
doin. Time, 1 min., 574 sec
200 yd. breaststroke Won by the threatening rally with two
Littlefield, Bowdoin; second, Gal- quick baskets and held on to a
lagher, Trinity; third, Kingston, small lead until the finish.
Trinity.
Time, 3:00.7.
The box score of the game:
400 yd. relay Won by Bowdoin
BOWDOIN
F
p
G
(Powers,
Chamberlain, Pidgeon
Leone, rf
3
2
8
and Eells). Time, 4 min., 99 sec.
4
8
Morrison, If
2
MacDonald
1
8
4
Branche, c
8
19
MacFarland,
3
O
2
Wooden, lg
Moore,

.

Jan.
Jan.

WatervrTfe

50 yd. freestyle—Won by D. Ty- Farland, playing his usual brilliant
Trinity; second, Eells, Bowbrand of ball, led the Polar Bears
Trinity amassed a formidable doin; third, Hooghkirk, Trinity. offensively with 19 points
total of points in the early events Time, 246 sec.
Bowdoin started off to a quick
of the meet due to the efforts of
Diving—Won by Hollis, Trinity, 4-0 lead in the opening minute of

consistently led the Zete scorers
in three contests, but Dick Schrack's average with the Dekes surpasses that of the league-leader.
Phil Leonard and Keith Kingsbury
have also been consistent scorers
for their forces.
Any or all of Eells.
these figures may be reversed in
The other
the weeks to come, however.

satisfactory, but it
earnest effort on the

—Won

WUt

Bowdom

opening State Se-

ta the Colby Mules it

34-28,

ler,

the last several events to
narrow the margin to six points.
A thrilling relay climaxed the
meet, Bowdoin taking the winner's seven points through the excellent swimming of its team of
Powers, Chamberlain, Pidgeon and

Winter Sports Calendar
19

I

lost their

game

ries

Time, 3 min. 38.7 sec.
The Polar Bears held a com220 yd. freestyle—Won by R. manding ten point lead at the
Tyler, Trinity; second, Robinson, half,
but had to rally in the last
Trinity; third, MacCleod, Bow- ten minutes to
hold off a strong
doin. Time, 2 min., 41.2 sec.
spurt by the locals. Packy Mac-

firsts in

department's part to get the
needed improvements. The other addition which win be In evidence for all the home college
is the electric
Fred Woodruff's

.

Bears

I

Trinity (Hazen, Gallagher, Earle).

,

Fort Williams

also placed for

The summary:
300 yd- medley relay

!

17

Playing before a capacity crow*
of 2,500 people, the

Bowdoin's Star Center

The Bowdoin varsity basketball
the Polar team won their first start against

Bears,

There have been no
Dave T^ler, the Trinity captain, 6967 points; second,
real upsets. Steady form has been
and his brother Bob. However, Bowdoin, 69.57 points;
the keynote in the early weeks of
Bowdoin picked up a number of ler, Trinity.
the campaign.
Bob Leonard has

went unsportsmanlike, and

Jam

all

Polar Bears Win
Over U. of N. H.

For Bowdoin

relay.

tor's spoils.

show* an

expense of having athletic teams,
coaches, schedules, building and uniforms,
there is no reason why the athletic records
shouldn't be good ones.

the

petition

At Last

fully

This program appeals to me because it
would logically insure Bowdoin of good athletic teams composed of bona fide students.
Some may argue as a matter of principle
that there is no place at Bowdoin for such
a program. But this complaint is "hogwash" when you face the fact that Yale,
Princeton, Dartmouth and finally Harvard
have succumbed to the realization that the
athlete is an intregal part of any educational edifice. The point is, if you are going to

In the first intercollegiate comin the Bowdoin pool in
three years the swimming team
of Trinity College of Hartford,
Connecticut defeated the Polar
Bear .mermen of Coach Bob Miller
by a score of 40-34. Captain Jim
Eells was outstanding for the Big
White, capturing the backstroke,
placing second in the fifty, and
serving as anchor man
the final

Besides being a fine swimof the outstanding tennis players in college for the post two years.

not

stitution."

Three weeks of inter-fraternity

mer he has been one

of

not be paid more than value
on any job given him by the in-

Three; Eells Stars

sue.

One

He must

4.

received

It should

Top Hoop League

ming, I would like to hand out a
bouquet of onions to the handful
of undergraduates who displayed
suth poor sportsmanship during
tlio diving event of the Bowdoin to occur.

Upon inquiry I
V*. Trinity meet
fojand out that the judges in the

ship.

fol-

the

for

swam

Electric Scoreboard
While on the subject of swim-

recognition

AVAILABLE.

the gridiron tussels. The job that Dinny
Shay is going to have next year will be
back-breaking. He will have to face opponents who will be loaded with big and experienced football players, and Dhwy will
have to hope that he gets a couple of better
than average gridders. Bowdoin is supposedly giving Shay a chance to prove himself;
but if the season is as disastrous as it appears it will be, the alumni will be after
someone's scalp. Guess whose? Let us not
forget that at present Bowdoin hasn't the
name of Adam Walsh to use as a drawing
card. And unless you have a name as magnetic as Walsh's to attract the athlete, you
must offer him something for his physical
ability, or take a beating. Once the tradition
cf losing becomes imbedded, it is increasingly difficult to shake. And although I don't
intend to paint the athletic picture of the
future entirely black, I can't paint it in
technicolor without purposefully ignoring
the Mr. Athlete who will be abundantly represented in the opposition's lineup.
The athletic department, from its director down fhrough the coaches, has the connections needed to reach out and influence
athletes to apply for admission. Whether
the department has its hands tied in this
respect or whether they do not feel inclined
to look for athletic material is not known.
But the fact remains that it la time Bowdoin started to insure itself of having ample
material for its future teams.

He must continue to meet academic
2.
requirements each year.
His failure to compete in athletics,
3.
cither because of injury or academic difficulties, should not terminate the scholar-

not be considered a crime to offer a small
number of athletic scholarships if a rigid

HOUR

—One of Bob Miller's swimmers

•t assistant football coach for the

IS

mic work, were established. The program
that appeals to me is one that was endorsed
recently by Dr. T. J. Davies of Colorado
College. His program which I propose for
Bowdoin is as follows:
"1.
A scholarship nominee must meet
tution.

I wish to make it very clear at this' point
that I am not favoring in any manner subsidizing of athletics to the extreme where
it becomes a business. I only plead that
Bowdoin show an interest in the athlete
who can meet our scholastic requirements

—THIS MAN

a large group of the alumni whichlows with keen attention the results of
is

regular entrance requirements of the insti-

QUIREMENTS.

clearer.

Of The Hour

tag by our athletic department of

There are plenty of young athletics graduating from prep schools and high schools
who could meet the scholastic requirements
of Bowdoin College, but at present there
is only one potentially outstanding athlete
at Bowdoin, and possibly a few others who
are better than average in one particular
sport. Why is this the situation? (1) It is
considered a crime to approach a good athlete and try and sell Bowdoin to him. (2)
If the athlete would need some financial
aid at Bowdoin, he cannot be guaranteed
any. If these two causes aren't remedied,
Bcwdoin's future athletic teams are going
to be toys for our opponents to play with.
It is true that Bowdoin more than held
its cwn athletically in years past without
tryingxo influence prospective athletes to
enroll here, but the situation has changed.
It is plainly visible that our future opponents from Maine to Massachusetts have
already begun to fill their dorms with students who hit home runs, score touchdowns,
sink baskets and MEET SCHOLASTIC RE-

Lack Of Team Play Means
Defeat In Series Opener

Athletics

scholarship program, which would provide
a sound alignment of athletics and acade-

iMaaaaaMaaaaai

Valentine's

Day

Fsul HL NK-en, Bowdoin

Ult

Manager
The Orient

Printer! of

W

'

CAMPUS SURVEY
By

the hand.

drew a

Then we

1

and said nothing.

him that Paxton

didn't

;

we dug up a

We

him as half of the pair
on the sofa, so we asked him what was the trouble.
He turned a perturbed and sorrowful face on us and
grumbling.

straight chair.

recognized

blurted: "I lost a

We

game

Right now

We

banged around a

bit,

open-

I'd like to

express

my

utter contempt

Colby and Waterville the hosts.
would have been only common courtesy to reserve
a small section for rooters of the college which Colby
calls its "ancient rival". New Hampshire University
gave us a much better deal
a good deal, in fact,
and I am reasonably certain that Bowdoin will entertain Colby much more amiably that Colby did
It

—

Bowdoin.

QUICK SERVICE

Zoology

I

Saturday, February 9

Chemistry
Greek 4
History

Economics 9

1

English 9

English

1

(Walker)
Art
Economics 1
1

German
Latin

Phone 460

FORD CLEANERS & DYERS,
TROU
-...

„
_

Town

.59

NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

ROOMS FROM

891-M

Wm.

$2.50

UP

Frank

Richard
General Manager

W. Veroneau

Resident manager

The Bowdoin Engagement Calendar

men

1

College in Portrait

A practical gift
A useful year-long

reminder

104)

7

Tuesday, February 12
Chemistry

defray the costs

a month.

German

The veterans were

college

1

Government
Government

7
5

Government
Greek

Jill

Went up

the MX?

5

I

expect

Music

I

more

Wednesday, February 13
Economics 4

*

with financial

French
French 3
Mathematics 23
1

«

Mathematics 3
Physics

1

Psychology
Religion

Mathematics 2
Philosophy 2
Philosophy 4 B

Agent

I

Phillip

Jack and

I

History 9

3

History 51

authorities

To fetch watte paper piled
To bomb Berlin
And help me win

1

1

Thursday, February 14
Spanish
1

Zoology

I

Friday, February 15

Mathematics
Mathematics

French 5
French 7

1

1

1

!

Latin

A

Music 3

thera%

the Nasi* riled there.

W

SAVE
A BUMOLE

hWilt

PRESCRIPTIONS ARE
OUR SPECIALTY

PHILGAS DOES THE
COOKING BEST

BRUNSWICK

HARDWARE
BRUNSWICK FLOWER
SHOP
201 Maine

The

(Memorial

1

WILSON DRUG
!

NEW DINING ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH

89

1

Russian

PAPER

Hall Place

34

.59

Monday, February 11
German

1

be utilized

least, will

to help these

of any rent in excess of forty dol-

WASTE

HOTEL EAGLE NOW OPEN

INC.

S.

Tel.

15

ft

3

[Continued jrom Page

months, at

SAVE

Brunswick 350-

3

1

German

1

Physics

,

DRY CLEANING

5

Psychology 3
Sociology 1

Veterans' Housing

And make

Street

k

Physics 3

English 27

participated in many school activi-'attve of Chesterfield cigarettes
ties. Not only did he play shortstop
Gilley is assistant business man
on the varsity baseball team for
ager of the ORIENT, and has had
four years, but also played football
for three years at quarterback and extensive experience in advertiswas captain of the team his senior ing. Any eligible group desiring
term. John was vice-president of samples please contact Gilley.
his class and was on the student
council his junior and senior years.

"The Old Fashioned Kind"

57 Maine

Biology 9

M. Gilley '46 has been
and chosen as the Bowdoin represent

the Beta Theta Pi

We were the guests;

_

Spanish 3

Economics

for the

socks.

8

English 2 5

1

Following the broadcast the fra-

and recently has been coaching
football and baseball for the naval Gilley Chesterfield
in

I

1

Friday, .February

Astronomy

members were tendered a
dinner by the Kappa Sigma alumni
of Portland.

The

manner in which we were received at Colby.
personnel stationed at Tufts.
came in well before our scheduled game-time
While at Bowdoin Ricker was
only to find the stands filled and no seats anywhere.
fraternity

Lit.

English 21
History 14

ternity

("Jit") Ricker, '32, has just capable of coping

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

....'.

Comp.

Religion 3

the married veteran to be

John

WISEMAN FARMS ICE CREAM

SUITS

1

English

cases with the bursar.

Baseball Coach

We

Prof, (of English) Brown's dog, "Pepper", has'
been a rather consistent chapel-goer lately. Nobody

pc.

English

English 29

invited to discuss their individual

Tufts Appoints Rftker

New

of Chinese checkers".

.

I got laughed at so much for taking my brother
to the flicks New Year's Eve that I wouldn't dare
say anything more about the holidays.

3

1.30 P.M.

Thursday, February 7
Chemistry 3

dammit!. I'm trying to study". A clock on the wall a short time ago. He served in the lege program.
said 11:10. It was Saturday night.
South Pacific for several months,

.

TOP COATS
OVERCOATS

•

8.30 A.M.

ing and closing doors, asking questions, trying to find been appointed head baseball coach difficulties now that government
our way, and getting lost. It was about then that we at Tufts University. "Jit" has allotments have been increased
were startled to hear from inside a tightly closed been in the Navy as a lieutenant $15.00 per month. This increase
door, an angry voice commanding us to "Shut up, since 1942 and was discharged only will not effect the proposed col-

be something else unimportant.
We also got a chuckle out of:
Will Jones and his lip.

Tel.

wise indicated.

•48.

lars

then went into one of the men's dorms and

tried to find Scovil.

an informal election found "Rod" Robinson to 6e the
"toughest guy on campus", "Nasty" Jones to be the
"dumbest guy on campus", and Keith Kingsbury to

"Duke" Sewall's pudgy shoes and purple

Schedule of Trimester Examinations, February 1946
All examinations will be held in the Gymnasium unless other-

As winners of the Wass Cup in
the Inter-fraternity Singing Contest which was held last December

D

Paxton wanted to make a phone call, so we took
him over to Appleton and made him use his own
nickle. He talked to some guy about a check, and
then we invited him in for a drink of P. M. He had
a couple with water chaser, and told us how tough
it was to travel and find room accommodations, and
how he had to cancel a play in Massachusetts. He
seemed like a good guy, and we were all friends
when he left.
Besides having a'king and queen of houseparties*.

by

the Director

H

piano around. The piano-player said the stool was
too low, so

Hammond,

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

•

have a name
man in the outfit that the only person anybody ever
heard of was Georgie himself. We'd already heard
that his piano player was his biggest name. He
laughed and didn't say anything, and the trumpetman ginned on him.
Bib Allingham raced around setting up the lights
and the mikes, and we helped the flunkey move the
told

latest figures given out

Professor

Some of you may not have heard about a couple of lows:
Massachusetts, 21; Maine, 16;
the lighter moments of the trip to New Hampshire.
Anyway, after the game, we went into one of the New Jersey, 3; Connecticut, 2; Indiana, 1; Pennsylvania, 1; New
dorms, the girls got a vie and some records, we
York, 1.
rolled up the rugs, and all of us started dancing.
Out of these men, there are
Well, that's what we thought until we spotted a eleven who have Bowdoin conneccouple perched not-too-closely on a sofa playing tions. They are: Bernard M. DeChinese checkers. This rather flabbergasted us until vine, William E. Genthner, WilWilliam B.
a delegate of N.
U. informed us that they had liam D. Ireland, Jr.,.
Klrkpatrick, Raymond L. Lebel,
been going steady for a couple of years. The evening
Gordon W. Olson, Jr., William
wore on and wore on us. As we left, we figured that Steele, Alan Slater, Earle F. Wilthe dates were o k., but there was nothing tordo. son, Jr., Joseph C. Caldwell and
We went outside and heard the guy in front of us Fred G. Eaton, Jr.

the hell he had to play to

five instead,

On Bowdoin-On-The- Air

—

We told him and then said that Paxton was giving him a lousy deal. Paxton wasn't
splitting up the do-re-mi right. He didn't take a

'

1

junmm mu

—

prep schools.

John,

Many Others Return

Sigs Broadcast

—

We talked to the piano player who asked us where
why

Kappa

of Admissions, and Dean Nixon
8, the Kappa Sigma Fraternity precared until he tried to accompany us on the hymn,
reveal that the class entering this
Dickson figured he ought to leave, but "Pepper" February will number forty-five- sented a program of songs at 4:45
this afternoon on Bowdoin-on-thethought his great volume was his ticket and also a
Of this number probably thirtyAir over station WGAN.
rain-check.
three will enter as freshmen and
Their performance, which includWhen the old man was in college, there was a fel- the remaining twelve will have
two fraternity songs and "Rise
who
college
to
low in his class
was paid by the
sophomore status. Of the forty- ed
bounce all dogs from the chapel. He got two bits a five students, thirty eight are re- Sons of Bowdoin," featured numdog. Business was slow until he got the idea of hav- turning servicemen. None of these bers by a double quartet consisting
ing the rest of the men in house bring dogs with students have attended Bowdoin of Roger N. Williams '46, Philip A.
Richenburg Jr. '47, Wayne M.
them to chapel, and turn them loose before they before.
'48, Willard C. Rlchan
went in themselves.
The most accurate estimate that Lockwood
v
•49, William E. Raynes '49, James
can be made at present in regard
In case anybody's wondering what all those
D. Young Jr. '49, Martin E. WoodHow to the number of ex-servicemen en '49, and Colin T. Lancaster '49.
sounds are that scream through the Union
returning to Bowdoin to fulfill
Here's a John for ya, Jim!
about a K-boy?
Williams also sang "Star Dust,"
HI take the their semester requirements for
Lookin' for a bull, friend?
placed at somewhere by Hoagy Carmichael, who is a
for graduation, is
Try ten! Yer way in
.
. . bitcher tongue?
will bring the member of the Kappa Sigma Fra120.
This
around
twenty-nine in fact You got twenty-nine to work
ternity. John F. MacMorran '46
why that's gin total number coming in February
on, Dick. Let's see you hold it
was the director and accompanist
165 men.
rummy. Seems to have hit the campus lately, along to roughly
The geographical distribution of for the group, and the program
with "Hello, Lushwell!"
the forty-five new men is as fol- was announced by C. Cabot Easton

walked over to the Gym to see what Paxton
was like when he tore in. We told the cops we were
on the entertainment committee, and they let us
move. We put some bottles that were on on* table
onto another so they wouldn't get the idea that we
were just autograph-hunting.
There were about three pairs of men in the band
playing gin rummy, a couple or so looking on, a few
more tuning up by taking alternate rides. The female vocalist was sitting alone at a table, smoking
and pretending not to notice the swearing. Paxton
and a flunkey were worried about setting up the
mike.' Dayton went over to bend his ear and see if
he could help. Stag and I went over to watch a gin
rummy game between a fattish, sweaty guy who
played the piano, and a thin, quick trumpet-man.
Whenever one of them knocked or grinned and
had found out what he took off the other, he said
disgustedly, "What a drag," no matter what the
score was, indicating that he thought there was

the hell he was and

Forty Veterans Enter;
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(75th Year)

Ireland '42 Voices Vets'
Loss of Faith In Nation

Spirit

Only Ailing,"

Council Elections

30,

Alan G. Hillman '44

Tomorrow In

Root Asserts

'To return to a nation apparent- country great we shall never be
on self-destruction leads a able to play our predestined role
returned service-man to wonder if in international affairs or even deefforts during the war fend ourselves from attack, CapTEXT .OF SPEECH
PAGE 2 his physical
were worth the price," Captain tain Ireland indicated that the
"Bowdoin Spirit is not dead it Charles T. Ireland Jr, U.S.M.C.R. doubts and confusion apparent
And it was not and Bowdoin '42 told the Bruns- now were seen in the thinking and
is only ailing.
actions of the American combat
struck down by Prejudice. Selfish- wick Rotary Club at its weekly
soldier during the war who was
ness, Complacency, and Ignorance luncheon January 21.
"doubtful why he was fighting, had
(ORIENT,

Union, T.D. House

NO. 14

1946

Thorndikes Petition Sills
For Status As Fraternity

ly bent

—

—

Student Council elections will
be held on Thursday, from 1:00
to 3:00 in the Union and from 1:00
to 2:00 in the T.D. House, according to a decision reached by the

Council at their regular meeting,
Monday noon. Three men are
Declaring that this country has only artificial faith in his own in- nominated by every house, and the
Jan. 16, 1946). become a "society of segments" or
These are on- "pressure groups," each of which stitutions at home, and whose one whole College votes for the repidea in battle was to keep his own resentative from every house.
ly the symp- is determined to secure its own
The nominees, by fraternities,'
toms of the ends rather than those of the na- body and soul in close liaison."
Captain Ireland added .that he
disease from tion as a whole, Ireland scored in
and their activities are as follows:
which it suf- particular demonstrating G. Ls felt many of our difficulties,
sprung from intellectual confusion ALPHA DELTA PHI
fers. The trou- abroad and powerful labor-manlack of faith, could be corJohn "Jack*' Thomas
Union
ble lies much agement leaders at home for fail- and
basketball;
tennis;
deeper." This ure to understand national needs rected by a resurgence of religion Committee;
theme was which could be achieved by com- and closer attention to education Meddiebempsters; Sunday Choir;
and those administering.
Glee Club.
presented
by promise and calm consideration.
"We have out of this nation
Allan "Al" Fraser
Football;
Dr. William C.
"I feel that unless our leaders, created a kind of Frankenstein
Rifle Club; Sunday Choir; Glee
Root in a chanamely our Congressmen, cease monster of great physical power
Club;
Polar
Bears.
pel
speech
of
Dr. Root
being merely barometers of public but with no 'soul' or 'mind'," he
January 22.
Veonor "Vln" Sotak
B.C. A.;
opinion and become instead con- said, but added that "we have the
In correcting the article in the
molders of it, within framework, the raw bones of a Sunday Choir; Glee Club.
ORIENT of January 16, Dr. Root scientious
their capabilities, we will reach a country great in all senses, if we PSI UPSILON
pointed out that
the student
state of chaos and disintegration will but pause and place on this
Jamea'Mlm" Longley
Student
of recent years is not very differfar worse than any enemy bombers skeleton the meat of learning and Council, President;
President of
ent from the student of ten years
could have wrought, in a physical culture."
Fraternity; Basketball.
ago, except that he has lost somesense, had they been able to penePreliminary to his closing rething of his feeling of independIra "Sonny" Pitcher
Football
trate our defenses," the returned marks, Captain Ireland had deence, and of faith in hian.
Albert "Al" Robertson—Hockey.
holder of citations added.
scribed his experiences as a mem"I had intended originally to
Pointing out that unless we re- ber of the 4th Marine Division CHI PSI
talk about what the faculty thinks
Robert "Bob" Sillier— Fraternf Continued on rage a ]
of the Bowdoin student, hut then turn to the virtues that made this
ity officer; Track; Glee Club; ORII decided that its criticisms were
ENT, Feature Editor.
almost entirely due to the same
causes ah the decline in the BowFred Woodruff
Fraternity ofdoin Spirit," said Dr. Root.
He Hall,
ficer*;
B.CA.. President: Basketthen proceeded to list the chief
ball,
Manager; Bowdoin-on- triecomplaints of the faculty, which
Air.
included laqk of intellectual curiDonald "Don" Scott—S.C.D.C.
osity; lack of interest in lectures,
Basketball,
manager;
Football,
concerts, general reading, and naThe addition of the proceeds manager.
tional and world affairs; too much
from the Batea-Bowdoln basketDELTA
KAPPA
EPSILON
interest in house parties; and lack
ball game held in the Sargent
of responsibility.
Richard "Dick" Baker
Union
Robert T. Hall '47 and Stanley Gymnasium on Tuesday, JanuDr. Root said in closing, "The A. Lawry '45, Chi Psi representaary 22, has brought the total Committee; Polar Bears.
first step in the solution of your tives, were winners of the annual
contribution to the World StuDonald "Don"- Clark
Fraternproblem would be to find some White-key-sponsored bridge tourn- dent Service Fund to $273.50.
ity officer; ORIENT.
meaning or purpose in life. What ament which was held in the
Arthur "Art" Sweeney
we must all work for is a change lounge of the Moulton Union on
THET A DELTA CHI
in the moral climate of the Col- Monday night,
January
28th.
lege and the world from one of Eleven couples took part in the
Daniel "Dan" >Iorrt*>n~ White
doubt, uncertainty and selfseeking tournament ten of the fraternKey, president; Basketball; Baseto one of faith in the ultimate ities and the Thorndike Club the
ball.
When such a Psi U's being absent. Each couple
worth of man.
Eugene "Gene" McLaughlin
change does take place, then Bow- paid a fifty-cent entrance fee, the
Joseph "Joe" Wright
doin Spirit will come back in its total of which was divided into a
C Continued on Page 4 }
will
new
vigor,
and
you
be
old
first prize of four dollars and a
Bowdoin College was representmen."
second prize of two dollars.
Tournament procedure consisted ed Tuesday. January 22, in the
of the "board" system, by which Bowdoin-Bates debate on military
all couples play the same set hands
conscription, in the lounge of the
for the best score out of each.
Donovan D. Lancaster officiated. Moulton Union, by Frederic R.
The winners, Hall and Lowery, Woodruff, Jr. '48 and James B.

—

—

—

—

—

!,

Lawry Win

—

Game

Proceeds

Swell

WSSF Fund

Bridge Contest

For Chi Psi

—

—

Bates Defends

—

—

Peacetime Draft

President

Carpenter Wins

first

B. Carpenter '49

place

in

the

finals

scored 50.5 points. Second place
was taken by the D.U.'s with 484
points, whose contestants were
George R. Morgan '49 and Bernard
M. Goodman '48. The other entrants were as follows:
Kappa
Sigs Roundy and R. Lancaster;
A.*.U.'s tvelley
and Schwarz;
Thorndikes Welch and Caras;
Zetes Damon and Vincent ;Dekes

won

of the

Alexander Prize Speaking Contest,
held in the Moulton Union Lounge
on Monday night. He recited a
declamation by Gordon Morris, entitled "Beyond the Last Mile."
Lawliss and Fisher; A.D.'s
Second place went to Forrest H.
Randall '49, who recited Robert Query and J. Weatherill; Betas
Bridge and Yates; T.D.'s—McKenFrost's "The Code."
MorPresident Sills presided over the na and Holt; Sigma Nus

—

—

—

—

—

—

f

Continued on Page 4
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'

]

rell

and Keirstead.

Circle," Faculty Play-

Comedy

Proves Pleasant
by Carl LeboviU
Seeing the results of an

all-stu-

dcni production earlier this term,
the Masque and Gown apparently
decided to go ahead and try an
all-faculty concoction last Thursday and Friday evenings in a performance of Somerset Maugham's
English 2 perennial. "The Circle."

ty

and Lord Porteous, who return

in

all their artificiality thirty

years

after committing adultery to see

same

happen again.
Mrs. Daggett, with her sequin
gown and red kerchiefs, and Professor Little, with his troublesome false teeth and pomposity
The results were much more pleas- more than once brought down the
house. Dick Chittim and Katrina
ant.
True, the comedy has become Chisholm made an attractive courather out-moded since it was first ple, working pleasantly up to the
presented here several years ago all-important embrace in the final
the

thing

with

Professor Stanley Perkins act.
Professor
Til lot son
Frederic
in a memorable performWe no longer find it racy was properly biting and mischiewhen a young married woman vous, but at times appeared a bit
deserts her stodgy, dull husband awkward as the father who deto run off with another man. Still, lighted in being a "wicked old
the attitude of England twenty man." As the husband who is left
years ago towards divorce is as in the lurch, Professor .Philip
amusing as ever. Any anachron- Beam* gave the necessary, dull peristic situation might have been formance. At times he had trouble
overcome by reverting in the play abstaining from stalking back and
to period dress. The play is still forth on the stage like a trapped
an excellent combination of irony pard. Anne Stallknecht was comand biting humor; the lines are pletely inaudible, and Dr. Walter
at times brilliant repartee, often Clark, as George the butler, amapproaching the witty charm of bled onto the stage at regular ina Wilde comedy.
tervals, speaking in stiff, monoThe production itself was intel- syllabic monologues.
A little
ligently handled, and no punches more expression from members of
were pulled in the frequently sub- the cast when others were speaktle Jabs at certain phases of re- ing lines would have been wel-

Chase
ance.

ligious

and

social life.

The

set

room of an English
the finest the Masque

come

occasionally.

But as a whole, toe Masque and
be
has assembled in some proud of themselves. The group
time.
will become a much healthier outThe cast, as a whole, did an fit henceforth if it continues to
adequate job. Most of the glory select the right plays and to pregoes to Katharine Daggett and sent them in such a uniformly exProfessor Noel Little as Lady Kit- cellent manner.
the drawing

manor— is
and Gown

Gown and Mr. Quinby may

Longley

'48.

In Union Crisis
TEXT OF SPEECH

MUw

The debate, which was Oregon
Style, consisted of four speeches,

a cross examination and a rebuttal on the subject, Resolved: that
every able bodied young man shall
have a year of compulsory mili-

—

PAGE
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The Thorndike club has petitioned President Sills and (he
faculty for official sanction and recognition as a local Greek
Letter fraternity.
This request was made after the President
had approved of a complete revision of the old Thorndike constitution.

"Personally I believe so firmly
In a letter sent to the President
in collective bargaining that I disby J. Sheldon Caras '49, the current
like the interference of governpresident
of the club', they asked
ment." Thus spoke President Kenthat the faculty consider "two
C. M. Sills in a chapel adFORMER BOWDOIN TRACK neth
changes
in
tiie nature of the ordress to the student body on WedSTAR, Air Force Bombardier, nesday, January 23.
ganization. The Thorndike club,"
Reported Missing In Action Over
the.
letter
went on "wishes to
Urging the undergraduates to
Germany Last January, Now Dechange its name to Alpha Rho Up"do some thinking of your own on
clared Deadsilon and to "be allowed to call itthe grave issues at stake." the
self a 'local fraternity.'
President expressed his faith in
"The Thorndike club seeks recfree collective bargaining, and his
ognition in this manner, not so
belief that the War Labor Board
On Monday, May 13, the Bow- that it may become exclusive, but
should have been continued in order to avert the present labor doin College Glee Club will sing because its members feel that the
with the Boston Pops Orchestra fraternal bond is 'stronger than an
crisis.
The President stated that he as part of an all-Bowdoin pro- organizational bond. The club feels
saw a good deal of common sense gram called "Bowdoin Night at that if it is recognized as a local
fraternity with a Greek letter
in a compromise between the open
the Pops."
name, it will be more capable of
and closed shop by giving every
Tickets are now on sale/Stthe pursuing the democratic policy of
employee a limited time in which
to join the union.
He said that Alumni Office and a seating plan the organization. We have pledged
The War Department has an- thus the union would gain more of space available on the floor ourselves to exclude no man from
nounced that Alan G. Hillman '44 security and the independent may be seen there. The Boston our membership because of color
or religious ideologies."
was killed in action near Pruen, worker more freedom.
The letter was presented to the
Emphasizing that colleges and Alumni organization is in charge
Germany. Missing since January universities should maintain an of the sale of seats.
faculty at their meeting on Mon6, 1945, Lt. Hillman had been a
objectivity conducive to the formSeveral Maine Central buses day Feb. 28. It was then referred
bombardier with the Eighth Air ation of intelligent public opinion,
will be engaged for non-singing to a committee for consideration.
Force stationed in England. The
Professor Helmreich, the present
the President indicated the bitterbomber in which he was a crew ness of feeling which will other- students for the trip to Boston adviser to the Thorndike club, was
member was seen to crash near wise result from the present crisis. and back. The buses will leave appointed chairman. Dean Nixon.
the Belgian border after being hit
May 13 and return the following Doctor Clark, Professor Little and
by enemy anti-aircraft fire while
day. Anyone wishing reservations Professor Beam were appointed to
returning from a bombing mission
should see Stanley D. Weinstein assist him in coming) to a decision.
over Cologne.
The members of the Thorndike
"47.
Lt. Hillman left Bowdoin during
club did not think that their conThe program is as follows: stitution was powerful
his junior year in January. 1943
enough for
after enlisting in the Army Air
Shostakovitch Piano Concerto, or- the club to function properly. A
Corps.
He went to Bombardier
chestral accompaniment conducted committee,
Caras,
and Harry
School at Santa Aia. California
by Arthur Fiedler; Frederic Til- Larchian '48, then president, met
in August, 1943 and received adTwilight Song, with President Sills to discuss a
lotson,
soloist:
vanced training in the Bombarwords by Edward Arlington Rob- possible change to a more powerful
The '•Whispering Pines," the an- inson, music by Frederic Tillotson;
dier-Navigator School at Carlsbad,
constitution. The President gave
New Mexico. He was commission- nual publication of the Bowdoin Lloyd Knight '45, soloist; a group his
approval, and it was then sugl Continued on Page 3 ]
Alumni Fund, has just been issued. of "a capella" songs by the entire gested that the organization be
Bow- recognized by Greek Letters raIt reports in detail the record- Glee Club; and a group of
doin songs by the Glee Club ac- ther than as the Thorndike club.
breaking performance of the 1944companied by the orchestra di- The change of the name, however,
45 Alumni Fund. Nearly $60,000 rected by Frederic Tillotson.
would have to have faculty apwas realized for the College in
proval.

Glee Club Sings

With Boston Pops;
Knight '45 Solos

Alan Hillman '44

Track Champion,
Killed In Action

50%

Of Alumni

Gave To '45 Drive

.

Hauck of Maine

Bates was represent-

ed by tho
Ruth St.illman
*6 and Jean Harrington '48.

Group Seeks Greek Letter
Name, Alpha Rho Upsilon

Decries

Federal Action

Warns Against Pessimism

Alexander Prize
Sherman

Sills

contributions from over 3,100 al-

umni and friends of the College.
Important as this substantial dol-

"Do not be misled by or downcast by distressing manifesta- lar total is, of equal value to Bowtions of the moment.
There are things in the world which are doin is the fact that more than
lovely, honorable, just, and of good report.'*
President Arthur 50^ of Bowdoin former students
A. Hauck of the University of Maine emphasized this .thought participated in the giving.
chapel address of Sunday, January 20.
Quoting from a post World War
I speech of Dean Charles
Brown

in his

R

With the report. Chairman
Freeman and his Associate Fund

USO

Drive Asks

For Old Clothes
The
the

now

USO

has announced that

Victory Clothing Drive Is
All contribuin progress.

tions, except hats, are welcome
namely $60,- and are to bet delivered before
Feb. 4, to the USO or to the
000 from 60Cr.
one years old.
Season
Fire Station. For the convenDinner meetings for Fund DiThe young ladies from Bates derectors and Class Agents will be
ience of the undergraduates, all
fended the affirmative, Bowdoin
clothing may be turned in at the
held in Portland on February' 13.
the negative.
Professor A. R.
and in Boston on February 15.
First Parish Church on FebruThayer, advisor to the Bowdoin
The Fund Directors will announce ary 4.
that more than $1200 was received
Debate Council, introduced the
in
response
to the year-end apspeakers and conducted the post They all but stagger the intellifessor, Frederic
Tillotson.
will peal and will
turn over to the
debate audience questioning. There gence and conscience of the race."
were no judges, and no decision
Dr. Hauck recalled the men of make its initial appearance at Me- Class Agents the active conduct
was reached as to the merits and Bowdoin and of Maine who had morial Hall on Saturday cfrcning, of this year's Alumni Fund which
presentation of the debate.
given their lives to overcome the March 9.
Arrangements have closes on June 30.
This debate was the second pre- barbarian, and the legacy of cour- been made for a Vic Dance at the
sented by Woodruff and Longley. age and loyalty left by them, upon
Moulton Union immediately folTheir first debate, held at Bates, which we can build.
Council Organizes
lowing the Concert.
was a discussion of similar nature.
Stating that Bowdoin and other
by Dick Davis
These debates mark the beginning colleges were not established as a
On March 14, the Glee Club
Union Committee
This summer, for the first time
of the reorganization of the Bow- training ground for cynics and will travel
to Watcrville for a 'resince the beginning of the war, a
doin Debate Council.
turn engagement with Colby!
I Continued on Page 2 J
number of students will go to
The Student Council on Monday, Kent Island for scientific work.
January 21, disclosed the forma- Probably few students know anyisland or
tion of a new Union Committee thing about either the
the important work that has been
under the guidance of Donovan D.
there since it was given to
done
by Bob Miller
try: at times we quarrel bitterly
"I expect to sec Bowdoin back Lancaster, Manager of the Moul- the college in 1935.
"Why interview me?" asked the among ourselves, but when an oc- on top of the heap before long. ton Union. Each fraternity has
The island, named for John
big guy. "The fellows around here
casion arises we're ready to fight You're lucky to have men like elected one representative, and the Kent, its first settler, has an ineven know when I brush my
Casey, Mai and the Dean to guide
teresting history. Located in the
together for the good -of the
committee
will meet sometime beteeth."
you.
They may seem strict at
Bay of Fundy, near Grand Manan
"Now look, Adam," we count- whole."
times but they have the know- fore the next trimester.
Island, its very looks, with its
ered, "the ORIENT has had a lot
Adam confessed that perhaps it ledge and the experience, and their
The general program of the Un- rock cliffs and perpetual fog, would
to say about you and the Rams was a bit early for a complete decisions are most often right."
ion Committee will be similar to be almost enough to give it the
in the last five months, and it return to normal.
Nevertheless,
On the question of his return to
reputation of being haunted. The
would look queer if you were to seeing the bouses lit up at night Bowdoin, Adam still couldn't be that of past years. Suggestions theory is strengthened by the
be on campus for ten days and and hearing snatches of song as definite. "I might know within a have been made that dances be story of Kent's widow who was
not get a chrfnee to sound off in he walked by were part of the life week certainly within 60 days. held during the next few months. accused of directing a ship onto
print."
at Bowdoin that he enjoyed.
No matter what happens, I'll al- Also being contemplated is the the rocks off its shore. The drunk"Hell. I haven't got anything to
"The spirit at that basketball ways feel among friends here.
acquisition of sound movie equip- en captain tried to sail over a
say." He settled back in his chair game with Bates reminded me of
"I've always felt that the duty
reef and foundered.
Only the
and for the next half hour we the days before the war." Adam of a college ls to turn out men, ment and the renting of films from crew prevented him from killing
listened attentively to the man went on to say that when he first not just by work in class or on the Portland to provide shows 'for the the innocent old woman.
Stories
whose name is synonymous with came to Bowdoin there was a lot athletic field, but through discus- undergraduates in Memorial Hall. are also told of the murder of a
football in the minds of thousands of adverse criticism of the college. sion and personal contact. A coach
Those elected to serve on the Frenchman and the burning of a
of Bowdoin men.
And at the same time that they has a chance to know the boys committee for the coming trimes- house on the island.
'Td like to see those fraternity were strengthening the football better than most instructors, and ter are: AD., John L. Thomas '48;
But for the last few years the
houses open in the near future. squad, the college started a good- he is not ^ here just to teach men Psi U.. Arthur C. Sewall '47; Chi excitement has been of
a scientific
The fellows had a lot of fun with- will campaign.
to block and tackle. If I've con- Psi. Frederick D. Wildman '48; nature.
lit the summer of 1934
out forming cliques. I liked the
"You and I know that Bowdoin tributed to the building of better D.K.E.. Oliver F. Emerson, II '49; William A. Gross '37 camped on
way they used to invite each other is the best college in the state. men, I feel that I've done my job." T.D., Albert C. McKenna '47; D.U., Kent Island with three other stuback and forth for meals and I If there's any doubt in your mind,
Adam needn't worry about hav- Charles Cabot Easton '48; Zeta dents, and came back enthusiastic.
don't think that belonging to a just ask a graduate of Colby, ing lived up to that standard. The Psi, Charles H. Perry '48; Kappa
The next year J. Sterling Rockehouse necessarily' limited a man's Bates or Maine. Without any hesi- fact that he has is just one of Sigma, Roger N. Williams '46; feller, anxious
to make a gift, sold
circle of acquaintances here,
tation, he'll tell you that Bowdoin the reasons that leads us* all to Beta Theta Pi, Robert E. Dysinger it to the college for the nominal
"In fact I'd even say that fra- is the second best school in Maine; hope that Walsh and football will '44; Sigma iNu, William N. Irving sum of one dollar.
The first externities within the college are and what better proof could you continue to be synonymous at '49; A.T.O., Harold E. Kimball '48;
pedition for scientific purposes
like the divisions within the coun- ask?
Bowdoin.
Thorndike, Bernard Osher '48.
went out in June.

tary training before he is twenty-

Concert With Colby

of Yale. Dr. Hauck said. "We are
bound to say that no generation in
the whole history of the race has
Glee Club
ever bequeathed to its successor
such a burden of national debts,
such a legacy of pain and grief,
Playing host to the Colby Glee
such an inheritance of bitterness
and hatred, or such an array of Club, the Bowdoin College Chorproblems, vast, intricate, baffling. isters, under the direction of Pro-

Directors announce the objectives

of the 1945-46 Fund,

Opens

The club now having Presidensanction for tae new plan,

tial

committees were organized to rewrite the constitution and to
choose a name. The co-chairmen
of the constitutional committee
were Caras, and Irving R. Pliskin
'49.
Working with them were
Larchian,

Irving

A

Polakewich

'49 and Joseph I. Schmuch '49.
The name-choosing committee was

by Robert List '49 and
by Sherman E. Fein '49.
Bernard Osher '48 and Robert C.

headed
staffed

Ericson '46. Tae constitution was
presented to the Thorndike club in
a special meeting, and after the approval by the organization was
presented to President Sills and

awarded

official recognition.

Story of Kent Island Told
As Students Plan Return

New

Adam

Walsh Rates Bowdoin

First

—

.

iaa««aai

«a«i

^rtM

The members

of the

first

trip

set out in great anticipation

and

found Kent Island a paradise for
ornithology.
There were numerous varieties of both land and sea
birds living in the swamps, cliffs,
rocks and spruce forests.
There were opportunities for
studies in other lines, too.
The
weather conditions were strange
and interesting to observe; the
meteorological
station observed
that there was fog over the island
for part, at least, of almost every
day in June, July and August. A
short-wave radio station was set
up and became the most powerful
station of this part of the coasl.
It was the island's only means of
communication with the mainland.
Studies have been made of the
geology and plant life arid one
student wrote a paper on the food
and diseases of various fish he
observed off the island.
Perhaps the greatest feat performed at the island, however,
was the recording of bird son^s.
The method used was this: since
the actual recording instruments
were too heavy to bring out to the
island, a microphone connecting
with the radio set was brought
into the swamp where the bird
songs were picked up. The radio
broadcasted to shore, where others
worked the recording instruments.
Another project that has been
successfully carried out in the
years Bowdoin has owned Kent
[
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Oppose The New Fraternity;
'Christian Gentlemen Are At Fault

seems to amount

dead.
Suc- make him a better man.
"2. Lack of interest in lectures,
Prejudice,
Selfishness, Complacency, Ignor- concerts and general reading. Not
This was the headline of one student in twenty reads a seriance.'
an editorial in last week's ORI- ous book for pleasure.
"3. Lack of interest in national
ENT. I don't think this is quite
Bowdoin Spirit is not and world affairs.
correct.
"4. Too much interest in Housedead it is only ailing.
And. it
was not struck down by Prejudice, parties and weekends away from
Selfishness, Complacence and Ig- the college.
norance.
These are only symp"5. Lack of responsibility.
Boys
toms of the disease from which it will make an appointment with
Tiie trouble lies much an instructor for some help and
>uffers.
deeper.
then they never show up. Assist-

'Bowdoin

Spirit

cumbs before Campus

9

Bowdoin Col-

The

won't care.

rest

faculty,

who

are

may have twelve fraternities.
Unlike the twelve Jewish tribes of
the Old Testament, our college would
have one group composed primarily

dust off their signs of "Juden Ver-

and eleven made up exclu-

boten" and hang them on their beauti-

lege

of Jews,

really a little closer to the situation,

do."

sively of Gentiles.

foundation was laid for this
reactionary undemocratic step backwards last Monday, when the faculty

has been

one

No

one

Bowdoin

maducked and

when

all

The

men

to take the

frater-

pledged

group of

black-ball,

form a non-sectarian fraternity. The
idea has grown so that today the old

to

name.
However,

if

new

the

a

have

months.

whereby one or two mem-

invaded that stronghold
of American
education — Bowdoin
College. We have won the physical
war, but we are losing the spiritual

new

fraternity

eight

last

bers can stop a majority, has hindered
their pledging. Hitler and Goebbels

provision to change their constitution

may soon have

the

in

charter or the "Democratic"

tional

members of the predominantly Jewish
Thorndike Club started with a small

organization

anti-

Five houses

last year.

Several of the houses are extremely
anxious to pledge Jews, but the na-

just refuse

So, a

jn.

making

be

to

says:

went out and pledged Jewish boys.
Only one boy, however, has been

with a definite stand on where Bow-

They

last

in the
"

towards solving this

progress

here have refused to come out

doin's Jews belong.

seemed

Semitic problem

the cock crowed.

Let's review the facts.
nities

Christian Gentlemen.'

of

title

will take a stand.

They

long

and smashed. Joe Bowdoin
"They are Jews, and we glory

move

will rejoice in being "a

jority of one."

ran

first

at

been breeding in the hearts of the

made and no one has opposed

the idea.

And

Jewish students — who are really children of God too — will be abolished

mittee.

The

we could

the dreams of democracy which have

referred this issue to a special com-

issue has arisen.

all

The student body of Gentiles will

ful fraternity houses.

The

The

was

will say honestly, "it

at last

peace.

is

formed, we see only one possibility:

The Orient is opposed to the idea
new fraternity. We do not be-

be the place where every Jewish
boy will be pledged. It will solve the
conscience of the Christians here on
the campus. It will take the Hebrews
out of the "socially imposed" exclii:
siveness of the dorms and put them
into a house with a Greek letter name.
Some of the alumni will sigh and the

of the

It will

lieve it is the only alternative; it is
the easy way out and we refuse to

throw in the towel. We shall continue
to work for the day when prejudice,
selfishness, complacency, and ignorance will give way to democracy on
our campus.

—

difference you have lost something of your feeling of independence, and something of your faith
in human nature.
These arc the
same changes that have happened
to the average man in the outside
world.
He is confused. He has
no very firm convictions about the
value of anything.
He wonders
why he should try very hard for
any cause. Along with this is the
feeling that the government should
look- out for him, keep him going,
whether he does anything for himself or not.
You here in college
reflect this attitude in your conduct.
It is these changes that
have caused the collapse of the

Bowdoin
rise

and have given

Spirit,

to the

prejudice, selfishness,

complacency and ignorance to
which Mr. Eskilson refers.
"I had intended originally to
talk
about 'What the faculty
thinks of the Bowdoin student,'
but then I decided that its criticisms were almost entirely due to
the same causes as the decline in
The chief
the Bowdoin Spirit.
complaints made by the faculty
that I have heard are
"1.

Lack

of intellectual curiosity

about anything that doesn't show
immediate gain. That is, a tendency to measure every course by
the standard of 'how will it help

me

to make more money when I
get out of college?' I have never
run across a student who took a
course because he thought it would

about frco enterprise and the iniquities of the New Deal, but unconsciously you are doing exactly
what you condemn in- others.
"Just as the average man seems
to have lost faith in the men who
are directing the Government, you
seetn to lack confidence in the
college administration, the Faculty, the Student Council, and the
other leaders of student activities.
I don't mean that you think they
are trying to mislead you, but that
you have a feeling that they don't
quite know what they are doing
and are not looking cut for your
best interests.
But there are no

ants in the library and the laboratory who are on duty will stay
away without seeing that a replacement is on the job, or else
they will get some friend to come
in for them who knows nothing at
all about what he is supposed to
do.

A

tendency to put things off
until the last minute or even later.
The library is crowded the day
before a" report is due although
the members of the class have had
a month to do their reading. Reports and themes may be several
days or a week late. I know of
one case where a boy deliberately
turned in a theme three days late,
"6.

t

'although

it

was

all

finished,

other

Council Elections
The

wrath

to

issue

defend

made

against the charges

of the Orient.

Union committee which would have
been in operation for the last two
months, had the Council acted when
first requested. Why have the controllers of student life proved so*rutile

itself

in the last

We

feel

that

those charges might be clarified.

The

and avoided

They say "no!" We
should like to remind them of the

Year

Student Council has risen in

righteous

issues

committees?

A

But Thrice

Come

in regulating so simple a matter as

College Bulletin states that

men who seem any

this feeling in the air it
not surprising that intercstuin
student activities has dropped to
a new low. And with the accompanying feeling that the college
owes you something instead of the
reverse, you should not be surprised that you aren't getting as
much out of college as you expected or that you have a vague
feeling of restlessness and dissat-

be-

cause he didn't want to be conspicuous.
"7. A tendency to think it is up
to the instructor to see that a boy
gets through the course by continual prodding and even private tuThere is no feeling that
toring.
this shows a schoolboy attitude.
You want to be treated like men
but you refuse to take the responsibilities of men.
"8. Too great a tendency to get
what he can from the college in
the way of scholastics, etc., without any adequate return. Instead
of being willing to earn part of
his expenses he' wants the college
to do it for him. The idea seems
to be
the college has the money,
let's try to get some of it.
"I have heard the faculty complain of other things too, but these,
You will
are the principal ones.
notice that these are not different
from Mr. Eskilson's charges of
prejudice, selfishness, complacency
and ignorance. I do not think
that all of them are fully justified
but there is some truth in them.
"The faculty's criticism and Mr.
Eskilson's criticism of the students

isfaction.

"The first step in the solution
of your problem would be to find
some meaning or purpose in life.
You must be made to feel that
what you do has some significance
and really matters. I don't know

how you

are going to do this. It
the great problem of our present civilization. It is certainly an
individual matter.
If the faculty
were sure of themselves they
might help you but I think for the
most part that they are almost
as confused about values in the
present age as you are. We are
all victims of the same disease.
is

—

"What we must all work for is
in the moral climate of
the college and of the world from
one of doubt, uncertainty and
self-seeking to one of faith in the
ultimate worth of man.
When
such a change does take place,
then Bowdoin Spirit will come
back in its old vigor, and you will
be new men."
a change

-

President Hauck

Letters

belief "that

destiny

Hauck affirmed

man

— that

intelligence

entrusted

in

Bowdoin

life at

the

seniority in leaving the chapel?

is

Lives at Eagle

j

re-in-

forced by good will can turn to Dear Editor:
I just received the ORIENT isgood uses the instruments that
sue of January 16, and 1 was disscience has placed in" his hands."

appointed, to say the least. In all
He further said that "the chal- my four years at Bowdoin, I never regarding the Student Council
lenge to every American, particu- saw one copy of the ORIENT so which appeared in the January 16
larly to those who have the advan- full of mistakes.
issue of the ORIENT. Concerning
tage of a higher education, is to
Take, for instance, the ridicu- ,the Student Council, it was writdevelop elements of mind and lous statement that only One- ten that "Student Council memtwelfth of the student body atspirit which will enable them to
bers spend their meeting ducking
tended a basketball game on camlook forward with courage and
pus.
Anyone who knew Bowdoin issues and committees. The chairfaith."
a few years ago would laugh at manship of the recent houseparty
Urging Americans to think be- such an obvious falsehood. It will was tossed from one lap to, another until it dropped into that
yond the problems and disappoint- be sad, indeed, when only one[of an unsuspecting freshman."
ments now so obvious, President twelfth of the student body atTo the best of our knowledge
tends a basketball game right on
Hauck quoted as follows from Wal- campus!
there has not been one issue
ter Lippman: " Never before have
On top of everything else, the which the Student Council duckthe young men of any American lead story concerns the alleged led.' If the ORIENT has unearthed
generation had spread before them death of Mr. Bowdoin Spirit. The some ignored issues we would appreciate information about them.
such a prospect of a long peace in fact is that Mrv Spirit, though in
In further contradiction of this
which there is so much they can failing health, is not dead, but has
claim we cite the fact that demerely
taken
up
residence
at
the
do. There was never a better time
spite the hopeless outlook, the
s*
than this to be an American and Eagle Hotel.
Council appealed repeatedly to the
" Sincerely yours,
to be young, nor a more interestHAROLD B. MOREY 41 college at the beginning of this
ing one in which to be alive.
trimester that they open the fra" "The time to come is peculiarly
ternity houses. The second assertheir own because they themselves
tion is equally baseless. The chairhave earned it and have done so
Spirit
man of the last houseparty was
much to make it possible. They are
appointed, and the appointment
not merely the heirs of stronger
was accepted immediately. The
To The Editor:
and more resolute forefathers but
Your issue of The Bowdoin "unsuspecting" freshman had evthey are once again a generation
ery opportunity of rejecting the
Orient
of
January
16
was
last
of explorers, discoverers, and pinomination. No other member had
oneers who can become the found- very much to the point and very been suggested, and he accepted
well
presented.
A
"post
mortem"
ers of good and enduring things.
it.
would
prove
to
and
be interesting
" The opportunity can of course
Those are the. facts from our
informative. It might help to debe stupidly and lazily missed. But
point of view % Perhaps the Stutermine the cause behind much
if it is used, as it can be, there is
Council is open to criticism
dent
that has been brought out ink)
no reason to doubt that this cycle
but let these criticisms be not
the open by this most recent pubof twentieth century wars is over
distorted opinions, and, to quote
lication.
and that Americans have at their
an editorial in the same ORIENT,
I do not believe that the most
disposal all that they need in order
"not mere complaints, but conof the fault for the death of spirit
to take a foremost part in inaugstructive critft^m."
at Bowdoin is that *of the stuurating, an age that mankind will
Very truly yours.
dents. With classes held at night,
long anS gratefully remember.' "
The Student Council.
very often changed from one night
to another at the will of the faculty, students are prevented from
taking part in the activities held Spirit Will
Ireland
Veterans
'

I

i

But the most glaring

possible

fullest

\

issue that the

!

measure to the students themselves.
Undergraduate self-government i s
vested in the Student Council ..."
The retiring Council has not availed

Council has ignored is the very one
proposed in the article which so

!

ruffled its pride.

Did the Council con-

sider the question of the decline of

'

i

!

itself

Bowdoin

of the "fullest possible measure.*'

Have the

make any conresurrection we are

Did

tributions to the

controllers of student life

The Bowdoin

Spirit?

it

hoping for? Indeed not** It merely set
about defending its own reputation.
Such an attitude is among the factors

Orient

directly responsible for the lethargy

on the campus.
Maine

Established 1871

within our power to make these
conditions a thing of the past. TomorIt is

row we
Herbert B. Moore

'48

Richard E. Eakllson
Arthur C. Sewall

'45
'47

Maaagiag Editor*
Blake T. Hanna '48
Richard A. Wiley '49
Editor

4.

Warren

.

L. Court '47

Mttor
Robert C. Miller

'47

C. Weatherill '48

Richard P. Davis '49

John H. Nichols, Jr. '49
WUlard C. Rlehan '49

vigorously

Council.

Herbert B. Moore
Leonard D. Bell
Bernard M. Goodman
Arthur C. Sewall

Leonard D. Bell

'48
'47
'47

'47
'47

and by
more closely

decisively,

to the administration.
-

The

Student Council's scope of

activity should not

be limited to

weekends.

It

should battle the

and complacency of the

undergraduates.

It

should unreserved-

support such organizations as the
B.C.A. and Witan.

ly

When
row

—

you cast your ballot tomorand surely no one could be so

disinterested as to forget it
Philip F. M.

GWey,

ft. *4«

social

functions like houseparties and foot-

selfishness

Associate Professor Ataern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown

and

linking the student body

ball

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Directors

new Student

choose should be intellihard-working. They will

have a chance to earn the respect of
their fellow-students by honestly representing student opinion, by acting

Editors

Thomas

and

gent

Associate Editor

AMhtant

elect a

The men we

Bditor-lii-Chief

the

men whom you

— choose

consider

best

qualified to give us strong leadership

t\mm m

O. Cabot

•48

George

•48

v h«U

men
by the Stadanti of

mmim — >— Hun «

.

to t»e Editor
to to* ftsria rn lUnayer of tht
«t th* Orient Offirt in the Moul-

Hill iefc. Mali*. Enured m
•Ace at Bmniwick. limine.

Oritane.

for the next five months. If the right

are not

on the

privileged to write
that

we

student

ballot,

them

you are

in.

Prove

are deserving of "control of
life ... in

the fullest possible

measure."
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R. C.

M.

throughout our major

strikes

in-

dustries reflects the opinion that

labor is on a crusade to dominate
the industrialist classes.
Nothing can be more absurd.
As long as we maintain the principles of free enterprise, capital is
guaranteed, regardless of other inprerogatives
certain
fluences,
which in themselves alone are sufficient to induce the capitalist to
continue his business activities.
First among these inalienable
prerogatives is the right to a reasonable profit. This right cannot
be challenged if we maintain our
For
present economic system.
this profit is the capitalists reward for the risks he must face
in a competitive society.

To

the charge that labor

is

de-

Cause Of

Death

Return

And

for their benefit.
It is not to be expected that a

[ Continued from Page z ]
great spirit of co-operation is goduring the assaults on Kwajalein, ing to live when the student body
Saipan, Tinian, and Iwo Jima. He finds that faculty-motivated and
reminisced about a friend of his guided activities are scheduled to
who was inadvertently responsible take place on the one night of
the week that the Student Counfor the blowing of a torpedo storecil sets aside as fraternity night.
house on Kwajelein causing nu- When seminars, athletic events,
merous casualties among our own classes, and rehearsals for various
troops and even damaging a plane activities are scheduled by the
in the sky so great was the blast's
faculty on that night, it does not
striking power. He further de- help in the building of a desire
scribed the atrocities committed at for
amongst the
co-operation
the northern end of Saipan by greater number of the student
frantic
native
and
Japanese body.
mothers who killed their children
Let us continue to have such
rather than have them fall into issues of The BowtlJin Orient to
Marine hands.
stir up discussion and enlightenCaptain Ireland concluded his ment. If charges are false, then
remarks on his combat experien- one may be provoked and enraged
cies by admitting that Iwo Jima by them. When the charges are
was every bit as "ghastly" as the backed up by good evidence, then
newspapers reported and that the an adjustment or change in policy
contained beachhead and great by the guilty parties should take
number of Marines ashore "made place.
it practically impossible for Jap
Sincerely,
gunners to miss."
Nelson L. Towers '47.

Dear Editor:

relative

tion,

tance

to

own impor-

its

the productive process.
management and capital have ruled industry with a
despotism that cannot exactly be
termed "enlightened."

Up

in

to now,

Labor is one of the three factors of production, valued by many
as the most important of them,
and as such is entitled to a greater
voice in the direction of productive processes and a greater share
in the resulting profits.
Labor is
the one indispensible factor in production.
Labor can acquire* land
and create capital and management of its own artificially, but
capital cannot artificially create
labor, regardless of what degree
of technological improvements it

may

employ.

To acquire this equilibrium it
manding wages that will eliminate
this profit we must answer that has gone on strike and has caused
this, too. is fantastic.
Under our a great deal of hardship.
If this disruption of our society
present economy, the vast majority of the population is directly is to be avoided in the future, let
dependent on the capitalists for the public see to it that the Factits livelihood. A system that de- Finding Board be permanently eslivers all its profits to labor in tablished as an agent of governthe form of wages cannot long ment, for such and related cirendure. The result would be that cumstances. Let this board have
the industrialist would close the the authority to investigate the
doors of his plants and proceed to most holy of books and records
live on his comfortable revenues with the power necessary to enwhile labor, left with no means of force its decisions on labor and

would

subsistence,
lessly.

seems

starve

help-

capital alike.

This

.

Naturally

this

entire -picture

may

deprive the American
of the liberties

some

people of

and yet, accord- held so dear. But since the earliing to newspaper and consequent- est times man has- found it necesly public opinion, labor is hellbent sary to surrender some of his nafor self-destruction.
As has been tural rights in order that he may
fantastic,

shown, this is not at all the case. better retain the greater portion
Labors interest is not to dom- of them.
inate capital or to incorporate a
W. CAPPELLARI
new socialistic state but rather to
J. TATSIfvS
bring about a greater equilibrium
Next: The Tactics of Capita*

Letters

To The Editor

Dear Editor:

not afford it. Perhaps
is afraid to be
"one of the boys." True, the foot-

self could

The second number

of the fortyQuill, the
college literary magazine, will ap-

volume of the

late.

—

his

can control his Spirit

Just;

Require Fact-Finding Board

pear this week, almost a month
Copies are being distributed
gratis to the entire student body,
of which it is expected that at
least a third including those who
contributed to the publicationStudent Council
will read them. The rest of the
students, it is hoped, will do more
Dear Editor:
than merely look at the contents
We would like to clarify the and decide that most of those asdecided misrepresentation of facts sociated with the magazine are

To The Editor

.

"control of student

better.

"With

is

[Continued from Page i]

Bowdoin ducked

Labor 's Struggles Are

ninth

pessimists, Dr.

at

little

The general opinion of the press of economic power between the
You won't stand on your own feet. regarding the present wave of two principal classes in producYou may talk in your bull-s>£5ions

—

"I have seen quite a bit of you
students in recent years and I
don't believe that you are very
different from the students of ten
years ago, when Bowdoin Spirit
was 'hale and hearty.' You are
the same mixture of honesty, generosity, thoughtfulness, recklessness and conservatism that you
were then. There is however a

—you have

to this

idea of what you want
of life or of college, and you have
You
•little faith in your leaders.
have a feeling that it's up to
someone else to look out for you.

very

'

In the near future,

THE COUNTERCURRENT

Text of Root Speech

N0.14

We

No

,

the so-called finks of the

campus

and not worth bothering about.

the college itself

ball and basketball activities of
Bowdoin garner all the headlines.
But the Quill produces the Coffins, Sills, and Mergendahls. Cer-

the

tainly

athletically

inclined

Blanket Tax Committee ought to
be able to afford to divert some
its
attention and
along more intellectual

of

Not

resources
lines.

the Quill, but also
other college organizations, such
as the Witan or the Masque and
just

Gown, need more money or any

money

at all. If the college claims
it can not afford it, what, then, is
the purpose for the continuation
of a Blanket Tax? Why not have
it abolished and let the students
were held in abeyance when the
go on their own, as they appareditors decided upon a complete
ently are forced to do anyway?

This issue of the Quill

is

the

to appear since last spring.
Plans for publication of the magazine during the summer term
first

revision,

enlargement,

and mod-

As a result, at any rate, tht.'
ernization of the Quill for the
present term. Plans for cuts and Faculty is now obliged to pay for
modern cover designs, among copies and subscriptions arc being
other things, were developed. An sought from Alumni in order to
unusually large number of con- make up the cost. Whereas pretributions seemed to justify hopes viously the editors felt that tho
for the printing of about seven Quill should not carry any adverhundred copies. The college Blan- tising, they now consider ft a poket
Tax Committee was ap- tential necessity, slight though
proached for S300. Then the fun the income may be. Whether or
not the quality of this issue has
started.
warranted these efforts and diffiThe editors were told that the
culties is left to its readers to
publication
had
beer
already
decide. Whether or not the first
granted a sum of $115 for the
summer term although they had appearance in print of poems by
Professor Coffin and the late Mr.
never been informed of the fact
Hartman is important enough is
and also that only $75 more would
left to their judgments.
be added to that appropriation
At present the future of the
for this term
a total sum, in
other words, of $190, totally in- Quill is as indefinite as ever, since
adequate for the proposed project. it has been advised not to expect
The printers promised to try to any further such appropriations.
do their best on that amount. It It is up to the college whether
was soon evident, however, that or not it can afford something
any great changes would have to substantial to back up those glowphrases
in
its
catalogue.
wait. When the material was ing
taken to them shortly before the Courses, such as Russian and ItalChristmas vacation began and the ian, should not be listed in the
as added attractions
final cost tabulated, the charge catalogue
came to over $300. As *a result, but should have the instruction
material was deleted, the number to back up the statements. Likeof pages reduced, as well as the wise, the ultimate liberal art aims
number of copies. Any extensive of the collegejfjeed student results
plans for a cover were dropped. as proof of continued existence.
The cost still came to $270. Feel- The Quill even a belated one
ing that any further revisions not the Sargent Gymnasium, is
would harm the quality of the that proof.

—

—

—

magazine, the editors requested
a total appropriation of at least
$250; otherwise, it probably would
be impossible to go on.

We can't help but feel that the With the presses ready to begin
recent article in the ORIENT was whenever the signal was given,
strong and to the point. Although the Blanket Tax then politely decided to consider the matter. It
it undoubtedly caused reverberations from those with a guilty did quite a bit of thinking, apconscience, it did create discussion parently. It thought throughout
the Christmas vacation period and
and it made everyone think.
Granted Bowdoin Spirit has a for a week after the resumption
bit of an excuse for lethargy due of classes. Finally, shortly after
to the aftermath of war, yet it the Quill was scheduled to appear,
seems unfortunate that it should the Blanket Tax agreed on an exsink to such a low ebb. However, penditure of $230, which it conwe think the situation far from sidered to be "much more reasonable" than $250—but with the
hopeless.
In the first place, Tuesday's bas- added provision that the editors
ketball game was indicative of the of the Quill would be personally
kind of turnout and spirit that responsible for the remainder of
Bowdoin has always known. And the $270—$40 in all, as a matter
February's influx of new and re- of fact. The magazine finally went
turning men will certainly stir up to press two weeks ago.
Thus, the editors of the Quill
the -dormant enthusiasm.
For
freshmen will once again have to may have to pay money out of
compete for their place in student their own pockets in order to uplife and returning veterans will hold probably the only project on
campus which testifies to the fact
vitamize the latent, spirit.
that Bowdoin is still a liberal arts
Sincerely,
YOUR FRIENDS institution because the college it-

—

maammmmm^mm^^mmm^^mmm^mmmmmm^»mmmmmmmammammmm»mam^ammmaamaaaammm

—

Sincerely yours,
Carl H. Lebovitz

'47.

Dad Writes Son
The following letter was received by a Bowdoin undergraduate from his father, a Bowdoin
graduate.

Dear Son:

Who

wrote the article "Bow-

doin Spirit Dead" in the last ORI-

ENT?
istic,

Good, but a

and after

all,

little

pessim-

the death has

occurred many, many times, hut
after your twenty-fifth or thirtieth
reunion you will
really

know

that

it

is

immortal and however often
it will always

death is reported
reappear again.

Herewith check.

how you

Let us

know

are fixed.

Love,

DAD

J

L

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Bowdoin Varsity Loses To Maine

POLAR
BEARINGS

Hoopsters Take

Tom

JVs Win Thriller
^

Bates Bobcats for the

Bowdoin basketball

Adam

first

Adam." He

spent a great deal of his time lounging around

the Union or the gym, in nearly typical

was

quite an experience to see

coach

He

in football today.

Adam

hope that
Bowdoin.

and

has

Bowdoin's chances for the state championship disappeared
last night as the Big White cagers were crushed by the U. of
Maine's second half assault, 51-27, on the home court. The
eliminated the Polar Bears and insured
Bowdoin squad 51 2/5 to 3» 3/5, in defeat mathematically
title.
a dual meet held at the Andover the visitors of no worse than a tie for the

time in

history, 52-42

and

dress,

the present, but

says,

I

will return

period has proved
a "bugaboo" to two athletic
groups. For the first time in 15
years Jack Magee's relay team will
be unable to compete in the annual
B.A.A. games held at the Boston

Garden. The meet is scheduled this
for
February
year
Saturday,
ninth, and thus comes in the middle cf the finals.
The basketball team bad a
chance to play in the Portland

Exposition

against

building

Boston College on February
fifth, but the first opportunity to
time

was

competition

again

Mahoney, who is
also a scout for the Boston Red
Sox, made a few interesting observations about the two latest
Sox players deals. Neil condemned
those who have criticized Joe
Cronin for swapping Eddie Lake
for Rudy York. He termed the deal
a "good gamble." He reasoned that
Lake would net fit into the Sox
Neil

team lineup with the return
of Pesky, and that their only in-

first

weakness is at first base. A
good year for York may very possibly mean the pennant for the
field

Red

not all of the "Bowdoin
Spirit" has returned, the athletic
spirit has certainly presented it-

The

If

basketball teams

won a

doubleheader from Bates in front
of a full-house of interested, cheering undergraduates who really
showed that they were behind the
team. Tnis difference in attitude
was also prevalent on the floor
where both the varsity and J. V.
squads had the aggressiveness,

and will-to-win which had
been sadly lacking in most of the
fight,

games

this season.

r

SPORTS STAR OF THE HOUR

the Polar Bear basketball team, is
my choice for this issue. Bert
played varsity basketball on last
year's club, and this season had
been substitute for Marty Wooden

overcome many obstacles to
starting up this year. The hock-,
ey aspirants are practicing every
day at the Brunswick Naval Station and from the best skaters
right through to the inexperienced men all have one idea in mind
want to have a hockey
team, and we are going to work
to make it a good one. Once
again hockey has entered the
athletic picture, only because
the spirit to have a team was
alive in a number of tap undergraduates.

in

.

of

Bert's

times

all

around

play.

He

from almost

and his shots came just
at the crucial moment. Twice Bert
tied the score, and his last basket
When put the Bowdoin team in the lead

Packy MacFarland.
Wooden was forced to leave the
and

half court

He

played well off the
boards and also turned in a good
floor game. Bert has helped to kindle the fire which has resulted in
for good.

of

Black led 36-34.

apart.

squad because of high blood pressure, Bert took over and played
two superb games for Mahoney's
five. The first win over a Bates much better basketball
basketball club can be attributed Polar Bears.

for

&

BINDING

Town

Building

Tel.

89-W

&

G F

M. Martin.

5

If

Bates JVs
10 Bradhury, If
1»

D. Martin,
Milliran. rf

2

2

T^-nello

2

1

Kevena, c

2

4

5
8

Williams

2

Rei'ktr, e
Mallet

Robinson. lg 1
W«iner. rp
4

3 11

Oshcr

1

"

PRESSING

1

Simpson, 1r
Sparks,

Tel.

G P P
4

rpr

1

7

7
II

2

1

5

1

4

6

20 17—37

....

154

College Agent: James Longley

SUNBONNET SUE
also

,

Fox News

The
FAVOR STUDIO
136 Maine

Tel.

St.

—

Time
Diving

BAND BOX CLEANERS
Cleaning

Feb. 1-2

A WALK IN THE SUN
-

Huntz Hall

also

Paramount News
Short Subject*

3

— Pressing

Conn.

B.

;

won bv

Time

fcy

C

McCltiro.

:

C

second,
H.
1 irrn— U.S.

— Cwon by Vanderhock. B.
third, Emmons, B— wen by MrCJure,
third. Carton.

:

;

Time

—

:

;

second.
C.

>cr-

;

Chamberlain, B.

third,

60.1.

150-yd. Backstrokt- — won hv AWdriuirk,
second, Ee!ls. B. ; third, Moxley, C.
C.
:

Time -

1

MA.

Time

—

won by

;

Littlefield.
third, Ikr. nan, B.

Time

:

:

—

Pidgeon.

Bella).

Tin

•

71

THEY WERE

—

- -

;

third.

—

—

won

34.5 sees.
:

;

—

i

—

;

i

:

;

tance—

131

ft.

—

8 in.

won by Appel (A) end
Pole vault
third place tie
Aik.es (A) at 10 ft. 6 in.
among Cross (B). Nichols (B), Martin
IB). Adams <A). and La .-ley (B) at 10
;

ft.

2 in.

Hivh jumr> — won by Branche (B)
ond. Emerson (B) and Hubbard

—

6
Height
Broad jump

—

ond. Wood.
20 ft. » in.

—

ft.

2 in.

won bv Branche IB)
(A):

third,

won by

W. Time
B.
B.

:

—

—

—

Fob, 8-1

with
Charles Boyer - Lauren Beeall

News

ill)

1

---

ed Second Lieutenant at Carlsbad
in April, 1944.

won by Littlefield.
third, Bergman.
Lt. Hillman was an outstanding
won by Wykoff, W. athlete while at Bowdoin. He was
W. third, Fraser. B. a member of the, track and crosscountry teams and served as coboth teams disqualified.
captain of the latter in 1943. He
established new records for the
college one mile and two mile
;

—

;

PHILGAS DOES THE
•COOKING BEST

BRUNSWICK

HARDWARE

the

in

events.

of Mr. and Mrs. G. G.
Hillman of Bayside, Long Island,

•New York, Hillman attended Bayside High School before enrolling
He was a
at Bowdoin in 1940.
member of the Alpha Delta Phi

Again

—The

2

1

Winrin

4

For That Special Someone

On

17

Fbrtnnato and Parks.

Polar Bears Lose

To Maine 60 • 45,

JV Beaten 66 -

47

Then, with the victors' home court, Saturday

breaststroke.

clinch the necessary 38 points for
a Tech victory. In the final event.
the 400-yard relay, the Polar
Bear's start was poor. After trail
ing by twenty feet in the first
round of the four-leg event, the

Polar Bears rallied, with Pidgeon
and Eells more than holding their
own, but were unable to gain further ground in the final laps. With

|
'

the victor's seven-point spoils going to ML I. T., the meet closed M.

Bowdoin

T. 45,

I.

30.

later.

Medley

300-yd.

won

Relay

Tech

by

—

-J:27.
(Dann. Burkman. Kelloin). Tune
won bv Pidgeon. B.
220-yd. Freestyle

—

;

second, Hurlbtrt. T.

—

Time

—

ond, Chabot. T.

Time
Divinjr

—

—

:

third, Bushncll. T.

2 :39.6.

50-yd. Freestyle

:

won by
third.

Ecllr=.

B.

:

(*e-

Chamberlain. B.

25.7.

won by Emmons.

Vanderbeek.

third,
B.
points. 79.10.

Winning

:

B.

;

:

;

:

-

1

:53.l.

—

won by Buckman.

200-yd. Breaststroke
third. Filler.
second, Littlefield. BT.
2 M5.9.
T. Time
won by Miskeli. T.
440-yd. Freestyle
third, Fraaer. B.
second. Cumminga. T.
Time
6:00.5.
won by Tech (Chabot.
400-yd. Relay
;

—

:

—

—

Henning,

G F P MAINE

Doughty,

I
5

If

Morrisson. rf

1

MacDonnJd

1

Tyrer, c

1

Branche
McF*rlnd.

2

Ig

1

1

7
II

1

2

O'Donnell
Wilson, tg

2

7

Danforth

19

Bowdoin JVs
Martin.

U

M. Martin
Millixan. rf
Nevens, c

7

Kellom).

Time

6
I

•

2

7

3
9
5

3 21
in

•

1

1

l

Poor
Robinson. \ie
3
Weiner. ru

>

2
6

7

47

—

1

\

25 10 CO

15

G F P

:

—

:j

9

Woodworth

:

Trutman.

1

1

3 ti

Poulin, re

1SS
Thomas

P

8
1

4 14

Rurvess, rf
2 Rafford
1
Gates, e
4 Merrill

Huen
Moore, rg

F P

Murray, If
Henderson

!»

second.

—

—

Time

The box scores follow:

BOWDOIN

Schumacher, T.

won by Eells, B. seeTrutman. T. third. Chamberlain.
58.
B. Time
150-yd. Backstroke -- won by Dann. T.
third, Bcrnardin. B.
second. Pitler. T.
100-yd. Freeetyle

ond,

"Pale Blue" reserves 66-47.
The Polar Bear varsity trailed by
only four points at the half, the
score being 24-20, but the wild
open. semi-Rhode Island style that
the Maine team employs broke the
Bcwdcin defense in the second half,
and the home team pulled away
to a relative easy victory. Maine
floored a well-drilled team, but dW
not ar-pear unbeatable. They were
helped immeasureably by a weak
Bowdoin defense and offense.
Leone and Morrisson led the Polar
Bear scoring with eleven and nine
points respectively, while Gates
was high for Maine with 21.

Leone

Maine JVa
M-Donald, If

G F F
I

3

1

A
8
3

Buckley

KVhelder,

rf 4
1
Wtmdn
Barnard, e
1

Wyman

4

1

Duneen

2
I
8
33

D'mk'wm'i, lg •
1*
Nelaon
Oinlon, rg
1

t

4

Royal

1

t

1

1

1

VaniUeo

1

27 IX «•

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS
QUICK SERVICE

Valentine's

15

2

9 41

8 :02.S.

Records

3

3

how-

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

PRINTING
«

We have

FAMOUS HALLMARK VALENTINE CARDS

had long experience to
producing for Bowdoin men:

Day

Phone 450

15

Town

Hall Place

POSTERS

STATIONERY

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

The

College Book Store
PETE THE COLLEGE PUP

College Spa

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?
i

ALLEN'S

COLLEGE SPA

DRUG STORE

and TOILET ARTICLES
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALTIES

M.

YES BUT ADORABLE

C. Perkins, Ph. G.,

148 Maine

"Right Off The Campos**

Open Sundays

F.

W. CHANDLER

& SON

Printing

Ask Us For Qao tmti s —

DRUGS

$2.25
THE GIRLS WILL THINK THEY ARE ADORABLE-

The Same Answer

Closed Tuesdays

rjr

Your Music From Our Complete Stock Of Swing
Classical

113«
2

Conlon, 1*

Referees

:

The son

a

1

Bowdoin trailing at 30-29, Miskeli January 19th. The score was 60-45.
and Cummings gained the win-and- In the preliminary game the Bowplace combination in the 440, to doin Jayvees were humbled by the

The summary:

:

McDonald

Whymen

e

1

2 16

7

rar

Amherst. The campaign will close
with the New Englands at If. I. T.
i

R

7

1

2

McDonald

The Bowdoin Polar Bears basever, with Dann and Pitler one- ketball
team lost its second
two in the backstroke, and Buck- straight State of Maine Series
man stopping Bowdoin's Littlefield game to the U. of Maine five at

two weeks
CoMtmued }n>m Page

F.

Woodw'rth. e 2

Koya)

The next date on the Bowdoin
schedule is March 2nd, when the
Polar Bears will go South to meet

3:01.4.

1 :44.2.

Relay

B.

CoCKrovr.

—

Knapn, W.

Freestyle
Second. Avery,

llfi-yd.

Time

third,

:

I :.".!».

Brcaststroke

-econd.

Time

W.

Eells.

146 Maine Street
Select

Pleasant Surroundings?
'

Short gnbjecte
'

sec-

2 10

10

in fa-

rallied here,

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

Feb. «-7

CONFIDENTIAL AGENT

;

Weathc-rill

1

*

THE MELODY SHOP

85c
$1 .00
35c - 50c

Good Food?

Moore - Tib* Guizar

FrL-Sat.

seci.\).

1

Se^£.

rf

Dumbkowski,

Eells

visitors

7

Johnston

and Chamberlain
were again first and third, this
time over Teeh's Trutman, in the
100 yard dash. This race, in which
Eells' margin was a scant foot,

The

Nelson
Barnard,

1

Robinson,

meet, took eight points in the diving event, humbling the M. I. T.

pushed the score to 25 to 16
vor of the White.

B^trh'ld'r. If 2

1

6

combined for six counters in a
burning 50 yard dash, which cut
the Red and Gray's lead to a single
point. Emmons and Vanderbeek,
vastly improved since the Trinity

entries.

5

1

*iakeWi?h

'

GPP
• 4

1

3

e

20 11 81

P P Maine JV»

M'l'iVan. rf

^^"

and Mai Chamberlain

Slip Eells

9 27

9

Bowdoin JVs G
M. Mertin. If 2
p. Martin

ty-five-foot lead to win the 220
over the closest Cambridge man.

DRY CLEANING

with

Fox News

:

Hillman Killed

—

[

150-yl. Backstroke
second, Monahan,

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

and

Note: Owing to length of picture first evening show on Hon.Tues. will start at 6 P. M.

MEXICANA

:

;

Fraternity.

John Wayne

WecL-Thar*.

;

—

51.6.

BANK

EXPENDABLE

Only

1

:

with
Robert Montgomery

Paramount News Mon.-Tue*.

.".

1

Paradise (A)
(A): third. Taylor tB).

—

?,

.1

Emerson (B).

by

.

1

(B).

won by Branche (B)
:

—

;

;

-

JJ

;

:

l

[

:

—

£

,

Englands, is -a veteran, team!,
F P
when such a thing is unknown ac- bowdoin c. f P MAINE
Buryes< If
1
1
cording to Coach Miller of Bow- j^ff^ *
Ratiord
I
• »
doin. With only Eells, Pidgeon and Morrison, rf o 3 3 Nelson
Murray, rf
2
MacDongld
S
Chamberlain to carry the free-style Branche. c
7 Morril
2
2 Gates, e
t 11
load, Bowdoin was necessarily out- Huen
2 Danforth
2 8
Tyrer
manned in these events. Neverthe- McP'rl'mi. ljr 1
b Poulin. Ik
Wilson
less, the diving of Emmons and Thorn*
2 O'Don'ell. rg 1
Moore, rpt
Vanderbeek kept the home forces Robinson
Henderson
•
Woodvrorth
in strong contention to the end of
Barnard
1
the meet.
Conlin
6
1

:

;

in the

New

b.t sees.

—

won by Wesleyan
Bibboit). Time -

—

Student Patronage Solicited

MAINE STREET

squad which placed second

600 yd. run
won by Stoltman (A) second, Gotham iB)
third, Robinson IB).
Time
1 min. 21-2 sec*.
won by Stoltman
1.000 yd. run
A)
second, Gotham (B) ; third. Easton 'B).
Time — 2 min. 25 sees.
won by Nourse (A) second.
Shot Put
( larkson
iB)
third, Taylor (B). Distance
Dl ft. 114. in.
sen. ml.
Discus
won by Taylor
ff)
Bridge iA). DisNourse (A)
third.

-

—

—

100-yd.

4:16.

of

been passed that the home club
With Gates
hit from the floor.
The Tech combination, boasting
Putting on a one-man show, the
irit
r/;u
/
iv.
most^of the power from their 1945
straight
ac k Be a nT tallied 15 stra

(eaire record)

—

/Wen*

point

sec-

:

;

4.6 sees,

300 yd. da*h
second. Hudner

won by WykoflT. W.
220-yd. Freestyle
second, Pidireon. B. third, Brodegan, W.
Time
2:3*.
won by Stone. W. second.
.Vl-yd. Dash
28.SFobes, W. third. Eells. B. Time
won by Vanderbeek, B. second,
Divinx
Emmons. B. third, Eldred, W.
won by Stone, W. second.
100-yd. Dash
Bihbart. W. third. Pidgeon. B. Time

2<i0-yd.

3 :U0.9.

440-yd. Freestyle — won by Bailey. C.
third. Chamberlain.
Bcoond. Fraser, B.
B. No time. McClure. C, disqualified.
won bv Bowdoin fVeghte,
400-yd. Relay

Chamberlain.

TsttJfc

—

i

second, Gordon (A)

t'linintwic;.

yd.

won by Paradise (A)
A) third, Murfehy

40 yd. high hurdles

Time

Medley Relay
£Monalian, Kaapn,

.'i'Ki

Hard, Hanson.* O.
Eell*.

The

Capital and Surplus $850,000
Total Resources over $5,000,000

DAY SERVICE

2 and 3 Piece Suits
Overcoats
Sweaters

Feb. 3-4-5

8un.-Moa.-Tues.

—

ond, Pidjrcon. B.

with

Dana Andrews

—

margin.

2 :S7.fv

Huso, C.
Dash

100-yd.

.

The Summary
40 yd. dash
ond, Hudner

lowed the Polar Bear's close decision over the University of ConThe Middletown team
necticut.
led throughout the contest and
Bowdoin never threatened their

FIRST NATIONAL

Short Subjects

Fri.-Sat.

when a well-balanced Wesleyan
team prevailed. The meet, which
was test by a 25-to-43 count, fol-

995

Regan

Phil

wen

220-yd. FmMy\<i
second, Pidimin,

;

Jan. 31
-

vol by
Medley Relay
(Wcdzinick. Dunn, Atwcll). 1

200->d. Breaststroke B. serond. D inn, C.

18 Moore Hall
Wed.-Thurs.
Gale Storm

first

'

;

QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS

CUMBERLAND

extended swimming trip is several years ended
in disappointment on January 19th
Bowdoin's

The summaries

300-yd.

60>yd. Dash
Bailey.

1

15 7 37
19 20—39

14 11 39

Bates J.V.'s

Street

16—42

.1

Belnky, rf

Bowdoin J.V.'s

4 Elm

WESLE¥AN

CONNECTICUT

I

Bowdoin JVs

MARTIN'S
CLEANSING

of

I

,

leap of 20 ft. 8 in., a foot farther
than his nearest competitor. This
was the farthest leap in New England collegiate competition to date.
He drew the plaudits of the scant
crowd with his brilliant, steady
high-jumping, which resulted in a
well-earned victory. This gave
Branche a total of three first
places and easily made him the individual star of the meet.

1

Bailey,

ALVIN SETTLE

Swimmers Break Even
With Wesleyan, U. of Conn.
UNIVERSITY

.

About this time. Matt Branche,
Bowdoin fell into an early defibulwark of the Bowdoin squad, be- cit, making no contest of the 300gan to make his presence felt. yard medley relay. Jack Pidgeon's
Matt won the broad jump with a driving stroke netted him a twen

1

27

j

.

.

had they scored in the 400 relay
collapsed, their
ItowtoUl
which capped the meet, the White ff e nse also folded, and it was not
would have lost by only a single until the ten minute mark had

pole vault, thanks to the efforts of

1

Poor

PRINTING

Leone has
Coach Mahoney as one

Although Vanderbeek and Emcame up from behind. Weiner led
mons had little trouble with the
but they also faced adverse diving
the Bowdoin hoopsters with 11
home forces in the diving event,
conditions in the unusual tank.
points, and Martin was close beBowdoin could gain only two other
Despite these factors, Bowdoin
won
hind with 10.
showed up well. Vanderbeek turn- firsts. Eclls and Littlefield
BOWDOIN G
the backstroke and breaststroke
BATES
C
ed in a superb diving exhibition
Leone. If
2
Fleischer. If 5
The divers performed
events.
Doughty
Vail
to win that event, while Eells and
Morrison, rf S
very well, but it was Eell's perSandulli. rf S
Littlefield turned in firsts to keep
McDonald
Herves. c
which
4
Hranrhc. c
Berry, c
Bowdoin in the running. Vcghtc, formance in the backstroke
2
In the
stirred most excitement.
Tvrcr
Card
1
and
Eells
collabPidgeon
McLoed,
M-Prl'ml. Is 2
L'ro»-h'le, Ig
150-yard etfent his time of 1:57.9
Thomas
1
Mullett
orated to register seven points for
fell only one-fifth of a second short
Moore, rt(
Arnold, rg
1
the Polar Bears in the final event,
Lorrahee
o
of the pool record. In the final
the 400-yard relay, which gave
race,
the 400-yard relay, both
'JO 12- 52
15 12 42
Bowdoin the hairline victory.
ftowdoin
25 27 — 52
teams were disqualified.

the Bates

1

Lynn Martin, John Nichols and
Bob Cross.

Tom

year,

this

of NeiKs forwards.

it.

With four minutes left to play,
and Bowdoin leading 43-42, Morrison sunk a pivot shot which sent
the Polar Bears into a closing nine
point burst as the Bates defense

g^

|

Despite his lack of height,

freshman

proved a great help to

At the end
ten minutes the Garnet and

cats could not hold

itself.

^^

Bears never fell far behind this
defcnse wWcn
The poJar
Henry "Red" veteran team, which conquered had proved so effective in the first
Wesleyan 48-25, until the last in- period, seemed no prohlem to the
secdividual event, the 440. Even then, rangy boys from Orono as the
a
, iU
<AA _,_. ond half got under way. And as

Andover's power

this point,

Tom's aggressiveness and sharp eye have won
him a starting berth.

A

^

^

|

The shot was won by Norm
Nourse, Andover co-captain, with
a heave of 51 ft. HVs in. Clarkson
and the hard-working Taylor garnered the two remaining places.
Bowdoin had to be satisfied with
a five-way tie for third place in the

sixty-foot

a large part to the

scored three

appeared again with four
minutes left in the half while they
were trailing 21-19, scored three
baskets, and left Bowdoin behind
at mid-game.
Play became ragged at the start
of the second stanza. Bates opened
a six point gap, 33-27, but the Bob-

Journeying to the University of
second with Morrison and Branche
at twelve markers. Improvement Connecticut on January 18th, the
among the Polar Bears was evident Bowdoin swimmers edged the
in the play of Bert Moore and Matt
home squad by one point. Unable
Branche.
to lead the Blue and White in the
The Bowdoin J.V.s defeated the
Bowdoin
Bates J.V.s in a thrilling prelimi- early stages of the meet.
nary game. A basket by Miles surged ahead on the final event to
Martin with twenty seconds re- a 38-to-37 victory.
maining gave the home team a 39Coach Miller's observation that
37 triumph, after Dick Weiner had
the Polar Bears faced •'difficult
tied the score a minute before on
conditions" in their first trip to
a long shot. Bates led 36-26 with
Storrs is certainly a valid one.
five minutes remaining, but the
Not only did the White swim a
Bowdoin seconds got red-hot and
pool for the first time,

—We

excellence

.

Guy Sandulli, who played a spectacular game for the visitors, led
the scoring with 13 points. His
teammate, Fleischer, was tied for

hockey has

SPORTS STAR OF THE HOUR
—Herbert Moore, varsity guard on

At

began to assert

The

meet.

the

of

story

Stoltman, sophomore middle distance runner, won the 1,000 yd.
run, and later he returned to win
the 600. Bob Gotham placed second
in both these events. "Skip" Paradise, the Andover- speed merchant,
sprinted to consecutive victories in
the 40 and 300 yd. dashes. Paradise
tied the Cage record for the short
dash at 4.6 sees.; a sparkling performance for such a slow track.

five

fell

spirit of ice

•

the gap but succeeded in tiring the
Mahoneymen. The visitors' first

ATHLETIC SPIRIT RETURNS

The

kept the losers in the contest.

four minutes that

At this point Bates inserted a
new quintet which failed to close

be wrong
with a gamble of that sort? Neil
was puzzled by the trading of Jim
Tabor, and said that he had always
liked Tabor both as a bail player
and a person, but that the Sox
front office must feel certain that
Ernie Andres will be able to put
out first class ball for the Sox at
the hot corner this season. This
latter trade seems to be a part of
the policy to replace the older veteran with the younger prospect,
while the York deal is probably a
one year pennant hope.

J

;

the tjme of 5.9 sees.

last

of the leaders.

and what can

Sox,

next five points, and at the end
of four minutes of play Bowdoin
Maine surged to within
led 6-1.
a pouit of tying, but Packy McFarland tossed in a field goal and
a free throwT and Bowdoin stretchc d its lead to five markers again.
The Blue c,ad visitors began to
find the range and moved out in
front 13-12 with two minutes left
Moorc>s
the half
put Bowdoin back in front for
Polar the last time.

M.I.T., 4530;

Bowdcin pulled away from the
visitors. Lack of height
handicapped Bates from the start,
and it was only the sharpshooting
of Sandulli- and Fleischer which

splurge to climb to within a point

erased by the presence of the final exam period. The only solace
gamed about the unfortunate
situation is that there might be
a few more converts for the
anti-trimester" group.

on the pro-

Jim Eell's Stars

The Polar Bears led at the ten
minute mark, 14-7, but Fleischer
sparked the Bobcats in a six point

play in the "Expo" against big

MAHONEY COMMENTS ON SOX DEALS

self.

the

fighting

The final exam

Mermen Bow
To

the

gram, with an excellent toss of 131
ft. 8 in. Had not a protective net
been stretched across the end of
Thc M. I. T. swimmers invaded
the cage, Taylor would unquestionably have broken the existing rec- Brunswick last Saturday and, after
battle, carried home a 45ord of 132 ft. Matt Branche made a trying
*
.
„
ort
cs.„-, o
things look encouraging with a 30 victory over Bowdoin. Sucn a
could not tell the
however,
close victory in the high hurdles in score,

until the

CHANCE TO PLAY BOSTON COLLEGE

Coach

discus, the first event

Big
White controlled both backboards
throughout the game, it was not

to

Danny Morrison opened the
Matt
scoring with a foul shot.
'Branche went on a personal spree
and accounted for the Big White's

I

i

won

Neil Taylor of Bowdoin

Despite the fact that

it

let's

—

Cage. After a slow start, the prepsters gained the lead which they
never relinquished.

championship.

talk with the outstanding

left for

MacArthur and

pulls a

Bowdoin

Cracks in Second

well-balanced Andover track
team triumphed over a fighting

Walsh has left the campus to return to the business of on the winners' court Tuesday
the Cleveland Rams, and on behalf of the undergraduates I join January 22. By this win Bowdoin
Mai Morrell in saying, "We hope you decide to return to Bow- remained in the fight for the state
doin,

of Half, 16-14;

A

The Bowdoin Polar Bears ended
a five year jinx by downing the

By Court

End

Andover Downs Trail at
Trackmen, 51-38; Defense
Branche Stars

Leone, Bowdoin Starting Forward

Bobcats, 52-42;
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Sotak, Roundy Debate

Colby Loans Exhibit
On Maine Architecture

MUSTARD & CRESS

Socialized Medicine
Rkhard

By Clark
of discovery and of new things has not
There are even some new things in this rather
decrepit world of Journalism. The discovery was
made by a prominent member of the Bowdoin College faculty, and brought to my attention by one of
The discovery isn't anything of
his students.
world import, nor will it have much effect upon
hemisphere solidarity or world security. In short,
it's a newspaper called the Lisbon Enterprise. Now,
the Enterprise is nothing unusual as far as smalltown papers go, but the Enterprise goes a little further.
It has a style, a certain bucolic sophistication, if there can be such a thing, that puts the
Colby Echo to shame.
The Enterprise has no other desire than to please
its readers, its good solid Republican-voting readers.
It has no claim to be a literary paper. In fact, the
people on the Enterprise think the Atlantic Monthly
rather confused. All I can say is, "How good of

The age

died.

to make the revelation public."
But the
people on the Enterprise will be glad to accept any
good rhyming poetry at attractive rates per line
(it might have been per word, I don't recall which).
.Anyway, it's quite an up-and-coming little newspaper with an amazing civic pride. They think the
is making a very grave mistake by not choosing little old Lisbon Falls as the permanent site for

illustrates the
17th century type of house with
large central chimney and overhanging second story.
The major emphasis in the exhibit is on the buildings of the
later 18th and early 19th century,
examples of which in Maine are
both numerous and of high quality.
Mr. Green traces the changes in
taste and architectural achievement through the Georgian classicism of the 18th century and the
influence of the Adam brothers In
the period of the early Republic.
At this point he devotes six panels

better set here at Bowdoin.
could tell all about
where they went for the weekend and all the wonderful things they did and say. It would serve to
show us all how very fortunate we are in having a
"better set". The difficulties would lie in choosing
those who would belong.

and detailed treatment of the work of five Maine

Special Exhibit entitled

introduction, a

numben

of street
scenes and groups of buildings in
their original surroundings.
Mr.
Green notes in his catalogue of
the exhibit that .remoteness from
industry and larger centers of pop-

page we could have a Twenty- ulation has left many communities
Five- Years-Ago-Today column and a tide table for in Maine unchanged, so that some

Over on the

last

the sea food fanciers. Alongside the tide table we
could print the weekly college menu so everybody
could see why Deke is such a fat little fellow.
We could also have a world affairs column to tell
us all about what's going on in the world so that we
may more readily overcome our ignorance and
prejudice, which has been a result of our sorely tried
and unenlightened age. Why, even I can remember
the rosy days when Freshmen were Freshmen and
Tony Sandhurst had a shave. But then again, we
will all be back in the houses this summer and everything will be just like before the war, when we could
sit around and be cheerful without fear of ridicule.

UNO

headquarters.

Their specialty seems to be social items like,
fell off his sleigh out on the road to
Purgatory Mills and sprained his wrist the other
day," and, "Sue Ptorter came down with the grippe
last Tuesday, but the doctor up from Boston pulled
her through." This stuff goes on for four pages in
between the advertising which is almost as good.

"Ned Carver

House at York well

Mains
Architecture is now being shown
The whole thing reminds me of Weather-ill's column
at the Bowdoin College Art Muson the Bowdoin lights and shadows (there is someeum, to remain until February 16.
thing you should read after "Countercurrent").
Loaned by Colby College and orAfter the last issue of the Bowdoin Orient, and
ganized by Samuel M. Green of
all the fever it stirred up, I think it would be a Colby's Art Department,
the exright smart idea to turn out an ORIENT along the hibit presents by means of photolines of the Enterprise. We could have an editorial graphs and drawings
a survey of
about the need for a new carpet for the chapel. the history of Maine architecture
Then, we could appeal to the Brunswick Sewing from the 17th century to the midCircle and ask them to hook us one. There is some- dle of the 19th century.
thing good for two issues, anyway.
The exhibit is composed of 20
We could have a column of "Notes on Notables" panels, the first of which, The
that we could work around the activities of the Maine Scene, shows, by way of

We

them

its

A

CAMPUS SURVEY

suggest the aspect of all New
it was before the Civil
is seen to be very true
in the photographs he has selected
for this panel, especially in the
views of Belfast, Wiscasset and
Thomaston. Shown here, too, are
the familiar and characteristic
Maine farm-houses with their connected out-buildings, and the saillofts and waterfront constructions
of the Maine coast.
Of the 17th and early 18th centuries few buildings are preserved
in Maine, these for the most part
located around York and Kittery.
The Maxwell-Maclntire Garrison
still

England as
War. This

A.

Roundy

and

'47

the program furnish a practicable
and sound means of meeting the
health needs of the nation?

The Bowdoin speakers took the

affirmative side of the question
while the Bates speakers tpok the
be found
negative.
Stanley D. Welnstein
Codd, who designed three houses '47
acted as moderator.
on the Sheepseott - Newcastle
Road; Samuel Melcher of Brunswick; Aaron Sherman of Machias;
and William Keith of Thomaston. Council Nominations
Special attention is given in one
panel to the "Spite" house at
[Continued from Page /]
Rockport, which Mr. Green be- DELTA
UPSILON
'lieves may be the work of either
Eugene
"Gene" Bernardin— StuCodd or Melcher.
The exhibit is brought to a close dent Council, vice president; presin the. period just prior to the ident of Fraternity; Ivy Day ComCivil War, with illustrations and mittee, chairman; Swimming, codiscussions of three prominent

whose work

Alexander
Parris,
in Maine is chiefly to
in
Portland; Nicolas

many Maine communities.

John "Jack" Pidgeon

Speech

By Weatherill
SPURR MOLDS

much

Seems Spurr and Grover were walking downtown
to collect a C.O.D. package with charges amounting
Spurr thought it was a suit that his
to $1.26.
mother was sending up, but Grover informed us
a joke, that is. Spurr went
that it was a joke
up to the correct window and gave the clerk his
slip, trying all the time to discover what was in
the package before paying the price. When the

.

.

"In such a time of national crisis
as the present I think it is incumbent on me as the President of the
College to say a few words to you
this morning so that you may do
some thinking of your own on the
grave issues at stake. It is not
the duty of a layman at this time
to decide where the chief blame
rests, whether on individuals or
organizations; but it is clearly the
function of the College to make
its' members aware of what is goHe was obviously nervous, ill-at-ease, and stiff
ing on in the world at large.. -The
Mrs. Daggett, as gay, effusive Lady Kitty, was
other evening one of the commenexcellent throughout. She ought to practice crying
tators stated that for four long
a little more, however
.
years our enemies, the Germans
Little, as gruff, bluff Lord Porteous, Was excellent
and the Japanese, were, unable to
throughout, period .
put our industrial plants out of
FINANCIAL BACKER
business; but what the enemy
could not do, we ourselves through
Big wheel In the financial world is Jim Young.
our own folly were doing, by causAn enterprising, industrious young man with
ing industry all over the country
Bowdoin uppermost In his mind, Jim has been
to shut down, and were hampering
paying many athletic fellows to play ball bete,
with great damage the process of
and Is trying to interest more to do tile same.
reconversion. That may be an exHis offers for Doc Blanchard, Gilmer, Davis,
aggeration, but surely with over
Scott, and Wedemeyer fell through only be2,000,000 out of work we have
cause these boys had already made other plans.
shown a very great lack of intelliDoing things like this on his own hook and withgent cooperation.
out official sanction, Jhn merits the thanks of
the entire College,
Personally I believe so firmly in
collective bargaining that I dislike
He also helps other small firms to get along
financially. We know of one firm, that of Stagthe interference of government.
llano and Dayton, Inc., which, having contracted
When, for example, the President
Mike Jacobs to sell pictures of such Bowdoin
Of the United States intervenes
and picks out of the air a com-worthies as Charley Huen and Dick Roundy,
promise figure which he urges
owes Its entire good fortune to Jim. The latter
both sides to accept, the process
Is also planning to buy out the entire
Maine
is not collective bargaining at all,
Central so the whole college may ride In comand in too many people's minds
fort to watch out-of-town games with Maine,
the presumption exists that the
Bates, and Colby, etc. Jim also has some pet
government demands acceptance.
gripes around here.
For Instance, he IS
Collective bargaining is properly
thoroughly disgusted with the way Williams
confined to the parties involved,
dives for pennies, and Roundy chickens out on
labor and industry. The governhot dates like a ground hog worried about its
ment might well do two things:
own shadow.
(1) is is essential that the sanctity
PICKING COURSES
contracts be observed by everj%
We get a boot out of the way some guys pick out of
one, by labor unions as well as by
their courses for the next semester.
Let us take industry. If a man agrees with
the example of the person wanting to take
English
neighbor to do a certain thing,
He finds there are many different times and in- his
1.
he is legally and morally bound to
structors for the same course. He must,
then, pick live up to his contract.
There
out the one which is best suited for his
schedule.
be no exception for a labor
A first glance at the list shows that there are should
union. (2) If the contending parsome that meet at 8 o'clock. These, of course, are
ties cannot agree, let the matter
out of the question no matter who the
instructor is go to compulsory arbitration. Now
Next we see one section which is being given
by neither industry nor labor likes or
Prof. X. Well, he marks too hard, anyway,
so that's wants 'compulsory
arbitration,
out.
Ah, here's one at ten o'clock, and Prof
Y which makes one think it may be
doesn't turn in cuts. Uh, oh, can't
use that
it a very good way out.

Mrs. Stallkneeht, as pleasant, elegant Anna, was
not clear enough in pronunciation, as though worried about her accent
.
Mrs. Chisholm, as pretty, romantic Elizabeth, was
very good in the lighter spots, but over-anxious in
the more serious parts, to put across the meanings
of her lines ...
Chittim, as athletic, cheerful Teddy was very good
except when he had to use British expressions. He
sounded too American . . .
Tillotson, as jaunty, intelligent Clive, was very
good inasmuch as he had less time for rehearsals.
.

—

was

.

surrendered bearing the inscriparticle
tion "George F. Jowett Institute," we encouraged
him into thinking it was some other institution
asking him to visit them on his next lucture tour.
But when he forked over the $1.26 and found that
the contents were booklets telling him "How To
Mold A Mighty Chest", he nearly tore down the
barred-window trying to get back his money. He
told the clerk he was merely the victim of a practical joke, but the clerk wouldn't have any.
Spurr took his buy back to Winthrop, and showed
There was
his Beta brothers what he could do.
more stuff on "mighty" arms, legs, back, and grip.
"Red" Charles found that Spurr was entitled to a
bar-bell free, but Spurr was already typing a letter
of refusal with "Fieldmarshal" Evans' help. Then
Grover showed Spurr a picture of his muscular instructor, and Spurr hesitated. Evans spurred him
on. Willie Wadman said he'd hate to look like that,
and told him that the reading material read like
Beta lore. That was enough, and Spurr hastened
finally

to finish his note.

On Labor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

OVERHEARD IN THE DRESSING ROOM
Chittim said he always enjoyed making love
. . . Fargo was all the time telling us that something big was coming up but that "She didn't
do it", or "They hacked that one up" . . . They

remarked on Clark's popularity. Tilly told
his boys wanted adjourns.
Chittim said
probably wanted more classes.
They
wondered whether the boys had done it because
of love, hate or a desire for revenge. Clark
said he thought it was for revenge because
all

him

they

they'd gotten

him laughing

.

.

.

Beam

asked the

others If they had heard about the senior who
wandered mistakenly Into the Art Building because he thought it was the library. He probably thought we had mistaken the dressing-

room for the Eagle.
The letter that Chittim was supposed to have
written .Mrs. Chisholm, his love, had the Preamble of the Constitution Inscribed on it. "In
order to form a more perfect union"
Somebody asked if anybody had drunk the tea.
Someone said he had. "It was warm, diluted
coke"
Chittim said he didn't reel out of place
dressing la the Greek room where there was so
much nudity. Winged Mercuries, Apollo*, and
Venuaes
.We asked Beam why he was
whistling in the dressing-room. He said he was
nervous, but that he ought to he chewing gum
.

.

.

. . .

.

instead

.

.

.

A

.

CRITICISM OF

THE PLAY

As

usual, Prof. Quinby -has done a marvelous job
in directing another play. His ability to pick players for the various parts is obviously great Someone said that it is so good that the players don't
get a chance to act. But, in our opinion . . .
Beam, as bloodless, intellectual Arnold, was too
worried, stiff, and fast . . .
Clark, as typically-British, Footman George, was
overdoing his part and looking for laughs too

WILSON DRUG
PRESCRIPTIONS ARE
OUR SPECIALTY

24 Hoar

Tel.

Service

1000

Always Top Quality
Steals

Chops

Fancy Groceries

TONDREAU BROS.

—

How about

Z
He

he

up
you and it's easy
Wait a minute, though That
comes Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays
at ten.
That would mean you wouldn't be able to
catch the
Ten Seventeen to Boston on Saturday. Nope
that
won't do. Well, it doesn't look like there are
any
more except this one at two-thirty and that's out
of the question. Looks like I can't take
English this
semester. Let it go until senior year.
is

to get a little sleep.

BRUNSWICK FLOWER
SHOP
201 Maine
Just Off

TOWN TAXI

conflicts with Course
which is a pipe.
this one? Prof.
is all right even though
In the clouds.
doesn't call on

Another

personal

—

Swim-

—

TROUSERS
3

The Campus

CORSAGES — OUT FLOWERS
POT PLANTS
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m

Mum'!

TOP COATS
OVERCOATS

Alexander Prize

ZETA PSI

Veteran Airs Views
On Military Training
By Irving R. Pliskin
They've been kicking my kid brother around Congress
kicking him around here at college with
even
were
They
lately.
givthe Bowdoin-Bates debate last Wednesday. They've been
future a terrific beating all over the
his
and
kid
ing the poor
world.

[Continued from Page /]
He opened the ceremonies With a brief history of public
speaking at Bowdoin and the origin of this contest.
The first four speakers and their
selections were Carl J. Cooper '49,
Poe's "The Raven"; Preston Ware
Jr. '49, Dickens' "Pickwick in the
Wrong Bedroom"; Arnold Cooper,
"The Devil and Daniel Webster"
by Stephen Benet; and Irving R.
Pliskin '49, "The Body of an American" by John Dos Passos.
In the intermission which followed, the Meddibempsters sang
three songs "Steal Away," "Got

contest.

—

—

Corydon "Cory" Dunham President of Fraternity; Track; TenMeddiebempsters;

nis;

Sunday

Choir; Glee Club; Quill.

Leonard "Lenny" Gottlieb— Union Committee; Fraternity officer;
Tennis; Band.
Neil Taylor

—Track.

KAPPA SIGMA

—

John MacMorran
Fraternity
Track, manager; Masque
and Gown, production manager;
Student Organist; Sunday Choir,
accompanist; Glee Club, accom-

officer;

panist;

Bowdoin-on-the-Air; ORI-

ENT.
Richard "Dick" Roundy

—

Class
My Head Wet," and "Talk About
Officer; Fraternity Officer; BaseJerusalem Mornin'."
Honorable Mention went to the ball, manager; Masque and Gown;
next speaker, yeonor M. Sotak ORIENT.
Stanley "Stan" Whiting
'49, ,who gave Norman Corwin's
Baspoem, "On a Note of Triumph." ketball; Baseball.
Randall's selection was a humor- BETA
THETA
PI
ous poem in the dialect of a Maine
Reginald "Reg" Spurr
Presifarmer. The last speaker was the
winner, Carpenter, who gave a
Editor-in-Ouaf; Wi
prose monologue about an innocent' £•

—

-

^^

^^arSSL^SL^ST

convict who is electrocuted, but
who receives his true reward "Beyond the Last Mile," in Heaven.

tan

—

Donald "Don" Day Hockey.
Robert "Bob" Dyalnger
Union
Committee: President of Fraternity; Football; Track; ORIENT.

—

a good deal of common sense in
the so-called Maintenance of UnSIGMA NU
ion clause, a frank compromise beKenneth "Ken" Schubert
tween the open and the closed
shop, providing that every em- President of Fraternity; Masque
ployee should have a limited time and Gown; Bowdoin-on-the-Air.
to make up his mind whether or
Robert "Bob" Cummins
not he wants to join the union;
Robert "Bob" Morrell
Presibut having once joined he must dent of fraternity; Student Counremain so long as the contract is cil; baseball.
in force.
That gives the union

—

—

man who ALPHA TAU OM£GA
Harold "Hal" Kimball

more security and the
Union
does not want to join the union
Committee;
Fraternity
officer;
some freedom.
If the industrial strife should go Fencing; Masque and Gown; Glee
Band;
manager;
Polar
on unimpeded, we are bound to Club;
Bears.

Everybody,

and

the

mostly

military men, has something to
say about all this. The generals

that conscription is the
This Is an
world's salvation.
"okay" stand for the military;
their Job depends upon having
somebody in a uniform. What
good is a general without an
army to order around ? Without
the army the generals would be
like the Jockey In a steeplechase
who suddenly finds that he has
no horse to ride. They'd be high,
and for the moment, dry.
But what about the mothers
and the girl friends of the boys
Its bad enough that
involved?
the girls up from Bates advocated
conscription, although there is a
good reasons why this might be.
They're not quite old enough to
be the mothers of the kids who
would have to go, and just a bit
too old to be the girlfriends who'll
have to learn to knit and read on
feel

—

be in for a time of great bitterJohn Tatslos
Fencing; Glee
ness of feeling.
That bitterness
we must strive to eliminate at all Club; ORIENT.
hazards.
In these days our colWarren Cormack—ORIENT.
leges and universities should aim
THORNDIKE CLUB
at preserving, so far as possible,
Harry Larchian
President of
a position free from bitterness and
Club;
Masque and
in a sense objective so that as Thorndike
much intelligence as possible in Gown; Band.
the way of the formation of popIrving Pliskin—ORIENT.
ular opinion may be brought to
Irving "Sam" Polakewich— Basbear on the present crisis."
ketball.

—

—

Saturday nights.
The other night at the debate
both sides began to throw around
.figures to show the huge cost of
|
Qne side called
P

Conscription was all right durBut now that the
ing the war.

war is" over there shouldn't be any
more of it. The kids should have
a chance to go to college and own
a jallopy. They shouldn't have to
worry about G. I. inspections or
marching or whether their pockets
are buttoned down. They shouldn't have to stop and find themselves saying "sir" to every joker
they meet. All of that should be
out of their lives. There are no
other benefits to be gained from

the army, because all that anybody ever seems to remember are
the processes of saluting and gripeing. And a kid can learn that
without a year in any khaki other
than that of the Boy Scouts.

Tilly

Dons White Shirt?

At the

close of a recent rehearsal of "The Circle," Mr.
Quinby was discussing costumes

with the cast.

'"What

shall I

wear

in the first

act?" asked Mr. Tillotson.

The

director recommended a
sport coat, flannel trousers and

a white

shirt.

"A WHITE shirt!" exclaimed
Mr. Tillotson In dismay, "I don't

know
He

that I've got one."
departed, looking bewil-

dered and a little hurt. Why
should anyone wish to do that
to

him?

Kent Island

[Continued from Page i]
insurance, the
other branded it needless in big Island is the bird banding work.
red dollar signs. Nobody seemed Over 30,000 pairs of Herring Gulls
to worry very much about who have been banded, as well as lesswould have to pay for this con- er numbers of other birds. RayThe common mond A. Paynter '47 has beeji
scription business.
opinion was that the American working on the banding records
people would have to take the rub- as a requirement in Zoology 8.
ber band off the bankroll and float
Thanks to committee members
another loan. What nobody both- Albert T. Gould. Edward N. Godered to mention was that after the ing, Sumner T. Pike and Alfred O.
loan had been made buoyant, the Gross, as well as Warden Ernest
American people which were go- Joy, the Scientific Station has a
ing to have to keep it in that state considerable amount of equipment
were the kid brothers.
on Kent Island. There is now a
this

expenditure

,

—

.

.

.

One of the more liberal New
York newspapers has been running letters from GIs complaintraining
ing about
given them Just before they are
discharged. If s very nice of the
army to try to run the political
antistrZke

situation.
They've been doing
a lot of It during the war and
probably find It habit forming.
There is always this to consider.
The fellows getting out will find
themselves wanting good jobs,
and maybe even having to strike
to get them. If the kid brother

house, dormitory and
hall,
a portable "Hodgon
House," tool shop, radio shack,
storage house, and two-floor lab-

warden's

mess

oratory.
There is an excellent
spring on the island. As the reports show, most of the food for
the parties generally comes from
cans. (They were given 23 cases
of baked beans the first year.)
However, as the first expedition
found, seal meat is excellent eat-

go out regularly.
Gross expects to take a

ing; hunting trips

Dr.

number of students

to

Kent

After leaving it
untouched for five years, he expects to have an especially inter-

hundred years from now.

esting session.

.

.

land next July.

The

College in Portrait

A practical gift
A useful year-long

reminder

troubles that led to the present
For example, there is

difficulty.

—

im

I

^n*

1

INC.
34
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UP

delivery
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Wm.

Richard

.Frank

W, Veroneau
The

ALUMNI OFFICE, 202

Is-

trained to break these strikes
history books win have lengthy
discourses on two civil wars a
is

The Bowdoin Engagement Calendar

that had the War Labor Board
been kept in operation instead of
being closed on December 31st,
and given at least as much authority as it had during the war. it
might have averted some of the

FORD CLEANERS & DYERS,

Street

observation.

Again I am speaking as a layman.;
but I have the very strong feeling

A

Now that the war is over and
isolationism is a long dead and
rotting issue, the bone that everybody is gnawing on is universal
conscription. At the debate the
other night there was a lot of
this nibbling, although nobody got
to the marrow of the thing. Nocaptain; Rifle Club, vice president;
body came to any definite concluarchitectural movements:
Greek
and the kid brother is
sions,
and Gothic Revivals, and the Ital- Sunday Choir; Glee Club.
ian Villa style, all of which have
Richard "Dick" Wiley— Fratern- afraid to walk down street because
left
numerous examples in the ity officer; Track; ORIENT Man- the draft board has warned him
about change of address.
public and private buildings of
aging Editor.
ming.

Text of Sills

RISES

of the nation show the necessity
of the proposed program? (2) Will

to individual

architects:

1SUN

Veonor M. Sotak '49 debated with
Carolyn Booth and Barbara Carter of Bates College this afternoon
on the Bowdoin-on-the-Air radio
program. The debate was about
compulsory national health insurance as covered by the MurrayWagner - Dingle Bill. Sub-questions were: (1) Does the health

Massachusetts Hall, Brunswick, Maine

•
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College
Enrollment Reaches 525, Largest Since 1942
—
Mason To

Copeland,

Many New

Faculty Chosen
'^^J

/C«< *<£,-.

President

Sills

\Longley Advises Abolishment
Of Campus Racial Prejudice

Colonel Bartlett

Retire;

announced

in

Chapel Tuesday, February 19,
and retirements were to

that the following changes, additions
in the Bowdoin faculty.
President

Sills

announced

in

19. that
following changes, additions
and retirements were to be made
in the Bowdoin faculty.

the

Professor Manton Copeland, of
the Department of Biology, is to
be given sabbatical leave for the
college year 1946-1947 and will reHe will teach
tire June 30, 1947.
the first term of the summer ses-

S§L

Bartlett Advises
Scientific

L~JL"

Work

his religion or race. Nothing
by side, is still fresh in our minds
be more ridiculous in the
now is the time for the supreme of
God. And yet there are
effort to rid ourselves of intoler-

—

**s

*

Professor M. Phillips
of the Department of Philosophy,
is to retire June 30, 1946.

As Best Defense

industrial

potential

of

the

W.

Colonel Boyd

Bartlett; Chair-

United States. We will not be man of the Department of ChemisFor this present term Associate given three years to prepare. The
try and Electricity at West Point,
Professor Athern P. Daggett, of
blow
will come swiftly, and on our who gave the Phi Beta Kappa
the Department of Government,
will be away on sabbatical leave own mainland." Colonel Bartlett, lecture Monday night.
and will return in August for the the chairman of the Department
second half of the summer session. of Chemistry and Electricity at
Dean Nixon will take a sabbatical
the United States Military Acadleave the next academic year. July
emy at West Point. Professor of
1. 1946. to June 30, 1947, and, during his absence, Associate Profes- Physics, on leave of absence from
son Nathaniel C. Kendrick. of the Bowdoin in a speech given before
Department of History, will act as the Phi Beta Kappa. Alpha Chapdean. From October 1946 to July
ter of Maine. on Monday night.
1947, Dr. Johnson will be on sabFeb. 25, stressed the importance
batical leave.
of technological developments to
The
following
appointments the past war,
Reserved seats and transportaand a possible fuwere made for the present term: ture war.
tion for the "Bowdoin Night at
Mr. R. R. Bellinger, who did unPops," Monday, May 15, at
the
In order to show the necessity
dergraduate and graduate work at
of technological development to which the Bowdoin Glee Club will
Yale, with teaching experience in
the
successful
waging
of
modern
the Navy V-12 unit at Dartmouth,
[sing with the Boston Symphony
war, Colonel Bartlett outlined the
has been appointed instructor in
Orchestra, with Professor Fred-

Reserved Seats

For Bowdoin Pops
Placed

On

Sale

,

processes by which scientific discoveries are made. He first pointed jeric Tillotson directing, and John
out the all important phases of F. MacMorran '46 accompanying
scientific investigation; pure re- on the piano, are now available
search, which is carried on in the
to the undergraduate body.
universities;
applied
research
Reservations for either single
which should be carried on in the
commercial laboratories; develop- seats or tables may be made with
ment of scientific materials and Professor Tillotson, Stanley D.
'47, or at the Alumni
processes; and the final factory or jWeinstein
commercial product. All of these Office. Tickets must be purchased
processes are the outcome, said before April 15. The price for
the colonel, the pursuit of the single seats is $1.50 and for tables
of five, $7.50. Refreshments will
physical sciences.
be sold at the tables during the
In order to demonstrate these performance. The names of ticket
points, and the length of time that purchasers will be sent to the Bosit takes from the first step, the ton Bowdoin Alumni Committee
discovery of a purely scientific which will allot seats and then
fact, to the commercial develop- turn the balance of the tickets
ment of that fact. Colonel Bart- over for* sale at the box office.

English.

Dr. Burton W. Taylor, who was
lecturer in sociology here in 194042, has been appointed associate
professor in sociology for the present term. Since leaving Bowdoin
he has been in the Navy and was
released with the rank of Lt. Commander. He will take the place of
Associate Professor Elbridge Sibley, who has been on leave and is

.

I

retiring.

pointed assistant librarian. He is
a cum laude graduate of Brown
and of the Library School of ,the
University of Michigan. He has
had experience at Brown; Spring- lett chose two widely diversified
field, Mass. Public Library; and at scientific
discoveries
television
the University of Iowa.
and atomic energy. He used teleAdded to the faculty for next vision becsftse of its scientifically
year was Professor Jean Darnel- characteristic long term developnet, Professor of French at McGill ment. The phenomena of televiUniversity, who has been appoint- sion was first discovered in 1883
ed Professor of French here at by Edison, and it has taken until
Bowdoin. His duties will begin in today for science to develop a
October, 1946. He was a teaching practical television set He comfellow hejre in 1937-38 and has pared this long term development
[ Continued on Page 4 J
[ Continued un Page 4 ]

reserving seats may
reserve places on a Maine
Central bus to and from Boston.
Round trip fare will be about
$4.00. The bus will leave at 1:00,
Monday afternoon and will return
whenever the majority of students
wish.
Sufficient
transportation
will be provided for all of those
who wish to make the trip.

Students

;

also

j

1

.

A

i

«^r

Taylor '47 Heads

Boyer Airs Views

Student Council

On Bugle Future

White Key Elects

Psi Fraternity,

'47.

was

"Had we known

of the Zeta

we know

elected presi-

dent of the Student Council at the
recent meeting of the newly-elected Council members on Tuesday,
February 19. The meeting, which,
until the election of the
cers,

new

'48,

B.

the retiring president,

resulted also in the election of Ira
B. Pitcher '49 as vice-president

and John

F.

MacMorran

'46

last fall

what

as

secretary-treasurer.

the college," stated Ken-

Boyer, Librarian and fac-

J.

ert C. Miller '47; Delta

Kappa Ep-

I

sponsor, has hopes that
published soon.

it

will

be

While the difficulties or printing symbols prevent a thorough
explanation of the notation, it is
easy enough for even such an unmathematically minded person as
the one writing this, to understand. Frank's symbolism is baaed
upon one horizontal line he calls

tmmmm

French perfume industry, M. May-

Delta Chi Daniel W. Morrison
'48; Delta Upsilon
Bernard Good- aud, commenting profoundly on
man; Zeta Psi George S. Nevens. the Maine weather, said. "I don't
Clifford think about it. I feel it." When
Jr. '49; Kappa Sigma
Louis approached with the question of
Wilson; Beta Theta Pi
Bove '49; Sigma Nu Ralph E.
his initial impression of Bowdoin
Kierstead '48; Alpha Tau Omega
'49; he answered. "It reminds me of
—George F. McClelland
Thomdike Club Donald S. Bloom- Mr. Chips."

i

—

berg

—

—
—
—

n

'48.

The

meeting called by the
new president was held on February 21st, in Conference B of the
that for writing out "sin" long- Moulton Union. At this meeting
hand eight motions are necessary, plans were made for resuming inwhile his system reduces it to two. terfraternity basketball under a
Though the article has not yet newly-revised sjqhedule, to start
Plans
been accepted or rejected for pub- Monday, February 25th.
lication, the confidence shown in were discussed to institute an init by the Bowdoin mathematics terfraternity bowling competition
department indicates that it cer- upon completion of the basketball
tainly must have been worth the schedule. Softball and tennis are
to be added during the semester.
class time Mort put into it.
!

I

first

J

Charles Theodore Burnett, professor emeritus of Psychology, died
at his home in Brunswick. Thursday. January 31st. at 3 A.M. His

J

will

open

I

!

The' third group of selections
be a series of folk songs by
both glee clubs.
These will be
"A White Spiritual" and "I'm a
Poor Wayfaring Wanderer" with
a tenor solo by Roger N. Williams
49.. The fourth group will include
a Negro spiritual and an English
folk song. "Seventeen Comes with
Sunday."

j

:

especially his life-long friends in
the faculty.

will

Professor Burnett was bom in
Massachusetts. June.

Springfield,

1873.He graduated from Amherst in 1895 in the famous class
which included Calvin Coolidge
and Dwight Morrow, and in 1904
became an instructor in Psychology at Bowdoin. In 1909 he was
made a full professor and served

E™*^Lr^-*l-l
S^H^J^Z^

j

He prepared for a teaching career in mathematics at Beida College, Algiers,

where he was

presi-

dent of the Philosophy and MathM. Mayaud's
ematics Society.
studies were interrupted, by a six
year tour of duty as a Cadet Pilot
In the French Air Force, where
he served first under General Giraud and later DeGaulle. In 1943
his training brought him to the
United States. Because of his experiences in this country M. Mayaud has written a book under the

dent Kenneth C. M.

I

Brunswick

the

Scouts. He
First Parish

|

.

j

The summer enrollment

will

jewnen.

^bough no specific require
ments have been established, the
larger back-to-school movement

the) and will be entertained at dinner
various college dining
or-, at the
Girl

least.

mciude primarily returned serv

rooms.

was a member of the
A dance similar to the one at has forced the College to adopt a
Church of Brunswick. Bowdoin will feature the return Policy of admitting with first prefconcert scheduled for Waterville erence those men who have some
connection with Bowdoin.
on Saturday. April 13.
,

'

Phi Beta Kappa

Names

Juniors Plan Traditional

Carl H. Lebovitz '47

result of students leaving for military service and the fact that this
fee was returned pro rata to the
men leaving for service. The
amount of capital left was entirely

Continued on Page 2

May

Ivy

Day Ceremonies

By JOE

WHEELER

,

Next week the Junior Class will "Bowdoin Beata," and the' actual
has been meet to formulate plans and chose planting is done. The Class Ode
active in literary affairs at Bowofficers for the Ivy Weekend. An is then sung.
doin. He is editor of the Quill,
Though the Seniors have nothvice-president of the Witan, and Ivy Day committee, which will be
a member of the Masque and responsible for all arrangements, ing to do with the ceremonies exGown. He is majoring in the clas- will be selected along with the cept to enjoy them. Ivy Weekend
sics.
Class Poet. Odeist, and Most Pop- is actually put or as a farewell
Professor Herbert R. Brown,
ular Man in the Class.
party for them. Their Last Chapel
vice-president
Bowdoin
of
the
Ivy Day. strictly the Junior's comes at this time. After this they
chapter of Phi Be^ Kappa presided at the meeting in the ab- Day, is an old Bowdoin tradition. are no longer required to attend.
sence of the president. Hoyt Au- Originally borrowed from Yale,
Since the first Ivy Day in I860
gustus Moore "95. A lecture by
the act of planting ivy by the many changes have been made in
Colonel Boyd Wheeler Bartlett,
former Bowdoin professor, now at Chapel walls has been carried out the nature of the celebration.
West Point, followed the meeting. almost annually since 1863. The Baseball games. College Field
/"This new election brings to ceremonies start,
according to Days, and boat races have been
three the number of undergraduformer practice, on the Walker made the secondary attractions to
achievements

amount was greatly reduced as a

I

j

•

ganizing

Sills replied

He stated further
that the housing situation is well
under control until next fall at'
in the negative.

J

for many years; belonging
Town and College Club; and

of

doin Courts, and the remaining
twenty-three couples have acquired apartments in other parts
of the town. It seems improbable
at the present time that any
couples will live in the dormitories, although
a solution to the
problem which may exist next fall
is still forthcoming.
With the exception of the
A.T.O. and Kappa Sigma houses,
which are undergoing repairs, and
the T. D. house, which is to be
used in March" by the members of
the Alumni Council, all the frareopened. Dining rooms are now open at
the DICE, and Zete houses, supplementing the Moulton Union
and T.D. dining rooms already in"
operation from last term.
When asked whether the more
critical housing situation expected
this summer and next fall would
force the rooming of three men
in the College dorm rooms. Presi-

"Rinaldo."
The Colby Women's
Glee Club will then sing three excerpts from "Alice in Wonderland"
by Fine of Harvard which will
include "Father William" and the
"Lobster Quadrille."

|

sudden death shocked Bowdoin and

it

—

|

—

;

—

—

—

required.

!

1

i

j

Member, Dies

clear that in publishing these,
At the annual mid-winter meetsllon— Richard M. Baker, Jr. '46; the surplus from previous issues
ing and banquet of Alpha of Maine
Theta Delta Chi Daniel W. Mor- had been used, thus leaving no
of Phi Beta Kappa held in the
rison '48; Delta Upsilon— Eugene capital to print a BUGLE for this
Moulton Union last Monday eveA. Bernardin, Jr. '47; Zeta Psi
year. In pre-war days there was ning. Carl
H. Lebovitz '47 was
Neal R. Taylor '47; Kappa Sigma a special BUGLE fee which aminitiated into the society.
John F. MacMorran '46; Beta ounted to about three thousand
In addition to his- academic
Theta Pi—Reginald F. Spurr '46; dollars, but when war came this

I

—

is

1

)

J

dress

The concert program

with three chorals by Bach and
an excerpt from Handel's opera,

l

French ISavy Flyer Serves
As New Teaching Fellow

Having shown his system to
Professor Korgen an hour later.
Mort has figured out various
Mort was advised to write it up advantages to his notation besides
in the form of an article with the obvious ones of simplification.
eventual publication in mind. Pro- Cancellation is made more obvifessor Holmes, too. saw it; en- ous. for lines which go both above
thusiastically took it home to his and below the reference line canwife also a mathematician—and eel. The raising of expressions to
both agreed that Mort really had powers is designated by the add
something. The article has been ing of one more vertical line for
sert in to "The American Mathe- a square, two for a cube, and so
matical Monthly." While no ans- forth. Mort has worked out the
wer has yet been received. Profes- number of motions saved by using
sor Korgen, acting as Frank's his shorthand perfectly; he figures

al

administration,

their families. Only after much
trouble, the College has succeeded
in housing all that are here now:
ten couples live at Jordan Acres,
twenty-two couples at the Bow-

i

|

,

Retired Faculty

College,

which the most difficult is the
housing of married veterans and

The Polar Bears will piay at a
dance in the Moulton Union folThe underlowing the concert.
graduate body is invited, but fortn-

I

follows.

j

j

;

Librarian.

The members of the Council are
as

After the election, the Council
solve a trigonometric lar to the reference line at its
Clifford E. Wilson. Jr. '48 was discussed Freshman
Rules and
This was. jn the immor- ends. Thus Sin X is designated
elected president of the White Key forthcoming social events.
tal words of Professor Means, "no bv * horizontal line with a vertical
for the forthcoming semester at a
problem" to math-major Mort. He line going down at its left end;
meeting of the White Key on Febsolved it without difficulty.
But Cos X. with the vertical line at
ruary 11th. Bernard M. Goodman
Multiplication and
later, in a lecture to which he was the right end.
'48 was elected secretary-treasurnot particularly attentive. Mort division is performed by imposing
er.
The post of vice-president is
looked again at the identity. No, one symbol upon the other.
The White Key
as yet unfilled.
By this method a tangent, being
wonder, he thought, that his
representatives for the coming
friend had had so much trouble the quotient of the sine divided
semester are the following: Alpha
By JOHN
solving it; the symbolism was far] by the cosine, is abbreviated by
Delta Phi— Daniel L. Dayton. Jr.
too complicated lor any beginning the reference line with the left
M. Charles Mayaud is the new
'49; Psi Upsilon— Jerome H. St.
down
and
student to understand easily. So vertical line pointing
Teaching Fellow in the French
Clair '49; Chi Psi
Robert J.
Mort. bored by the lesson, devised the right one pointing up. Those
Department. A native of Grasse
a simpler system.
who are confused must apply to Walsh, Jr. '47; Delta Kappa Epsi- on the Riviera, the home of the
lon—John M. Burleigh '49; Theta
Mort for explanation.
'

the

9.

]

today about the enroll-

ulty advisor for the BUGLE, "a
publication of the BUGLE in the
spring would have been possible.
To begin work for a BUGLE at
this date in order for spring publication is an absolute impossibility due to the lack of time." Due
to the small student body, a
publication of this sort did not
seem worth while to the Bowdoin

him

identity.

ried.

As a result of the large enrollment, numerous problems now face

j^^ay

j

neth

offi-

was conducted by James

Longley

ment of

Nu—Robert L. Morrell '47;
Alpha Tau Omega
Harold E.
Kimball. Jr. '48; Thorndike ClubIrving A. Polakewich '49.

(

appear with the fifty man BowProfessor Charles T. Burnett, who doin Glee Club in a joint concert
passed wvay last month, at the;
at 8:30
evening. March

Charles Burnett,

still

in later.

This influx of students brings to
the College the largest student
body since J942, including 316 veterans representing all branches of
the service, 55 of whom are mar-

The Colby College Glee Club of
seventy girls and twenty men will

'

registered and that

more might come

I

.Neal R. Taylor

Sigma

Wilson President

men had

Joint Concert

BurA Red Army marching song,
from "Cavalry of the Steppes." "Listen
Harvard and an L.H.D. from both to the Lambs" by Dett. "Sing On"
Amherst and Bowdoin. He was a and a choral number by Rachmember of Psi Upsilon and Phi maninoff will then be presented
Beta Kappa fraternities.
by the Bowdoin Glee Club. The
Not only did Dr. Burnett pub- program will close with Joint singlish
two books. "Splitting the ing of excerpts from the Gilbert
Mind" and "Hyde of Bowdoin." but and Sullivan operetta "Patience."
also wrote the words to two famA return concert with the Colby
ous Bowdoin songs, "Old Bow- choristers is scheduled for Saturdoin" 8B& "Rise. Sons of Bowdoin." day. ***««
April 13.
at
<w* "«;•
-» Waterville.
*
w« ,.J,!. n *-;.„ ;„ „,..„ ,ff,vThe Colby Glee Club members

—

By DICK DAVIS

Glee Clubs Give

in that capacity until 1945.
nett received his Doctorate

L

tend the concert in respect to absences.
Class excuses will be
granted on presentation of the
.ticket stub at the Information
Desk.

About a month ago a fellow stu- the "reference line," and on varident asked Morton H. Frank '48 ous other lines drawn perpendicu-

Bowdoin, Colby

many

leave the chapel with hypoance and hypocrisy, was the
critical
prejudices
which they
presented by James B. Longley,
must realize deep in their hearts
Jr. '48 in a recent chapel speech.
are false and ungodly. The college
Giving the first student talk of does not teach these false disthe current trimester, Longley tinctions but they still exist on
thus presented to the new and re- the College campus.
t
turned Bowdoin men the problem
"If Science and Education can
of racial prejudice on the Bowdoin
deny responsibility for the existcampus. Approaching the matter
ence of these prejudices, who,
from its very roots, he raised the then,
are the creators?" Longley
question, "Who creates these prejcontinued. "In my classification
udices?"
they fall into two selfish groups;,
It is evident, he pointed out, those who criticize because of
that they do not have their in- their own lack of ability and
ception in Science; scientific text- thereby attempt to raise thembooks are not catalogued accord- selves, and those who are striving
ing to the race of the author, nor for a goal and are frightened by
are scientific processes segregated the influx of new and better men."
according to the color or creed of
Longley went on to present typtheir discoverer. Chemical laws afical examples of both types. There
fect all human beings alike, and
is the average student who, realmedical treatment is the same for
izing he can never attain great
one race as for another. "Blood
intellectual or athletic achievepoisoning is the same in Capement and yet wishing to be a
town, South Africa as it is here
center of attraction, resorts to
in Brunswick, Maine."
criticizing those who through talLongley stated that education ent or perseverance greater than
does not teach us to make these his own have achieved those
distinctions.
person's intelli- heights. He tags* the intellect uaLs
gence quotient is not effected by as grinds, and the athletes as
race. "In scoring an I.Q. test, how brainless muscle-men. "It is the
many points do you get for being same man who so disparagingly
a Catholic? How many do you get refers to members of the Hebrew
because you are a Protestant ?
\ [ Continued from Pdgf j ]

Relating the history of the two
Alpha Delta Phi
most recent BUGLES, the paper
Professor Tillotson stated that
Thomas '48; Psi Upsilon— covered edition and
John
the Dean would make special conthe BOWcession for those students who at- Ira B. Pitcher '49; Chi Psi— Rob- DOIN IN 1944. Mr. Boyer made

Frank '48 Devises Symbols
To Simplify Trigonometry

to help

would
House

j

Mr. Edward C. Heintz, at present a member of the library staff
of Brown University, has been ap-

Approaching pre-war levels for the first time in four years,
the College enrollment for the current spring trimester shows an
increase of thirty-eight percent over the fall term, according to
Director of Admissions, Dr. Edward S. Hammond.
Students entering for the first
time, plus former Bowdoin men returning from the service, have
brought the total enrollment up to
525 men, a*n increase of almost 200
men over last trimester. Miss
Helen Johnson of the College Office said Monday that twelve new

—

1

the

g^HHIH

who
theme

"To win World War HI, an agMason, gressor nation must knock out

sion this year.

'Married Vets Get Homes;
Fraternity Houses Open

The fact that great strides have Better still, how many do you get
been made here at Bowdoin Col- for the color of your skin?"
He pointed out that this' College
lege in the past year towards toleration and cooperation, and that does not encourage racial discrimination. No one enters the chapel
now, while the memory of comand takes his seat according to
radeship, of buddies fighting side

be made

Chapel Tuesday, February

Professor Burnett

1

NICHOLS

ates

elected

Lebovitz

to

the society this

pen name of Carl -Jean Bataille year. The others are Frank H. Art Building steps; if it rains, the exercises. After some time Ivy
"Un Eleve Pilote Aux Gordon '46 and Nathan T. Whit- they begin in the Chapel. Though dances were introduced. It was
'47.
one authority insists that it al- only about 40 years ago that the
Et'ats Unis." This book is now be- man
ways rains, good weather will cer- ORIENT was "shocked
ing published in Paris.
by the
tainly bring the program outside.
While M. Mayaud was in ad-'
dancing, even after daylight, Ions
The most important part of thcj after everyDodv was worn out
'vanced pilot training he became College Debate Held
ill
ceremony is the presentation, by By the process of evolution Ivy
and spent a considerable
Bowdoin-on-the-Air
the class president, of the Wooden Day has become but one attracamount of time in the hospital.
Spoon, generally considered the tk>n of the Ivy Houseparty. ActuHis experiences there resulted in
On Wednesday. January 30, at most honored undergraduate ally the Houseparty idea was origan endless supply of card tricks. 4:45, ah informal debate between award, to the Most Popular Man inated by the Psi U's in 1911. They
Upon request an exhibition was Bates College and Bowdoin was in the Class. Where the idea of have grown into a major event,
given.
staged on Bowdoin-on-the-Air over having a wooden spoon to signify and such name bands as Harry
M. Mayaud has traveled exten- station WGAN. The subject was: popularity came from is not def- James, Vaughn Monroe, and Tony
sively
the
United Should the Congress of the United initely known; strangely enough Pastor have played irf recent
throughout
States. Of the forty-eight states, States adopt Senate Bill 1050. pro- such a spoon was the token of years.
California appeals most to him. viding for an extension of the honor presented to the Class
The j Uniors an? undertaking the
Being interested in painting, he present Social Security Act to in- Dunce at Oxford for many years,
organization of the Ivy Weekend
has done a series of water colors clude. National Compulsory Health
Generally at this part of the now, and by May will have evcryof the western states. Before the Insurance.
ceremony comes an address by a thing thoroughly under control,
war M. Mayaud exhibited some of
Miss Catherine Booth and Miss member of the class and the read- Ivy Houseparties have tended to
his work in Algiers. He is also
Barbara Carter of Bates took the ing of the poem by the Class Poet, become one of Bowdoin's most iminterested in photography.
negative; Richard Roundy and The Class Marshall then leads the portant social functions of the
Leaving Bowdoin in June, M. Veonor Sotak of Bowdoin upheld parade of men to the place where year. It should not be forgotten,
Mayaud will enter the Dental the affirmative. Stanley Weinstein. the ivy 4s to be planted, formally however, that the Ivy Day CereSchool of Now York University in President of Bowdoin-on-the-Air, designated as the "Ends." Here monies are the original, perhaps
everybody joins in the singing of the most important, part.
served as moderator.
September.
|
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Fraternities

Failed;

announcement from the

latest

To

country, in the papers, the magazines

and the movies, the plea of the

ment

ance boys has been heard consistently. And still here at complacent Tittle

term has ex-

Thus

ceeded 530 men.

the student

body has grown to a size larger than it
has been since 1942. Over half the
students are veterans and one-tenth
are married veterans. The state of the
college has changed from a peaceful
group of pre-draft aged men to a
group of mixed ages, experiences and
ambitions.

With

this great increase

in

num-

and the accompanying increase

bers,

in the seriousness of administrative

problems,

it

will

toler-

Bowdoin there are those who have the
gall to enjoy the rights and exercise
the privileges of their College and
their country and at the same time
they denounce minority groups;

We

have tried to hit at the root

campus by attacking the student body in general and
the "Christian Gentlemen" in particular. However, no amount of persuasion can do any good as long as the
There are

rightly have.

again of the cause so nobly cham-

on campus whose constitution and bylaws limit them from exercising com-

pioned by a few groups on campus—
the cause of racial and religious tolerance at Bowdoin.

ent

campus

the

the

at

as

continue to use this as an excuse

change themselves, or else. The majority of fraternities have failed to act
for themselves and they remain the
same bigoted gronps they have been
for 100 years.

during the past three
years. There are two more fraternities
which have been guilty of this for the
past year. There are only three fraternities (Delta Upsilon, Zeta Psi and
Alpha Tau Omega) which continue
to practice the ideals upon which their
college and their country are suppos-

They

Bowdoin

the leaders

among

colleges

they

can be done to clear

rotten prejudice

us that

versities

edly founded.

What

tell

is

up

a mystery to

The Orient has written

us.

act

on

first

constitutions.

the time for the College to

The

"or else" clause.

its

very

action should be a ruling that any

fraternity so

a

striction

bound by a prejudice reyear from now will be

bounced from the campus.

given talks in chapel. All oveT the

list

Committee

Exams

dition are that the prevailing system
is

For Varsity Inadequate
One

adequate and in addition that the
Physician

College

We

the practice of giving a physical check-

up

very

to each candidate for a college ath-

men

The

is

fully

anyone about

must be

"system"
better.

that, al-

As

stands

it

whom

he

is

doubtful.

But how often can he be aware of an

reasons given for this con-

4i^^a^lmenl?
cases of

The Bowdoin Orient

men

taking part in athletics

although they realized they were enspirit is

praiseworthy; not so their judgment,
1891

and the College should protect

itself

against any accident that might occur
as

ditor-ta-Chtef
B.

r
Artfcar

Moore

mmmm if
C Sewall '47

The

doctor seldom sees the eligibil-

which are sent

ity lists

Blake T. Banna
A. Wiley

'48
*49

Sparta Editor
I* Court 47

Feature Editor

Robert C. Miller

'47

to the infirm-

Editor*

CWeaAerm

game
upon

ary to be checked before each
or meet; hence he cannot pass

the advisability of allowing certain

men

to participate.

The

fair

and

number of
reflecting war

pages and the

were

small,

tions.

it.)

No

Quill

a farce.

H. NkssoH Jr. *4t

WUiard C.

aUcfean *48

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Atnrrn P. Daggett
Proleaaor Pnfflp M. Biu aai
Herbert B. Manas '48
D. Bell '47

M. Goodman
Arthur

The

'47

a Sewall '47

track,

had a

entire football squad

checkup

last fall,

but the swimming,

and basketball teams have not

had the same consideration. The latter
sports

may

as football,

not be quite as strenuous

but

it

is

still

important

that each participant be in satisfactory

condition.

With

the resumption of

full-scale inter-collegiate

we should

competition.

like to suggest that there

be

a thorough physical examination for

every candidate at the beginning of

each sport's season and that the
bility lists

1

was

excessive,
undue pro-

eligi-

be made up in time for the

doctor to check them carefully.

*.

CM.

The Committee

tivities.

At present

I

I

scientists

who

discov-

too, believes
The Russians believe
so strongly in sharing that when
The individual is prone to wonthey weren't informed of atomic
secrets they proceeded to acquire der what part he can take, what
the information for themselves. he can do to help with atomic conEverybody
This was much to the chagrin of thol and legislation.
the holders of the atomic patents wants to help, but the course to
which were still probably pending. follow is often illusive. The most
It had also served to rouse Sen- effective way is to act in a politican do this by
ator Rankin out of the FEPC filli- cal fashion.
buster and start his self-exerting influencing our congressmen with
As the correspondence
UnAmerican Activities Committee letters.

knowledge.

|

]

will con-

i

j

i

!

!

We

comes

man
|

!

in,

vote.

so should the congressIt is quite possible that

^

he fee]s as y<m do about it anfl
just been waiting for the certainty
of your backing before he does
anything.

There are many who wish ta
cloister themselves in the eool

fragrant atmosphere of

snow and

Maw

They want
and
But if we al-

college

life.

to forget abont the

"flick*'

Forever Amber.
low them to forget, the conae
quences will be too tragic to re-

member.

-

,

.

New men

will

be asked to

up and interviews will determine the type of work suited
each man. Refreshments will
sign

'

j

were then anfive who were
membership)

j

|

1

and George

|

closed the meeting
speech after the

1

energy, or intellect to improve the
conditions which he finds so deplorable.

He indicated that an example
of the second type might be a
boy who had been defeated in his
endeavor to achieve .top scholastic
honors in his class by two or
three other students who might
happen to be Jewish. To soothe
j^ woun ded pride and lessen the
importance of those who surpassed him. he is free with his remarks and caustic comments
about members of the Hebrew
race j n general,
"Now let us combine these two
examples and attribute these
characteristics to an individual
wno might be right here at Bowdoin College. We have a person
so selfishly prejudiced that he is
constantly condemning the Jewish
students, bitterly ridiculing the

•

freshmen had filled out the blanks
stating their preference as to the
various aspects of the Masque and
These blanks are still
Gown.
available to new men who were
unable to attend the meeting and
who wish to join.
Tryouts for Ferguson's new play,
"A Dark Horse of a Different
a^few
Color," will be held
weeks.
The two plays which are being
considered for the annual Commencement Day performance are
"A Comedy of Errors" and "Richard II." It is possible that "A fraternities which have adopted
Comedy of Errors" will be used t hem as brothers, and condemning
since "Richard H" is very difficult those who associate with them.
to put on the stage.
Does this person sound familiar
to you,", asned Longley.
I

1

and everything around him, and
never has enough courage,

,

be served.

j

]
T Continued from Pace
race as "Kikes;"' who is so free
with his criticism of the college

iyet

staff.

program
resume of the

m

•

j

|

Letter

Even the

1

A smoker tor the new and
returning Bowdoin men who
wish to write for the ORIENT
this term will be held in Conference Room A of the Moulton
Union, next Tuesday night.
Starting at 7 P.M., the meeting
will feature talks by the department heads of the present

j

brief

UNO

to let the

Longley Chapel Speech

plaques are: Thomas N. Tarrant
'49, Homer Fay. '49 Elton O. Feeney '48, Joseph J. Schmuch '49,

a

is

Smoker Tuesday

function.

Mac Morran

solution

ered the destructive force of
atomic energy believe that there
is no solution other than
atomic control.

seems that Russiain sharing Atomic

m

the

'47,

The

have the atomic bomb information, and to let them handle the
use and distribution of it. We
can be sure of maintaining order
with an effective and powerful
world police force. The information at hand backs this up.

MORGAN

organization and its functions. He
also defined the qualifications for
membership in the Masque and
Gown. He then introduced the
Executive Committee and Professor Quinby. The latter spoke at
length on the benefits of the organization. stressing especially its
status as a strictly undergraduate

Bernard E. Gorton
L. Hildebrand *49.

ated in a matter of seconds.

.

was

erans.

New members

evitability of it.
There is no defense.
If an atomic war comes,
will be over before you can
it
worry about it. The scientists believe that our cities and even our
nation could be completely obliter-

it

,

On February 19, the Masque
and Gown held a smoker for freshmen and new men interested in
John F. Maethe organization.
Morran '46 presided over the forty
men present, approximately half
of whom were freshmen and several of whom were returning vet-

nounced and the
presented
with

.

1

th«*

<

Masque & Gown Smoker

with a historical

that the atomic
feel
(Mr. Rankin,
is NO secrwt.
take notice). They say that anybody can reproduce an atomic
bomb and it would take a backward, natlon only a little longer to
develop a competitive product, if
we give them the plans out-right.
They also say that we might just
as well resign ourselves to the in-

bomb

j

,

published during the summer session, and early in November Mr.
Lebovitz asked for $300 for the
He was 'informed
fall trimester.

MacMorran opened

The Oak Ridge Engineers and
scientists

lie's

1

Last June Mr. Lebovitz asked for
$100-$110 for the summer trimester, and the Committee appropriated $115. (He complains that he
was not notified of this action, but
a call at the Bursar' s office would

with

Philip \V>

—

copies
condi-

celluloid dolls.

New Yorker or
story in Colliers
some time ag»; the "Blunder"
that destroyed the world.
If
they had read the item they didn't give it much thought.
Hylic said that the withholding of
scientific secrets would lead to
the end of our world; we should
all knuv what science is doing,
and what it's plans are. In other
words, if you discover the modern process of making gold,
share it, and we'll all have a
moderate fortune and a worryfree, gold-plate conscience.
haven't read

I

1

just.

shima, for example, won't grow
rice for a long time, and* them
many unlicensed exraya
around for anyone to live these
long enough to produce M*£e

are too

possibly high school generations

tinue to appropriate each trimester the estimated blanket tax receipts for that term in the belief
that each generation of taxpayers
should receive the full benefit of
The final compromise origin- their blanket taxes on a spend-ased.
looking for spies.
ated with the Quill, and was not you-collect basis.
_
.._
.
. .
.
.
a burdensome condition imposed
The Committee will shortly hold
assia probably feels that her
Leboas
Mr.
Committee,
by the
hearings at which all activities can
not knowing anything about the
The present their requests for funds atomic age won't destroy the
vitz insinuates in his letter.
Committee voted an additional ap- for the spring trimester, and air world Just Rsssta. What Ruspropriation of $40 to make a total their grievances, if any. The time
sia doesn't realize is that the
of $230, and the editors of the and place of the meetings will be
atomic bomb Is not going to be
Quill voluntarily agreed to be re- posted on the bulletin board, and
used in modern economic warsponsible for the difference be- all interested students will be vvolfare.
Wars waged with tke
tween this sum and the cost of pome
Applications for apororriatomic bomb, are the means by
$270 for the issue, which figure at ons must be supported by stnte- which acquisitive nation* aeaelre
a
they seem to have regarded as
ments Q f income and expense ior commercial and economic assets
minimum outlay. If they cannot tnP ]ast trimester, and by budge's of a territory, leaving It radiomeet this difference with sales, approved by the faculty advisor of active and valueless. Scientists
advertising, each activity.
and
subscriptions,
say that the land around
rothey have the right to apoeal to
Yours sincerelv.
the Committee for an additional
B. CUSHING,
appropriation, but it is manifestly
Chairman
impossible for the Committee to
Blanket Tax Committee
countenance the attitude of any
activity that assumes that it can February 25, 1946

In pre-war years the cost of an
issue of the Quill averaged about
$180. The two issues previous to
that of last month cost about $110
each because both the number of

getting the Physician's approval on the
list is

to allocate to the Orient sufficient
funds to keep it going during recent years of diminished advert ismg income, and in total has ap-

»

|

procedure of

'48

P. Darts •«•

&

worn and dangerous equipment.
The Committee has not hesitated

that it would absorb an
portion of the estimated collections for the term to the injury of
other activities, and that his specifications would have to be curtail-

J

Managing Editors

ecutives were interested in knowing what teen-agers think of the
atomic bomb. In order to get a
from-the-source reaction they asked an office boy for his opinion.
The youth replied that any party
he was at was "a flop" if the
A-bomb was even suggested. This
may be a very funny thing to the
readers of the New Yorker, but if
the officeboys and other teen-agers
keep thinking that way the whole
..«„„•. o„^
't-LT-..**~.i7.
and
suddenly "flop"
world might

and in addition to its regular appropriation, the Masque
Gown
received an extra $100 to replace

Mr. Levovitz was told again that without curtailment of other ac-

have been generally accepted as

a result of their unwise enthusiasm.

'48

in the Cathedral."

the appropriation
about 70*£ of total blanket taxes,
In the meantime, the Committee due to the fact that the governing
tentatively added $75 to the un- boards allocated a given sum of
used balance of $115 from the blanket tax money to the athletic
summer session, thus giving the department budget, and this the
Quill an available balance of $190, Committee was bound to provide.
which was $80 more than the av- With the exception of $134 for
erage cost of the two previous hockey last winter, the athletic
issues.
A week before Christmas department has made no requests
vacation, the publisher informed for funds recently until last term
the Committee that the cost of the when football was revived.
To
Quill to meet ** Lcbovitz's elab- meet tne added expense, the Cornorate plans for 750 copies of 64 mittee agreed to give athletics
pages each, with two-color engrav" 5500 from the collections of the
ing on the cover, would approach j ast an d present semesters. It is
$400 instead of the $300 requested, entirely probable that the intenMr. Lebovitz proposed that 330 t 0n of the athletic department to
copies would go to students, 50 to provide an expanded program, inthe faculty, and the remainder to eluding junior varsity teams, in all
alumni who might hopefully be- sports this spring will involve furcome subscribers, all to be dis ther appropriations for athletics.
tributed"gVatis at the expense of {Because of the large increase in
the blanket taxpayers.
collections. this will be passible
cost of the proiect

plaints and protests would seem
to indicate that its allocations

.There have been

dangering their health. Their
Braaawtck, Maine

justified by
interest.
The
realizes that it

undoubtedly-

now, each coach sends to the infirmary

are never

examined again during their college
career.

the

busy,

changed for the

team. After the physical given

each Freshman, most

when

New Men Entertained At

should like to suggest

By IRVING PLISKIN

One of the latest New Yorkers
forthcoming produc- reports that a group of Radio ex-

"Murder

tion of

over-

of the

though the Physician

letic

been

has

worked.

more unfortunate wartime casualties at Bowdoin has been

were add-

activities

student

have disclosed

Present Physical

its

'

has not always been possible to
satisfy the aims and ambitions of
every activity with the funds available, but the previous lack of com-

uni-

organized groups that

unAmerican

Now is

and
feature stories on the topic for months.
Fraternity members have tried to push
through several
"legislation"
the
groups. Students and professors have
editorials

sufficient

harbor, and therefore ap-

of, several

possess

and

many new

ted,

ed to the

one of

m the United States. And yet

still

prove

this

is

$200 for

I

priations be under the control of
a faculty emmittee. At its inception the Committee followed in
general the pattern of distribution
of funds among various activities
which had been the practice of the
former undergraduate board. As
the growth of the college permit-

College authorities have cried
continually that fraternities must-

pledging

for not

reasons

The other changes brought by
Mr. Lebovitz may be more briefly
refuted.
The Witan was given

j

voluntary basis. " The boards
agreed upon condition that appro-

The

at least

UNO A-Bomb Control

expectation that the funds
will be forthcoming upon request.
the

Lebovitz complains.

managers had found it impossible
to achieve when payment was on

'

ligion

to

the governing boards of the college some twenty years ago, asking that the blanket tax be made
a part of each term bill to ensure
complete and equitable collection,
which the undergraduate board of

fraternities

for their failure to act.

lime there are six fraternities
have used race and re-

this reply

in

The authority of the Committee
dates from a student petition to

plete freedom in pledging. Until a
change is made here, the weaklings
will

pres-

which

men,

me

Mr. Lebovitz.

objectors have an alibi— which they

be very easy for the

undertake a grandiose project in

30, Carl ed was far

Because these charges are inac- was no discrimination aeainst the
Quill, but the fact remains that
curate and misleading, I feel that
it was not until January 11 that propriated more during the war
the position and policies of the
the Committee received word from years for the non-athletic activities
Blanket Tax Committee should be
the faculty advisor that, he recom- than most of them have spent, beu
explained to the student body to
mended the plan that was finally cause of their restricted programs.
All of
dispel misunderstanding.
there would be no more parties.
adopted. Hence the delay m the
It is true that in pre-war years
the members of the Committee
It seems that the younger,
date of publication, of which Mr.
for athletics was
concur with

of this decay oil the

students and faculty to lose sight once

On

immediately that the sum requestin excess of any previH. Lebovitz, 1947, editor-in-chief ous expenditures for a single issue
of the Quill, accused the Faculty of the Quill, and that he should
Blanket Tax Committee of nig- talk over his budget with the facgardly treatment of the Quill and ulty advisor of the Quill and dbother intellectual activities such as tain the advisor's endorsement of
the Witan and the Masque and the application. This requirement
Gown, blamed the Committee for is standard procedure with the
delay in the recent publication Blanket Tax Committee, which bedate of the Quill, and stated that lieves that every activity budget
the Committee is "athletically in- should be the result of joint disclined," with the inference that cussion and planning between the
non-athletic activities receive too undergraduate board or manager
and the faculty advisor. There
little support.
the Editor:
In your issue of January

college office shows that the enrollfor the present

SUN RISES
Veteran Suggests

Can Help Racial Problem

College
The

Have

Cushing Answers Letter
Attacking Blanket Tax

N0.15

To The Editor

j

Longley said,
In conclusion,
"The gold star on the service flag
behind

me

represents

the

What's
behind this symbol?
/

men

from Bowdoin who made the supreme sacrifice. Of the 84 reprethere, eleven were Jewish
sented
To the Editor of the ORIENT:
pseudo-intellectual pitfalls inhabMy congratulations on the arti- ited by those grasshopper-brained men who not so long ago walked
sat in this
cle "Bowdoin Spirit Dead" in your' enthusiasts who chase mildly after along the campus and
gold
issue of January 16, which I have the latest esoteric fad without same chapel. And as that
rejust received, as well as on the ever bothering to acquire a basic star represents equality, let it
^
new policy inaugurated therewith. knowledge of the principles in- mind us that equality should precampus!"
Bowdoin
the
vail
on
The article itself is one of the best volved. To steer a course between
to appear in the ORIENT for a these two extremes is a task which
long time and the policy is some
s occasionally difficult and something which has been sorely need- times slightly dull, but nevertheed for an even longer period. 1 'ess important. I regret to see, Publication of
only hope it is the real thing and however, that in following such a
not just another effort at journal- course the ORIENT seems to be
[Continued from Page 1]
istic sensationalism of the type h am pered at present by the preswhich has cropped up frequently ence on its staff of a group of col- insufficient to cover the cost of a
and usually dies after one issue.
umnists belonging to the two ex- BUGLE of pre-war standard; Both
The ORIENT can play a definite tremes. There seem to be two Dean Nixon and Mr. Boyer felt
and powerful role as a leader of who don't give a damn, and a pair that the students would be unwilcampus opinion along 6anely in- who are so burdened by the weight ling to pay the former price of
tellectual lines, avoiding on the of the entire world that they can't five dollars for an abbreviated edition.
one hand the don't-give-a-damn see anthing closer.
attitude of the "academic hoboes"
I sincerely hope that the ORIThere are, however, two remain(to borrow a phrase from Prof. ENT can and will continue the> ing possibilities: either to begin
Brown) who are* in -college only to policy it Jim begun and lead the work now in order to have a BUhave four years of fun and get a way in making Bowdoin a place GLE ready by the end of the sumdegree at the end of it with a for serious tfamlrtng and well- mer trimester, or to wait until
minimum of mental effort, and rounded living.
next fall to begin preparation for
avoiding on the other hand the
DOUGLAS CARM1CHAEL '44 publication in the spring of 1947.

BUGLE

This is the familiar symbol of the Bell Telephone
System that provides nation-wide telephone service

—the best in the world.
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
through advice and assistance, coordinates
System activities.

The 21

all

Bell

Associated Companies provide telephone

service in their respective territories.

The Long Lines Department of A. T. & T. Company furnishes Long Distance and Overseas service.
The Bell Telephone Laboratories, through constant
research, develops new and improved communications apparatus.

The Western Electric Company manufactures telephone equipment, purchases and distributes supplies,
and instaliscentral office apparatus for the Bell System.
Communication is the business of the Bell System
to transmit intelligence quickly, clearly and at the
lowest possible cost.
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Sebasteanski Chosen Line Coach

POLAR
BEARINGS

Lt.

Trackmen Bow
Bowdoin Trackmen Share
Bowdoin Graduate Heads
In First Indoor State Meet** No^teni,, Corrective p hysica i Work

Comdr. Linn Weils

At Bates

60-50,

The Bowdoin track team will
take part in the first indoor Maine

for the 35- lb. weight throw.

t

Per-

kins, whose record is 58 ft. 8V2
A powerful Northeastern Squad
championship inches, is at present assisting Ma- defeated Bowdoin and Bates in a
on March 9, with the gee with the weight men and due triangular meet held at the Bates
University of Maine playing host. to an arm injury may not be able Cage, on February 2. The MassaColby College is still indefinite as to take part in the actual compe- chusetts team's strength was well

intercollegiate track

j

in history

Sports Editor Places

McFarland on 'AW Squad
By Court =====

?=

team

dominant

sources,

=

Comdr. Linn Wetts,
former Bowdoin coach of

Bowdoin's

in

picture at the present.
Athletic Department

baseball,
ly cited

The other story i« a contradica recent newspaper release la which it was stated that
Adam Walsh Was deflattely
through with his "Bowdoin connecttons" and would be head

pre-

is

athletic

wtlcwne
announcement
that
Frank Sebasteanski had been sign'

j

the next four years, as his con-

mal team

tract read*.

this past year,

in addition to his ability to handle

men

should prove him a valuable
ft to head coach Dinny Shay.-

i

The

correction is
that Walsh still has four years
to go on his pro contract, BUT
is not so binding- that he
return to Bowdoin next

year

if

!

he so desires.

j

of

the

players tor its

Bast-West All-Star basketball
game to be played in Madison
Square Garden on March 30. The
game will be played for the benefit of the Herald Tribune Fresh
Air Fund for underprivileged children. Any one is eligible to send
in a list of choices for the players
they would like to have represent
either the Eastern or Western
teams. The deadline for the mailing of selections is March 15 and
if any undergraduate is interested
in having a hand in naming the
Lavelli's and Caverley's, I will be
first

glad to gtve them
tion needed.

all

Two

other coaches have wasted
time in starting practice for
,
.
„,
their spring sports. Last Monday

j

little

...

Ned Mahoney

issued his

I

first call

and the
Red Sox scout was greeted by a
goodly number of aspirants. Prac-

for baseball candidates,

this week in the
Cage and continue there until the
weather man allows the prospec-

tice will start

Swift '48 figured well-In

The

a mat

bars,

wh»

enough to write the
fjtvo

•r the following credits:
tea. a former free stylet oa the
yard dash, thereby setting a ahv
ttoa record, with the taste of
1:115. Art also placed a
la the 70 yard dash
a winning relay

•f the

fer the meet.

-The

first,

of

whom, we nope

will

—

Jeff provided the spark to lead the
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Game

College

;

^

j

;

I

Win Over

m

,

Swimmers Down
Bowdoin Squad, 42-24

Polar Bear five to a much desired
win over Colby and a grand finish
to an otherwise dismal season.
Power stood out like a beacon and

Exeter

]

j

i

I

1

i

j

I

j

'

j

his control of the backboards

and

excellent bucket play carried the
rest of the Polar Bears to the best

performance
start of the season.
looking

,

j

the

since

|

j

Jeff's three

baskets came in the last ten minutes of the game and put a final

!

:

I

j

j

j

;

i

!

:

damper on the

visitors hopes.

j

j
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tute State haahethall series resulted la a sweep for the C. of
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'

men ace my
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victories and four deaad Cany trailed with
only aae wta la six games. The

following

i

|

!

I

^

choice
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hi Bowdoin's

BUigtas

performances
Forwards:

gaaam
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—

.

Maine and Sandulli
«f Bates; center, Gates of
Maine; aad guards Holt of Colby and McFarland of Bowdoin.
of

I

;

.
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!

.

!

:

1

,

;

The National Education Association reports that 280.000 teachers have abandoned the profession

since Pearl Harbor.
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SAVE

BAND BOX CLEANERS
Cleaning
l-t

I

•

Fred Brady

DAKOTA

^

5-4, In First.

.

:

BROADWAY

;

1

286,000 Quit Teaching

MEET ME ON

"

Hoopsters Close
Season With Win
Over Colby, 48-37

.

;

Feb. 21-88

participating in athlet-

To prepare for this wojk,
Sebasteanski is now studying at

ics.
j

W

.

'

CUMBERLAND

them frcm

j

Columbia University.
outdoor competition.
The team. They include such runners the shot and his teammate Lynn
Sebasteanski was graduated
events to be used in the indoor as Moody, an outstanding half- Martin barely missed second in the
from Bowdoin in 1941 after makmilcr;
Hutchings,
meet will include the 40-yard dash,
a veteran sprin- heavy weight.
ing a name for himself in football
45-yard high and low hurdles, 300 ter; Skiffington and Barbor. midand track. Playing varsity guard
Bowdoin proved very weak in
under Adam
for
three years
Linn S. Wells, four years ago 600, 1000, mile and two-mile runs, dle distance men; and Olsen, Vickthe running events.
The Polar
Walsh and Shay, he was named
Bowdoin's head coach of baseball pole vault, broad jump, high jump, ery and Nute, field event performBears were blanked in the 40-yd.
All-Maine guard two years, and
and hockey, and now a Lieutenant shot put and 35-lb. weight.
ers.
dash and two mile run and were
All New England Small College
Commander in the USNR, has reFrank Sebasteanski *41.
Bates, which was very weak in
Coach Jack Magee has welcomed
guard in his senior year. In track,
cently been cited for developing
capable of gaining only a third
former Bowdoin gridiron
the triangular meet, has been
Sebasteanski won three letters as
"a high level of morale and a vast- the return of many pre-war pergreat,
who
been
events.
has
and
600
yd.
place
in
the
300
strengthened
by
the
appearance
his team
a weight man and runner under
ly improved psychological appre- formers to augment
chosen as Assistant Footof McLaughlin, a pole vaulter, and
Bob Gotham, Bowdoin's distance
Jack Magee.
ciation" at the Glenview (111.) Na- which was recently nosed out by
ball Coach for the Polar
Desmard and Bouchard, distance star, finished his present track
Bears.
val Air Station. Comdr. Wells is Northeastern in a triangular meet
Discharged from the Army late
men.
career with a sparkling mile vieThose who have reon leave of absence from the Bow- at Bates.
last summer, Sebasteanski became
The meet will probably be con- tory. He also took second in the
doin coaching staff but Mai Mor- turned and are already working
a favorite with the informal BowThe most enoouragrell, Director of Athletics, states, out are Norm Gauvreau, 35-lb. sidered as a dress rehearsal for 1000 yd. run.
doin grid squad of last fall, far
don't know anything about his weight man; Pete Babcock, dis- the May outdoor championships. ing race of the afternoon, from
which he coached the line. He was
tance runner; Ralph Strachan, It is very doubtful if many of the Bowdoin's point of view, was the
future plans."
one of the five former Bowdoin
high hurdles. Matt Branche, Olliej
broad """P"'
greats who came to the College's
Comdr. Wells left Bowdoin to
*f? returning veterans, most without
1
runn
Gil track training for three or more Emerson and Hall Bumham camel
aid in the attempt to field a team
join the Naval Reserve on July 1,
XT
w;
Dob,e
nn>er: **£*****
Perku
years, can round into top condi- in one-two-three to give the Bears
at short notice. Thus, the Athletic
1942.
He has been stationed in who
world h**™ record tion in time for the March meet. a clean sweep for the event.
Department's choice of a new
five states, with the job of heading
Bob Cross of Bowdoin won the
the departments of physical and
The Bowdoin hoopsters closed coach has proved extremely poppole vault, while Lynn Martin and ..
ular with the student body.
military training. The recent citatheir season Fnda y ni «ht wth an
Bob Nichols tied for second.
tion, made on February 16, com"Frank is a natural coach if
impressive 48-37 victory over Colmended the former coach for "outEd Boudreau of Northeastern
there ever was one," said Morrell
standing performances of duty
won the 40-yd. dash' in a photo by. The Big White, aided immeastill further praise of Sebasteansound judgement
excellent perPhil Flanagan of North- surably by the return of ex-serv- ski. "He could coach any sport, befinish.
sonal example and leadership
eastern won the 300-yd. dash in iceman Jeff Power, controlled the ing a thorough student of athmaterially improving the quality
34.7 sees. Austin, Welch and Hart, boards most of the contest, and letics."
and effectiveness of military and
all of Northeastern, finished 1-2-3
po31ea away ft™
visiton in
training methods and
physical
The Blue and Gray of Colby defeated Bowdoin's hockey in the two-mile.
.
courses." In charge of a staff of
the last ten minutes Of play to
,
N.H.U. Scores 47-33
team
to 4 last Saturday at Colby in the first post-war inter5
Captain Ernie Mills of the ^rm easily.
officers.
fifteen
commissioned
Comdr. Wells heads all phases of collegiate ice competition for either college. Colby pressed Huskies provided the Herculean
The visitors from Watervffle
Polar Bears
performance of the day. He won
instruction in the physical and the play throughout the entire
were very much in the ball same
game, and piled up an early lead the 600
In the fine time of 1:17.7
military training program at the
until a Bowdoin spurt widened the
that the undermanned Polar Bears could not overcome.
and then outdistanced the field in
Glenview base.
hoopsters dropWhite
Big
The
lead to seven points early in the
Due to transportation difficul- the 1000. He followed these two last quarter. Matt Branche sent ped their third straight game last
the 300.
fties, only sue Bowdoin men were victories with a second
Bowdoin out in front with a foul Wednesday evening, as they were
able to reach Waterville in time
Bowdoin's Matt Branche was shot after 30 seconds had elapsed, crushed by the invading New
for the game, and they played the the individual star of the after- but
Rod MyshralTs set gave Colour Hampshire Wildcats 47-33. Bowentire first period without substi- noon. Triumphs in the high hur- a lead of
a point.
Tom Leone doin. suffering from the lack of
tution. Reid and Simpson of the dies, broad jump and high jump knotted the
count on a free toss practice caused by mid-years, shot
Mules scored in the first three kept his slate clean. But, in spite only to see Mitchell give Colby
V » nto an early lead but tired fast.
minutes of that period, on screen- of his superb performance, the 5-2 advantage on a foul shot and
Danny Morrison's free throw
ed shots.
Polar Bears had to bow to the all- a tap-in. Bert Moore's foul shoU-and Tom Leone's one handed push
Bowdoin entered the second around abilities of the Huskies.
Bowdoin's swimmers fell before Vanderbeek gained his third win
closed the gap, but it was not untH=M*ot gave the Polar Bears a 34)
the 7 minute mark that Branche's lead. O'Connell broke New-Hampa strong Exeter squad here last of the season in the diving event, period with full strength, but
The summary:
rebound evened the score at 5 all. shire's scoring ice with a lay-up.
Saturday, with the New Hamp- brilliantly out maneuvering Conant Colby, scored again on a quick
yd. H»nh — Won bv Boudreau 'NE>.
Danny
Bowdoin's Emmons play from the face-off. Both teams 502nd
shiremen piling up 42 points to the of Exeter.
Morrison and Branche scor- Packy McFarland caged a foul
Sandulli (Bates). 3rd Hodpes (NE>.
Tiro 4.S sees.
ed baskets on break-awavs, and shot but a field goal and a foul by
Polar Bear's 24. Though Bowdoin faded badly and was unable to played to a standstill" until Herb
Bowdoin right wing, 45 yd. huh hurdks — v-rn by Branche despite a last second set shot bv Mooradian gave the visitors a 5-#
prevailed in the first event, Exeter earn more than a third/ The Med- Babcock,
<R>. r,r4 Burnham
<B). 2nd Emerson
Morrison and Leone
Colby's Mulhem, the Polar Bears advantage.
drew even in the second and never ley Relay proved to be no contest, soloed in on Hubbard and scored
(it). Time 6.3 aers.
countered again in quick succes?d at the quarter.
trailed throughout the rest of the as the Exeter team of Sands, Gra- frcm ten feet out, bringing the soo vd. dash — wwn by Flanagan (JOE), led
quarter, 9-7.
2nd Mills i.VE). 3rd Murphy (B). Time
sk)n and he home te ""
meet.
The contest marked the ham and Carlson outdistanced the score to 3 to 1 at the end of the
Aftcr
four
minutes
of
the
second
^
34.7 aaes.
"
lld
The clawin K
end of a month-long rest for the home combination by fifteen yards, second period.
_anto with Bowdoin holding a 12-i
ttoo yd. run 12 in front 7 5
won by Mill., <NE). 2nd canto
:
he
to a
tack
Sawyer (Batt-s), 3rd Hobinson (B). Time 10 lead, Charley Hucn
Paul Fitzpatrick counted for the
White, whose final dual test is this The 400-yard Relay featured the
connected <***
J!**
min. 17.7 aees.
I
thon m o y,ed out in front on Tom
Saturday at Amherst. The team meet, with Eells piling up a good Polar Bear in two minutes of the
from
the
floor
and
Packv
McFaryd. run — won by Mills (NE), 2nd
Cotter
one-hander.
's
margin for Bowdoin in the first third period on a beautiful shot 1000
will compete in the New England
Gotham' 75). 3rd "Bore (B)". TwnTz'mte! land garnered his first point on a
Bowdoin substitutes. Branche
leg.
Powers and Pidgeon faded, from mid ice, and Brennan tied
on March 16.
free throw, and the home team
on a scoring spree,
Slip Eells, a consistant point- however, and the Exeter entry the score two minutes later in a M ',s run ,z~, won bv G^"!". '*•>• 2nd "^
1^ Ji-«> in
with
vrr-F-ariartri
H«in<» •and Huen. went
J(
w "1 MCf
arland doing
„.' wv it „ _ 17 ,, ,__,,
Welch (NE). 3rd Hart fNE). Tinu- .4
winner, narrowly won the 50-yard took the race by a scant yard, goal-crease flurry.
min. si
a U the Bowdoin scoring, the BiglS lvm K the B:g White a 17-L
dash event to open the meet. The with Chamberlain finishing strongColby continually forced the ac- Two mile run — won by Austin <NE), 2nd White increased this lead to 20-13. with three minutes left in the half.
Welch (NE), 3rd Bart INE> Time .li
battled back into a
.Tbje.BJ^and.^
heck! The visitors
^^19^13 deadlock and then moved in
starJdt -; ~"win ^yT;^1»iei>(i^^n5Tbbi tralletf WSaJf'
Clarkson (B). 3rd Foster CNE). Distance
front with ten seconds left in the
of Exeter win in 1:18, with Little- 30 yd. Dash — Won hy Eells (B) 2. he- scored on a shot from mid-ice.
Myyhrall
Fevre (E); 3. McGowan <E). Time:
and Holt opened tbc stanM on Whit<? s braceof foui s
38 ft. 1 3-4 in.
field taking three markers for
The home team came right back 33 lb. wetsht
2C.2 kc
— won hy Foster (NE). 2nd
The Wildcats sifted through.
Bowdoin. The visitor's Ward drove 100 vd. Breaststrokc — Won by Myers to tie the score again,, when Reid
KnowJes (NE), 3rd Martin (B). Distance with
a foul and field goal respec(E); 2. Littlefield* (B)
Brrjrman
49 ft. 7-8 in.
Bowdoin's zone at will in the secahead of Pidgeon to prevail in the
scored his second goal, batting in
fB). Time: 1:18.
Discus — won by Taylor (B). 2nd Feet«r tively, cutting the margin to two ond half and only some sharp
"Davis (E) disqualified.
200-yard freestyle. The 100-yard
a
rebound. Toe Mules kept the
fNE). 3rd Knowhf. Distance 12S ft. points, but Mac MacDonald's set
200 vd. Freestyle -- Won bv Ward (E) 2.
shooting by Tom Leone prevented
10 3-4 in.
backstroke saw Hargrove and InPidKeon fB)
3,
Shand <Z). Time: puckw'in Bowdoin territory but
shot and Jeff Power's free throw
2:20.1.
graham, both of the Red and Gray,
were unable 'to score until, with Pole vault £ won by Cross fB), 2nd tie extended the lead to five points the contest from becoming a com100 yd. Backstroke — Won hy Harirrore
Martin <B). Nichols (B), Randolph
plete rout. The visitors tallied uirh
battle to a close finish, with the
".
(NE). Height 10 ft. 3 in.
(E)
2. Inirraham
Bernardin less than a minute to go, Simpson
(E)
again.
A drive by the visitors three spurts of five points each
<B). Time: 1 M.
former taking the event in 1:08.
jump — won by Branche (B). 2nd
— Won by Chamberlain knocked a rebound in for the win- Hi«h
Emerson <B). 3rd tie Clarkson (B). spent itself at the end of the period and the outcome might have been
A sloppy Exeter performance en- 100(Blvd. 2.Freestyle
Hcald (E) 3. Greene (E). Time: ning goal.
Bradley (B). Hodgee (NE). Randolph with Colby still trailing 33-30.
far more one-sided had not New
1 :01.3.
abled Mai Chamberlain to gain a
'NE), Gritrssby (NE). Heijrht 5 ft.
The box score of the game is as
1-4
Divjngr — Won by Vanderbeek
2,
(B)
in.
Bewdoia
P Catty
G F P Hampshire substituted freely.
first in the 100-yard dash, but
follows:
Conant (E) 8. Emmons (B).
3 Holt. If
4
19
jump — won by Branche (B), 2nd Lk.'one. rf
BOWDOIN (4) Broad
COLBY (5)
Heald and Greene finished two- 150 yd. Medley Relay — Wor by Exeter.
4 Puna
G F P N. H.
G F T
GriKgsby (NE). 3rd tie Weatherill (B). MacDonald
1 4 « Bowdoin
400 yd. Relay — Won by Exeter.
Hubbard, G
G, Bradley
Morrison. If
3 Vorrensra
1
u
3
Hodges (NE). Distance 20 ft. 10 in.
Leone. If
I 2 12 P't'ehiklK. If
three to nearly equalize the result.
Butcher. RD
RD. Day
,
R Cromnton
Huen
3 2
t
! Myshrall. rf 2
4
D Branche
Simpson, I.I)
T.D, Brennan
Branche. c
2 12 Woods
V 1 O'Connell. rf S 1 7
M'F'rland. rf
a^MHHHHHMHHHr^
Welcli. LW
X.W. Field
Power
1
Second
2
Mitchell,
MarDonald
White
1
S 7
Period
8
1
c
2
4
Meehan. C
C. Burke
100 lbs. of waste
Moore,
n
rg;
2
2
Malhern
Britton.
c
4
1*
Stevens
,
Me«han.
Colby
AbUbfiLlaNtiK
Reid. RW
RW, Babcock
1 minute
paper will make
Doujrhty
2
.

*

n true t*r seat of honor. Jeff Power
'45 was Just another ballplayer in
hit first college basketball game
In many years. After getting acQaainted with the rest of the team

who have a

physical disability which handicaps

j

be an

MM returning is

Department

the

1

May

Colby Defeats Pucksters,

tive players to change their headquarters to Pickard Field.
The

Maine, six wins and no losses,
* second with three
and three losses, Bowdoin

SPORTS STAR OF THE HOUR

T QriTlGr LOaCl.,

Exercise.

hepes to help boys

j

I

,

Department, that of CorrectThrough this new

tion
ive

phase of work,

j

j

',

1

-^

for

(Dinny)

|

picked

U. S. Naval Training Station,
Newport, R. I., where Arthur

-_

j

r

The ORIENT recently received a communication from the

morale

line

D.

Shay, Sebasteanski will create a
new section of the Physical Educa-

!

j

\

'

.

other announcement is that Dinny
Shay will have the first meeting
of the tennis team tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 P.M. in his office
in the gymnasium. All those interested in trying out for the squad
the informa- are urged to report to Shay at
this first meeting.

AH Maine College team

bis

handling the

Hoad Coach George

Frank Sebasteanski

I

|

j

selection

Besides

vided strong opposition in several

|

Baseball and tennis start early

New York Her-

—

|

'

!

I received an invitation from the

question, be-

Bowdoin pro-

j

,

j

Sports Staff of the

distributed, although

j

j

ald Tribune to take part in the

a big

j

j

will be

j

became

**ry popular with the gridsters
and his fine knowledge of line play

for

recent-

[£, COHldl\ Weill?,

I

j

ed

as assistant football coach.
Sabe, who worked with the infor-

wjo was

work during the war.

tion to

From the
came the

is

men

but Maine, Bates and the Polar cause of the fact that they have events.
The final score read
been out of competition for so * Northeastern 60 13/30, Bowdoin
Bears are set to go.
There has been no official state- long. But added to Branche, Tay- 90 17/30, Bates 6.
ment from the Athletic Depart- lor, Martin, Cross, Nichols, MurNcal Taylor won the discus with
ments, but it is expected that the phy, Emerson, Bumham, Bovc. a toss of 128 ft., 10% in. However,
and McClelland,
they
indoor meet will become an an- Easton
the Huskies lived up to their nicknual feature. In past years the should give Bowdoin a fairly well- name in the other weight events,
Maine colleges have competed balanced outfit.
as Paul Foster and Bob Kriowlcs
Maine in recent weeks has had dominated the shot and the 351b.
against each other in dual indoor
meets, but have held their State enough returned veterans to make weight throw.
Fred Clarkson of
up
the nucleus of a pretty fair the Polar Bears took a second in
championship meets for the annual

LA.

Although out of season, football

able to do

in time for the competition,

these

j

Sebasteanski a welcome addition as coach
aews from two

What

tition.

to the possibility of fielding a track

'

"In my opinion. Frank Sebasteanski is one of the very beat
coaching prospects 1 have seen graduated front Bowdoin since
1920," said Athletic Director Malcom EL Morrell, when announcing the appointment of Sebasteanski to the post of Assistant Football Coach.
"And to go further," continued Morrell, "he's one of very few that I'd seriously recommend to go
Frank definitely has what it takes to make a
into coaching
great coach."

3

— Pressing

1

:',

Bryant. Spare
Haynes, Spare
Blaaberg, Spare
Carpenter, Spare
Waaswetnan. Sparc

cartons containing teu cartridge! for inflatIng life boats. Save
2,911

.

5»Vl S0M£ HOTS

Wast* paper!

DAY SERVICE

•

Sparc, Davis
Spare, Seatcs
Spare. Sudbury
Spare, Fitzpatriek
Spare, Ceccarelli
'

SCORING

lift'

First Period

**********•

Colby
Simpson. Colby

2 minutes
3 minutes

Reil.

Babcock, Bowdoin
Third Period

Fitrpatrick.

Bowdoin

10

minutes

mimites
Davis. Bowdoin
minute*
Reid. Colby
io minutes
Simpeon. Colby
1« minutes
Referees, Lemieux and Madore.
Periods,

1">

4
R

6 12

17 14

M'Don'a-h. rg
Moaely. Ik

IS

Bowdoin
Colby
Referee

Umpire

13
10

—

1

2

Morrison, r

2

4)

•

Power
Huen

t

13 II 87
IS
11
48
7—37
IS

—

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

TOWN TAXI

4

10

Lawson

1

7

5

1

11

Cotter, rg
1

1

• •
11

Davis

Clapp

& BINDING
ALVIN SETTLE

Referees

17 IS

47

2«—4T

XI

— Fortunate

2

1(2

Day

N. H. U.
Bowdoin

Town Buildmg

MAINE STREET

ti

9 33

PRINTING

$1.00
35c- 50c

2

M'or'dian.

Doughty. Ik
Moore, rir

— Fortimato
Brewer

minutes.

2 and 3 Piece Suits

71

M'F-rl'nd. 1r 3

2 minutes

a

Brennan. Bowdoin

19

and Parka

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

Tel 89-

QUICK SERVICE

THE HARVEY GIRLS
Jady Garland

24 Hour Service

DRY CLEANING

Good Food?

450

15

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Town Hall

Tel.

1000

of

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Capital

FRATERNITY FORMS

ALLEN'S

College Spa

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?

DRUG STORE

DRUGS

and TOILET ARTICLES
PRESCRIPTION SPECIALTIES

COLLEGE SPA

I

M. C. Perkina, Ph. G..

148 Ivlame
6 A.M.

TO

775

Always Top Quality
Steaks

Chops

Manage

Street

QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS

And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotation*

Fancy Groceri es

\

Tfce

FAVOR STUDIO

Brunswick
136
MaMftG 3*T©©t

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone* —
Paul K. Nrean, Bowdoin 191«

TONDREAU BROS.

10 P.M.

Tel.

BSaSSSBBBl

had long experience fa
producing for Bowdoin

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALyMNI LETTERS

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

OPEX

PRINTING
We have

Brnnswiek

asaaaaaaaiaooasssssssssaMaoMasaaoii

Tel.

995

kaaasaaMMM

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
is

CAMPUS SURVEY

Fraternity Pledge List

Beam, Jr.
John C. Caldwell
E. Allen

Itoaed-Up Paataiooiu

AakPM

Is

— My

Weatherill

similarity to

Max

purely coincidental.

Antral
X was on the Maine Central's "Careening Clipper", and the conductor warned the coach at large

was the next stop. I did feel
Brunswick meant Bowdoin and
brownly sick.
Bowdoin meant learning (I smiled derisively), parties (I put on my Tux), drinking (I balanced a bottle on my head and sang "The Muffin Man"), and
that "Brunswick"

fraternities (I patted my letter of introduction).
Loving father was a D. T, or, as he put it, a
member of the Delta Tau Fraternity. It was his
wish that I also become a member of that fratersay rather
nity. Never say "frat", he had said
"fraternity". He also told me it was well to build

—

reputation for myself from the first;
therefore I should not mention his name to the
Dean, or anyone else for that matter for some time
to come. There was no more time for idle memories
for we were arrived. I got out somewhere in left
field, put my bags down, looked around as father
had directed, and yelled to a crowd of fellows leaning nonchalantly on each other to get the hell over
here and help me with my stuff. They came over
en masse, sang a song, pummeled me lovingly, offered me subscriptions to magazines, and forced me
coolie
at pike-point into their wheelbarrow.
pushed me up the hill, as the boys gaily marched
along beside us, shouting "Huzza, Huzza", "Lucky

up a good

A

us",

and

"Joyfuls, Joyfuls".

—

Henry JC. Reardon
James G. Utterback,
Bernard

—

Phinehas S. .Newton,
James Nicholas
Richard L. Sprague
Sylvester J. Stankis
William D. Steele
Earle F. Wilson, Jr.

sporty
rope, until
companion announced that this was "the spacious
and luxurious" balcony which admitted to all the
rooms on the second floor. It was prehaps twentyby-twenty. "Swell fun swinging up that rope, isn't
have gleeful times here just doing that hour
it ?
after hour.
wanted to get an escalator, but

cm

We

,

we
we

We

We

finally got to the house, and the coolie, Pee
Yu, was directed to return to the station and wait
for the night train. The carpet was rolled down,
and still at point of pike I was admitted. Rum-

sodden derelicts and haggard, drawn, hardened
gamblers came to life. A note was struck on the
piano and all hands burst forth in cheery song.
Fraternity songs and college hymns made the boys
hilarious. They drew around me in a circle saying
"Natch", "Fink", and "Lushwell" at appropriate intervals. A case or two of beer was dragged in, and
my very wish was their* command I met a Mr.
Friendly and a Mr. Gladhand who were faculty adThey bullied me into taking each other's
visers.
courses and then the boys tossed them bits of food.
They scampered happily off to the tune of their
favorite song, "The Lushwell Song*, which goes
something like this:
Singing in the lushwell, lushwell. lushwell;
Singing in the lushwell, rah-da-do-dah;
Singing in the lushwell. lushwell, lushwell;
Singing in the lushwell, rah-da-do-dah.
(A catchy song, you will admit)
I was made to
I felt as though I was wanted.
feel at home. That is, until one hard-bitten criminal remarked: "Lucky you came; I was getting
There's a shortage of this stuff, and we
thirsty.
can only use it when freshmen are around." My
heart sank. I was merely an excuse for getting
drunk; I was not being shown a good time, I wan
merely a reason for having one. But no! These
smiling fellows, my new-found chums could not
mean it that way; after all they were father's own
brothers. But, to make sure, I asked them if they
really were D.T.'s. A sporty-looking fellow with a
mouthful of teeth, and who seemed to stutter said,
You done
"Sh-Sh-Sure. We-We're all D.D.T.'s.
grand." He climbed on a table, struck a pose, the
pose struck back, and, hand in shirtfront, he read:
"Due to the fact that we are choosy, and consequently small, you will be able to live in the house
immediately. Other fraternities will make you stay
in the dorms because they take anyone for pledges,
or else they luckily manage to fill their quotas. Ah
no, do not thank me now. Here, come, come. Dry
your eyea. I also see you are a veteran. Well, it
just so happens that we know various people who
will see to it that all your text-books and stationery
are paid for. Also, through us, you will be able to
finesse Cal, provided you were in service three years
or more. Oh, you can't go wrong with us friend.
You'll have all kinds of good fun and make all kinds
of keen friends. We have all types here now. You
Look at Ace over there. Well, you
can't miss.
can't see him now; he's very bashful and knows we
are talking about him, so he's hiding back of that
quart bottle. He's six Inches tall and weighs fifty

only had enough money to get one flight, and
couldn't agree whether to get one going up or

"How fun", I exclaimed in
ecstasy. "Careful where ypu step", he admonished
me gently. "All our pets aren't housebroken yet".
He turned on the light with a safety match, and
room. It was decorated with postshowed
age-stamps, book covers, and liquor labels which

one going down".

Faculty Changes

DELTA KAPPA

Robert E. Hart
Winston G. Stewart

DELTA UPSILON

My

Lawrence

Gordon W. Olson, Jr.
Donald W. Richardson
John T. Sudbay, Jr.

I ran

BETA THETA
Frederick

They all danced laughingly around me, clicking
and snapping their fingers feelingly.
"See how well the orange button goes with your
orange shoes", one of them said. I looked down at

O. Allen

on

my

SIGMA NU

there, close to

nick-knack

—

cigarettes.

Foley, Jr.

May

John O. Lowe

my heart, was a strange
the pledge button of the fraternity. "My cup runneth over", I said simply. "A
"My God", quoth I.
true D.D.T.", said another.
"You fellows aren't D. T.'s. but D.D.T.'s". "Right",
they shouted like a war-cry. "Like we said". II
was true. The sporty fellow did not stutter. He
was just saying his fraternity initials. They were
D.D.T.'s and they had admitted it. I smiled bravely.
"I know Til like it here even more, anyway".
"Babe, you come out splendid", they chorused. "A
real Delta Del Tau", my sporty friend said, his hand
and

lapel

little

J.

PI

William C. Kilroy

their heels

my

'46

Paul E. Fitzpatrick
Paul S. Hennessey

around, baa-ing.

all

Ward

Clifford C. Cavanaugh
Charles E. Cole

Peter

J.

King

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Straight

Correspondence of a Not-So- Neophyte:
Dear Mom and Dad,
Bowdoin Is fine, and I have enough of everything
except money and handkerchiefs. The room I live
in was occupied by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
I think. Most of them were.
I find that this traditional feeling around the college helps a lot. Perhaps I'm getting soft, but I hardly want to leave
the campus to go down town. That's why I haven't

my

laundry yet.
fellows in the next room and my roommate
are pledged to the same fraternity. We do
our math together and play a little bridge for
sent

The

and

I

recreation.

Monday morning I took psychological exams, and
in the afternoon I met the President and the Dean.
They were glad to see me, and they wanted to

know why

I hadn't
didn't say that Rho

joined

Dad's

Gammas

told

fraternity.

me

I

that Dad's

house went out of business three years ago because
I thought they knew it and were just kidding me.
Well, I must get back to the math now. The
twelfth problem had me for a while, but I think I
have the answer now. Please write and send me

some handkerchiefs.
Professor "Herby" Brown was reading a book in
the Portland-to-Brunswick bus a few days ago.
Looking over his shoulder, one of the two young
ladies behind him asked her companion, "I wonder
is it educational- or sexy?"
"The implications of such a remark are frightful,"
the professor commented.
Parenthetical)* from Lecture Notes:
The Mae
figure is a type common to Indian sculpture
The lecture system is that one in which the
.
notes of the professor become the notes of the

West
.

.

students
Johnson (Sam) on a woman preacher:
"Like a dog walking on its hind legs, you didn't
question how it was done, you marvelled that it
was done at all"
Any subject thoroughly studied
is as good as any other one
Bowdoin came
within a month of being the first American college
to graduate a negro. Amherst took the honors.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

Love,

Junior

'{%

Dear Hank,

Finally I'm planted in this hicktown and the old
man's got his way again. I just wrote home and
hinted around for some dough.
The two guys
across the hall play "Down the River" with my
roommate and me, and 1 lost the twenty-five bucks
the old man gave me for books. The bookstore
hereabouts doesn't trust its own grandmother (she
works there), so I might just as well be back in the
flivver with you and the gang.
The women hereabouts are strictly small time.
Some of them don't speak English, and those that
do don't speak it our way. They think they are
crafty, but they could learn a thing or two from
Mabel and our local babes. By the way, try and
find out if Mabel still has her attachment for me.
I joined a frat with a bunch of boozers that hi-

jacked me along with six or- seven other fellows,
but I guess we're in for a good time. The old
is a stuffy study club so I made out to
him that I think it is out of business.
Well, I just got dealed into the next hand of
"Down the River.", I'm using my gray, vertical

About a year ago one of the rehabilitation experts was wondering whether the returning veteran
would be restless, cynical, and warhaunted; an irresponsible hell-raiser or a serious citizen; resent-

man's frat

ful of civilians, scornful of youthful underclassmen:
super-critical of "impractical" college courses.

stripe jacket for collateral.

that demobilization has been almost general
and Bowdoin has three veterans to one civilian, the
In fact, only
results are disappointingly normal.
one anomaly occurred in the course of the usual preliminaries to the trimester's work. One newcomer
made the following addition to the list of questions
on one of the psychological tests:

Write

What a

— Rat,

life!

Joe

21,

"If

it

rained on

and Wednesday in
Friday?"

Monday and Tuesday

New

York, where did

in Paris
it

rain

Tuition:

Room

$ 75.00

Rent:

25.00
10.00

Incidentals:

Total Regular Charges:
$110.00
"Beard is obtained in town at $2.75 to $4.00 weekOther necessary expenses will probably amount
to $40.00 a year. Students can, however, by forming clubs under good management, very materially

ly.

A Bowdoin alumnus was emptying a pay telephone down at M.I.T. recently when a junior
if he were an M.I.T. man

engineer asked him

Someone uncovered the following information
about Bowdoin rates back in 1875:

.

.

.

lessen the cost of living."

Who's kidding who?

'

Malcolm E. Morrell for
Athletic Department, Coach
George D. Shay for* the football
team, John F. MacMorran '46 for
the Masque and Gown, and Pro-

faculty,

the

Winn

"A" Men

Class of 1947

Phi Beta Kappa Lecture

We

forthcoming antholo-

titles for

Herbert B.
Moore '48 for the ORIENT, Professor Ernst C. Helmreich for the

Richard C. Acker
Paul Iribe
George L. Whitney
E.

in

the proposed

gies are "The Bedside Trollope" and a Gertrude
Stein collection called "The Main Stein Son."

Bowdoin-On-The-Air,

D. Lance Sutherland

Howard

Kay Winsor

as

Among

Now

the Bowdoin
Christian Association held a smoker in the Union Lounge to acquaint
freshmen with the activities of the
college. According to Frederic R.
Woodruff. Jr. '48, President of the
Association, the meeting was "the
best organized and most smoothly
run" of any in some time.
directors,
editors,
Presidents,
coaches and faculty members, who
spoke as representatives, of the
various college organizations, were
Neil R. Taylor '46 for the Student
Council, Clifford E. Wilson, Jr. '48
for the White Key. Roger N. Williams '46 for the Union Committee,
Philip C. Bolger '49 for the Rifle
Club. Carl H. Lebovitz '47 for the
Quill, Stanley D. Weinstein '47 for

KAPPA SIGMA

I did
feet self-consciously.
I
good, all-around kid".

hands nervously.

J.

On February

known

offended when he reviewed Daphne du
Maurier*s "The King's General." In our own rasping dialect, we thinks it stinks.

Annual Smoker

CWs

is

was

B.C.A. Held

Bertrand des
Philippe des Clers
William E. Dennen '46

Herwig

When Kay's "Amber" was reviewed in the London, Evening Standard recently, the blahsted critic
said that it "rasps. the nerves like a Brooklyn accent."
wonder what section of jolly England

taught.

ZETA PSI

do we want this man in our fraternity? Should
Is he worthy of us?
give him that break?
Stop looking doubtful. Are we worthy of him?
Not so loud. Of course he's the man for us." I
dabbed at the corners of my eyes. "He's intelligent". I lowered my head in modesty. "Sine qua
non", I recited as though called upon to prove it.
"He's an athlete. You ought to see him on that
is,

we

my

'42

Frederick A. Moore
Melvin L. Weiner '45

We

"He's a
a push-up.
clasped and unclasped

Houghton

Harold IK. Hendrickson
Richard C. Le Blanc
Robert E. List
Robert J. Macartney

my

my

Gray

O. Barker

paper. (Mrs.
the field.)

Miss Packard was born in South
and lived part of her
childhood in New Haven. Brooklyn, however, was her principal
home until she moved to Brunswick six years ago. She was for
a number of years a teacher of
the Montessori method in kindergraten and primary grades at the
Brearley School in New York. Her
training in art was received with
the Art Students League and the
Brooklyn Art School. This training, however,, did not include watercolor work, in which she is self-

H

Pledge

don't

Carolina,

THETA DELTA CHI

Willis V.

all

essentials.

Audley C. Britton
Robert W. Clark, Jr.
Jackson H. Crowell
Warren
Dunning II

We

I shuffled

Jr.

Gene Ramsey

John M. Robinson
Colby M. Ward
Colbura B. Lovett

got back down all right, but I was the object
of much innocent laughter when the guys discovered
pants.
that the rope had burned away.the seat of
I felt better when others showed me their pink botsporty friend
toms. It was a standard joke.
called them to attention with, "All right, men.
Come to order. Stop going through his pockets.
did that at the station. What we want to know

rope".

EPSILON*

Aurelius S. Hinds, 2nd

and there like fullbacks, until I Tan into a huge
oriental with an extended palm. "Ten cents toll",
he said. My face must have registered astonishment. "Our pets", he explained briefly. My sporty
friend said, "He's only a visitor. It isn't his fault.
Anyway we can step across it. It isn't a big mess.
And stop sucking your thumb." "What do you
want me to do?" "Sit on it", snapped my friend.

have become

.

,

Richard B. Holden
William D. Ireland,
E.

We

record of her travels, a diary of
scenes enjoyed in many summer
trips and extended visits abroad.
Her paintings cover the period
from 1909 to 1925 and include
English,
French,
and Italian
scenes,
both architectural and
landscape, inland, 'and coastal.
Though they were not intended
for public view, many, particularly
those of. later years, exhibit a high
technical excellence and finish.
And though they are, in the main,
characterized by low color intensity, yet she frequently achieves
striking vividness through her rendering of light and water effects,
through a sensitive selection in
design, and elimination of non-

Bernard M. Devine

were used as wallpaper, and camera lenses, skilfully
strung together which served as windows. A Funk
and Wagnalls* map of Europe hung from the ceiling,
and one-way street signs pointed towards beds and
bottles and away from shelves of books. My friend
motioned me to look down. He gently kicked a china
bowl to my feet. "Individual heads", he said, shaking with emotion.
I quavered soulfully, "Much
We went back to the rope, dodging here
swell".

A

psi

Jr.

Joseph A. Boyer, Jr.
Leverett C. Clark, Jr.
William E. Gilmour
Raymond L. Lebel
Rowe B. Metcalf
Lyle W. Sweet
F. William Lacey

me my

Getting Acquainted

E. Butler

Lawrence C. Minnehan

my

up a knotted

Boland

J.

Richard C. Foster
Daniel J. Hasson
Daniel B. Kunhardt
Francis G. Longley

Looking Around

We shimmied

Jr.

PSI UPSILON

Edward

contrast.

too familiar with the horrors of
the aftermath of war. Miss Packard presents here the Europe she
saw in happier pre-war days. With

D. Bruce Alden
John.

1

If you have looks, personality, and a figure why
you write a book? Errol Flynn has. Write
about the thing you know best. Don't let an inferiority complex interfere with a writing career.
If you don't have a novel in you, write an intimate
Europe now beggared and emo- little thing like Burrill B. Crohn's "Understand
tionally chaotic, it is well to be
Your Kidney."
reminded of the values and cul"How To Do It" books sell by the millions. Take
ture for which she stood and for
which we are in her profound your idea to a publisher. He will find a title for
you and assign the writing of your book to an exdebt.
Herwig is a
This is the first exhibit of Miss pert. You can't miss. Mrs. Robert
Packard's paintings. For though promising young success in the Looks, Personality,
she began painting many years and Figure School. She says that if she ever writes
first one.
ago, she painted her watercolors another book it will be nothing like her
It couldn't be. She must have learned
for her own enjoyment and in- Quite true.
tended them to be only a pictorial something about the business after filling all that

by

Ward

J.

VARIETY

In these days of post-war reconstruction in Europe, the exhibit
of watercolors by Mary S. Packard now on view at the Walker
Art Building has a timely appeal

Joseph C. Caldwell
Fred O. Eaton, Jr.
William E. Genthner
Allan L. Johnson

pounds. His roommate uses him for a paperweight
or a door-stop. He used to be taller but everyone
kept stepping on him and that has made him really
solid
solid, Jackson, that is.
During houseparties we stand him on the mantlepiece and everybody
thinks he's some sort of trophy. Over there, the
guy with his hand on his hip, that's Lushwell. He's
one of the Hollow Men; he's just a shell of a man,
and he has a hole in the top of his head. We use
him as a beer stein, and the hand-on-hip is from
force of habit. It makes a good handle." Others
were introduced
athletes, intellectuals, partyboys, and sophisticates. As a parting shot, he told
me that the woman who cleans the rooms is very
good-looking and broad-minded. He slyly tipped me
a wink, and I grinned him back a foolish look.
"Care to look around the house", he asked.

ESKILSON'S

In Walker Art Museum

ALPHA DELTA PHI

By

Water Colors on Exhibit

Nathan Thomas Whitman

fessor Frederic E. T. Tillotson for
the musical organizations.
Approximately 70 students attended the meeting, most of whom
Woodruff
were upperclassmen.
expressed his disappointment that
not more freshmen attended a
smoker which, according to him.
was well emceed by Veonor M.
Sotak '49. and excellently arranged by Donovan D. Lancaster, manager of the Moulton Union.
•

'

Class of 1948
a large scientific development
with the somewhat speedier de- program. "Development is costly, Robert' Melvin Cross
[ Continued from Page i ]
Simon Dorfman
taught at Harvard and Middle- velopment of the atomic bomb.
but the cost of a major war is
George Milner Hooten, Jr.
bury.
Nauclear physics, from which staggering and to lose one, un- Norman Konrad Tronerud
Also added to the faculty was the bomb was derived, was not thinkable."
Class of 1949
Dr. Robert S. Brumbough who has given much thought until 1930. At
In concluding his address the William Dominic Cappellari
been appointed Professor of Phil- that time, and later, treatises dis- colonel mentioned other important Alexander John Curtis
osophy for 1946-47. He did under- cussing the possibilities of neuc- discoveries in the scientific world. Walter Sherman Morgan
graduate and graduate work at the fear fusion were published, giving He discussed radar, and rocket George Max Muller
Richard Arthur Wiley
University of Chicago, and he has a complete account of the happen- propulsion, and the sensitivity and
taught at the Chicago Teachers' ings. With the war, however, such destructivesness of. neculear ex##*****«*»*
College and the Teachers' College information became secret, and in plosions. He ended with an appeal
FAITH
at Columbia. He has been in the approximately two and one half for an increase in the number of
research
scientists,
and
stressed
years.
last
three
in
the
years
we
atomic
bomb
Army for
had the
with
\
the importance of their education.
Frank Sabasteanski was ap- complete production. The secret,
He told the Phi Beta Kappa group,
pointed assistant football coach said the colonel, was not prim- that as the educational leaders of
Physical
Edtheinthe
arily
with
member
of
scientific,
but
a
and
the colleges it would be up to
His duties dustrial know-how. "The process them to see that such development
ucation Department.
f
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carried on, and that it would
be up to them to foster it.
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corrective work this spring.
colonel felt that an imporThe following were appointed tant factor in our victory over the
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Teaching Fellows:
l this
!
.
writy. He °!iL!f
urged us ?
to see that
_.
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Dr. Roger Edwards. Assistant
superiority be mainCurator of the Art Department, in tajani It was not wise, he imLatin; Mr. Charles Mayaud. in plied, for the selective service to
French; Joseph LaCasce '46. in induct scientists and students mafn research sciences We
01
mathematics; Robert S. Burton J
were the only nation to do this,
'43. in government.
said the colonel, and oy so doing
we have lost a great deal. We
must, for our own security mainj

was
j
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Fraternity System Not Good for College;

Lose Benefits

Should be Improved, Not Abolished

By Expanding

"We shall expand to the utmost,
Fraternity life
but not beyond reasonable or practical limits," announced President
Kenneth C. M. Sills in a January
The opinions of the faculty,
In normal times
radio address.
presented In this article, are the
the enrollment of Bowdoin was
best expressions of the way the
between 600 and 650. With 650
student body feels on this quesundergraduates the college was
tion.
crowded. The students, agreeing
Fraternities should not be abolwith the President, are of the
opinion that Bowdoin should not ished.
It is the consensus of the student
expand above this number.
body that fraternity life is a valBacklog of 1,000 Students
uable addition to the student life
It is true that there is a backlog Bowdoin fosters.
The "practice
of 1,000 students who have Bow- of living togeth er and the social
doin connections. These men have contacts which this life imposes
either completed from one to sev- upon a ^y .. have heen cited as
en semesters here or have been the most j mportant aspect of fraaccepted for admission, but left ternities.
- for war service before matriculaj .
m.
The variety of friendships made
*•
t
a
*
~ , ,*„ ZZ »,„«„,
tion. In order to provde for these
and
comDination of £po rtun _
men, little room is left for the
responsibility were deemed
incoming freshmenfrom the priby Pro*
It is disvate and public schools
S£jor
Me&
/
cauraging to the servicemen, ^but
the cries
<make fraternitie|
President SiHs proved the determdemocratic/ Professor Means stat.nation of Bowdoin to remain as
-ft^Mlttoi aren t de mocrata small college by stating;ta his
never were democrati
neve
is a great
radio address that,
be democratic
and never
pity but unavoidable."
should be democratic.
To en800 Students Impractical
force the rules of true democracy
Suppose Bowdoin did enlarge its upon fraternities would ruin one
Presi- of their better aspects."
enrollment to 800 men ?
dent Sills in the college bulletin,
"Loafers would loaf whether we
"Bowdoin After The War," main- had fraternities or not," remarked
tains that an enlargement of this Professor Philip C. Beam. "Theresort
would require additional {oTe fraternities are indifferent to
buildings, endowments, and fac- scholarship, and not anti- intelleculty. By such a move, the quality tual "
of the education given at Bowdoin,
Beam c n t i n u e d,
as a small liberal arts college,
"Considering its size, Bowdoin
Even if has turned
would be jeopardized.
out a sufficiently
> large
Bowdoin did expand in order to number of
a d S uc*
veterans, would
cessfuJ men
&
25!
t
n»t be able to maintain this expa
Qn
The students believe that
sion?
f these
fra ternthe intellectual growth offered by ity
members and remember their
the small liberal arts college can
fraternit oonections with real af
best be attained by adhering to
fection.
They wouldn't do this
their traditional physical dimenunless they felt fraternity life had
sions.
perhaps direct bearing on their
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according
to
Professor

time"

Thomas Means.
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available reason for this opinion was, "the
in the Moulton Union are certain- entirely unreasonable amount of
ly inadequate for anyone desiring time which the fraternity steals
a reasonable amount of comfort. from the freshman during the fii€t
Almost every other college in this and most critical semester of his
vicinity can boast of some sort of college career."
dormitory lounges. Bowdoin canProfessor Holmes
continued,
not,
for her dormitories more ".
intemperate demands on his
facilities
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Anti-Intellectual Character
chief objection to fratern-

ities is "alcohol,

"What you do in
your spare time shows what you
are," said Professor Means, "and
ther anything like a majority of the predominance of these three
the fraternities at Bowdoin would items in fraternity life leads the
welcome this pleasant addition. new boy to become gregarious inAny coercive action taken by the stead of individualistic."
college would only incur hostility
In a recent chapel speech, Proon the part of the undergraduate fessor Cecil T. Holmes, of the frabody and create a distasteful ternity quota committee, favored
"tempest in a teapot."
abolition of fraternities because
Moulton Union Facilities
they are anti-intellectual.
His
The present

;

Useful Memorial

favors outright abolishment of
physical hazing. This decision was
prompted by the fact that hazing
takes too much time, and also
that it is undemocratic in principle.

Appointment of House Mothers
It is true that House mothers
would be a pleasant addition to a
fraternity, but it is doubtful whe-

* T*" M A?
m

and freshman walks are harmless
and sometimes beneficial, Dr. Root

The

I

I

.

I

i

'

•

j

ment.

.

1

I
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With House Mothers

achieving success is
ability to get along with people,"
Professor Beam continued.
"AlNumber of Chapters
though it is not the only place to
T he pre sent «3?tem of underpractice this, the fraternity pro,
raduate ffraternities at Bowdoin.
vides a social give and take which S
~~"
at
ma "^ ther collcge s>
is good experience.
Fraternities
n fl supervision off admission
H
K
?
Careful
",1
* cer taiYily not kept a large
**»
mg CT,tlc,sm and
some cases
number
of men from success !n
P
In these times,
eral arts college.
revision.
With this sobering fact
, if
and fa
6
.
..
when thousands of veterans are not kept
confronting the eleven fraternmany ,from
1
,
,
r
11
j
". scholastic ities here at Bowdoin, it is the
*\
looking for colleges, and regular „ „..
achievement. at Bowdoin.
*
Z
u- u
u
.
j
oft high
school
students
numbers
opinion of the ORIENT that any
are being graduated yearly, there
increase in the number of frais a chance to put Bowdoin on the
ternal societies would only serve
highest level it ever has reached.
to aggravate an already explosive
This level is entirely possible if
condition. Eleven fraternities are
changes are made in the present
all that Bowdoin can support any
system of admitting new students.
more would split up the undergraduate population until it would
Four-point Program
resemble the aspect of pre-war
Four definite corrections could
The proposed memorial to the
politics.
be put into effect which would Bowdoin men who gave their lives Greek
Fraternity Dining Rooms
help considerably:
in World War II concerns both
The private ownership of fra1. The requirement of an aptitude the student body and those who
ternities by their respective corphave graduated. It is the opinion
test.
orations must be preserved.
But
of most undergraduates that the
2. The requirement of an interthe College should assume a more
structure
should
be
useful
as well active
view with a full-time Director
role in the fraternities,
of Admissions, with the substi- as decorative.
However, it is the view of the
Utilitarian Memorial
tution, if necessary, of a specifORIENT that the role of the ColThe flagpole between Hubbard lege should be limited. It would
ically chosen alumnus.
Hall and the Art Museum was be to the collective advantage of
3. The elimination of 'Recommenerected
in
recognition of the serv- all the fraternities if the College
dations" as the sole requisite.
ices of Bowdoin's heroes of the should adopt some form of central
4. The promotion of greater geofirst World War.
While it is dis- dining room administration.
graphical distribution of stutinctly an ornament to the camCollection of Room Rent
dents.
pus, a utilitarian tribute would be
Along with the obvious need for
Scholastic Aptitude
equally sincere and might answer
reform in the dining clubs there
The scholastic aptitude test giv- some of the recognized needs of
is the oft-considered need for col
en by the College Board would the College.
lege assistance in the collection
certainly be sufficient for BowUtilitarian Memorial
of room rent due the houses.
In
doin's purposes, but a different
Whatever is decided, it would past years the various fraternities
one chosen by the college would seem
the better part of wisdom have been left holding the bag
be as good. The main object is to erect
a memorial which would with large accounts receivable as
to select students who will not
benefit the members of the College a result of members defaulting in
fail.
in addition to perpetuating the payment of their fraternity bills,
Interviews for Admission
memory of those who sacrificed If the College were to collect these
The interview with the Director their lives to preserve, among oth- bills by including them on the regof Admissions is perhaps the most er things, our democratic system ular term bills, the fraternities
of education.
( Continue 1 on Kdgc 3 ]
would be assured of their pay-

4-point

Comes

College Supervision

"Part of

a

ing as one of the foremost evils
of Bowdoin's fraternity system.
Although he believes table hazing

this

j
1

later success."

rules.

definitely pro- fraternity member
of the faculty, saw physical haz-

proposed plan may be
column. Page Two.).

explanation of

Undemocratic pledging

good boys."

THE TIME TO ACT

(A complete

Anti-intellectual character.

continued Professor Beam. "There
is a period of excited frenzy and
then a let down.
In the latter
period fraternities pass over many

The ORIENT staff, realizing that the fraternities will not
act on their own accord, offers this plan, to be executed
jointly by the College and the fraternities, as a means of
making fraternities impervious to criticism of this sort.

I

,

THE TIME TO ACT

can be profitably discarded.

^^

3.

4.

hazard."

will

,

semester rushing,

"The result is that the flashy
boy, the boy with money or a
connection, has a better chance,"

With colleges being swamped with ex-servicemen who
let nothing stand between them and an education.
Bowdoin fraternities must decide which of their traditions

;

first

Physical hazing.

Philip C. Beam, chairman of the
fraternity quota committee. "This
is our major source of troubles,"
said Professor Beam.
"The present system is too brief and hap-

THE TIME TO ACT

For many years, the administration, the faculty, and
prominent men in different fields have told the fraternities
that if they are to last they must improve themselves on
several counts for which they have been declared a hindrance
to education.
Bowdoin fraternities have heard these warnings and have done next to nothing about them.

.

The

2.

Rushing, Pledging and Initiation
The system of rushing in the
first few days of the first semester was denounced by Professor

.

j

That the present fraternity sysBowdoin is not good for
the College is the general opinion
of the faculty and the student
body. The chief objections to the
present system are:
1.

•

|

faculty,

pledging and initiation.

initia-

tion into a fraternity.
4.
rule, enforced by the College, that all
national fraternities represented at Bowdoin eliminate
from their constitutions any undemocratic stipulations
which forbid pledging and initiation for reasons of
race, color, or creed, with the alternative of the withdrawal of their Bowdoin chapters.

j

System

the

tern at

'

second semester.
2.
Abolishment of physical hazing.

j

£

rushing

marks (one-half C's) required for pledging and

in

tion.

and pledging season deferred until
the second week in the second semester, and the initiation season deferred until the second month in the

J

,

The

1.

of

presented in ttiks article, are the
best expressions of the way the
student body feels on this ques-

The ORIENT plan for the improvement of the fraternity
system at Bowdoin is as follows:

|

.

The opinions

Fraternity Improvement

j

1

Many Errors

j

\

i

resemble

barracks

.

than time not infrequently mean failure to pass one or more difficult
courses; they almost always mean
failure to master the courses,
which is more important. In this

shelter for students accustomed
to more genteel surroundings than
is offered by "the ends."
Project of Cultural Nature
it is also the opinion of this
pa per that the fraternities should
support some sort of cultural proj ec t such as the long standing and
highly successful Delta Upsilon
lectures. A collective effort should
be made by all the fraternities to
expand this custom into a joint
project with, say, a series of lectures to be given by three or four
persons prominent in their fields,
to extend over several days. The
advantages to be gained from a
thing of this sort would be indeed
manifold and at the same time it
would give the fraternities an opportunity to vindicate themselves
of the tatle-tale grey accusation
of fostering anti-intellectual sentiment here at Bowdoin.

respect the influence of Bowdoin
fraternities is certainly anti-intellectual."

Undemocratic Pledging

The undemocratic clauses in the
constitutions of some fraternities
is the chief objection to fraternities of Dr. Walter H. Clark, new
member of the faculty. A graduate of Williams College and a fraternity man, Dr. Clark said, "The
fraternity system is part of what
the college offers a boy when he
comes here to Bowdoin. It is unfair, then, that many boys are not
taken for reasons of race and religion. This is particularly serious
because many of those who are
out need the benefits of fraternity life the most"

left
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Can Put College

EXTRA EDITION

Sewerage, Little Theatre,

Hockey Rink Needed

In Proper, Place

With the student body increased

'48, Editor; Donald E. Clark
'46; Robert C. Miller '47; Richard P. Davis '49; John H.
Nichols, Jr. '49; Irving R. Pliskin '49.

Compiled by Herbert B. Moore

in the winter are either extremely
There
cold or nauseatingly hot.

for a full time Pub
to maximum it becomes necessary
one which is, at to consider much needed campus
time especially, very pressing. improvements. The Bowdoin AlBowdoin students often feel that umnus, of August 1945, stressed
tn <V college is much less known the need for a new little theatre,
^-~>
th
say Amherst or Williams. a covered hockey rink, squash and
f*
rTII*
C
CXllKJl
Oil 1 *JI
A full-time public relations agent tennis courts. The college also
could fulfill this object, and put sorely needs new class and science
has been assem- Bowdoin in its proper place among buildings, an improved sewerage
This special edition of the
the colleges.
system, and a lighting system on
bled in order to present the student opinions to the A1-*
Unknown Outside New England campus.
umni Council as they are discussing problems which di- "To what extent is Bowdoin not
Adequate Sewerage System
in its proper place?" you ask.
What is perhaps the most pressrectly affect
student body.
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The need

licity director is
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ORIENT

I

,
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i

the

Men from outside New England go ing need among campus improvebetween "studej^ home, are asked where they go to men ts is sewerage, especially with
college, answer,
and the spring thaw coming on. The
opinion" and "ORIENT opinion." The latter was used are humiliated by "Bowdoin,"
the reply. "Ney- walks snd paths are waterlogged,
only when student opinion could not be obtained because er heard of it." Most Bowdoin an(j are coverec with from one
men have had the disheartening inch to a foot of water. This sit-

We

insufficient black-board space in
every class room and the seating
very
poor.
arrangements
are
Searles Science building, according to a reliable source, has very
little in the way of up to date
equipment. The laboratories have
fixtures that are outmoded and
decrepit.
Desks, work benches,
plumbing and wiring are definitely
in need of improvements.
New Little Theatre
The need for a theatre is obvious. The auditorium in Memorial
Hall is hardly a fitting attribute
of a progressive college. The stage
is almost impossible to work on,
and before each performance a
pseudo-stage, curtain and scenery
have to be tediously arranged. The
accoustics are abominable and because of this it is almost impossible to present realistic and vigorous performances.
is

I

this

1

have carefully distinguished

'

j

j

|

of the lack of time.

experience of being asked where ua tion can be easily remedied by
"Bow-doine" is.
tne installation of an adequate
A veteran, coming to Bowdoin sewerage system. The system
for the first time, told a member that is now in use, having been
of
the
faculty
that
he
had
heard
2.
designed by a landscape artist who
of Bowdoin through the army, evidently had no concept of drain3The professor was astounded, for age or seepage, now serves only
Covered Hockev Rink
he
said,
that,
unlike
almost
every
to destroy ihe quality of the camcovered hockey rink, squash courts, sewerage system,
-Hockev " writes the Director
r
d PUS antf mak e walking impossible.
of
£letfcs in^ne Augls^umand lighted paths.
r^ adv^Sne°
advertising through the army.
no
The lack of path lighting is ex- nus .. is one of the
st coue °
good men come to Bowdoin, tre
melv daneerous
The
cammis sports
L ubut. we have
u
iT
iremeiy
aangerous.
ine campus
Central dining room direction and collection of room Many
conbecome
,
iH s. ttrue,
„, K„t
„„ more are
it
how ma
but u,„
many
at ni g ht is often so dark that it is v Ppd aftpr „,„„„ vears of com .
rents by the College.
being missed because of lack of impossible to walk without fear of
petition with the Brunswick winany
sort of publicity.
stumbling or more severe acci- ters, that it is unsatisfactory unRetention of private ownership of fraternities.
5Restriction of College Songs
•) he
dents
installation of lights less the ice is protected."
With
Accordu
to Professor
four-point program of admission stated on page
illot- at strategic points along the cam6.
the college increase in size, t.ie
son, the New Yorker rated "For- pus would not detract
from its
rink
one.
covered hockey
Jward the White" third best of scenic beauty but would serve ra- proposed
would facilitate indoor activities
Bowdoin's remaining in the ranks of the small colleges. American college songs. Bow- thcr to enhance it.
7.
when
weather
is bad by prothe
•
doin's songs are all good, yet while
1 •
iA r ,,
Any student ^ho has sat viding a large area in which to
full-time publicity director.
8.
one hears Yale>s .. Whiffenpoof
through classes in Memorial or work. The squash courts and new
sincerely hope that the Alumni Council will weigh jsong.;;
or though Lab" in ,ocker room which have been proSearles Science building, is fully posed as additions to the gymnasOur points in their important discussions this weekend.
"Forward the White" and "Bow
* wa e of the inadequacy of these jitun will also help to provide Bowidoin Beata" are seldom heard any
.T
Duildin S E
r nese rooms are poor- doin men with a more complete
place off campus
Why' Per Iy
Ut to° hot in the summ er, and athletic program.
*
mission must be obtained from the
college
authorities
before
any
Bowdoin songs may be played pubsimilar
plan,
or
one
our
ftiat
unless
firmly
believe
*
1
hcly. The mere playing of a good
to it, is adopted by the College, the fraternity system at college song is an advertisement
[ Continued from Page ' }
the co,1 e
th/"s which serves
the tests every other student must
\
do
existence.
of o
going
Bowdoin is in danger
o out of
o
to bring it into the view of the important part of our suggested pass.
Bowdoin's Geographical
not ask that the plan be accepted immediately but we ask country. This is certainly a de- program. One man, capable and
experienced in personnel work,
Distribution
consideration of its points and the following explanation,
who could spend his full time in
Bowdoin's geographical distribuinterviewing
and
selecting
appliate copyrights that are held on
tion is now, to say the least, raThe rushing and pledging season.
1.
cants, could undoubtedly do an ex- ther narrow. Of 154 students enw
delayed pledging season has two merits, elimhv
cellent job.
^or a Befte^Bowdoin
rolled in rhe summer, 115, over
Eliminations of
Bowdoin's publicity attempts are
74 r/r, were from Maine or Massaation of the haphazard system where the first impression
"Recommendations"
the weakest, while they should be
.
chusetts.
Only 15% came from
j
boy wins out, and elimination 01 the hindrance to study among the strongest. The instal"Recommendations*' are often outside New England. In a recent
lation of a full-time public reia- an eventual cause of anguish in student forum it was unanimously
in the crucial semester of college.
tions director and the lifting of the Bowdoin student body.
.
The agreed that this situation should
,
,
rotating schedule ot dining would create the neces- bans regulating the playing of mere fact that an alumnus has a be corrected.
Pains should be
Bowdoin songs would be decided friend who is a prospective stu- taken to see that more students
every
house
house
and
seeing
every
freshman
sity of every
'
'.
,
1
-i ste P s towards what will, in our dent is no reason why the friend come from a wider area, for the
"acciout
the
This
would
rule
seeing every freshman.
opinion, make Bowdoin a better should enter with no other quali- danger of becoming "local" is evcollege.
ficat ions, and without undergoing er-pressing.
'

In brief summary,

we

are in favor of the following:

J

|

A revised fraternity system, as presented on page one.
A living memorial.
A new classroom, chemistry building, little theatre,
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dental" quality of the present system.

semester

first

is

The

1

period of the

,

too long for a boy to survive on his party

manners.
2.

Physical hazing.

The

•

physical hazing phase of fraternity ritual

per-

is

haps one of the most childish and at the same time undemocratic aspects of fraternities. The abolishment of

would have

this

to result

from the combined

each

efforts of

The proposed covered

fraternity.

hockey
3.

Scholastic requirements.

rink

erected in

By requiring graduating marks

for pledging

and

initi-

the

doin Pines.

ation into fraternities an incentive for achievement will be
If students

created.

synonymous the
ranks.
else,

think of good marks and a bid as

result will

be a general higher level of

Success becomes a habit, in college as anywhere

and

if

the freshmen achieve good marks in their

semesters, they are very likely to remain
4.

first

on the right path.

Prejudice restrictions.

Certainly Bowdoin fraternities have gone a long way
toward ruling out prejudice on the campus. However,
there are still some groups who have limited freedom in
pledging. The College authorities have cried continuously that fraternities must change themselves — or else.
er
The majority of fraternities have failed to act for themselves and they remain the same bigoted groups they have The proposed new little theatre, to be built
been for 1 00 years. Now is the time for the College to act
on the delta or next
on its "or else" clause. The very first action should be a to the library.
ruling that any fraternity still bound by a prejudice restriction a few years from now will be excluded from the
campus.
(We wish to thank the professors who helped us in
compiling this material and the material for the page one
story

on

fraternities.)
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Last Year's and 1946 Alumni Council Heads

Alumni Council

Advise Control

Campus Problems

Of Women, Liquor

Members Consider

Attends Session
Advocating Local
Sills

Admission Policy,
Fit War Memorial
Twenty-eight

members

of

of the

the

pose of bringing alumni opinion

and of allowing
the members to acquaint themto the College

selves with the state of the College.

session opened in

the lounge of the Moulton Union
with a banquet which was ad-

dressed by President Kenneth C.
M. Sills. This was followed by the
business meeting In the Faculty Room of Massachusetts Hall
at which the topic for discussion
was "Certain phases of presentday student life". Dean Paul Nixon, Donovan D. Lancaster, Manager of the Moulton Union, and
James B. Longley Jr. '48, former
president of the Student Council
presented college problems to the
assembled alumni.

Mr. Alden H. Sawyer '27, (left) 1944-1945 Alumni Council Chairman and Mr. Richard S. Chapman '28, (right) Chairman for 1945-1946.

|

On Saturday morning the Counconsidered the admissions and
public relations policy of the College. Professor Edward S. Hammond, Director of Admissions,
Professors Herbert R. Brown and
Albert R. Thayer, and Malcolm E.
Morrell, Director of Athletics,
spoke.
cil

Upsilon
Granted To Thorndike Club

./
.

1.

is

On

tional
it

is

bond The club

festival will be held

recognized as a local frater-

according

to

this

it

tigation.

1

after

j

|

j

'

!

J
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mine what system shall prevail.
Only by expressing the idealism
which they profess may they
escape the mental and moral disintegration always fostered by
logic-tigh^
compartments.
But
they must be willing to think
through their theories and be will-

For World Federal Lnion
By Bob
ago,

in

Concord,

Miller

sive proportions displayed at

ing to accept the consequences
that the expression of their'idealism will certainly entail."

the

ing on the urgent need for federal Massachusetts, a group
of eighty- Concord Conference. There are
world government; educate our five young people met to take ac- now more than 1500 Student Fedgeneration in the principles of fed- tion on their belief in word gov- eralists and in the process of
deeralism; find, train, and organize ernment. These students, repre- velopment
they have broken comthe necessary leaders; and support senting 33 colleges and 20 high pletely away from the Federal
all steps which will lead to a fedschools in all parts of the United Union, Inc., organization.
eral world government." These States
California,
Alabama,
They have a permanent office in
four basic principles governing the Minnesota
spent
four
days New York where coordinates the
Student Federalist movement, as planning their campaign for a
efforts of the groups at instituoutlined in their Concord Char- "democratic world federal governtions like Harvard, Wellesley, M.
ter, were expounded on Thursday, ment."
I. T., Yale, St. John's, University
February 28. in Chapel, by Jossounds rather ambitions, of Minnesota, and the many high
It
eph C. Wheeler 48.
doesn't it? A group of students, school chapters. They also pubWheeler, in discussing the pur- your age and mine, considering lish a monthly newspaper reportposes and scope of the Student themselves qualified to take part ing on the work being done in
Federalists, gave a brief summary
in the swif t-moving game of world various parts of the country.
of their history, and their plans politics. But the Student FederThe list of enthusiastic supportfor the future. The Student Fed- alists are an ambitious group;
jers of the Student Federalists ineralists were organized in 1942 by
their opinions and actions are rec- cludes such respected personages
a group of world-conscious high
ognized in the columns of the as Clifton Fadiman, Mark Van
school students in Scarsdale. New
leading newspapers in the Doren, Mrs. Raymond Clapper,
York. Since that time the organicountry.
Senator Joseph H. Ball, Louis
zation has spread over one half
The organization, like many Bromfield, and Thomas Mann.
the States with more than one
The Student Federalist plan of
hundred chapters. There are chap- worthwhile undertakings, had a
ters at Yale, Harvard, Boston humble beginning. Harris Wof- action includes study programs
University. Smith. Wellesley and ford, a very personable young for local chapters, camps and inmany other colleges and univer- man who visited our campus last stitutes for student discussion,
week, conceived the idea of stu- land polling of all Congressional
sities.

—

Bowdoin Plays

C. Weatherill '48

sponsored
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"Shoes

drive conducted

was concluded

Norway"

for

by the B.C.A.
last

Fair Play

Taylor

Named

At

I

week with

shipment of fifty-three
pairs of shoes to Norway. The

the

shoes which ware donated by
undergraduates, with the exception of twenty pairs donated by
the Robert's Shoe Store of
Brunswick, were handled by
Ulf J. Store '49.

Work

the-

I

1

!

o

,

promoting

fair

moment with

;

j

j

!

j

was experiencing some difficulty
in walking, it was a miracle that
he was able to run. To the ordi-

I

1

wr

Veonor M. Sotak
j^t

.

V OtCS llO

n

•

j

I

Sotak was chosen by the Student Council as the student who
best embodies the qualities set up
by the Board of Governors of
American Brotherhood Week of
which President Truman is honorary chairman, and Harold E.
Stassen, general chairman.

nationals held in

'49 officially

March

1

7.

cus,

worthy

it

York.
in the dis-

was enough to

win.

weight.

»

The first event at night was the
45 yard high hurdles. Bowdoin's
trio of Branche. Emerson, and

made by

25, voted to cancel Freshman
Rules
during
the present
trimester, due to the large proportion of servicemen in the
entering
class.
The council
urged, however, that the traditional Bowdoin "Hello" be ob-

and

Sotak related many of Lynn Martin, promising freshman
weight man, captured third in
both the discus and the 35 pound

his personal experiences with the
Red Cross while in the service. He
said. "A good portion of our heritage lies in the contributions

The Student Council, in a
meeting held Monday, February

New

Taylor took one toss

launched the campaign with a
speech in chapel on Thursday.

,

j

play in human
the students of

f

sational

,

V rVSH 111(111 KUl€S

The citation was iri recognition
of ^tstanding service rendered
relations among
this campus.

one will ever forget Easton's sen-

nary spectator Taylor's victories
were simply brilliant triumphs.
But to a member of the team his
was "the" performance of the
meet.
The goal of 100% contribution of at least one dollar per man theThe weight events were held in
afternoon. Maine swept the
has been set for the 1946 American Red Cross Drive by the shot. George
Perkins then won the
chairman, Stanley D. Weinstein '47. To date, contributions 35 pound weight throw with a
amounting to more than one hundred dollars have been col- heave of 45' 8", which would have
lected in the drive, which began March
and will end March 15. been good enough to place in the

Washington's Birthday
chapel service on February 22,
President K. C. M. Sills awarded
Veonor M. Sotak '49 the citation
issued by the National Conference
g^
of Christians and Jews in connec- j«3»f-««
tion
with the observance of r*
American Brotherhood Week.

in

After a lapse of four years the
fourth
annual
Intercollegiate
Bridge Tournament will be played
at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel NewYork City, on April 26. The tournament is sponsored by a committee of alumni from the eastern

j

j

|

Branche was the high scorer of
the meet with 16 points. Taylor
was a close second with 13. No

Weinstein Sets $1 Per Man
As Red Cross Drive Goal

Award

For Campus

Bridge Tourney

finish irv the mile run.
Robinson provided another tense
his climaxing drive
to take second in the 600. George
Perkins, recently returned veteran, won the 35 pound weight
colleges and universities. Any col- throw with a toss five feet farther
lege in the Northeastern or Middle than he had been able to do in
Atlantic States, approved by the practice.
Association of American UniverAlthough the men just mensities, is eligible to enter the tour- tioned were the heroes, the balney.
ance and depth of the team were
The college which wins the fin- the deciding factors. Bowdoin took
als will take custody of the In
nine third places, a fact which
tercollege
Bridge
Tournament eventually decided the meet.
Cup for one year, and the winning
a word of praise is due Neil
team will receive miniature cups, Taylor who won the discus and
In 1942. the last year the tourna- 600 and placed second in the 300.
ment was held, the cup was won Two days before the meet, Neil
badly wrenched his back. As he
{ Continued vn Page 4 ]

by

the
Bowdoin
Christian Association will be
held at the Theta Delta Chi
House, tonight at 9.00 P.M. The
discussion group will bo conducted by Dr. William C. Boot.

The

Class

bitterly contest-

event. The heroes from a
Bowdoin point of view were
Branche, Neil Taylor, Cab Easton.
Mike Robinson ,and George Perkins.

Discussion

A group discussion on the
subject of the "Atomic 'Age",

C.

Sotak Receives

H

C

month

Atom

The meet was
final

In N. E. College

Poet.
Harry B.
"Walsh '45, will eulogize the occasion in verse. He and the Class
Odeist, who has not yet been
chosen, will write words to a popular tune for the class song.
John J. Fahey Jr. '45, the Class
Marshal, will lead the class to
the site of the
ivy-planting.
Should the weather be unfavorable, the ceremonies will be held

Professor

This group met with four represen- then explained the students' positatives of the Thorndike Club, Irv- tion on the basis of "logic-tight
their
ing R- Pliskin '49, Carl J. Cooper compartments." That is,
harbor two incompatible
'49, and James H. Veghte '49 and minds
Robert C. Ericson '46, during exam ideas. "They decry the practice of
discrimination," said Dr. Clark,
week to discuss the petition.
"yet foster it in the fraternities.
The committee's report was pre- They arc, apparently, unwilling to
sented to the faculty at their first change their way of life, to face
meeting of the new trimester, FeL- the opposition which such a change
ruary 25. Due to the press of work would meet"
before the faculty, however,' action
"The issue is up to the stuwas postponed until last night.
dents," continued Dr. Clark. "The
students have the power io deter-

*

ed and was not decided until the

B.C. A. Sponsors

tion.

psychology, in chapel on Saturday,
Ernst C.
March 2.
Helmreich, chairman. Dean Paul
Doctor Clark began his talk by
Nixon, Professor Noel C. Little, commending the ORIENT and

of Associate

;

College Students Act

A

Thomas

'48,
Weatherill
elected most popular man of the
class, will give the traditional Ivy
Day speech after planting the
ivy. He will also be given the
wooden spoon denoting his posi-

to the faculty, suba ccipmittee for inves- here at Bowdoin, observed Doctor
Clark, instructor in
The committee consisted Walter
to

6' 3".
;

students, rather than the in Memorial Hall.
Administration, are responsible for
the present racial discrimination

reading

letter

mitted

j

Sills,

Student Federalists
think-

record with a leap of
•-

-

-,

The

President

as a local fraternity. The letter to
bership been broadened to in- the President stated that "the
clude all Bowdoin men with at Thorndike club wishes to change
least one academic credit, but the its name to Alpha Rho Upsilon and
Council itself has been expanded to be allowed to call itself a 'local
to represent all alumni associa- fraternity.'
tions in the country. This was the
"The Thorndike Club," continues
first meeting pn campus of the
the letter, "seeks recognition in
new Council.
this manner not so that it may beA special issue of the ORIENT come exclusive, but because its
was published the first day of the members feel that the fraternal
Council session to place before bond is stronger than an prganizathe members undergraduate opin-

'To awaken America, Student

j

58*

•

17, 18.

will

Thomas

Says Dr. Clark

religious ideologies."

mem-

Wheeler Advocates

May

A

and receiving his approval,
James B. Longley, Jr. '48 for their
By the adoption of the new petitioned him for permission to Assistant Professor Philip
Alumni Association Constitution change its name and be recognized Beam, and Dr. Walter H. Clark. condemnation of the situation. He

ion on the subjects to be considered.

on

coordinate the general
program in conjunction with the
Council members.
chosen subcommittee will assist in decorating for the class day ceremonies.
'45,

Racial Prejudice

the democratic policy of the or-

By Edward Murphy
The Bowdoin Track Team is now the official Maine State Indoor Champion. In the first indoor state meet in history, the
Polar Bears defeated the University of Maine at the Maine Field
House by a score of 65-52. Matt Branche turned in the outstanding feat of the day when he broke the Bowdoin high jump

the Junior

celebration.

Students Cause

Greek letter name, it
be more capable of pursuing

gaiuzatkm. We have pledged ourselves to exclude no man from our
membership because of color or

Sills,

last June, not only has its

7,

Juniors have chosen their
committee and the Ivy Day officers who will work with the Student Council in preparing for the

feels that if

nity with a
will

May

--

19. T:ie

The

Thorndike Club desires
it be permitted to change its
name to Alpha Rho Upsilon.

Thursday,

its annual election of
dignitaries for Ivy Day weekend.
This year the traditional Junior

as follows:

If the

-

:

Class held

President
Sills. The Dartmouth chapters are
being revived now and those at
Williams will probably reopen
(Special Dispatch to Orient)
this summer. Amherst plans to
reopen its fraternities this fall unThe Thorndike Club was granted permission to change its der a greatly revised policy.
name to Alpha Rho Upsilon last night at the faculty meeting.
Representing Bowdoin at the
In making its report to the faculty, the special committee sug- Conference were President Sills,
C. Kendgested a three point program, which was accepted, concerning Acting Dean Nathaniel
rick and Director of Admissions
the Thorndike petition of January 28.
Edward S. Hammond.

This program

Weatherill

Most Popular Man

signed to discuss mutual problems
of the small colleges, were Amherst, Dartmouth, Wesleyan, Williams and Bowdoin.
Also agreed upon was the existence of a great need for more
autonomy in the individual fraternity chapters since they must face
problems and conditions that are

years,

Clears 6ft 3in, Earns 16 Pts;
Taylor Wins 600, Discus

'

Of the five colleges present, only
The Ivy Day Committee, DanBowdoin and Wesleyan retained iel W. Morrison Jr. '48, David A.
active fraternities during the war Dickson '48, and Harold B. Eddy

Name Alpha Rho

Following a buffet luncheon at
2.
That the request to be
the home of President and Mrs:
Sills Saturday noon, the members
known as a "local fraternity"
gathered again in Massachusetts
be laid on the table for the
Hall, this time to consider an aptime being.
propriate war memorial for the
As soon as possible the colSCollege. Longley represented undergraduate opinion in speaking
lege, provide suitable club
to the Council on this topic
rooms for the organization.
The decisions of the members
move by the faculty termiThis
of the Alumni Council concerning
the problems discussed will be nates action taken by the Thornpresented in the form of recom- dike Club last trimester. At that
mendations to the President of the
time, the dub, after submitting a
College
and
the
Governing
new constitution to President

Boards for consideration.

Names

distinctly local.

first

Most Popular Man

Junior Class

That more careful supervision
of fraternity activities, particularly with reference to "women and
liquor", is desirable, was indicated
by President K. C. M. Sills after
his return from the third Pentagonal Conference at Williams. In
attendance at the Conference, de-

newly enlarged

Federalists will stimulate

NO. 16

13 , JS46

Fraternity Action
forty-six

Alumni Council attended the
meeting held at the College last
Friday and Saturday for the pur-

The two-day

MA RCH

Branche Breaks High Jump Record
As Track Team Defeats U. Of Maine
65-52 To Win First State Indoor Title

Five Colleges

Meets To Discuss

.

ORIENT

B RUNsViCKTmAINE, WEDNESDAY.

(75th Year)

}

'

individual students to
causes. Today one institu-

is asking again
tive AmerBumham finished in that order.
Cross ".
This made the second time in three
Sotak concluded his speech by meets that the Bowdoin hurdlers
saying, "The spirit of unity -has swept the event.
always l>een reflected from BowHutchinson of Maine gained the
doin's efforts to support this need. first of his two victories in the 50
We have a place beside other yard dash. He sprinted the disgreat colleges. Let's keep it!"
tance in the time of 5.6 seconds,
The excellent record for contri- closely followed by Hagopian and
butions earned by Bowdoin in Branche. The time tied the cage
past years reached its height in record.
the 1945 drive with lOOCr memThe 300 was run in two man

tion

j

!

served.

_

Spring Play Written
By Edwin L. Vergason '39

ican

R^

The contributions" in last heats. Hutchinson of Maine was
ye ar '!
££?• Which rea5 hed a to" clocked in 33.3, which was
tal of $304. represented an aver
ning time. Taylor, coming back
age of $1.88 per man.
after his 600 triumph ,was able to
The funds collected by the take second, and Murphy,
third.
^American Red Cross are used to
The 600 was one of the most cxbership.

I

,

j

I

Veteran Adviser

—

I

By Irving Pliskin
Masque and Gown
Gawnj When

~5 af^fltTSSSfS

When the
the war ended. Vergason
presents "A Dark Horse of a Dif- returned to the States and began
JeTat home
Department fercnt Color" next month, it will a series of articles, his .personal
has been named new Military Ad- not be giving a work byia play- account of the war, wmch have
1

Associate Professor Burton Tay-

'

J

I

!

lor of the Sociology

I

citing

Brown
quick

races
of
the
evening.
of Maine jumped into a
closely followed by

lead,

Taylor and Robinson. On the gun
wright unknown to the College. been published in the Field Artillap Neil began to display his treChapel Hears
The author, Edwin L. Vergason. lery Journal. Vergason denies
mendous power. He passed Brown
sor 'Nathaniel Kendrick who has is
a Bowdoin graduate, Class of having had any rank in the ArmyJ SchrOedeF
and built up a five yard lead which
Of Yale
assumed the duties of Acting Dean. 1939.
saying that he was always an acthe maintained to the tape. HowRecently discharged
from the
ever, the real excitement took
While Vergason was on campus, in S corporal, sergeant, or an act"If God is life, then our hope- place off the last turn. Robinson
Navy, Professor Taylor is keeniy he was extremely interested in in £ Privat e in the rear.
r Continued
His published articles revived lessness and despair come out of;
on Page 4 ]
aware of the problems encount- dramatic writing and managed to
his interest in play-writing, and our reluctance to seek him". This
ered by returning Bowdoin veter- win the one act play contest
twice. He was so interested in he subsequently wrote "A DarJ< statement was the theme of the
ans and of Bowdoin men planning
Of A Different Color", sermon delivered by the Rev.
this work that he was the first Horse
to enter the service in the near fuAttends Meeting
undergraduate to write a serious which he submitted to the Masque John C. Schroeder at the Sunday
ture.
~. n ..
..
full-length play. The project. "No and Gown for production. The chapel service of March 10.
Professor Taylor's office at 17
Peace on Earth", was produced in play was originally considered for
Mr. Schroeder said that the Ul LOllCge INeWSDaperS
Winthrop Hall handles applica- 1939 by the Masque and Gown as faculty production, but instead hopelessness and the cynicism
tions for the GI Bill of Rights, and
a modern dress version of the was sent to the executive board which are so prevalent throughout
The Bowdoin ORIENT was
assists veterans in filling out the
of the Masque and Gown and ac- the world, doubly accented by the
story of Peter in the Bible.
among the eleven New England
dent federalism while in the bath candidates to find out their stand necessary forms. Men planning to
recent conflict and current disorVergason was so good while in cepted by it.
The organization expects, with
obtain
forces
may
enter
the
armed
tub. One winter night in 1942, on world government. Their deterThe play is a genuinely humor- der, are the result of a great hu- colleges and universities to attend
school that he was offered a
student pressure, to help the
Wofford who was then only 16, mination to carry out this pro- information concerning the various scholarship to the Yale School of ous comedy about a returned sold man weakness which causes peo- the first annual Intercollegiate
movement for federal government chanced
to hear a program dis- gram is shown by the fact that branches of the services, and fhe Drama and went there for his ier, his girl, his father, a snorts ple to convince themselves that Newspaper Conference. Held this
and to bring to the public, cussing Clarence Streit's plan for they have
pledged $2,300 of their advantages and disadvantages of postgraduate work. He majored loving World War I veteran, and whatever they do is justified. This year at Smith College, Northampthrough publicity, the need for
Mass.,
each.
the Conference
World Union. He became inter- 1 funds to get things rolling.
for a year in the art of dramatic a crooked political machine. Al- justification
is
supported
by ton,
such organization. It plans to poll
book
A representative from the Vet- writing. But since even play- though the play has not yet been "reason" and "logic". Mr. Schroe- brought "together college newsested,
read
Streit's
All of which would seem to
for
all congressional candidates
"Union Now", then contacted the prove that it pays to be ambitious. eran's Administration's state head- wrights have to eat, he left school sent to any of the Broadway pro- der revealed the caliber of much papers in the New England area
their stand on world government,
New York office of Federal Instead of moaning that young quarters at Togus calls monthly, to go into business. He had plans ducers. Professor Quinby feels of the logic by revealing in valid for discussion of common proband publish the results.
Union, Inc. There he was encour- America should have more voice usually sometime during the first for the future, but they were in- that "Bowdoin is fortunate in that terms that crime is a virtue and lems, for exchange of information,
Wheeler, after outlining these aged to form the organization's jin planning our future, the Stu- week of the month, to iron out any terrupted by the war.
play has a good chance of that the absence of crime would and for the promotion of cooperaj the
programs ended his speech:
first high school chapter.
dent Federalists have worked en- difficulties that cannot be handled
He joined the First Army and selling to the professional theater result ultimately in the fall of tion between them."
Mr. Samuel Sharkey, of the for"It Is a challenge to our generaBy the end of the first year, 'ergetically to make that voice a by the office itself. Professor Tay- took part in the invasion of eventually".
civilization. "Obviously this sort
tion, including us here at Bow- Woflbrd's group in Scarsdale, New possibility. Today it is obvious
The play will be rehearsed in of reasoning, though prevalent, is eign desk of the New York
lor said that so far the main France. He, was seated in his]
doin, actively to support all moves York, included 50 members and that the broadcast which Harris trouble has been with veterans' landing craft when
he looked J script until the early part of unrighteous and the only way to TIMES, was the principal speaktoward a federal world govern- had organized eight other chap- Wofford heard while in a bath tub subsistence checks. Due to some over and saw another Bowdoin) April when the author will come combat it is by reversion to spirit- er at the inaugural banquet held
ment because without our support ters. In the intervening three has resulted in a powerful organi- administrative difficulty, some of man, in fact, a fraternity bro- up to see whether any corrections ual guidance," said he. "Our in the Wiggins Tavern of the HoDiscussion
Northampton.
it will never be realized. This is] years the organization has grown, zation which has every chanee for
the veterans are not receiving ther of his. Vergason served with or changes are necessary. It will hopelessness and despair seem so tel
our world; we can make it or through the efforts of its hard- success. Perhaps Bowdoin needs their checks /at all, and others re- the First Army during its cam- be given late in April and again trivial when our hope in God groups, each led by Smith editors,
break It."
members, to the impres- more bath tubs.
paigns in France and Germany,
i working
could he so great".
ceive theirs late.
during Ivy Day weekend.
I
[ Continued on Pugf 4 ]
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Fraternity System Not Good for College;

Fraternities

Should be Improved, Not Abolished

A

Council Must Take

Student Couricil Flops Again;

Stand;
Articles Reprinted

Fraternity Plan Needs Consideration
In Friday's extra we presented the
Orient plan for improvement of the
Bowdoin fraternity system. For many

It

The ORIENT

The major

College

herst

doin

fraternities

will

supervision and

strict

activities.

Now

the situation at Bow-

crisis of

drawing near. The Alumni

is

Council discussed fraternity

force the Student

Council to take a stand and to present
to the Administration the wishes of
the majority.

finally taken,

it

Then, when the day of reckoning
go on the

fraternities

Bowdoin

block,

be

will

and

comes,

And

thing to assuadge the situation.
is

to discuss the

first

we must

Next,

Although this trend has been in evidence for quite some time, few individual fraternities have done anyaction

is

rive at definite conclusions.

fraternity.

when

be secure, with

will

and

rules self-imposed

self-enforced.

H. B. M.

for all fraternities, not just a few.

What

can

influence in political

for this

cir-

an

is

effort to alleviate the bur-

dens of all men.

,

No decent person can

by while others

des, perhaps without even a vote, do

sit

to prevent another world war, to re-

property and his

mankind from pursuing

strain

the

Many

strive to save his

life,

lish

a world union which will estab-

share by fighting and suffering in the

lish

and maintain

recent war>

a secure peace?

This question isbeipg asked today

by almost every undergraduate on

you

_

live

This attitude of

me

you leave

if

as I please"

this

is

alone to live

an escape, a confession

of weakness and inability to face the

by those with a definite goal

problems presented by the war.

in life,

by the many who are

secretly

groping for their place in our

changing

The

yet

That

All must help one another to seek
to

do

is

No

f ee l

his obligation.

enough

The Bowdoin

We

T,

fmure

citizens to

must

faith in

—

want

our

those q[

Orient

dents,

E8toblto,M,d

today through chapters in

is

the nation seekin S to educate American youth in the problems and meth-

*«»

ods of the^search for peace.

\

Bdttar-hi-Chfef
•

^

_.

Herbert B. Moore '4&

ManofUiff

chapter
^

,

,

of

,

,

t Hanna

'48

Wiley

'49

tributing toward the universal eff6rt

Baton

Sport* Editor

for peace

Warren

and

security.

RAWW

L. Court '47

is..

Feature Editor

Robert C. Miller

/\.

.

'47

Editor*

Red

H. Nidwls, Jr. '49
r. piwdn 49

mm*

WlUard

•

,

'47

**"££ cfsewtn 5
nrJLV

Drive
.

P ea ^

'47

••• --• ••': •••••• • • •
M. Gilley, Jr. '48

George Pappae

'48

•

—

VAULT*

..

- i-J^S"**;
peat offic* at

tfee

tai

•

??*&,

m

Brunswick. M»tnt.

Martfcin, 18*8

He. 18

every freshman seeing every house and ever)- house

This would rule out the ''accidental" quality of the pres'ent system. The period of the
first semester is too long for a boy to survive on his party-

2.

Physical hazing.

The physical hazing phase of fraternity ritual is perhaps one of the most childish and at the same time undemocratic aspects of fraternities. The abolishment of
this would have to result from the combined efforts of each

Anti-intellectual character.

%

Council.

The State Of The Council Remains Unchanged

4.
Undemocratic pledging rules.
Rushing, Pledging and Initiation
The system of rushing in the
first few days of the first semester was denounced by Professor

Philip C. Beam, chairman ni' the
fraternity quota committee. "Tr-is
is our majpr source of troubles,"
said Professor Beam.
"The present system is too brief and Imp-

hazard."

—

Recent actions or lack of actions— has prcven that our plea was
not answered. The state of the Council remains unchanged. The
ORIENT plan for fraternity improvement, which was issued to the
students last Friday and which presented reforms which would quell
all outside opposition, received a minimum of action at the meeting
of the Council Monday. One noble soul suggested that each fraternity
discuss points one and three of the plan. Another rationalizer said, "It
is net for the Council to come out with a stand on this question."
Toe fact is that the Student Council seldom comes out with a stand
on anything. And this is what the campus needs badly right how—
representative group which will act on/^uch questions which are of

3.

Scholastic requirements.
inilii

ation into fraternities an incentive for achievement will be
created. If students think of good marks and a bid as
synonymous the result will be a general higher level of
ranks. Success becomes a habit, in college as anywhere
else, and if the freshmen achieve good marks in their first
semesters, they are very likely to remain on the right path.

Prejudice restrictions.

Certainly Bowdoin fraternities have gone a long way
toward ruling out prejudice on the campus. However,
there are still some groups who have limited freedom in
pledging. The College authorities have cried continiH
ously that fraternities must change themselves — or else.
The majority of fraternities have failed to act for themselves and they remain the same bigoted groups they have
been for 100 years. Now is. the time for the College to act
on its "or else" clause. The very first action should be a

We

still

now

few years from

bound by
will

a prejudice re-

be excluded from the

aP"

3.

nothing short of disgraceful.

W2iS

members

Some

of us

privileged
of the r

may

j

scarcity of liquid assets,

u
but *u
there

i

al-

movie. The services performed by the
_ . _
..
,
.
,.,,,
Red Cross are undeniably' invaluable
.

.

•

our

full support.

M^

is

we

are in favor of the following:

A revised fraternity system, as presented on page one.
A living memorial.
A new classroom, chemistry building, little theatre,
covered hockey rink, squash courts, sewerage system,

and lighted
4.

paths.

Central dining

room

direction

and collection of room

Retention of private ownership of fraternities.

6.

The

four-point program of admission stated on page

one.
7.

deserving of

Bowdoin's remaining in the ranks of the small

colleges.

A full-time publicity director.
We sincerely hope that the AJumni Council will weigh

our points

^

It is to our direct advantage, therefore, to take the lead in any reforming to be done. The solution is an interfraternity council with
powers to keep fraternities from committing actions which would and

will lead to their total destruction.

Fraternities at Bowdoin as well as everwhere else are under fire.
There are three possible outcomes: 1. Abolishment, 2. College Supervision, 3. Self Supervision.

Hclmes

Professor

continued,

"... intemnerate demands on his
time not infrequently me«m failure to pass one or more difficult
courses; they almost always mean
master

to

failure

which

is

the

courses,

more important. In

this

resnect the influence of Bowdoin
fraternities is certainly anti-intellectual"

The undemocratic clauses in the
constitutions of some fraternities
is the chief objection to fraternities of Dr. Walter H. Clark, new
member of the* faculty. A graduate of Williams College and a fraternity man, Dr. Clark said, "The
fraternity system is part ot what
the college offers a boy when he
comes here to Bowdoin. It is unfair, then, that many boys are not
taken for reasons of race and religion. This is particularly serious
because many of those who are
left out need the benefits of fraternity life the most."

in their important discussions this

^^^^^

weekend.

:.-

Fraternity Life Good
Fraternities should not be abolished.
It is the

consensus of the student

a

val-

uable addition to the student

life

body that fraternity

Bowdoin

life is

The "practice
together and the social
fosters

of living
contacts which this life imposes
upon a boy," have been cited as
the most important aspect of fraternities.

The variety

of friendships

made

and the combination of opportunity and responsibility were deemed
particularly advantageous by Professor Thomas Means.
Refuting
the cries of "make fraternities
democratic," Professor Means stated, "Fraternities aren't democratic, never were democratic, never
will be democratic, and never
should be democratic.
To enforce the rules of true democracy
upon fraternities would, ruin one
of their better aspects."
"Loafers would loaf whether we
had fraternities or not," remarked
Professor Philip C. Beam. "Therefore fraternities are indifferent to
scholarship, and not anti-intellec-

"Part

,

5.

8.

Supervised Fraternities Or Abolished Fraternities?

colleee career."

tual."

rents by the College.

gripe about a

*

Ask For Consideration

In brief summary,
1.

the predominance of these three
items in fraternity life leads the
to become gregarious instead of individualistic."
In a recent chanel speech, Professor Cecil T. Holmes, of the fraternity quota committee, favored
abelition. of fraternities because
they are
anti-intellectual.
His
reason for this opinion was, "the
entirely unreasonable amount of
time which the fraternity steals
from the freshman during the first
and most critical semester of his

new boy

Undemocratic Pledging

fraternity.

2.

and, the organization
lii j.

the neces-

seeing every freshman.

Students •*

.i

W^u

.

ways seems to be enough for an extra

Uw

y—

.

res P° nse to the latter

c i-

XTSS^m^uim
Su£
OBm Um Mool-

atttw Orlnt
at

br

.

° ur

'

class.

H kjM

-

,

ered to be

Philip F.

C. Cabot Easton

sity of

Al college students we are consid-

'47

'48

A rotating schedule of dining would create

campus.

Red Cross Drive which ends
^
this Friday we trust that the student
body will make a better showiffg than
ll ^ m * n tne World Student Service

rnteanr Athern P. Daggett
Professor Philip m. Brown
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boy wins out, and elimination of the hindrance to study
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The rushing and pledging season.
The delayed pledging season has two

ation of the haphazard system where the

4.

organization

this

•

would not be amiss here at Bowdoin.
^
Our initiative and interest can start
one an(J t \ien we w|]] De aD | c to f ec l
tnat our tn °ush ts and actions arc con-

««.

Associate Editors

.

By requiring graduating marks for pledging and

high schools and colleges throughout

^dECgK

SKaI
x5bd«/

Physical hazing.

3.

We

to help

The Student Federalists, an orgai»iwuon founded by smdeots, for stu-

*»

*"*•

and

interest

^.^

Qwn

our fellow

Bf",BWlck'

the

is

you, and me, and the under-

graduates of every college.

their per-

sonal bit to build a lasting peace.

one may shirk or deny

2.

Fraternity Plan

step

education of the rising generation.

life,

1.
The first semester rushing,
pledging and initiation.

Screly needed on the campus today is a representative body which
will act for the student body and which has the prestige and the
pewer to get what they want.
Last semester the editorial columns of the ORIENT expressed a
plea for a Student Council of "men best qualified to give us strong
leadership for the next five months. " yVe hoped that the lethargic
condition of the campus was a thing of the past. But we realized
that the only possibility for relief of the situation lay in the Student

1

manners.

and most important

first

toward the solving of the peace

fast-

society.

a proper goal in

Dy Bert Moore

That the present fraternity >\stem at Bowdoin is not good foi
the College is the general opinion
of the faculty and the student
body. The chief objections to the
present system are:

ORIENT

"I'll let

campus, openly by the more assured.

and

Interfraternity Council

—

i

the attitude that they have done their

,,

Need

"The result is that the fia<hy
boy, the boy with mcn?y or a
vital interest to each fraternityV
connection, has a better chance,"
continued Professor Beam. "There
Organization Of Interfraternity CouncUr Needed
is a period of excited frenzy and
One definite way to get results would be the organization of an
then a let down. In the latter
»
period fraternities pass over many interfraternity council, to replace the present "campus leaiers." This
With colleges being swamped with ex-servicemen who
group would contain representatives from each fraternity ?nd the
good boys."
will let nothing stand between them and an education.
Physical Hazing
Thorndike Club, elected by their respective groups a system which
Bowdoin fraternities must decide which of their traditions
Professor William C. Root, a would eliminate many of the misfits which the presen* election syscan be profitably discarded.
definitely pro- fraternity member tem produces.
of the faculty, saw physic.nl hazThis council should have absolute authority in affairs which concern
The
staff, realizing that the fraternities will not
ing as one of the foremos* evil ?
either directly or indirectly every fraternity. By a three-fourths vote
act on their own accord, offers th\s plan, to be executed
of Bowdoin's fraternity system.
jointly by the College and the fraternities, as a means of
Although he believes table hazing it should have the power to enforce its decisions, such as the penalizing
making fraternities impervious to. criticism of this sort.
and freshman walks are harmless of fraternities guilty of sub rcsa pledging or over-pledging.
and sometimes beneficial. Dr.
Supervize Ourselves Before. College Does
Root favors outright abolishment
Why should a group like this have absolute power? If a student orof physical hazing. This decision
was prompted by the fact that ganization with a little foresight and genuine enthusiasm doesn't soon
hazing takes too much time, and exert this power, the cries of the administration will be crystalized
also that it is undemocratic in and we'll all be living in supervised dormitories. Things have reachet?
firmly believe that unless our plan, or one similar principle.
the point where President Silis and the Alumni Council discuss closer
Antf-Intellectual Character
supervision of fraternity life, behind closed doors; it is time for us to
to it, is adopted by the College, the fraternity system at
The chief objection to fratern- take the
initial action.
is "alcohol, sex and waste of
Bowdoin is in danger of going out of existence.
do ities
The College will continue to leave responsibility to the fraternity
Professor
time"
according
to
on
such
questions
as the prejudice situation, and say, "It should tome
not ask that the plan be accepted immediately but we.ask \ Thomas Means "What you do in
from the students." But the question of stricter supervision is receivconsideration of its points and the following explanation:/ your spare time shows what you
ing
the
immediate
attention of the Administration.
are," said Professor Means, "and

veterans have returned with

sure road to self-destruction, to estab-

.

System

We

only one person with

I,

For many years, the administration, the faculty, and
prominent men in different fields have told the fraternities
that if they are to last they must improve themselves on
several counts for which they have been declared a hindrance to education. Bowdoin fraternities have heard these
warnings and have done next to nothing about them.

Our

Bowdoin Chapter of
Student Federalists
no power or

4.
rule, enforced by the College, that all
national fraternities represented at Bowdoin eliminate
from their constitutions any undemocratic stipulations
which forbid pledging and initiation for reasons of
race, color, or creed, with the alternative of the withdrawal of their Bowdoin chapters.

points at fraternity meetings and ar-

an eye for house mothers and stricter
supervision concerning "women and
liquor." The definite trend is toward
closer ties between Administration

and

A

.

the time for action.

is

The action

with

life

A

undemocratic, are

and are childish
These are facts and
admit their truth.

(physical hazing)

most of us will

curtailment of

The

anti-intellectual,

the

open, but under

ternities here are

and pledging season deferred until
and the initiamonth in the

second semester.
2.
Abolishment of physical hazing.
3.
scholarship record of at least graduating
marks (one-half C's) required for pledging and initiation into a fraternity.

Bowdoin. Fra-

at

rushing;

week in the second semester,
tion season deferred until the second

the second

cries against fraternities

ground

find fertile

The

1.

impervious to criticism.

filed.

At the University of Chicago the
authorities found it advisable to abolish the fraternities altogether. At Am-

plan -for the improvement of the fraternity
is as follows:

system at Bowdoin

the fraternities will lend them-

ilar,

selves

been

in

tion.
s

By

accepting the Orient plan or one sim-

Manv Errors

The opinions of the faculty,
presented in this article, arc the
best expressions of the way the
student body feels on this ques-

Fraternity Improvement

before the

us,

Administration has the chance.

been disand many complaints have

|

ORIENT Plan For

fraternities in general has

cussed,

Special Edition

therefore necessary that the

is

move be made now, by

yearsrthe question of the worthiness of

From

of

achieving

ability to get along

success

7,000 tniles of coaxial cable will be added to
our plant during the next few years. Inside each
each pair a broad
communications highway over which two television
programs or nearly 500 long distance telephone calls
can travel. Giant plow-trains will "plant"' much of this
cable deep in the ground
safe from storm and fire.

ABOUT
>

cable are six or eight copper tubes

—

This construction

but a part of our activity in the
television field. Now in an advanced experimental stage
are plans to link coaxial cables and high frequency
radio relay systems to provide a nationwide television
network.

Our
is

with people,"

Professor Beam continued.
"Although it is not the only place to
practice this, the fraternity provides a social give and take which
is good experience.
Fraternities
have certainly not kept a large
number of men from success' in
life, and in the same degree have
not kept many from scholastic
achievement at Bowdoin."

—

is

part in television

is

the transmission of pro-

grams from one station to another. As this new industry
develops, the Bell System will be prepared to provide
whatever network facilities are needed.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

^^—*--———^-

^•^'"••^'-^••^MM>a^**'**^M
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Polar Bear Cagers Close

POLAR

Swimmers Lose
To Lord Jeffs
At Amherst

BEARINGS

Season

Win 3rd In

1945-1946 Varsity Basketball Squad

Drop 10 Of

By George

On March

successful as the Polar Bears copped only four out of fourteen
decisions. The 'Big White cagers wound up third in the State
series and dropped five out of six to service quintets.
«
Bowdoin suffered a severe loss
early in the season w«hen Marty for state laurels.
Bates reversed their earl*cr deWooden, a stellar guard, was
forced to' leave the squad due to feat on their own court as they
his doctor's orders. It was not nipped Bowdoin 59-58 in the n :ist
until big Jeff Power returned to thrilling game of the year. The
the line-up late in the season af- Bobcats got away to an ot-0 lead,
ter three years in service that the but the ^itors fought back witbPcJar Bears regained their stride, in one point, ,30-29. The second
The campaign started brightly J>alf was just as close. Lwt the
the
as the Big White gained a 46-44 ?<*** Be*"" CO"* 41 not /»«!.
tome team. Padcv Mc5
upset victory over the Portland

Ecwdoin Polar Bear contingent by a score of 42-33 at the
Amherst College Swimming Pool.
Outstanding for Bowdoin were
Jim Hells, winner of the 50 yard
freestyle and 150 yard backstroke,

figiiting

By Court
Tracksters Look To

May For Double Win
i

A

track conscious campus, and
rightly
so
Jack
Magee's
trackmen added anot her cup to
the already impressive list, when
they annexed the first indoor
State track and field championship in history. The meet, which
was held at the U. of Maine and
will in all probability become an
annual feature wai planned as a
four team affair, but Colby and

Highlights of the meet were
the
performance*
»r
Matt
Branche,
Cab Easlon, ManRobinson
and
Neil
Taylor.
Branche broke the Bowdoin
high-Jump record with the excellent leap of 6 ft. 3 in., won
the high hurdle* and the broad
jump, and came in third in the
fifty yard dash. Easton won the
mile with a spectacular finish
which nipped his opponent by
a stride and then came back to
take seond in the looo
\
brilliant last lap spurt enabled

.

Bates

undermanned

still

j

J

j

j

|

;

were

forced to withdraw. Bowdoin vs.
Maine was the result and the
Polar Bears prevailed in a thrilling meet. The next big event will
be the outdoor championship held
in May, and a double win for the
Big Whitr is the handsome prospect.

j

|

I

i

Mike Robinson
ond

to

come

Vanderbeek, winner of the
and the relay team of Powers,
Pidgeon, Chamberlain, and Eells.
The Amherst swimmers who stood
out were Butler, Lane, Ball, and
Cal

dive,

,

|

A summary

of the

•

meet was as

fellows:
Trf.

Won
Ball)

;

i"

Naval
the

(

Blaine). Time: 3:24.4.
220 yd. Freestyle
Won by Butli-r (A) •, 2ml, Pidircon
Lane (A). Time: 2:17.5.
v<). Freestyle
Won by Eclls (B> 2nd. Jones (A)
Chamberlain (B). Time: 25.4.

IB):

at guards. Morrison and McFarland along with Bert Moore were
the veterans around, which Neil
Malioncy had to build his team.
Bowdoin outslicked the visitors in
the first half to lead 23-13. However, the sailors rallied in the final
period to tie the score and send
the contest into overtime. Packy

:

;

«Srd.

Divine

iu b*c-

Won

by

Vanderbeek

<B). 84.4 iH>int?
2nd, Sylvester (A). 76.4 pofata; 3rd, Emfions (B). 71.8 point) .
00 yd. Freestyle
Won by Ball (A) 2nd. Jones 'A) 3rd.
ChainKrlain (B>. Time: 57.2.
150 vd. Backstroke
Won by £>Irs <B) 2nd, Sheridian (A);
3rd. Bernardin (B). Time: 1:56.1.
200 yd. Rreaststroke
Won by Kawdon (A) : 2nd, Stanford
(A) 3rd. Berjrman (B). Time: 2:45.4.
440 yd. Freestyle
Won by Lane (A) 2nd. MacLeod (B)
3rd, Garsie (A). Time: 6:30.
400 yd. Relay
1

:

:

:

Taylor's Victories "Truly Courageous Feats"

SPORTS STAR

HOUR—

of- the

the newly formed and heavily
backed
Mexican Baseball
League. It must be a great
temptation
to
receive
an
offer
such
as
these
but
neither Williams nor Feller
even hesitated in Rejecting use contracts that the Mexican baseball team involved offered. These men who are only
two of the many approached by
the "good neighbors" have set
a precedent that all the valuable and capable big leaguers
should follow. It would seem a
shame to take our "pastime"

]

—

Play baseball for three years

i—

18-22 has been set as the
date for the interfraternity track
meet. All varsity men and any
others who daim to be in condition will be eligible to compete.
At the present the meet should
prove to be a three way battle
with the D.U's, Chi Psi's, and
Betas providing the strongest
competition, with possible resistance being offered by the Zetes.
The Interfraternity basketball
league 1s continually occupying
the spot of athletic interest
with the games being more bitterly contested each week as
the Zetes, Psl IPs, D. U's and
Dekes head toward the playoffs. I cant see h->w the Zetes

any lower than a

finish

Good

|

!

1

|

.

opportunities

back riding

in

horse-

for

Brunswick for be-

ginners or those with experience
are offered at Skipper Barlett's
Bowdoin Courts.

stables near the

j

I

I

i

[

;

tie

for first, but I wouldn't feel
too risky in calling the D. U's
aa ahe team to watch in the
final tourney for the cup

who

The fast-moving Zeta Psi five
has run out its skein of victories
to eight straight, remaining at the
top of the interfraternity basketball league with but three weeks
remaining in the 11-game eampaign. The Psi 17. and Dekes cannot be counted out of the title
picture, as each has but one setback on the record, with both
awaiting their crack at the league
leaders. The Kappa Sig entry remains a threat to break into the
four-team
play-off
in
April,
though the D. U.s do teem to be
the stronger team.
In the fifty-odd games played
since the last report, the D. U.s
and Zetes have won five straight.
The Psi Us are the sole rival of
this showing with a 4-and-l record over the same preiod. It is
interesting to note that every
team but the D.U.s found their
'level* in the first two contests,
and have played true-to-form

is

Leading

the possibilities of this sport are
limitless. In past years Skipper
had as many as 100 Bowdoin students riding three times a week
and he has always taken Bowdoin
students to his summer camps as
instructors. I mention all this as
a suggestion to anyone who is interested in the "boots and saddle"
sport anrf was not aware of the

«7Jte. Standings:.

Phi.

Leonard, Zete

135

Yates, Beta

Morgan. IX
Longley. Pai
Gottlieb,

U
U

8
6

E

8 5 D. K.

57

•J Kappa Sig
75 a. T. O.

o, I*

U

6.5 T. D.
•

I

A.

D

CUMBERLAND

2
2
2
3
4

1
1

Including Sigma

Nu

7*
7

forfeits.

will

from 10

com- freestyle events. These men will
be represent a tives probably dominate the scoring for
England Colleges, their respective teams.

New

i

Bowdoin will send a team which
Coach Bob Miller hopes will garner enough points to place fairly

backstroke races. Jim has been
one of Bob Miner's most dependable swimmers the whole year and
has done exceedingly well in the
50 yd. freestyle during the current season.
In the 200 yd. Breaststroke

Micheline Cheirel

Fox News

^

.

'

\

j

The Bowdoin hoopsters opened
the state series competition in a
Playing a return game at Coldisappointing
fashion
as
they by, the Bowdoin hockey team lost
bowed to a weak Colby team 34- to the Mules, fcr the second time,
28 at Waterville. The visitors by a 9 to 1 count on February 27.
converted only 6 of 14 foul shots The victors led all the way and the
and thereby goes the story. The
in doubt after
Mules led at half time 19-17. the first period.
Leone led the scoring with nine
Court Simpson, Colby's right de-

^cane

j

j

^ ^r

markers.

I

]

—

•

j

X

•

i

j

1

j

I
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COLLEGE AGENTS

IN

JERRY

Sport Reel

March

ST.

CLAIR

—

COOKING

MATT BRANCHE
Tel.

-

~Uaroh

to-tl

THE SHOCK
Lynn

years.

BRUNSWICK

PHOTO SHOP
Brunswick, Maine

Street

HALLMARK
24 Hour

GREETING CARDS

Good Food?

Tel.

ARE. HERE

Capital and Surplus SB60.M0
Total

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

Always Top Quality

PCjSl'EKS

And Other

Printing

Ask Us Far Quotations

Steals

COLLEGE SPA

DRY CLEANING

t

The

Chops

Fancy Groceries

FAVOR STUDIO

"RigfctOff The Campus"
Subjects

STATIONERY

a

QUICK SERVICE

TO

had long experience la
producing far Bowdoin men:

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS

—The College Spa

Again

f A.M.

PRINTING
We have

FRATERNITY FORMS

The Same

DOLL FACE

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?

FaxNt

BANK

1000

Pleasant Surroundings?
Bar!

ALL Your

FIRST NATIONAL
Service
of

EASTER CARDS

Yes, We're Interested In

HARDWARE

TOWN TAXI

533

Bergman

Paramount News

-

146 Maine

71 Maine Street

some

in

SMITH'S

17-18-10

THE BELLS OF ST. MARY

with
Vincent Price

THE

i

De Cordova

Ingrid

.

I

Dorothy

Paramount News

1

•

I

MEXICO

Wed.-Thurs

54-35. McFarland was outstanding
in defeat in both contest*.

Men

|

MASQUERADE

-

Fifty

Colby Pucksters
Irip Bowdoin;
Babcock Scores

»

Cleaning —

March 15-18

Fri.-Sat.

Bing Crosby

•">

;

BAND BOX CLEANERS

Oat-toon

•Mon.-Tue*.

M..

pre-war'
Fifty men, a stout
baseball squad, have finished two
weeks cf spirited workouts in the
Cage. With the first contest only
a single month away, the candidates are "enthusiastic and working hard" according to the veteran
coach, Neil Mahoney.
Although "it's too early to judge
the prospects of the team," Mahoney and his lively candidates
are waiting anxiously for the day
when Pickard Field will be fit for

|

.

Arturo

P.

be Bernardin, Shackford, and

either Pidgeon or Chamberlain.
Jim Eells is expected to place in
the 50 yd. freestyle and 150 yd.

approach

Sargent

Baseball Squad

Of

high in the standings. Swimming
the Medley Relay for Bowdoin
will

interested

Mahoney Trains

.

Bowdoin, Williams, Amherst,
Wesleyan, Coast Guard, MIT,
Brown, Trinity, Worcester Polytech and Connecticut will vie for
honors in the meet which comIroences with trials at 2:30 Saturday afternoon and finishes with
the finals on Saturday evening.

men

football,

Gymnasium

bridge, Mass. In the field of
petition

all

in
the
at 4:30
Thursday afternoon.

la

i

with
•

meeting of

Swimming Meet will take place at of the National Schoolboy recMIT Swimming Pool in Cam- ords in the 50, 100, and 220 yd.

'

18-14

CORNERED
Dick Powell

afternoon that there will be a

1

5
6

2

Sigma INu
Thomdike
!

March

1

5
4
3
3
2!

Beta
Chi Psi

Wed.-Thurv

1

5*

.

football,

the

.

U

59
52
52

Zete

Psi

England

•

Dinny Shay, Head coach of
announced
Tuesday

the

I

w. L>

Zeta Psi

*M

New

Calls

Football Meeting

the 50, 100, and 220 yd. freestyle
Intercollegiate races. Dave Tyler is the holder

16

—

;

tffimmm ^>.\^
:

Kama, Team

March

Saturday,

'

'

available setup.

Scorer;,.

On

Coach Shay

The Mahoncymen closed out the

fense, gained the "hat trick" when
The Peakes Island Gunners and he scored three goals. He also asFort Williams repeated their one sisted on two othersThe Zetes' 89-12 rout of
sided victories over the Polar
In the first period Corby scored
"Swede" Bergman will swim for
Sigma N,us, with Bob Leonard
Bears on their own courts, 53-33 four times. Bryant accounted for
Polar
Bears.
Bowdoin's
The expectation is for the meet the
pouring forty points through the
and 59-42 respectively. Completely the first two within fifteen minto turn into a dual meet with strongest event will undoubtedly Varsity play. The
net, the A.T.O.'s near miss in
Polar Bears outclassed all the way, the Polar utes, both unassisted, and Reid
be the diving event in which Cal
must depend on new talent to Bears went down fighting both scored a minute later. With one
dropping a one-pointer to the Psi Trinity and Williams battling it
out for top honors. Straggling be- Vanderbeek, Bob Emmons, and furnish a successful season. For
U.'s; the Dekes' win over the lattimes. McFarland again paced the minute left in the period, Simpson
Bill Blaine will
participate for though five- men
hind
will
eight
be
the
other
ter followed by an impressive D.
with Bowdoin ex- losers.
counted on a pass from Butcher.
wide Bowdoin.
Vanderbeek and Em- perience are en the squad, only
U. victory against the same third- schools. There will be no
The losing string extended to 6
The second period again saw the
mons
have
diving
well
all
distribution
points
in
the
scorbeen
of
placers
two Packy McFarland and Dan games as Maine's Pale Blue hand- Mules count four tiroes. Butcher
these were the highing column as Trinity and Wil- season, while this will be Blaine's
lights which marked six more
Morrison— have Varsity play be- ed Bowdoin a 60-46 trouncing at cenverted on a pass from Sampweeks of battle for* the coveted liams are expected to monopolize first diving competition. In the hind them. Supplementing these Orono. The Polar Bears trailed son in 4:20, and Simpson brought
them. Williams has two outstand- 400 yd. freestyle relay Bowdoin outfielders are three war
White Key Cup.
veterans, only 24-20 at half-time, but the the score to six on a pass froai
ing pre-war swimmers in its line- will enter a four man contingent
The Zetes claim two of the top up. McClay is the current holder of Eells, Pidgeon, Chamberlain, with J.V. experience— Herb Bab- home team's wide open play tired Welch 6 minutes later. Less thancock. Stan Whiting and Bob De- the visitors and made the affair
five scorers, Leonard and Gottsixty seconds after, Welch hatted
either
Kyle,
Powers,
or
of the New England 440 yd. free- and
Kaib. At present the pitching staff too one sided in the last half. Tom in Median's rebound and then took
lieb. Yates of the Betas, the runstyle record, and Bacon is a very Veghte.
is not strong enough, with "only Leone's
11 points led the Big a pass from Simpson to sees*
her-up, seems to have a job cut
swimmer |n the shorter ., This .wall. ,bi*. the last meet of seven worthwhile
. Strong.
candidates.'* .ap~
«ut >iot J*ha>
again.
ai a^Bpst^^-y "-v *• -f- • r
the year fdr-the faajortty^of the t coridiiig to the Coach /Otherwise'
points in four
The Polar Bears finally ruined
For Trinity a brother lineup is swimmers, although some may there is good reserve depth at Bears' last period spurt downed
with the leader. Morgan and
Hubbard's chance for a shutout
the
participate
in
expected
to
dominate
scoring
the
National
every
post,
while
competition the Bates Bobcats 52-42 before a when Herb Babcock dented the
Longley round out this group,
The
Tyler
Brothers Championships, which are to be among infieM candidates is espe- partisan throng. This marked the
which represents three of the top column.
twine from twenty feet out. Pinky
first time that the Big White had
four play-off candidates. Schrack (Dave, Jack, and Bob) are all held March 29-30 at the Yale cially keen.
Foster getting an assist. Simpsan
The daily drills to date have conquered Bates in basketball in ended the scoring two minutes
of the Dekes should not be count- strong men who figure to score in University swimming pool.
been held indoors, with elements of their five year period of competied out, however. In five games he
later, bringing th score to 9 to
bunting, infield play and pitching tion. The visitors led at the half
has registered 47 joints, for a 9.4
The visitors again seemed to
Varsity Basketball Statistics
most firmly stressed. Although no 27-25, but Branche and Morrison have the better individual players,
average.
batting drill can be held in the led a second half assault which
Though definite plans for the
but their team play was sadly lackINDIVIDl'AL SCORING
1945-s« BASKETBALL SEASON
Cage,
it is felt that a week of out- was not to be
with
denied
12 ing. Colby forced the play lor the
play-off have not been announced,
Bowdoin 46 Portland Naval Station li
G FG F P door practice will bring the squad points apiece.
it is said that the lour top teams
entire game and kept the puck alThe Maine Bears, ultimate most continuously in Bowdoin terFacky McFarland
14
46 35 127 up to date, anxious to dip into the
IS
will have a round robin series in Bowdoin 82 Fort Williams
47 New Hampshire
43
Leone
Bowdoin
Tom
14
38 20 96 campaign.
series winners, invaded Brunswick COLBY
BOWDOW
April.
Bowdoin 36 Brunswick N. A. S.
It
Danny Morrinon
14
37
17
91
An all-Collcgjatc schedule, with and for 20 minutes met with stiff Hubhard
G
RiezMiiuuf %
LD
Bowdoin 35 Peakes Island Gunners
54
Matt Hrancho
36
IS 90
a minimum of ten games, has been opposition. However, Gates and Simpson
Kitxj>«tri«k
RD
.14*
Bowdoin 38 Colby
15
11
Mac MacDonald
M assured. Although 1946 will see no Co. began to roll after intermis- Butrher
LW
Meehan
Bowdoin 33 Peakes Island Gunners
53
_
11
11
Jim Doughty
29
FoaUr
RW
games with Little Three diamond sion and wound up on the long end Welch
Da«is
Bowdoin 42 Fort Willinms %
59
Bert Moore ..._
13 10
C
28
Raid
rivals,
FlaUa
games
elimwith
51-27
This
defeat
score.
Blasbtix
Spare
out-of-state
of
a
60* Jack Tyrer
Bowdoin 45 Maine
7
12
26
Babeoek
Spare
Bryant
42* Marty Wooden
Bowdoin 52 Bates
T
6
4
16 teams are promised. In addition to inated Bowdoin from the running
Buna—
Spare
51* Chariey Huen
Bowdoin 27 Maine
4
7
9 the Varsity schedule, to be releasSpare
CaceareiU
Pressing
Bowdoin 58 Bates
59" Jeff Power
Spare
oar
1
1
~
2
8
ed in the March 27th ORIENT,
Bowdoin 33 New Hampshire
17
Z*" „
V
Sudbr
Spare
„
2
1
5
35- DoD R«mer
several J.V. games have been arBowdoin 48 Colby
OltaT
Spare
PHILGAS
DOES
Denotes State Series Games
1
Jack Thomas
5
2
1
Spar*
ranged, to round out the bill fr<r
Spare
Bradley
BEST
the White's first normal schedule

Interfraternity Basketball Statistics
.

Bowdoin Team Competes
In New England Swim Meet

This meet will be the nearest
to pre-war standards
for many of the participating
teams. Many of these colleges
have been strengthened in recent
weeks by the return of former
swimmers, who have been serving
in the armed forces. The return
of these men to certain schools
the seen} to give them the edge.

one of the five
specialists in this field on the
east coast, has a small but fine
group of horses for the use of any
patrons.
There are
interested
many fine trails and with the
coming of the warmer weather since that time.
Skipper,

Left to Right, Kneeling: Branche, Leonard, Leone, MacDonald, McFarland, Huen; standing: Coach Mahoney, Morrison, Wooden,
fhomas, Tyrer, Moore, Manager Woodruff.
Missing: Power, Stevens.

Zetes Set Pace
In Hoop League
With Eight Wins

ball yards.

Meet Next Week

March

can

do not object to the

Series. I

newly formed organization on
any grounds except that in this
case let's be isolationists and
keep this one sport in our own

:

:

champs and force them to compete in a round robin World

and we win pay yon $500,000
or piny for one year and we will
pay yon 9100,000. These figures
«rt-'*»- but Ted Williams and Bob Feller were offered such contracts recently by

Interfraternity Track

,

Won by Bowdoin (Power*. Pid*«on.
Chamberlain. Eells) 2nd, Amherst (Johnson, Hubbard, Blanton, Epstein).

Visibly weakened after finals,
the Polar Bears proved no match
for a revamped New Hampshire
s<P»d after the first 10 minutes.
'The Wild Cats pulled far out in
front in the second half to win
going away 47-33. Tom Leone led
the scorers with 12 points,
!

McFarland's basket with less than season with an impressive 48-35
Power
a minute left proved the clincher, win over Colby.
Jeff
Football star Tom Leone led the proved the difference. The lanky
scoring with 14 points. McFarland center played the pivot spot to
and Danny Morrison followed perfection and chipped in with 8
with 13 and 12 respectively.
(points. Bowdoin led at half time
A strong Fort Williams five put 22-17 and the outcome never In
the first blemish on the Polar doubt. Branche and McFarland
Bear/»scutchon, downing the Big led the scorers with 12 markers
White 45-32 on the loser's floor, each.
The visitors led 33-29 at the close
Captain Packy McFarland, easof the third stanza, but pulled ily the outstanding man an the
away in the closing minutes. Mc- squad, led the scoring with 127
Farland topped the Bowdoin scor- points. His closest rival was Tom
ers with 11 points'.
Leone with 96. Danny Morrison
The Polar Bears journeyed to and Matt Branche followed closeDurham, N. H., to hand the New ly with 91 and 90.
Hampshire Wildcats a 47-43 setSTATE SERIES FINAL STASHING
back. Packy McFarland paced
won lort a*s.
o
!_
«
una.
Bowdoin to its second triumph
„
_
.500
3
$
with 19 points. The winners led
.3*3
4
2
at the half 30-20 and withstood Bowdoin
'
1
•!*?
Colby
a second half rally successfully.
The Brunswick Naval Air Station and Peakes Island Gunners
both decisively downed the Bag
White in quick succession, the
Navy winning 49-36 and the Army

:

The other outstanding performer in the State meet was Neil
Taylor and he is the obvious
standout athlete for this issue.
Neil won the 600 yard run in the
fin* time of 1.16:5, won the discus with one heave, and placed
second in the 300 yard run. But
this was all the more remarkable
in light of the fact that he competed with a wrenched back. Thus
Neil, though badly handicapped,
picked up IS points for the Polar
Bears
a truly courageous feat
fashioned by a great competitor.

™f ^

«*

J

:trd.

SO

in the

^

Garland and Bates Guy B andulli
Station. Bowdoin opened
personal scoring
season with Morrison and engaged in a
d Bla?k
th« Ga
Leone at forwards. Tyrer at een- r *«
st * r took " ~ l lo *° :
ter and Wooden and McFarland

Mrdlrr Rrlnv
by Amherst iShrradain, Stanford.
Laneaslt-r, ShackinJ, Bowt'oin

ford,

000 yard run, and
this proved to be the turning
point of the meet which was
nip and tuck at that stage.

I

|

Rawdon.

300

McClelland

Bowdoin'* 1945-46 basketball season can hardly be called

2 the Amherst Lord
swimming team subdued a

Jeff

/

State Series
14 Decisions
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Branche Wins High Jump; $600 Offered
To Speaking
Track Team Beats Maine
Contest Winners

MUSTARD & CRESS
By Clark
A PLAY IN ONE ACT
Scene

vedere, brandishing an empty beer keg.
2nd Buckram Suit: (Angrily) "What do ya mean
by giving me a faulty keg. It's got holes in the bot-

I:

Hie scene opens upon a large baronial hall paneled from floor to ceiling in hand rubbed teak.
Leather furniture and oversize ashtrays are scattered tastefully about the room. light streams
through, a stained glass window which appears to
be a memorial of some sort, and reveals a man
standing in the mouth of a large fireplace, lost in
meditation. The man turns and faces the window,
flips a Virginia Round from a gold-edged, initialed,
morrocco case, produces a kitchen match and rakes
it across the mahogany mantle, leaving a searing
trail in the priceless wood-work.
His cigarette
lighted, he takes a deep self-satisfied pull and exhales as a short mole-like creature enters the room,
dragging a mechanical toy duck by a string.
Bel"Stop that confounded racket, Rudolph, I
have a splitting headache."
The creature addressed as Rudolph stops and
grins sympathetically. He is obviously mentally deranged, and keeps hiccoughing and belching in a
most disgusting manner.
MmL "And if you wouldn't keep putting brandy
in your beer you wouldn't have stomach trouble."
Belvedere hurls one of the andirons at Rudolph,
plowing a deep furrow in the red cedar floor, but
missing Rudolph, who exits screaming, dragging his
clattering mechanical duck after him.
Bel. "That worthless knucklehead. Old
Rupe
Lawrence must have been nuts when he pledged
that gagoyle."
A loud rumble is then heard and a wagon enters
stage left piled high with prostrate forms and push-

tom."

He

thereupon hurls the keg through the stained
A terrific racket is heard, and everybody runs off stage, including the stiffs on the cart.

glass window.

Curtain.

Scene

beautiful garden, bathed in chlorinated moonfountain plays gaily from the mouth of a
fish, clutched In the arms of an, ill-clad Cupid. Two
rows of poplars, their tops peaked with silver,
converge surrealistically in the distance. At stage
left is seen the turreted grandeur of the Rho Phi
Fraternity house, its windows ablaze with light.

in

buckram

Mu

suits.

Bel.
(Agitated) "I thought I told ya never to
drag that mess through the living room. Somebody might get ideas. Ya know the trouble we
got in last year. Well, we don't want that to happen again."

1st

Man

in

Buckram

suit: (Testally)

you think, Osmond?"
Osmond, a rather adled disciple of Oscar Wilde
and western decadence, tosses his leonine head and
spits philosophically at a young woman in a strapless evening gown.
Osm. "Iflow, this stinks. We ought to be more

"Well, I'm

fed up anyhow. All you guys ever do is drink and
get drunk. Something ought to be done about it.
It's not good for moral and stuff. Besides. I got
better things to do than cart glomed-out drunks to
the turkish bath. The steam makes my hair fall

naughty, especially when we sing those suggestive
songs with the selacious naunces."
Bel.
(Dejectedlv) "Yeah, T guess you're right
This place is stultifying."
B.J.
(Puzzled) "What's that mean?"
M.Q. (Confident) "It's the same as exhilarat-

out"
Bel.
(Soothinelv.) "Now, now, let's not get excited about this.
all have our little part to play
and we all ought to oull together. Now, I don't want
you boys to d%anvthing against your better taste."

We

The second buckram

suit

A

The night is full of loud swing music and the unmistakeable sounds of Dionysian revelry. In the
shadows, stage right, can be seen two shrouded
figures, furtively crouching by the mudguard of
an abandoned Daimler Benz (1932). One of them
gives a shocked start and muffles an interjection.
"Do you see that, B.J.? Perfectly ghastly, perfectly ghastly. That fellow in the orange tuxedo is
smoking a cigar. A cigar, mind you. We must have a
rule regarding cigars."
BJ. (Determined) "Yes, M.Q., you said it. This
stuff has got to stop, and stop darn quick."
M.Q. (Exasperated) "B.J.!"
BJ. (Repentent) "I'm sorry. M.Q."
Two well-dressed young men stroll through the
French doors and pause at the base of a pile of beer
cans and liquor bottles. One is Belvedere, the other
is drunk.
Bel.
"This is the best orgy we've had in a long
time. If we would put a little more time in their
preparation we could really have a dilly. What do

I

ed by two men

II:

A

light.

Continued from r«fe i

[

ing."

BJ.

(Simply) "Oh."
Curtain

advances towards Bel-

]

and Blown put on a spectacular
duel for second place, with Mike
finally crossing the line first. The
time, 1.16:5, was sensational under any circumstances, but considering Taylor's physical condition,
it was outstanding.
Barnard of Maine set a gruelling pace for the 1000, and won
handily in 2.26:9. Lou Bove overhauled Cob Easton in the back
stretch to place second, while
Easton took third- This event came
after the mile which Easton had
already won. It showed that the
fine physical shape of both mien
had enabled them to repeat
The thriller of the evening was
the mile. Three Maine men took
the lead for the first four laps
with Easton running easily in
fourth place. Then Cab began to

Students Found
Political

SUN RISES

More than $600 are being ofmoney in speaking

Churchill's Speech Labels

fered in prize

Forum

and debating contests which

will

Him As

Anti-Russia,

'
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!

{

J

!

|

'

-

,
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Classes On High Level;
Veterans Arouse Interest

ORIENT Smoker
Tuesday, March 19

UNO

be held this trimester. The contests are under the direction of
The new Political Forum was Mr. Albert R. Thayer. The followorganized at a meeting in the ing is a list of the contests with
and the amounts of
Moulton Union Monday night un- their dates
the prizes offered.
By Irving Pliskln
der the direction of Professor
Prize Debate, open to
Achorn
Ernst C. Helmreich. Those presA A week ago, at Fulton, with our somewhat uncertain
sophomores.
freshmen and
ent elected R. E. Stetson Jr. '42,
meeting of interested candidates Missouri, President Truman in- foreign policy condemned Russian
President; Waldo Pray '45, Secwill be held in Mr. Thayer's Of- troduced former British
Prime activities in either Iran, Manretary-Treasurer;
Richard
G.
ThursMinister Winston Churchill who churia, or Bulgaria is proof of
Warren '44, Chairman of the fice in the Library at 6.45,
day, March 14. ($90)
Program Committee: and John C.
Bradbury Prize Debate; consult then made a speech that was con- this.
Caldwell '47, Chairman of the
catalog. Entries must be in by sciously designed to align the
Lecture Committee.
Churchill's speech aroused critEngland
United
States
and
Thursday, March 28 ($75)
The aim of the newly formed
Class of 1868 Prize Speaking against Russia, and the purposes icism throughout the world, esgroup is to promote campus in- contest. Entries must be in by
pecially in Washington. Senator
of the U.N.O. and of world govteresj,, on current political quesApril 1; Trials will be held April
Glen Taylor (D. Ga.) said that
The members intend to 9. The final contest will be held ernment. This speech was no
tions.
Churchill's proposal for an Anglosponsor lectures given by men on May 13. This contest is open blunder.
move, and he finally worked his
American
military alliance would
well versed in their fields and will only to -seniors. The prize is $120.
way into the lead, Murdock of hold
Churchill, acting on his own, "cut the throat of the U.N.O."
a series of discussions on
Stanley Plummer Prize SpeakMaine remained at his shoulder
specific questions of current im- ing Contest. Open to juniors. En- projected himself in a definite Senator Walter George (D. Ga.)
until the final straight-away. Then
portance.
tries must be in by April 1; trials statement of Tory imperialism. gaj^ >j a,^ it wouid be a body
the race really began. The lead
The first of these discussions will be held between April 19 Truman, by his introduction of
changed hands three times in sevblow to the U.N.O. if the world
enty yards with Easton finally will be held Monday night, March and April 15. The finals will be the speech, created the impression understood that the United States
17, in Conference B of the Moul- held on May 7. ($115)
winning by the proverbial inch.
that he approved of what was and Britain were entering into
Prizes,
ton
Union
8:00. All those inat
Fairbanks
Lockwood
Nelson and Everett of Maine
said, and that the support of anything
terested in political affairs have ($140) Consult catalog.
that had the aspects of
placed one-two in the two mile
been invited to attend and join
Goodwin Commencement Prize Tory imperialism might well be an outside military coalition."
run. "Joe" Store turned in a fine
in the disucssions.
,
($45) Consult catalog.
our future world role.
job in placing third.
Senator Kilgore (D. W. Va.)
Bob Cross of Bowdoin won the
This is a simple conclusion
pole-vault with ease. Everett of
Churchill
suggested
*»»*
since Truman has not yet "evolved '.****
Bridge Tournament
Maine placed second, and Nichols Sills, Coffin Speak
"British-American
imperialism",
a satisfactory foreign policy. He
and Marble of Bowdoin tied for
with the
statement
agreed
Wm
1
/
Pane
Continued
from
T
has not answered with a concrete
third. Cross vaulted 10' lOH". At Church Centennial
by Kansas State College. Now they statement of policy the criticism opinions of Senator Pepper (D.
which was the highest he had gone
it against fifteen
defend
are
out
to
Fla
Senator
Brewster
(R. Me.)
)
to date.
which has been levelled at him
On Monday evening, March 18,
Matt Branche won the broad the First Parish Church of Bruns- challenging teams.
said he believed that the best inElimination tournaments have since the speech.
jump with an excellent leap of 21' wick will hold a special service
terests of the U.S.A. lay in close
been held here on campus to pick
1". This was his farther leap of the
Churchill, on the other hand,
commemorating the one hun- four teams of players to represent
cooperation with Russia rather
year. Fred Clarkson bowed out of dredth anniversary
of the dedica- Bowdoin in the New Engrand com- has not failed to take a definite than with Britain.
track competition after eight years tion of the Meeting House*.
Pres- petition which will be held by mail stand. He has called for a miliby placing second.
ident Kenneth C. M. Sills will
The newspapers were equally
tary union of England and the
The meet ended with a bomb- have part in the program, and during the last week in March.
The purpose of the New England United States, a world-patrolling irritated. The New York Post
shell. There wasn't any doubt that Professor
Robert P. T. Coffin will competition is to pick the three
said
that Churchill called for
air force, and the retention of
Matt Branche would win the high read his poem, "The Church on
teams from' this area who will go atomic bomb information so as to "disunity and war". His proposal,
jump. But when Branche landed in the Hill."
to New York, all expenses paid, to
the pit. having cleared R' 3', the
insure safe sleep. We would be it added, would split the world in
The Reverend Thompson E. enter the finalscrowd went wild. He had broken
two, and "carry the division into
Ashby, frequently a speaker in
In the first elimination tourney, restless, says he, if the bomb were
the Bowdoin record for the high
Bowdoin chapel services, has ex- held at the Moulton Union March in the control of a Communist or the U.N.O. with destructive efjump. Last week in New York
tended a cordial 'welcome to the 5, the winning team, David B. Kit- neo-Fascist state.
feet". The London Daily Worker
this jump would have earned him
undergraduate body to attend the field '46 and Donald
Fisher '46,
"
tepid in its
second place in the I. C. 4 A
Mr. Churchill has created a was a S000 **»
services which are under the di- D.K.E., had a score of 72. Second
Championshipsstatement. "Churchill's path leads
rection of a committee including place honors were shared by Dale world uproar which is more like'.y
This was the first time that Matt
again
to
war,
colonial
oppression,
Mr. Clement Robinson, President E. Welch '49 and George R. Mor- to disturb his sleep than would,
had been allowed to display his
of the Board of Overseers of the gan '49. D.U.. and John W. Holt. world control of the atomic bomb, and economic servitude for the
high jump ability. When you realCollege.
Jr. '47 and Albert C. McKenna '47, Since there has been acceptance masses. This grim speech is a
ize that his only practice comes in
T.D., with scores of 67. Richard A.
meets, the performance is all the
of the Oak Ridge -Scientists' state- challenge to the British people
Roundy, Jr. '47 and Philip A. Rich,
more remarkable.
&nd the labor government. It
enburg, Jr. *47, Kappa Sig., were ments on the status of atomThe Bowdoin triumph was a fit- Newspaper Conference
marks the beginning of a desperthird with a score of 66.5. Other energy Churchill leaves himself
ting
tribute to
the excellent
teams were: Jared T. Weatherill open to question on the reliability ate Tory endeavor to drag the
coaching of Jack Magee." In spite
[ Continued from Page i ]
government deep into the pool of
of injuries and losses to the Army, included Editorial. News-Feature, '49 and James H. Doughty '49, of his source of information.
A.D.; Stanley A. Lawry. Jr. '44
..
Jack moulded a team which was Make-up, and Business.
..
anti-Soviet intrigues
and imperi..
._
„ has
,
**
He
also, in the alternationand Robert T. Hall '47, Chi Psi;
Rood enough to win the Maine
;alistic
adventure,
ui*
-.u uThe final session of the Confer- Gus M. Moulton '46 and Albert L. al sense, injuredj himself
with
his
State Championship.
ence saw plans made for a second Babcock '48, Deke; James E. Kim- denunciation of Communism. Had
Although Churchill said, "I reThe summary:
conference next fall, probably ball. Jr. '48 and KeiLi Kingsbury
60 yard d*.«h— Wnn by Hutf hinson (M)
sponsored jointly by Wellesley '46. T.D.; Bernard M. Goodman '47 he denounced Russia as a state pulse the idea that a new war is
2nd. Haropian (M)
3rd. Branche (B).
and restrained his own fear of inevitable, still more that it is
Time, 6.6 acrond*.
College and Harvard University.
and Robert S. Shepard '43, D.U.;
4G yard hirt hurdles—Won by Branch*
have imminent", he has served to
he
would
Attending the Conference for Richard Gingras '45 and Bert rand Communism,
HJ) 2nd, Qnwann (B) Srd. Burnhtm(B).
Tim*. 6.5 wfonds.
the ORIENT were Herbert B. des Clers '49; and Horald Vincent helped his own position a great arouse rather than placate. The
300 vard daah— Won hv Hutchinson (M)
Editor; Leonard D. .'49 and Paul K. Niven. Jr. '49. deal. The United States accepted inevitability of War. were his
2nd. Taylor (B)
3rd, Murphy (B). TW. Moore '48,
33.3 eerond*.
Bell '47, Business Manager; Rich- Zete; Warren L. Court '47 and J.
Russian Communism when it rec- statement
official
600 yard run— Woo by Taylor (B) 2nd.
receive
to
RJotMnaon (B>
Sheldon Caras '49, A.T.O.; and
3rd, Brown (M)i Time. 1 ard A. Wiley '49. Managing Ediminnt*. 16.6 second!*.
tor;
and Warren L. Court '47, Henry Koritzky '48 and Alan ognized the Soviet and allied it- sanction, is purely speculative. If
1000 yard run— Won by BarnaH (M)«
self with Russia.
we are to retain the peace, we
Sports Editor.
2nd. Bove (B) 3rd.
Slater '49. Thorndike.
j

J

By

A

Carl Lebovitz

Classes are becoming interest- and somewhat hostile in his attiing again, and the returning vet- tude toward them. College activierans are the cause of it all.
ties
weakly subsisted, reiving
Nat,urallv it takes both the in- mostly on the efforts of a faithful
structor and the students to make few.

a

class a sucress. to achieve the
In the classroom the
ideal give and take. Most instruc- dards of
some of the

low stanstudents

tors can not be blamed, however, stood out more than
anywhere
if,
after being confronted with else. They came
usually unoreemnty, dead-nan faces
half of pared
hoping and persuading
them practically asleep
and themselves to be bored. They sat
bodies contorted into all sorts of through the
lectures, offering no
weird positions, thev don't main- encouragement, asking a
few
tain their usual standards and questions, arousing
no discussions,
don't give their best.
and, if asked a question, usually
Unfortunately the war precioi- not knowing what to say anyway.
tated this situation. At times durUnder such

—

—

ing the war the college's high
standards of admission degressed
to new lows, so that occasionally
it seemed as if the college were
taking
in
practically
anyone.
Scholarships were liberally and
profusely awarded.

The
astic

was that the scholstanding of Bowdoin was unresult

—

—

stifling

—

—

—

;

re-

men who

are
interested In working on the
ORIENT will be held in Conference Room A of the Moulton
Union Tuesday, March 19. The
smoker will feature talks by
the heads of the various dements of the ORIENT.

New men

will

be asked to

up, and interviews will be
to determine the work
suited to each man. At present,

•sign

held

there are vacancies on both the
and Business staffs.

Editorial

Refreshments will be served
at the smoker.
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Easton (B). Time, 2

mipn»es. 26.9 ncvondft.
Mile run— Won hv Easton (B)
2nd
Murdock (Ml 3rd, Prescott (M). Time, 4
ml«"tc«. 48.5 second*.
Two mile run—Won by Nelson (Ml 2nd.
Everett (Ml 3H. Store (8). Time. 10 minute". 37 seconds.
Shot put— Won bv Marsanlis (M) 2nd.
Harlow (M) 3rd.- Gorman (M). Distance.
39 f«et, 11? inches.
3B nound weit+t Won »"- Parkins (Bl
2nd. Marsanlis <M\ 3rd. Martin (B). Distant. 45 f«et. 8 inchea.
Mail* .W<M| bv Taylor (R> • 2nd. Harlow (Ml 3rd. Martin (B). Distance. 120
feet 71 Incites.
Pole vanlt— Won bv Ooss (B> • 2nd
Hi«vin« (Ml 3M ti» Wi-ho|« fB>. Marble
•

:

•

•

:

—

Other colleges and universities
were: Amherst,
Dartmouth, Harvard, M. I. T., Massa-

invited

chusetts State, Princeton, Wesleyan, Williams, Yale, Connecti-

Mount Holyoke,
Wellesley, and Vassar.

cut,

Radcliffe,

bring forth a
statements,

we

for a denunciation as powerful as
Churchill's.

That

we have

not

rather towards a completely united world government.

•

:

(Rl. rT«nVht.

10

fwt

10.2 inches.

Broad jumo— Won bv Rrxn^he (Bl 2nd,
Clariwon (PI
3r»*
Hagopian (M). Di*t*»-» 21 feet 2 Inch**.
rT'"n inmp--Won bv Branch* (Bl
2nd.
V-nerson (B) Pratt (M). Height.
•

•

•

tie

6 feet

:

3 inches.
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reservations can be

is

MILDER
~

Mail to him at

Prompt action

aaaaaaaaaa

Stations
5 Nights a Week... all NBC
7 P.M. WCSH

(tax included)

Make

F.

--

:

feel-

may

"The Old Fashioned Kind"

Maine Street
Maine

increasing and

College Agent: James Longley

FORD CLEANERS & DYERS,

HOT DOGS

Bruaswlrtr

is

at

MIKE'S PLACE

delivery

must' act, not towards an aggresa British
soon sive America with
great number of satellite, which would be the reare not yet ready suit of Churchill's proposals, but

Although anti-Communist
ing

•

Tables for five $7.50

Phone 974-M for

After the second play-off, Mrs.
Joseph Stetson, of Brunswick,
1946 Maine State Champion Duplicate Player, will choose the teams
which are to represent Bowdoin,
and will prepare them for the tournament.

•

CLEANSING

57 Maine Street

BOTTLED RECR
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

|

:

'

in- look to their laurels.

OVERCOATS

TeL 1077-M

i

;

BRUNSWICK FLOWER
SHOP

CORSAGES -» COT FLOWERS
POT PLANTS

I

:

;

:

structive. The students are doing
their worfl assiduously. They are

WISEMAN FARMS ICE CREAM

201 Maine Street

'

1

j

the desire of the students to learn showing a curious, eager interest
and discuss to bring the best out in the lectures and are participatin the instructor. (During the war ing in them, asking questions and
the dead stupidity often exhibited contending with the instructor' if
by the so-called students drugged they disagree with him on some
the instructors into a static con- aspect or merely discussing things
dition.) For a time pedantic lec- and giving their views.
tures threatened to become a rouClasses are actually becomtine;, the lack of serious study def- ing the most enjoyable
part of the
initely became a routine.
day. Understandably, many of the
As one faculty member put it, veterans wish to wait a while to
however, these returning service- see how they make out in their
men are like a breath of fresh air. studies before entering too extenThe drug appears to be wearing sively into extracurricular activioff nowadays, thanks to them. The ties. As soon as they do, however,
library is filled from morning to their efforts and diligence can ho
night
with
students
actually counted on. The old leaders in the
studying. Classes are becoming en- various activities had better then
juvenile,

j

|

conditions,

day after day, no wonder classes
became dull. It takes the interest,

doubtedly in one of its worst periods. Too many students
a rather ironic term to use for them
failed in two or more subjects.
Several were suspended from the
college because of poor marks.
The library became a tomb in
which few faces were seen
excent those of the traditional, socalled "grinds"
unless during
finals when everyone made a mad
rash to attempt to cover in one grossing, less
nieht a whole trimester's work.
Few books were taken out from
the library. The music room was
fortunate if it was visited by one
student a night. Lectures and concerts were attended mostly by
townspeoole and faculty. Any degree of spirit that still remained
on the campus was due quite a bit
to the exuberance and hard work
of the pre-radar naval men, here
during the war, and, as a result,
many a Bowdoin man was envious

—

smoker for the new and

turned Bowdoin
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THE RIGHT COMBINATION
OF THE WORLD'S REST TOBACCOS
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Students Vote No Paddling; Taylor Announces Neil Mahoney Leaves Bowdoin
Student Poll
To Join Boston Red Sox As Scout
Back Fraternity Council
For Choosing
War Memorial
After Four Years' Service As Coach
In Campus Opinion Poll
,

Science Building,
Hockey Rink, Little

No Housemothers
Closer Supervision

Of Women, Liquor
Soundly Defeated

In
will

by

ingly

voted

to

abolish

paddling

according to

hazing,

the

Student Council's report of their
poll, taken last week. In the same

an interfraternity council in place

3.

favor the deferment of

Do you

5.

70'

favor the abolishment of padhazing?

7.

with

8.

their respec-

houses, received the largest
affirmative vote in the poll. The
present Council has representatives from each house, hut these
men are elected by the entire
tive

9.

30'r

47rr

to a fraternity?

r

53<;>(

Do you favor

the elimination of fraterwith undemocratic clauses in their

Do you

36 ri

64 r r

favor the installation of house

mothers?

the prac-

within their groups.
The ORIENTS proposal of an

tice

42<7f

71%

7<7r

.Do you favor some form of a central
dining system?

93 r

r

marked

/c

Do you favor a closer supervision of
women and liquor?
Do you favor giving Alpha Rho Upsi-

15 f

lon a local fraternity chapter?

71

f

7K, C

85 f

*

Would you

29'V

ternity chapter.

representatives,
the student

and a majority of
body participated.'

definite
"I gave

chance for advancement.

a great deal of considhere have been
am R, * d_ * C * ":
,!>' „*
I think Bowdoin has heljied
for Volume 76 at a recent meetme. However, if I didn't leave
ing. Also re-elected for the same now, I would never leave, and I
period of time was Leonard D. won't lx? satisfied until I have
of

Editor-in-chief

Mai Morrell and Coach Nell Mahoney

j

I

it

eration-r*relatioiis

***? f
and ,
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the

m
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tried this work."

Manager.
Promoted to the office of AsEditor were Blake T.
Hanna '48 and Richard A. Wiley
'49.
Both men have served the
count on the fingers ORIENT as Managing Editors
Bell '47, Business

President Sills Eulogizes
Burnett In Chapel

coming

Before

sociated

1

to

Bowdoin,

Neil was a full time scout with
the Red Sox. At the outbreak of

the. war he had been promised a
very good job. but the war pr^vented his taking it. While at
since October.
Bowdoin he continued with the
the
In
business
department, ^ed Sox as a part time seout.
Charles C. Easton '48 and George spending half of each summer
i
Pappas '48 were elevated to the touring New England and New
position
of
Assistant
Business York.
Managers.
Neil was emphatic in expressSelection of the staff for the in S his gratitude for the treatnew volume were as follows: rnent he has received at BowRichard P. Davis '49 and John doin. "Bowdoin is fortunate to
II.
Nichols Jr. '49, Managing navc an athletic director like
he's one of the
Editors; Willard C. Richan '49, Mal Morrell
Feature Editor; George F. Mc- clearest thinking men I have
and he's fair in evcielland. II. '49. Assistant Sports ever met
as public spirited as citizens ofjEdi^r. and
R a>rn0 nd A. Jensen erv wa >'. always with the bovs'
noted wife, the
Madame. the town and of the state; manyi
his
interests at heart. Bowdoin
48 Circulation Manager.
is
preaches democracy well but does have been deeply religious. But
These promotions will take ef- also fortunate to have a coacho.,e of .hc-m has hold in more
not practice it." said Mr. Liu
f0
„J Vhe TpMl iO ing staff of such men as Jack
Magee.
Bob
Miller,
Liang- Mo of ,h
th
and Dinny
'
Shay. Shay t is intelligent, has a
Relief Inc. in *
a lecture in the
good personality, and will defi,Moulton Union. Thursday eve- munity and the Church, nor has
more
been
deeply
mourned."
nitely
produce as good a ball
ni*?. March 21.
club as any other college
'?
President Sills continued by
in
Shaking on "China Today and
Maine."
Tomorrow", Mr. Liu, who during describing Dr. Burnett's career
Mahoney continued. "Most of
the war boosted the morale of at Bowdoin. beginning with his
all I have enjoyed the kids here
Chinese troops by leading group Appointment to the faculty in
~~ the
iyu * as instructor
the greatest in
Instructor ot
of rsychoiogy.
Psychology
the
singing, emphasized that
before 1904
-.-«_,
»** t. Welch 49. and George world. I've been to all colleges in
anv measures toward economic U ld la,cr in 1909 as Professor of
recovery can be taken in China, j Psychology, and ending with his R. Morgan '49. Delta Upsilon, my scouting work, but none can
oompa™?
w
tkath
on
January
Bowdoin.
'»"
He
I'll
al31.
1946.
the political factions
placed first in the final results of
Ikmust
ways' recommend it as the best
spoke ol Professor Burnett as a ,,,,
solidly united.
the two elimination bridge touro
.
,t
.
college I know."
patient
and cheerful teacher, de
Mr. Liu said that the greatest
voted to his family, students, and naments held March 5 and 12 to
Athletic Director Morrell was
;

,

;

j

j

i

j

1

•

the evening's festivities will
[ Continued on Page 4 )

28^

i

'

On

I

Western oragnization, he admits
he does not know; but he was

;

,

j

I

:

'

By

Will Richan
,

Since coming to Brunswick 26
years ago, Mike Koucoules, better
scientific nature.
The ends, though now forgot-! The Student Union Committee! known simply as "Mike." has beten by many, were men of great inaugurated their 1946 program come a Brunswick tradition. His
ability. In these important posi- by bringing sound movies back to hot -dog stand on Maine Street is
tions Professor Coffin put two Bowdoin by the presentation -of a landmark
which is well-known
brothers, John and Jacob Abbott. the 1945 World Series and selectJacob was a noted biographer, the ed short subjects on Saturday all over the country. On several'
author of "Frederic the Gr/?at," evening, March 16. The program occasions, he and his cart have
while John wrote the Rollo books, was repeated on Monday evening, been transported as far away as
a series of boys* books which were March 18.
Portland to cater at parties, 'but
quite popular in the beginning of
Under consideration are nter- the
hot-dogs
have
remained
the century, and which Professor fraternity chess and pool tournu- the same as those he sells on
Coffin compares to the Horatio ments which will be conducted in Maine Street. Born on the tinyAlger stories.
the same manner as the recent island of Mytilene, in the Aegean
When asked if Harriet Beecher bridge tournament. The Commit- Sea, Mike came to this country in
Stowe might not be considered a tee will also arrange dances in 1912.
ringer. Professor Coffin puffed at the Union and will assist with
When Mike first came to Amerhis home-rolled and said, "No. Ri- arrangements
for
the
coming ica, he went to Bangor where he
diculous. And if you did, we could houseparty.
started working in a mill.
He
Officers for the current tri- found himself in far different surpull her out and put in her husband, Calvin Stowe. He was a pro- mester are Roger N. Williams roundings from those he had left
feasor of something here— I forget '46, president; Arthur. C. Sewall at home. Gradually he came to
what. He was a big burly man. Or Jr.. '47, vice president; and Har- understand the language and also
for that matter, any one of a num- old
ok E. Kimball Jr. '48, secretary to understand the people around
ber of others."
treasurer.
nusurcr.
him. At the beginning of the first

Movies, Tournaments

in

in the

time, part of

Army

'

,

in 1920. It

at this

me

that he set up his hot -dog concession In the beginning, he ran it for
-

j

j

j

;

I

i

1

I

j

1

and Harriet Beecher Stowe. Longfellow was fullback; Hawthorne,
who was the triple-threat passing,:
running, and kicking, played right
halfback. Kellogg was left half.j
and Mrs. Stowe was quarterback
("a darn good one. too," said Protoner Coffin)
j

1

;

I

1

1

I

became a familiar figure to tourist?
from all parts of New England.
The depression had little affect on
his business and never forced him

Richenburg,

!

'

Q&Q

In the middle thirties.
decided to expand and

bought the store in back of his
cart. From then on, his fame as a he was snowed in and had to have
specialist in the art of hot -doggery a longer vacation than usual.
grew^ steadily. Since then, severat,
From Brunswick this quiet
cempetitors have started similar; man's reputation has spread rapid
businesses, and. one by one, most
]y throughout the country. Tourof them nave disappeared.
ists from California go miles out
Some time ago, Mike was hired; of their way to have one of Mike's
to serve his wares at a party in] hot-dogs. People flock from all
Portland. The "occasion was a. around in appreciation of two
young deb's coming-out party, and great institutions: Mike and his
when the time came for refresh- hot-dogs.

'47,

had definitely hoped to have Neil
as a permanent member of the
department." said Morrell.
"Ir
-In
the three and a half years that
that
he has been here, Neil has marie
a real place for himself with the

«9° ,les° and ,MO community.
doing

sides

Kappa Sigma.

These are the teams which
have been chosen to represent
Bowdoin in a nation-wide intercollegiate bridge tournament.
There have been several regions
chosen throughout the country,
and the colleges within these regions will play by mail to decide
which team in each will take
part in the finals to be played on
April 26 and 27. Bowdoin is in
the New England Region and
will compete with such schools
as Harvard, M.I.T., and Tufts.
Four teams from each college
will play boards sent out by the
Bridge Committee of New York.
The team in each region which

j

C

Continued on Pa^e 4

Kappa

Sig, A.T.O.

Houses Renovated

Fahey

To Head New

Woodruff Jr. '45, manager.
The Debating Council is made
up of men who have participated
in intercollegiate debates, and is
under the direction of Professor

|

ta Pi, Sigma Nu, and Alpha
Tau Omega. These houses con-

j

verted to the burning of coal
during the war and now that the
shortage of oil is less acute, have

j

!

an

4

MMMilltMMtMitAAl

j

Don T. Potter. Superintcnd'-nt
of Buildings and Grounds, .said
this week that work on the renthe highest
score
will
make the trip to the Rltz-Carl- ovation of the Kappa Sigma
House is nearing completion and
ton Hotel in New York City for
that it will be probably re;irly for
the- final play-offs. The winning
team will receive a cup which occupancy sometime next month.
According to> Mr. Potter. The
can be kept for one year, plus
Alpha Tau Omega House may be
additional individual cups which
opened before the end of the
are personal awards.
term, but no definite date can be
The four Bowdoin teams will set at this time. Work there will
be coached by Mrs. Joseph Stet- not be begun until
the Kappa
son of Brunswick, who is Maine
Sigma House has been finished,
State
Champion
Duplicate and unforeseen difficulties may
Bridge player.
be encountered.
Plans have been made to repaper and paint the interiors «>r
both houses, but already work*
Debaters Elect
mcrt have run into extra work.
Many of the plaster walls have to
Council
be completely replaced. In .-uidiJohn J. Fahey Jr. '45 was tion jto this, woodwork is being
elected president of the
newly repaired and all floors are being
scraped and re-varnished.
revived Bowdoin Debating CounRe-installatioh of oil» burners
cil at a meeting held in Memorial in the central heating plants of
Hall on Monday night, March 18. the following fraternity houses
Waldo E. Pray '45 was chosen has also been accomplished revice-president, and Frederick R. cently: Kappa Sigma, Beta The-

.

«

T5«-

work

outstanding

the gym classes and with
the athletic teams, he made a
very valuable contribution
toward morale on. the campus during the difficult war years.
"Neil's first love
has always
been baseball," continued Morrell, "and he has received an offer from the Red Sox that he

with

attains

About once every' year. Mike
takes a vacation to enjoy his favorite pastime, hunting. That he 'is
a good shot is indicated by the fact
that he always get his deer. While
on a hunting trip this last winter,

to close.

Mike

'

|

serve at a dinner in honor .of the
then governor of Maine. Lewis O.
Barrows. In addition to his wordof-mouth fame, Mike has found his
way into print. He is the subject
of a whole chapter in Professor
Robert P. Tristram Coffin's recent
book "Mainstays of Maine."

for

which he spent

was

.'.
'

..

!

France. Mike came to Bruns-

wick

1

Ma-

"We

j

,

t

After serving

some

bridge sorry to have to announce
honey's decision to leave.

best

i

World War, Mike became a nat- ments the guests found Mike and
citizen of the United cart ready for business. Another
time,* he went to Lewiston to

uralized
States.

four

|

Get 'Em Hot, Red Hot Off The Griddle,
At Mike's World Famous Hot Dog Stand

Union Committee

Commander MacMillan

the

1

j

'

secure

teams in the college. Second
worc Bernard M Goodman '-17
j
o <*..
n ,^„
and «»_i
Rob° rt S
SheI,ard 43 Delta
third.
Harold Vincent
such
sympathy
into
personal Upsilon;
problems that no one of us has '48 and Paul K. Niven. Jr., '49,
so many close and dear friends Zeta
Psi;
fourth.
Richard A.
;>mong Bowdoin graduates as he." Roundy, Jr.. '47, and Philip A.
j

i

j

j

.

[«CCIi fMR

'

j

.

community.
"He bound his old students to
him so strongly," said President
Sills, "he did so much for each!
one of them and entered with

J

j

.

l

has written numerous books of a

,

-

,

i

j

?n

,

!

Wheeler '48. who is national
chairman of the Camps and ConBernard E. Gorton '17 was
With only three more groups to ferences Committee. The work ef
report and only until the thirty- this committee is the arranging chosen president at the annual /^l^j..^ i)f
1
first of t;ie month to collect, indi- for educational
J
institutes where election of officers lor the Bow-! "^
cations are that the drive will fall students will hear lectures
and doin Christian Association on fT/s>s>#4>
s>nrk
UTflCPrS
about one hundred dollars short cf discuss
federal
world
govern- Tuesday evening. March' 19.
its goal. Thus far fifty-five percent ment.
Richard P. Davis 19 was electThe
fleet
ion
of offieers of
of the students have contributed
Three such institutes have al- ed to the vice-presidency. The the Class of 1949 will he
held
the dollar membership fee,, and
ready been established at Pamo- other officers chosen were: Willis
the first week in April. The
about three hundred and twenty
na College ii. California, the R. Barnstone '48, secretary; and eleeti ms, under
the direction
dollars have been contributed.
University of Chicago, and a Conrad II. Peacock '49, treasurer.
of the Student < •iincil. will be
Only five houses have reached special school
n Jacksonville,
Following the balloting. Miss
held either in Memorial Hall
the one hundred percent mark
Florida. The fourth site will be in Marjorie Allen of the American
or the Moidton Union. In the
Alpha Delta Phi, Delta Kappa Ep- New England, probably in the
Friends
Service
sjwkc to the
meant hue, the Student Council
silon, Sigma Nu, Zeta Psi, and Al- Boston area.
Wheeler's chief task group about the activities of that
a>ks every freshman to give
pha Rho Upsilon. Of these five all will be to coordinate arrangeorganization and showed a numserious
consideration
to
the
but Zeta Psi have given a dollar a ments for the four
institutes.
ber of slides depicting her work.
pr ihleni of nominations.
man.
"Anyone who has not contributed."
added Weinstein, "may

be

Win

Bridge Contest

!

j

night.

:

York Times at that time, would be\
unbeatable." "This," said Professor
Coffin, "was the chance of a lifetime. I was the next speaker, and
I deflated that theory' completely."

Welch, Morgan

'

1

j

Some of the line were less well
known, but the center. Edward
Page Mitchell of the New York
Sun, can afford no doubts. C. B.
Hawes is the man for left guard on

explorer.

^'—

j

'

Stratton traced the background of this problei
em and he
told of recent developments.

|

Coffin, was, in his own words,
"astounded to hear the claim that
a Knox College 'literary football
team,' with a baekfield of Edgar
Lee Masters. Carl Sandburg. John
Fitch, and the editor of the New

22,

Mr.

the team. "A right guard," ad- leave their dollar at the College
mitted Professor Coffin modestly.) Office or at the Alpha Delta Phi
"I had to put myself. That was my House."
/
old position at school, anyway."
Tackles were Wilbert Snow, the!
poet, and Donald MacMillan, the
Revive

there. The president of Knox College was speaking, and Professor

Friday evening. March

in Conference B Room of the
Moulton Union. Arthur Stratton,
of the
English
Department,
spoke on the Russian, Iranian,
and Turkish problem to a group
of interested Bowdoin ^students.

^™—

nrx^i^ r°y

™

fir hisses

,

C.

Sunday

-

j

••'

Misses Goal

drive, last

!

,

,

BY DICK DAVIS
Several years ago Professor
Robert P. T. Coffin, was attending
a dinner in Chicago of the Midland Authors' Club. Why he. a
-staunch New Englander. should belong to such a definitely Middle

HMUIg

Following the thought provoking speech there was a discussion step yet in this direction
had
group led by Mr. Stratton. This been made by General Marshall
"The American Red Cross drive is the first of such talks to be
[ Continued on Piige 4 ]
will not meet its goal of five hun- given here under the auspices of
dred thirty dollars without in- the Student Federalist Organizacreased co-operation from the stu- tion.
B.C.A. Elects
Bowdoin is represented in the
dents and workers,' said Stanley D.
national organization by Joseph
Weinstein, Jr. '47, Chairman of the
Gorton President

Professor Coffin Proposes
Literary Football Team

mam

for

new

the

lOQa)'

72 c c

To Federalists

Saturday night the entertainment will be left to the individual houses. Arrangements for

by

thaniel Hawthorne, Elijah Kellogg,

(

said

job justifies his interest in has/;-:
ball as a business, and entails

1

On Near East

On

Hcnry Wadsworth Longfellow. Na-

baseball

as

i

Houseparty Program

;

lege could put forth. Professor Coffin had the magnificent baekfield of

in

j

Red Cross Drive

What he did was to propose a
Bowdoin literary football team
which outclassed Knox entirely,
and. as he said, any other any col-

'<

that through financial
Amherst, Lafayette, and

Ivy Committees Announce

with 53 r/r of those polled voting case of inclement weather.
any scholastic requireOn Friday evening there will be
ments for pledging. Also voted the usual formal dance in the
gym.
down was Point #5 of the plan, No orchestra has been engaged as
concerning "undemocratic claus- yet, but the choice will probably
es" in fraternity constitutions.
be made between Jess Stacey, Bob
The largest refusal of a propos- Chester, George Paxton, and possial by the ORIENT was that con- bly Vaughn Monroe. There Ls also a
cerning Alpha Rho Upsilon. The chance that the committee may
student body voted 71'
to 29%
have the opportunity to select anto award this group a local fra- other name band.

Council

Mahoney

leaving.

The Board of Directors of the
Bowdoin Publishing Company reelected Herbert B. Moore '48 as

j

(i.e.

against

Student

also

coach and "cal" instructor.
When asked his reasons

Bell

For New Volume

j

/C

acting

since,

Athlette Director

Bowdoin

to

December, 1942, to coach basketball,
and has been here ever

j

Plans for the Ivy Day ceremonies and the houseparties which
follow are rapidly taking shape in the hands of the Ivy Weekend
Committee and the Student Council. The dates have been definitely determined. Ivy Day itself will be Thursday, May 1 6th,
and the houseparties and related activities will cover the following weekend.
According to tradition, the Ivy.
Day ceremonies will take place on
Point #4 of the ORIENT plan Thursday afternoon under the
suffered the
narrowest defeat, Thomdike Oak, or in the chapel in

conducted

!

Elects

Moore And

Stratton Speaks

The most emphatic negative
appeared on the question of
house mothers for Bowdoin fraternities.
Following
the same
trend was the vote against closer supervision of- women and
liquor, often suggested by the administration.
Also voted down
was the administration's proposal of some form of a central dining system.

was

ORIENT

-

prefer an inter-fraternity

with each house electing
its member)
instead of the present
Student Council?
council

vote,

poll

—

II

10.

campus.
Other suggestions to receive
agreement from the student body
were the deferments of pledging
and initiation. The former was
approved by seventy percent and
the latter by fifty-eight.

The

Boston American League club.
Mahoney came
.

,

"In the long history of Bowdoin one may
Colby had raised large amounts of of two hands those who have served the college on the faculty
money for their respect i\v build- as he did for more than forty years." This is the note upon which
ing programs and that such a plan J President Sills eulogized Professor Charles T. Burnett in a memight work to advantage at Bow- mor a l service in chapel on Sunday, March 24.
°- oin
President Sills went on to say,
Taylor completed his •speech ¥ •
~
.
..
"There are few, if any, who comwith the hope that the students of
bined more graciously and more
lQllO'-WlO SllPJlH^
I'lV
kJfJvaild
the college would take an active
harmoniously than he, service to
interest in one, or even several, of j-k
jm j
jy* •
the college, to the community,
those proposals.
and to the Church. Many a Bow[)j[ lf{Yf\g
doin teacher has given himself as
"Generalissimo Chiang
K a - wholeheartedly to the work of
the classroom; many have been
Chek is really an aristocrat and
drives,

29 r

ball scout for the

said that "the college needs

the first two and could use the
third," and that "with the large increase in pre-medical students today, the present science building is
almost overflowing. Memorial Hall
is certainly inadequate in the facilities it can offer the dramatic
addition,
he
department."
In
pointed out that "a hockey rink
would be a proper memorial to a
few, or even one, veteran, but it
would not be sufficiently prominent
in college affairs to serve as B nkmorial to all veterans."
He mentioned further tha.. ii has
been suggested that scholarships
would provide an appropriate memorial, but because the colVgc already has ample sources for scholarship funds, he explained that this
idea is quickly eliminated- He re-

initia-

constitutions?
6.

NO

favor a scholarship requirement of one-half "C's" for pledging a

nities

discussions and suggestions
from various sources. Only a few
fraternities, however, have taken

58

r/_

Do you
man

many

mcml)crs elected by

Do you

of

them presented the same ideas.
The acceptance of the abolishment of paddling culminates

council,

favor die deferment of pledging until die second semester?

ling during

4.

He

Do you

tion until the second semester?

made by the ORIENT in recent
issues. The questions were not all
exact restatements of those made

ORIENT, though most

YES

2.

opinion
undergraduate
termine
on the subjects and suggestions
improvements
fraternity
for

interfraternity

The Athletic Department announced this morning that Coach
Mahoney has signed a contract with the Boston Red Sox
and is leaving Bowdoin next Sunday. After four years' service
as a Bowdoin. coach. Mahoney is returning to work as a baseNeil

•

ORIENT."

1.

of the present Student Council.
The poll was an attempt to de-

official action to abolish

To Prewar Baseball Work

ey rink as a war memorial in commemoration of World War II dead,
announced Neil R. Taylor 'tt>.
in
president,
Student Council
Chapel on Thursday, March 21.

These are the results of the questionnaire sent out by the
Student Council "to determine the undergraduate opinion
concerning recent statements and suggestions issued in the

poll the students indicated their
agreement with the proposal of

by the

Popular Coach Returns

a few weeks the students
have the opportunity to chose,
a poll, between a science

building, a little theatre or a hock-

The student body overwhelmduring

And Departing Coach

Athletic Director

Theater Proposed

Student Council Reveals
Results Of Student Poll

j

Albert R. Thayer.

J

re-converted.

c

wmmm
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—

j
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Alpha Rho Should Become International
LXXV

f'f

THE BOWIKHN ORIENT

No.17

an intejfoew following

In

speech in ehfepel Saturday,

of the

his

Pro-

BY

Koelln presented one of
most carefully thought out
and most intelligent analyses of

fessor

Suggest International Relations Chair
As Appropriate War Memorial

Fraternities

Says Professor Koelln In Interview
H.

intolerance

the fraternities

JAMES COOK

evidenced by
not

is

much

so

the fault of the local chapters as
that of the national organizations

the

4

Thomas Defends

and the alumni. As much as posthe current intolerance problem granted its petition, that is no sible should be done by the loall over our nation. The petition
reason for any fraternity to cease cals to effect a change in this
Dear Editor:
of the Thorndikc club for recog- iin its attempts to pledge mem-, racially intolerant and essentialWith reierenco
But.

if

Alpha Rho Upsilon

j

Council;

Editor Clarifies Stand

is'j

j
:

!'

Many

suggestions,

ward the

all

inclining

The proposed chair, then, could be
one of international relations, its purpose to promote the global unity for
which eighty-eight Bowdoin men
made the supreme sacrifice. No tribute could be more complete. The task
which our gallant dead began could

to-

have been made

utilitarian,

lor an appropriate war memorial to
honor the Bowdoin dead of the Sec

ond World War. Presented both by
the alumni hycouncil meeting and
by the President of the Student Couna

then be carried nearer to

in chapel, the suggestions include

cil

new chemistry

building, a

its

goal of

by the opportunity
the College by the opening

lasting security

little

offered at

theater and classroom building, and a

of this

new

field.

of

these

structures

who could

would have been sought by the College, war or no war, as normal addi
tions to

its

The

physical plant.

fare of a tribute to

regular courses in

teach

government
and allied

geopolitics, foreign

and

tutions

interested

in

"especially

abolishing

to your recent
concerning the alleged
Under such a plan. Mr. Koelln state of lethargy of the Student

undemocratic attitude.

ly

for various

|

reasons are ordinarily, not electable. Indeed, as many as possible believes,
j

I

should

-

those

be

fraternities.

pledged

For

it

to
is

the

after

racial

distinctions

other would be considerably diminished
all

and probably many of those

the

issues,

insti-

in

racial

present
fraternities
would
fraternity itself that receives an our
education from- such an associa- seek to join this new internaAlpha Rho Upsilon should be- tion not so much the individual tional house - those who are
come in effect an international from the fraternity. To live with strong advocates of tolerance,
house. To limit its membership to a member of «a different race or that is. Such a plan should not
one race would be just as intolcreed will ordinarily abolish in- weaken the incentive to take in
erant and defeatist as the policies
Jewish boys for all would not l>e
baseless prejudices
practised by many of our .present tolerant and
taken in anyway. So much can
fraternities. Such an organization we may have had against mem- be gained by such a community
would offer an opportunity for l>ers of that particular race oH effort that it would be unfortuundergraduates to become ac- creed.
nate if the charter were not
quainted with members of varito force the granted.
It is impossible
ous races
an education in itIn summary, Mr. Koelln said,
fraternities to become more tolself
and such an opportunity
erant. Indeed force as a weapon the petition should be supported
Mr. Koelln estimates would be
the other fraternities,
esis the least desirable of methods, by
readily seized upon by anywhere
For such a situation creates un- pecially those interested in
from seven to twelve fraternity
Preshappiness for both parties con- abolishing racial barriers.
men each college generation.
cerned.
B u t pressure groups sure groups for tolerance in fra"No human being," said Mr. within a fraternity can accom- ternities should not think their
Koelln, "can over a long period plish
much. Still, Mr. Koelln attempts are frustrated by such
of time indulge in the habit of warns, it is ridiculous to assume a move but rather should be jusspeaking about other human be- that because you have warmed tified. And indeed it is likely that
ngs primarily as s|x?cimens of a handful of the "ocean the whole many strong advocates would
their species without coarsening ocean is thereby warmed.
then join this new international
his own spiritual fiber."
Mr. Koelln realizes that much house.
barriers."

j

fields

—

—

could be brought to the College.

The

fund raised for the establishment of
the chair, might also provide for vis-

merely be used as a cloak for anotner
ordinary solicitation of funds.

iting lecturers, forums,

Such a memorial as one of these proposed would not directly express the
purposes for which the sons of Bowdoin gave their lives. Inanimate structures of steel and stone would bear to
future Bowdoin men none of the mes-

and a library

of books in the international field.

An

adequate understanding of, and
education concerning, the. nations

I

.i.ticle

\

|

j

fan-

our war dead would

•

I

like
to call
Council.
I" would
these EactS to your attention.

The Student Council

First:

I

is

by
.ind
represent n he body,
that I mean it speaks for the individuals in the fraternities or
the Thorndike Club. As such it
has no expansive or auxiliary
powers. Its members report to
their various groups on its actions and seek advice as to future
policies.
Each mcmlier of the
to
the
is
responsible
Council
group which he* represents.
a

1

Of the facts you called to my attention, the first series Ls a logical

Secondly: The Student Council

—

fraternity improvement

a backing which (with

and problems of the world is the only
jx)ssible method of securing an effecLet us not once more allow
ourselves to be lulled to sleep among
tive peace.

fought.

the peaceful pines. Let us

remember

>

j

j

!

'

possi-

bility that I have been misunderstocd by seme individuals, of which
you are one.
In this very column last issue
I drew
the crnclusicn that the
present Student Council was of no
good to the campus for the reason
that it has no powers to act for tho
fraternities and because it never
takes the initiative to determine
opinion and fellow this up with a

statement of the rele of the present Ccuncil en the campus. I agree
with you.
Ycur second series, however, assumes the very wrong "fact" that
the ORIENT wants the Student
Council to "force such a plan (for

is in no position 1o initiate any
policy concerning fraternity matters until it is sure it has the
backing of the individuals on

campus

Dear Mr. Thrmas:
Ycur letter suggests the

definite stand.

the exception of a few individuals) is clearly nonexistent with
respect
to the proposed' policy
stated in the Orient. It is completely without power
to force

down

the

throats of the student body." Our
editorials have clearly stated that

we merely wanted

consideration of
cur plan which we did not receive for some time after the presentation of it.. It was also said
that "we must force the Student
Council to take a stand and to
present to the Administration the
wishes of the majority"
As far as student backing is concerncd, we never presumed it, al-

—

such a plan down the throats of
the student body, if that student

body doesn't want it. To this
point we have seen no signs of
overwhelming support.
Lastly: Any organization which
might be instituted in place of
the Student Council would prove though the belated poll proved
no more effective, for it would that seme points were agreed upon.
still be a body which relied upon
To answer your last "fact," I
merely have to restate the prosupport of its electors.
Chapel Address Delivered By President Kenneth C. M. Sills
I have made no statement
of posed policy of the new interfraMarch 24, /Qjfi
opinion concerning the present ternity. And that is that it would
plan of the Orient, but have en- be a body of the best men in each
Here in the quiet beauty of the history of American education time to time an active part in the
deavored to justify the Council's house, with the authority to keep
chapel which he loved and which and displays on every page an r political life of the town, always apparent lack
Once
of interest in the ;he fraternities in line.
he frequented more than did any astounding knowledge and clear attending caucuses, often presid- matter. Until the student body again, I ask your preference: Self
other member of the present fac- interpretation of the spirit and ing at such party gatherings, al- desires a change, there can be Supervision. College Supervision,
or abolishment?
ulty, we meet to pay on behalf history of Bowdoin. In his own ways voting. He had a very real no move made by the Council.
I sincerely hope that you, as a
Sincerely,
of the college our tribute of ad- field
of
psychology, where of conscience on all these matters,
John Thomas member of the Student Council,
miration and affection to the course I am not competent to In his views on national affairs
will now l«ad the way to the
memory o f Charles Theodore comment, I am told that he was he was a staunch liberal, somechanges voted for by the students
in your poll.
The Ccuncil has
Burnett who died January thirty- an exact and suggestive scholar times a little ahead of current
s

|

who

sage left'by the struggles of those

—

campus

who

j

At. least one permanent professor
raising

the

bers of groups

i

j

'

covered hockey rink.

The

by the college as a 'local
fraternity,
said Mr. Koelln.
should be supported by the already established fraternities' on
nition

!

1

Charles £ljc0&0re JUmtctt

1873-1946

,

!

I

Rather, another professorial chair,

out war heroes by shouldering the burden of^ responsibility which they bore

in short the creation of another de-

j

!

I

partment here at the College, could
be the appropriate memorial. The

so well.

President of the College has repeated-

and those

emphasized the importance of the
broadening of the undergraduate

issues of the post-war era

1

j

j

Let the Administration" equip us
to come to squarely face the

:

j

I

j

I

|

,

ly

j

armed with

scope of knowledge to include a thor-

a thorough knowledge of them, a fitting tribute for the many who gave

ough understanding of world peoples
and problems.

us the chance to do

J

]

j

Rev. Fletcher

1

last. It is altogether seemly and that some
of his technical
and appropriate that we should articles such as his book on
do this; not for him, his life, and splitting the mind have been very
character and deeds speak for well received by his peers. The
themselves, but that we may re- fact that he was highly regarded
ceive for our own work and for by psychologists is attested by
the college renewed inspiration the request that has come to the
and strength from his influence.
college from the American Psy-

!

I

W.

Discussion Groups Bring
New Lecture Interest

of
j

sought advice as to future policies,
us now have the move.
*
Sincerely.

opinion, as in his recent advocacy

of the necessity of a Federation

i

R. A.

!

'

first

so.

.

j

Nations;

the

had also a

he

passionate desire to support any
that

legislation

benefitted

all

A man

let

Speaks Sunday

The Editor

Reverend Joseph F. Fletcher of
the Episcopal Theological Seminary in Cambridge, Mass:, will

Atomic Era, is mutual destruction
and the loss of civilization itself."

Sunday Chapel next week
Mr. Fletcher believes that the
the New World only scurce of strength with
wrrrrrTnt&n can face up to the realsympathy for labor; but here
The theme of Mr. Fletcher's talk ities of ouK position in the TwenIn the long history of Bowdoin chological Association to prepare again he practiced an idealism will be that, "God has
made of all tieth CenturV is "faith in the reone may count on the fingers of a lengthy memoir of his life and that was always tempered by men one nation to dwell upon th<* deeming pow#r of God's grace, and
face of the earth. Tne alternative, acceptance of man's personal and
two hands those who have served works. It is also important to re- common sense,
races

and

means

classes.

himself

had

he

of

speak

in

much on "Faith and
Order."

i

1

!

1

and the Forum have
made a noteworthy beginning by havin S members of the faculty and the
student body as guest speakers,

Perhaps you have noticed during
the past few weeks the T)irth oF the
Student Federalists and the revival of

Forum on

the Political

Bowdoin

the

Federalists

,,1C

Now

campus. Although the Student Feduphold democratic world
government and the Political Forum
cralists

is

the time, with the Student
and the Political Forum

Federalists

making headway,

to bring to the col-

!

;

]

Shortly after his death Mrs.
the college or the faculty as he ord that as a member of the facdid for more than forty years. ulty he was catholic In his inter- Dwight Morrow, the widow of
I

new cminously apparent

in

the

»

corporate weakness.

!

company ests, showing always a particular his close friend and classmate at
concern for such subjects as mu- Amherst,
remarked that she
agy who comsic, art and religion, and never in
sometimes wondered why it was
faculty meetings and discussions
harmoniously than he service to displaying, as so many of us do, that m that vcr >' distinguished
the college, to the community a narrow or mere departmental class, including a President of
and to the Church. Many a Bow- point of view. As Professor Coffin the United States, her own husso eloquently expressed it in the band> and othcrs hign in the
doin teacher has given himself

And

in

that

there are few

goodly

j

if

1

bined more graciously and more

j
j

is a discussion group, the basic principlc underlying these organizations

is

lege visiting lecturers

on world affairs,
Of course the Sunday Chapel speakers
and the few visiting lecturers might

the cultivation of undergraduate in-

world

terest in

be called

affairs.

-

°* two

undergraduate organizations
with emphasis on outside world affairs
^should arouse the interest of the col-

various intercollegiate gath-

,pate in

erings throughout

New England.

Both

leSe to

—

—

=ZZI

The BOWdoill Orient
hJ_^)|

again bring to the campus

vis-

Established 1871

X&g^/

iting lecturers.

,,lC slU(lcnl UO(1
V as a whole to support such speakers, not only for the
sake of the college, but for their own

personal value.

_

Editor-in-chief

Herbert ik Moore

_
_ _. Editors
Aaaooiate

•

1

j

as public spirited as citizens of
the town and of the state; many

member

as a model in the years
to come."
have been deeply religious. But
In his service to the community
no one of them has held in more jhe was one of the most unselfish
abounding measure than he the of men, whether as chairman of
confidence of college, community the Committee of Twelve, as
|

|

v

*4_

and Church, nor has been more head of the Brunswick Chapter
deeply mourned.
of the American Red Cross, as
Coming to Bowdoin in 1904 as Counsellor for the Girl Scouts, as
instructor
in
psychology with a member of the Brunswick
the Harvard doctorate of philos- Choral Society which today is
ophy and soon known as Dr. paying his memory an unprcceBurnett, a title more familiarly dented honor, or as a worker in
used of him (nan any other all the ranks for countless good
through the years, he was made causes, he gave himself utterly
a full professor in 1909. As a without a moment's regard for
younger member of the faculty personal inconvenience, without
he served as registrar for some a thought of fame or reward. It
time, and on many committees, was characteristic of him that
and bore the burden of routine week after week, winter after
with patience and cheerfulness. winter, he prepared the Play
It was characteristic of him here House in his home for meetings
as in other posts that he never of the Girl Scouts, by himself
once refused a disagreeable task, building the fires and sweeping
and busy as he was often as- the floors and arranging the
sumed duties which others of the chairs. No service was to him
faculty had not been willing to menial or undignified if thereby
undertake. As a teacher, like all others could be helped. And if
good teachers, he was, I think, that is not the mark of a
more successful with individuals Christian gentleman, what is?
and small groups than with large His charity was almost boundclasses, as his mind so keen itself less; often he would relieve dissometimes forgot that what was tress
before
called
upon by
clear to him was not always so others to help. Not long ago a
clear to immaturity. But by the graduate of the college told me
sweetness and strength of his that when he was here a disascharacter he bound his old stu- trous fire had driven from home
dents to him so strongly; he did an elderly woman who had been
so much for each one of them a laundress for the students;
and entered with such sympathy some of them meeting a member
into personal problems that no of the faculty on the street and
one of us had so many close and telling him of her distress redear friends
among Bowdoin ceived on the spot a most gengraduates as he. Furthermore, erous gift of money; and as my
a graduate of Amherst he early informant added. "Of course you
entered so fully into the fellow- will guess at once that it was Dr.
ship of the college that he was Burnett". There is no reckoning
soon made a member of a famous of tfie many kind, helpful things
Bowdoin class; and when in 1944 he did for others, and with it all
he received an honorary degree, there was, in the phrase of one
that
was only the formal of hiSte'ddest Amherst friends,
acknowledgement of a member- "always an effective gentleness";
ship in the alumni of the college in other words while he could and
that had been for years a fact. did recognize a genuine need for
No mention of his service here help, for fraud and untruth he
would be complete without ref- had no .use and he had remarkerence 4.0 his masterly biography ably good sense in all his minisof William DeWitt Hyde, a must trations. His acquaintance among
book for every Bowdoin man. all sorts and conditions of men
Beautifully written and filled on and women and children was
every page with the insight that widespread, and it falls to the lot
only a most intimate acquaint- of only a few to be remembered
ance with President Hyde could so affectionately and mourned so
toave produced, <he book is a deeply by so many.
very real contribution to the
A good citizen he took from
j

t aj
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J. IN. i\., Jr.

i
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Richard E. Eskiison
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* e are truly sorry to see as undemoc

ratic a thin
& as this

happen on the

The B.C.A. was never intendoc tllc "J oke that many con-

campus.
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tIon to

to be! It
c
fi

.

is

the B.C.A.'s func-

,

Sht the

racial

and religious
on this cam-

B

P us

'

If

the individuals interested in

would strive more toward
and less toward steamroller
clitics
and personal aggrandizemerit, the campus would be greatly
the B.C.A.

a^^__s^_X ^^»,r

c

•*•

several

organization.
°

cd to

s

STfclaJFSittS^^

mmm *

Included in this

sider

GeoTfe Papoas 'S

—

1

amm* -l-

9 \ the maJ° rit y of those present and
voting were members of one fraternity.
!

intolerance which exist
f*

Again

*°*
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fcwwru*. M.inr

this end,

benefited.

Matt*

27,
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F. M. oilieV, it.

Politics

Once again, power politics has made
llS
unwclcom « appearance on the
Bowdoin campus. In the election of
officers held by the B.C.A. on March

•

PWMp
OreniarkM Manafers

Sl^^f&SfH.^

c. Bewail »47

Bomard M. Goodman

j

pledges of that fraternity who had
never done any active work for the

Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown

ArHwr

Power

47
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B.

T. H.

Maatai

in trouble or needed some peradvice
Isonal
it
was always
Charles Burnett to whom they
would turn. And the explanation,
!

:

j

j

;,

Morrow

1

Mrs.

'

simple: It
goodness.

j

1

But J ust the intcrest ° f ***> undergraduate groups and the admin istration will not be enough. It behooves

xjgjv
Broiwwlck, Maine

has been said in

an Y interest in .attending occasions of
tms sort The spontaneous formation

^inent subjects to the college and to
enable the undergraduates to partici-

1

I

sufficient. It

Past l ^ at tne students do not show,

lne

In the* prewar era it was the policy
of the Forum to bring speakers on per-

.

;

tribute for the faculty, "He was
..
.,
, .,
,.
.,
council of the nation or in their
._ ._
..
,
as wholeheartedly to the work of; in himself
_ ,.,
j
r
a
liberal education of
the class-room; many have been a kind We shall do well to re- professions, whenever anyone was

was

said,

was

because

very
of

his

Such goodness was

a natural
fruit of a deeply religious nature.
the result partly of inheritance,
'for his was a devout Christian
heritage, and partly of profound
intellectual convictions.
For he
!

I

j

with all his heart and
all his mind and with all
his strength in Christianity and
in the Church. He therefore carried on consistently but with no
believed

with

outward

show

certain
oldfashioned practises
grace at
meals, deep personal study of
the Bible, regular attendance at
Church. It did not matter to him
what others of his friends did or
did not. His path was clear. Few
amongst us have been more
faithful, more .full of faith, than
he. Therefore any demands the

—

AWARD

Church made on him he fulfilled,
no matter at what inconvenience
or cost or sacrifice. Such drudgery, in George Herbert's words,
he made divine; for in it he was
obeying his Master Christ.
Of other qualities of mind and
heart there is here no time for
review.
Everyone of us who

FOR SERVICE
A sleeping village
.

knew him

cherishes the remembrance of a friendly word, a gesture of cheer, a kind and
thoughtful act. His devotion to
his home and family, the home
which he and his gifted and gracious wife made a center of hospitality and of music and of culture, with its doors open so generously to college and community
alike, one could only with difficulty find words adequately to
express. Nor would I trust myself to say aything more, of the
loyalty of his friendship, nor the
helpfulness of his affection. To
those who did not know him personally one can only say he was
the model of the Christian gentleman. Those who knew and
loved him realize we shall not
look upon his like again and can
only repeat, as did one of his
best friends when he heard of his
death,
"Goodnight sweet prince
And flights of angels sing thee
v
to thy rest".
.

in the

jmth of a rag'

at her switchboard an
ing flood
operator makes call after call to alert

the

.

.

community and summon

aid.

She

when rising waters reach
board and the building itself be-

leaves only
the

comes flooded.

For this and similar acts of public service,
more than 1,200 telephone men and women
N

have received the Bell System's most coveted
award— the Theodore N. VaQ Medal.
Service to the

public

lias

dition in Ihe Bell System.
first"

long been a tra-

The thought

— day by day as well

"service

as in emergencies

has helped give this nation the best communications service in the world.

BEttr TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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,
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won

the

track meet last week
xpocted but not without

fjartCTvitj

wa>

tts

a

•

lot

one-man

Zete"s

W'on

dewr
meet

|

gang.,

Taylor, the meet's leading scorer.
his

the

(specialty,

nwt,

state

as the prhne
Competition will

than

atiffer
J

the

May

in

t«e

at

rated the favorite,

cart.

are

I

>

,

\

year,

track,

should

else,

everything

as

became

The

upsets liefore
tucky 46-45 in the finals. Ernie
Calverly.
chosen the
tourna- \
ment's outstanding player, led
the Rams to wins over Bowling
Green and Muhlenberg in earlier
rounds. His 55 foot set shot tied
,up the Bowling Green affair with
seconds remaining, to send it into
overtime.
Harvard, New England's other i>osi season ambassador, fell before Ohio State 46-38
in the quarter finals of the N.C
A.A.
tourney.
Crimson
caught Garden jitters and performed way below par against a
Buckeye outfit that Nat Hohnan
termed the worst George Olsen
quintet he had seen in a tournament for years.

the

berths. The
fit also has

again

and Maine

Colby,

have spring football praotlee this year. Bowdoin has deeided to forego this lejnth

as?

a

training since there wiH he

summer

regular

1st.

Sports Star of the
issue

this

is

Hour

diver Cal

New

Englands

four out of

its total

England Dive

Cal's first year of diving

man, he has three more years at
Bowdoin. Bob Miller predicts a
1

bright future for his young star.

j

Neil
ipil is

pretty
after

for

Vander1S»e

Bowdoin

baseball

much of a
a week of

at* Ptckard
Ffeftd.

The

the

pitching staff needs
badly, and none of

poaKions
are
clinched. Ike ether Maine colleges
also
appear unknown
with The V. of M.
other

The Chi

Psi Relay

Team.

in four

two-week

stretch-drive

An

enthusiastic

the

top-heavy win
A.T.O.s
over the Theta Delts ranked
them among the better teams of
it
as
the interfratemity loop,
was this same T.D. team which
knocked off the strongly-manned
Psi U. club the next night. Taking four games within two weeks,
the D.K.E. team proved that it
was an entry to be watched closely in the April play -oft" for the
White Key trophy.
climactic tourney, the
can go any one of four ways,
as comparative scores will indicate nothing. Although the Zetes
and Psi U.s beat the D.U.s in

the

ter

title

early-season
Delta Upsilon

same
this
team trounced the

tilts.

—

one vicDekes some time ago
tory in a skein which now numbers six. The D.K.E. quintet, on

of five ,->rnis.

stressed

the

men who

point

TOWN TAXI

Fifty-seven Men
First
Football Call

show

^——^—

'

i

.

Z€ta

after

has

two-four

the

played.

_
These

r*-i

!i

D.K.E

!

y
7

P« U
u

!

d.

:

#

contested by the losers.

tOP
^

24

The
FAVOR STUDIO

oei vice

Of

points,

the

g

1

.!X)0

1

.w«

-'

.77*

2

.70

at

Tel.

155

ffeJkc
^Includes Sigraa Nu
s Season completed

with Chris Yates 49 be-

The Leading
Name, Team

Though Morgan, Hillson
and Schrack complete the leaders,
they are rivalled by five
other men who have scored bethind.

Lt.-nB.ard.

I
forfeits

Scorri-i-

Zete

(..

Pts.

Av.

10

155
106
67
66
63

13.5
9.6
S.i
7.3

11

Moryan, D. U
Thorn

K

Hillson,

9

Schrack. D.K.E.
i

•

Excluding Sigma

n

Nu

Ytaceat Price

-

Lynn Bari

3t>

Munt

ot.

I

ei.

995

ST.

CLAIR

—

,

j

his twin victories in the 440 and
the two mile. In the two mile he
stayed behind Easton until the
last lap. and then unleashed the
famous Taylor kick to win by ten
yards. As usual, Branche won]
the hurdles. However Hal Burnham Beta, beat Emerson for The
for second.
first time this year
Clarkson,
versatile
The
scored in five events, snatched
j

(

who

fourth.

it
was in past
a gign of
thjngs (Q CQmc AJso> it gave tnc
stu dcnts a chance to see the
trackmen compete for the first
sea son. during which all
tnc mcc t s were held away,

Maine

Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home

Colby

Maine
Bates
Trinity

Colby
Bates

^^

^p t^

8TM MABIES
40

yd.

Branche

dash:

Murphy

(DU),

Clarkson

—

Toomy

(CP),
tCP).

4.8 seconds,
(B). Time
40 yd. h.h: Branche (DU), Burnham (B), Emerson (D), Clark5.8 seconds.
son (CP). Time

—

440 yd. run: Taylor (Z). Easton
(DU), Branche (DU), Burnbam

—

Branche also won the broad (B). Time
54.4 seconds.
jump, with a leap of 19* €", a 880 yd. run: Taylor (Z), Miller
worthy performance considering (CP), Easton (DU). Bove (B).
he had already placed third in Time
2 min. 8.4 seconds.
the 440. Taylor added a fourth
Mile run: Taylor (Z), Easton
al-

—

to
in this event
ready expanding total.

place

his

(DUK Power

Time

George Perkins, AD, won the
lb. weight throw with a toss
of 42' 5". Norm Gauvreau. and
L n Martin added precious
points to the Chi Psi total, with
Taylor grabbing fourth.
\
During the day's activities, the
DUs forged ahead with 29
points. The Chi Psis dropped to
second with 24 points and the
Zetes retained third with 22
points.
Although the DUs held

Two

35

(B), Miller (CP*.
4 min. 56 seconds.
Mile run: Taylor (Z), Eas-

—

ton (DU). Bove (B), Wheeler
(CP). Time
11 min. 8 seconds.

—

i

Relay (1146 yds.): Chi Psi (Miller, Edson. Zollo. Murphy), Beta
( Burnham.
Bove,
Babcock,
Yates
Zcte Cross, Vincent
)

(

.

AD

(Robinson,
Pratt.
Taylor),
Prior, Jackson, Fraser).

High Jump: Branche

(DU),

tie

Cross IZ). Prior (AD). Emerson
5' 6
l*»- Height

—

the lead going into the final day.
it was obvious that the eventual
winner would be either the
Zetes, led by Taylor or the Chi
their well
balanced
Psis with

Jump:

Broad

Clarkson

Branche

—

(DU).

(Z), Tay-

(CP), Cross

lor (Z). Distance

19' 6".

Pole Vault: Marble (AD), Cross
(Z), Nichols (CP), Martin (CP).
10' 8".
Height
Shot Put: Clarkson (CP), TausDiscus,
but
Clarkson, Martin sig (AD), Taylor
(Z), Gauvreau
and
Gauvreau,
the
Chi
Psi
36' 9%".
(CP). Distance
strong boys, took the three re- 85 lb. weight: Perkins
(AD),
maining places. The biggest up- Gauvreau (CP), Martin (CP).
team.

As was expected,

Neil

—

won

the

—

,

—

meet came in the half Taussis (AD ). Distance
42* 5
when Bob Miller of Chi Discus: Taylor ( Z
Clarkson
)
placed second behind Neil irp)
Gauvreau (CP). Martin

set of the

|

mile,

,

Psi,

Tavlor.
I

The next event was the crowd
pleasing relay. The Betas and
the Chi Psis presented the most
formidable entries, and when the i
former drew the pole, the hopes]
of
a "Chipsi" victory seemed
doubtful. At
the sound of the'
'

(CP). Distance

W.

J.

&

—

122' 10".

O. R.

PENNELL,

INC.

CLOTHIERS

j

30 Maine Street

A***.
Awaly

Home
tat lbs.

waste

paper

auk*

»f
wttl

of

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Capital and Surplus $350,000
Total Resources over $5,00o,0#0
s»v <!¥'

**•«****•«**

BANK

ADUNCKAffftk

2,911 cartons coa>
*"r*f*f tea cartridges tor inflating Hfc boats. Sara

wasta paper!

FIRST NATIONAL

SAVE

*#*-a-********"'

z: >i

j£23l »i».n..

r

HOTEL EAGLE

Student Patronage Solicited

c

nm

i'

/i

Steaks

ROOM — NEW DINING PORCH
NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE

DINING

ROOMS 2 FROM
Phone 450

15

Town

Tel.

M

THE LOST WEEKEND

Good Food?

Wed.-Thurs.

533

Fancy Groceries

Hall Place

$2.50

TONDREAU BROS.

UP

NEW MANAGER — HAROLD E. FOOTER

Maine Street

•Yes,

War

Chops

t

MATT BRANCHE

71 Maine Street

HOUDAY

Neil Taylor stole the t<how on
the second day of the meet, with

DRY CLEANING

— Pressing

1-2

PERILOUS

1

NEW

QUICK SERVICE

JERRY

Paramount

May
May 4
May 8
May 11
May J5
May 18
May 21
May 25

Hum*)

BRUNSWICK CLEANERS & DYERS

BAND BOX CLEANERS
COLLEGE AGENTS

Bay

i

,

Always Top Quality
1

Cleaning

Sun.-M

^

elaborateAffair
•^\^
^thli^ and
Zetes
the "S!!:
^^ ^ w

second with 11
third witn y.

:

Bate*
Tufts
Bates
Colby
Open dab-

CM

which

forfeit

THE SHOCK
Fas N«

!iIT
.000

"TT

Yate?. Beta

1946 Baseball

load,

^^

1000

March t7-9t

Wed.-Thur*.

2

"-"""

the

',

April 13
April xe
April 2.%
April 27

Brta.

Chi Psi

With

SCOrcrS

ter than fifty points.

CUMBERLAND

;

—

j

ALVDi SETTLE, PRINTER

1Cd

[

.

Bob Leonard remains

PRinnnc

Maine

Answer

that

.)&?*

QUALJTY PHOTOGRAPHS

!)

the

to give

yard

five

'

|

tioning the fact that several J.V.

honey

2

Home
Away
Away
Home

I

other hand, took over the
Psi Upsilon team before edging will
meet
the Zetes last week. The team
combination
that is "on" will gain the title.

the

Nov.
Nov.

Williams
Colby
Bates

unusual
squad has shaped up well, and promise or outstanding improvewith more than a week's drills ment while playing with the secat Pickard Field to consider, onds will be quickly raised io 'he
Some fifty-seven candidates
for the 194B Polar Bear football
Coach Neil Mahoney declares, Varsity level.
reported to Head Coach
squad
With
soft
and
the field
and dry,
"If we get good pitching, we
Dinny Shay at a meeting in the
have prospects for a good ball the Clubhouse opened even at
this early date,
spirited drills Sargent Gymnasium on Thursday
dub".
have been the keynote of each afternoon, March 14.
After Coach Shay had collectBolstered by the timely return day's practice, and short games
of '*Beast" Taussig, first-sacker have been played. Emphasizing ed the necessary statistical data
importance
of workouts in regard to weights, he anof Bowdoin's 1943 Championship the
team and a .400 hitter that year, afield as well ,as at bat, the nounced that fall practice will
in the latter
the Polar Bear's hitting poten- White's Coach hopes to attain a tentatively start
tial is noteworthy. In addition to balanced team, ready to play ef- part of August. To prepare for
in
the opener with the first game with Mass. State
Taussig, who played service ball fectively
to be held at
Pickard on October 15, Assistant Coach
in the Pacific for some time, Ma- Bates,
honey is relying heavily on Bob Field two weeks from Saturday. Frank Sebasteanski will report
DeKalb. This sterling outfielder Encouraged by the spirit and en- in the summer to aid Shay in
proved himself a fine ballplayer thusiasm shown by most men, whipping the team into shape.
as a Freshman in 1942.
Mahoney expects a steady ball
More candidates are expected
to report in August due- to the
Herb Babcock's play on that club.
same team rates him as ;i frontThe pitchers have not had a large number of students enterline pitcher who should produce chance to throw their 'stuff yet. ing in June. It is also hoped that
results
for
this spring's nine. But the good control exhibited many men now in college who
Packy McFarland, already im- thus far by most of the hurlers did not report last week will do
proved over last year, covers a brightens the outlook in that f'c- so in the fall.
lot of ground in the outfield, and partment. Backed up by a cat 2hlast
week
reporting
Those
i
first- i n g
which "shapes up were:
is a serious bidder for
staff
Pitcher,
Captain
1915
team berth if he can meet the stronger than any other of the Jones, Kilroy, Pidgeon, Dogher
ball well in the coming days. 'past few years",
the batteries ty, Newton, Lancaster, RobertDan Morrison, another man from should be effective. A maximum son, Dow, Lowe. Eaton, Reardon,
last
year's
Varsity, and Stan of depth must be achieved, how- Anderson, Stankus. Kimball, WilWhiting, a veteran infielder, ever,
in
order for the ^Polar liams, Ireland, Crowell, Toomy,
round out the men with Bowdoin Bears to play up to their eapa- E. Martin. Olsen. Doughty, F. G.
experience.
city in each of the eleven ^;:mes Longley.
Huen. Gillen.
Rudy,
Wilkinson, Holden, Clark. Field.
Favored by sunny weather all now carded,
last week, the squad has develIndications thus far are, in- Dobic, L. Smith. Begley Gavin,
oped rapidly at Pickard Field. If deed, that Bowdoin will field a j Taussig, Foster, Racine Butler,
such fine weather persists, sever- "good ball club" to meet their Wciner, Lewis, St. Clair, MilliCharles,
gan,
Morgan.
Kern,
al intra-squad games this week 1946 rivals.
Sweet. Sample, Glazier, Osher,
Graver, Hall. D. Smith. May.- and
Inlcrfraic-i ni!> Basketball Statistics
Four games are planned for this
\\ mer.
The Ptar<Iin>rs:
finale
the teams which finish
W.
L.
Pet
first and third in the lengue play
J1"**™.
years.

a

Psis

Murphy maintained to the tape.
An anti-climax came in the
when Jack Marbk\
vault
who placed pole upset Bob Cross. Zete, who
Branche,
Matt
AD.
won
the
dash,
the
in
second
had already run in the relay. Lin
jump easily. Bob Cross, Martin and John Nichols gave
high
Zcte. Girl Prior, AD, and OUie
the Chi Psis their final points to
Emerson. Dckc. tied for second. make the total 41. The Zetes,
Fred Clarkson won the shot put. Taylor and Cross, had 37 and the
with the •mprovmg \D Taussig,
AJX Betas and
DUjj had
/ L
finishing second. At the end of
..Dekes rounded out the scoring,
Chi Psis
he day s contests, the Ch.

r>

ey hopes to segregate J.V. men
by the end of this week. In men-

years are enter-

mana-od

finally

blue

five

the first of Taylor's
riblxm performances.

,

12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26

~~

"

I

Up;j'*6 Grid Schedule
Away
Mass. State
Oct.
Pitchers
Home
Amherst
Oct.

ses- should reveal

practice

for Bowdoin's first 'normal' base-

team

Murphy.

Team Warms

those

The

Miller, Edson, Zollo.

make-up of a
behind them, the candidates Varsity squad, and Coach Mahon-

many

Assuming that the Psi U.s en-

Mabooey's
still

j

games are being scheduled, Ma-

• * •

i

j

bolstering

—

beek, whose second place in

gave

is

remaining

**;

week.

series spot,

revamped A.D. outan outside chance.

The

term.

Polar Bears are achedvtod to
don their moleskins an August

lonks
races.
build

competition, and, being a Fres'i-

will

all

New

This

reached the Maine headlines
with the announcement that

sions

other frater-

streaked into the had. closely
followed by Bob MilJer.
At the exchange of batons the
Betas enjoyed a five yard lead,
but Dick Edson and Dick ^ollo

thanks t.i Ed Murphy's victory in
the 40 vard dash. Fred Clarksons triumph in the shot put
and otter places in the dash and
mile Neil Taylor won the mile,
with
Cab Easton. winner at
Maine, placing second. This was

Baseball

ball

No

sixth.

*

'

themselves
assured
o f ing the
berths in the four- team White of what has been the most sucKey play-off which starts next cessful Spring training season in

somewhat like the hockey- tion was the highlight of recent
set-up. The first and third place league play. Leading all the way,
teams tangle, with the winner the winners were threatened late
taking on the victor of a in the final stanza as the Zetes
second versus fourth place scrap drew within a single point. But
for
the
title.
The Zetes Gus Moulton's last-minute set
and Dekes appear "in", but the shot clinched the game for the
Psi Us. D.U.s and A.T.O.s will DICE, quintet.

Vanderbeek Places Second in

Bates,

may

the

fifth and Delta Kappa Epsilon
shared in the scoring.
—
The Chi Psis took a quick lead,

nities

teams

a

out for

^|

Theta Pi

With a month's

off

it

*

Mahoney Needs

If the D. U.'s sustain their
seething pace they will also win a
as the Chi Psis and
Sigma Nus should prove no
match. The Psi Us, however, face
a tougher schedule, with the
Zetes and A.D.s on tap, and
should the A.T.O.s upset either
The Interfratemity Basketball the Dekes or D.U.s they could,
League has entered its last full conceivably,
break
into
the
week of regular play. At the Championship set.
close of the schedule, the top
The Dekes' four-point win over
four teams will meet in a play- the unbeaten Zeta Psi combina-

fight

WJ

.

Riding high on a wave of five
the
Dekes
straight
victories,
rose to a first-place tie with the,
Zeta Psi five last week, as both

hopes rest with the Red Sox
who seem to have a fine
chance to win their first flag
since 1918. Cronin has to produce or else!

league
baseball
season leas
than a month away, it la atlll
well nigh impossible to pick
winners in either the senior or
Junior circuit.
Although the
betting odds are on the Card-

-

three high scorers. Branche, Taylor, Clarkson.

Nears Playoffs

contender,
but moat of Boston's pennant

With the opening of the big

once

Braves into

it

close

of

Soutfcworth

Billy

The

has

point

this

Hke a couple

'

Football

At

tions.

l

As Basketball

i

two startling
bowing to Ken-

1

Dekes Tie Zetes

of

Boston's Pennant Hopes Rest With Red Sox
ami Yankees, all the
Rhode Island State, New England's representative to the Madhave too many question
ison Square Garden
Invitation
marks to make amy predicpulled

M

^jrfDO/^,

'**

i

•

a

Tournament

I,

i

their indoor record.

better than ever.

l>c

1
1

be

next

nppTe

\he

upsel

r

track
In one of the most bitterly contested ioterfraternity
meets ever held, the Chi Psis were finally crowned -victors. The
individual stars ot the meet were Neil Taylor. Zete. Matt
Branche, D.U., and Fred Clarkson, Chi Psi. Zeta Psi finished
second, with Delta Upsilon third. Alpha Delta Phi fourth. Beta

(.**hhy

plaaaing; t.» eater teams.
Bate* haw been training outHide fw » mie time but will not
be able to match the strength
of either Bowdoin or Maine.
The latter Agurea to be atronger for the l>wi»ton meet, bat
the Polar Bears trill stHI be

almost

Zetes, D. U.s Trail;
Taylor, Branche Shine

iad«»or

and

far hmth Kates

Final Event

ot>-

However, the Chi Psis had tool
much team strength for both
Taylor and the third place D.U.s.
No records were set, and the
thnes were on the whole poor;
but competition was Veen and by

to

*

win" a«*ta oat-

w-arfcauta, with

Jecftve.

discus,]

plus the 440. X80, mili> and 2 mile

team

tbr track

i

trouble from Neil Tay-

•

the

lor,

I

With the iadoor neaaoa aver,

Inler-

Cameraman After

BB

w~ *«
a" 9

Wmm
:

|

Tracksteis Train For Outdoor State Meet
Psis

|

|

IMjrf^^JI

''

By McClelland

Track Meet

-

iiflH

P^ar

The Chi

—

-----

M

Stars Of The Interfraternity Track Meet Pose For

BEARINGS

Win

Psis' 41 Points

T^

Brunswick

We're Interested In

ALL Your

Never Over
For The Red Cross
Is

PRINTING
We have

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

POSTERS

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

TRY THE COLLEGE SPA

FRATERNITY FORMS

with
Pat O'Brien - Ruth Warrick

And Other
'

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

BRUNSWICK'S BEST?
FrL-€hrt.

Tfce

SCARLET STREET
Edward

Same Answer

The RECORD Off ICE

COLLEGE SPA

with
G. Bofctnaon

— Telephones —

"RfehtOff The Campus"

OPEN

• A.M.

TO

M

P.M.

Let's

Paul K. Nivaa, Bowdoin 1016

Not Fail Them Now!

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

^-

M«i

:

^^^^^^

1

,

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Mahoney

Expresses Thanks
For Pleasant Bowdoin Life

CAMPUS SURVEY

BY WARREN COURT

By

Weatherill

RED EYES, REDDER STILL
IT COMES

two semesters of football or which can stand
hind legs by itself. The sock is then held over
a candle flame, and only a candle flame for fifteen
seconds and dropped in the drink. If the
sock sinks to the bottom, the mixture is no good
at all, and must be thrown out. If, however, it
floats, two more fifth of rum are needed. And if it

half submerges, toe down, the mixture is exactly
termed as unusual conditions. "I doin was the toughest I have
right. Stirring the stuff is an art in itself. People
on the edge of the bowls and merely dangle their lever dreamed of becoming a ever had to make," said Neil.
completely-shod feet in the murky depths below. college coach until Mai Morrell ''When I came to Brunswick I
There is no fast and furious shuffling, merely a talked me into coming up to see didn't know what to expect but
casual dipping and dunking.
him about such a possibility in the College and everything con-

my

"How

A BASKETBALL STAR

inches taller than the rest of the boys, because my
legs are not bent at the bottom like everybody's
and
toes point straight down.
legs
are a pair of natural crutches. I almost got in
trouble with them once. I was trying to locate a
family who had gone off their various squashes
trying to see what the guy looks like who turns
the camera around at the end of Paramount News
every time. It was snowing and I was making
tracks. An old federal agent who was tracking a
guy who was selling burnt out light bulbs to use in
blackouts, particularly noticed the peculiar indentations which
feet were making in the snow.

my

My

FURNITURE

my

"He caught me over

in

Memorial Hall when

,

We

of 1811 Walk, which was
built as early as 1908, we came to the big punch
lx>wls at the entrance of the campus. They were
tilled with gin, rum, and absinthe, mixed evenly,
and the college physician was giving them the Sock
Test. It might be well to explain this test, as there

made

the inter-

when they

Rabbi Dr. Aaron Greenbaum
Portland last Thursday.

Rabbi Greenbaum

first

in

gave an

Action,
cles.

print.

is

an old Bowdoin tramore and better
gets
any type of

—

j

\

Carl

why

ignorance of

your poetry and

ALLEN'S

j

j

St.
Charles
Roman Catholic
Church here in Brunswick, when
Father Doherty will speak to the

Lebovitz,

4

Hyde
Moore

M. C.
Tel.

Phone 974-M for

and

my roommate sat motionless. I peeked over his shoulnoticed a copy of "The Mysterious East" neatly covering Boc-

All this time

caccio, margin for margin. He was holding his breath, and his color
was a deep Yogi green. The green faded into an uninteresting gray as

the

first

hint of

dawn drained

the darkness away. Yes, the sun

that the Americans
considerable
forces

student demonstrations even to
the point of throwing handgren-'
ades into crowds.

This lecture was one of a
scries being given throughout the
country by Mr. Liu who next
year expects ;to be engaged uv
special
work for the United
China Relief Inc.

MARTIN'S
A

PRESSING

4 Elm

Street

Tel.

154

TOOTH PASTE

Perkins, Ph. G.,

18 Moore Hall

BOWDOIN NIGHT

Manager

Street

775

at

Brunswick

2 PIECE

DRESS

INC.
69c

»....!

SKIRTS —Plain

BRUNSWICK

„

,

BLOUSES

HARDWARE

POPS
Monday, May

1946

Floor seats

$1.50

Tables for £ve $7.50

Tel.891-M

(tax included)

Make

The

College

Book

Store

James

Street

HIS
The Campus

CORSAGES — CUT FLOWERS
POT PLANTS

F.

checks payable to

Claverie, Chairman

Mail to him at

DAYS ARE AS GRASS

200

Summer

Street,

WORLDS BEST TOBACCOS -

Boston

by

CHARLES MERGENDAHL

On

Flowers Telegraphed Anywhere

— $2.75

Sale April 3rd

Before April

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

20

Only prepaid reservations can be
-

Tei 1077-M

13,

34c
34c

57 Maine Street

201 Maine

delivery

leave

How- der and

Boston Symphony

BRUNSWICK FLOWER
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Dr. Russell has scheduled a sim-
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luck in his

I trudged downcast back to the house, brooding over my social
failure. I arrived as my roommate poured over Boccaccio. He did not
see me enter, and I crossed to my desk on tip-toe, sat down and began
to arrange my books more artistically before me. I stared at my Varga
calendar. I cleaned my fingernails four times. I diagrammed all four
phases of .the battle of Jutland. I wrote a brilliant satire on the Harding administration and successfully squared every intellectual circle
in existence, washed my socks, and sent a poison-pen letter to the
governor of New Jersey. "If Massachusetts can do it, so can Jersey,"
I reasoned.
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MIKE'S PLACE

the College, and his cheerful and
friendly
personality
will be
missed by everyone on the campus.
wish him the best of

I

j

ing and goodwill."

class.

does not feel he can refuse. Sorry as we are to have him go, we
cannot blame him for accepting
this offer, and we agrao with him
that he probably would never be
satisfied if he refused it.
"Neil's going is a great loss to

new position."
The Mahoneys will not

"Know any. dirty songs?" they said.
"Sure," I said- I then sang a dirty song and was thrown thoroughly
efficiently into an undignified gutter.
"What a night," I mumbled to myself. "Better I should have stayed
at the house and listened to Fred Allen."
and
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H. James Cook, 7
Hall;
Herbert Moore, D. U. House;
or faculty advisors Professor
Herbert Ross Brown and Mr.
Arthur M.- stratton.
- .
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religions really repre-

ilar visit for April 4, this

Continued from rage

shed avoided, Mr. Liu voiced Ills
prophecy
that
the
next war
would be an entirely atomic one.
Mr. Liu stated that the reason

sent," said Dr. Russell,
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more successful it can be.
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Saturday night.
The committee urges all those
who possibly can to make plans to
attend Ivy Week activities which
have always been the highlight of

The
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magazine, will appear
in >lay and needs
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tory and ideals of Judaism and the
background and significance of its
ritual.
After this he answered
specific questions that the men had
on various aspects of the religion.
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they have a rough idea of how
many to plan for, they will announce a ticket price. This fee
will cover decorations, refreshments, feeding the guests, and hiring the band for the Friday night
formal. It will not, of course, cover
the individual
houseparties on

erary
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visited the

its

it,
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thing.
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and understanding
wax learned by the students of Dr.
Henry Russell's Religion courses
faith relations
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and
when I asked for a drag, she fed me the burnt end.
The individual charge has not there. He, suggested withdrawal
by both sides to settle the issue,
Then she held lighted matches under my chin
_.
_.
to yet been determined. In the near
Tnc Chinese secret service, aefind out if I liked butter.
__
,
future the committee plans to take cording
That was enough.
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Mr Lju fa cxtreme]y
who
a
poll
of
all
those
expect to active
I dove off and swam back
in
China.
It
employs
to land.
attend the festivities. Thus, when strong-arm methods to break up
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May Quill Seeks
Visits Synagogue Contributions
object lesson in
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modate dining, will eat at the Un"Maybe the old Venetian gondolier still has a
ion.
concession there.
can hire gondolas from him
Each house will supply linen for
by the hour, and I will sing Italian songs to you
by
the light of the moon."
the guests, thus cutting down on
Siie put on her stocking cap and trench
Guests will
coat, and the cost of tickets.
we went to watch the seals dive off the ice floes.
sleep in the fraternity houses, and
While I was whispering sweet nothings, she used up
will
members
take
temporary
shelthree packs of Camels trying to flip
cigarettes in
ter in the dorms as in the past.
her mouth with her toes. She finally

Walking down the Class

An

Bowdoin,

is.

Nance Crawford, an imposing young giant in white duck pants,
ambled over to our table, and we engaged in deep conservation. I always admired Nance for his studied control and quiet self-assurance
in the face of all many of things. Why I recall one time down at Hanover—well nearly anyway, we were there.
Nance sat down and ordered a lime rickey, placed his feet on the
table, and intoned sonorously, "Hi."
I replied, "Hi, did ya read tne history?"
"Yeah." said Nance, "ain't it awful?"

Mahoney Leaves

Houseparty Program

gestion."

THE SOCK TEST

nel

Store, a graduate of Riis GymBowdoin venture houseparties and its personnel
"It sure is," I replied, with a cultivated note of ignorance.
was with, the baseball team and (.from Mai Morrell, who is tops in nasium, and a former student at
My roommate burst into an intricate drum exercise, beating the top
his 1943 club, his first, won the my book, down to the fellow who the University of Oslo, was in
State Championship. "We had can't do his setups correctly," the group of Norwegian troops of the table withlhe flat of his hands, and ended by smashing a cok*'
that rounded up the Quislings bottle against the far wall for cymbal effect. Having thus rid himself of
some good ballplayers, such as concluded Neil.
when they took back the coun- his prisoned emotion, he slumped, panting, into his chair and gulped
Johnston, Taussig, Flanagan and
Not only will Neil not forget try
from the German occupation down a full tumbler of ice water.
Pendleton, and the boys worked Bowdoin,
hut the many friends
forces May 8, 1945.
Nance sat transfixed and breathed adoringly, "Gosh!"
hard for me," commented Neil. he made
here will never forget
Bertrand des Clers told of
I attempted to channel the conversation and ventured an opinion on
"I was pleasantly surprised when his
famous expressions, "hustle,
propaganda methods used in the the state of the Cosmos. I said it was "vital," "inspiring," "wonderwe won."
hustle", "loose as a goose", and
ent to
The basketball team of 1944- "let's go athletes", because Nell French school systems during ful," and even "swell." But it was to no avail, and I gave up, went
German
occupation
o f another table and sat down.
1945 was the most successful, Mahoney has been indelibly writ- the
"Hi," I said.
winning the mythical state title. ten down in Bowdoin College France.
"What do you want," they said.
Lamenting the quick exodus of athletic history.
•
"Oh nothing," I said.

i
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agreed upon within the fratern-jwho brought to an end
the useLties. A luncheon dance on cither
[fess fighting between the Nationno time.
Friday or Saturday afternoon with alists and Communists. The
conShe drank rather heavily. I didn't stop pouring the music of the Polar Bears is
ferences under his direction debeer into her mug and she didn't either. Even when
under consideration.
cided
that
half
of
the
seats
in
she was raising the mug to hers, I was pouring beAll the house dining rooms wiil the next representative assembly
cause she drank it so fast it was a continual motion
for me.
be open for the weekend, and should be alloted to the Nationali
I asked her if she wanted to take a walk on th" guests will eat with their
escorts ists and the rest to the other parbridge over Bowdoin Lake. She was dumbfounded.
in their respective' houses. Non- ties.
"Lake," she said brightly. "Lake; what lake?"
fraternity
men
and
their
guests,
Deploring the fact that all "dis"Why right out in the middle of the campus. It's
there, every spring, and then they have to put
up a and also those fraternities whose putes might not be settled at the
bridge."
"Enchanting," she said. "A capital sug- houses will not be able to accom- peace table, and useless blood-

national Club, it being handiest to us. We partook
of raisins, Cocomalt, birds' nests, and fingernail
excrement until we were sick and tired of the sport.
It was a big party and we went back by way of
the gym to see what was going on. The big white
Polar Bear was filled with champagne. It issued
from his mouth like a drinking fountain, when you
shook hands with him and worked his paw like a
pump-handle. To stop the flow, you merely gave
him a good, swift boot in the tail. We went down
below into the "Pit," and were surprised to see that
it had been transformed into a Victory Garden.
Cornstalks stuck up through the sawdust and gently
Haunted their leafiness in the air. Wheat marked
the finish of the 440. It was discouraging. Obviously,
the janitor was badly in need of pin-money. On the
way out, I showed her the pictures of former Bowdoin athletic greats. I began to wonder when she
took them out of their frames, cut out various
scantily-clothed individuals, and put them in her
pocketbok. There was a lascivious light in her eyes,
so I took her away.

and none of the real

his

.

enjoyed

"I've

beginning to lower,

—Longfellow (expurgated)

coach and a baseball

Bowdoin."
iNeil's
next

is

Yes, the sun had gone down, and I hunched like an awning over my
sputtering candle, intent upon the book before me. My palms were
wet/with excitement, and my heart beat wildly as I plunged, like one
possessed, into "European Imperalism in Asia," My roommate was absorbed in the latest copy of "Downbeat" while another person
sprawled upon the floor was thumbing idly, but nonetheless purposefully, through the dog-eared pages of "New Horizons-" It was so
quiet one could hear the sands falling as they slipped through the narrow of my hour glass. The hush was thick upon the air. My roommate
opened the window.
Ah, this was the life! What complete repose, what satisfying pursuit
could be found elsewhere? I closed my book on the half-completed
Berlin-Baghdad Railway with a deep sigh of accomplishment as the
creature upon the floor said, "Letsgodowntathetavernandhaveacouplc."
My roommate slid- gleefully down the rope he kept hanging out of
the window for such occasions. I followed without benefit of rope, and
we .met the other creature at the tavern, gurgling contentedly over a
raspberry parfait. And to this day he has never told us where his tun-

—

Since the "Prince of Wales" was too tame, we
played a pleasant game which she thought up as we
went along. The idea was to pronounce the name of
the brew you were drinking, spelled backwards. Unfortunately,
you had
to
chug- a -lug if
you couldn't do it, but more unfortunate, I was
drinking Schlitz while she was working on some old
Dawson's she had found tiied around our pet Saint
Bernard's neck. Needless to say, I was lushwell in

jerkin.
I asked her if she wanted anything to eat, she
said yes, so I took her over to the red-brick Inter-

substitutes

•

the night

Comes a pause in the day's occupations,
is known as the study hour."

That

'

We

SEE THE SIGHTS

"Actually atomic," she observed cleverly, brushing
a glow-worm off my lapel. To cover my embarrassment, I swatted her in the mouth with my leather

many

When

formerly a student at the Sonbonne, was a member of the
French underground, and later
served as a liaison officer in General George S. Patton's Third

'

We

then hung from the Thorndike Oak."

are

"Between the dark and the daylight,

13.

Renaud des Clers, the older of
the two brothers studying here,

(

.

foot stuck in a hole in the floor. He locked
me up in a cage which was located in Massachusetts Hall. Next to me were two people who claimed
to be Adam and Eve due to the fact that they had
no navels- But I got out of there when H. Allen
Smith realized that they would ruin his idea of
collecting belly-button lint to stuff pillows, and had

WE

basketball
coach."

Another piece of furniture was an alumnus. He
had studied so hard that his wasted form was now
a perpetual question mark. Besides placing him at
the end of sentences in our English 25 themes, we
lured his head down a little further with dirty
French postcards placed on the floor about his feet.
then tied ropes to his arms and legs and fastened the ropes to stakes driven in the floor, and
used him as a table or piano stool, except that we
didn't have a piano.
then got out the deadly
booze.

I

my

got

Wednesday, March

=——

over the break in the roadbed,
"The most pleasant aspect of and remained intact. The rear
the athletic setup here is that as half careened to the side of the
"That first day was one I'll a coach you are not told what to right-of-way and was completely
never forget," continued Mahon- do or when to do it," continued wrecked. A short time later,
ey. "I started with Cal classes Neil. "You are given a free hand, German
soldiers
came through
at 9 and continued with classes more or less, and this I believe the undamaged part of the train,
at 10, 11, 1:30, and 2:30. At 3:30 to be the biggest asset of the de- searching
passengers.
Des
the
I was actually
pushed on the partment's policy."
Clers, who had two guns with
floor with a basketball in my
"The Maine league is no picnic him, an offense punishable by
hands, into the clutches of 60 as many believe. I found this death, waited apprehensively as
eager candidates. The day ended has been true even in .wartime
the soldiers neared his compartwith another class at 5. Although the competition was stiff, and ment, planning to tcill them and
my first day was a hard job, I there were many strong ball then himself when they started
can say that I enjoyed it, and clubs that could hold their own to search him. For no reason ->t
that goes for my whole stay at in other leagues
all, they passed by leaving nim

ticed for the first time Maxine's particularly quaint

turned-up nose. As a matter of fact it was very
handy for drinking as she wedged it against the
further side of her glass of brew, and continued to
indulge while dancing. She got tight quicker that
way. She sat down on a grotesque sofa which had
been supplied by the Alumni Association.
As a matter of fact, the sofa was an alumnus
whose arms were long enough to reach the ground
without bending over. The back of his hands were
rather calloused, but when he crossed his arms in
back of himself, and bent over backwards until his
head rested on his elbows, he made an ideal sofa,
with his cushiony middle, like a good alumnus. His
mouth made an ideal ashtray, as his teeth were far
enough apart to let a cigarette rest on his soft
gums. We ground out the butts in his eyes.

did you do it?"

This moot question I answered in the following
manner
"It was only because of my height- I am eight

else,

The Study Hour
By dark

Three of Bowdoin's foreign
students, Renaud and Bertrand
des Clers, Special, '49 of France,
and Ulf J. Store '49 of Norway,
were interviewed on the Bowdoin-on-the-Air program over
Station WGAN, at 3:45 p. m..

Army. Des Clers told of how on
way to the hospital for an
appendectomy, the train in which
he was riding was wrecked. A
portion of the track had been
ripped up by the underground,
DRINKING HABITS
November, 1942. December first nected with it grew on me. I but, due to the speed at which
Stirred by the festive manner of what we had came and I was for the first time liked the kids I've worked with, it was traveling, the first half f
the
miraculously passed
train
seen, we retired to the Dark Room once again. I no- in my life a phys. ed. director, a they have been a great group."

tamed kangaroo hopped away with her trunk

said.

its

players

Mustard and Cress

WGAN

sit

in his pouch and took it to her room while we went
into our famous Dark Room "overlooking Maine
Street" for some idle prattle. She noticed
letter
which I had purposely had raised and embossed. I
told her I had gotten it in basketball. "Devastating-

she

each year, Neil said,
and besides no one wants to read "The war took many of 'my ball
about me," was bashful Neil Ma- player* away after one or two
honey's first comment when we terms and the next time I saw
asked for an interview with them they usually were wearing
him. After leaning back and tak- the opponents' uniform." From
ing off his shoes, however, the all his basketball teams here at
amiable coach proceeded to pour Bowdoin Neil favored three men
forth with his memoirs.
of his 1943-1944 club, namely
Neil joined the Bowdoin ath- Silsby, Neverdauski and Magee.
"The decision to leave Bowletic
faculty
under what he

least

on

greet her.

ly divine,"

"I don't like this kind of stuff,

The Sock Test is the last straw on the Epicurean's
back. The first thing to do, is to get a musty, dusty
old athletic sock that has been worn through at

The boys had told me that she was a kid with
plenty of personality; that she was from West brook
or Colby or Smith or Endicott; that her old man
sold Kleenex or wheelbarrows or Flexees or bathtubs, so I knew just about what to expect from
Maxino Messier. And when she wended her weary
way up the hill waving her new foundation, swinging from branch to branch, hand over hand, and
dropping white messages on passers-by and others
who stopped to gaze, I was in no way surprised. I
hastily threw on my jockey shorts, ribbed socks,
t-shlrt, pegged dungarees, and letter-sweater to
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